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QUKBEC—I'iiO.

luvaaion of Canndn.—Dofcnsivo moans adoptctl.—The French army cntrenclies itscH

at IJoauport, &c., below Quehcc—Tlio British troops land on the Iflo d'OrlOans.—I'ro-

clamation addrui-sed by General Wolfe to the Canadians.—That ticnoral, judging an

attack on the French camp to bo too hazardous, determines to bombard the city and

ravage its environs.—The former set on lire.-Attack on the French lines at Montmo-

rcnci.—Wolfe, being repulsed, returns dispirited to his camp, and lalls ill.—lie vainly

attempts to put liimself into communication with General Amherst at Lake Champ-

Iain.—Ills oflicers advise that ho sliould tako possession, by surprise, of the heights

of Abraham, and thus force tho French to quit camp.—General Montcalm sends troops

to guard the left bank of tho St. Lawrence, above (jueboc up to tho river .Facques-

Cartier.—A great number of tho Canadians, flunking all danger passed, quit tho army

to attend to Held labor.—On tho Lake Champlain frontier, M. de IJourlamaquo blows

up Forts Carillon and St. Frederic, and retreats to the Isle-aux-Noix, followed by

General Amherst with 12,000 men,—Tho British generals I'rideaux and Johnson,

operating towards Lake Erie, tako Fort IS'iagara, and force tho French to retire to La

Presentation, l)clow Lake Ontario.—Tho British scale the heiglits of Abraham, Sept. 13.

First drawn battle; defeat of tho French and death of Montcalm ; capitulation of

Quebec—General do L^vls takes command of tho army, and intends to offer battle

instantly; but learning the surrender of the capital, retires to Jacques T'artier and en-

trenches his troops.—The British army, enclosed in Quebec, prepares to winter there.

—Proper succors asked m voiu from France, for rc-capturing tho city
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VICTORY OF MONTMOREXCI AND FIRST BATTLE OF ABRAIIAM.-
SURRENDER OF QUEBEC.-1759.

Invasion of Canada.—Defensive means adopted.—The French army entrenches itself at

Beauport, &c., below (Quebec—The British troops laud on the Isle d'Orlihiiis.—I'roclama-

tiou addres^sed by General Wolfe to the Canadians.—That Cieneral, judging an attack on
the French camp to be too hazardou.?, determines to bombard the city u.id ravaso its envi-
rons.—The former set on fire.-Attack on the French lines at Montmorenci -Wolfe being
repulsed, returns dispirited to his camp, and falls ill.—He vainly attempts to put himself
into communication with General Amherst at Luke Champlain.—His olMcers advise tliat

lie should take possession, by surprise, of the heights of Abraham, and thus Ibree the
French to quit camp.—General Montcalm sends troops to guard the left bank of the St.

Lawrence, above (Quebec up to the river Jacques Cartier.—A great number of the Cana-
dians, thinking all danger passed, quit the army to attend to tield labor.—On the Lake
Champlain frontier, M. de Bourlamaquo blows up Forts Carillon and St. Frederic, and
retreats to the Isle-aux-Noi.v, followed by General Amherst with 12,0(X) men,-'I'lie British

generals I'rideaux and Johnson, operating towards Lake Erie, take Fort Niagara, and
force the French to retire to La I'ri^.sentation, below Lake Ontario.—The 1 ritish scale the

heights of Abraham, Sept. 13.—First drawn battle; defeat of the French and death of

Montcalm; capitulation of (Quebec.-General de LOvis takes command of the army, and
intends to olTer battle instantly ; but learning the surrer.Jcr of the capital, retires to JacqueK

Cartier and entrenches his troojjs.—The British army, enclosed in Quebec, prepares to

winter there.—I'roper succors asked in viiiu from France, for rc-f ijituring the city.

While M. de Vaudrcuil and the generals were at Montreal, they

received despatches from France, -which determined Montcalm to leave

for Quebec, where he arrived May 22 ; followed soon afterwards by the gover-

nor-general and M. de Levis. The ships had brought a confirmation of the

report that a British fleet was on its way to the capital, which therefore

became the first point to be defended. May 22, an express brought

word of some enemy's ships having reached Le Bic. " Coming events"

thus "casting their shadows before," there was no time to lose, and all

was now activity to realise means for a stout defence of the capital.

In order to obstruct the enemy's approach, river-buoys aud all other iudica-

2
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tors for safely navigating the flood wore removed
; while fire-floats were pre-

pared for igniting the enemy's ships as soon as they should reach the

port. The garrison stores and government archives were removed to

Three-Rivers, and the army magazines fixed at Montreal : only necessa-

ries for one month were reserved at Quebec, to supply the daily wants of

the troops and inhabitants. A portion of the little grain remaining in

the upper country was purchased with money advanced by army officers.

Finally, goods were bought to give as presents to those savage tribes

about Niagara and Detroit, which either remained true to the French,

or whose people disowned their alliances with the British. The gifta

thus awarded would at least, it was hoped, secure their neutrality.

These preliminaries arranged, the chiefs turned their attention to orga-

nizing the army, and to strengthening Quebec ; the loss of the latter, it

was likely, would eventuate in that of all Canada. But as for the city

defences, they were judged to be anything but imr":'ognable, and especially

weak on the landward side ; where the rampart, which was unprovided

with parapet, embrasures, and cannon, ivasbut six or seven feet in height,

and protected outwardly neither by foss(5 nor glacis : it was therefore

decided, unanimously, that the city should be put under cover of an

entrenched camp, to be occupied by the bulk of the '/my.

Quebec is built, as has been said before, at the extremity of a promon-

tory. To the east and the south the St. Lawrence, here about a mile

wide, rolls its deep waters ; to the north is the fine valley of the St. Charles

river^ which, at its embouchure, along with the greater stream forms a

basin three or four miles in extent. The St. Charles' lower bed is

entirely covered at high tide : but at full ebb, it is fordable. The promon-

tory on which Quebec stands, being very steep towards the St. Lawrence,

with an elevation ranging between IGO and 300 feet, was considered inac-

cessible, especially on the city side.* The weakest points towards the

port were protected by palisades and walls ; and the communications

between lower town and upper town were cut, and defended by artillery.

It was thought that batteries erected on the quays of the iovver town

and on the scarp of the upper, would together bar all passage against

an enemy, whether ascending from the lower, or descending by the

upper flood. If this were so, all that was further wanted, in regard of

the city's safety, was to close up the entry of the St. Charles river, and

* " There is no reason to beliere "—thus was the order of battle worded

(June 10)—"that t'>e enemy will think of passing in front of the city and

landing at the Anse des Meres ; and, so long as the frigates remain to Uf, we

have nothing to apprehend on that side."
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tlicnco fortify'jits loft strand, &c., {I't CananUere)^ along with the northern

shore of the 8t. Lawrence, from Beauport to the embouchure of the Mont-

morenci ; said fortifying line to be continued inland for some distance along

the right bankof the latter stream, which, descending from the Laurentian

highlands, crosses the highway along the left side of the flood it falls into

just below.

The entry of the St. Charles, at a point facing Palace Gate, was boomed

with masts chained together, kept in place by anchors and protected in

front by five barges, each mounted with a cannon. Behind this first

barricade three merchant-vessels were sunk, havii)g a platform laid across

them, and a battery superimposed, armed with heavy ordnance, the

gun-range of which radiated over the whole expanse of the bay. There

was, besides, at the near end of the Beauport and Charlesbourg roads

a bridge of boats, traversing the St. Charles, defended at each extremity

by a hornwork. The right bank of the same river, from the pontoons

over it to Palace Gate, was bordered with entrenchments, having artillery

mounted to defend the entry of the suburb of St. Itoch, and prevent the

onemy from gaining by surprise the heights of Quebec. The army now

changed position ; it passed from the right bank (of the lower St. Charles),

whereon it was first entrenched (on the city side), to the left bank of the

St. Lawrence ; following a line beginning at the bridge of boats just

mentioned, and continued to the embouchure of the Montmorenci, with

a sliort prolongation inland, as aforesaid. This line was covered by

entrenchments, which followed the sinuosities of the ground, and were

flanked by redoubts, with cannon mounted at every point where an enemy

could land easily. In the centre of the line, at the issue of the Beauport

stream, was moored a floating battery of 12 guns.

The flotilla still remaining, consisting of two frigates, the barges, and

fire-ships, were put in charge of Captain Vauquelin. Sentinels were

posted at intervals, on the margin of. the flood, from Quebec to as far

above it as the Anse du Foulon ('' Wolfe's Cove"), where a steep path

was formed to communicate with the Plains of Abraham, on the plateau

above. A small redoubt, with cannon mounted, guarded that passage.

—

Such were the preparations made for defending Quebec and its environs.

According to the plan adopted (always supposing the St. Lawrence

were barred in front of Quebec, and the Beauport army too solidly

entrenched to have its lines forced), there was no chance for the invaders

but to land on the right bank of the flood, proceed a certain distance

upward, cross to the opposite (left) shore, make a short detour inland and

re-descend. By these means, the French army might have been assailed
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in its roar, if either tlic (Miarlcsbourg or Bourg-Royal road were followed

But this operation would have been difficult, and doubtless was so con-

sidered (by the British,) because an enemy's retreat would liave been

impossible in case of a repulse.

The French army was strengthening^ daily, ])y the arrival of militiamen

from all parts of the country. In rural homesteads, there remained behind

only aged men, women and children. Every male tit to bear arms pre-

sented himself at Quebec, at Carillon, at lake Ontario, at Niagara, or at

a post on lake Erie, or, in fine, at some point or other, even if as distant

as that portion of the Ohio valley still possessed by the French.

In the arran<iement of the field forces, ]Montcalm's riuht wincr, com-

posed of the militias of Quebec and Three Bivers districts, 4,380

strong, under Messrs. de St. Ours and de Bonne, occupied La Canardierc

(facing the city; the centre, cv.mposed of 2,0U0 regulars, under brigadier

Sennczcrgaes, guarded the space between the lower St. Charles and Beau-

port church ; the left, composed of the militia of Montreal district, num-

bering 3,450 men, under 3Iessrs. Prud'honime and d'Herbin, extended

from the church to the river Montmorenci. General de Levis commanded

the whole left, Colonel de Bougainville the entire light, of the general

position
;
while .M. de Montcalm, taking charge of the centre, there estab-

lished his head-quarters. A corps in reserve, composed of 1,400 colonial

soldiers, 350 horsemen and 450 savages, under M. de Boishebert (an officer

just returned from Acadia), took up a position behind the centre of

the army, on the heights of Beauport. If to these forces we add the sail-

ors and G50 others in Quebec garrison (the latter being armed citizens),

under M. de Ilanisay, there is a resulting total of 13,000 combataats.

" We had not reckoned," said an ocular witness, "on realizing so large

a force, because so great a number of Canadians was not expected to be

present ; those only being called on who were most able to bear the fatigues

of war ; but there was so great an emulation among the people, that we

was arrive in camp even octogenarians and lads of 12 to 13 years of age.

Never were subjects of any king more worthy of his favor, whether regard

be had to their constancy in toil, or to their patience in suflfcrings whicli

have really been extreme in this country. In the army itself, every heavy

burden was laid upon them."

In the position we have dc^.-ibed, then, the approaching enemy vfair

to be confronted. The governor-general and the civil administrators

(quitted the city meantime, and repaired to Beauport ; the chief families

left for country places, taking with them t'^.eir most precious efifects.
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Meanwhile the first arrived British sliips ;inchorctl at le Bic (the ir ac-

tion of which caused surprise) formed only the van S(juailroii, under Ad-

miral Durell, despatched from Louisbourg, to intercejjt and take vessels

that might be sent from France. A powerful armament, under Admiral

Saunders, sailed from England in February, to take on board, at Louis-

bourg, Wolle's corps and transport the men to Quebec. But Saunders,

finding the shores of Cape Breton clogged with ice, repaired to Halifax

till the obstruction should clear itself. Wiien Louisbourg harbor became

accessible, Wolfe''- there embarked with 8 regiments of the line, 2 battal-

ions of Royal American fusileers, 3 companies of Louisbourg grenadiers,

three companies of rangers, an engineer corps, 1,000 royal marines; in

all nearly 11,000 men, f

General Wolfe was a young officer full of talent, who was consumed

with a desire to distinguish himself by brilliant feats of arms. The duke

of Bedford had given him a considerable place on the Irish staff, but he

renounced it for more active employment : thus taking his chance of

obtaining promotion through his services in war. " Fortune has always

favored our family," he wrote ;
" and even upon me she has bestowed a

few of her smiles : to her in future do I devote myself." His conduct at

the siege of Louisbourg attracted public attention, and caused him to be

chosen to command the expedition to attack Quebec ; it was a charge

which demanded activity, daring, and prudence combined. Lieutenants

were assigned]; to him, of a like temper: these were brigadiers Monkton,

Townshend, and Murray,—all three in the fl.owcr of manhood, leaders who

had studied the art of war, and gained experience in action. Wolfe was

son of an invalid general, who had served with distinction. The three

brigadiers were of noble blood, and Townshend was heir-presumptive to

a peerage. All four generals were in full hopes of success. " If General

Montcalm," cried Wolfe, " be capable of frustrating our efforts once more,

* Wolfe did not take ship at Louisbourg, but fit Portsmoutli ; luiving returned

to England immediately after the capture of the former place.

—

B.

t The orders for payment of the troops prove, that there were at least 10,000

men ; including officers, and exclusive of royal marines. [If the "ordonnances

de paiement" prove this, they prove something more
;
namely, that the Bigots

were not all in one camp ; and that there must have been falsifiers of regimen-

tal accounts among the British paymasters ;
they making charges for many more

than they could justify by correct muster rolls.

—

B.]

t They were not given to him, as M. Garneau supposes; he was allowed to

make his own selection of every officer of rank in his detachment ; for such his

corps was, rather than an '• army," its amount being nearly a third less than,

that stated above.

—

B.
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this yoar, he may pass for a clever officer indeed ; or the colony has more

resources than we know of; or else oui own generals will turn out to be

even worse than usual."

The British coinbined fleet, consisting of 20 ships of the line, with 20

frigates and smaller war-vessels, followed by many transports, ascended

the St. Lawrence, and safely reached the Isle d'Orl(^ans, June 25. Every-

body was surprised at the enemy s luck, in thus escaping the dangers of

the upward passage ; but it has transpired in our own time, tliat a captain

of a French frigate, named Denis do Vitrd, taken prisoner during the war,

piloted the ships to Quebec ; a piece of treason for which he was rewarded

by a commission in the British service. In a short *ime thero were

30,000 armed enemies, soldiers and sailors together, ranged in front of

the city. The land-force disembarked on the Isle d'Orlcans, which was

quitted by all its people the night before, and took up a position at its

upper end, facing Quebec and Beauport. The fleet rendezvoused under

cover of the island, and its commandant reconnoitred the basin and outer

port ; James Cook, who immortalized himself in after years, as a navigator,

was employed to take the soundings. It is worthy of remark, that two

of the greatest of those commanders who ever circumnavigated the globe,

Cook and Bougainville, were then in adverse presence, under the walls of

Quebec.

During these proceedings, the French had prepared their incendiary

machines. June 28, the night being dark and the wind favoring, seven

fire-ships, each of 300 to 400 tons burden, were launched against the

British shipping, then lying at anchor near the Isle d'Orlean^; but the

matches having been lighted too soon, the enemy, startled at their flaming

approach, sent out boats to intercept them ; and the crews taking them in

tow led them to the shore, where they soon burnt out harmlessly. A month

afterwards, some fire-rafts were let down, with an equally bootless result

:

in fact, such devices, to which the vulgar once ascribed the most destruc-

tive effects, are ordinarily harmless enough, if the party against whom
they are directed be on the alert to avoid them.

General Wolfe, who on his arrival addressed a long proclamation to

the Canadian people, after carefully examining the situation of Quebec

and that of its covering army, found the difficulties in his way to be

greater than he at first supposed ; on one side of him was a city founded

on a rock, seemingly inaccessible ; on the other a numerous army strongly

entrenched, blocking up its land approaches. Wolfe's hesitations were

interpreted by Montcalm as a tacit acknowledgment of the redoubtable

nature of his own works, and confirmed him in the intention of standing
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firm to his post at Bcauport. Until he should find some vulnerable point

to attack, liis adversary with effect, Wolfe resolved to bombard the city

and ravage the cc ntry, in hopes of obliging the Canadians to remove

from the environs, if only to put their families and goods in places of

greater security.

A portion of tlie British army crossed to Pointe-Lt'vy, June 30, and

took up (juarters facing the French loft, after dislodging a corps of Cana-

dians and savages who were sent across as a party of observation. This

movement of the enemy was what Montcalm feared the most but could

not prevent, from the nature of the localities. Not daring to risk a

larger detachment for the service, he ordert ' M. Dumas with 1,400 to

1,500 men to surprise and destroy the batteries and other works General

Monckton proceeded to erect on that side. Dumas crossed the flood to

the falls of the Chaudiere (upper right bank of the St. Lawrence) in the

night of July 12-13, and marched downward in two columns ; but, in

the darkness, one column shot ahead of the other while passing a wood,

and that behind suddenly perceiving troops before them (its own van)

mistook them for enemies and fired upon them. The latter in turn,

under a like misapprehension, returned the fire ; and, fearing their retreat

would be cut off by the imagined enemy, retreated in disorder. Their

panic being shared by the men in the column behind, these running as

fast as those, they all arrived togetlier at the shore early enough to be

able to re-eross the flood before six o'clock in the morning, July 13.

This skirmish was called the " Scholars' battle," because some boys from

the city schools, who formed part of the detachment, were the first causers

of the mistake.

During the same night, the batteries at Pointo-Ldvy opened fire on the

city. It was now seen that the besiegers would not hesitate to resort to

any extreme measure of hostility, and that the harshest laws of war they

would most rigorously execute; for a useless bombardment could not

advance their enterprise a single step. But such a measure, in America,

was only the following up of a system of devastations which, in Europe,

would have called down upon its author the animadversion of the people.

The earliest projectiles which fell upon Quebec, every house in which

became a butt for the enemies' gunners, caused an instant exodus of the

citizens, who took refuge first in the suburbs and next in the country.

The gunpowder in store was removed, and a portion of the sappers and

miners set apart as a corps of firemen. In a month's time, the cathedral

and the best houses were consumed. The Lower Town was entirely

burnt, during the night of August 8-9
j while the finest and richest

€,
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portion of the Upper Town became a mere heap of ruins, and numbers

of its cliief citizens, opulent crewhile, w» 'bus reduced to indif,'enee.

Not a lew of the inliabitiitits, too, were kili« 'trij!;lit. The cannon on

th(5 ranipurtH Uscunie uselesH : but this w:w oi lac less cons<!»|ueiie(! as tlic

distance aeroKs tlii! flood was too <ireat for their shut to toll upon the

British batteries, which were besides undi«tiiij:;uishable to the nuked eye,

masked as they were by forest and brushwood.

After destroying the city, (ieneral Wolle foil ujmn the country parishes.

He burnt all the dwellings, and cut all the fruit-trees, from Montmorenei

Falls to CajK) Torment (liO miles below (iucbco), on the left bank of the

St. Lawrence. He did the same at iNIalbaie (00 miles), and the bay of

St. Paul (GO) ; also throughout the Isle d'Orh'ans, which is liO miles

long. The parishes on the right bank of the flood, from liorthier (2-1

miles) to the Kiviere-du-Loup (80 miles), a range of twenty-three leagues,

were ravaged and burnt in their turn ; as well as those of I'ointe-Lcvy,

St. Nicholas, Sainte-Croix (33), &c. Wolfe chose the night-time for

committing those ravages, which he perpetrated on both sides of the St.

Lawrence, wherever he could obtain a footing : he curried (jff the women
and children, [?] the victual and cattle. .\s the sea.son advanced, this

war of brigands extended itself; for Wolfe indulged in it to avenge

himself for the checks he received, as well as to terrily the inhabitants.

A detachment of 300 men, under Captain Montgomery, having been

sent to St. Joachim, where some of the people stood on their defence,

committed there the greatest cruelties. The prisoners taken were coolly

and most barbarously slaughtered.* M. do Portneuf, curate of the

place, who stuck by his parishioners, in view of ministering to their

spiritual needs, was attacked and hewn to pieces with sabres. From the

Beauport camp were seen, simultaneously, the flames rising from Beauprd,

and from the Isle d' Orleans, also from sundry parts on the right bank

of the flood.

These devastations, in which more than 1,400 houses were consumed

• " There were several of the army killed and wounded, and a few prisoners

taken, all of whom the barbarous Captain Montgomery, who commanded us,

ordered to be butchered in a most inhuman and cruel manner." Manuscript

Journal relating to the Operations before Quebec in 1759, kept by Colonel

Malcolm Frazer, Lieutenant of the 78th or Frazer's Highlanders. [The captain

here slandered was the gallant and humane General Richard Montgomery, who
afterwards fell in an heroic attempt, as an Americaa leader^ to take Quebec by

a midnight assault.

—

B.\
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in the rmii\ districts,-'' did not toiid to Itrinj,' tlio war to a nearer conclu-

sion ; for still till! l-'renrh stirred n(tt oiii; loot. Aftur so nmch doluy

and h » many ravnj^'ini^s, Wollii, Hocinj^ no other alternjitive, resolved to

attack the position of M(»ntcalui, on its left flunk. In order to this, he

caused the bulk of his army to he taken across the north channel of the

Isle d'OrU'ans to rAn,i:e-<iardien, while lie souj;ht moans of fordiiijj the

river Montmorenci above the falls; a ford there was, but iMontealni liad

been precautionary enouiih to raise a redoubt to i)revent an enemy's pass-

age. Frustrated on this side, Wolfe turned his attention elsewhere.

Profitin-,' by a favorable wind, he set sail, July 18, with four war-vessels

and two transports, bravint,' the fire poured upon them, and passed safely

aboYO Quebec, by keeping; near the shore on the I'ointe-Levy side ; but

after exaiiiiiiin'.' the left bank of the flood, he found that any attempt at

hindin<f his forces l)ct\veen the city and Cape llou^'e would be a perilous

operation : he tliouuht tit, therefore, to send up a detaclnnent to I'ointe-

aux-Trembles to take prisoners; and prepared to assail the French

entrenchments in front. lie did not venture to disembark above Cape

Rouge river, we know wt why; for if he had landed his men there, he

would liave outflanked iMontcahn, and forced liim to (piit his position.

An attack cither on the ri^ht or the centre of the French presenting too

many dangers to Wolfe, he resolved to a.ssail them on their extreme lefl,

facing the St. Lawrence, and along the right bank of the lower Montmo-

renci river. Such were his next dispositions.

As the left bank of the .Montmorenci, just beyond its embouchure, is

higher than the right, Wolfe strengthened the batteries he already had

there, the gun-range of which enfiladed, above that river, the French

entrenchments. The number of his cannon and pieces for shelling, was

raised to sixty. He caused to sink, on the rocks level with the flood

bolow, two transports, placing on each, when in position, 14 guns. One

* "We burned and destroyed upwards of 1,400 fine farm-houses, for we, during

tlie siege, were masters of a great part of tlieir countrj-; so that 'tis thought it

will take them many a century to recover damage." Journal of the Expedition

up the river St. Lawrence, &c., publislied in the New York Mercury of 3l^t

December, 1759. Nevertlieless a contemporary writer, speaking of the conduct

of M. de Contades and Marshal Richelieu in Germany, as contrasted with

Wolfe's in Canada, adds; "But, said the lato General Wolfe, Britons breathe

higher sentiments of humanity, and listen to the merciful dictates of the chris-

tian religion ; which was verified in the brave soldiers whom he led on to

conquest, by their shewing more of the true christian spirit than the subjects of

His Most Christian Majesty can pretend to."—[Mark the ruiiveU of all this,

mockingly adds M. G.arneau.—-B.]
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vessel lay to tlio ri<,'ht, the other to the left of n siimll redoubt whieli the

Freneh had ereeted on the strand, at the foot of the road to Courville, in

order to defend, not only the entry of that road, whieh led to heights

occupied hy the French rcHerve, hut also the ford of the Montniorenci

belo>/ the falls. Cannon-shots from the transports crossed each other in

th(! direction of the rtMlouht. It hecanie needful, therefore, to silence

the fire of the latter, and cover the march of the assailants on this

accessible ^loint of our line; therefore the (%'nturlnn, a 00 /^un-ship, was

Bent afterwards to anchor opposite the Kails, and as near as nii^ht bo to

the shore, to protect the ford which the British forlorn hope was to cross,

as so(»n as the attaekinj^ force should descend from their camp of 1'Ango-

(lardien. Thus 118 pieces of ordnance were about to play upon ]yk)nt-

calm's left wing.*

Towards noon, July 31, all this artillery began to play; and, at the

same time, Wolfe formed his columns of attack. More than 1,500

barges were in motion in the basin of (Quebec. A part of IMonckton's

brigade, and 1,200 grenadiers, embarked at Pointe-Levi, with intent to

re-land between the site of the Centurion and the sunken transports.

The second column, composed of Townshend's and Murray's brigades,

descended the heights of I'Ange-Gardien, in order to take the ford and

join their forces to the Prst column at the foot of the Courville road, which

was ordered to be ready posted, and only waiting for ilic signal to advance

against the adjoining French entrenchments. These two columns num-

bered G,000 men. A third corps, of 2,000 soldiers, charged to ascend

the left bank of the Montmorenci, was to pass that river at a ford about

a league above the Falls, but which was guarded (as already intimated)

by a detachment, under M. de Repentigny. At 1 P. M. the three British

columns were on foot to execute the concerted plan of attack, which

would have been found far too complicated for troops less disciplined

than Wolfe's.

Montcalm, for some time doubtful about the point the enemy would

assail, had sent orders along his whole line, for the men to be ready every-

where to oppose the British wherever they came forward. As soon as the lat-

ter ncarcd their destination, De L(^vis sent 500 men to succor Repentigny

(at the upper ford), also a small detachment to espy the manoeuvres of

the British when about to cross the lower ford ; while he sent to Mont-

* Thirty at least of these bouches a feu must be deducted from M. Garneau's

figures of summation ; for it is not likely, that, while the starboard side of the

Centurion was pouring broadsides on the enemy, her larboard guns were batter-

ing the opposite (Orleans) shore, occu]iied as it then was by the British under

Major Hardy !

—

B.
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ralm f<»r mmci Imttallonw of rr-rulars, to sustain himself in aw <»f need.

The general eanu- up at 2 l». M. to examine the jxisture of matters at the

left. He proeeedtnl aloii-; the liiu's, approved of the dispositions of Do

Ldvi«, f^'iive fresh orders, and returned to the cciitre, in order to be in a

position to observe all that shouhl pass. Threi! battalions and some Cana-

dians, from Three Ilivers, came in opportunely to reinforce the French

left. The greatest part 'if these troops took post, as a reserve, on the

highway, and the rest were directed on the ford ilefended by M. de llc-

pontigny. The latter had been already hotly attacked by a British column,

but h(! forced it to give way, ufter some loss of men. The retreat of this

corps permitted that sent to succor llepentigny, to liasten buck to the

urena of the chief attack.

Rleanwhlle, the barges l)earing tlio Point-Levi column, led by Wolfe

in person, aft(>r making several evolutions, meant to deceive the Trench

as to the real place for landing, was directed towards the sunken trans-

ports. The tide was now ebbing ; thus part of the barges were grounded

on a ridge of rock and gravelly matter, whicli stopped tlieir progress

and caused some disorder ; but at last all obstacles were surmounted

and 1,200 grenadiers, supported by other soldiers, landed on the St.

Lawrence strand. They were to advance in four divisions; and Monck-

ton's brigade, which was to embark later, had orders to follow, and as

soon as landed to sustain them. From some misunderstanding, these

orders were not punctually executed. The enemy ionncd in columns,

indeed ; but Monckton's men did not arrive to time. Still the van moved,

music playing, up to the Courville road redoubt, which the French at

once evacuated. The enemy's grenadier;! took possession of it, and pre-

pared to assail tlie entrenchments beyond, which were within musket-

shot distance. Wolfe's butteries had been pouring, ever since mid-day,

on the Canadians who defended tiiis part of the line, a shower of bombs

and bullets, which they sustained without flinching. Having re-formed,

the British advanced, with fixed bayonets, to attack the entrenchments
;

their showy costume contrasting strangely with that of their adversaries,

wrapped as these were in light capotes and girt round the loins. The

Canadians, who compensated their deficient discipline only by their na-

tive courage and the great accuracy of their aim, waited patiently till the

enemies were a few yards distant from their line, meaning to fire at them

point-blank. The proper time come, they discharged their pieces so

rapidly and with such destructive effect,* that the two British columns

* "Their (men of) small-arms, in the trenches, lay cool till they were sure

of their mark
; they then poured their shot like showers of hail, which caused

our brave grenadiers to fall very fast."—/owrnaZ of a British officer.
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despite all their oflSccrs' endeavors, were broken and took to flight. They

sought shelter at first, against their foes' fire, behind the redoubt ; but

not being allowed to re-form ranks, they continued to retreat to the main

body of tlieii- army, which had deployed a little further buck. At this

critical time, a violent thunder-storm suporveued, which hid the view of

the combatants, on both sides, from each other, while the reverberations

of successive peals rose far above the din of battle. When the rain-mist

cleared off, the Canadians beheld the British re-embarking with their

wounded, after setting fire to the sunken transports. Tiieir army finally

drew, off, as it had advanced, some corps in the barges, others inarched

landward, after re-crossing the Montmorcnci ford. The fire of their

numerous cannon, however, continued till night set in : and it was esti-

mated that the British discharged 3,000 cannon-balls during the day and

evening ; while the French had only a dozen pieces of cannon in action,

but these were very serviceable in harassing the disembarking British,

The loss of the French, which was due almost entirely to artillery fire,

was inconsiderable if wo remember that they were for more than six

hours exposed to it. The enemy lost about 50O men, killed and wounded,

including many officers.

The victory gained at Montmorcnci was due chiefly to the judicious

dispositions made by De Ldvis, who, with fewer troops in hand than

Wolfe, contrived to unite a greater number than he did at every point of

attack. Supposing the British grenadiers had surmounted the entrench-

ments, it is very doubtful whether they would have prevailed, even had

they been sustained by the rest of their army. The ground, from the

strand to the Beauport road, rises into slopes broken by ravines, amongst

which meanders the Courville road ; the locality, therefore, was favorable

to our marksmen. Besides, the regulars in reserve were close behind,

ever ready to succor the militiamen.

General Wolfe returned to his camp, in great ci^agrin at the check he

had just received. Imagination depicted to his apprehensive mind's eye

the unfavorable impression this defeat would make in Britain ; and he

figured to himself the malevolent jibes which would be cast at him for

undertaking a task which he had proved himself to be incompetent toper-

form ! He saw vanish, in a moment, all his proud illusions of glory
;

and Fortune, in whom he had trusted so much as we have seen, seemed

about to abandon iiim at the very outset of his career as a commander-in-

chief It seemed as if his military perceptions had lost somewhat of their

usual lucidity, when, after losing all hope of forcing the camp of his

adversary, he afterwards sent Murray, with 1,200 men, to destroy the

'^?^iv
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French flotilla at Threo Rivera, and to open a communication with Gene-

ral Amherst at Lake Cliam plain. Murray set out with 300 barges, but

did not go Far up the country, llcpulsod twice at Pointc-aux-Trcmbles

by Bougainville, who with 1,000 men followed his movements, he landed

at Saintc-Croix, which place he burnt, as has been already noticed.

Thence departing, he fell upon Deschambault, where he pillaged the

French officers' baggage. He then retired precipitately, without fulfilling

his mission, llis incursion, nevertheless, much disquieted ^Icmtcalm at

first ; for lie set out incognito for the Jacques-Carticr, as fearing lest the

British might take possession of its lower course, gain a firm foothold

there, and cut off his communications with western Canada ; but, learning

that the latter were in full retreat when he arrived at Pointe-aux-Trembles,

Montcalm retraced his steps.

After this new repulse, a malady, the germ of which was present in

the bodily frame of Wolfe long before, now suddenly developed itself and

brought him almost to death'sdoor. As soon as he convalesced, he ad-

dressed a long despatch to Secretary Pitt, recounting the obstacles against

which he had to struggle, and expressing the bitterness of his regret at

the failure of all his past endeavors. This letter (if it did little else) ex-

pressed the noble devotedness to his country's weal which in.spired the

soul of the illustrious warrior; and thus the British people were more

affected at the sorrow of the youthful captain than at the checks his sol-

diers had received. 'i^

The spirit of Wolfe, no less than his bodily powers, sank before a situ-

ation which left him^" only a choice of difficulties;" thus he expressed

himself. Calling those lieutenants in aid, whose character and talents

we have spoken of, he invited them to declare what might be their opin-

ions as to the best plan to follow for attacking Montcalm with any chance

of success; intimating his own belief also, which was, that another attack

should be made on the left wing of tlie Beauport camp. He was also

clear for devastating the country as much as it was possible to do, without

prejudicing the principal operation of the campaign.

* A sentiiuonUil assumption, hazarded from an imperfect knowledge of facts.

The despatch in question, written sixteen days before the capitulation of Quebec,

came to hand only two days before Townshend's despatch, relating that event

;

and was published only with the latter. It would never have seen the light for

years, in all probability, but for the success following it which its writer bad

almost ceased to hope for; while its dark shading, by contr.;si, gracefully toned

the vividness of the details given by others of the events of tlie hero's closing

career, and of the supreme hour in which all of him that could die sank upon
that earth wi'icli thenceforward became consecrated ground to every true Briton.

—B.
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Generals Monckton, Townshcnd, and Murray replied, Aug. 20, that a

second attack on the Bcauport camp would be a hazardous enterprise

;

that, in their opinion, the surest means to strike a decisive blow would

be, to land upon the right side of the St. Lawrence, pass along its banks

for some way, cross to those opposite and operate above rather than below

Quebec. " If wc can maintain a new position on that side," wrote the

generals, " we shall force Montcalm to fight wherever wc choose ; we shall

then be not only situated between him and his magazines, but also between

his camp and the forces opposed to Amherst. If he oiFer us battle, and

he should lose the day, then Quebec, probably all Canada, would foil into

our hands—-a result far greater than any that could accrue from a victory

at Beauport: and, again, if he cross the river St. Charles with forces

enough to confront us in the position we have supposed, the Beauport

camp, thereby weakened, might be all the more easily attacked." The

naval forces of the British giving them mastery on the flood, enabled

Wolfe to transport his troops to all accessible places. The plan of the

three generals was approbated by their chief, and the necessary orders

were given to execute it without delay. The idea of assailing Quebec on

its harbor side had been given up before, as it would have been worse

than rash to attempt such a thing.

After decision taken , the British decamped from the Montmorenci, taking

their artillery, &c., to Pointe-Levi, Sept. 3.—Montcalm was reproached,

by some, for not disquieting them in their retreat ; but this would have

been difficult, not to say dangerous, considering the nature of the locali-

ties. The bombardment of the city and the ravagings of the country

were the only successful enterprises, as yet, of the enemy ; enterprises in

themselves a species of terrible homage rendered to the indomitableness

of the defenders of Canada.

Montcalm, noting that the enemy was about to operate on parts above

Quebec, now paid more attention to guarding the left bank of the flood
;

but this he did only after being solicited to do so by the governor-general

and some of his officers. He persisted ever in the belief, that the Anse-

des-Meres, the Fuller's (Wolfe's) Cove, and that of Samos, were inacces-

sible or very sufficiently guarded. '* None but God," he observed in a

letter written to Vaudreuil, July 29, " knows how to cflect the impossible.

You know, sir, the force of the army. If you wish for a strong garrison

in the city, you have but to give the word, and the thing will be done
;

but, in that case, you must give up the position you now occupy
; I yield,

in advance, to your opinion in the matter, for I can neither divine nor

be answerable for events which may follow in a case so uncertain. Every
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night you incur as many risks as you are exposed to in the present*

According to M. de L(5vis, the enemy musters as strong at the Falls as

usual ; and it is certain that he has set 800 men at work to make fascines

to fortify his camp. You have, besides the (armed) inhabitants, 500

men in garrison in the city, 1,500 men on the batteries, and 100 armed

laborers. Vigilant patrolling is all that is wanted in ad lition ; for we

need not suppose that our enemies have wings to enable them, in one

night, to cross the flood, disembark, ascend brokon-up steep-ways and

resort to escalade ; an operation all the more unlikely to take place, as

the assailants would have to bring ladders."*

Nevertheless, Montcalm was persuaded to change his opinion. He
gave to Bougainville, who was in command on that side, 1,000 men, part

regulars and militia; among whom were five companies of grenadiers, and

the cavalry : he also reinforced the guard-houses, placed on the line be-

tween the city and Cape Rouge. Becoming more apprehensive, our com-

manders soon found thcs.' augmentations too small, upon seeing the line

of British armed vessels extended from Sillery to Pointe-aux-Tremblep.

Fearing for the safety of the provision stores, they sent more re-inforcc-

ments to Bougainville. Already nearly all the savages of the army had

joined its detachment, so that the latter had now 3,000 men, posted be-

tween Sillery and Pointe-aux-Trembles ; they were the flower of the troops.

He was once more admonished to watch all the enemy's movements, which

for several days menaced simultaneously the Beauport camp, the city,

and the magazines of the army.

Meanwhile, matters looked favorable in the direction of Quebec ; but

the news from lakes Charaplain and Ontario were less encouraging,

Bourlamaque, who commanded on the Champlain frontier, had un lor

his orders 1,500 soldiers and 800 Canadians. His instructions ran, t lat

he was to fall back, should the enemy confront him with superior forces.

General Amherst operated, on this side, with an imposing army ; but re-

membrances of the sanguinary defeat of his countrymen at Carillon

• Montcalm wrote once again to Vaudreuil :
" In so far as you have fearg

about the Anse-des-Meres, send thither to pass the night, till further orders,

from 100 to 200 of those which Jlontresson has at the port till daytime to-mor-

row
;
and join to him 50 from Three-Rivers who are unfatigued ; or send thither

St. Martin with 100 Three-Rivers men. I swear to you that 100 men (properly)

posted, will stop an army, give time to us to wait daylight, and then come up from
the right (of our position in the field). At the slightest nocturnal alarm, I shall

march to your reliefwith (the regiments of) Guyenne and Beam, which encamp
in line to-morrow. Show lights to-night iu canoes ; and if the darkness be

great, light up fires."
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warned him to act prudently. After assembling his troops at Albany,

Amherst set out thence, June 6, and encamped under shelter of Fort

Edward, he ordering each regiment to cover itself with a blockhouse, so

mnch did he dread being surprised by our people. June 21, he moved

to the head of Lake George, where his chief engineer. Colonel IMontres-

son, traced the plan of Fort George, on a height at some distance from

the lake, and from the site of Fort William-Henry. Amherst embarked

on the lake, July 21, with 12,000 men, including 5,700 regulars, with

54 pieces of ordnance. When his van reached the lake foot, it had some

skirmishings with Bonrlanuique's outposts, which retiring, the British in

two days more reached Carillon. Here Bourlamaque made a show of

taking his stand, in order to gain time for an orderly retreat to St. Fred-

eric, leaving 400 men in Fort Carillon, but who left it on the2Gth, after

blowing up a portion of the walls. This important position was that

gained, at the cost of about GO men, by the British.

Bourlamaque, fearing to be outflanked by the enemy, blew up Fort St.

Frederic, and retired to Isle-aux-Noix. Forthwith (Aug. 4), Amherst,

with most of his army, took post at the site of St. Frederic, and began

to erect a new fort, named Crown-Point, intended to check the irruption

of Canadian bands. Concurrently, for obtaining the mastery of Lake

Champlain, he gave orders to construct son\e new vessels and to upraise

the barks which the French sank before evacuating Carillon. These care"

absorbed his whole attention till the month of October !

Bourlamaque, on his side, expecting every moment to be attacked in

the isle, employed all the means in his power to put obstacles in the

enemy's way, by barring the double outlet of the lake, and fortifying the

island between. But here, as at Quebec, the frontier was considered as

lost by the French, had Amherst acted with any vigor.

Intelligence sent to our people from Lake Ontario and Niagara was still

worse. M. Pouchot, who set out for the latter place iu autumn previous,

but had not been then able to get beyond La Presentation, received

orders to resume his march early in spring, so as to arrive in

due time to relieve M. de Massan. He left Montreal accordingly, late

in March, with about 300 soldiers and Canadians, tarried at La Presen-

tation till two corvettes of 10 guns each were got ready, and reached

Niao'ara April 30. He forthwith began to repair the fort, the walls of

which were in ruin and the fosses all but filled up. Charged to cause

the Ohio posts to be evacuated if they should be attacked, and hearing

no news from that quarter, he sent a re-inforcement, with supplies, to

Machault, where M. Ligaeris commanded. His design was, to destroy
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the British forts of Pittsburg and Loyal-Hanna, if opportunities occurred.

The greatest agitatiou then prevailed among the Ohio and Lake tribes,

because some of them still obstinately clung to the French side, though

treaties had been concluded (in name of all) with the British. The

successes of the latter were about to settle these diflBiculties in their

favor, to the disquiet of many of the savages, whose fut e fate they

thought likely to be injuriously affected thereby. The commandant

of Niagara had many interviews with their envoys, but no important

results attended them. The Five Nations clung more closely than

ever to the British ; insomuch that Pouchot could obtain from no

Iroquois any precise account of the moven^cnts of enemies whom he

thought still distant, when, July 6, they suddenly arrived in the vicinity

of his post.

In accordance with the plan of campaigning adopted by Britain, one

of her armies was to lay siege to Niagara. Brigadier-ge.ieral Prideaux,

charged with this service, left Schenectady, May 20, with five battalions

of infantry, a park of artillery, and a large corps of savages led by Sir

W. Johnson. He left Colonel Haldimand at Oswego, with directions to

build a fort there, and himself embarked on Lake Ontario, July 1

;

disembarking, six miles distant from Niagara, without the French being

informed of his approach.

Fort Niagara, being erected on a point of land, was easily invested.

Pouchot had just finished its ramparts
;
but the batteries of the bastions,

which were « harhdte,^^ were not yet completed. He formed them of

barrels, filled with earth. He strengthened with hUmhtges f a large

house, towards the lake, for an hospital ; and covered by other works his

powder-magazines. His garrison was not quite 500 strong.^

As soon as Pouchot was certain of the enemy's presence, he sent a

courier with messages, to Chabert at the Portage fort, to Ligneris at

Fort Machault, and to the several commandants of Detroit, Presqu'ile,

Venango, and Le Boeuf, to fall back on Niagara with all their men and

savages. Thus was abandoned a vast extent of territory, in one of the

finest regions of the world. Chabert burnt his fort, and reached Niagara

July 10. The night of that day, the British began a parallel GOO yards

* A barbe, or barbet, is a platform without an epaulement :
" a barbette,"

barbe-fashioned.— B.

t Blindcs are felled trees, interlaced with each other, to form & covering for

a trench.

—

B.

t Pouchot; Mimoires sur la demiire Guerre de VAmirique SeptentrionaU.

im.

8
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from the walls. July 13-22 they unmasked, in succession, several bat*

teries, mounted with cannon and mortars, and attained to the outer wall

of the place. The death of General Prideaux, killed by the bursting of

a mortar, did not slacken the siege operations, which Sir W. Johnson

took charge of provisionally, and quickened to the utmost. Despite a

hot fire kept up by the besieged the bastions were at length ruined, and

the batteries on them quite swept away. The French were now fain to

form others with packages of peltry, and to wad their cannon with pieces

of blanket and shirt-strips. Still the enemy's firing increased in violence,

and the defences were crumbling to pieces everywhere. A practicable

breach existed, and there was but one man left for every ten feet of space

there was to defend. During 17 days nobody had gone to rest, and

many men were helplessly wounded. While Pouchot despaired of succor

arriving from the evacuated French posts, July 23, he received letters,

from D'Aubry of Detroit and from De Ligneris, which informed him

that there were on the way, to aid him, 300 French from Illinois, 300

others, and 1,000 savages. Unfortunately the enemy knew all that passed

in the fort, through the treachery of the couriers of D'Aubry and De
Ligneris, who had even had with the savage allies of the British an

interview, at which Johnson attended. The latter, informed by them of

the approach of the French, resolved to lay an ambuscade to intercept

them. He hid most of his own troops behind a rampart of felled trees,

on the left side of the road leading from the Falls to the Fort of Niagara.

The French, who had left 150 men at the foot of Lake Erie in charge of

the boats, were coming on unsuspectingly, 450 in number, with 1,000

savages, when they perceived the British. Seeing the Iroquois in the

latter's company, the French savages refused to advance, under a pretext

that they were at peace with the first-named. Though thus abandoned

by their chief force, Aubry and Ligneris still proceeded on their way,

thinking that the few savages they saw were isolated men, till they

reached a narrow pathway, when they discovered greater numbers beyond.

They prepared to range their men in battle order, but neither time nor

space would allow of this. At the first shock, indeed, they forced the

British, who came from behind the fence to attack them, to flee precipi-

tately ; and they were about to charge them in turn behind their covert,

when they were assailed in front and rear by 2,000 men. The tail of

their column, unable to resist, gave way and left its head exposed to the

enemy's whole fire, which crushed it entirely. Some 50 men only were

left upright, who tried to retreat and fight both ; but they were charged

with the bayonet and mostly laid prostrate. The remaining French were
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hotly pursued. The savages who had refused to fight were equally

exposed to the fury of the enemy, and many of them fell under the

blows of the latter in the woods. Almost all the French oflBcers were

killed, wounded, or taken. Aubry, Ligneris, and other chiefs who were

wounded, fell into British power. Those who escaped the massacre,

joined M, do Rocheblave, and with his detachment retreated towards

Detroit and other western lake posts.

After this disaster, Johnson transmitted a list of his chief prisoners'

names to M. Pouchot, who, doubting its accuracy, sent an officer to as-

certain the facts, who reported that all were true. Then the garrison,

reduced by a third in numbers, and worn out, accepted the honorable

terms proposed by Johnson ; who was anxious to possess himself of the

fort before the arrival of G eneral Gage, then on his way to take the chief

command as Prideaux' successor.

Niagara was one of the most considerable strongholds in Canada, and

the most important of the lake posts through its situation. Its fall sep-

arated the upper lakes from the lower province, and the French found

themselves thereby thrust back, on one side, to Detroit ; on the other,

towards the St. Lawrence rapids above Montreal, for time had not per-

mitted Fort Frontcnac to be refounded. Lake Ontario, therefore, now-

belonged to the British ; whose progress much embarrassed M. de Vau
dreuil. In such a critical state of things, it was needful lo run some

risks to amend it if possible : he resolved to send M. de L(5vis to make

an armed tour of inspection of the upper province, to ascertain and re-

port as to what were needful to be done, in order to retard the marches

of the enemy towards the St. Lawrence and on Lake Champlain. He
had under him 800 men, including 100 regulars draughted from *the

Beauport army, to reinforce the troops under M. de la Come, who com-

manded above Lake St. Francois. M. de Ldvis set out Aug. 9, from

Quebec, and left at Montreal, in passings 400 men to aid in reaping the

crops, or until certain news were received of the advance of the British.

He encouraged at the same time, the priests, the vomen, the nuns, to take

part in harvesting duties, as upon the returns of the season greatly de-

pended the salvation of the colony. De Ldvis made a reconnoissance as

far as Frontenac ; he examined everything, indicated all the parts neces-

sary to defend or to fortify, from Lake Ontario to Montreal ; and ordered

M. de la Come to dispute possession of the ground foot to foot with the

British, who were then 6,000 strong on that line. He afterwards visited

Lake Champlain, and approved of all that Bourlamaque had done on that

Bide.

Lm
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De Ldvis returned finally to Montreal, Sept. 11. On the 15th of that

month, at 6 A. M., an express arrived with a letter from the governor-

general, communicating the sad result of the battle of Abraham and the

death of Montcalm. The courier sent had orders to press the chevalier

to descend promptly to head-quarters, and take charge of the army. [To

the operations of which, meanwhile, we now recall the reader's attention.]

While M. de Bougainville was espying the movements of the British

before Quebec, they were making sundry feints to hide their meditated

designs. During the 7th, 8th, and 9th days of Septembcv a dozen of

their vessels ascended the St. Lawrence, and cast anchor at Ou."'e Rouge.

They had troops on board, and detachments of these were sent ashore at

diflFerent points, to divide the attention of the French. A moiety of the

soldiers were landed on the right bank of the flood, while their officers

closely examined the opposite shore, from Quebec to Cape Rouge, trying

to discover the pathway at the Fuller's Cove ascending to the Plains of

Abraham. About the same time, two French soldiers deserted, and in-

formed General Wolfe that a convoy of provisions was to pass before

Quebec during the night 12-13 Sept. ensuing.

Ever since the British were masters of the flood above the capital, the

provisioning of the army by water conveyance had become almost im-

possible. It was needful, therefore, to transport supplies by land, from

the magazines at Batiscan and Three Rivers ; and as there remained in

the country parts only aged men, woracn, and children, it was yet by

their weak bodies that the transport service had to be performed. Thus

were conveyed, on 271 carts, from Batiscan to head-quarters, on a line 18

leagues long, 700 quarts of bacon and meal yielding subsistence enough

for 12-15 days; but the difficulties attending this mode of transit were

great ; many of the carts employed in it got broken ; the women and

children engaged becoming disgusted with the heavy work, it could not

be expected they would long endure it ; and the men, who had leave to

secure the crops only, could not forego that pressing duty. In this strait,

the great water-way was once again employed, hazardous as it might be

to use it, to enable a supply to reach its destination quickly : thus it was

that the convoy we have spoken of, happened to be expedited. Unfortu-

nately, the two deserters communicated the watch-word {consigne) that

the crews of the provision barges were to give to the sentinels on shore

while gliding down the flood : and to complete the chapter of cross acci-

dents, in the evening of Sept. 1 2, Montcalm, without forewarning the

governor-general, drew off the battalion he had consented to send two

days previous, to the heights above Quebec. General Wolfe determined
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to profit by those fortuitous circumstances by landing his anny at the

Fuller's Cove (Anse du Fouhni) and striving to carry the adjoining

heights. The better to conceal his intent, he directed that sevenil of his

war-vessels should make threatening demonstrations in front of tlu^ Beau-

port camp, as if a descent were there intended, while the other vessels

remaining at Cape Rouge neared St. Augustin to attract the attention of

Bougainville in that <|uarter. These orders given, all his thoughts were

turned to disembarking his army safely.

September 13, about 1 A. M., the hour being one of great darkness,

a portion of the British troops, who had been embarked the evening

before, took the flood in flat-bottomed barges, which were borne down

^ silently on the ebbing tide, to the Fuller's Cove. Officers who spoke

i French had been selected to respond to the sentinels' challenge {Qui

vive ?) with " Hush ! this is the convoy of provisions," (iVe faitc.s pas

de bruit, ee sont les vlvrcs) : and in the obscurity prevailing at the

moment, the barges were allowed to pass on ! the ships of Admiral Holmes

followed, with the rest of the troops on board, at 45 minutes' interval.

Arrived at the goal, the British vanguard landed, without resistance,

between the post of St. Michel and that of the Foulon. The light

infantry, headed by Wolfe, as soon as they set foot on the bank, forced

the guard-house at the foot of the steep pathway leading to the superin-

cumbent cliff, then scaled an escarpment, partially clothed with trees and

brushwood ; and, having reached the table-land above, they surprised and

dispersed, after exchanging a few musket-shots, the men on guard, whose

commander was taken prisoner in his bed.* During this time the

landing-boats returned to the vessels, and brought away the remainder

of the troops, who were in charge of General Townshend. In fine, as

day broke, the British army was seen ranged in battalia, on the Plains of

Abrahaiu.f

* This officer was the inept Vergor, who, three years before, surrendered the

fort of Beaus^jour to the British. Called before a court martial to answer for

that act, he had been acquitted, thanks to the intendant's intri{i;ues. He was a

captain of the colonial regulars. It was to this favorite, all-worthy of the

patron, that Bigot wrote upon occasion of his once setting out for France, whence

it would have been well that he had never returned :
" Profit to the full, my

dear Vergor, by your place : let it be ' cut-and-come-again ;' you have every
' facility to do so

;
you will be all the sooner able to rejoin me in France, and

buy an estate in my neighborhood."

t After the battle, the British officers told the French officers that they did

not expect to succeed ; that Wolfe had adventured the disembarkation above

Quebec in order merely to have it acknowledged that he had fairly tried an

. m
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M. do Montcalm received intelligcnco of the unexpected disembarka-

tion at six o'clock in the morning ; but he could not (at first) put faith

in it. Then he imagined it must bo some isolated detachment (of no

account) which had landed ; and, carried away by his usual vivacity, he set

out with a portion only of his troops, without making known his arrange-

ments to the governor-general.*

At this time, the Bcauport array was reduced to about 6,000 comba-

tants, as different corps had been draughted from it ; when strongest, it

numbered 13,000, but 800 had gone with M. de Ldvis ; Bougainville

had 3,000 under him (all prime soldiers), besides the cavalry; the

garrison of Quebec, 700 to 800 strong, took no part in the battle ; finally,

a great many Canadians were absent, harvesting ; while the aged and

young (volunteers), thinking all danger was past, had returned home, so

that our army was reduced by a moiety. General Montcalm took with

him 4,500 men,f leaving the rest in camp. Those troops defiled by the

bridge of boats across the St. Charles river, entered Quebec by Palace

Gate, on the north traversed the city, left it by St. John and St. Lewis

Gates, to the westward, on the side of the Plains of Abraham ; and arrived

at 8 A. M., in sight of the enemy. Montcalm saw, not without surprise,

the whole British army ranged in battle order, and ready for his recep-

tion. Through a fatal precipitate^ ess ho resolved to attack at once,

despite all the contrary advices that were given him ; in disregard of the

opinion of his aid-major-general, chevalier de Montreuil, who represented

to him that he was in no fit condition to attack enemies so numerous

;

finally, in the face ." positive order from the governor-general, who wrote

to him to stand on the defensive till all the forces could be got together,

intimating, at the same time, that he was himself on the way with the

troops that had been left in guard of the camp. But the general, fear-

ing that the British might entrench on the plain, and so make their

position impregnable, gave orders for instant battle. The British were

in number two to one
j J there were more than 8,000 of them present

(impracticable) enterprise (recommended to him by others) ; but that he intend-

ed to sacrifice only his forlorn hope of 200 men. Only for the post being

surprised, Quebec and Canada hnd been saved. [A hundred years ago, it seems

a canard, could be hatched, though the present name for that creature was as

yet uninvented.]

—

B.

• We do not see how he cotUd have done so, considering the incertitudes that

then possessad his mind as to the British movements.

—

B.

+ OfiBcial correspondence.

t On the 24th December, the ten British regiments still numbered 8,204 rauk

and file, exclusive of ofiBcers.
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irtitudes that

under arras. But Montcalm likod to bravo evil ohancoa ; Imply, Fortune

might af^ain justify his hardihood, as she had done at Carillon I

He ran<j;ed his troops, in battalia, on one line only, three men deep

;

his right rested on the road of Sainte-Foy, his loft on that of Saint-Lewis,

without any corps in reserve. The regulars, whoso grenadiers were with

M. do Bougainville, occupied the centre of that line ; the militia of

Quebec and part of the armed Montrealcrs formed the right wing ; the

militia of Three Rivers and others of the Montrealcrs formed the left wing.

Platoons of colonial soldiers and savages were distributed about the two

wings. Montcalm, without giving time to his men to recover breath

(after their hurried march), ordered them to advance against the

enemy. They obeyed so precipitately, that their ranks became disorder-

ed, some battalions getting out of line, so as to make the British believe

that those most advanced were the heads of attacking columns. This was

more especially the case at the French centre.

The British army was ranged squarely, fronting the Buttes-il-Neveu,

which eminences hid the city from view ; the right supported on the wood

of Samos, and on a petty height at the edge of the escarpment of the St.

Lawrence ; on the left was the Borgia mansion. One of the sides of the

square faced the Buttes ; another the Sainte-Foy road, along which it

was ranged ; and a third faced the wood of Sillery. Wolfe had begun to

construct, along the Sainte-Foy road, a line of petty earthen redoubts,

which were prolonged semi-circularly behind. Six regiments, the Louis-

bourg grenadiers, and two pieces of cannon, made up the side of the

square facing the city. Three heavy regiments, arranged en potence,

were disposed on the two other sides. The Scots Highlanders formed a

part therein, with two pieces of cannon.* That corps was the 78th

regiment, of itself 1,500 to 1,600 strong. Another regiment, in eight

divisions, was placed as a reserve in the centre of the lines.

The action was begun by the Canadian marksmen and the savages
;

they kept up a very lively fire along the British line, which bore it

unflinchingly, but not without suffering from its effects. Wolfe, convin-

ced that retreat would be impossible were he beaten, passed along the

ranks of the army, animating his men to fight well. He caused them to

put two balls in each of their pieces, and not to pull trigger till their

• The British would naturally be very thankful had they had the two addi- -

tional cannon thus liberally imagined for their use, but which certainly never

came into play if they existed at all ; for wrote Townshend to Pitt, {London

Gazette) : " They (the French) brought up two small pieces of artillery against

us, and we had been able to bring up but one gun," &c.

—

B.
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I,

M

l|

cncmioH wcro within 20 pnce.s of tho muHkets' inuzzloH. Tljo French,

wlu) had novor formed in proper order, of)ened a platoon fire irrcpulurly
;

and, UH to Homo battulionH, at too ^roat a distance, conHcquently with little

effect. Still their front ranks boldly advanced upon the enemy's; but,

when within 40 paces of the latter, they were asHailed with ho deadly a

discharj^e, that owinjr to their previous disorder, it was impossible to direct

their movements, and in a few instants, they fell into a marvellons confusion.

Wolfe chose this moment to attack in his turn ; and, thouj^h already wounded

in the wrist, ho led his j^renadieis on to charge tho French, but had not

advanced many steps, when ho was struck a second time, tho ball enter-

ing his breast. lie was carried to the rear ; and his troops, few of whom
knew of his hurts, till after the battle, continued their charge. Thoy
set out in hot pursuit of tho fleeing French ; a part of whom, not having

bayonets, gave way in little time, despite the efforts of Montcalm and

his chief officers. One person near to Wolfe called out, " They floe I

"Who?" demanded the dying general, his features momentarily lighting

up. *' Tho French," was tho reply. '* What ! already ?" he rejoined
;

" then I die content," the hero said, and expired.

Almost about tho same time. Colonel Carleton received a wound in the

head ; while General Monckton, struck by a ball, had to quit the field :

therefore upon General Townshcnd, third in command, devolved the chief

leading of the British.

Tho victors now pressed the fugitive French everywhere with bayonet

chargings and onslaughts with tho broadsword. Little resistance waa

made, except by the skirmishers. Messrs. Senezerguos and Do St. Ours,

both brigadier-generals, were mortally wounded and fell into tho enemy's

hands. General Montcalm, who had already received two wounds, yet

made every effort to rally his troops and to regularize their retreat ; but,

arrived at a spot between St. Lewis Gate and the Buttes-a-Noveu, a bul-

let transpierced his reins, and he fell, mortally wounded, under his horse.

He was carried by a party of grenadiers to the city, into which a part of

the French were now retreating ; while others, the greater number, were

pressing towards the bridge of boats on tho river St. Charles. Tho gov-

ernor-general arrived from Beauport just as tho defeated troops were

breaking up. He rallied 1,000 Canadians, between St. John and St.

Lewis Gates, put himself at their head, and stopped for some time the

enemy's advance by a very brisk fire, which saved the fugitives.* The

rout was complete only as to the regulars ; the Canadians fought ever, even

• Despatches of M. de Vaudreiiil and other officers to the minister.
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in rotrcatlnff, under covert of tlic brufiliwood which prow nhont them,

thuH forciiij^ sevcnil British corps to jj;iv(' way, and yielded, at hist, only

t<i Hupcrior nuniherH. Of the Scots Hif^hhinders who had gone in pursuit,

300 wore attacked by them on the hill of Sainte-OcnoviiWc, and oMigod

to full back, till they were extricated by two regiments sent to their amB-

tanoo.

Colonel Bougainville, who was nt Cape Rouge, did not receive, till

eight o'clock A. M., an order to niarclj towards the Plains of Abraham.

As soon as he received it, he set out witli a moiety of his troops, wliich

had been posted, at intervals, all the way to Pointe-aux-Trembles. Not

being able to get up in time to take part in the action, and seeing that

the day was lost, he withdrew his men. The British did not tliink fit to

take advantage of the confusion their adversarii^s were in, to penetrate

Quebec, or to possess thentsclves of the camp of Beauport; in consecjucnee,

the troops who took shelter in the city were able afterwards to return to

their cntrencliments.

Such wac the conclusion of the first battle of Abraham, which mainly

decided the question, who should be masters of a cduntry as vast as a

half of all Europe. The loss of the French, o\. this fatal day, was consi-

derable ; it amounted to nearly 1,000 men, including 250 who were made

prisoners, as well as most of tlieir wounded. Three general officers died

of their wounds. The loss of the British reached very nearly 700 men
;

among whom were their chief general and some of the principal subal-

terns.*

Montcalm acknowledged, wlien too late, the fault he had committed.

He might have waited the arrival of Bougainville, called forth, from city

and camp the troops left to guard them, and, with all his forces combined,

led an attack on the enemy in front and rear : as, in fact, Wolfe seems to

have apprehended would be done, from his having ranged his army in

normal order. Or he might have entrenched his army on the Buttes-a-

* The respective losses are here somewhat magnified for one side, and con-

siderably minified, we conceive, as to the other. A week after the battle, when
full time had elapsed for collecting and testing the returns of British casualties,

we find them thus reported officially in the London Gazette :
— " Killed in the

battle of the I3th, I general, 1 captain, 6 lieutenants, 1 ensign, 3 sergeants, 45

rank-and-file, (total, 57). Wounded, 1 general, 4 staff officers, 12 captains, 26

lieutenants, 10 ensigns, 25 sergeants, 4 drummers, 506 rank-and-file, (total, 588).

Missing, 3 rank-and-file. Artillery,—Killed, 1 gunner. Wounded, 1 engineer,

1 bombardier, I gunner, 5 matrosses, (total, 9 ; collective total, 65T)." General

Townshend computed the loss of the French at 1,500 ; it could not be much, if

any, less.

—

B.
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Neveu ; and, as the season was well advanced, waited for the British within

his lines, which would have caused them to fight at a disadvantage, the

season pressing them to act promptly.* Besides these primary faults, he

committed another, almost as grave, by ranging his army on one line,

without giving time for bringing up the field artillery there was in the

city, GO as to counterbalance the inferiority of his troops in numbers and

discipline. He is reproached, also, his army being partly of militiamen,

for choosing to fight in battle order. It is said that " he ought to have

waited the enemy's approach, and profited by the nature of the ground to

place the Canadians, by platoons, among the tufts of brushwood which

were near ; for, in such a situation, they surpassed in address as marks-

men all other troops whatever."

Whatever the general's faults may have been, his death would seem to

have sufliciently expiated them ; and in presence of his tomb among us,

we wish to be mindful only of his valor and his triumphs. His contempo-

raries, French-born and Canadians alike, deplored his death as a public loss.

He had acquired an ascendancy over the minds of both, as much by his

energy, as by his skill in turning their courage to account. None but he

was supposed to be capable of risking a battle (against odds), with a cer-

tainty of gaining it. The people seemed to ignore the fact, that there

remained among them a general who was superior to him in many res-

pects, namely chevalier de Ldvis ; and who was destined, some months

later, to wipe away the stain of the defeat they had just suffered. Mean-

while, Montcalm, after receiving alx the sacraments of the Church with

much piety and devotion, drew his last breath during the morning of Sep-

tember 14th, in the castle of St. Lewis ; and was interred, late the same

day, by flambeau-light, in the chapel of the Ursuline sisterhood, the several

chief-officials, &c., left in Quebec, being present. His grave was a trench

along the wall edifice, formed by the ploughing of a bomb-shell.

The deceased was of low stature, and small bodily proportions, but had

a handsome visage, and remarkably bright eyes. An Indian chief, sur-

prised that the man who had effected such prodigies should be so small-

bodied, exclaimed, when he first saw him, "Ah, how little thou art!

But I discern, in the glances of thine eye, the height of the oak and the

vJvacity of the eagle."

• This is true, in respect of the fleet ; the land forces were not under any

such constraint. The whole army could have remained, if properly cared for :

and perhaps the conquest might hare been sooner completed, had it done so.

—B.
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Endowed with an ardent imagination,* he shone more by dint of a

well-furnished memory, than by profundity in the art of war : he was

brave, but not enterprising ; he neglected the discipline of his troops, and

initiated no important warlike undertaking. He inclined not to attack

Oswego (for instance) ; he was constrained to do so, it may be said, by

the reproaches addressed to him for his timidity, by M. Rigaud—a man

of limited capacity, but an officer full of courage and hardihood, accus-

tomed to woodland war. Montcalm v,ould have renounced the siege of

Fort William-Henry, but for i\e chevalier de Ldvis ; and before Quebec,

not daring to flatter himself with the hope of (successfully) resisting

General Wolfe, he spoke of abandoning the place to the enemy, upon the

retention of which that of Canada itself mainly depended. His disputes

with the governor-general, of whom he was jealous, and whose opinions

he affected to disdain, also led to deplorable results. The popularity he

found means to acquire among soliders and people, made him perilously

independent of the head of the colony. He was never weary of decrying

De Vaudreuil among his own intimates ; characterizing him as incapable,

irresolute, and faithless : while, by an artifice too often successful, he

sought to exalt his own reputation by debasing that of his official supe-

rior. In some Notes attributed to M. de Bourlamaque, reposited in the

French war-office, it is indited that the precipitation with which Mont-

calm acted on the Plains of Abraham arose from his jealousies : De Vau-

dreuil it was, who gave the direction to wait till all the forces were assem-

bled—that was enough, observes the writer, to determine the general to

run counter to what was suggested, already disposed to envy the share

his private soldiers had in a glory common to both. His ambition was

that his single name should outshine all others ; and this passion of his

not a little impelled him to cause those enterprises to miscarry, the honor

attending which he could not monopolize. The germs of jealousy quickly

fructified, and occasioned misunderstandings between the different corps,

which, aggravated by a divided authority in the command, caused distrust

and censurings to mount from grade to grade up to the highest places,

where they occasioned ravages, the results of which inevitably became

disaatrous."f

• Portrait of Montcalm, by Moreau de St. M6ry, in an Eloge of the Chevalier

de L^vis.

t Not being sure whether the meaning of the above citation, so loose in con-

struction hag been fully brought out, the original words are here transcribed
;

" De ce germe de jalousie naquit bientot entre lea diff6rents corps une m^sintel-

ligerice a laquelle le partage da I'autorit^ dans le commandement pr^para lea

voix pour remonter de grade en grade jusqu'aux chefs, oi elle produiait lea rav-

ages dont les suites devaient etre si funestes."

—

B.
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Montcalm had a natural taste for literary studies, and attained an ex-

tensive knowledge of languages and the belles-lettres. lie retained his

love of general science amid the occupations of war. lie liked to live

luxuriously, but was unselfish. At the time of his decea,se, ho owed to

the colonial treasury (as we have seen) 10,000 crowns; a sum which he

had borrowed to maintain his proper rank, and to succor some of his

officers, during the dearth that prevailed in Canada. His (inordinate)

ambition, and the ill-concealed desire he cherished to supplant M. de

Vaudrcuil, wore in groat part the causes of that disunion between them

to which might be att::ibuted principally the calamity whicli befel the colony

in his defeat.

During the evening of the battle day, the governor-general helda

council of war, n*. which most of the officers present expressed an opinion

that the army should retire beyond the river Jacques-Cartier, in order to

provide means for retreat, and to secure communications between the

army and its magazines. De Vaudrcuil, Bigot, and Bougainville alone

were of a contrary sentiment ; they were for once more trying the chances

of war. The sentiments of the majority, however, ultimately prevailed.

Montcalm, who was consulted also, replied that there were three courses,

which might be followed : to attack the enemy, to retire as aforesaid,

or to capitulate for the whole colony. After a kind of agreement for the

present was come to, De Vaudrcuil detached 120 soldiers to reinforce the

garrison of Quebec, which before was composed of citizens and mariners

only
;
yet who, during the battle kept up a brisk cannonade against the

batteries of Pointe-L(5vis. He next wrote to M. de llamesay not to re-

sist till the enemy should be ready to carry the place by assault, but to

hang out the white flag as soon as provisions failed him. The army,

meanwhile fearing every moment that its supplies would be cut off, began

its retreat, as soon as night set in ; and for want of carriages, abandoned

part of its baggage, artillery, and munitions of war. The van defiled, in

silent march, through Jeune Lorette, Ancienne Lorette, traversed St,

Augustin. and reached Pointe-aux-Tremblcs on the evening of the 14th.

In order that the British should be unapprised of this evil movement, the

tents of Beauport were left standing ;
while M. Bougainville, who led the

rear-guard, took post at St. Augustin. That retreat was every way fatal.

It left Quebec (all but) destitute of soldiers and subsistence ; it weaken-

ed the army itself, because the militiarien of the nearer parts of the

country would not leave their families foodless behind them, or go they

knew not whither themselves. Accordingly, desertions became rife ; hus-

bandmen quitted their standards and returned to their homesteads, while

many other parties took to marauding. Next day (15th) the bulk ofthe
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army reached the Jacques-Cartier river, while the rear-f^uard attained

Pointo-aux-Trcmbles. In this position it was agreed to wait the arrival

of De Ldvis, who was coming by express from Montreal, as has been

already narrated.

On the 17th, he arrived at head-quarters accordingly. Before leaving

he dispatched orders to the commandants on the western frontiers to

forward, without delay, to the beaten army all their spare ordnance,

warlike munitions, implements and provisions. In his first conference

with Do Vaudreuil, he represented the absolute necessity there was for

suspending the retreat, and returning to the field of action, if only to put

a stop to the melting away of the forces, and to restore order in their

ranks ; finally he urged that an attempt should be made to retake Que-

bec, at all hazards ; adding that the British were not numerous enough

to invest the place, or prevent the French from re-entering it. He said

that the woodlands about Cape Rouge, Sainte-Foy, and St. Michel ought

to be turned to account as a covert for reaching the enemy unperceived

;

that thus finding himself between two fires, he would be impotent to be-

siege Quebec and attack the French army concurrently ; that, even if

the latter were defeated, its retreat would still be open towards the height

of Cape Rouge, a strong detachment being left behind in the hollows

about the flood, for facilitating the withdrawal of tliu garrison, after burn-

ing the city. The marquis approved of all ; and despatched an express to

M. de Ramesay, to inform him that the army was about to come to his

relief The return march, however, was delayed till next day for want of

provisions. As it was known that the garrison was equally destitute, each

ration of bread being reduced to 4 oz., M. Rochebeaucourt was charged to

load 100 horses with biscuit, and seek admission to the city. On the

18th, the main army bivouacked at Pointe-aux-Trembles; and Bougain-

ville, with the van, bivouacked also, at Cape-Rouge river.

General de LtSvis took command of the army at a time when afiairs

were indeed in a desperate state ; but he was one of those men whose

talents p.nd energy are best brought out in such a crisis. He was born

in the castle of Ajac (Languedoc), and a scion of one of the oldest

houses of French nobility. Entering the army early, he soon became

distinguished for his activity and bravery. In Canada, he manifested a

sober and reflective mind, was attentive to his duties, and severe as a

discipUnarian ; the latter a rare qualification in French commanders of

the time. " He was endowed by nature," said M. Moreau de St. Mari,*

'< if

Eloge du Chevalier de L6vis.
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i

with that happy instinct which enabled him to see all things in their true

light. Montcalm was discreet enough to consult him on important occa-

sions. Responses frankly expressed, but which were ever justified by the

event, established perfect confidence between the twain."

Next day (19th) De Ldvis marched towards Lorette, and Bougainville

towards the river St. Charles, where the latter was informed of the

surrender of the city, although its commandant had received a positive

order to break oflF the negociations begun with the enemy, and promised

to do so. The same news reached De Ldvis while at St. Augustin : at

which he could not restrain his indignation, and he gave way to it in the

bitterest terms. The evil was remediless, however.

The abandonment of the Beauport camp had quite depressed the

spirit of the people of Quebec. The city militia officers, mostly traders,

met at the house of M. Daine, lieutenant of police and mayor of Quebec,*

where a requisition was drawn up adjuring M, de Ramesay to capitulate.f

That officer, interpreting too freely De Vaudreuil's direction not to abide

an assault, was weak enough to consent to the citizens' request.

The reduction of Quebec was a natural result of the inconsiderate

words (of discouragement and distrust) Montcalm had scattered among

the troops. One only among the officers in garrison, BI. de Fidmont.t a

young man whose name merits remembrance, expressed his opinion, in

the council of war, that the place should be defended to the last extre-

mity. Though the city was short of provision, and its works might be

carried by a sudden onset, an assault was not imminent ; and it was

known that De Ldvis was coming to the rescue.

•At this turn of affairs, the title mure again is heard, after long disappearing

from public view. A great crisis was needed to cause that name to surge up,

effaced as it had been by the superior and more suitable appellation of " lieu-

tenant of police."

] " Mimoire du Sieur de Rainesay, knight ofSt.Louis, (commandant) of Quebec,

respecting the reduction of that city, and the Capitulation of Sept. 18, 1757 (^sic)
•

presented to the ministry after his return to France."—This family was unfor-

tunate. M. de Ramesay was son of De Ramesay, who had been governor of

Three-Rivers ten year3, and of Montreal twenty years. His three brothers died

in the service. The eldest was killed at the battle of Rio-Janeiro ; the second

a near relative of the Jacobitic author of Les Voyages de Cyrus ; the latter being an

was massacred by the Cherokees; the third, a captain, perished by the shipwreck

of Le Chameau. [De Ramesay was doubtless of Scots descent; possibly, also,

intimate friend, also the chosen biographer and literary imitator of the great

and good Francjois de la Motte F£nblon, Archbishop of Cambrai.]

—

B.

X Yet, in our French text, the proper name of the individual so signalized is

misprinted Piedmont 1—J3.
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In fact, the British were not even dreaming of taking Quebec except

in due form. Immediately after the battle, they finished the redoubts

they had previously begun around their camp, and commenced some

batteries on the Buttes-a-Neveu, facing the rampart, which would have

commanded its whole length, meaning to breach it. Two days more

were wanted to finish those works ; which were to be mounted with 60

cannon and 58 mortars : when, lo I the operation was suspended by the

unexpected display of a white flag by the besieged. At sight of a column

of marching troops, and some British men-of-war sailing up, the men in

garrison imagined they were to be attacked simultaneously on the land

side and from the harbor ; and, a mercantile spirit being in the ascend?*'"t,

a hasty capitulation was drawn up, all the articles in which were acceded

to by General Townshend except the first, which bore that ;he garrison

was to march out with the honors of war, and, with eight cannon, be

allowed to join the French army at Jacques-Cartier river : this was

modified so that the troops in garrison should be ijr^nt to France. Next

day, Sept. 18, the city was given up to the Briilsh, [who were obliged to

supply food for the people and 400 to 500 wounded then in hospital,

none of whom had tasted anything for 24 hours before. In terms of

the capitulation, the inhabitants preserved their privileges, their goods,

and the free exercise of their religion till a national peace should take

place.] Thus did weak counsels, prevailing in a conference of subaltern

officers, render irreparable a check which might have been remedied.

Dfcsipite the loss of their capital, [which the Canadians attributed to

treason !]
" these brave people," says Sismondi, " as French in heart as if

they had lived among the French, did not despair!" Though Quebec

was destroyed by bombs; though the shores of Beauprd, the Isle of

Orleans, and 36 leagues of cultivated country (containing 19 parishes),

lying on the right bank of the flood, had been burnt ; notwithstanding

the inhabitants had lost their vestments, their furniture, their agricultural

instruments, almost all their horses, and the whole of their farming stock

;

although, on returning to their lands, they, their wives and children,

were obliged to take up with such shelter as was fit only for '•^vages

;

though a great many of the inhabitants of Quebec and people of the

country, for want of food, were necessitated to emigrate to the districts

of Three-Rivers and Montreal : despite all this, the Canadians spoke not

of surrendering ; tliey demanded, rather, to be led again to battle : theirs

was the Vendean indomitableness, theirs the unconquerable determination

of the provincials of olden France from whom many of our Canadians

descend, whose bravery, inflexibility {camcUre) and boundless devotedness

Napoleon appreciated so highly.
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After the reduction of the capital, General de Ldvis saw nothing

better, for the moment, than to fortify his position on the Jacques-Carticr,

about 27 miles distant from Quebec; accordingly, he retired thither,

leaving detachments at diflfercnt points by the way. He began to erect

a fort on the right bank of that river, which protected the locality, and

made the passage of the stream easy to defend. There the army remained

till campaigning time was over for the season. M. de Vaudreuil shifted

the seat of his government to Montreal, whither also he retired himself.

The rural Canadians returned to their homesteads during the last days of

October. Shortly afterwards, the troops left all parts of the frontier to

take up their winter-quarters in the jurisdiction of Montreal and in that

of Three-Rivers. Only a few detachments remained at the outposts, the

reduced circumscription of which showed too plainly to France, at the

close of 1759, the little that still remained to her of the immense terri-

tories which she was once so proud of possessing. Three hundred men

were put in charge of Fort de Lt v'is, situated in an island, a little below

Presentation, at the head of St. Lawrence rapids ; 400 men, under De

Lusignan, were ordered to hold the Isle-aux-Noix, at Lake Champlain,

where Amherst had made no headway : this corps was to be supported

by 300 men, stationed at St. John's. Finally, 600^ men were left at

Jacques-Cartier, under M. Dumas, major-general of the colonial regulars.

After having thus made arrangements for the season, De L<5vis rejoined

De Vaudreuil at Montreal, Nov. 14 ; and both wrote despatches to Paris,

by the hands of M. le Mercier, commandant of the artillery, informing

the king of the situation of Canada, and indicating what succors were

most needed. This officer embarked at Montreal in a vessel which

descended the flood, passed Quebec unperceived by the enemy, and

reached France in safety.

After the capitulation of Quebec, the British troops encamped around

the city, till quarters could be found for them inside the walls. Their

commanders 'thought no more of following up their success for the current

season. It was resolved to rebuild or repair, without delay, 500 houses,

and to garrison the entire army till the succeeding spring : all except the

three companies of Louisbourg grenadiers, and five companies of the

Royal American rangers ; these were re-embarked, some aboard the fleet,

which set sail for Britain, some went to other British colonies. General

Murphy was nominated governor of Quebec. His garrison, after the

departure of the troops above-mentioned, was (Dec. 24) still composed

of 8,000 regulars (not reckoning officers), the artillerymen, and the re-

maining rangers, the latter together comprising several hundred combat-
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ants.* There were drawn from the stores afloat, before the fleet left,

sufficient provisions, ammunition, &c., to supply the wants of the garrison

and army for one year. The city streets were cleared, and the redoubts

raised on the plain obliterated ; but others were erected facing the ram-

part, on the summit of cliffs bordering the St. Lawrence ; lastly, the ex-

isting city rampart was strengthened, and mounted with artillery fit to

defend the place.

Such was the finish of the campaign of 1759 in Canada. The French

found themselves cut off" from the sea, and shut up between Quebec, the

region of Lake Champlain, and that of Lake Ontario. Our remaining

soldiers were few in number, and those few poorly paid, ill fed, and short

of ammunition. The two British armies which invaded Canada by land

and sea were then but 70 leagues distant from each other ; both would

assuredly concentrate their forces, along with added reinforcements, in

the heart of the province, during the ensuing spring. General Amherst,

who advanced to Fort Frederic, had, however, got little further forward.

He left strong garrisons at Crown-Point and Carillon, the ruinous parts

of which he repaired, and called the place " Ticonderoga :
" he left the

country himself to winter in New York, the better to communicate with

the mother country, and attend to the supervision of her seaboard colonies

of North America.

As to Detroit, and the upper posts, they were still, indeed, in French
power; but owing to the loss of Frontenac, the people in them had no
further succor to expect from any quarter but Louisiana, whose people

became thenciforward their only sustaining allies, and the south-western

territories a place of refuge for the upper lake garrisons when the time

for retiring thither should arrive.

* Mr. Smith, in his History of Canada, says 5,000 ; although the authors whom
he followed textually, Knox and Mante, say " more than 7,000 men." The
archives of the provincial secretary at Quebec contain a register of the orders
for payment of Murray's troops, the data in which ought to be sure means for

settling this question in future. These orders testify the exact number of men
and non-commissioned oflEicers in each regiment according to the returns Dec.
24,1759:

Men.
2nd battalion of Pusileers 871
3rd " « 930
28th regiment 623
48th " 882

Men.

35th

(1

((

. 876

43rd . 693

58th . 653

TSth (Scots High-

landers).. .1877

15th 619

Total 8,204
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CHAPTER IL

SECOND BATTLE OF ABRAHAM AND LAST VICTORY OP THE FRENCH.

CESSION OP CANADA TO BRITAIN AND OK LOUISIANA TO 8rAIN.-17«)-1768,

Divorec impressions whicf> tho capture of Quebec causes iu Britain and France.—Tlie minis-

ters of Louii? XV leave Canada to its fate,—Tlio Britisli organise three armies to flnisli tho

conquest tliey have bef^un; measures taken in the colony to resist tliis triple invasion;

respective French and Bi-itisli forces.—General do Levis marches towards Quebec-Second
battle of Abraham: complete defeat of the Britisli army, which shuts itself up In tho city;

the French lay siege to it, iu expectation th&t the succor they demanded will come from
France,—Common belief in the colony tliat, of the antagonistic armies in Canada, tho one
first to be reinforced, will have thcmastcry of Canada.—Arrival of a British relieving fleet,

-De L6vi8 raises the siege of Quebec and begins his retreat towards Montreal ; deflciency

of provisions forces him to disband the militia and disperse his regulars. State of the fron-

tiers towards Lakes Champlain and Ontario.—The enemy sets out to attack Montreal.

—

Ooneral Murray leaves Quebec with4/)00 men; Brigadier Haviland, witJi a corps nearly as

numerous,descends Lake Champlain, and General Amherst sets out from Lake Ontario with

11,000 soldiers and savages ; the French fall back and rendezvous at Montreal 3500 strong.

Impossibility of longer useful resistance becoming manifest, a general capitulation follows.

Triumphal demonstrations thereat in Britain.—Trial and condemnation of Canadian dilap-

idators at I'aris,—Situation of tho Canadians; immense losses they sustained through the

depreciated state paper-money.—Continuation of tho war in other parts of the world.

—

Teace of 1763, by which Canada is ceded to Britain, and Louisiana to Spain.—State of

France at tho time of tliis too famous treaty, as depicted by Sismoudi.

After the defeats sustained by Britain during four years in Canada,

news of the capture of Quebec, a city so renowned in the New World,

filled the whole three kingdoms with joy. London and other cities and

chief towns sent congratulatory addresses to the king, filled with praises of

his government ; which Pitt, of course, knew were directed to his own

address, as the prime mover of the polity of Britain. The parliament

ordered a statue to be erected in Westminster Abbey, commemorative of

the death and merits of General Wolfe ; it also decreed that public thanks

should be rendered to each of the chief British sea and land officers who

had taken part in the expedition to Quebec ; while the king ordered that

grateful acknowledgments to Heaven should be offered up to the Lord of

RuSts throughout the whole British empire.

In France, where the people, excluded from the government, could

exercise no influence on the polity of the men in power, for a long time

past all hopes were given up of being able to preserve those beautiful

countries for whose defence so much blood had been shed, and so much

heroism had been manifested : their loss was but one calamity the more of

a long series, which precipitated, if they did not solely cause, the perdition

of the olden monarchy before the century ended. The loss of the colony
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of French America, and the death of Montcalm, without surprising any

one, yet made a painful impression on the public mind. In the court of

Louis, its frequenters enervated by orgies, no one dreamed of succoring

the ancient warriors of the broken French cohorts who still survived
; nor

to sustain those transmarine subjects who were ready to combat, if no

longer for victory, at least for vindicating the national honor to the last.

" Entire Europe also," said Raynal, " b-licved that the reduction of

Quebec had finished tiie grand international ((uarrel of North America.

No one imagined that a mere handful of French, destitute of all things,

whom evil fortune had almost deprived of hope itself, would dare to brave

the approaches of an inevitable destiny." The height to which their

courage could rise was not yet known,—nor their devotedness, nor the

glorious battles they had fought, nor could divine others they were yet

willing to fight in these remote countries, where, neglected by the rest of

the world, they prodigally shed their blood for their country. It was for-

gotten that the war was one of races ; that the defenders of Canada would

lay down their arms only when they should be hemmed in, crushed, by

masses of enemies ; and, until then, they would hope on, hope ever.

The Canadians, who believed that the home government was going, or

at least meant, to make great efforts to save them from the fate with which

the British menaced them, were deceived in their expectation. M. le

Mercier, when he arrived in Paris, found the Marshal de Belle-Isle at the

point of death. After he expired, the Duke de Choiseul, already minis-

ter of foreign affairs, took charge of the war department. Le Mercier,

like other officers once in garrison at Quebec, gave to the minister all

needful information as to the wants and desperate plight of Canada. The

despatches he produced solicited succors of every kind : provisions, muni-

tions of war, and recruits. They advised the court of the project formed

to retake the capital ; and answered for its success, if the aid now asked

should arrive before reinforcements came from Britain. Unfortunately

this demand was made at a time when, owing to prolonged deficiencies in

the finances, the treasury was not able to meet the most pressing calls

made upon it. The administrators of the royal exchequer, constantly

changed, could find no remedy forever-increasing evils. Each new func-

tionary brought forward his plan of reform, but indeed, got isplaced

before he could take the first steps for realizing it ; and did any financier

propose to tax the privileged orders as well as the people, he was repelled

scornfully, and dismissed. The absence of patriotism in the higher classes

of society made the evil incurable, and exposed the nation to every kind

of misfortunes ; but it especially involved the loss of that great military
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reputation which still constituted the strength and f^lory (from recollec-

tions of the past) of those sensual and degenerate nobles who now refused

to make any sacrifice for the commonweal. Had a unanimous and gene-

ral effort been made, matters might have been easily put on a good foot-

ing; since, at a later time (1784), when the annual expenditure of the

state was 610 millions, and its revenue nearly 585 millions,—although

the nobles, landed gentry, and clergy, possessors of the greatest part of

the French territory, were still exempted from taxation,—yet, even then,

M. Neckcr * said that the yearly deficit might be more than filled up, if

those privileged and wealthy classes would submit to be taxed, and help

to develop the resources of the kingdom. But the selfishness of the great

was destined to ruin the state.

M. de Silhouette, who had succeeded to M. de Boulogne in the finance

department, fell before the opposition got up against his project of a ter-

ritorial impost which would have reached all the owners of real estate ; and

he was replaced by M. Bertin, a financier of mediocrity, but more confor-

mable in his views to courtly and aristocratic sentiments. The latter could

neither, however, bring the finances into order, nor find means to supply

the most pressing daily wants of the public service. The bills of ex-

change drawn in Canada upon the royal exchequer he could not honor

,

a circumstance as pernicious to the colony as the loss of a battle. In this

contingency, it is easy to conceive how little inspiring the bold resolve of

re-taking Quebec would be found at Versailles, where the courtiers

reo'arded the possession of Canada rather as a loss than gain to the king-

dom. In such a state of things, all the government could find means to

do, was to send 400 men and three or four vessels, loaded with provisions

and warlike stores, convoyed by a frigate ; the captain of which thinking

fit to occupy precious time by the way, in picking up some 13 or 14 sail

of British vessels as prizes, was obliged himself, ultimately, to run his

ship into the Bay of Chaleurs to seek shelter from pursuing enemies
;

where his frigate was burnt, with all her convoy, by Captain Byron, then

cruising in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Byron, who had a numerous fleet,

• De VAdministration des Finances de la France. The interest of the public

debt was then 207 millions of francs, or about the same as that of the British

national debt at the same date (1784). At present the debt of Britain is

double or triple of France. [The British debt was once about twice that con-

tracted in the name of France, but has been considerably diminished in our

own day, and is not increasing. The French debt has been largely augmented

during recent years, and is constantly augmenting. The chances of ability or

willingness to continue paying interest in the two countries severally, are,

probably, as ten to one in favor of the British stockholder.

—
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also destroyed a cluster of cabins on shore, which some Acadian refugees

and poor fishermen had erected under the protection of two petty batter-

ies built on a rock, which miserable place they dignified with the name of

" New Rochelle."

While sending to Canada those succors, nearly useless because insuf-

ficient, the ministers addressed despatches to the colonial chiefs, which

did not come to hand till next Juno, recommending them to dispute pos-

session of the colony with the British, foot to foot; and to sustain the

honor of the French arms to the utmost ; as if people who were being

crushed under the weight of overpowering numbers of adversaries,

wanted words of encouragement alone, instead of the substantial aid

that was denied to them 1

The British government, spurred on and sustained by the powerful

voice of the nation, conducted itself very differently. It obtained from

Parliament all the subsidies asked for, to carry on the war with vigor.

Numerous squadrons covered the seas of Europe, the Indian Ocean, and

the Atlantic. It was resolved to bar the sea-way between Canada and

France, and to employ for this purpose such an amount of force, as to

deprive the latter of the least chance of being able to send succor so as

to re-establish her supremacy in America ; and it was a result of this

determination that the latest convoy was sent for our relief; but which

never reached its destination, as above noted.

Behind those rampart lines, which covered America and separated

Canada from France, Britain now organized, as in the year preceding,

three armies, to finish the colonial abasement of a power which she never

ceased combating ever since she planted a rival flag on the continent, and

over whom Britain's great superiority in numbers were about to give her

the victory. All the Anglo-American provinces continued to manifest

their accustomed zeal for realizing a conquest they had so long and ardent-

ly desired. Their diff'erent legislatures voted supplies of money and men
with so much the greater eagerness, as fruition of their wishes seemed to

be near. The three armies were to conjoin beside Montreal, and capture

that last city which held out.

The garrison in Quebec was to be reinforced early in the campaigning

season, so as to be strong enough to ascend the Laurentian valley.

Brigadier Haviland had orders to assemble his troops on Lake Champlain,

force a passage at the Isle-aux-Noix and St. John's, and march towards

the point indicated ; finally. General Amherst was to assemble a numerous

army at Oswego, descend the St. Lawrence, capture every post by the

way, and join his to the two other corps before Montreal. The French
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knew of all their enemy's preparations ; Do Vnudreuil and Do L(5vi§

thought only of getting tho start of the British by a sudden attack of

Quebec, in order to extend their hands towards the expected succors from

France ; and which, ihould they arrive before llritish aid came, might,

with the resources in liand, have saved the colony.

It was resolved, at first, to assail Quebec during winter, but it was found

necessary to wait till the spring-time. This delay gave time to reorganize

our army, collect provisions, and prepare the boats needed to descend the

flood when tho seasonal ice broke up. Despite the most earnest eflforts, De

Ldvis could not procure enough of siege requisites. He was short of heavy

ordnance, and had but a scanty store of gunpowder. Still he did not

despair of succeeding, either by a surprise, or through the help of expected

Buccors.

To prevent the oncmy from divining his intents, but above all to keep

up the courage of the Canadians and harass the British garrison, he kept .

up petty hostilities against the latter all the winter through.

General Murray, on his part, neglectod nothing to put himself in a state

to repel all hostile attempts till the following campaign. He was well

provided with artillery and stores of every kind, and under him were the

finest soldiers Britain could produce. No sooner was he established in

the city, than he addressed a proclamation to the Canadians, representing

to them the inutility of a longer resistance, as it would expose them to

all the evils to result from an opposition becoming objectless. Eleven neigh-

boring parishes, evacuated by the French, gave in, and took the oath of

fealty to king George. Their houses had been burnt, and the women and

children, who had taken refuge in the woods, were forced to leave them,

to escape death from cold and destitution. The inhabitants of Mirami-

chi, Richiboucto, and other places about tho Gulf of Sfc. Lawrence, im-

pelled by like misery, had submitted already to Colonel Frye, British

commandant of Fort Cumberland at Chignectou.

General Murray, meanwhile, pushed his outposts as far as Lorette and

Sainte-Foye, two or three leagues from Quebec ; and a war of skirmish-

ings continue!, despite the season's rigor. The garrison throughout the

winter, was busily employed in such petty expeditions, fetching firewood

from Capo-Rouge, and working at the city defences, which, after incredi-

ble labor, were made fit to sustain a siege ; the ramparts were completed

and mounted with mortars and heavy cannon ; the redoubts too, already

mentioned, eight in number, were now fini.shed. The soldiers executed

these works, notwithstanding maladies which broke out among them,

between Dec. 24, 1759, and April 24, 1760, and proved fatal to nearly

500 of them.
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On their Bido, tho French won; oxhauHted by the fatigiicB attending

petty war, but Htill more from dearth of provisionM. Do L<$viH, who had

cantoned most of hia troops in different pariwhes of tlie governments of

Three-Rivers and Montrt^ii, now boj^an hiw preparations for an enttirprise

ho meditated ;
" an obstinate defence," as he exprcsHed it, in a memorial

to Vuudrouil, " which could not fail to bo advantageous to tho state, by

cutting out employment for its enemies in America, as well as be honorable

to tho arms of France."

To re-animato the courage of the people, and induce them to make new

efforts and submit to fresh sacrifices, the solemn voice of tho Church was

called in aid : a voice sure to find an echo in the heart of a population

profoundly religious. The bishop, M. Dubreil do Pontbriant, who had

taken refuge in Montreid,* issued a pastoral letter in which he said, " You

are not to forget, in your prayers, those who have died in defence of their

country ; the names of tho illustrious Montcalm and so many respectable

officers, with those of the slain soldiers and militiamen must be kept in

memory... You will pray for the repose of their souls." They are very

grave, very touching, such mortuary words, to which religion adds a

character of sublimity! This call for tho prayers of tho faithful, in

favor of the bravo who died in defending tliiir religion, their laws, and

their homesteads,—at a time when a call to arm was issued,—revived the

national spirit, and redoubled the warlike energies of tho Canadians.

As for the regular soldiers, if a passion for military distinction alone

inspired them, they had now a fair opportunity of acquiring it.

After groat efforts, Do Vaudreuil succeeded in collecting as much pro-

vision as would subsist the army for some time when the scattered parts

of it should re-unito. In April it was ready to begin the campaign,

though the winter's ice had not yet cleared away.

The regulars, especially their grenadier companies, had been recruited

from the two colonial battalions; with the latter, they numbered 3,600

men. Those militia forces called on to take part in the expedition num-

bered a little more than 3,000, including 370 savages. The collective

army, wherein the Canadian element thus predominated, still did not

• Why the good bUhop should thus be spokea of as a refugee, we cannot

say
;
yet the words ia the author's text convey an insinuation that ho was

driven out of Quebec, in violation of article 6 of the capitulation, granting

"free exercise of the roman religion, safeguards to all religious (cloistered)

persons as well as the bishop ; the latter "being invited to come and exercise

freely and with decency the functions of bis office whenever he shall think

proper."

—

B.
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comprise quite 7,000 combatants in all. Such was the whole armed

force which could be raised to march against Quebec, for the inhabitants

of the lower districts who had not submitted to the enemy could not join

the little army till after the investment of the place ; while those of the

valid male inhabitants directed to remain at Montreal and Three Rivers,

were wanted there to lay the year's seed in the ground, and to defend the

frontiers on the side of Lakes Cha" plain and Ontario.*

Without waiting for the navij^ation seaward to be quite open, De

L^vis sent orders (April 16 and 17) to the troops to quit winter-quarters

and march direct to Quebec, some by land, others by water. The fields

were then covered with snow, aiid the banks of the St. Lawrence still

clogged with unloosened ice, while its current was encumbered with

floating ice, which moved with the flux and reflux of the tide. De L^vis

issued a general order to the armv, in which he appealed to its sense of

honor for making a signal reparaKon of the loss sustained on +he 13th of

September previous ; and reminded the soldiers, that the foes they had

to face aga'n were such as they had conquered at Oswego, Fort Geoi^e

("William Henry?), and Carillon. The troops, for whom these were

glorious remembrances, set out on the 20th. Those who descended the

flood itself were on board two frigates which served as a convoy for the

smaller vessels, loaded with the artillery, provisions and siege materials.

But as the floating ice became more obstructive the farther the flotilla

proceeded, the troops were landed at Pointe-aux-Trembles. Only part of

the artillery reached the Foulon (Wolfe's Cove). The whok ""r April 25

was spent in assembling the army at Pointe-aux-Trembles ; and the van-

guard, under Bourlamaque, took the road next day.

The occasion was pressing ; for De Ldvis wi;ihed to fall unawares upon

the enemy. Having found it impossible to cross Cape Bouge river at its

outlet, because the banks, which are high and steep on the Quebec side,

were guarded by the enemy, he resolved to traverse the stream at Loiette,

two leagues higher up, and pass over the marshes of La Su^de, in order

to reach the heights of Sainte-Foyu.

Bourlamaque restored the bridgj over thf river, which the British had

• Extracts from the instructions of tne governor-general to the Chevalier de

L6vis :
" We have, after much exertion, collected all the (material) resources

of the colony, supplies of provisions and warlike stores alike ; both are in limi-

ted or rather insufficient quantity, therefore let every means be employed that

iseal can suggest to supply deficiencies.—Our forces consist of nearly 3,500

;troops, 3,000 militiamen of the governments of Montreal and Three-Rivers,

.with 400 savages of diflferent nations."

26,
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broken down at his approach, and deprived them of the post they occu-

pied at Lorette. De Ldvis, who arrived just then, perceiving the; had

neglected to destroy a wooden causeway which had been laid across part

of the marshes of La SuMe, caused the head of it to be occupied by the

savages. His vanguard reaching those marshes at night-fall, he pursued

his way over them, despite a thunder-storm, then raging, and took pos-

session of some houses on the further side ; he was now separated from

the enemy only by a wood, about a mile in breadth. At daybreak, April

26, the French van cleared this wood, and confronted the British, whose

position De Ldvis proceeded to reconnoitre, while the rest of his troops,

who had marched all night—their path indicated, it may be said, by

lightning flashes—crossed the swamps and drew up on the further side.

Our army, however, was not able to advance rapidly or secretly enough

to be able to reach Quebec unobserved. Although a rumor was design-

edly spread abroad all the winter, that the French were abovt to come

dowr. upon Quebec with an army 12 to 15 thousand strong—the intent

being that, when the threat were realized, at a later time Murray should

be less on his guard through previous false alerts—still that general,

having always been in doubt on the subject, stood prepared for what-

ever might occur. During April, menacing rumors assuming a more

tangible shape, he judged it would be proper to rid himself of the city

population, which would have become burdensome to him in case he were

besieged ; and he gave notice to the people, on the 2l8t April, that they

must leave the place by the 24th. When the day came the garrison sol-

diers, used as they were to all war's horrors, could not without pity see the

wretched townsmen, with their wives and children, driven forth of the

city walls, to seek shelter they knew not where, in a devastated country

bared of all subsistence. Murray also caused the Cape Rouge bridges to

be destroyed, as already narrated ; and sent troops to observe the move-

ments of the French, if they came up. Those were the soldiers ranged

before ours on the heights of Sainte-Foye ; they numbered from 2,500 to

3,000, and had some field-pieces : their lines extended from Sainte-Foye

church to the left bank of the road of La Sucide, by which the French

were ascending in order to debouch on the plateau.

The wood whence the French were issuing was 400 yards distant from

the enemy's front : now as the forest soil was marshy, the French could

debouch only upon the highway. The space between the wood and the

British was not wide enough to allow De Levis to form his men and lead

them on without disadvantage. His situation thus became diflScult, for

the hill of Sainte-Genevi^ve and the river St. Charles, alike barred hia
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way, if he elected to march on Quebec either by the road of St. Ambroise

or that of Charlesbourg ; and the enemy might reach the above eminence

before the French, having only the cord of the arc to pass along : he there-

fore resolved to attain the Sainte-Foye road by a flanking march.

Nightfall come, he ordered his troops to defile, on the right, along the

skirts of the wood, till they would have got beyond the British front, and

then turn round their left flank. This manoeuvre, if successful, gave him

both a good position, and a chance for cutting off the corps of observation

posted at the Red River outlet to the St. Lawrence ; but the stormy

weather, and the difficulty ofcountermarching at tliat season, with wearied

men, prevented the operation being essayed with due celerity. Next

day Murray, who hastened to the imperilled spot, had leisure to extricate

his troops with the loss only of their baggage, &c. Becoming pressed in

his own retreat, he took shelter in the church of Sainte-Foye, which he

fired as he left it ; and he was finally able to resume his march to

Quebec, leaving De L^vis master of a field of battle which he would have

had much difficulty to conquer.

The French horsemen dogged Murray's retrograde steps, and skirmish-

ed with his rear-guard as far as Dumont mill, within a mile and a half

of the city ramparts. Murray posted a strong guard within the mill,

with orders to hold it (if attacked) till night. The French troops took

lodging in the house between the church and the mill. The rain fell,

meanwhile, in torrents, and the weather was frightful.

During the night the British left the mill, fell back on the Buttes-i-

Neveu, and began to entrench themselves there. When day broke, De
L^vis took possession of the mill, and the whole Plains of Abraham as

far as the flood, in order to cover the Anse-du-Foulon (Wolfe's Cove),

whither the French vessels (laden with provisions, artillery, and bag-

gage) which had not effected their discharge at St. Augustin, had re-

ceived orders to repair. While this was effecting on the 28th, our army

was to take repose, so uS to be ready next day to assail the British at the

Buttes, and drive them into the city.

No sooner, however, was Murray within the walls, than he determined

to make a sortie with all his troops ; intending, either to give battle if an

occasion presented, or else to fortify himself at the Buttes-a-Neveu, should

De Levis' force appear to be too considerable to resist in open field ; for

the report of a French cannoneer (who fell in while disembarking, was

floated down the flood, and rescued by some British soldiers on guard)

left no further doubt in his mind that the force so long spoken of had

now arrived. He left the city in the morning of April 28, at the head
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of hia whole garrison,* the regulars in which, not including officers, alone

numbered 7,714 combatants.f Excepting some hundred sick in hospital,

Murray left in the place only soldiers enough to mount guard, and, with

a fcvce from 6,00C to 7,000 strong, advanced, in two columns, with 22

cannon.

• " The 28th day of April, about 8 o'clock ia the morning, the whole garrison,

exclusive of the guards. . ..marched out of town with twenty pieces of field

artillery."— jFVaser Manuscript.

t Referring to regimental orders for liquidating arrears of pay up till April

24, or within four days of that of the second battle of Abraham, we have the

following direction for paying the 78th or Highland regiment then in garrison

:

"By the Honble. James Murray,

" Governor of Quebec, &v..,

" Tou are hereby required and directed, out of such moneys as shall come to

your hands for the subsistence of His Majesty's forces under my command, to

pay or cause to be paid to Lieut. James Henderson, Dy. Paymaster of His

Majesty's 78th Regt. of Foot or his assigns the sum of two thousand one hun-

dred and sixty-three pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence sterling ; being for

subsistence of said Regiment between the 24th day of February and the 24th

day of April, 1760, both days inclusive, as per account annexed : and for so

doing this, with the acquittance of the said Lieut. James Henderson or bis

assigns, shall be to you a suflScient warrant and discharge.

"Given under my hand, at Quebec, this 27th day of November, 1760.

(Signed,) " Jas. Motbay.

(Countersigned) "H. T. GaAHAHt.
" To Robert Porter, Esq.,

Dy. Paymaster General."

6 5 Sergeants fco la. p..diem.

56 Corporals /5) 8d. "

28 Drummers r® 8d. «'

1,195 Privates f8) 6d. "

£2 16

1 17 4

2 18 8

29 17 6

1,335 Total for one day 35 9 6

Total for ,, days £2,163 19 6

(Signed,) " Jas. Henderson,
" Lt. and Dy. Paymaster, 78th Regiment."

[We firmly believe that Murray's strength scarcely exceeded a moiety of that

assigned to him in the text ; to which M. G. appends, by way of proof, returns

of the strength of one regiment. As we intimated before, there may have been

Bigots (even Varinn) in the British as well as the French camp. Thus, on

examining Lieut. Henderson's figures, we find that he charges for 61 days' pay,

instead of 60 : thus pocketing, inadvertently or not, £35 Ds. 6d. ; the precise

excess over £2,128 10s. Od. the proper total. But, in any case, the document,

either on or off the face of it, does not justify the author's h.'^rdy assumptions.

-B.J
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De Ldvis, who rode out, with his staff officers, far in advance of his

men to reconnoitre the position of the British on the Buttes-il-Neveu,

no sooner perceived this forward movement than he sent orders m his

main army to quicken its march towards the Plains of Abraham. Murray

seeing only the French van as yet, resolved to attack it before the

soldiers could take breath after theii march ; but he had to deal with an

adversary of mark, and cool temperament withal. The former ranged

his troops in advance of the Buttes, his right resting on the hill of Sainte-

Genevic^ve, and his left touching the cliff bordering the St. Lawrence

:

his entire line extended about 6 furlongs. Four regiments, under Colo" ,
»1

Burton, formed his right, placed astraddle on the road of Sainte-Fcy .

Four regiments, and the Scots Highlanders, under Colonel Fraser, form-

ing the left, were similarly ranged on the road of St. Lewis. Two
battalion,' , ere kept as a reserve ; and besides these last, the right flank

of the Bi.' ish army was covered by a corps of light infantry under Major

Bailing; the left fl mk by Captain Huzzen's company of Rangers and

100 volunteers, led by Capt. Macdonald. All being arranged in the

form described, General Murray gave orders to advance.

The French van, composed of six companies of grenadiers, set in

battle order, part on the right, in a redoubt erected by the British, the

year preceding, to the eastward of the Anse-du-Fouion
;
part on the left,

in Dumont mill, the miller's house, the tannery, and other buildings close

by, on the road to Sainte-Foye. The rest of the army, on learning what

was toward, hastened its march, the men closing ranks as they came near;

but the three brigades were hardly formed, when the British began the

attack vigorously.

Murray felt the importance of getting hold of Dumont mill, which

covered the passage (issue) by which the French were debouching, and

he assailed it with superior numbers. He hoped that, by overpowering

the grenadiers who defended it, he should be able to fall afterwards upon

the centre of the force still on its way, push them far off the line of

operation, and cut off the French right wing, hemmed in, as it were,

on the road of St. Lewis.

L^vis, to prevent this design, withdrew his right to the entry of the

wood which was in its rear, and caused the grenadiers to evacuate the

mill, and fall back, in order to lessen the distance for the arriving brigades.

At this turn, Bourlamaque was severely wounded by a cannon-shot,

which also killed his horse. His soldiers, left without orders, seeing

the grenadiers hotly engaged and overmatched, simultaneously flew to

their support, and formed in line just as the enemies bore down on this

m

ii
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iers, set m

T came near

;

point in mass with all their artillery ; their field-pieces and howitzers,

loaded with ball and grape, playing upon the space occupied by this wing,

which staggered under so deadly a fire. The French grenadiers advan-

ced quick step, re-took the mill after an obstinate struggle, and kept it.

Thesp brave soldiers, commanded by Captain Aiguebelles, almost all

perished this day. While those events were passing on the left, De
Ldvis caused the soldiers to re-capture the redoubt they had evacuated

in order to fall back. The Canadians of the Queen's brigade, who

occupied that petty redoubt and the pine wood on the margin of the cape,

regained their ground and soon charged in turn, supported by M. de St.

Luc and some savages. The combat was not less hot on this line than

at the left. All the troops were now in action, and the fire was heavy

on both parts. Militiamen were seen to crouch on the ground to load

their pieces, rise up after the cannon-shot passed over them, and dash

forward to shoot the British g-^nners. Those of Montreal fought with

great courage, especially the battalion led by the brave Colonel E-hdaume,

wHo was killed. This brigade posted in the centre, and commanded by

M. de Kepentign T, itself arrested on open ground the British centre,

when advancing at quick step, and with the advantage of high ground.

It also repulsed several charges, and slackened, by its firmness and rapid

firing, the enemy when pressing the grenadiers of the left ; thereby facili-

tating their after march onward : in fine, this was the only brigade that

maintained its ground during the whole time the obstinate struggle

lasted.

By this time, the attack, which gave the British the mastevy, for a

moment, over the positions occupied by the French van when the fight

began, was everywhere repulsed, and our people in re-possession of all the

ground they temporarily lost ; thus Murray's offensive movement by the

road of Sainte-Foye had failed, and that check enabled the French to

attack him in their turn.

De Ldvis, observing that the British general had over-weakened his left

to strengthen his right, resolved to profit by it. He ordered his troops

to charge the enemy's left wing with the bayonet, and to thrust the

British off the St. Lewis road on to that of Sainte-Foye. By this

manoeuvre, he took in flank the whole of Murray's army, drove the corps

headlong off the height of Sainte-Genevi6ve, and cut off the enemy from

the line of retreat to the city. Colonel Poulardier dashed forward at

the head of the Royal Roussillon brigade, attacked the British impetu-

ously, transpierced their whole mass, and put them to flight. At the

same time their light troops gave way, and the fugitives, throwing them-
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selves in front and in rear of the enemy's centre, caused his fire to be

Busnended. De Ldvis profited by this disorder to cause his own left to

charge the British right wing, which the former completely routed.

Then the whole French army advanced in pursuit of the beaten foe
;

but as his flight was rapid, the short distance they had to run did not

allow of throwing them towards the river St. Charles. De L^vis, never-

theless, might have been able to efiect this object but for an order ill deliv-

ered by an officer, whom he charged to call upon the Queen's brigade to

sustain the charge of the Royal Roussillon brigade at the right ; and who,

instead of causing it to execute the prescribed movement, thus made it

take place behind the left wing.

The enemy left in the victors' hands their whole artillery, ammunition,

and the intrenching tools they brought with them, besides a portion of

the wounded. Their loss was considerable ; nearly a fourth of their

soldiers being killed or wounded. Had the French been less fatigued

than they were, and assailed the city without allowing the enemy time to

recover themselves, it would probably have fallen again under the domi-

nation of its former masters, says Knox ; for such was the confusion,

that the British neglected to re-man the ramparts; the sentinels were

absent from their posts when the fugitives sought shelter in the lower-

town ; eveii the city gates stood open for some time. But it was impos-

sible to exact further service from the conquerors. They had to oppose

to the fire of the enemy's 22 cannon that of only three small pieces,

which they painfully dragged across the marsh of La Su6de. They, too,

experienced great loss, having been obliged to form rank and remain

long immovable under the enemies' fire. A brigadier, six colonels or

majors and 97 other officers, with a savage chief, were killed or wounded.

The numbers of the two contending armies were nearly co-equal, for

De L^vis left several detachments to protect his artillery, barges, and

the bridge of Jacques-Cartier river, in order to assure himself a way of

retreat, in case he were worsted. The cavalry took no part in the action.

The savages, who were nearly all in the wood behind during the fight,

spread over the vacated battle-field, when the French were pursuing

the enemy, and felled many of the wounded British, whose scalps were

afterwards found upon the neighboring bushes. As soon as De L^vis

was apprised of this mass{icre, he took vigorous measures for putting a

stop to it. Within a comparatively narrow space, nearly 2,500 men had

been struck by bullets ; the patches of snow and icy puddles on the

ground were reddened with the bloodshed that the frozen ground refused

to absorb ; and the wounded survivors of the battle and of the butchery

of the savages were immersed in pools of gore and filth, ankle-deep.
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VIS, never-

The transport of the wounded, which took up much time, formed the

concluding act of the sanguinary drama performed this day. The wound-

ed were borne to the General Hospital, the distance to which was much

increased by the deviations from the straight way to it that had to be

made. " It wants another kind of pen than mine," wrote a nun from

the house of suflFering, " to depict the horrors we have had to see and

hear, during the 24 hours that the transit hither lasted, the cries of the

dying and the lamentations of those interested in their fate. A strength

more than human is needful at such a time, to save those engaged in

tending such suiferers froti sinking under their task.

" After having dressed more than 500 patients, placed on beds obtain-

ed from the king's magazines, there still remained others unprovided

with resting-plaees. Our granges and cattle-sheds were full of them

We had in our infirmaries 72 oflScers, of whom 33 died. Amputations of

legs and arms were going on everywhere. To add to our affliction, linen

for dressing ran out, and we were fain to have recourse to our sheets and

chemises

" It was not with us now as after the first battle, when we could have

recourse, for aid, to the liospltalieres of Quebec...the British having

taken possession of their house, as well as those of the Ursulines and

private dwellings, for the reception of their wounded, who were even in

greater number than ours. There were brought to us 20 British officers,

whom their own people had not time to carry away, and whom we had to

take charge of..."

After the action, which lasted three hours, the French took post on the

Buttes-^Neveu, and established their camp on the same plains where

they had just so glorioulsy avenged our defeat thereupon in the preceding

year.

Next day, the labors of the siege began. It was decided to crown

with a parallel the heights fronting the three upper bastions of the city,

and that thereon batteries should be elected, in expectancy of the arrival

of ammunition and heavy ordnance which had been demanded from

France. M. de Pontleroy had charge of the siege ; four batteries were

established on the Buttes, besides a fifth, placed on the left bank of the

river St. Charles, to take the rampart in reverse. The four first mention-

ed cost much labor to construct, because, working on the living rock

in order to form the epaulements, it was necessary to fetch the earth from

a great distance, in sacks. The besiegers could not open fire till the 11th

of May ; but the distance of the city walls, and the feebleness of the bat-

tering pieces, gave small expectation of their making a breich, if the
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facing were at all solid. Besides, the fire of the besiegers was so much

superior.

By shutting himself in Quebec, Murray meant to make a stiff resis-

tance till the arrival of succors from Britain, whither he had hastily des-

patched a vessel with information of the presence of the French. He
addressed these words to his troops :

" If the issue of the action of the

28th April has not been favorable to the arms of his Britannic Majesty,

our affairs are not so discouraging aa to deprive us of all hope. I know

by experience the bravery of the soldiers under my command, and I am

aure that they will strain every nerve to regain what has been lost. A
fleet is expected, and reinforcements are already on the way. I ask the

ofl&cers and soldiers to bear their fatigues with patience ; and I beg that

they will expose themselves with a good heart to all perils : it is a duty

they owe their king and country, as well as to themselves."

He caused his people to work without ceasing at the city fortifications

on the landward side: new embrazures were opened in the ramparts,

behind which his army encamped ; the parapet which covered the men
was strengthened by an embankment formed of facines and earth ; and

on these works 104 cannon were mounted, most of them of heavy calibre,

taken from the batteries on the port side, which were of little utility

there. The projectiles thrown from the line of defence, told upon the

environs of the French camp and places two miles beyond. The besieg-

ers had as yet only 15 pieces to attack with; the greater number of

which, all being of small calibre too, became unserviceable in a short

time ; while, for want of ammunition, only 20 shots apiece were fired from

any of them, during every 24 hours. All that the French could do was

to protect their lines, and wait for succor from France. But the time

running on, every day increased doubts as to the expected aid. Oil their

side, the besieged, despite their ramparts and great guns, felt not assured

of safety till a fleet should arrive from Britain. Thus, in both camps,

the belief was mutual, that the city would finally belong to the nation

whose standard should first unfurl in the port. " Matters with us had

arrived at such a pass (adds Knox), that if a French fleet had entered

the gulf before ours, the place would have fallen again into the hands

of its original masters." Accordingly every man, besieger or besieged,

directed his regards towards the lower St. Lawrence, to see whose nation's

flag would be first to come in sight. The military power of the two

nations, severally present in this distant region, were now in equipoise

;

and that which bore the sceptre of the ocean would, by laying it in the

balance, incline the beam to its own side, and the vast territory of New
France become its glorious prize.
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On the 9th of May a frigate entered the port " Such were the hopes

and fears of the soldiery, "i says the British historian, " that we remained

long in suspense, not daring to look fixedly in the fateful (juarter ; but

soon were we convinced that the stranger was from Britain. Not but

that some among nn, willing to seem wiser than their neighbors, sought to

cloud our joy by obstinately maintaining a contrary opinion ; till all

doubts were set at rest by the frigate's saluting the city with 21 guns,

and by her men launching a boat and making for the shore. " No tongue

can express," he continues, " the intensity of pleasure which pervaded the

minds of the whole garrison at this time. Officers and soldiers both

mounted the ramparts facing the French camp, and during an hour hur-

ra'd continuously, throwing their hats up in the air I The city, the

enemy's camp, the port, and the neighboring country for several miles

around, resounded with our acclamations and the booming of our can-

non ; for the soldiers in the delirium of their joy, did not tire of salute-

firing for a long time. In a word, it is impossible to give a proper notion

of the exaltation of the time, to those who have not suflFered the ex-

tremities of a siege ; or to one who has not found himself, along with

dear friends and brave fellow-countrymen, exposed to the risk of a cruel

death."

If there was unbounded joy prevailing among the besieged, the event

that caused it lessened, in the same proportion, the hopes of the besieg-

ers. Nevertheless, the frigate just arrived might be an isolated vessel

!

and the latter would not yet give up all hope. " It was only two days

before, that their batteries opened fire on the city!" May 15, two other

British war ships entered the port. Then De Levis decided on raising

the siege, being apprehensive of having his retreat cut oflF, and losing his

magazine stores ; for the enemy were stronger on the flood than the French,

who had only two frigates, both ill armed and without proper crews. M.

de Vauquelin, who commanded them, fell, sword in hand and covered

with honorable wounds, into the enemy's power, after an heroic combat

of two hours, maintained against several frigates, opposite Pointe-aux-

Trembles. Almost all his officers were killed or wounded, as well as most

of the scanty crew of YAtalante, aboard which vessel he had hoisted his

flag, and would not strike it.*

* Brave as he proved himself to be, Captain Vauquelin was ill received (at

court) when he returned to France. The Moniteur de la Flotte of 1857, in an

article on this mariner, recounts the following touching particulars :

—

"It is well known that Jean Vauquelin, the celebrated naval captain, highly

reputed for hia rare merit and admirable intrepidity, after distinguishing himself

SPM
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The French army raised the siege of Quebec during the night of May

16-17, after throwing into the flood, below the cliffs of *h^ Foulon, a

portion of its artillery. It was not pursued in its retreat. 1 Nub termi-

greatly in defending Louisiana, and, afterwards, the city of Quebec, was through

sorao dark intrigues, disgraced and put in prison. Despite his reclamations,

and those of his family, he died in the year 1763, without having had his case

tried. Some authors even say that he was assassinated in his prison, but this

report seems not to be sufticiently attested.

"He loft behind him a son, Pierre Vanquclin, who devoted himself at an early

age to the study of African history and geography ; his researches in which

obtained for him a prize, in 1771, from the Academy of Lyons.

" This young savant, highly recommended by a brave officer who knew his

connections (the marquis do Vaudreuil), was, in 1774, placed by Turgot, in the

admiralty office, where he occupied his leisure time in drawing up a memorial

narrating the career and services oi" his father, (in hope of his merits being

acknowledged and his memory cleared of blame by rehabilitation). A circum-

stance, occurring fortuitously, came in aid of this work of filial piety.

" In 1775, queen Marie-Antoinette was present at the first communion by some

young girls of the commune of Meudon ; and, after the ceremony was over, one

among ihem, chosen by the others, presented to her majesty a fine nosegay of

white roses ; reciting, at the same time, a complimentary address, prepared

beforehand, thanking the queen for the honor she had done the rural parishion-

ers, by condescending to come among them,

" The young girl charged with this duty was Miss Elizabeth Vauquelin, then

aged 13, who lived with one Qf her aunts at Meudon. She pleased the queen

greatly ; who, after embracing her, asked whether she could do anything for

her.

"The youthful lady, not disconcerted, but the tears starting to her eyes, re-

J»lled,
' I make bold to solicit your Majesty that you would cause justice to be

refldered to the good name of my grandfather.'

" The noble heart of the queen was softened on hearing this appeal. She

again embraced the girl and promised that her request should not be neglected.

Nor was it; for, that very day, she informed the king of what had passed.

Louis XVI, ever good, ever just, ordered M. de Sartines, then minister of marine,

to make inquiries regarding Jean Vauquelin, and let him know the result.

" The inquebt was entered upon at once. Among the i^ itnesses examined

were Lapeyrouse, the marquis de Vaudreuil, and members of the family of the

marquis de Montcalm, the hero of Canada. The inquiries made were eminently

favorable to the memory of Vauquelin ; they attested the glorious services he

had performed as a French naval officer, and proved the injustice of the accu-

sations brought against him in his, latter years.

" Louis XVI caused the son of the deceased to be presented to him ; and,

letting M. Vauquelin know the result of the inquest, told him that his father's

services would not be forgotten. The latter presented to the king a copy of

his Memoir on the geography of Africa. Some months afterwards, Louis sent

hmt
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nated this short but spirited campagin ; which, proportionally to the

number of the combatants, involved unusual labor, caused much blood-

shed, and finished by exhausting the whole material resources of the

Canadian army. From this time the French cause among us became
desperate indcec^

De Ldvis, being no longer able to keep his troops in hand for want of

provisions, dispersed most of them about the country to seek their sub-

sistence. He retained, however, 1 ,500 men
;
posting them under the

charge of M. Dumas, at intervals between Pointe-aux-Trembles and

Jacques-Cartier river, to observe any movements the enemy might make
from Quebec. Such was the situation of the gulfward region of Canada,

at the close of June, 1760.

Up to this time, nothing of importance had occurred at its opposite ex-

tremity. Early in April, M. de Bougainville repaired to the Islc-aux-Noix,

being charged with the command at Lake Champlain frontier ; and Cap-

tain Pouchot, taken prisoner at Niagara but since exchanged, replaced

M. Desandrouins at Fort de Ldvis ; the latter acting as an engineer in

the Quebec expedition. After this finished, 500 men were sent to

strengthen the force at Champlain ; and 500 more to the upper St. Law-

rence rapids, where La Corne commanded. At ihh date, the French

remanent forces embodied were thus distributed ; 800 to 900 men de-

fended the rapids above Montreal ; 1,200, posted near Lake Champlain,

Ac.; and 1,500 in observation of Quebec as aforesaid. The other Cana-

dians, seeing that all was thenceforth lost, betook themselves sorrowfully

to their homesteads, there to dispute with the famished soldiers billeted

upon them the possession of such scraps of food as might still be had.

Decimated, ruined by a long war, their latest hopes were crushed by the

intelligence, that not only all further military succor from France was

denied, but also that the royal treasury of France itself, incapable ofmeet-

ing home calls, was in no condition to repay the advances the Canadians

had made to the government ; in short, that payment of the colonial bills

drawn upon- it were suspended for the time. Vaudreuil and Bigot were

apprised of this measure by an official circular ; in which they were as-

sured, however, that the exchequer bills drawn in 1757 and 1758 would

him on an important mission to Morocco, in which he acquitted himself admir-

ably. In 1777, the ministry having decided to establish permanent reflations in

the farthest Orient, Vauquelin, appointed king's-consul in China, obtained an

exequatur as such from Kien-Long, its reigning emperor. The fact has never

obtained publicity till now. M. Vauquelin rendered great services, and left a

good personal repute, in China."

I
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be paid in three monthH after the anticipated peace, with interest ; that

thoHu drawn in 1759 would bu discharged, in lilco manner, 18 months

after a peace ; and as for the intondant's promissory notes they would bo

liquidated as st)on as convenient. This news startled those concerned,

like a thunderbolt: there was owing by France to th^ colonials, more

than 40 million francs (say £1,(500,000 sterling); and there was scarcely

ono of them who was not a creditor of the state. " The paper-money

among us," wrote M. de Ldvis to the minister, " is entirely discredited, and

the people are in despair about it. They have sacrificed their all for the

conservation of Canada (to France). Now tiiey find themselves ruined,

resourceless ; but we do our best to restore their confidence." It was

in this letter the French general informed the minister that he was no

longer able to keep the field ; that provisions, ammunition, all kinds of

stores, were used up ; and that the regulars, whose battalions had been

thinned of their oflBwers and veteran soldiers (through casualties), did not

exceed 3,100 combatants, including the colonial stipendiary corps, 900

strong.

Do Ldvis having personally inspected the Chaniplain frontier, sent

thither an additional battalion, and, promenading the country, profited

by the confldeuce the people publicly manifested towards him, to revive

their zeal and courage, and to calm their fears regarding the paper-money
;

also to persuade them to furnish some few supplies. There was now no

gunpowder in store for the troops, at a time when the British were about

to take the field with three largo armies ; which were to move, one from

Quebec, on Montreal ; a second to advance direct from Lake Champlain,

thither ;
while a third was coming down on that city from Oswego.

The British corps earliest in the arena was a detachment led by Gen-

eral Murray. The arrival of the three British vessels at Quebec, in mid-

May, was followed by that of Lord Colville's fleet; and the naval force

now before the city comprised six ships of the line, with 8 smaller vessels*

of war; but the land-force sent, under Lord RoUo, did not arrive till early

in July. On the 14th of that month, Murray, leaving a strong garrison

behind, embarked the rest of the troops and his army stores in 32 sailing

vessels, about 250 barges, and nine floating batteries, in order to ascend

the St. Lawrence. He passed by without assailing Jacques-Cartier fort,

in which were 200 men, under the Marquis d'Albergotti ; a post which

was not surrendered till September ensuing, when Colonel Fraser ad-

anced against it with 1,900 men. At Sorel, Murray was joined by

two regiments, under Lord Rollo. In the last days of August, he was

still at Varennes. Become very circumspect since the affair of April 28,
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ho resolved to Htay there till tlu; arrival of General AinherHtaml brigadier

Ilaviland. He waH informed that De Lilvin had re-united th(! detuch-

mcntfl, which wore poHted from JacfjiMiH-Cartier upwards (tiiey falling

back, to avoid the chance of being outflanked) ; and that the chevalier

was only watching for a favorable opportunity in order to attack any

British corps separattdy. When on his way, ho received submiscion from

the people of several parishes : that of Sorel (where there was a petty in-

trenched camp, which he did not think fit to attack) and some others, he

subjected to conflagration. At Varennes, he announced that he would

burn all villages whose inhabitants did not disarm, and that the Canadian

regulars would be transported to France along with tho French soldiers.

The army of Amherst, and Ilaviland's brigade, were then approaching

Montreal. This menace had tho effect desired; and 400 men, out of

Bouchervillo alono, came in and took the oath of fealty. From all parts

the militiamen, seeing that tho colony was lost to France, gave up their

arms; while, concurrently, the regulars, famished and despairing, deserted

in great numbers. Sept. 7, Haviland's army came up ; and this served

as a signal for the few savages who still held to the French, to depart all

together.

Haviland had left fort St. Frederic, Aug. 11, with 3,500 men. Bou-

gainville retired before him, quitting successivei^y the Isle-aux-Noix, St.

John's, and other posts ; so that the former reached Longueuil without

striking a blow, and was free to join his forces to those of Murray.

The principal army was that of Amherst, who arrived from Schenectady

at Oswego, July 9, with a part of his forces ; and was joined, soon there-

after, by his rear-guard, under Brig.-General Gage. This army, 11,000

strong, descending the St. Lawrence, halted before fort de Ldvis. M.

Pouchot, deserted by the savages, had only 200 men in garrison. He
resisted stoutly, however, and even repelled an assault : it was only when

he saw his entrenchments destroyed, the batteries ruined, all his oflBcers

and a third of the garrison killed or wounded, that he would surrender
;

having had spirit enough to stay the progress of an army 11,000 strong,

during twelve days, with barely 200 men.

Amherst resumed his descent, Aug. 31. The passage of the rapids

was a perilous operation ; but he chose to brave the danger in order to

bar every route against the French ; who spoke of retreating, if occasion

arose, from Montreal to Detroit, and from Detroit into Louisiana. He
lost, at the Cedars' rapids, 64 barges and 88 men ; and attained (driving

La Come before him) the village of Lachine, 3 leagues from Montreal.

He landed on the island Sep. 6, and invested the city, on its eastern side,
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the same day. He received, on his way thither, the submission of the

inhabitants of the neighboring country. The two other British armies

which he had expected to join his, beleaguered the opposite side of the

place on the 8th: so that Montreal was surrounded by a collective army

more than 17,000 strong, provided with numerous cannon.

Montreal, built on the southern shore of the island of that name^

between a remarkable woody height and the St, Lawrence, was encircled

by a mere enclosing wall some 2 or 3 feet thick, run up to keep out sav-

ages, and unfit to withstand the shock of artillery. This wall, protected

by a foss^, was mounted with six small pieces of .cannon. A battery,

containing six rusty guns, topped a hillock within the walis. Such were

the defences behind which were sheltered the wrecks of the French army !

which, including inhabitants still under arms, was now reduced to about

3,000 men in all ; exclusive of 500 soldiers who guarded Sainte-Hclen'a

island, situated opposite to the city. The forces had provision in store

only for fifteen days, and as much ammunition as one encounter would

exhaust.

During the night of Sept. 6-7, M. de Vaudreuil called a council of

war. Intendant Bigot thereat read a memorial on the state of the colony,

and a project for capitulating. All present expressed an opinion that

an advantageous capitulation would be preferable for the people and more

honorable to the troops, than a resistance which could defer the entire

reduction of the colony only for a few days : accordingly, next morning,

Colonel Bougainville was directed to propose to the enemy a truce for a

month. This being refused, he was sent again with the articles of sur-

render above mentioned, 55 in number. Amherst agreed to nearly all of

them ; excepting indeed, but two, viz. one stipulating perpetual neutrality

for the Canadians, the other demanding " all the honors of war " for the

evacuating garrison. The latter denial much piqued De Ldvis, who

threatened to retire to Sainte-Helen's, and defend it to the last extrem-

ity ; but De Vaudreuil ordered him to disarm, and the capitulation was

signed September 8, 1760.

By this celebrated act, Canada passed finally under British domination.

Free exercise of the catholic religion was guaranteed to its people. Cer-

tain specifaed ecclesiastical brotherhoods, and all communities of reli-

gieuses, were secured in the possession of their goods, constitutions, and

privileges ; but like advantages were refused (or delayed) to the Jesuits

Franciscans (Recollets), and Sr.lpicians, until the king should be consult-

ed on the subject. The same reservation was made as to the parochial

clergy's titles. Id respect of Canadian jurisprudence {ks loisy usages, et
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coufumes du pays) asked to be preserved intact, it was replied, that the

inhabitants were now subjects of his British Majesty (and would be treat-

ed as such). Article 37 was inserted to tranquillize the minds of those

possessed of real property {les fortunes particulieres) ; and the feudal

landholders (seigneurs) had the address to obtain the intercalation therein

of terms conservative of their rights of every kind : at least the words

thus inserted, read as if they secured their seigniorial privileges.

The British took possession of Montreal the same day. The governor-

general, Chevalier de Levis, the troops, the officers, both military and

civil, all embarked for France. Before setting out, M. de Vaudrcuil sent

an order to M. de Belestre, commandant of Detroit (where 300 to 400

Canadian families were settled), as well as to the chiefs of other posts in the

lake countries, to surrender them to Major Rogers, a famous partisan, or

to his deputies. There re-passed into Europe about 185 officers, 2,400

soldiers, valid and invalid, and fully 500 sailors, domestics, women and

children. The smallness of this proved, at once, the cruel ravages of the

war, the paucity of embarkations of succor sent from France, and the great

numerical superiority of the victor. The most notable colonists, at the

same time, left the country. Their emigration was encouraged, that of

the Canadian officers especially, whom the conquerors desired to be rid

of, and whom they eagerly stimulated to pass to France. Canada lost, by

this self-expatriation, the most precious portion of its people, invaluable

^s its members were from their experience, their intelligence, and their

knowledge of public and commercial affiiirs.

Thus, by the year 1761, French domination existed no longer in any

part of Canada, after a duration of a century and a half When quitting

the country, M. de Vaadreuil paid this homage to its people in a letter

to the ministry :
" With these beautiful and vast countries, France loses

70,000 inhabitants of a rare quality ; a race of people unequalled for

their docility, bravery, and loyalty. The vexations they have suffered

for many years, more especially during the five years preceding the re-

duction of Quebec,—all without a murmur, or importuning their king

for relief,—sufficiently manifest their perfect submissiveness."

As for the French army of Canada, the mere recital of its deeds is its

best eulogium. Never had France more intrepid or more devoted soldiers.

Ten weak battalions, oftenest recruited in that country itself for want of

men from Europe, had to defend that immense territory which extends

from Acadia to Lake Erie and beyond, ajjainst tenfold numbers of foes.

Very few of those brave men returned to that native land, in which

their ex-chief did this justice to their merits :
" They have performed
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prodigies of valor," wrote he to the mi lister on his return ; adding, " they?

like the armed Canadians, gave repeated proofs (especially on April the

28th) that the conservation of Canada were ensured, had it depended on

their zeal and courage alone ; and it was the last of a series of misfor-

tunes and fatalities, which, for some time past, befell the country, that the

hoped-for succors from France were not sent at the critical moment. How-
ever scanty they might have been, these would, in connection with our

latest victory, have ensured the re-capture of Quebec." In the same

despatch De Levis reported of the governor-general, that he had, to the

latest moment, done all for the colony's well being that prudence and

experience could suggest.

The chevalier himself, after a short stay in France, had a command

assigned him in the French army then campaigning in Germany : where

he fought in the battle of Johannisberg, gained in 1762 by the Prince

dp Condd, over the famous William, Duke of Brunswick, After the war

concluded, he was appointed governor of Artois, nominated a marshal of

France, and created a duke in 1784. Three years afterwards he died at

Arras, whither he had gone to preside at a convocation of the several

orders of the province. The latter caused his remains to be buried in that

city with great observance, and set up a funereal monument in its cathe-

dral, to honor his memory.

His military career in Canada, especially after Montcalm's death,

favorably manifested his courage in action and his skill in the art of war.

His very presence in the field seemed to ensure success ; for every fight

he took part in became a victory ; and we dare almost assure ourselves,

that had he been present at Quebec on the 13th of September, the result of

the day would have been very different ; for he would have had influence

enough over Montcalm to hinder him from combating till all the troops

could have been got together. De Ldvis was perhaps the only man in the

'colony capable of saving it to France. His prudence, moreover, always

prevented him from taking part in the unfortunate quarrels which dis-

united Vaudreuil and Montcalm ; and, if he had not the vivacity of the

latter, he had qualities far more precious for commanding an army, v^z.

sound judgment, firmness, and quick soldiery perceptions of whatever

were needful to be done; to these endowments he owed bis unvaried

success in war.

M, de Bourlamaque died, in 1674, while governor of Guadaloupe. As

for Colonel Bougainville, it is well known that he played a gloriouf part,

as a leading naval commander, in the French navy, when her fleets were

combating for American independence : and that he afterwards made his
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name yet more illustrious by his voyage around the world, and by his

geographical discoveries.

The news of the submission of all Canada was followed in Britain by

a repetition of the demonstrations of joy at the fall of Quebec. The

king handsomely rewarded tlie officers who brought the despatches to Lon-

don announcing the desired event. In France, the government had been

long prepared for such a result, and had sent instructions to the colonial

officials to obtain the best terms they could for the inhabitants, the chief

victims of this great national disaster. But the French people, who knew

not the wretched state of their country's colonies, were sensibly affected

by the loss of the finest and oldest transmarine dependency of France.

Shame flushed their faces, chagrin gnawed their hearts, on learning the

subjugation of 60,000 of their fellow-subjects,—a race speaking the same

language, living under the same laws as they ; and who had in vain made

every sacrifice, during seven years of trials and suffering, to escape a fate

which a good government would have found means to save them from.

But, in the face of Europe, the ministry took matters quite composedly

;

and sought a pretext for veiling its own dishonor, by prosecuting with

blind vindictiveness almost all the colonial administrators—some of these

being notoriously corrupt indeed, many prevaricating, but others entirely

innocent
;
yet nearly every chief functionary from Canada, soon after

landing in France, was cited to appear as a criminal before a judicial

inquest, holden at the Chatelet in Paris.

When Bigot presented himself at Versailles, M. Berryer received him

with indignity, and showered reproaches on him. " It is you." he ex-

claimed, " who have ruined the colony ! your expenditure has been enor-

mous; you became a trader, and have amassed a large fortune

your administration has been unfair, your conduct criminal." A univer-

sal cry arose against this officer, among all who took an interest in colonial

matters : every Canadian, it was asserted, was ready to bear witness

against the ex-intendant for his malversations. Bigot tried, bu. in vain,

to plead his own justification. He retired, at first, to Bordeaux, and

hearing, some months later, that there was an intent to arrest him, he

returned to Paris, hoping to conjure the storm ; but found every avenue

to the ministerial presence barred against him ; and, four days afterwards

(Nov. 17, 1761) he was thrown into the Bastile, and there lay 11 months

with all access denied to him. Concurrently, a score of others, accu^icd

as his accomplices, shared the same treatment ; while 30 more, who did

not come forward, were ordered to be arrested wherever found. Mean-

while, the council of state ordained the Chfitelet court to put all upon

their trial.
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Even the ex-governor-general did not escape the disgrace of being

Bastiled. This affront he owed perhaps as much to the (criminating)

insinuations of Montcalm's partisans, as to the more perfidious calumniej

of Bigot. The process of all was carried on briskly, by ministerial

desire; yet it lasted from Dec. 1761, till the end of March, 1763. The

accused obtained, in Oct. 1762, liberty to employ counsel to prepare

their defences. The Marquis de Vaudreuil had to govern Canada during

the most thorny time of its history. He repaired to France a poor man,

after serving the king 56 years; the earliest part cf that long public

career as governor of Three-Rivers, and the middle period as chief in

Louisiana. While governor in the latter, he became a proprietor of some

plantations, which he was forced to sell for the support of his rank in

Canada. He had even sacrificed, like Montcalm and De L^vis, his salary,

in order to supply, towards the close of the war, what the state did not

furnish. Thus, all his fortune, as he said himself, con&isted in hopes

founded on the king's beneficence. His defence was dignified : he re-

pelled the insinuations of the really guilty, and disdained attempting to

justify himself by accusing others, rather exculpating indeed those Cana-

dian officers whom Bigot slandered. " Brought up in Canada myself,'

he said, " I knew them every one, and I maintain that almost all of

them are as upright as they are valorous. In general, the Canadians

seem to be soldiers borr ; a masculine and military training early inures

them to fatigues and dangers. The annals of their expeditions, their ex-

plorations, and their dealings with the aborigines, abound in marvellous

examples of courage, activity, patience under privation, coolness in peril,

and obedience to leaders, during services which have cost many of them

their lives, but without slackening the ardor of the survivors. Such

officers as those, with a handful of armed inhabitants and a few savage

warriors, have oftea disconcerted the projects, paralysed the preparations,

ravaged the provinces, and beaten the troops of Britain when eight or

ten times more numerous than themselves. In a country with frontiers

so vast, such qualities were priceless." And he finished by declaring,

that he " would fail in his duty to those generous warriors, and even to

the state itself, if he did not proclaim their services, their merits, and

their innocence." In corroboration of this testimony, we would observe,

that all the .nilitary officers who remained in Canada after the final cap-

itulation, were found to be much poorer ifter the war than before; and

that, among the civil functionaries, only the outlawed Dechesnaux, in-

tendant's secretary, and some obscure tools of his, who fattened on tlie

public wants, had their names in Canada rightly branded with inefface-

able marks.
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At length (Dec. 10, 1763), the president of the commission, assisted

by 25 councillors of the ChS,telet, rendered his final decree regarding the

parties accused. De Vaudreuil (who died next year, less from old age

than vexation of spirit) was, with five more, relieved from the accusation.

Bigot and Varin were sentenced to exile for life, their goods to be confis-

cated. Several of the accused were condemned to minor banishments,

and to modified confiscations, or to make various restitutions, to a col-

lective amount of 11,400,000 francs. Commissary-general Cadet, alone,

was mulcted in six millions. In regard of others of the accused, further

process was stayed.

It is certain that great dilapidations did take place ; but the reports of

them were exaggerations of facts, as any one may be convinced of, by

comparing the public expenditure in Canada with that of the Anglo-

American colonies during the war. The raising and maintaining of

7,000 men in 1758, cost Massachusetts £180,000 sterl-'^g; besides

£30,000 for defence of the frontier, or 5|- million francs in all. In

the very first year of the war, Canada had as numerous a force as this

to subsist, not reckoning a portion of the Acadians then on its hands.

That army, not much augmented up to the year 1759, had to confront

the far superior forces of the enemy, often marching to and fro between

while", at distances widely apart, in order to defend frontiers extending

from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Mississippi. The cost attending

transports, in the then state of our roadways, would of necessity be

enormous. Very soon, scarcity of provisions and goods, caused on one

hand by the mastery of the enemy on the high seas, which caused inter-

ruptions of communication with France ; and, on t'le other, the suspended

tillage of much of the cleared land through the military service imposed

on its cultivators, decupled state outlay ; for, owing to the exorbitant rise

in price of all commodities, public expenditure,-—all this rapidly mounted

up. From 1,700,000 livres, its totality in 1749, it rose by successive

yearly leaps to 2,100,000, 2,700,000, 4,900,000, 5,300,000, 4,^50,000,

6,100,000, 11,300,000, 19,250,000, 27,900,000, 26,000,000 francs;

and, for the eight earlier months of 1760, to 13,500,000 : in all, a total

of 123^ millions.

Of this sum, there remained due by the state 80 millions, for 41 of

which it was in debit to Canadian creditors ; namely, 34 millions unpaid

of intendant's notes of hand and 7 millions in exchequer-bills. These

state obligations held by the Canadians, an immense amount for such a

country, became to them almost valueless in the end. Traffickers and

British officers bought up, at low rates, parcels of these paper moneys,

r'
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and re-sold portions of them to French factors on 'Change, in London,

for cash. Through personal influences, a stipulation was made in the

treaty of 1763, granting a compensation of 3,600,000 francs for the

reduction, operated in Franne, of a moiety on the exchequer bills, and of

three-fourths on the intendantti' notes ; but the Canadians, to whom that

reduction had caused a loss, at one stroke, of 29 millions on their criances,

derived little profit from the above-mentioned compensatory stipulation.

The paper they still had in hand, remained long valueless ; at last, in

1765, they were invited to make decilarations of the items and amount of

it, in schedules, which vouchers they were to send to commissioners

charged to pass audit accounts in Britain.* There were 1,639 of those

schedules deposited, proving for a considerable amount ; but almost the

whole sum becoming a subject for brokerage, the claims got into specu-

lators' hands, at merely nominal prices. In March, 1766, a new convo-

cation was signed between French and English state-agents, for liquidating

all the paper money then remaining in Canada. It was decreed that it

should be paid off in receipts for stock at 4J per cent, interest; said

receipts to be as valid as any other evidents of the national debt. It

may be concluded from what has just been detailed, firstly,—That the

war in Canada did not cause the exhaustion of the king's exchequer, to

which his ministers attributed the misfortunes of France, as a justification

(for abandoning the colony), since a very small part of the w' "o cost was

reimbursed at the time; and, secondly, that the accusations brought

against the colonial functionaries had for their chief intent that of

diver'ing public odium from the ministers and directing it against their

agent?: the former being the real authors of the disasters, rightly

responsible therefor, and, as such, all-worthy of national indignation, for

the ministry could easily have cashiered its unfaithful functionaries.

After the year 1758, evil fortunes seemed never to remit for France,

which experienced constant reverses, on land and sea, in all parts of the

world. The French ministry at last tried, but in vain, to open negocia-

tions with the British cabinet. Choiseul, war minister, and virtually

premier, drew Spain into a warlike alliance with France against Britain

in 1761,—that treaty being known as the ''Family compact,"—but

military disasters and other public calamities continued none the less.

Spain lost Cuba, Manilla, 12 vessels of the line, and 100 millions value

in prizes to the enemy. As for France, scarcely a colony remained to

• General Recapitulation of les bordereaux : the registry of which is reposited

in the Provincial Archives, Quebec.
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her, and in Europe she made no way. Thanks to the mediation of

Sardinia, the pacific character of Lord Bute '(who contrived to eliminate

Pitt from the British cabinet, which the latter previously no longer led),

—and to a diversion made against Britain's ally, Portugal (which Spain

and France together attacked, in view of making her a handle for

compensations) the preliminaries of a peace were signed at Fontainebleau,

Nov. 3, 1762, between the courts of France, Spain, and Britain. A
definitive treaty was concluded ir. Paris among the three powers along

with Portugal, on 10th February ensuing. France ceded to Britain,

along with other territories, Canada and all the Laurentian isles, except

St. Pierre and Miquelon, reserved for behoof of the French fisheries.

To Spain was ceded Louisiana, in exchange for Florida and the bay of

Pensacola, which the Spaniards gave up to Britain, to recover Cuba.

The only other stipulation in the treaty regarding Canada, was that by

which Britain bound herself to allow the Canadians the free exercise of

their religion. Silence was maintained on the subject of our people's

laws, probably because, in becoming British subjects, they were made

participant of legislative power ; whereas colonial catholicity, reprobated

as it then was by the very principles of the British constitution, needed

an express stipulation for its immunity ft-om penal interdictions.*

Louisiana had a like fate with Canada, although not conquered.

That province, indeed, enjoyed a pretty tranquil existence during nearly

the whole time of the war then ended. From the date at which we left

off in our brief annals of that country, the object of so much hopefulness,

it really began to prosper. The war against the Natchez finished by

beggaring the West India Company created in 1723, and obliged it to

demit to the king its rights over Louisiana, the trade of which was then

rendered free. That fine country, enjoying thenceforth more liberty,

saw its population, its settlements, its commerce augment at first slowly,

but afterwards rapidly, despite the changefulness which again affected it.

France willed to realize the project, formed in the preceding century, of

binding together Canada and Louisiana, in order to bar the western

regions against the British, and confine them to the Atlantic seaboard.

Paucity of inhabitants, physical impracticabilities, vast regions with savage

populations separating the two countries, rendered the project inexecutable.

After the peace of 1748, France seemed to occupy herself more seriously

with the colonization of Louisiana. Although her measures were not

• We subjoin the concluding words of this sentence, copied literally from the

author's text; "....le catholicisme, frapp6 de reprobation par la constitution

de I'Etat, avait besoia d'une stipulation expresse pour devenir un droit."

—
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always fortunate, and notwithstanding the nustaken policy of most of

the administrators whom Bhe sent to govern the colony ; despite the

disorders they created in commerce and finance, by imprudent emissions

of notes of hand and paper money, which soon fell into discredit and

became a prey to brokerage ; maugrc all these drawbacks, we say, Louis-

iana made rapid progress by favor of the peace reigning within. But

the calm it enjoyed was deceitful. At the moment when the colony

attained the greatest prosperivy it had known since its foundation, it was

stricken by the most grievous infliction a community can endure, subjec-

tion to an alien race, and a partition of its territory t mong rival nations.*

When the French governor, M. d'Albaio, received, in 1764, the order

from Louis XIV to communif"*e the t-eaty of Paris, to the colonists, it

pained him so much that he a f c rrin. His successor, M. Aubry,

next charged with the sad m». ^n, le
.
time run on. The appalled

Louisianians made representations in Frau :.. (against the transference)

in the most pressing and even pathetic terms ; and when some Spaniards

came, in 1768, led by Don Antonio d'UUoa, a sage and moderate man, to

take possession, the colonists constrained him to re-embark, pretending

that France had no right to cede its power over them without their

consent. Louis XV was then obliged to advise them, that the cession

made was irrevocable. Next year. General O'Reilly arrived, with 3,000

men. The people opposed themselves to his landing; but their magis-

trates succeeded in appeasing them; and the procurator-general, M.

Lafreni^re, went to receive the Spaniard, and assure him of the submis-

sion of the inhabitants. O'Reilly manifested, at first, much benignity,

maintained the ancient laws, and captivated the multitude by his conduct

;

but these appearances of justice had no other aim than to conceal his own

evil desif'ns or the stern instructions of his court ; for he soon changed

the laws he seemed at first to respect, and upset the whole interior

administration. Lafrenj^re and the tribunals protested against these

mutations. " O'Reilly took advantage of this opposition," says Barbd-

Marbois " to commit acts of violence and ferocity, which he mistook for

those of wise firmness." He called together twelve deputies of the

people, to fix a code of laws. These delegates met in his house, and

were waiting to deliberate, when the doors of the room were suddenly

opened, and O'Reilly appeared at the head of a company of soldiers,

who seized the deputies, chained them, and thrust them into prison-cells.

Six of them were shot, by his orders. Lafreniire, before dying, protested

• New Orleans, though situated on the left bank of the Mississippi, inhered,

as far as Lake Pontchartrain, to the territory ceded to Spain.
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his innocence, and encouraged his five compatriots to suffer with firmnesp.

He charged M. Noyan to send the scarf he wore to his wife, for the use

of his son when he came of age ; and gave himself orders to the soldiers

to fire I abandoning to the stings of remorse the soul of the perfidious

Spaniard who had set a snare for his victims. The surviving six deputies

were transferred to dungeons in Cuba.

Such were the tragical events which attended the passing of Louisiana

under alien dominatio-.. There now remained to France, of all North

America, only some befogged and sterile rocks, scattered on sea-margins,

in the vicinity of Newfoundland. " Since the treaty of Bretigny," says

Sismondi, " France had concluded no treaty so humiliating as that just

signed in her name at Paris, to put an end to the Seven-Years' War.

Now-a-days, that we know better the nature and extent of the regions she

gave up in America ; now that we therein behold a great nation arise

and expand ; noting how much the people of her race, whom she left

behind, have prospered at Quebec, Montreal, and New Orleans, each liv-

ing testification of the importance of the colonies she renounced—that

abandonment of territories of a destiny so exalted, appears all the more

disastrous. Still this is no reason why we should blame the ministers who

a^ociated and signed the treaty of 1763. That peace was wisely entered

into ; it was needful, and as favorable as the circumstances of the time

would allow. The French had succeeded in nothing of all they had pro-

posed to themselves to do, by entering into the Seven-Years' War, for

they suffered the bloodiest defeats
; and, had they persisted in continuing

the contest, there was every reason to expect that discomfiture still more

signal would follow. Never did her generals seem to be so utterly des-

titute of talent ; at no time were her soldiers, naturally brave, so poor in

muscle, so ill equipped, so materially wretched ; never had they less con-

fidence in their chiefs, nor ever, from their indiscipline, was their confi-

dence less in themselves than now : in a word, at no previous time was

France so little redoubtable to her enemies. By imploring the assistance

of Spain, she had only led her neighbor upon the same road to ruin with

herself, and one campaign more in common would have reft her ally of

her most important colonies.

" However disastrous that peace might be, we do not find, in the

memoirs of the time, that the writers felt at all humiliated ; Bachaumont

seems to have seen in the event only wherewithal to supply poets with a

subject for verses of felicitation and theatrical divertisements. At each

page one feels, while reading those memoirs, how much the ilite of France

had become indifferent to her national polity, power, and glory. Even
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those Frenchraon who took the grcateHt interest in public matters, wero

oblivious of their oompatroit race in Canada and Louisiana, * who mul

tiplied slowly in the woods, who associated with savages
; but who

furnished no returns to the exche(iuer, no soldiers to the royal host, no

colonial nu'ifhandise for homo traders I' TIio petty settlements, for fishing

cod, at St. Pierre and Mi<^iuelon, the small islands of Grenada, St. Vin-

cent, Dominica, and Tobago, appeared in the eyes of the shippers of St.

Malo, Nantes, and Bordeaux, far more important than all Canada and

entire Acadia.

"Besides, the nation waa accustoming itself, more and more, to a

want of sympathy with its government, the alienation increasing in

proportion as French writers took to studying political questions. It

was at this epoch that the sect of Economists were most stirring ; and

after the Marquis de Mirabeau had published, in 1755, his "Friend of

Mankind," [I'Ami des Ilommes), the clique of Encyclopedists manifested

itself with yet greater power, and the appearance of its gigantic repertory

became an affair of state. Finally, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who as early

as the year 1753, had sapped the bases upon which society rests, in hia

Discourse on the Origin of Inequality among Mankind, published after-

wards his " Emilie," and next his " Social Compact :
" all minds were then

comraoved regarding the highest questions of public organization. But

the French were not able to co^^i^^ato on subjects of such high import,

without being struck with the anrerson, the absurdities even, abounding

in their own administration throughout all its parts : for example, the

exclusion of all but the noble class from every superior grade in the

army, which deprived the soldiery of all emulation ; the crushing burdens

of taille and corvie,^ which sterilised the soil and paralysed agriculture;

the tyranny of intendants and sub-delegates in the provinces ; the barbari-

ties of criminal penality, initiated by seclusion in the cell, with torture for its

middle term, and finishing with breakings on the wheel—such horrible

punishments being inflicted, notseldom, on the innocent; finally, disorders

in the financial departments, with attendant perplexities of accounts, which

the most skilful could not unravel. It was thus that every Frenchman

capable of reflection or of feeling aright, especially those accustomed to

direct the public mind, were beginning to cherish a hope of fundamental

reforms being efiected; they assumed for all France the credit of this

noble aspiration, and they imputed to the government, or rather to the

king, the disgrace of those reverses, aa being the unavoidable concomitants

* There are no equivalent terms in our freedom-breathing vernacular, to

interpret, except by periphrasis, the sense of the above two baleful words,

—
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of the system under wiiich the nation groaned ; at the core of whloh

nestled the vices of a reckless voluptuary, who, being without honor

himself, disregarded it in others ; a crowned sybarite he was, who

looked upon regality only as a means for satisfying to the utmost his

own gross appetites and the avidity of his mistresses."*

There were persons, again, who looked upon the loss of Canada with

comi)laceny, as facilitating the descent to perdition of an inert and sen-

sual despotism. The fill of the olden monarchy they allowed was certain,

but it might bo only looming in the distance : now a dtimaging event,

such as that which had just taken place in America, might precipitate

the coming catastrophe ; while the thoughtful, who longed for a radical

reform of social organization, but who wished to found that reform on

the ba.ses of freedom, were too oblivious of the intcnuediate evil pliglit of

the nation, and shocked the sense of the multitude by their applauses of

anti patriotic demonstrations. For example, Voltaire, in his retirement at

Ferney, celebrated the Triumph of the IJritish at Quebec by a banquet,

not, indeed, as if exulting over French humiliation, but as a victory

Liberty had gained over Despotism, lie foresaw that the loss of Canada

to France would eventuate the enfranchisement of the Anglo-American colo-

nies ; and this, in turn (he thought) would be followed by that of all the

European populations of our two continents. That ban(|uet over, the

company retired into an elegant private theatre, where was played " The

Island Patriot," a dramatic piece full of aspirations for Liberty ; in

which Voltaire himself played a leading personage. This representation

finished, the slides of the scenery unclosed, and a spacious court, illuminated

and ornamented with Indian trophies, met the spectator's view. Brilliant

fireworks, accompanied by military music, concluded the fete. Among
the pyrotechnic devices, was " the star of St. George " which emitted

rockets; and underneath was represented, the Cataract of Niagara.f

* " One is startled here," wrote the British ambassador from Paris, Feb. 21,

1765, " at the visible disorder in public affairs, and the evidcr-.t decliue of the

royal n.nt!icrity." Raumer, Bcriroye, &c.

—

Hist, of the French.

t Public Jdvertiser (Lonion dully paper), Nov. 28, 1759.
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CHAPTER I.

MILITAIIY UI':Sl'()TI8M.—AUOLITION AND KK8T0RATI0N OF THE ANCIENT
LAW8.-170O-1774.

CeflHBtloD of hoHtilitioH: Tlio Canadians return to their homoHtoaiU.—Military govnrnni<nt
and cdurtH martial.—Kniljjratlon of CanadiauM to France. -The French Iuwh dlncontinued,

but the ciithiillo relljjion tolerated.—(iovornor Murray rcplaceH AniherHt uh KenerallHnimo.

—An executive, lo,'iMlaflve, and Judicial council conHtltuted.—DivlHion of Canada into two
dirttrict«, and introduction of FinKlish lawH.—Murniurings of the people.—The liritlHh col-

onintH demand an eloctlvo chamber, or repreHontative asHombly, tVoni which (Canadian

memberH were intended to bo e.\cluded ; and accuse Murray of tyranny : that Keneral quite

the colony on leave, but dooH not return.— UiHingH of the weBtern HavaxeH.—(jen.Carleton,

ap])ointed Murray'H HUCceHHor, makex changeN in the Koverninf{ council.—The people con-

tinue their opponition to the now lawH.—Dlllcial reporto of (ivo liritiHh crowu-lawyerH
( Yorko, Do Grey, Marriott, Wedderburn, and Thurlow)on the grievancoB of thoCaDadiaua.

—A LoglHlativo Council finally ostabiiHlied, in 1774.

Those Canadians who did not leave the army after the siege of Quebec,

quitted it entirely after the capitulation of Montreal, and the most profound

peace soon reigned in all the colony. Small appearances now would

there have been of a long and sanguinary struggle, but for the devastations

left behind it, especially in the district of Quebec, where nought could

be seen but wreck and ruin. This region had been occupied, for two

years, by contending hosts; its capital had been twice besieged, twice

bombarded, and almost annihilated ; its environs, having been the theatre

of three battles, bore all the traces of a desperate armed struggle. The

ruined inhabitants, decimated in so many battle-fields, thought of nothing

now but to take refuge on their lands, hoping thence to derive where-

withal to repair their losses; therefore, isolating themselves from their

rulers, they gave themselves up entirely to rural pursuits.

The victors, on their part, took fit measures for making sure of their

precious conquest. Amherst chose troops for guarding it, and sent the

rest to Europe or into other colonies. He divided Canada into three

departments, corresponding to the old divisions, and put them under

martial law. General Murray was located at Quebec, General Gage at

Montreal, Colonel Benton at Three-Rivers. Each of these chiefs was

supplied with a secretary, of French-Swiss origin, as a lingual medium

between the ruler and the ruled. The latter gentlemen were, M.

Cramah^ for Quebec district ; M. Bruy^res for Three-Rivers ; and M.
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Mathnrin for Montreal. Amhcrflt, after ffivini? final instructions to the

tlireo fj;ovcriiors respcctivoly, loft Canada for New York.

Murray constituted a military council for his district, composed of

seven army officers, as judges of ^ho moro in^portaut civil and criminal

pleas. This council held bi-weekly sedeii^nts. Murray reserved to him-

self the jurisdiction, without power of appeal, over other cases ; or left

them to the care of military subalterns in the countiy parts. General

Giif^o, in his district, rather attempered the system
;
for he authorized

the parochial captains to settle any differences amongst the people accor-

ding to their own discretion, but dissatisfied clients had a power of appeal

to the nearest British commandant or to himself. At a Inter period,

Gage divided his district into sub-districts, in each of which he

established a justice court, composed of seven, six, or five (Canadian)

militia officers. These bodies held fortnightly sessions, and were subor-

dinated in authority to one or other of the three councils of war, composed

of British military officers, located at Montreal, Varennes, and St. Sul-

pice. There lay an appeal, in last resort, from the decisions of all these

tribunals, in every disputed case, to Gage : at the same time, none of

their penal sentences could bo executed, without being first submitted to

him, for approval, reversal, or commutation. Thus, through their militia

officers, the Canadians of Montreal district at least shared in the admin-

istration of justice. In the district of Quebec, also, they participated

somewhat in its jurisprudence, through the agency of two of theircompa-

triots, who were appointed public procurators and legal commissaries before

the military tribunal of Quebec city : one being Jacques Belcourt de

Lafontaine, ox-member of the sovereign council, for the country on the

right bank of the St. Lawrence; the other, Joseph Etienne Cugnet,

seignior of St. Etienne, for that on the left side of the river. At Three-

Rivers, almost the same arrangement was made.

This martial system was adopted in violation of the capitulations, which

guaranteed to the Canadians the rights of British subjects ; rights by

which their persons were not to be disposed of by any but their natural

judges, unless by their own consent. It fell out, that when they hoped

to enjoy legality under peac< %1 sway, they saw their tribunals abolished,

their judges repelled, and tL. r whole social organization upset, to make
room for the most insupportable of all tyranny, that of courts-martial.

Nothing did more to isolate the government and alienate the people from

it, than this conduct, long since repudiated by the law and custom of

nations. Ignorant as they were of the speech of their conquerors, the

Canadians spurned the booted and spurred legists placed amidst them

;
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and, without complaining, for they were little useu -• soliciting, they set-

tled their differences with each other ; or they ; iplietl a the parish clergy

or local notables as arbitrators ; by having recourse to whom, the influ-

ence over the people of these classes, in the several parishes, was greatly

increased. By a happy effect of circumstances seemingly adverse, pastor

and flock had thus become as one in sentiment ; and, under the theoreti-

cal sway of the sword, clerical intermediation became the rule practically

followed by and for each and all.

The military organization adopted, attested the fear Canadian resistance

to alien domination had inspired, and its existence was approbated in

iJritain : only under this condition, however, that it was to cease as soon

as a state of amity should supervene between her people and those of

France ; that time once come, regular civil government was to take its

place. Yet the colony remained four years under martial law. This

epoch in our annals is designated as the " Keign of the Military."

During all this time, the Canadian people hoped that France would

not abandon them, but reclaim her own as soon as hostilities ceased.

The clergy, not so confident as the laity, drew up two memorials on

ecclesiastical affairs in Canada, one for the Duke de Nivernois, the other

to the Duke of Bedford—these nobles being the two chief diplomatists

employed for settling terms of pacification between France and Great

Britain. A claim was preferred by the memorialista, that a warranty

should be given for the bishopric and seminary of Quebec, " The titular

bishop," said they, " holds his powers and jurisdiction from his see itself
j

as soon as he is confirmed by the pope, the charge becomes irrevocable."

It was proposed that the bishops, in future, should be elected by the chap-

ter, with a royal concurrence in the choice made—as was once the custom

in the Church universal, and as is still done in Germany.

After three years passed in a state of alternate hope and fear, the

Canadiajs had perforce to renounce their latest illusion. Their destiny

was bound irrevocably to that of the British people by the treaty of 1763.

Consequent upon this event, a second emigration took place : numbers

of commercialists, lawyers, ex-functionaries, with most of the leading men

Ftill remaining in the colony, left for France, after selling or abandoning

estates, titles to which became subjects of after litigation, even down to

the present times, among their descendants. None now lingered in the

towns, but here and there a few subaltern placemen, some artisans, scarce-

ly one merchant. The members of the different religious confraternities,

with the rural populations, of course remained.
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The mother country of those emigrants was touched at heart by the

love for her which hid drawn them to her shores. Her rulers showed

them special favor ; an 1, for several of them, places were found in the

government offices, in the navy, in the army, &c. Some of those who

had already filled high charges, were appointed to like posts in distant

French dependencies. Thus M. de Repentigny, created marquis and

become a brigadier-general, was apointed governor, first of Senegal, then

of Mahe, in French India, where he died in 1776. M. Dumas became

governor of the Mauritius and Isle of Bourbon. M. Beaujeu accompanied

Lapeyrouse, as aid-major-general against the British Hudson's Bay set-

tlements, in 1782. The Marquis de Villcray, made captain in the royal

guards, may also be noted ; also M. Juchereau Duchesnay, commandant

of Charleville. M. LeGardeur, Count de Tilly, Messrs. Pellegrin, de

rEchcU, La Come, became post-captains in the French navy. The

Count de Vaudreuil, as admiral during the American war for Indepen-

dence, distinguished himself. Jacques Bedout, a native of Quebec, be-

came a distinguished rear-admiral. Joseph Chaussegros de Lt^ry, military

engineer, was made a baron b^^ Napoleon I for his great services. Other

Canadian officers, not actively employed, yet pensioned by tho govern-

ment, lived together in Tadousac. Canadian and jVcadiaft refugees in

France were succored even by the republicans of K92.

Those of them who remained in Canada, trusting to the promises of

the British that civil rule should obtain, sent agents to London to proffer

homage to George III, and defend their interest. When Chevalier de

Ldry and his wife, Louise de Brouages, one of the finest women of the

time, were presented at court, the young king was so struck with

madame's beauty that he said, " If all the Canadian ladies resembled

her. we may indeed vaunt of our beautiful conquest,"

After the series of mourufal scenes which we have had to unfold to

our readers' view, it is refreshing to be able to adduce a giaceful trait

like the foregoing.

One of the Canadian agents, Etienne Charrest, who was charged to

negociate on the article of religion, as expressed in the Treaty of Paris,

wrote sevral times on that subject to Lord Halifax, secretary of state.

He demanded the maintenance of the colonial church establishment, and

the restoration of French jurisprudence; he complained against martial

law, and deferred justice ; he recommended that the paper-money difficulty

should be regulated, and that more time should be accorded for liquida-

tion, as that fixed was too short for Canadian holders of state notes and

bills ; many, pressed as they had been for cash, having parted with them
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for whatever money dealers chose to give. (See Manuscripts in episcopal

archives, Quebec; especially letters, dated \Qth and VIth Jan., 1764.)

The churchmen's agents also made renewed demands for the mainte-

nance intact of the Quebec see. They offend to lodge the next bishop

at the Seminary, of which he might be the Superior ; its members acting

as canons, to constitute his chapter. " It is an established usage every-

where," they said, " that there is no seated bishop without a chapter."

The British government made objections, and refused to recognize a

bishop, but eared not to put any obstruction in the way of one. The

former was now occupied in organizing a regular colonial administration.

The Canadians, meanwhile, felt all the chagrin arising from subjection to

alien sway. The evils they had previously endured seemed light to them,

compared to the suffering and humiliations which were in preparation,

they feared, for them and their posterity. First of all, the British wished

to repudiate whatever was Canadian, and to deprive the habitants

even of the natural advantages Canada offered to them by its extent.

The colony was dismembered, Labrador, from St. John's river to Hud-
son's Bay, Anticosti, Magdalen Island, were annexed governmentally to

Newfoundland ; the two isles, St. John's (Prince Edward) and Cape

Breton, to Nbva Scotia; the lands of the great lakes to the neighboring

Anglo-American colonies. Soon afterwards, a slice of territory was

detached from Canada, and took the name of New Brunswick, with an

administration apart.

From parcelling out territory, the British passed to re-legislating.

Their king, by his sole authority, without parliamentary sanction, abol-

ished those laws of olden France, so precise, so clear, so wisely framed,

to substitute for them the jurisprudence of England—a chaos of pres-

criptive and statutory acts and decisions, invested with complicated and

barbaric forms, which English legislation has never been able to shake

off, despite all the endeavors of its best exponents ; and the above sub-

stitution was effected, merely in order to ensure protection and the benefit

of the laws of their mother country to those of the dominant race who

should emigrate to Canada. In an ordinance dated Sept. 17, 1764, it

was assumed, that " in the supreme court sitting at Quebec, his Britan-

nic Majesty was present in the person of his chief-justice, having full

power to determine all civil and criminal cases, agreeably to the laws

of England and to the ordinances of this province."

This was to renew the outrage perpetrated on the Acadians ; if it be

a verity to say, that a man's civism is not limited to the space of a city's

ite, or to the boundaries of a province j but is inherent to human affec-
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tions, forms family ties, is incorporated with the laws, abides in the

manners and customs of people. No one in Britain raised his voice

against so tyrannical an act, which deprived a country of its laws in view

of an emigration scarcely begun, and which might never make head"yay.

The Canadians were not deprived of their implied rights in this respect

alone: for, in becoming British subjects, they, as such, ought to have

acquired all constitutional rights inhering to that quality. Yet their

king declared, that representative assemblies for Canada should be con-

voked only when circumstances allowed ! This was at once to deprive

them of a positive right, the full enjoyment of which would have ensured

to them a continuance of others they specially enjoyed.

An or'Ior f»/wl been given, in royal instructions dated Dec. 7, 1763, to

exact an oatb of fealty from the Canadians. Mr. Goldfrap, the gover-

nor's secretary, v^'f'^te to the parish priests, three years thereaft'^r, that if

they refused to take that oath, they might prepare to leave Canada; while

all other Canadians were also to be expelled if they too neglected to take

the oatli, or refused to subscribe the declaration of adjuration. It was

ruled, likcwiwf, that they were to renounce the ecclesiastical juvisdiction of

Rome ; also to repudiate the Pretender's claim to the British crown, of

whom or respecting which they previously knew nothing wh'itever !

Afterwards, they were required to give up their defensive arms, or swear

that they had none. Schedules were drawn up of the landed estates of

divers religious communities, and particulars demanded as to the nature

of their constitution, rights, privileges, amount of property, &c. ; with

lists of the several churches, the number of clergy, amount of their

incomes &c.

While these measures were in progress, General Murray was appointed

governor-general in place of Sir Jeffery Amherst, then in England, on

leave, but whence he did not return. The latter was, in reality, the first

British governor-general of Canada ; Gage, Murray, Burton, and next

Haldimand (the laft replacing Burton at Three-Rivers, who was ad-

vanced to the charge of Montreal district), being all sub-governors only.

Murray, become second governor-general, in obedience to his instructions

formed a new executive council ; :n which was vested, along with himself,

all executive, legislative, and judicial functions: the power of taxing,^

alone being excepted. This body, it was ordered, should be composed of
the two lieutenant-governors (of Montreal and Three-Rivers), the chief

justice, the inspector-general of customs, and eight persons chosen from

among the leading inhabitants of the colony. In the selection of the

latter, only ; native was admitted ; the exceptional man being a person
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of no mark, and his name aJded merely to complete the requisite number.

A hater'il spirit of' jealou^exclasiveness had dictated the " Instructions"

sent from Lt)'iiion upon ihia occasion ; and in the sinister document

cont. ^ '., tliom we may find the embodiment of that deeply seated anti-

pathy of ruce, which "rved Lord Durham, in our own day, with a pre-

text for iGvoking the constitution of 1791, and efiecting the reunion of

j'il Canada urder one government; viz., an intent to swamp the French-

Canadians by means of a British majority.

Wliat remained undismetnbered of the country was subjected to a new

division ; abridged Canada being parted into two districts, separated by the

rivers St. Maurice and St. Francois. As there were no protestants at

Three-Rivers to make magistrates of, that circumscription was annexed

to those two districts, to enable justices of the peace resident in Mont-

real and Quebec to hold quar^^^erly sesrions in the former. The whole legal

administration was now remodelled, and called " the Court of King's

Bench; " a subordinate tribunal was also created, for the adjudication of

petty causes, denominated " the Court of Common Pleas" : each of these

tribunals being reputed as of similar constitution to tlie supreme courts

of the same name in England ; and both were bound to render decisions

based on the laws and practice of England : except as regarded pending

suits between Canadians, commenced before October 1, 17G4. The

judges for those courts were nominated by a majority of the councillors,

but their apponitment was subjected to royal confirmation or disapproval.

The executive council itself could sit as a court of appeal from decisions

passed in the king's bench and common pleas ; and the awards of the

council were, in turn, liable to revision in the sovereign's privy-council,

which thus judged in the last resort.

The Canadians, to a man, repudiated the jurisprudtuvo thus imposed

upon them. In effect, English legislation has only served to i'; rci over-centra-

lization of landed estate in the mother country. The executive council^

which was the medium employed in making those changes, discussed and

passed a great number of ordinances : such as, regulations regarding the

currency and bills of exchange ; with others for obliging landlords to

register the original titles to their estates ; for disallowing the right of

any one to leave the colony without official permission ; for fixing the

period of majority (coming of age) ; for defining the crimes of high

treason and felony ; for regulating the police, &c.

There was a project, at this time, for authorising a great lottery with

10,000 tickets, represen*; ig an aggregate value of £20,000 for re-con-

structing Quebec cathedral, which was destroyed during the siege of that

cit
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the treasury, the prcUites of Canterbury and London, also to the liible

Society * Such a proposal intimated, clearly enough, an intent to appro-

priate (for secular or protestant uses), Canadian church property. The

Board of Trade nominated, at the same time, a Mr. Kneller, as adminis-

trator of the estates of the Jesuits.

The people of the colony were vigilantly observed, their coajings and

goings seeming to be subjects for distrust ; but the colonial authorities

did not venture to execute rigid law upon them, such as pressing the test

oaths, or the yielding up of defensive arms, &c.

Ever since the death of M, de Pontbriant, the episcopal throve of Que-

bec see had remained vacant. When hostilities ceased, the grand-vicnr and

clergy applied to General Murray, demanding that the bishop and his

chapter should be invested with the like rights possessed by bishops and

chapters in all catholic countries. Murray commended this application

to the favorable attention of the British ministry ; and in 17G3, sent his

secretary, M. Cramahd, to London, to sustain the application. In 1765,

all the documents relative to this subject Avere submitted for consideration

to the attorney and solicitors-general for the time, Sir F. Norton and Sir

W. de Grey, who expressed their opinion [in limine), that, keeping in

view the stipulation in the treaty of 1763 regarding the church of Canada,

the catholics of that (now British colony) were not liable to the operation

of the disabilities, imposed by statutory law, on their co-religionists in

Great Britain. During the latter year the chapter assembled and elected

as their bishop M. de Montgolfier, superior of the Seminary of St. Sulpice

at Montreal ; but the government, taking exception to this nomination

—

perhaps because the nominee was too French at heart—Montgolfier

declined the charge, by a formal renunciation, made at Quebec, in 1764.

He designated, at the same time, M. Briand, a Breton by birth, one of

the canons and grand-vicar of the diocese, to fill the vacant episcopal chair.

M. Briand was elected in 1764 ; and, that same year, repaired to London.

In 1764, he received, with the concurrence of George III, his bulls of

investiture from Pope Clement XIII, and was consecrated in Paris as

bishop ; upon which, he returned to Quebec.

Early in 1765, Messrs. Amiot and Boisseau, having demanded forcer-

tain of their compatriots permission to assemble together, the executive

council consented ; but on condition that two of its own members should

• Tlierewas no "Bible Society" in existence at that time; iior for forty years

afterwards, namely, till a. d. 1803-4.

—

B.

':.t\
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bo present, with power to dissolve such assemblies if they thought fit ; and

that no concourse should be holden anywhere but in Quebec. In 17G6,

a similar domaud, made by M. Hertt)! de Rouville. ia name of the sei-

gniors of Monireal, was accorded with the like restrictions. At a meeting

which once took place in Montreal city, Governor Burton, who had not

been previously consulted, wrote peremptorily to the :a»a<;iatratC3 about

the affair ; who thereupon informed him that all bad been done in due

order. This assurance, however, did not quite dispel the general's

uneasiness ; as he observed in rejoinder, " In Ciise jou should stand in

need of (my) assistance, 1 am ready to supply it."

There was small cause for wonder, that under such a system of tyranny

and overturnings, its agents should tremble lest the prostrat^i victims

might desperately rise up aj^ainst it. An unquiet feeling began, in fact,

to take possession of the public mind
;
presently, murmurs deep if not

loud supervened, and vrere currently breathed. Even those who knew

the Canadians to be so submissive at all times to authority, began to have

fears as to what might result from the reigning discontent ; especially

when at length they lieard the acts of the government loudly censured,

with a freedom never known before. If General Murray were a stern,

he was also an honorable and good-hearted man ; he loved such CanadianH

as were docile under his sway, with the affection that a, veteran bears to

his faithfuUest soldiers ; and such-like were the halntants, so brave in w^ar,

yet so gentle-tempered in times of peace. A soldierlike sympathy

inspired him with favor for ilose who had bravely fought him in the bat-

tle-field; their depressed situiition too, under domineering English mas-

ters, being not unlike that of the mountain "iers of his native Scotland, ever

so faithful to their princes ; this simila'^i / strengthened his partialiiy for

a race akin to his own in that rpj^rard. Tn order to relieve the general

anxiety of mind, Governor Murray issued a proclamation, intimating,

that in all legal process affecting the tenure ui land and successions to

property, the laws ai:rl customs which had been in use under the French

domination were to be followed. Th^s was reverting at once to legality

;

for if the British ministry had a right to alter the laws of the country

without consulting th' w!?>hes o< I;2 people, it jould only be done (at worst)

by an act of parliament : a confidiiraiion which afterwards caused attorney-

general Mas^res to observe, whil»^ aci'^erting to the consequents of the in-

vasion of England by William the !•>! >rman, and to the conquest of Wales

by Edward I, that the Euglish laws had never been legally introduced

to Canada; seeing that king and parliament together, but not the king

alone, could exert rv^htfui legislatorial power over that colony : hence it

1 •»
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followed, that (the British parliament having as yet taken no part in the

matter) the accustomed French laws must be recognized as existent de

jure, if abolislied or in abeyance de facto.

The governor-general, however, was trammelled in his beneficent ten-

dencies by a knot of resident functionaries, some of whose acta made him

often ashamed of the administration he was understood to guide. A
crowd of adventurers, veteran intriguers, great men's menials turned

adrift, &c., came in the train of the British soldiery, and swarmed after

the capitulation of Montreal ; as we learn, from Murray's own despatches,

that broken-down merchants, tradescen of bad repute, with blackleg

taverners, chiefly made up the band of Brito-Canadians earliest in the

field of promise. Disrespectability wa*s the rule, good character and prob-

ity of conduct were exceptional qualities among them.* Then, as respect-

ed the government, all its functionaries, as well as the judges (and even

jurymen) were to be of British race and professors of some protestant

faith.

The first chiefjustice, named Gregory, who had been let out of prison

to preside on the bench, was ignorant alike of civil law and the language

of the country ; while the attorney general was but indifferently fitted for

his place. The power of nominating to the situations, of provincial secre-

tary, of council recorder, of registrar, of provost-marshal, was given to

favorites, who set them up for sale to the highest bidder f

The governor was soon constrained to suspend from the exercise of his

functions the chief justice, and to send him back to England. A garri-

son surgeon and a halfpay officer (M. Mabane and Captain Fraser) sat

as judges in the court of common pleas. As these gentlemen had other

employments also, their conjoint emoluments were necessarily very consid-

erable.

Murray, disgusted with his charge, could not contain himself when

expressing his sentiments regarding such a state of things to the British

ministry. •' When it had been decided to reconstitute civil government

* This depreciating account of the composition of the earlier immigrations,

must be taken with a duo allowance of errors excepted. We have drawn the

following more favorable notice of some of the incomers, from one of our best

statistical authorities :

—

"A wide field was now opened for the attention of interest, and for the oper-

ations of avarice. Every man who had credit with the ministers at home, or

influence with the governors in the colonies, ran for the prize of American ter-

ritory. And manj land-owuers in Great Britain, of no small importance,

neglected the port'ons of their fathers, for a portion of wilderness beyoud the

Atlantic.'' G. Chalmbi4p' Entimate, &c., p. 123.

—

B.

'Ill
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here," wrote he, " we were obliged to choose inagiBtratcs and select jury-

men out of a community composed of some 400 or 500 traders, artisans,

and Imsbandmcn, whose ignorance unfits them therefor, and causes thorn

to bo despised. It is not to be expected that such persons can help being

intoxicated with the powers which have been, unexpectedly even by thcm-

ielves, put into their hands ; or that they will not hasten to manifest (in

their peculiar way) how skilful they are in exercising it! They cherish

a vulgar hatred for tlie Canadian noblesse, on account of their titles to

public honor and respect ; and they detest other colonists, because the

latter have contrived to elude the illegal oppression to which it waB

intended to subject them."

Notwithstanding large concessions made to the pretensions of those

New Colonists,* they wcsre not yet satisfied : they aimed at having a re-

presentative government, in order to possess, in all their fulness, those

native rights which inhei'ed to their quality as Britons, and whi«h they

had a right to vindicate, they asserted, wherever the union flag waved

over their heads,—not forgetting to denounce the colonial government as

despotic. Nevertheless, while thus reclaiming political franchises for

themselves, they refused to extend them to their fellow-colonists of French

race. Men of British blood alone were fit to elect or be elected ! They

insisted, also, that English law and practice were (or ought to be) as

valid in Quebec as in London; and considered the recognition of Cana-

dian catholicity, in an article of the treaty of 17G3, as one of those

illusory conventions which might be violated without dishonor. In a

word, tliey willed that Canada should be no better treated than Ireland

was by the Anglo-Normans, as described by M. de Beaumont.

In order to confoiii to the instructions given him, Murray convoked,

merely as a formality, however, a representative assembly ; for he knew,

beforehand, that the Canadians, as catholics, woi'ld refuse to take the test

;

and a.s it has been decided that a chamber entirely protiistant would not

be recognized, the project fell to the ground. Leading British residents

none the less, got up accusations against the governor and council, which

they transmitted to London ; and also excited dissensions in the colony

itself, leading to disorders in the capital and other towns. Murray was

charged with showing too much partiality for the military; while the

Canada traders in London presented a petition to the Board of Trade'and

Plantatic.ns, against his administration, and asking for an elective assem-

* The British residents called themselves discriminatingly the "old colonists,

and the French-Canadians the " new colonists."

—

B.
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bly. Matters were carried to such a length in opposition to Murray,

that the home government was forced to recall him. This act was really

more owing to the sympathy he seemed to show for the (Canadians, than

to any real abuse of his powers. In his reply to a complimentary address

presented to liini by the members of council at his departure, he "hoped

the government of his successor would not be disturbed by a feeling of

resentment against the authors of the odious calumnies that had been

heaped on his own." When he reached London, he had only to show

the estimate he drew up, in the year 17G5, of the population of Canada,

which comprised scarcely 500 protestants in all (there being but 36

families of them residing outside the town), to convince the home au-

thorities of the impossibility there would be to exclude the representatives

of nearly 70,000 catholics. At that time, according to official returns,

there were only 130 protestants in the whole district of Montreal. A
committee of privy council, appointed to investigate the charges auainst

Murray, absolved him entirely; but Canada was to know him no more.

The protcstant party in the colony (notwithstanding the ruling of

Maseres), still insisted that the penalty oppressing the catholics of the

three kingdoms should be extended to their Canadian co-religionists.

Noting the close attachment of the latter to their faith, its more caotclous

enemies in Britain wished to temporise, all the more surely to bring

about its abolition. Thus an English university* proposed the following

adverse tactics: Never declaim against the pope or catholicity, but

undermine the latter secretly ; engage catholic females to marry protcs-

tant males ; never hold disputations with Ilomish churchmen, and beware

of controversy with the Jesuits and Sulpicians ; delay pressing oaths of

conformity upon the colonists; cause the bishop to lead a life of penury

;

foment dissidences between him and the clergy ; exclude any European

priest from the episcopal seat ; discourage those inhabitants who have

worthiness in them, from keeping up the old ideas ; if a clerical college

be retained, eliminate from it the Jesuits and Sulpicians; also, all

Europeans and their pupils, in order that, no longer having foreign scho-

lastic support, Canadian Romanism may be buried in its own ruins ; hold

* There were but two universities in England at that time,—those of Oxford

and Cambridge. It would not have been difficult to point out, were the accu-

sation found to be a true bill, in which of the two it was this web of protestant

Jesuitry was woven. The author not having done so, we beg his leave to insin-

uate, that the university in question (and very much in question too) must

have been located in some cloudy region of " Utopia," i. e., the land of No^

Where.—B.

m
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up to ridicule those religii)ii8 cercmonicH which moat impress the public

mind
;

prevent or obstruct catechising ; carer^s tliose clergymen who

neglect thoir flocks, and allure such persons into dissipation, and raise in

their minds a disgust at hearing confessions; cry up parish priests who

live luxuriously, who maintain a good table, drive about, and frequent

loose society ; excuse the intemperance of such, induce them to break

their vow of celibacy, devised as that was to impose on the simple; finally,

expose all (earnest) preachers to ridicule."

The garrison chaplain of Quebec, who ministered to the protcstants of

that city, speaking more plainly than had been done before, formaUy

advised the executive council to take possession of the temporalities of

the see for the bishop of London, so as to be enjoyed by the latter and

his successors. With respect to the estates of the religious comnmnities,

the lords of the treasury, whoso regards were always attracted by this

bait, wrote to receiver-general Mills, an part of their Instructions for the

year 17G5: "seeing that the lands of these societies, particularly those

of the Jesuits, were being united, or were about to be united, to the

crown domains, you are to strive, by means of an arrangement with the

parties interested in them, to enter into possession thereof in name of

his. Majesty; at the same time, however, granting to those parties such

annuities as you shall judge proper ; and you are to see that the estates

in question are not transferred, and so be lost to the crown, by sc(iuestra-

tion or alienation."

Before Governor Murray left Canada, the savages of the western

territory showed signs of a general rising against the whites. Scarcely

had the French domination ceased in Canada, when the Indir qs felt the

truth of an observation often made to them, that they would lose their

political importance and independence as boon as they had to deal with

one European nation only. Pontiac, an Ottawa chief, noted for his

bravery, warlike talents, and deadly enmity to the British, whom he had

desperately fought against during the last war, projected their expulsion

from the upper lake regions ; and brought into his scheme, besides the

Ottawas, the Hurons, Chippawa?^ Pouatatamis, and other tribes, whom
the British had neglected to cor rt as the French had done. He tried to

capture Detroit, and blockaded it for several months. He intended that

the place, once in his hands, should become the head-quarters of a powerful

confederation of native nations, which were to hem in the Anglo-Ameri-

can provinces, so that they should not overpass Niagara or the line of the

AUeghanies. His allies got possession of Michilimackinac, and massacred
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the garrison.* Seven or eiyht British posts—Sandusky, St. JoHPph,

Mifimis, Presqu'ile, Venango, &c., fell into the hands of the savages, who

ravaged the Pennsylvunian and Virginian frontiers, and defeated a

detachmcjit of troops at IJloody Bridge. Two thousand whites were

slaughtered by the savages, or taken captive ; as many were obliged to flco

the back settlements and seek the interior. But the project of Pontiao

was too extensive for his moans to realize. The confederates, beaten at

Bushy llun by Colonel Bouijuet, and repeatedly, afterwards, had to nuike

pciri at Oswego, before the arrival of (JOO Canadians, sent by General

Murray to the relief of the French settlers at Detroit. Pontiac retired,

with his family, into the wilderness. In 1769, he came among the

Illinois : at that time, there was much agitation among the aborigines.

The British suspecting the intents of Pontiac, a bush-ranger, nam«d

Williamson, caused that chief to be assassinated, in the forest of Cahokia,

opposite kSaint-Louis.

It was during Murray's administration, that the first printing press

used in Canada was imported, and that the publication of the earliest

newspaper known to it began. No. 1 of the Quebec Gazette, with mat-

ter half French, half E.iglish, appeared June 21, 1764. This journal

• " During the year 1763, a famous chief of the Ottawas called Pontiac by

the French, after Fort Michilimackinac was surrendered to the British, got pos-

session of it by a stratagem showing the ingenuity of the man, and characteristic

of the crafty nature of the Indians generally. Pontiac, being an inveterate

enemy of the British, his being so near tlie garrison ought to have put the com-

mandant oil his guard. The fort was then on the mainland, near the southern

part of the peninsula. The Ottawas in the neighborhood prepared for a great

game at ball, to which the officers of the fort were invited. While engaged in

play, one of the parties gradually inclined to-vards the fort, and the other

pushed after them. The ball was once or twice thrown over the pickets, and

the Indians were suffered to enter and procure it. Nearly all the garrison were

present as spectators, and those on duty were alike unprepared and unsuspicious.

Suddenly, the ball was again thrown into the fort, and the Indians rushed after

it ; but not to return this lime, to resume their suspended play. Mastering the

sentries, they took possession of the place, while their companions massacred

every one of the garrison, with the exception of the governor, whose life was
saved, much at the intercession of M. de Langlade, a Canadir • gentleman, who
was esteemed by the savages."—W. II. Smith's Canada, Sfc; Bibaud's Hist, of
Canada, ii, 17-18. The former relates the event, without assigning a date, and
makes a French garrison to be the victims of Pontiac's guile ; the latter assigns

the above date, which, if correct, proves that the garrison must have been British
;

for M. de Vaudreuil, before he left Canada, sent orders to Belestre, the last

French commandant of the fort, to give it up to Major Rogers, a partisan ofiBcer

of some note in his day.

—

B.
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started with a subscriplionlist of only 150 names, was, for a long time,

a repertory of events merely, without political comments, which, as the

printers of it were commanded to abstain from, there cannot be obtained

in searchinj^ its early files, even a glimpse of public opinion during the

remainder of the 17th century.

Meanwhile the British parliament passed a fiscal measure sure to cause

an intense sensation among the old colonists, and which became the means

of aruiingthe people of the Anglo-American provinces against their mother

country. Under a pretext that the late war had obliged the British

people to contract great debts, the provincials were to be taxed without

their consent ; and a stamp duty, with other imposts, were enacted in

regard of all the colonists of British America. The whole thirteen prov-

inces protested against the new tax. The Canadians and Nova Scotians

remained passive upon the occasion.

When this matter took a still more serious turn, the British ministry

was forced to follow less oppressive courses in Canada. The instructions

sent for its governance were modified, and the chief nien in place were

changed for other functionaries. In 17G6, brigadier-general Carleton

was appointed lieutenant-governor, along with a new chief-justice (Hay)

and a new attorney-general (Maseres) ; the latter was descended from a

Huguenot family settled in England. Carleton was Murray's successor

;

but Major Irving, after the latter's departure, performed ad interim the

gubernatorial duties. One of Carleton's earliest official acts was to erase

Irving's name from the council roll, and that of surgeon Mabane, another

councillor favored by Murray. One Gluck, recorder in the common

pleas, was cashiered for extortion about the same time. These changes

were of good augury.

For a long time ere the present, the Canadians had been complaining

to the British heme authorities ; but nothing short of an apprehension

of what might betide from the serious troubles arising in the neighboring

colonies would have caused British ministers to deviate from the usual

polity pursued in Canada. They now transmitted the memorials of the

Canadians to the Board of Trade, by which these were submitted to the

attorney-general (Yorke) and the solicitor-general (Dc Grey). Pending

official reports thereupon, tlie governmental ordinance of 17(34 was dis-

claimed by an order of privy council, and another was substituted giving the

Canadians a right to act as jurymen in specified cases j also allowing

Canadian advocates to plead, under certain restrictions.

The report of the above-mentioned English crown-lawyers v;as presented

in April 1766. The writers admitted the defectiveness of the system of

1764, and reputed the evils resultant therefrom to two chief causes

:
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:

namely, 1, administration of justice in new forms and a foreign language,

without the concurrence of the Gallic Canadians, who in the courts un.

derstood neither the pleas .advanced, nor the decisions pronounced—the

judges and barristers not speaking French, and most clients not compre-

hending English. This was found oppressive ; as parties to suits were

exposed to the evil chances of ignorance and corruption, or, what was

nearly tantamount, they had no confidence in the enlightenment and

probity of the English judges and practitioners. 2. The alarm caused

by the interpretation given to the proclamation of 17G3, an interpretation

which induced a belief that the intention of the government whs

to abolish the established jurisprudence of the colony. The [apparent]

reason for abolishing which was not so much to extend the [supposed]

advantages of English laws to the Canadians, or to protect more

efficaciously their persons, property, and franchises, as to impose upon

them, without any necessity therefor, arbitrary and novel rules, which

would tend to confound and subvert rights instead of supporting them.

Messrs. Yorke and de Grey also expressed their general approval of a

new system of judicature proposed by the lords commissioners, one point

being excepted. The latter wished to divide the province into three

districts, and to establish a court of chancery, composed of the governor

and his council ; which chancery should also be a court of appeal its

decisions being liable to revision by the privy council of the king. Second,

a supreme court, composed of a chief justice and three puisne judges, one

of them, at least, to be cognizant of the French language and laws ; it

being held incumbent on all of them to confer, from time to time with

the most able Canadian advocates, in order to inform themselves of the

olden jurisprudence.

After recommending the nomination of some Canadians to the magis-

tracy, the reporters, on the understanding that the laws of England were

to be retained, observed, " It is a maxim of the law of nations, to allow

the old laws of a vanciuished people to subsist at least, till their conquer-

ors substitute new, while it is oppressive and violent to change, suddenly,

the laws of any country
;
hence wise conquerors, after having provided

for the material security of their acquisitions, will innovai., slowly, and

let their new subjects retain all such usages as are indifferent in their

nature, especially those which regard the rights of property. In the case of

Canada, cautious policy is especially needed, it being a great country, long

in possession of French colonists and improved by them Wo cannot

introduce among them, at one stroke, English laws of property, with its

forms of conveyancing, alienation, fines, its modes of shaping deeds and
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interpreting contracts, or our laws of succession, without committing

manifest wrong, or, at least, occasioning the greatest confusion. English-

men, who buy property in Canada, both can and should conform themselves

to the laws regarding it therein, even as they already conform, in other

parts of the empire outside of England, to local law and practice. English

judges sent to Canada may easily, with the help of able Canadian practi-

tioners, become acquainted with its laws, and be guided in their decisions

by the legal practice they find established
;
just as, in the Channel Islands,

our judges decide according to the legislation of Normandy." Finally,

the reporters advised that the Gallo-Canadian laws, for civil procedure,

should be restored, and proposed that the judges should make rules for

the guidance of all the functionaries in the various courts.

Ignoring the considerations of enlightened policy upon which the render-

ings of the crown-lawyers were founded, their recommendations were not

adopted. The home government, next year, directed Carleton to form a

commission of inquiry r^arding the administration of justice in the

colony, A prolonged investigation took place, which merely served to con-

firm what was already too apparent,—the incurable faultiness of the exist-

ing system ; the most able lawyer not being able to find his way out of a

labyrinth of legal uncertainty and perplexed practice. The proposals for

curing the evil only tended to embarrass the authorities who had the power

of applying a remedy. The favorite idea always recurred of dividing

the province into three districts. It was proposed to appoint, in each of

those an English chief judge along with a Canadian assistant-judge, to

explain the law, but not to decide it ; a sheriff, and a public prosecutor.

Several expedients were adduced for putting an end to the prevailing in-

certitude, in legal practice ; but the suggestors did not venture to intimate

a distinct preference for either English or French jurisprudence per se.

Thus it was proposed, either to compile a new code, and abolish both

English and French legism ; or to restore the latter, yet to engraft upon

it those parts of English criminal law the most favorable to personal free-

dom ; or, lastly, to establish the laws of England, with exceptional

leanings toward the accustomed laws and usages among the Gallo-Cana-

dians. The governor-general did not recommend any of those expedients,

in his report to the ministry, but proposed the adoption of a system more

conformable to Canadian wishes ; namely, that English criminal procedure

and penality should supersede French, and that the old civil laws of the

colony should be restored without any modification. Chief-justice Hay

and Attorney-general Maseres each made a report on the subject ; in which

they advised the retention of all the old colonial laws concerning tenure
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of land, alienations, dowry, inheritance, and distribution of the property

of persons dying intestate.

The whole of those reports, with their appendices, were transmitted to

England. In 1770, the members of privy council, to whom they had

been submitted, referred them to a special committee of their own num-

ber; which select body, after deliberating on the documents before them,

and taking into consideration a report on the subject made by the lords'

commissioners in 17G9, also petitions from the Canadians,—the committee

of privy council rccoujmcndod, we say, that all the papers should be placed

in the hands of the king's advocate (Marriott), the attorney-general

(Thurlow), and the solicitor-general (Wedderburne), with orders to

compile a civil code, and a criminal code suitable to the colony's wants

;

hinting that, as thegovernor-goneral was then in London, advantage should

be taken of his presence to call him into council on the occasion. General

Carleton, in eflfect, had gone to England, along with M. de Lotbinic^re, to

be examined on the affairs of C;inada; leaving M. Cramahe president of

the executive council, as chief, /)ro tem., of the colonial administration.

Messrs. Hay and Maseres were also summoned to London.

The three English crown lawyers above named, two of whom became

lord chancellors, finished their labors as official referees, in 1772-78.

Two of the reports, severally accordant in all but minor points, arrived

at a common conclusion, if by different routes ; but in the third report

(that of the king's advocate) a conclusion diametrically opposite was come

to.

Marriott opined, that a representative assembly was unfitted for an

uneducated people, ' even though a Jesuits' college was established among

them." What the colony needed, he urged, was a legislative council, the

members to be crown nminces and all protcstatits—not composed of

catholics partly, as the Bomd of Trade suggested. He proposed that

English criminal law and practice should be maintained; but that the

use of the French language, in legal procedure, might be tolerated ; also

that all public acts ought to be promulgated in French as well as English.

In terms of the 36th article of the Capitulation of Montreal, he admitted,

that the British were bound to respect the property and laws covered by

the terms employed in its stipulations : by consequence, land tenure as

then existent, with everything thereunto appertaining, ought to be

upholden
;
the silence of the Treaty of Versailles did not, infercntially,

annul said article 36, because the latter formed part of a national paction

concluded by the British with the people of another country, certain

demands being accorded, on condition that the latter should cease all

further resistance.
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Yet, while thus recognizing the validity of the titles to wliich the

Canadians trusted, Marriott declared that the British parliament* had a

right to change their laws : a most illogical conclusion from the premises,

and stultifying his own argument. Supposing the " coutwne (jurispru-

dence) of Paris" were to be restored, Marriott was for changing its name

to coutume du Canada, to efface from the minds of the Gallo-Canadians

any lingering attachment they might otherwise cherish for their mother

country ;
and, with the same intent perhaps, he proposed to change parts

of the (obnoxiously named) coutume, and assimilate it to English law,

since all ought to tend towards anglification, and foster protestantism.

Again : if Catholicism were to be admitted, i. c, recognized as lawfully

existing, ce;'*ain doctrines of it ought to be renounced or disavowed, for

its professors in Canada had no superior rights to those in Britain. No
catholic bishop was wanted (he thought) for the colony : the diocese could

be governed by a grand-vicar, whom the cathedral chapter and the pari;h

clergy might elect to perform episcopal functions, or an ecclesiastical

superintendent [with nobody to superintend], to be nominated by the

king [George IIIJ, might be vested with the faculty, but no other power,

of ordaining to the priesthood. Marriott was for abolishing all the

religious communities, both of males and females, as soon as their sur-

viving members died out ; their estates and revenues to be restored to the

crown, and afterwards employed in educating all the young without dis-

tinction of communions ; chief parochial clergy {cur6s) not to be removable

at will ; lastly, he would allow the chapter of Quebec to continue, although

the Board of Trade wished its abolition.

The chapter, however, soon died out of itself, for all the canons

remaining in the country were aged men ; and the bishop nominated no

others, under the pretext that there were not enough priests
;
that it was

difficult to get them, in the parishes, to hold capitular assemblies; and

that the episcopal treasury, deprived of its best revenues by the conquest,

could not bear the cost attendant on maintaining such a body. Marriott

advised the keeping it up if only for the purpose of enabling the government

to bestow canonries upon such piiests as were zealous for British interests.

His report closed with recommendations to forbid all religious proces-

sioning in the streets ; to relegate the estates of St. Sulpicc seminary to

the crown domain ; to cause all (obligatory) church festivals to cease,

• " Piirlement imperial" is tlie term used, here and elsewhere, by M. Garneau
;

but the British legislature did not become an "Imperial" parliament till Jan.

1, 1801 ; when the incorporating union with Ireland first came into operation.

—B.
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except those of Good-Friday and Christinas ; the tithes to be levied as

then, but handed to the rcceiver-f^encral for distribution in equal propor-

tions, between t'le members of the protestant clergy and those of the

catholic clergy who should subscribe to the doctrines of the Anglican

Church. [?] In fine, Marriott's system was just that imposed on Ire-

land ; for tyranny may be exercised in the name of God and religion, as

well as on the plea of necessity. The lords-commissioners of the Board

of Trade liad already made the same suggestion
;

adding, that the

existing ecclesiastical edifice ought to accommodate all, by alternating the

respective services, Anglican and Catholic : a double use of them which

Marriott thought unsuitable, except for the parochial churches in the

towns. General Murray had received an order, previously, to admit

protestant ministers to the collation of urban benefices j but, from policy

had not put it in execution.

In the whole of his report, Marriott dropped no word, breathed no

wish, for any amelioration of the lot of the Canadians : it was one con-

tinued call of proscription against their usages, their laws, their religion :

his hostility being restrained, in some few particulars only, by certain

rules of prudence or necessity, but which he could not help recognising

for the moment ; in expectancy, however, that their non-observation some

day should become possible, and hence justifiable also.

golicitor-general Wedderburne (afterwards lord-chancellor Loughbor-

ough) was guided in his report by principles of a liigher and more phil-

osophic order ; and manifested far more equity and moderation in his pro-

posals. He expatiated upon the twofold subject of the government and

religion of French Canada ; because, in his opinion, those being intimate-

ly connected, they were to be taken into primary account for properly

determining what its future civil and criminal laws ought to be : and

while pronouncing that it would be imprudent to grant the Canadians a

representative constitution, he intimated that they had rights which oufht
to have, but had not been respected : and that an equitable government

ought to be ensured to them. " The government established after the

treaty of 1763," he observed, "was neither military nor civil; it evi-

dently was not made or meant to endure. A council ought to be formed

with power to make ordinances for the proper government of the country,

but not with power to impose taxes, a right which the British parliament

should be bound to reserve to itself alone. Free exercise of the catholic

religion ought to be allowed
; but in temporal things, no potency incom-

patible with the sovereignty of the king or the authority of his govern-

ment, ought to be allowed to interpose between rulers and ruled—such as
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the ecclepinstical jurisdiction of Iloiuc. The parish clergy ought to be

irremovable, ami their collation to benefices rightly vested in the crown.

Conf'raternitieH of rellgimx ought to be abolished, but communities of

rdigiiiisen had better be tolerated." The civil code of France, and the

criminal laws of England with modifications—n system of mixed judi-

cature (almost the same as that the executive council recommended)

—

were approrved of for Canada by Wedderburne ; who advised that, while

the prejudices of neither the Canadians nor British immigrants should

be entirely disregarded, " yet still," he added, " for policy's sake, more

attention is due to the Canadian than to British immigrants, not only

because the former are more numerous, but because it is not for the in-

terest of Britain that many of her natives should settle in Canada."

Finally, he urged, that " every Canadian also has a claim, in justice, to

as much of his ancient laws regarding private rights, as is not inconsist-

ent with the principles of his new government ; for, as property is by the

former secured to him, which it defines, creates, and modifies, that much

must be retained : otherwise property is reduced to the mere possession

of what one can personally enjoy.

Attorney-general (afterwards Lord) Thurlow, although reputed to be

more of a conservative than a liberal in his political opinions, and thus

likely to be hostile to colonial freedom, yet showed himself to be the most

generous of Britain's political legists to the Canadians. Without making

special recommendations in their behalf, he embodied in his report more

elevated and just principles than those of any otlier British statesman of

his day. Sustaining cogent arguments by that sage philosophy which

repudiates the law of force and recognizes the claims of justice and rea-

son, he appealed to such sympathies as human nature has for the oppressed

and detestation of their oppressors, while vindicating all that was just,

humane, and politic in the proposals which had been made, subsequent

to the yeai 1764, on the subject of the form of government, the religious

system, and the laws best suited for Canada.

After passing in review those schemes, and tin sever 1 changes which

were wished to be introduced, along with the conflicting opinions exist-

ing even upon the fundamental principles involved, he intimated, that,

although he did not km^w how his Majesty meant to act in the matter,

and, consequently, that he (Thurlow) was not warranted to make any

special proposition, yet he would not quite abstain from indicating the

course which ought to be followed, if the accustomed legislation of Canada

were to be properly dealt with. He reasoned thus :

—

** The Canadians seem to have been strictly entitled by the jus gentium

to their property, as they possessed it upon the capitulation and treaty of
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peace, to«i;etherwlth all its((unlitiea and incidents, by tenure or otherwise.

and also to their personal liberty
; for both which they were to expect

your Majesty's gracious protection.

" It seems a necessary consequence that all those laws by which that

property was created, defined, and secured must be continued to them.

To introduce any other, as Mr. Yorke and Mr. De Grey emphatically

expressed it, tends to confound and subvert rights, instead of supporting

them.

" When certain forms of civil justice have long been established,

people have had frequent occasions to feel themselves, and observe in

others, the actual coercion of the law in matters of debt and other engage-

ments in dealings, and also in the recompense for all sorts of wrongs.

The force of these examples goes still further, and stamps an inipression

on the current opinion of men, and puts an actual check on their deal-

ings ;
and those who never heard of the examples or the laws which pro-

duced them, yet acquire a kind of traditional knowledge of the legal

effects and consequences of their transactions, sufficient, and withal

absolutely necessary, for the common affairs of private life. It is easy to

imagine what infinite disturbance it would create, to introduce new and

unknown measures of justice, doubt and uncertainty in each transaction,

with attendant disappointment or loss for consequences.

" The same kind of observation applies with still greater force against

a change of the criminal law, in proportion as the examples are more

striking and the consequences more important. Th^ general consterna-

tion which must follow upon the circumstance of being suddenly subjected

to a new system of criminal law, cannot soon be appeased by the looseness

or mildness of the code.

" From these observations, I draw it as a co isequence, that new sub-

jects acquired by conquest have a right to expec from the benignity and

justice of their conqueror the continuance of all ibeir old laws, and they

seem to have no less reason to expect it from his wisdom. It must, I

think, be the interest of the conqueror to leave his new subjects in the

utmost degree of private tranquillity and personal security, and in the

fullest persuasion of their reality, without introducing needless occasion

of complaint and displeasure, and disrespect for their own sovereign.

He seems also, to provide better for the public peace und order, by

leaving them in the habit of obedience to their accustomed laws, than by

undertaking the harsher task of compelling a new obedience to laws

unheard of before. And if the old system happens to be more perfect

than anything which invention can hope to substitute on the sudden,

the scale sinks quite down in its favor."

»l;

Pim
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Tliurlow said in concluHion :
" Although tho foregoing observations

nhouKl be thought just, as a general idea, yet circuinstaneeH may he

supposed under which it would admit some exceptions and (|uulificationH.

Tho cotKjueror succeeded to the sovereignty in a title at least as full and

strong as the con(|uered can set up to their private rights and ancient

usages. Hence wo infer the legality of evory change in the form of

goverinncnt which the con(|ueror finds essentially necessary to establish

his sovereign authority and assure the obedience of his subjects. Thi.s

might {)()ssibly produce some alteration in the laws, especially those which

relate to crimes against the state, religion, revenue, and other articles of

police, and in the i'orni of magistracy. IJut it would also follow, that such a

change should not be made without some such actual and cogent necessity,

which real wisdom could not overlook or neglect ; not that ideal necessity

which ingenious speculation may always create by possible supposition,

remote inference, and forced argument; not the necessity of assimilating

a concjuered country, in the articles of law and government, to the metro-

I>olitan state, or to the older provinces which other accidents attached

to the empire, for tho sake of creating a harmony and uniformity in the

several parts of that empire, unattainable, and, as I think, useless if it

could be attained : not the necessity of stripping from a lawyer's argu-

ment all resort to tho learned decisions of the Parliament of Paris, for

fear of keeping up the historical idea of the origin of foreign laws : not

the necessity of gratifying the unprincipled and impracticable expecta-

tions of those few among your Majesty's subjects * who may accidentally

resort thither and expect to find in force the several laws of all the diiferent

places from which they came ; nor, according to my simple judgment,

does any species of necessity exist, that I have heard urged, for abolish-

ing the laws and government of Canada." In presence of tho troubles

in the thirteen Anglo-American provinces, this reporter's cogent represen-

tations and sarcastic logic powerfully aided the Canadian cause.

The king's privy council, by the year 1773, had placed before it all

these reports, &c. During nine years, Britain had been casting nbout

on all sides, for means of justification, in the eyes of other nations, and

to satisfy the public conscience, for abolishing the laws and religion which

she had sworn^ in treaties, to maintain for the Canadians. The justice

due to them, as pointed out by Thurlow, would have had no effective

• Therefore merely intimated here, that the expectations of the parties alluded

to wore founded on no reasonable basis ; whereas, by mis-translating his actual

words thus, "les esp6rences impossible de cette poign6e d'Ang\a,\s dipourvus de

tout priiKipe,' M. Garneau has put a gloss upon thorn of an unfair character.

—B.
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it represen-

rccognition, and Canada would have pn«sod under the yoke of a handful

of aliftiH, with a religion iind lan},'uaj,'(!, laws and usages differing in toto

from those of its people, hut for the ihiwnings of the Anieriean revolts.

The British government deferred, till the year 1774, yielding the points

at issue ; and it may be said tliat tlio revolution whieh saved the fr»;edom

of the United States, obliged (treat Britain to leave the Canadians tho

enjoyment of their institutions and laws; in other words, to aet justly by

them, in order to be able to retain for lierself at least one province in

the New World.

For some time previously, the patience of the natives and the violence

of the English party of Canadian residents,—among the latter of whom

Americanism was not (|uitc absent,—formed a contrast which called up

serious reflection in the British ministerial mind. The British filled all

our municipal offices; and the magistrates of Montreal, as turbulent as

the rest of their compatriots, had been r,unimoned to appear before the

governor and executive council at Quebec, to answer certain accu.sations

made against them. One of them, named Walker, far from excusing

himself, protested against the whole proceeding, so much in the American

style, that the colonial attorney-general (Suckling) characterised his

audacity as criminal.

The Canadians, on their side, never slackened in their eiforts to escape

from tlie oppression under which they groaned. They complained to the

government against the tyrannical and odious modes of corporation rule

in Montreal. The executive council was constrained to write (July 12,

17G0), to the magistrates of Montreal district, that it appeared, from

facts, become too notorious to be denied, that the king's subjects generally,

the French-Canadians more especially, were made the daily objects of

suffering and oppression to an intolerable extent, and which, acting for

the public interest, the government could no longer tolerate. A multitude

of abuses were attributed to those magistrates ; for example, they were

accused of ** circulating papers in the different parishes signed by only

one justice of the peace, to be filled up afterwards, under the form of

writs, summons, arrests, taking property in execution, or other purposes,

according to the circumstances of each case ; the parties entrusted with

serving such irregular documents not being proper officers : a practice so

illegal in itself, so pernicious in its consequences, and so dishonoring to

the magistrates who authorized it, that the governor and council were

unwilling to believe that such practices could exist, till the proofs brought

forward left no room for doubt about the matter."

The governor directed a committee of council to make an inquest on

the subject ; which reported, Sept. 11, 1769, that the unduly extensive
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poworfi over rcnl ostntc f»rantcd to justicoH nf th(? piaco by the ordinnnoc

of 1704, )iad been exerciHcd in an arbitrary and opprcsHive niainuT, cHpe-

oinlly in Montreal district ; that the inaj^'iHtrateH thereof had exeeeded

their powers in many oases, and taken upon themselves a jurisdistion not

a88ifj;ned them by tlu; royal will, and never entrusted to any tribunal

judi^in^ summarily ; that one magistrate, in purtiuular, had assumed an

authority conferred only upon a (luorum of three justices sittinj^ in

quarter sessions; that owinf- to an omission in decreeinj^, the mafj^istratCH

exercised a danj^erous authority, the result of which had been to fill the

prison with the unfortunate, and bring their families to want. Finally,

that the authority arro^'atcd by those maf^istrates of sellinj:; landed estate

at the lowest price, or else arbitrarily incarcerating debtors when insolvent,

were acts of the most oppressive nature.

The committee of council recommended that the portion of the ordi-

nance of 17G4 which gave justices of peace the right of deciding ques-

tions affecting real estate, should bo abrogated ; that each justice of the

common pleas should sit and adjudge in cases when the chose litigated

did not exceed £10 sterling value; lastly, that no writ of bodily caption

or of seizure and sale, should take eifect in any case where the amount

of debt and costs, collectively, did not exceed 40 piastres.

A time was arriving when the English government, better informed

of the true interests of Great Britain, was about to announce a change

of policy and make known the course it intended to follow in the

affairs of Canada. The disputes with the New Englandors and other

provincials becoming more violent daily, this circumstance became a most

urgent reason for dealing more tenderly with the Canadians. The

governor-general favored that course of action ; he believed that the

surest means for acquiring the confidence of our race was, to restore

French jurisprudence. He had often evinced a desire that the Coutume

de Paris should be regularized, and reduced to a form better suited to

the colony's wants. In this view, he now called in aid several native

practitioners, such as Messrs. Cugner (seignior of St. Etienne), Jucherau,

Pressard, and others, who were charged with the difficult task. Their

labors having been revised, in England, by Marriott, Thurlow, and

Weddcrburne, were published in duplicate (French and English), under

this title :
" Abstract of those parts of the [juridical] customs of the

viscounty and provostship of Paris, which were received and practised

in the province of Quebec in the time of the French government ; drawn

up, by a select committee of Canadian gentlemen well skilled in the laws

of France and that province, by desire of the Hon. Guy Carleton, Esq.,

captain-general and governor-in-chief of the said province. London : 1773."

'^«
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The ultra-piirty for Canadian proncription were furioun on hcing

made uwaro of tlie new polity of the home government, and set up loud

crie« against it. MuHeren, who returned to London, three or four years

previously,* and was appointed a jud;:;*' in exehequer, beciime the confi-

dant and ag(?nt of this party, lie, whom the; Canadians l»ad regarded aH

one of their protectors when he first came among them ;
this man, descen-

ded from a family which religious fanatieisin had proscribed in France,

conscntixl to become, like Marriott, an advocate of the Canadian proscrip-

tionists in his adopted country; and, in our affairs, played a doul)le part

which liistory has not yet cleared up. On one hand, in a report on

Canadian matters published while their regulation was iHjnding, he

made a favorable review of the French laws ; and during interviews

with those charged to press their restitution, he defended the Canadian

cause (according to Du Calvet) with great warmth
;
on the other hand,

among numerous papers printed under his direction, forming several

volumes, if he did not manifest entire hostility to our civil and religious

institutions, ho showed little zeal for the preservation of those conditions

which seemed so essential to their well-being. Among other contradic-

tions, one party, seeking for a soluHon of this enigma in his voluminous

writings, and especially in the " Canadian Freeholder," may think that

he wished to load the fanatics whom he served—by a chain of reasonings

which they did not see the end of, but by .which they could not help being

bound—to a conclusion often the opposite of that they wished to arrive

at : while another party can only see, in his contradictions, the under-

hand dealings of an intriguer or a traitor.-"' However this may be,

• Canadian Attorney-general Musereg <liil not leave finally till 1773, the year

when he was appointed cursitor baron of the court of exchequer. He died at

Reig'ate in Surrey, May 19, 1824, aged 92 and some months.

—

B.

t The memory of Francis Maseres is still fragrant in England
;
thus it will

be something novel for the few survivors among the many who knew and honored

him while living, to find him thus stigmatized as a double-dealer, and even

denounced as a traitokI While reproducing the French passage, in Saxon

vernacular, we cannot help expressing some surprise that any respectable author,

candidly writing as ho would wish to bo written of, should deliberately or

heedlessly build so heavy a charge on such light foundations against one of the

highest-minded legists of his age and country,—against the intimate friend and

earnest coadjutor of Sir Samuel Romilly, that other enlightened and most

philanthropic of all legislators (in whoso v?ins, too, as in Maseres', there circu-

lated the V'jst blood of two noble races) • In disparagement, we say, of Baron

Maseres, t iend of the genial-minded Charles Lamb, and patron of the great-

hearted Thomas Noon Talfourd, names united in life and death, both "to

England's memory dear." No 1 we caoaot believe that the man veuerated la life
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Mascrcs informed those persons whose representative he was [?] of the

coming decisions of the home government. At this news, noting the

turn affairs were taking, and learning the king's desire to attach the

Canadians to his rule while the contest for independence was prcfnring

in America, the protestant party in Canada thought the time was

come for making vigorous demonstrations, and demanding at last the ful-

filment of the promisos, made in 1763, of constituting a representative

government in the colony. In this view, several meetings were called, at

the first of which forty persons attended. The associators nominated

two committees of their body, one for Quebec, the other for Montreal ; and

they invited the French Canadians to join with them in obtaining the

boon desiderated. But the English ultra party used dissimulation, on the

capital point of religion, in its proceedings. The representative assembly,

convoked by General Murray iu 1764, never acted, because the catholic

deputies would not subscribe the oath of abjuration, and persons other-

wise eligible as members for onother, feared that the same test would be

applied again : thus subjecting them virtually to Anglican political ostra-

cism. As in the petition to the crown for calling a free assembly,

nothing was said in the foregoing regard. The catholics, cognizant as

they were of protostant wishes although not expressed, d^^manded that

any memori;il they were willing to subscribe should embody a request for

catholics as well as protestant deputies being called to sit in the proposed

colonial parliament. The petitioners, thus forced to intimate their

intents, refused to join in the demand : and it was owing to this refusal

that the Canadians who really desired to see a representative government

established, generally if not universally declined to proceed any further

in the matter. Some few, perhaps, would have concurred ; but most

others absolutely refused, persuaded as they now were, more th' ever,

that the aim of the chief petitioners was to maintain the principle of

exclusion, while yet profiting by the subscription of catholic names: a

persuasion which the events justified, since Maseres, acting afterwards in

by such as these, was or could be a " traitor ;" or even would condescend to be

the sordid agent of any selfish party.

Baron Maseres had the reputation, which no such " railing accusation " a§ the

above is likely to impair, of being a single-hearted and self-denying, as well as

a most accomplished man. He spent his inherited fortune and acquired income,

mostly in acts of public utility and private kindness. His munificence, in both

regards, seemed, in fact, to know no bounds, as the present writer has been

assured by some who had personal experience of his worth. A regard for Jus-

tice to the memory of the great and good departed has alone dictated these

lines.

—

B. •
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this refusal

iescead to be

name of the same party, opposed himself to the admission of catholics

into the legislative council established by the act of 1774.*

After catholic refusals, the protcstants addressed memorials to M.

Cramah^, lieutenant-governor,f asking him t< onvoke an assembly of

representatives. He replied, that the demand was of too important a

nature for him or the council to concede ; but he would transmit it to those

members of the British cabinet who took charge of colonial affairs. The

protcstants, obliged to act without catholic aid, drew up a petition, on

their own behalf, in the matter, and sent it to London, for presentation

to the king. It bore 148 signatures only ; two of the subscribers being

Canadian-born protcstants ; and it demanded, in general terms, the con-

vocation of a representative assembly. The petitioners, at the same time,

addressed a memorial to Lord Dartmouth, colonial secretary, asking his

influence in their favor ; and intimating that the <iolonial administration

passed ordinances opposed (in principle) to the law of England; that the

country lack ad protestant ministers; that the Quebec seminary had opened

classes for the education of the young ; and that (more alarming still
!)

only catholic teachers were employed therein. These remonstrants wrote,

also, to the chief merchants of London, to engage them to take up the

cause pleaded for ; while in the province itself, councillor Finlay was so

strong for anglification, that, some years afterwards (1782), he proposed

to establish English schools in the different parishes, and to prohibit the

use of French in the law courts after a certain term of years.

Meanwhile, in presence of such hostility among the English colonists

against the catholics, the British ministry did not venture to give a

representative assembly to Canada. For the moment, they limited the

mutations in contemplation to a legislative council, to be nominated by

the king. Then Maseres suggested that it should be composed of 'U irre-

movable members ; that it should assemble only after public convocation
;

proposing to allow the members to initiate laws, and to vote at discretion,

* This assumption is illogical; and, tried by the rules of constitutional law,

involves a direct non sequitur. The choice of a catholic, made by catholics, for

their representative, is an act which British legislation, either home or colonial,

does not, cannot prevent; but the selection of catholic members for a delibera-

tive and executive council, by a protestant government, is a measure of a
different, and would be considered by many {was by Maseres, perhaps) of a
compromising character.

—

B.

t Mr. Cramahe being, not lieut.-governor, as we have seen, but merely /oc«7/i

tenens during the absence of Sir Guy Carleton, it was strangely absurd to proffer

such a request to one who, even if he had been the chief functionary whose
place he temporarily filled, had no power to grant it.

—

B.
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but without a right to impose taxes. Lastly, to admit into it protestants

only.

While the protestant party thus demanded bondage for the catholics,

the latter never ceased trying to remove English prejudices against them
;

prejudices which their enemies sought ever to envenom by their writings

and discourses. They also had their eyes directed to what was passing

in the neighboring provinces. They could judge correctly of their situa-

tion and of the mother country's American interests, as is proved in a

Memoir cited in the Introduction to this work. That production exposed,

with great force of logic, that if Britain were anxious to keep Canada,

she ought to accord to its people all the rights of freemen ; that she ought

to favor its religion, and not to undermine it by a destructive system of

exclusiveness ; and that there was no real religious liberty for catholics,

if, in order to enjoy secular franchises, they were obliged to renounce or

tamper with their faith.

A number of French Canadians, on their part, held meetings ; and,

December 1773, signed a petition to the king, asking for the restitution

of their ancient laws, and claiming the rights, and privileges of other

British subjects. This demand, which passed for an expression of the

sentiments of a majority of theGallo-Canadiaus, yet was subscribed only

by a few of the seigniors and some burgesses of the towns. There ia

reason to believe that the clergy concurred in the views of the petitioners,

although, as is their wont, if they did make similar applications, they

made them apart. The masses did not stir at all in the business ; and a

belief (once current) that certain remonstrances then made in their name

were actually theirs, is quite unfounded : they made no demonstrations

whatever. In the depth of their distrust, they believed, with reason, tha,t

they would obtain no concessions from Britain ; since the whig or libe-

ral party—although that which, through its parliamentary leaders, Britons

usually relied on for obtaining redress of the wrongs of the subject

—

was the political section which called out most loudly for the abolition of

everything French in Canada, scarcely even excepting their religion.

Our people, therefore, let the petitioning ooigniors and their friends

demand, unsanctioned from the home government and legislature, what

they would have asked for themselves ; the seigniors, on the other hand,

hoping that their cause ought to meet with some sympathy in the tory

party which possessed most political power, and w as formed chiefly of the

privileged classes in Britain, whose compeers, in some sort, our colonial

feudalry were.

UL r=2=
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The language of the latter, in their address to the throne, was redolent

of profound respect. They at least did not seek, they said, to despoil the

protestant townspeople of their rights, while seeking their own freedom

;

they did not crave the proscription of an entire race, because its religion

was not the same : all that the Canadians wished to enjoy, said they, like

tiie other subjects of his Majesty, were their rights and immunities a&

Britons : which the common law of England, indeed, assigned them. This

requisitory was accompanied with a memorial in which the applicants

claimed a right to participate in all public employments, military and civil,

a claim against which Maseres, in name of his party [?], had strongly

pronounced. They took occasion to remark, also, that the Canadian

limitary parallel of latitude 45° N., being fixed at 45 miles only from

Montreal, straitened the province on that side, and deprived it of its best

lands; that western Canada embracing the regions about Detroit and

Michilimakinac, ought to be restored to eastern Canada as far down as

the left bank of the Mississippi, for the needs of the peltry trade ; and

that the Labrador seaboard ought to revert to Canada likewise, for the

sake of its fisheries there. The applicants added, that the colony, through

the calamities of war, famine, disease, and other adverse vicissitudes it had

long to sustain, was not in a state to repay the cost of its government,

and still less able to be at the charge of maintaining an elective assembly

;

that a numerous council, composed of British and Canadian members,

would be far more suitable in present circumstances : lastly, the applicants

expressed a hope that their suit would be received with all the more favor,

as the Gallo-Canadians possessed more than 5-6ths of the seigniories,

and almost all the copyhold lands.

The disclamation of a desire for a representative assembly, has since

been made a matter of reproach against the subscribers to the above

petition. But, seeing that it was impossible to obtain a legislature ia

which, (accordant to the British constitution itself, as it then stood)

catholics would be eligible for election to seats ; those requisitionists acted

wisely, while seeking the preservation of their religion and laws, to demand,

simply, a legislative council of royal nomination. What advantage, in

effect, could the Canadians have derived from an elective assembly,

whence they were excluded ? from a conclave sure to be composed of the

declared foes of their language and all their dearest institutions ; from

men, in fine, who, at that very time, willed to quite deprive them of pv >
lie employment; and who would, without doubt, have signalized the

advent of a representative system by the proscription of all that was dearest

and most venerable amongst men,—religion, la\/, and nationality ?
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The demands of the parties were met as favorably as could have been

expected, considering the circumstances in which Britain was then placed
;

and those conceded served as bases for the law of 1774 ; which formed

part of a plan far more vast, since it was meant for all British America.

The growing power of the thirteen Anglo-American provinces was

becoming more and more redoubtable to their mother country : and a due

consideration of the determined antagonistic attitude they now assumed,

will further develop the true motives for the unwonted concessionary policy

of the British government at this time.

The lieutenant-governor, M. Cramah^, in 1772, tolerated che consecra-

tion of a coadjutor to the catholic bishop ; the burden of the episcopate,

in so wide a diocese, being too great for one prelate to bear : this alone

constrained M. Briand to asic for a helper. M. d'Esglis, born in Quebec

A. D. 1710, was elected, by a capitulary act of the chapter, in 1770, but

the difficulties attending this nomination caue'^d a delay of two years

before it took full effect. These being at length surmounted, by the

aid of Governor Carleton, Clement XIV, with the assent of the king,

granted the requisite bulls of confirmation ; and the coaujutor-elect was

recognized, Jan. 22, 1772, as Bishop of Dorylaeum, i':. part, inf.^ with

right of succession to the see of Quebec.

The chapter of Quebec became extinct soon afterwards. Its latest

capitulary act took place in 1773, and the last surviving canon died in

1776.

Meantime, despite the ardent wishes of Britain for the extinction of

Catholicism (such is the inconstancy of all mundane things!) that the

Jesuits, driven out of Paraguay, and expelled from France ever since the

year 1762, still maintained their position in Canada; and it required a

papal decree, issued in 1773, to abolish that order in our country. It was

Bot till this took place, that the British government thought ofappropriating

their estates : forgetting, as it did, that the Jesuits were only the deposi-

taries of that property, since it had been given to them by the kings of

France for educating the people, and the instruction of the i;::vages, of

New France.

The same administrator, M. Cramahd, also recommended, in 1773, the

home government to treat the Canadians with liberality and justice in

religious matters ; and Lord Dartmouth promised to follow a generous

course with them (in all things). By way of consoling the party bent on

proscription, Maseres wrote to its members, that he " hoped the colonists

would be more happy, in six or seven years' time, under the government

established by the act of 1774, than under the influence of an assembly. .

.

"

composed of catholics.

i-! J
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It was in the year 1776, that the government, true to its first instincts,

transformed the Jesuits' college into barracks for the garrison of Quebec.

These good fathers had been obliged to discharge their pedagogues during

the siege of 1759 ; and were not able to re-open the primary schools after

the war was over. In 1778, the government took possession of the

episcopal residence, granting in compensation, however, a yearly allowance

of £150 to the bishop.

The past acts of the reigning powers (upon the whole) allowed of no

favorable augury as to their dispositions in our regard for the future ; and

they allowed it to be understood that it was only pressure of external

circumstances which constrained the British ministry to abate the rigor

of their system of colonial polity, trusting to obtain thereby the good

graces of the Canadians j the concessions made for special purposes being

fairly attributable neither to the high principles nor enlightened liberality

of those who made them.
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CHAPTER II.

AMERICAN IIEVOLUTION.-1775.

Dtaputes between Great Britain and her ancient colonics.—Divisions in the British parliament

regarding that subject.—Advent of Lord North to the ministry .-Troubles at Boston,

-Coercive measures applied by the mother country, which seeks to gain Canada by con-

cessions.—Petitions and counter-petitions of the Canadians and Anglo-Canadians; reason

for delays in deciding between those tw i parties.—The Quebec Act of 1774; debates in the
Houseof Commons.—Congress of Pliiladelphia; itclasscs the Quebec Act among American
grievances.-Addresses of Congress to Britain and Canada.—General Carleton arrives in

Canada.—Feelings of the Canadians regarding the coming struggle.-First hostilities.—

Surprise and capture of Ticonderoga, Crown-Point and St. John's.— Civil war.—Battle of
Bunker's Hill.—General invai^n of Canada by the United States troops.—Montgomery
and Arnold march on Quebec ; they take Montreal and Threo-Ilivers.-The governor re-

enters the capital as a fugitive ; the Americans lay siege to it.

All the American colonies were now at open war against Britain, and

marching with rapid strides towards the revolution which was to achieve

their independence. Ever since 1690, a year which operated changes so

considerable in provincial constitutions, Britain ceased not to restrain

American privileges, especially those of trade. We have seen, in another

part of this work, which were the causes of those changes, and what was

the character of the British colonials, whose sentiments and principles were

mainly those of the English republican party in Cromwell's time. It is

not to be wondered at, therefore, if we find them repelling, in 1775, the

pretensions of a mother country monarchic in its constitution.

After passing the Navigation Act, to restrain the colonial trade, Britain

prohibited, in 1732, the export of hats and woollens from one province to

any other; in 1733, the importation of sugar, rum, and molasses was

subjected to exorbitant duties ; and in 1750 a law passed against erecting

saw-mills, or cutting pine and fir-trees in the forests. Finally, she claimed

absolute authority over all the colonies. " It would be a strange abuse of

humau reason to gainsay that right," said one M. P. ; adding, that treason

and revolt were indigenous to the New World. Public opinion in Britain

on this point, had varied according to times and circumstances. New
England, not to seem as if acting under British compression, when

acquiescing in any act passou by parliament, gave to each new law a local

color while promulgating it, thus giving it a semblance of American origin.

The other provinces, inspired by a like feeling, had always held British

pretensions in aversion j and if they submitted to them occasionally, it
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was because they did not tliink themselves potent enough to .csist ; but

their strength was daily increasing. The total Anglo-American popi lation,

which, about A. D. 1700, numbered 262,000 souls, had risen to three

millions by the year 1774. Britain, recognized sole mistress of North

America by the treaty of 1763, became more exacting than ever. She

determined to draw a direct revenue from the Americans, to aid her in pay-

ing the interest of her public debt, which the recent Canadian war greatly

augmented, notwithstanding that the Americans had expended two and a

half million pounds sterling to defray its cost. The project of taxing the

latter was (long before) suggested to Walpole, who replied, " I have

the whole of Old England against me ; would ye that I should have New

England too for my enemy ?" Secretary Grenville, who cared more to

keep his ministerial place than did his predecessor, proposed in parliament,

against his own desire, but to please George III, a series of (declaratory)

resolutions, serving as the basis of a Stamp Act ; and these were adopted,

without opposition, in March, 1764.

All the colonists entered protests against the principles thus laid down.

The austere Massachusetts-men observed, that if Britain's power to tax

the colonies, at her own discretion, were recognised by them, there would

result a system of oppression which would soon become insupportable

;

for, once let such asserted right be acknowledged, there would thenceforth

be an impossibility to aboli^^h or even modify any impost which the British

might find it convenient to lay on. " We are not represented in the

British parliament," they said. " What will prevent the house of com.

mons from trying to load our shoulders with burdens, too heavy for the

people at home to bear ? As British subjects (no matter where located)

we assert, that we are not imposable except through our own representa-

tives."

The Anglo-Americans had other grievances besides to complain of.

The presence of a standing army, in their midst, they found undesirable
;

augmentations of their judges' salariea ihey considered an insidious means

of making them subservient ; and the provincial governors, no longer pop-

ularly chosen, as they once were, ever manifested arbitrary dispositions.

Despite all opposition made to the taxing project, the British legislature

passed a law in 1765, extending the provisions of the existing acts impos-

ing stamp duties in Britain, to all its colonies. Franklin, rcside»!i agent

in London for Massachusetts, wrote to his constituents, " The sun uf

liberty has set; we must trim the lamps of industry and cconniny." Al-

though Franklin received from the government, about this time, a large

grant of land on the Ohio,-'- he adhered to the most advanced opposition

* E. B. O'Callaqhan: Documentary History of New York.

m
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party in tho colonics, The Americans had resolved to buy no goode

from Britain ; this measure caused the mercantile classes there to take

part with them in the dispute. Thf> Virginians, inspirited by Patrick

Henry, began their resistance to the American stamp act. By resolutions

he proposed in assembly, and which passed after long debates, it was

declared that provincials were not bound to obey any taxation-laws but

those passed by their own representatives; and that every man who
impugned this truth was a public enemy. As the discussion grew warmer,

Henry's patriotism became more fervid. Making allusion to the evil fate

of tyrants, he said, " Coosar had his Brutus, Charles I his Cromwell ; and

George the Third..." (here the orator was interrupted by cries of Treason !

treason !l when he continued)—"...and lot George the Third, T say, take

warning from those examples. If such a caution smell of treason, I

would fain be informed wherein it consists !" Several riots took place,

but chiefly in Boston, where the people destroyed the stamp-office lately

opened there. At Philadelphia, when the vessel freighted from England

with stamped paper entered the port, all the other shipping displayed

their colors half-mast high, in sign of mourning ; and the church bells,

muffled, tolled all day, as if fur a funeral. Forthwith a congress of

deputies, from all the provinces, met at New York, and voted petitions to

the British parliament against its proceedings. Opposition became so

general, that the British stamp-masters were obliged to shut up shop and

return to England. Traders, lawyers, &c., met and agreed to suspend

the exercise of their callings rather than use stamps. Bales of these were

seized and burnt by rioters, amid the people's huzzas. The colonial mer-

chants dropped their trade with Britain for the time. Presently local

manufactures sprang up, concurrently with a stagnation of industrial pur-

suits in Britain ; all which greatly embarrassed the ministry, some of whom

were for employing exertion against the colonists, while others inclined

for temporising with existing difficulties.

The parliamentary session of 1766 opened most inauspiciously ; suffer-

ing and discontent were rife even in the three kingdoms. Menaced with

a revolution, they proposed, Pitt and Burke aiding, to annul the stamp

acts which had outraged colonial feeling ; but that any act rescissory should,

in its terms, vindicate absolute British rights over the provincials. The

debates upon this proposal were long, and many of the speeches against it

admirably eloquent, but the ministry outvoted their opponents. In order

to regain popularity, the cabinet caused several measures to be taken,

favorable to colonial trade ; and obtained from France a liquidation of its

paper obligations to Canada, which had remained in abeyance ever since

the war of the conquest.
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The abrof^ation of the colonial stamp act was joyfully received in

America, and for some time softened provincial hostility ; but (|uickly

other troubles arose, the first being mutual disaccord between the gover-

nor and assembly of Massachusetts. The Grenville ministry had fallen
;

and Pitt, created tlarl of Chatham, was at the helm of power. Bv one of

those inconsistencies due to human ambition or weakness, the new minis-

ters, several of whom had strongly opposed British right to tax America

—Chatham himself, more than any other—in 171)7, initiated taxes on

tea, paper, glass, &c., for export to the colonies. Parliament concurred,

the king assented, and the measure became law. To awe the colonists,

the sittings of the New York provir'^ial assembly were suspended, as a

penalty for repudiating British (fiscui) jurisprudence. Here was a new

proof that philo-colonials in the mother country of any dependency, are

often less animated by a regard for justice, than by a spirit of opposition

to the cabinet of the day.

Afterwards, the Grafton ministry, composed, according to " Junius,"

of deserters from every party, succeeded to the cabinet of Lord Chatham
;

but who kept his situation, nevertheless, in Grafton's, though he was no

longer popular. The new project of colonial taxation was yet more odious

in America than the stamp act. Massachusetts was the fixst province

which overtly resisted it, and proposed a general convention. The arrival

of General Gage, with four regiments and some artillery, put a stop, for a

time, to those demonstrations ; but discontent was not extinguished, it

only smouldered, and was reproduced in all the other provinces. New
measures in Britain precipitated a crisis. Parliament addressed the king

to send a special commission to Boston, to try all parties accused of high

treason. British parliamentarians and American loyalists trusted thereby

to intimidate the patriotic party. Sir W. Johnson thus wrote to Lord

Hillsborough, in 1769 :
" I humbly intimate that I respectfully approve

of the king's speech and the address, both just received from London.

The firmness of the one, the unanimity of the other, afford me great satis-

faction, and give me hopes that the unhappy dissensions, excited by turbu-

lent fanatics of this country, will end in a way compatible with the dignity

of the crown and the true interests of the people."* Thus, in every age, is

the future misinterpreted. Despite Johnson's expressed hopefulness, the

Americans again resorted to trading non-intercourse with Britain. This

step renewed the alarm of her merchants ; and the ministry announced an

abrogation of all the lately imposed duties, except the article of tea, which

mY

E. B. O'Callaghajj : Documentary History of the State of New York, U. 933.
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was retained as a vindication of homo Hoveroignty. This was at once to

confesa its weakness, and to leave a door - Men for added dlHcord.

Meanwhile, Lord North (1770) takin^ ministerial helm in charge,

carried out the polity of his predecessor. ..leurrently, skirmishes took

place in Boston, between the citizens and soldiers. Alarm spread to every

province, and among all classes; every one was apprehensive of what

might follow ; but most of the colonists determining to vindicate their

rights by force of arms, an organized system of resistance was formed.

The malcontents, however, were guarded in their expressions, though

firm in an intent to make every sacrifice, if needful, to secure success.

Massachusetts took the lead, directed by Hancock, Otis, and Adams. It

soon became apparent that neither Old nor New PJngland would bate a

jot of their respective pretensions, and that the sword alone must decide

the quarrel. In 1773, parliament passed an act authorizing the British

India company to transport tea to America, on payment of the duties

imposed by a previous act of 17G7. Forthwith, some consignees to whose

address the first cargoes were sent, had to refuse to receive them under

popular constraint. At Boston, parties who warehoused the tea when

landed, were tarred and feathered. Three cargoes of tea were spilt in the

harbor. Like outrages were committed in other places. Lord North,

indignant at these audacities, and setting himself to punish the Boston-

ians, got an act passed (but not without parliamentary opposition) to close

their port ; i. c, no vessels were to load or to discharge cargoes there till

further orders. " Let us root out that wasp's nest," said an approving

British legislator. Two other laws, of coercive kind, were presented by

the ministry : one, abridging the franchises of Massachusetts, and prohi-

biting sederunts of assembly if not authorized by the governor ; the other

according immunity from the action of criminal procedure, to all func-

tionaries engaged in suppressing riots, even should death ensue in any

case. Such a law as this, under the ingeniously fictitious name of " an

act of indemnity," was passed, to give a color of legality to tyranny, dur-

ing the troubles of 1838, in Canada. The passing of those two laws was

as much opposed as the Boston port bill. Fox, Col. Barrd, Burke, and

Lord Chatham protested against them. " We have crossed the Rubicon,"

said one peer ;
" the watchword now is, Ddenda CartJiago." Barrd

exclaimed, " Take heed what ye do ! the finances of France are now flour-

ishing ; see if she do not interfere in our quarrel with the Americans."

In ftict, Choiseul had skilfully prepared means for taking signal vengeance

on Britain for the loss of Canada. Another parliamentary orator vehe-

mently exclaimed, " I trust the Americans will resist these oppressive

t*.
ii'

:' ii
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laws ; I desire at least, that they may. If they do not, I sliull regard

them as the most abject of slaves 1" Lastly, tin; British ministry intro-

duocd a fourth law, intituled, " A Bill for rc-constitutinj^ the Govern-

ment of the Province of Quebec," as all Canada was then called. This

measure was the com])lement of a plan for adininisi.'jrin{^ the whole affairs

of British America ; and as it imposed a system of absolutism upon us, it

served to convince the older colonists of the after desij^ns of Britain

being inimical to their liberties : especially when they adverted to the past

and thought of her illiberal polity, so retrogressive ever since the revolu-

tion of 1G89--H0. The passing of such a law was indeed ominous of a

still more evil future. Accordingly great outcries arose among the objects

of it. They protested, more especially, against the recognition of catho-

licity as tlic spiritual establishment of Canada : but perhaps there was

more cn.ft than conscientious feeling in their remonstrances thereupon, as

well knowing Old England's prejudices against our religion ; for, soon

afterwards, the provincials, become republicans, allowed the catholics the

same franchises as themselves in every respect.

Wc all know the plans successively proposed, after the Conquest, for

governing the Canadians; that, in 1764, it was hostile to their freedom,

whereas, in 1774, British jealousies were diverted from us for the time,

and directed against the American people and their legislative assemblies.

Self-interest thus triumphed over ignorance and passionateness. The

abolition of the language and laws of the Canadians would inevitably

cause them to take part with their malcontent neighbors ; and therefore

it was that Britain postponed the settlement of the Canadian question,

from year to year, till the time was come when she felt impelled to resort

to repressive measures against her old colonists. The decision of the

home government as to the establishment of French law and usages in

Canada, long depended on the result of the ministerial determination Uy

tax the southern provincials ; and their stern opposition to it decided the

cabinet to turn a favorable ear to Canadian representations. By so doing,

a double end was attained : the clergy and upper classes being gained over,

our people were induced to recognize British taxing supremacy ; for, in

Canadian estimation, this acquiescence was regarded as a small matter in

itself, compared with its welcome accompaniment,—tlie conservation

accorded to cherished institutions which th^ Anglo-Americans had willed

to be abased, or even annihilated.

The Earl of Dartmouth, colonial secretary of state, introduced the bill

of 1774 to the lords, who passed it without any difficulty. Its provisions

greatly enlarged the boundaries of the province of Quebec, as defined in
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1764. On one Hitlo, thoy wore extended to the fnntiorH of Now England,

Pcnnsylvimiiv, Now- York (provitico), tlio Ohio, and the left bunk of the

MiHHiHHippi; on the other, to the Hudson'H Kay territory.* The bill

preHerved to the catholie coloniflts tlie rights aHHured to tlieni by capitulor

tions, and relieved them from the operation of the British test act;

trench civil procedure was to be maintained, but Knglish criminal law,

and the Enj^lish law of HuecoHsions to property, were to be Hubstituted

for French. Finally, the bill j^ave to the province a j^overning council of

17 to 2.3 members,—part catholics, part protestunts ; in whcmi were vested,

in name of the floverei<^n, but subject to his veto, all needful regulations

of government and police ; they not to have power to levy any imposts

except those indispensable for constructing and maintaining roads and

public edifices. For the king was reserved the right of founding all

tribunals, civil and ecclesiastical. The bill passed unanimously in the

upper house, but was violently opposed in the lower house ; the commons

debating the questions raised upon it for several days. Certain London

traders, excited by their compatriots in Canada, made urgent remon-

strances against the bill and oven employed stipendiary advocates to

" show cause " why it should not pass. The friends of the bill, on the

other hand, demanded that witnesses should bo examined in its favor.

Governor Carleton was summoned for that purpose, and gave excellent

testimony as to Canadian deservings: Chief-justice Hay, Messrs. de

Lotbiniiire, Maseres, and Marriott were also interrogated. The latter

found himself anomalously situated. Not being able, as attorney-general,

to express direct dissent from a ministerial bill, he eluded most of the

questions addressed to him, so as not to say anything inconsistent with

opinions formerly expressed by him in his report on Canadian aiFairs, for

consideration by the privy council,—which clashed, in many particulars,

(as we have seen) with the Quebec Act. He extricated himself with

much dexterity, however, from the difiGiculty ; but the occasion served to

shew how liable general interests are to be compromised, through personal

exigencies, for the convenience of men in place.

Among the members in opposition to the measure, were Messrs. Town-

shend and Burke, also Col. Barrd. Most of the dissentients spoke

against the restoration of French laws and the free exercise of the

• In 1775, a project for a pacification of the colonies was proposed to the

British ministry by Franklin. He stipulated that the Quebec Act should be

rescinded, and a free govei-nment established in Canada. It was replied, that

the act might be so far amended, as to reduce the province to the limits fixed

by the proclamation of 1764.

—

Ramsat: History of the American Revolution.
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catholic reli;j;inn in tlic colony. Thoy wishod tliat a rcprcscntntivo cliain])or

hIiouM bo cHtahliHhed, but with Huch studied rcHcrvation, that it was plain

they would adniit no catholics into it. Continuance of protostant douii-

nation, not general franchiseH, wan the kind of political delectation alono

meant to be conceded. Such were the in(!onsi.stcncies in th(! men of the

time ; for the upliolders of An<i;lo-American claims, when in the houfo,

wore even foremost in wishing,' that Canadian catholics should have no

political franchises. Kox stood forth, however, a noble exception to most

others of his party, lie said :
" From all that I have lieard, it appoarw

to be rij^ht to }^ivo a representative assembly to the Canadians. It is in

behoof of that people I now speak, for is it not chiefly in tlunr interest

that the bill has been drawn up? IIow that interest is to bo secured but

by free representation, I know not I have not yet heard one valid

reason adduced why the Canadians should not be represented by their

own delej^ates. Much has been said, indeed, as to the peril of intrusting

with political power men of alien race and manners; but as the great

bulk of the colonist-* are attached to French laws and usages, if we repose

that power solely in the hands of a legislative council, shall wo not be

confining it to parties the most likely to bo obstinate in employing it

exclusively for partisan legislation ? Nobody has said that tlie Romish

belief naturally disciualitics a man for becoming politically unfranchised

;

and I, for one, will never listen complacently to such an assertion. No
man, intimately acquainted with the catholic mind, will say that there is

anything in it opposed to the principles of political freedom. Its aspira-

tions, though repressed by rulers in catholic countries, exist in the breasts

of the people, catholics and protcstants alike. If any danger there be, it

is more likely to come from among the higher than the lower ranks."

The premier, Lord North, inuuediately replied, " Will Britain be safe

(for her interests are paramount in the case) when her chiefest powers are

entrusted to an assembly representative of catholics ? I do not deny that

such may be honest, capable, worthy, intelligent, and have just political

appreciations ; but I still say, that it would not be wise for a protestant

government to delegate its powers to a catholic assembly." It is certain,

that distrust of Catholicism was a chief motive for preventing Britain

from according an elective chamber to the Canadians; just as a fear of

the Americans became a reason for inducing the British to restore the

civil jurisprudence of Lower Canada.

Restoration of our laws and free exercise of our religion were two

capital points so just, so natural in themselves, that the opposition could

not attack them overtly. " What you ask," said Thurlow, " will bring
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about the subserviency of the Canadians. Here is what I should propose

to do : Let such laws as have reference to superseded French sovereignty

be replaced by such as arise out of British domination, but in regard of

all other legislation, in itself indifferent, and not affecting the relative

position or mutual obligations of king and people,— humanity, justice

wisdom, all conjoin in impelling us to leave this community even as we

found it... But it is said that Britons carry along with them their

political franchises whithersoever they go, and that we should be unjust to

the new colonists did we subject them to unaccustomed laws I say

that if a home-born Briton enter a colony conquered by his race, he

does not take thither his country's laws. It is absurd to pretend, for

example, that if any Englishman find it convenient to settle in Guernsey,

the laws which prevailed here (London) shall be administered for his

convenience there." The opposition, generally, manifested much political

chicanery on the occasion. In regard of a legislative council of royal

nomination, instead of an assembly, most of the leading members, being

hampered by theli religious prejudices, spoke under great embarrassment;

and when Lord North opined that a catholic assembly were undesirable,

Mr. Pultney, a leading oppositionist, imprudently exclaimed, '• It does

not thence necessarily follow, that Canada should have no representative

chamber at all !" He thus intimated a wish to put the French-Canadians

on an inferior political level to British colonists, being protestants. This

was the weak point of the oppositionists to the bill ; for those among the

latter, in all the American provinces, were in an overpowering majority, and

fiercely contesting the supremacy of the mother country. As for the

assertion, th.at by countenancing Catholicism in any part of British

America, the Anglican church incurred danger, it was unworthy of any

formal refutation,

Finally, the bill passed the houses, after receiving a few amendments

in both, despite the opposition of Lord Chatham ; who characterised it

as "an oppressive and odious law." Vainly he called on the occupants

of the episcopal benches to side with him in resisting the establishing of

popery in a country more extensive than insular Britain itself Thence-

forward, therefore, were our language and laws to arise from their tempo-

rary abasement ; even as those of Saxon Britain in time overtopped tha

institutions forced upon it, for a season, by the Normans.

No sooner did the Quebec Act pass, than the Lo ndo.iers re-assembled,

and voted an address to the king, praying he would refuse his assent to it.

It was alleged that the provisions of the act struck at the fundamentals

of the British constitution ; that French laws gave no security to person

>?^;>
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or property ; that the bill inviolated the promise, embodied in the procla-

mation of 1763, establishing English jurisprudence in the colony ; that

popery was a bloody and idolatrous religion : a monition being superad-

ded, that the reigning family had superseded the Stuart dynasty solely

from regard for the meritorious protestantism of the former, and the

disqualifying popishness of the latter. Among other objections to the

measures was this, that it placed legislative power in the hands of revoca-

ble crown-councillors, &c.

The lord mayor, along with several aldermen and fully 150 notabilities,

went in procession to St. James' palace, to present this address ; but on

arriving there, they were informed by the lord chamberlain that the king

could, according to usage, take no recognition of the decried bill till it

were presented to him in due form. His Majesty in fact, was at that

moment in the house of peers, proroguing parliament, after assenting

to the Quebec Act along with other bills of the session : he singling out

the former for special commendation, as being " founded on the plainest

principles of justice and humanity :" adding that, he doubted not, " it

would have the best effects, by calming the inquietudes and promoting

the well-being of our Canadian subjects." This official declaration

greatly soothed the irritation caused by the stinging depreciations of

colonial worth by the parliamentary oppositionists. A supplementary bill,

which became law at the same time, abolished the colonial customs-dues,

those sole imposts levied by the French government ; and substituted for

them duties on strong drinks, to provide means for supporting the civil

and judicial administrations of Canada.

Maseres forthwith advised the British or Protestant colonials of all

that had been done and said. A meeting of them immediately took place,

and resolutions passed demanding that the Quebec Act should be annul-

led. The agitation raised on the occasion spread to the Gallo-Canadian

population, meetings of whom took place, in which counter-resolutions

were passed.

About this time an unsigned letter appeared, which made some sensa-

tion
; sufficient, indeed, to induce Maseres to refute it at length in one of

a series of papers published by him in 1775, to support the pretensions of

his party. The letter itself, artless in style but sincere i'. tone, circula-

ting largely among the Canadians, made a deep impression. " Certain

of the British among us," thus it ran, " are doing their utmost to indis-

pose us to give acceptance to the late acts for regulating the government

of this province. They declaim especially against the restoration of

French laws, which they represent as favoring tyranny. Their emissaries
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would fain persuade the uninstructed, that wc shall yet see royal warrant

arrests in use by the authorities ; that our property will be arbitrarily

taken from us whenever the executive thinks fit; that they will drag us

into the army, and dungeon us if we resist impressment ; that we shall be

oppressed with imposts; that law we may have, but justice will be denied
;

that our governors are despotic, and the British laws unfavorable in our

regard : but the falsehood of these imputations, is it not plain at first

blush? What necessary connexion did we find between our olden insti-

tutions and Bastilings, enforced conscriptions, and governmental des-

potism? Under restored French laws, indeed, we have no jurymen

brought in to decide litigation by the votes of men (suddenly called on)

too often ignorant or biassed ; but is this really an evil ? Is British law-

process less costly than our own ? Do we desire to adopt the law of pri-

mogeniture—its principle being all things to one, nothing for all—instead

of our present equitable system of succession to real property? Are
those among you who wish to enter on wild land as cultivators, willing to

obtain it accompanied with British rack-rents and burdened by English

manorial exactions ? Would you be content to give up the tenth sheaf,

as every English farmer (of the Anglican faith or not) is forced to do for

the support of the parson and his family ? French law, is it not written

in a language known to you ? our own legism, therefore, is suitable to us

in all ways ; and judicious Britons, of whom there are many in the colony,

own that you cannot rightly be deprived of it.

" But that is not the chief circumstance the most distasteful to those

envious men in the acts they wish you to assist them in abrogating

.

Here is the sore point, which they strive to hide, but it is plainly appa-

rent :—one of the vituperated acts not only allows the exercise of your

religion, but frees you from all religious tests contrary thereto ; thus a

door is opened to admit you to public situations. Hence the wrath

of these people ! Thus it is, that they print in their newspapers diatribes

against what they designate as a detestable law ; an abominable measure,

' one which recognizes a sanguinary religion, the professors of which

spread abroad doctrines redolent of impiety, murder, and rebellion.' The

violence of the language thus used is indicative of the malign sentiments

it expresses; it discloses chagrin at not obtaining from parliament the

privilege of sitting in an assembly whence you were to be excluded, by

the mere administration of oaths which, they well knew, your religious

conscience would prevent your taking ; thus did the party treat the French

Canadians." Logic so cogent as the foregoing, proved irresistible at the

time.
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Nevertheless, Earl Camden, in May, 1776, presented the Canadian protes-

tant petition against the Quebec acts to the house of lords ; it was, however,

rejected at the instance of Lord Dartmouth. A duplicate of the same,

presented by Sir George Savile to the commons, met a like fate.

While the law of 1774 thus tended to reconcile the Canadians to British

domination, that which closed Boston port infuriated the southern pro-

vincials to the utmost. The assembly of Massachusetts appointed a

committee to convoke a general congress of deputies from all the Anglo-

American provinces, to confer together, and direct the people in their

opposition to the home government ; but for the time, to give " recom-

mendations" only, these to be interpreted as so many orders. The colon-

ists were advised to discontinue the use of tea and all other articles

imported from Britain, until colonial wrongs should be redressed. The

congress thus convoked met at Philadelphia early in September, and sat

till October 26. Twelve provinces were therein represented, by delegates

from nearly three millions of collective population. Only Canada and

Georgia did not enter into this new confederation, composed of most of

the people of British America.

The congress initiated its proceedings by a Declaration of the Rights

of Man,—the indispensable preliminary of all revolutions. This was

followed by a series of resolutions, debated and passed, detailing the

grievances (real and alleged) of the colonies, among which figured the

passing of the Quebec acts ; a law which, it was declared with affected

solemnity, " recognized the catholic religion, abolished the equitable juris-

prudence of England; and, ignoring the antagonistic faith of the old

colonies, their laws and government, set up civil and spiritual tyranny

in Canada, to the great danger of the neighboring provinces; those pi \ inces

which had so much aided Britain to conquer our country !" " Nor can we

suppress our astonishment," it was added in conclusion, " that a British

parliament should ever consent to establish in that colony a religion that often

drenched your island in blood* ; and has disseminated impiety, bigotry,

persecution, murder, and rebellion, through every part of the world."

This strain of language we should designate as fanatical, had it been

sincerely conceived ; but it was simply insensate, as proceeding from men
then about to call upon the Canadians to join them in achieving colonial

independence. That part of the Philadelphian demonstration became a

dead letter in Britain, yet perhaps was the means of losing Canada to

* This document, it is to be noted, was addressed " To the people of Great

Britain." It was dated Sept. 5, 1774.--5.
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the confederation ; such a declaration against French laws and Catholi-

cism necessarily armed against the Congress the Canadian people ;
while it

violated those rules of eternal justice on which the Americans professed

to base their recognition of the " rights of man."

The Congress afterwards caused three addresses to be drawn up, one

to George III ; another to the British people, to justify themselves for the

adverse position they had taken up
; and a third, directly addressed to the

Canadians, in which were expressed quite different sentiments from those

already cited, when speaking of the same people. The Canadians were

now (at wearisome length) informed of the advantages attending the

enjoyment of a free constitution, and of the defects of the new system

our people were then living under. The testimony of Montesquieu the

addressers evoked, in condemnation of it. Finally, the addressed were

adjured to join the people of the other colonies, to vindicate the rights

common to all ; and they were invited to send delegates to another (con

.

stituent) congress soon to meet. " Seize the opportunity thus presented to

you by Providence," it was urged. " If you will to be free, free you

must necessarily become...We are too well acquainted with the liberality

of sentiment distinguishing your nation, to imagine that difference of

religion will prejudice you against a hearty amity with U3. You know

that the transcendent nature of freedom elevates the minds of those who

unite in the cause, above all such low-minded infirmities. The Swiss cantons

furnish a memorable proof of this truth ; their Union is composed of

catholic and protestant states, living in the utmost concord and peace with

each other ; and they are thereby enabled, ever since they bravely vindi-

cated their freedom, to defy and defeat every tyrant that has invaded

them."

This second address of the Congress was sent to a rich Montreal mer-

chant, named Cazeau. He was an influential man, not only with the

Canadians, but also among the savages, through his trade with them and

the numerous persona he employed in business. Cazeau, who was a

Frenchman by birth, had been ill used by the British government ; he

consequently, took part readily with the insurgent colonials. As soon as

Thomas Wiilker, another Montreal merchant, who had taken upon him to

represent Canada at the American Congress, brought copies of the address

of the Congress, the former set himself to spread them about all parts of the

country. Although the document probably expressed the real sentiments

of the Congress, it could not effjice the impression from the Canadian mind

of the previous insult offered to catholicity. Firm in their just distrust,

most ot the best friends of freedom refused to join in the impending
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Struggle. Many other Canadians, gained over by the law of 1774, pro-

mised fidelity to Britain, and kept their word. Thus a few words of

proscription, emitted heedlessly, were the remote cause why the American

confederation now sees the redoubtable power of its repudiated mother

country consolidating in the north, and ever ready to c^me down heavily

upon it with her warlike legions I

Carleton, made major-general and created knight of the Bath for his

good conduct, returned to Canada in 1774, and inaugurated the new

constitution. He formed a legislative council of 23 members, of whom
8 were catholics. This council sat twice or thrice, and then adjourned.

Several Canadians were placed in offices, which had, till then, been filled

exclusively by British or Swiss,—the posts of chief inspector of highways

and French secretary excepted. The pay for these being small, they

ever required men versed in the language and habitudes of the colonials.

Colonial feudality was respected ; and the Seminaries were recognized, in

accordance with the rules of their foundation.* But the Canadians

knew it was only from motives of policy that they were thus allowed to

take a share in governing the country ; they were perfectly certain that,

whatever changes took place, no chief place would ever be open to any

of them ; and as for the smaller charges put within their reach, . only

docile aspirants would be selected, whose submissiveness to the ruling

powers could be well ascertained beforehand.

Meanwhile, scarcely did the governor find time to make a survey of

the state of the colony, from which he had been absent for several years,

or to complete the arrangements necessitated by the law of 1774, when

his attention was drawn towards the frontiers, and upon the propagandism

the Americans were striving to maintain against British sway in Canada,

into which copies of the Congress' address had penetrated by several

ways simultaneously.

The fine names of " liberty" and " national independence" have always

a charm for noble minds; a generous spirit is ever moved at their very

sound. The polished Parisian, the Swiss herdsman, feel the sacred

influence, in common, of proclaimed freedom. The address of the Con-

gress, therefore, despite the recklessness of parts of its strain, caused a

great sensation among the Canadian rural populations and the British

townsmen. The latter, now no longer hopeful of dominating their fellow-

colonists of French race, mostly became American partisans. The situa-

tion of Carleton was a difficult orie at this crisis. Happily for him, the

Canadian clergy and seigniors had become firmly bound to British intcr-

* Royal instructious of 1774.
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ests through the confirmation of feudal tenures and the recognized right

of tithing, two institutions which they could not hope to preserve if a

levelling revolution supervened ; and with these two orders of men march-

ed the burgess class in the towns, which was as yet, however, neither

numerous nor opulent.

Through a fear of jeoparding their religion and nationality by enter-

ing into a confederation both protestant and alien in blood,—an appre-

hension not groundless, for the men of that confederation had already

incorporated the French settlements of Louisiana,—the clergy and sei-

gniors resolved to resist every assault of the Anglo-Americans, and to

retain our country for monarchic Britain, 3,000 miles distant ; a patroness

all the less likely, for that remoteness, to become perilously inimical to

Canadian institutions.

Besides, even had the Canadians not been outraged by the declaration

of Congress against Catholicism and French jurisprudence, they ever pre-

served in their hearts that hatred for the British race, wherever born or

located, which they had contracted during long wars ; they thus made no

distinction, in their minds, between those of it mingled with themselves, in

Canada, and men of kindred blood dwelling beyond : viewing both alike

as one body of turbulent and ambitious oppressors. Knowing this com-

mon feeling, the governor might and did rely on a majority of the

population following the lead of the superior classes in rejecting American

invitations to revolt ; his own popularity, also, counting for something

in the matter. Upon the whole, then, his least favorable expectation was,

that if the Canadians would not take up arms for Britain, neither would they

fight against her. Several seigniors, on the other hand, promised to

Carleton that they would march against the rebels at the head of their

tenants. The sequel proved, however, that they undertook to do more

than they were able to realize, for, when they did assemble their tenants

and explain to them the questions at issue, with an intimation added,

that the government looked to the Canadians for warlike support, the

latter refused to fight the Americans : these " neuters," as they were called,

observing, " We know neither the cause nor the likely result of the diflfer-

ences between the contending parties. We shall manifest our loyalty to

the government we live under by a quiet and submissive life, but we will

take no side in present quarrels." In certain districts, some ardent

youthful seigniors, trying the effect of menaces to constrain tenants to

follow their lead, were obliged themselves to flee precipitately.

Meanwhile, affairs were assuming a graver aspect, day by day, and, far

from being able to attack the revolting provincials cd their own ground,
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as he wished to do with the troops and Canadians (had the latter been

consentient), the governor was startled by an invasion from the other side.

Blood had already been shed, in April, 1775, at Lexington and Concord,

where the British lost nearly 800 men in battle against the Americans.

The latter were now arming everywhere, also taking possession of forts,

arsenals, and government stores. Colonels Ethan Allen and Arnold fell,

unawares, on Fort Ticonderoga, garrisoned by 100 men, and captured

118 cannon,—the latter a groat prize for the insurgents. Colonel Warner

got hold of Crown Point, and obtained the mastery of Lake Cliamplain,

without any loss of men. Fort St. John's next fell ; but was retaken,

the day after, by M. Picote de Belestre, leader of 80 Canadian volunteers.

The American congress met at Philadelpliia, June 10. As the home

government decided to carry out its polity by force, the most energetic

measures were promptly adopted for resistance to it. A new parliament

had been called, in order to test the opinion of the British people as to

coercion for the Americans. The response to the address from the thione

returned no uncertain note ; the parliament undertook to sustain the

monarch in vindicating its own assumed supremacy of legislation over

the colonies. The martial spirit of the Americans was contemptuously

spoken of by one minister, who, when asking ibr a vote of men sufficient

to make General Gage's army at Boston 10,000 strong, observed, " This

corps will assuredly suffice to bring the cowardly colonists to their senses."

Franklin, after making vain efforts in London to persuade the British

ministry to adopt a pacific policy, returned to his own country, and

prepared to assist, by wise counsels, his compatriots to carry on success-

fully a war he had done his utmost to prevent. Shortly thereafter.

Generals Howe, Bourgoyne, and Clinton arrived in America with re-

inforcements.

The Congress now directed the several provinces to be put in a defensive

state. The British forces in Boston were blockaded by tlie provincial

militia; while a "continental army" was brigaded witli General Washing-

fjon as generalissimo. The Congress, at the same time, voted another

address to the Canadians, exposing the evil tendency of the Quebec Act,

and justifying the seizure of Ticonderoga and Crown Point, as a needful

measure for the security of all the colonies.

While the Congress was sitting, the battle of Bunker's Hill was fought

(June IG), during which Gage was twice repulsed, while attempting to

take the entrenchments of the provincials by assault, but gained liis end

in the third effort, his army being more numerous tlian their forces by a

moiety. This battle, wherein the British lost many men, was the bloodiest

> 9
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and most obstinate of the whole war ; but, if lost, it made the Americans

confident in tlieir powers of resistance, avenged the parliamentary slight-

ings of tlieir prowess, and taught the British regulars to respect a courage

which they found so deadly to encounter. Colonel Arnold, who had

assisted to capture Ticonderoga, proposed to the Congress to invade

Canada
;
promising that ho would take and hold the colony with 2,000

men only. The Congress, menaced by Carleton with an attack on that

side, thought the best mode of averting it would be to march an army

against Quebec, the water-ways to which lay open ever since J^e Ayiericans

became masters of Lake Champlain. So hardy an enterprise would thus

make the war offensive instead of defensive. The Congress was all the

more inclined to this course, that they believed all the Canadians to be

(their nobles and clergy excepted) malcontent under the new order of

things, and would meet the armed Americans rather as friends than foes.

General Schuyler was named, by the Congress, chief of the army of

the north; with orders to take St. John's, Montreal, and some other

places in Canada—provided the inhabitants offered no obstruction. He
foresaw that Carleton would leave Quebec with his troops, to defend the

assailed frontiers: the conquest of the capital and key of the colony

would thus become easy, for it was not likely that Britain could send

succor before winter set in, when the navigation of the flood would

necessarily cease. If these fond expectations so indulged should be

realized, though but in part, it was intended to make a lateral descent

unawares on Quebec, by a detachment directed along the course of the

rivers Kennebec and Chaudiere. On the other hand, supposing the

invaders could not take Quebec, still a leaguer of it would oblige Carleton

to return; thus leaving the Canadian middle frontier again open to

invasion by the corps of Schuyler and Montgomery.* In fact, these

generals disembarked under Fort St. John's, in September, with a detach-

ment 1,000 strong, but, finding the place formidable, and being harassed

by a band of savages, led by the brothers Lorimier, the Americans retired

to the Isle-aux-Noix. When entering our country, they addressed a

proclamation to its people, announcing that the Congress wished to extend

to them more than the full franchises of British subjects, parts of which

* The latter was the same Montgomery \\ho served under Wolfe in 1*759, and

commanded the British detachment sent to burn St. Joachim. After the war

he married an American Avoman and settled in New York. When the troubles

between Britain and her coloniec burst into open war, he sided with the insur-

gents, was welcomed as an ex-oflicer, and attained high grades in the revolu-

tionary army.
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even they liarl been unjustly doprivcfl of; that the Conj2;ress' nrmy was

embodied to act only atrainst the royal troops, and that tlie persons, j'oods,

civil Irccdom, and worship of the Canadians would be religiously respected.

This proclamation was widely circulated in the colony.

On the first report of invasion, Carleton directed troops to Lake

Champlain. Tliere were but 800 regulars in all at his disposition. The

people of the lower districts, indifferent to events, remainrd in their

parishes; those of the upper districts, being nearer to the scene of action,

were diversely affected ; some inclining to side with the invaders, but, in

general, from motives expressed, as we have already learned from them-

selves, resolved to stand neuter. As for the Anglo-Canadians, who

weighed so heavily in the balance when the agents of the mother country

were distributing her favors ! they now counted for little, their numbers

being so few : besides, most of those few were, openly or secretly, partisans

of the Congress,^' and the governor was well aware of the secret meetings

^hese held at Quebec and Montreal. Such was the state of things when

martial law was proclaimed, June 9 ; the government having called out

the militia previously, to repel invasion and maintain order in the province.

This double measure, new to Canada, did not work well. Some parishes

,

put under constraint by M. de la Corne, rose in resistance at the portage of

Laehenaye. By prejudicing opinions, and recourse to threats, the indif-

ferent were alarmed, and those who wavered were forced into open enmity

to the government. The latter now called the clergy in aid. The bishop

of Quebec addressed an encyclical letter to his flock, exhorting the faithful

to be true to British allegiance, and to repel the American invaders.

He strove to prove, at the same time, that their religion would not be

respected by puritans and independents if these obtained the mastery in

the struggle going on, and that it would be folly to join them. These

sentiments were, more widely developed by him afterwards, in a lengthy

pastoral letter published next year. Meantime, neither the proclamation

nor the encyclical, was able to move the Canadians from their state of

apathy.

Finding the people deaf to his calls, the governor proposed to raise a

body of volunteers, to serve so long as the war should last: offering

tempting conditions; namely, each unmarried private to receive 200

acres of land, if married 250, besides 50 more for each of the children

:

the land to be holden free of all imposts for 20 years. Yet these off'ers

* MS. of Sangiiinet, a Montreal barrister
;
Journals of the provincial congress

;

ditto of the provincial convention ; of the committee of safety, &c., of New
York state, vol. II.
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attracted few recruits, and Carleton had to look further afield. He
bethouj^'ht himself of Indian eonibativeness ; and Bent cmisHariert among

tho native tribes, csjHJcially the Iroijuois, to enlist Hava<j;o warriors.

Fifteen years of peace were understood to have strengthened the Inxiuoia'

confederation, and the Five Nations were resuming their supremacy over

all the other native races; it seemed probable, therefore, that their

example, if they acceded, would be followed, and Britain thus be well

supplied with an auxiliary force. But much address, and potent stimu-

lation, were needed to engage the Iroquois chiefs to take part in a war

which •'egarded them not. Their elders looked upon the anti-fraternal

struggle among the whites as a kind of providential expiation for the ills

that both belligerents had nuide tho Indians endure. "Behold!" said

they, " war now raging between men of one race ; they arc contending

which shall possess lands they have ravished from us. What have we to

do with either party? When we go to war, do any white men join us?

No: they look on contentedly, and sec us weaken ourselves by mutual

slaughters; ever ready to step forward, the battle once finished, and

enter upon lands bedewed with our bloodshed. Their turn is now come
j

let us imitate their past exansple, look on complacently while they strive

to exterminate each other. If they succeed in this, we shall again possess

the forests, prairie lands, and ,vaters which belonged to our ancestors."

Cazeau, on his part, to deter the savages he traded with or influenced

from taking part with the British, told them, " This is a family quarrel

:

once made up, you will be viewed as enemies by both the brotherhoods of

Britain," .^ir Wm. Johnson, and Messrs. Campbell and De St. Luc,

agents among the tribes, labored in an opposite direction, and not without

success among the younger chiefs. Campbell loaded them with presents
}

Johnson cajoled or harangued ; and, at length, many of the Indian chiefs

were induced to descend to Montreal, to " take up the war hatchet."

They bound themselves to enter the field early in spring, or as soon as

the British should be ready to begin their next eiimpaign. While the

governor was at Montreal, a troop of the Iroquois arrived, led by Colonel

Guy Johnson, who impressed upon Carleton the necessity there was for

employing those savages at once, as what they could least endure was a

state of inaction. The governor replied, that his regular forces were too

few for campaigning; that the defence of the country depended entirely

on its militia ; but that he hoped to be soon able to collect a respectable

force : meantime, that the savages* must have their attention taken up,

• Extracts from the records of Indian transactions under the superintendence

of Sir Guy Carleton, during the year 1115.
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in aomo other way tlian that proposed, for ho did not think it would be

prudent, ns yet, to overpass the Canadian boundaries.

The p;ovcrnor desired to succor St. John's, by means of the armed

rural populations of Thrcc-Ilivers and Montreal ; but, from what we

have said above, it may be eai^ily imaurined hucIj persons would not be

very ready to go thither. The Cliambly parishioners, at first all indif-

ferent to the British cause, were now, many of them, actively hostile to

it; and had even sent emissaries into other parishes, to induce their

people to do the like : intimatinji; that the time was propitious for the

Canadians to cast oflF the yoke of Bri'.iin. Nearly the whole militia of

the district of Three-Rivers refused to march at command of the f^jovernor.

Some few hundreds of royalis^ts, responding!; to his call, assembled at

Montreal ; but, pcrccivinf;; that Carleton was dubious of their fidelity,

most of them returned to their homes. The Chambly villa<;ers joined an

American detachment, under Majors Brown and Livinfjston, whom
Montgomery sent to take a small fort there, which was disgracefully

yielded up, after 36 hours' investment, by Major Stopford; the walls

being intact, the garrison relatively large, no man of it hurt, and stores

of every kind abounding. Stopford struck his flag, and gave up his

sword to the lucky Americans; who found in the fort 17 pieces of

ordnance, and much gunpowder—a warlike munition of which Montgo-

mery was all but destitute previously, and whose acquisition now enabled

hira to press the siege of St. John's vigorously, the men of Chambly

taking part therein. Thus did the frontier contest, through the partisan-

ship of some Gallo-Canadians, take the color of a civil war. Most of the

British in Canada, also, became during the autumn, openly or secretly,

favorable to the American cause ; while many among the rural populations

near the seat of war either joined the insurgents, or prayed they might

be successful ; while the rest remained quite neuter. Only the clergy

and seigniors, with a portion of the men in towns, stood up firmly for

the reigning power, and their influence finally induced a majority of the

Canadians to observe neutrality at least. It may be fairly assumed, then,

that to the clergy of Canada, at this juncture, was Britain indebted for

the conservation of the dependency now her greatest colony.

The governor still persisted in his design to relieve the besieged garrison

of St. John's, a part of whom had only planking to shelter them from

the enemies' fire, although the fort itself was the key of the frontier line

on the Champlain side. Accordingly, he ordered Colonel Maclean,

commandant of Quebec, to call up his militiamen and ascend the flood

to Sorel, where he would meet with the royal forces. Maclean led 300
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men to Sorol, but found no governor tlicro; nnd, tarryinfj; only a littlo, liis

own uwn bcj^iin to do.sort. Mcunwhilo tlic }i;overnor, with HIM) more, led

by M. do IK'iiujou, did Hot out for Horcl, but inHtcnd <»f directly deHcend-

ing the St. Lawrence to that phico, chose to cross the flood to Longueuil

on its rij^ht bank, where he was confronted by a petty American cctrps

well posted. lie was about to disembark, but was suddenly restrained by

apprehensions that the men under De UiMUJeu would join the enemy.

This deternuncd him to hold ofi'; but he did n<tt (juit the shore all

unscathed
; several partinj^ cannon-bulls and shot frcim small arms reaching

his boats, while some Canadians and savages, who landed too precipitately,

were left behind.

Maclean was to march, simultaneously, towards St. John's, and did

reach St, Denis, the first stage thither; but finding the bridges broken

and the parishioners up in arms, he returned perforce to Sorel, where

nearly all his men, being gained over by Chambly emissaries, abandoned

his standard. This desertion forced him to retreat to Quebec, after

loading the return barges with arms and munitions in store at Sorel and

Three-llivers. Fort St. John, the garrison despairing of being succored,

was surrendered after a siege of 45 days. The victors there took 500

prisoners ; but they allowed the officers of the regulars and all the Cana-

dian volunteers to keep their arms, out of a (feigned) respect for the

courage they had manifested.*

The unexpected successes which thus illustrated the x\mcrican arms at

the outset were gained at small cost of men, even reckoning those

casualties attendant on a contemporary attempt to take IMontrcal by

surprise, through the aid of confederates witlun that city. This daring

enterprise, adventured by Colonel Allen and Major Brown, failed for

want of proper concert in its parts. Allen alone, with 110 men, was to

traverse the island of Montreal, and reaching the city, conmiunicate with

partisans inside; but, being encountered, at Longue-Pointc, by Major

Garden, with 300 Canadian volunteers and GO British soldiers,f he was

surrounded, discomfited, and taken prisoner with most of his people.

During the combat, the governor-general and General Prescott were

ensconced in the city barrack, the troops being formed in its S(iuare,

* Journal kept during the siege of Fort St. John, by one of its defenders (M.

Antoine Foucher.)

t Memoirs of Colonel Ethan Allen. "About thirty of the British traders

agreed to march against the enemy ; all the others refused." Minioircs de

Siinguinet (MS.).— " Now was the time," saya this royalist, "that the traitors

showed themselves in their proper colors."

Of
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its defenders (M.

knnpHnck on back, nil rcndy to onil)nrk for Qucboc, liad tlio roynlists boon

(Id'oatod. The viotory suHpoiulrd Carloton'H rotioat, luiwovcr, only for a

f'ow days; as, no kooikt was Mont-^omory iiuiHtor of St. .loIin'H, tliaii bo

dospatcbcd troops, by forced marobcs, toward iMontroal, Sorol, and Tliroo-

llivors. Tbe defoction of tlie iidial)itantH, and Maclean's rotroat. loft

Carloton alnjost without an escort. Thus abaiuloiuid, Ih; jumped aboard

a small vessel in IMontroal harbor, and with 100 fioldiers atul a few

oivilinns, set out for Quebec
;
but winds proving,' adverse to further sailing

proj^ress, bo landtul at Lavaltrit;, a few leagues below iMontroal, disu;nisod

himself as a villa^'or, and wont on board the row-bari^c! of a coasting-

trader called Bouchetto, with intent to drop down the flood by nocturnal

stages. Arrived thus at Throe-Hi vers, bo was just in time to witness

tlio ingress of tbe American invaders; and bo was fain to leave tbe

perilous locality even as a fugitive, just as Maclean, his town-major, did

shortly b(!fore,='* While the governor was thus fleeing, MontroMl opeiu'd

its gates to Montgomery ; tbe people of its suburbs declaring themselves

sympathisers in the American revolutionary cause.

Three Rivers, now ungarrisoned, followed the example of Motitrcal

;

the townsmen only asking to be as well treated as the IMontroalors bad

been by the Americans. Montgomery said be was sorry they could sup-

pose for a moment their lives or property would be unsafe in his bands;

expressing a pious wish that if Providence continued to favor him, kc,

the province would soon be enabled to achieve its freedom. Part of the

Britisli townspeople joined the Americans; and most of tlie Canadian

inhabitants, following suit, disarmed the resident loyalists. The Americans

who descended to Quebec in the flotilla which bad followed the governor

to Lavaltrie, and whicb they took without striking a blow, conjoined

themselves to Arnold's corps at Pointe-aux-Tremblcs. This Arnold, who

afterwards betrayed his country's cause, bad been a horse dealer, lie

was of a robust bodily make, of ardent temperament, ami a stranger to

fear. Having bad an extended experience of men and things, be was an

acute observer of botb, and bis natural tact compensated for bis want of

scholastic training. His great repute for courage and military skill

caused Wasbington to select bim as leader of the detachment drafted

from tbe Bostonian army, to make a sudden descent on Quebec by

the Kennebec and Chaudiere, as above-mentioned. His instructions,,

similar to those given Montgomery, enjoined him to be very careful irij

• Journal (MS.) kept at Tbree-Rivers, in 1775-6, hj M. Badeaux, a royalist

notary.
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his dealings with the Canadians, and even to humor their prejudices.

He was to sliow respect for their religion, to pay them liberally for what-

ever supplies he obtained, and to punish severely all maraudings. He
set out, and it took him six weeks to clear the Alleghanies and pass from

Cambridge to Quebec. He arrived by the St. Lawrence at the Fuller's

' (Wolfe's) Cove; encamping, Nov. 13, with 650 men only, on the Plains

of Abraham. Forced to travel through a rugged wilderness, following

the courses of r'vers vexed with rapids, and penetrating interspaces full

of obstructions, he was enabled finally to surmount the natural obstacles in

his way only by sacrificing most of his ammunition and baggage, and by

subsisting chiefly on such wild fruits, &c., as the country produced.

Arrived at the Kennebec head waters, he sent back the sick and all others

who were knocked up, or whose, hearts failed them. Too weak in num-

bers to attack Quebec without aid, he ascended the left bank of the flood

to Pointe-aux-Trembles, to effect a junction with Montgomery. Although

their collective force, even then, did not exceed 1200 men, the twain des-

cended to Quebec with their corps, and invested it early in December.

The governor had re-entered the city, Nov. 13, after having narrowly

missed being taken prisoner at Pointe-aux-Trembles, where he desired to

land. He was only just able to quit the village, as Arnold's troops

entered it. He found most of the citizens of the capital divided into two

antagonistic camps, while a third party was undecided which standard to

join. There had been several public meetings holden, to discuss and

determine this matter. The very day the governor returned, a meeting

was in progress in a chapel ; the question being mooted, whether the city

should or should not be defended. One Williams, the first signer of the

petition the British traders in the place addressed to the king the year

before, and who had mounted the rostrum to persuade the townspeople to

surrender the city to the army of congress, was so doing when Colonel

Maclean ordered him to come down ; then the latter dissuaded his

auditors from following counsel so cowardly, and caused the assembly

to disperse. A rumor arose, that the British in the place had proposed

terms of capitulation for the consideration of Arnold. As soon as the

governor resumed his charge, he set about putting the defensive works in

proper order, and encouraging the citizens to do their duty by king and

country. He assembled the trained bands (millcc bourgeoise), passed

along their ranks, beginning with the native Canadians, ranged on the

right, to whom he put the question, Whether they were resolved to com-

port themselves as true men and loyal subjects ? when all responded to the

appeal by affirmative acclamations. The British-born militiamen responded
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in like manner. But as there still remained a number of known or sus-

pected malcontents, who wished, at least, the invading enemy to be suc-

cessful, the governor ordained, on the 22nd day of November, that all those
who would not take up arms for the common defence should quit the city.

A number of British merchants, Adam Lymburner at their head, retired

into the island of Orleans, to Charlesbourg, or to other places where they
had villas, to await the result of the leaguer, and hail it with a cry of God
save the King ! or The Congress for ever !! according to circumstances.
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CHAPTER. I.

THE AMERICAN ARMY BEFORE QUEBEC—1775-177C.

Dcsporato plight of the British cause in Canada : Quebec alone recognises British domination.

—Defensive preparations.—A change unfavorable for republicanism gradually takes place

in the Canadian mind.—Assault on Quebec, Dec. 31 ; General Montgomery killed.—Succors

sent from America; Congress again addresses the Canadians: arrival ot Franklin, Chase,

and Carroll, who invito them to join the confederation.—Conduct of the people at this

cri.sis.-The American forces, destitute of necessaries, become sickly.—The governor
receives reinforcements.—Siege of Quebec raised.—The Americans, discomlited near Throe
Rivers, (ri,;t Canada.—In the south, the campaign ends favorably to them.—Declaration of

Indei)endeuce, July 4, 1776.—Discussions in the British parliament.—Bourgoyne's campaign

;

battles of Uuberton, Bennington, Freeman's Farm,&c.—Capitulation of Saratoga. -Admiral
Count d'Estaing, at the instance of Congress, vainly tries to persuade the Canadians to

become republicans.

The presence of the governor in Quebec did little for the cause of his

c^ountry in Canada ; a regard for British supremacy in a short time there-

after, existing scarcely anywhere but in the capital itself. The clergy, the

seigniors, and most of the lawyers, were ever devoted to British interests
;

but these were scattered in the towns and about the parishes, so many
isolated individuals amidst crowds of others. Still, their influence was

potent enough to make them hopeful of being finally able to direct the

popular mind everywhere. Meantime, the members of the royalist party,

anywhere outside of Quebec, were reduced to temporary insignificance.

The capital then had a population of about 5,000 souls. Its garrison

was 1,800 strong, including 550 Canadians. The forces were of a heter-

ogeneous kind, made up of regulars, militia, armed sailors, &c. ; but there

was enough of provisions and warlike munitions in store for eight months.

The fortifications had been greatly strengthened since the previous war,

and improvements on them were continued since hostilities recommenced.

The ramparts, on the landward r'de, were mounted with cannon and mor-

tars ; towards the river St. Charles, and facing the St. Lawrence, there

was on the margin of the cape (above the Lower Town) a palisaded line

bristling with heavy artillery. The Lower Town was itself defended, at

the centre, by batteries erected on the quays ; and towards each extremity,

by barricades. At the end of Champlain street, in a locality below where

the citadel has since been constructed, two batteries were raised, with

space intervening, the cannon in which commanded the narrow pathway.
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between cHif and flood. At the other extremity of the Lower Town, the

endings of St. Peter's and Sault-au-Matelot streets were barricaded

;

while the contiguous portion of the quay was mounted with ordnance.

Two hundred yards further on, another barricade was raised in old Sault-

au-Matelot street ; a narrow and then the sole issue existing between the

cape and the river St. Charles, for communicating between the Palais and

the Lower Town. More than 150 pieces of artillery were in position in

the Upper and Lower Town, at the beginning of December. Had the

besiegers been more numerous, from 7,000 to 8,000 soldiers would have

been needful to man properly the defences of Quebec
; but the force then

in the city was quite sufficient for the purpose : in fact, at no time during

the siege, did the enemy's number exceed that of the garrison ; and we

know not which of the two things to marvel at the most, the temerity of

Montgomery and Arnold in attacking, or the timidity of Carleton in his

manner of defending, the city.

Arnold, as soon as he was re-inforced by Montgomery's corps, without

waiting for that general, who marched more slowly, appeared before Que-

bec at the head of 900 provincials and some Canadians under Colonel

Livingston : the fidelity of the upper classes to British interests left the

latter headless, so that they were now led on by alien chiefs. When Mont-

gomery arrived, he invested the city entirely, and occupied Beauport, la

Canardiere, and Sainte-Foye : at the latter were his head-quarters. There

is reason to believe that his design was not to besiege the city in the usual

form, as battering the ramparts in breach, &c., for he had neither engin-

eers, nor artillery suited to that purpose ; his aim was rather to espy an

occasion for capturing the place by an unexpected and sudden assault, and

the batteries he erected at Saint-Roch and on the Saint-Louis road, 700

yards distant from the ramparts, were intended merely to cover his own

camp
;
possibly, also, to veil the design we have indicated.

However that may be, it certainly was no easy matter to surprise a

strongly fortified place, d!efended by a vigilant garrison. A desire to ter-

minate, by a crowning success, the series of fortunate hits he had been

able to give the British since he entered their colony, perhaps blinded the

perceptions of Montgomery to the perils attending his present enterprise.

An auspicious moment for assaulting the place successfully might arrive,

but it had to be waited for
;
and, besides his paucity of forces, he was not

properly supplied with money, and was short of provisions. His men,

poorly clothed, and unaccustomed to the severity of a Lower Canadian

winter, were already affected with virulent small-pox, a disease which soon

spread among them and continued to decimate their ranks to the last.
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As if these material wants and physical evils were not enough to cause the

hazardous enterprise to miscarry, an additional source of weakness was

opened up, through dissensions between Colonel Arnold and his officers.

The Canadians, too, who had lost their all through accepting inconver-

tible paper-money for supplying state-wants, refused to receive the promis-

sory notes of the American congress in exchange for their scrvicce or the

commodities they oflFered to sell. In a short time, likewise, those country

people who had been most zealous in the cause of provincial independence,

began to cool on the subject. The greater number of the people, in fact,

knew nothing of the over-forward proceedings of two traders in Montreal,

named Price and Walker, who undertook in their name, to deal with Con-

gress, as republican representatives of the colony.

Again, the Canadians who joined the American ranks, or who favored

the pretensions of Congress, began to perceive that they would have to

play a secondary, even a subservient part, as the struggle against British

domination progressed. The Americans now among them to begin with,

decided everything without consulting the inhabitants; they nominated

officials, convoked public meetings, &c., without asking Canadian consent

upon any occasion. Presently, the more thinking of the Canadian repub-

licans began to regret that they had been helpful to let loose upon their

country a band of armed adventurers, at whose mercy they were, without

any proper means of repressing their excesses. Reflections naturally and

promptly arise on all such occasions : they were, in the present case, not un-

mixed with a feeling of self-humiliation. The royalists were not slow to

profit by this turn in the tide of public feeling. The disparaging words of

the royalists launched at republicanism, were not a little reinforced by

the sordid aspect of the ragged soldiery of Arnold ; while, though their

number was small, their officers acted in an arbitrary manner. In a word,

the sarcastic observations of the royalists on the allies of the congreganists,

as the partizans of Congress in Canada were called, began to tell with an

effijct anything but favorable to the American cause. The prudence of

General Montgomery much contributed, so long as he lived, to prevent

an explosion of hostile feeling against his people by the Canadians, who

began to express an opinion, between man and man, that it were better

to obey one's own chief, under whatever form of general government, than

to be indebted for political freedom to aliens (in all senses of that word).

Montgomery certainly manifested great address in managing different

orders of men whom he dealt with ; being especially careful not to awaken

the fears of change in the most sensitive of all, the privileged classes.

Although he knew the innate feelings of the persons who enjoyed those
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pi^ivUeges, he ever showed them the greatest respect ; and, while perfectly

cognizant of the labors of the clergy to restrain revolutionary tendencies

in their flocks^ he enjoined on his men constant respect for (the catholic)

religion and its ministers. He promised freedom of worship for all, and

protection to the existing religious foundations. He proposed that a pro-

vincial convention, of deputies freely chosen, should be convoked, to pre-

pare a form cf government suited to the wants and wishes of the country.

The common people had been, in fact, allured by that proposal ; but their

superiors got up a counter-agitation, in order to persuade the Canadians

that the whole was an illusion, which they would soon repent of ever hav

ing been induced to regard with trustfulness.

To bring about a favorable re-action in the Canadian mind, MouLgomery

discerned no other moans than to capture Quebec, and annihilate the

royalism therein concentred. This feat he had determined to essay by noc-

turnal escalade, and he was only waiting for a night of unusual darkness

to plant his ladders unobserved by the garri-on. The midnight hours

between the 30th and 31st of December seamed to him a propitious time

—no luminaries appearing in the firmament above, and snow falling fast

on the earth beneath; while a howling wintry wind deadened all sounds

that his movements might create. Montgomery called all his effective men

together (between 13 and 14 hundred only), arranged them, and led the

way to an assault of the city defences. They followed with alacrity ; for

neither he nor they knew that Governor Carleton had been mauo aware,

i.y deserters, some days before, that a sudden attack was in contemplation

by the Americans ; consequently, every outpost was carefully guarded

and the sentinels ready to give an alarm as soon as an enemy appeared.

Montgomery divided his scanty force into four attacking columns. The

first, composed of Livingston's Canadians, was to make a feigned assault

in the direction of St. John's Gate ; the second, led by Major Brown, was

ordered to threaten the citadel. While the garrison's attention should

be occupied by these movements, and only thought of defviuding the

Upper Town, the two other columns, forming a really assaulting corps,

were to penetrate the Lower Town, and afterwards ascend to the Upper,

which, the Americans imagined, was open on that side. Colonel Arnold

with 450 men, was to advance by the suburb of St. Roch, and carry the

ba'-ricades and batteries of the Sault-au-Matclot ; Montgomery reserved

to himself the direction of the strongest column, undertaking to force the

barrier of the Pri^s-de-Ville and enter the place by Champlain street.

By 2 A. M. Dec. 31,, all the troops were ready to act. Some of the men

stuck sprigs of palm in front of their hats as marks of mutual recogni-
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tion ; othors mounted labels with the motto, " Liberty or death." Each

column then moved towards its assigned locality ; Montgomery descending

with his corps by the strand of the Foulon (Wolfe's Cove), and pushing

onward as far as the Anse-des-Meres, where he halted, in order to give

the final signal for attacking to the leaders of the other columns. By

this time it was four o'clock in the morning. Two rockets ascended, and

immediately several responsive signals, from the other corps, were per-

ceived by the sentinels on the ramparts, who forthwith gave the alarm.

When the Americans arrived on the ramparts of the landward side of

the city, they were received with a heavy fire of musketry, which they

were not slow in returning.

Meanwhile Montgomery was moving onward with his columns, which

took much time to defile, for the roadway along which it had to pass was

very strait, in some places two men not being able to march abreast

between cliff and strand; besides being encumbered by ice-blocks and

wreaths of newly fallen snow. He nevertheless cleared all obstructions,

and reached the outer barrier of Pres-de-Ville, through which he passed

without difficulty; but on attaining the next, he was confronted by a

masked battery, mounted with seven cannon, and manned by a guard 50

strong under Captain Chabot.* The artillerymen within stood beside

their guns, with lighted matches, all ready to apply them and send a

shower of grape as soon as the foe came near. Montgomery was

astounded on finding such preparations made for giving him a hot recep-

tion. Halting within fifty yards of the battery, he turned round, seem-

ingly to confer hastily with officers behind him, and then followed by

the latter and their men, suddenly sprang towards the battery, when

Chabot gave orders to fire. The discharge that followed proved destruc-

tive ; cries and groans, which suddenly arose, proved its deadly efficiency.

Montgomery himself, his two aides-de-camp, with several other officers

and a number of their men, lay on the ground, some killed outright, or

writhing in agony from mortal or other wounds. Colonel Campbell, upon

whom the chief command of Montgomery's column devolved, finding

that his men were so discouraged by the loss of the general and so many
of their comrades, thought it would be useless to reform his disordered

ranks for a second attempt to force the perilous pass ; he turned heel and

retreated with the utmost precipitation.

At this moment. Arnold, after traversing St. Roch and the Palais, was

advancing to force the first barricade which defended the opening of Old

* Sanguinet's Manuscripts.
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the Palais, was

)pening of Old

Sault-au-Matclot street, when, in defiling under the rampart of the Upper

Town, whence proceeded a brisk fire, he was struck by a ball which crushed

his leg. His leading was taken up by Captain Morgan, an cx-perru(}uier

of Quebec, but a brave officer, who marched up to the barrier, and carried

it by escalade, after wounding tho sentinel, and took prisoner every soldier

posted there, losing but one of his own men ; a casualty, however, of

more importance than any other, as the man killed was a Canadian, who

served him for a guide : this accident brought Morgan to a stand-still.

He was, soon thereafter, joined by Lieutenant-colonel Green and the rest

of the column, at a moment when a strange scene was passing among

his soldiers. A party of the citizens, aroused by the drummers beating

the revi'iller. repaired to the post of the Sault-au-Matelot, which was

assigned as their place of rendezvous in case of an attack on the city

;

when, meeting the Americans, the latter held out their hands, exclaiming

" Liberty for ever !" Some of them escaped, others were taken prisoners.

Daybreak found the Americans in possession of all the houses between

the barrier they had carried and the one beyond, in St. James' street,

about 200 paces further off. A handful of Canadians, who had pushed

on, defended this ground, foot to foot, with great obstinacy, desj)itc the

enemy's superior number, who called out several times, naming certain

citizens, "Friends, are you there?" and, having reached the second

barrier, set up ladders for sealing it ; but the fire kept up by the defend-

ers was so deadly, that the assailants, driven back, were fain to take

shelter in the houses. There, a city militiaman, named Charland, an

intrepid and robust man, advanced amid a shower of balls, seized the lad-

ders, and drew them inside the barricade. This post was under the

charge of Captain Dumas, who was then hotly engaged with the enscon-

ced Americans. The field of action at this point formed an angle, one side

of which was occupied by the assailants ; and the line cutting that of

the cape at right angles and running towards the St. Lawrence, was held

by the besieged, who had a battery on their right flank. It was not long

before Captain Dumas was succored by Captain Marcoux' Canadians

with some British foot-soldiers and artillerymen.

The governor, being apprised that the column had retreated which

attacked Pre..-de-Ville, and perceiving by their manoeuvres that the enemy's

troops who threatened St. John's Gate and Cape Diamond did not attack

in earnest, combined most of his forces at the point of Sault-au-Matelot.

He ordered Captain Laws, with 200 men, to quit the city by the Palais

Gate, and, throwing himself into St. Charles street and old Sault-au-

Matelot street, made a brisk assault on the enemies' rear. Captain Mac-
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Dougall, was charged, at the same time, to support Laws with his com">

pany. The latter liaving readied his destination, entered a liouse where

several American officers were in conference ; at sight of the British,

the former drew their swords, but were informed that if tliey made any

resistance they would be massacred. Having ascertained that the corps

outside was too numerous to bo resisted, they surrendered accordingly.

Carlcton had also sent orders to Major Nairne and Captain Dambourges

to take a strong detachment and support the troops who were still com-

bating in the Lower Town. Going thither they took the offensive, and

began to assail the houses occupied by the enemy. The nearest building

was soon scaled and carried by Dambourges and his men ;-'' Major Nairne

was as successful with otherS) till every one was quite cleared of the

Americans ; who thus found themselves assailed on all sides at once.

Their van driven back, hotly pressed in rear, enclosed every way and

their retreat cut off, they still continued a bootless resistance, but at last,

in despair, threw down their arms, and were taken prisoner. All the

-survivors of Arnold's corps remained in the hands of the governor, who,

following up this success, stormed the battery of St. Roch, whence a

uannonade proceeded during the whole duration of the attack on the

city, now fairly terminated.

The fire kept up at the Sault-au-Matelot was very hot, and it was

expected that its effect must be deadly, but such it was found not to

have really been. The loss of the Americans was great, in prisoners

;

and the death of Montgomery was an irreparable calamity for their

cause. The corpse of that general, along with the bodies of twelve others,

were disengaged from snow heaps, at a little distance from the barrier

through which he had attempted to enter. Some of the captured Ameri^

can officers, unconscious of the fate of their chief, having recognized his

sword in the hands of an officer of the garrison, were moved at sight of

it, and divined the loss that had befallen them. The governor, on his

part, showed his sympathy for them, and his own regard for the memory

of Montgomery, by interring his remains with military honors.

After this repulse, the besiegers, although greatly weakened, deter-

mined to keep the city blockaded, ])ut were obliged to remove to a distance

* " M. Dambourges ascended to a window on a ladder taken from the enemy,

(followed by several Canadians, and forced the casement of a corner house ; in

which he found several Bostonians. After fixing his gun, he, at the bayonet's

point, along with several Canadians, courageous as himself, forced his way
into the chambers ; which so discouraged the inmates that they surrendered."—

^Sanguinet Journal^ MS.
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of two to three niilos thcncefroin. Tlicir situation was becoming very

critical; a prey to disease, destitute of provisions, and fulling daily in

Canadian esteem, they were ever getting more and more dispirited.

The governor, whose numerical superiority was now unquestionable,

still deteriuincd to maintain the defensive till spring ; and decided not to

issue from the city ramparts till the arrival of rc-inforcements he had

solicited from Britain. He rightly feared more the political influence,

than the military prowess of the Americans, who remained masters of the

open country for some time longer.

The struggle thenceforward would be maintained rather between anta-

gonistic militias, than betwixt the royalists and the troops of the

Congress, in the Canadian arena. The general colonial population, as

winter terminated, desired to maintain a neutral part ; and demanded

that the royalist party should keep quiet, for M. de Beaujeu having

assembled in Jlarch, 350 men in the Laurentian parishes of the right

bank, below Quebec, in order to assist in the defence of that city,—forth-

with a combined corps, Canadian and American, marched against him,

surprised his vanguard, killed or wounded several of his men, and would

have slain them all, but for the interference of some of their own officers.

In this skirmish, fathers fought against sons, brothers against brothers, &c.

M. de Beaujeu, finding himself thus opposed, judged it expedient to

disband his corps.

Meanwhile, General Schuyler was informed by Arnold of the abortive

attempt on Quebec and Montgomery's death, and of his own promotion

to the chief command. Schuyler earnestly adjured the Congress to send

3,000 men into Canada at once ; adding his opinion, that no fewer

number would serve if past losses were to be made up, and the American

cause have a chance of triumphing in the province. Washington, who

could not detach so many soldiers from his own army, without incurring

great risks thereby, persuaded the people of Massachusetts, Connecticut,

and New Hampshire to send each a regiment into Canada; and as the

Congress paper money did not pass current there, specie was sent instead.

Washington also gafe orders to raise a force of 1,000 (anti-British)

Canadians, in addition to Livingston's corps, and put them in charge of

Moses Hazen, who had long resided in the colony.

The Congress also addressed a new proclamation to t\e Canadians;

telling them {infer alia), " Such is the fate of all mundane things—the

best of causes are ever most exposed to vicissitudes. But the spirit of

noble minds enlightened and inspired by the Sun of Liberty, rises all the

higher, to surmount obstacles. Eight battalions are raising, and will

10
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soon rush forward to the rescue of your province : if more nrc wanted

they will be Kuppliod." The Conj^ress conjured the CanadianH, once

more, to seize the favorable occasion then presented to them, to play a

part in the f^lorious conc(ucst of American independence. It recom-

nicndod that an association (of malcontents) should be formed in every

parish ; and that such associations should each elect a proper number of

deputies to constitute a provincial assembly of representatives ;
these to

nominate delegates front their own body to sit as Congress-men. But

the Canadian people, gradually cooling in their republican tendencies, and

continuou.sly influenced by the calming and efficacious advice of the

clergy and burgesses,—the latter all of monarchic sentiment,— listened to

the words in the Congress address with an indifference which proved tlio

change that had come over the popular mind since the previous autumn :

in fine, the Canadians stirred not in any direction.

Advised of the prevailing inertia of the Canadian mind, the Congress,

by way of stirring it up, resolved to send some of its foremost men as

connnissioners to the province. The celebrated Franklin, Mr. Chase, and

Charles Carroll, all three leading congressionals, were tho nominees. The

latter, by a special resolution, was solicited to engage his brother, an ex-

jesuit (who died bishop of Baltimore in 1815), to accompany the delega-

tion, and exert his influence, as a priestly republican, upon the catholic

clergy. The commissioners' instructions, dated March 20, directed them

to represent to the Canadians, that their territory had been entered,

merely as a means for causing the projects of the British government

against colonial freedom to miscarry. The confederated provincials, the

commissioners were to observe, trusted not only to bafHc the hostile mach-

inations of Governor Carleton, but to extend to the Canadians, whom
the Americans regarded as their brothers, the means of assuring their

own independence. The interests of the two countries, it would be their

duty to urge, were really identical : if the confederation militant obtained,

as doubtless it would, recognition of its rights, the Canadians (supposing

they joined it) would share in the benefits thence accruing : otherwise,

they would remain subject to every tyrannical act which a British minis-

try should choose to inflict upon them : while, in the former case, they could

adopt whatever form of provincial government they considered most

befitting—yet still taking rank as an equal member of the North Amer-

rican Union with all the other associated provinces.

The commissioners were to convey an intimation to the Canadians,

that their own mother country would certainly not side with Britain in

the war against the provincials ; that, on the contrary, there was every
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rcftsnn for bclicvinp:, that the inclination as well as the interest of the

French peciplo Icil them to live in amity with the Americans, when hecomc

independent. The commissioners were enjoined to declare, that the latter

held as a sacred principle, every man's right to choose his religious creed

for himself; and they were toencrage, in name of the wliolc confeder.ition,

that the religion of the Canadians should remain intact ; that the rights

of tlieir clergy, and those of the spiritual confraternities, would be con-

stantly respected; in a word, that the regulation of everything regarding

public worship and ecclesiastical matters should be entirely left at the

discretion of a free legislature constituted by the Canadians themselves :

conditioned, however, that the catholic majority should not exclude

protestants, &c., from tilling civil offices, or oblige such to pay titlies, or

otherwise be made to contribute to the support of the catholic clergy.

Lastly, the commissioners were to demonstrate to the Canadians the

necessity of adopting decisive and prompt measures for coming under the

protection of the American confederation : giving tlie Canadian people,

at the same time, some notion of the modes in use, over the frontier, for

making known the public wishes; also to point out how political and

municipal business were best transacted ; as, for example, by nieans of

committees of observation and inspection in each township, and by means

of provincial conventions, and committees of public safety : in order to

realizing all which, the commissioners were to urge that the assembling of

a convention ought to take place forthwith ; along with the establishment

of a free press; to be followed by the organization of a new government,

the latter afterwards to enter into political partnership with the other

independent provinces comprising the North American Union.

The commissioners, thus indoctrinated, left New York city, April 2,

1775, but did not reach iMontreal till tlie 2!)th of that month. Franklin

remained there till the "llth and Father Carroll till the 12th of May.

The former soon perceived that the quest lie was sent on would prove

bootless. Personally, he was not an acceptable mediator in the case ; for

the Canadians could not but remember how eager he was to stimulate

the British people to make a conquest of their country some fifteen years

before.

The charge laid on these commissioners was, as we have seen, to engage

the Canadians to join in a revolution ;
but they were also instructed,

should they foil in tliis, to strive at persuading them to remain neutral

at least during the stugglc, in order to allow military occupation to be

taken of the colony without any resistance on their part : a (concealed)

after intent being, for the Americans to keep permanent hold of it, with

or without the consent of the inhabitants.
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While Franklin wan working his way ns a civil diplotnatiHt, Father

Carroll visitod a nuinbor of tlio clergy in Montroal and the country placoH:

hin Hucccss with tlioni wa.s yet Icsh than that of Franklin with the laity.

Vainly did he press upon the attention of his brother priests reasons hejudged

most likely to bo of weight, in cngaginp; them to adopt u revolutionary

policy. If his reasoning were strong, the practical logic in theirs was yet

loss controvertible, lie was told tluit ever since the ac(iuisition of Canada

by Great Britain, the people had had no one aggression upon their rights to

complain of; that, on the contrary, her government had faithfully realized

all treaty stipulations
; that she had sanctioned, and covered with the

aogis of her power, the oldon jurisprudence and ancient customary legal

practice of Canada: while all this was done with a respectful scrupulosity

which really merited grateful acknowledgment. Carroll replied, *' the

Congress expressly declares, that if the Canadians will but unite with

the provinces its members represent, their forms of worship will be tet*-

pected, and the estates of their clergy be preserved intact : that, if the

Canadians rid themselves of British domination, their religion would not

be ' tolerated ' merely, as it then was, but be put on an equal footing with

all other religions." Upon which the priests addressed, rejoined, " so far

as that goes, the British government has left us nothing to wish for. All

our monasteries arc now in full possession of their own ; our missions are

in a flourishing state : why, the military authorities are ordered to do

honor to our religious out-door ceremonies I Upon the principle that

fidelity is due for protection, the clergy cannot in conscience decide that

recommending neutrality in the case would be compatible with their duty

to the established government." Carroll was then admonished, that in

some Anglo-American provinces the catholic religion had not even been

tolerated ; that the priesthood was prohibited exercising its functions,

under severe penalties ; and that missionaries among the savages were

treated with rigor and cruelty. The Canadians were not persuaded that

these harsh measures were altogether the work of the royal government

;

for, when catholic interests were In question, the British colonists were by

no means forward in vindicating that religious freedom they claimed for

themselves. Lastly, there was great contradictoriness between the

address of the Congress to the British people, dated October 21, 1774,

and that sent, during the same year, to the inhabitants of Canada. The

Quebec Act, denounced in the former (it was rightly observed) only

recognized the rights of conscience, by guaranteeing to the Canadians the

free exercise of their religion, to their clergy the enjoyment of their

property and incomes, with a dispensation from the operation of the test
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actfl
;
yot the Conf^rcSH, nnimutod by nn iidvorpo 8pirit, hnd, in its nddroHB

to the people of Britain, actually (leiiianded ii proscription of the religion,

lawH, and other cherinhed iiiHtitutions of the Canadians— in fact, hud

called for their total abusenient. " How, then, after ^ivinj; expression

to sentiments so hostile, can the Canadian clerfry put full trust in these

words, forniinj^ part of the address of Conf^ress to the Canadians :
* We

arc too well acquainted with tht; liberality of sentiment distitif:;uishing

your nation, to imafi;ine that difference of reli^'ion will prejudice you

against a hearty amity with us. You know that the transcendent nature

of freedom elevates those who unite in her cause, above all such low-minded

infirmities. The Swiss cantons furnish a n)cinorable proof of this truth.

Their Union is composed of Catholic and Protestant States, living in the

utmost concord and peace with one another
; [?] and they are thereby

enabled, ever since they bravely vindicated their freedom, to defy uud

defeat every tyrant that has ever invaded thcTU.'
"

The inconsistency of the Congress in their addresses, thus brought

home to the perceptions of its emissaries, every where bore such results as

might have been expected to arise out of such self-stultification. When
the address to the people of Great Britain, (dated Sept. 5, 1774) *,:ie

first read, in a numerous meeting of r yalists, that part relating to the

re-organisation of Canada, and another depicting the evil nature of the reli-

gion and usages of the inhabitants, elicited exclamations of indignation

and scorn from all present.

" the perfidious and slandering Congress !" cried some adding,

" Let us bless our good prince ; let us be faithful to a king of tnat consis-

tent benignity which extends itself to religionists of every kind ;
let ufi

beware of those who wish us to become disloyal, arriving with false

promises in their mouths."

Thus did the solemn protestations of the Congress become discredited,

among the people, while the clergy and the seigniors soon resumed their

influence over them ; for sound polity is based on enlightened plain-deal"

ing, and not on diplomatic finesse or dishonoring subterfuges.

Persons are not wanting who, at the present time, reproach the clergy,

seigniors, and burgesses of that day for a policy denounced as being yet more

improvident than selfish. They regret that unjust prejudices should have

become means for depriving their compatriots of a tempting opportunity

for obtaining independence and freedom, perhaps without shedding a drop

of blood
; as, had the British been once expelled from the country, they

never would have reentered it. Such cannot imagine how our progenitors

could turn a deaf ear to the overtures of the Congress which ofi'ered to

5"
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receive us into its confederation on such conditions as each of the thirteen

provinces reclaimed for itself, and no others ; namely, leaving to all to

adopt such forms of internal government as they chose to establish, pro-

vided only that the whole should form a republic, and religious freedo'n be

allowed everywhere. In place of this libfirty, thus rejected, what did they

or we obtain ? it is bitterly demanded :
" Why, the despotic system of

1774, in virtue of which a few Canadians were admitted to place, fromi

polity ; the constitution of ''

791, with a legislature of three branches, over

two of which the public could exercise no influence, since both emanated

directly from London, while in the ex'jcuuve was vested all real power

;

finally the Union of the tyro Oanadas in 1840, effected in view of gradually

annihilating our nationulity, and subjecting us to a British majority !

During this long period of political servitude, unjust treatment, and

humiliation, the personnel of the executive has always been alien and

hostile to the Canadian"
"

To these animadvers^s/ns it is replied, with sound reasoning, that it

would have been iriudicious to take part with insurgent populations which

were anything but sure of being able to gain their cause ; that, notwith-

standing all their promises, it weio imprudent for a community of catho-

lics, of French origin, to throw itself into the arms of a confederation of

provincials mostly of British race and nearly all protestants ; whose repre-

sentatives too had so lately remonstrated both against the religious tolerance

of their mother country in our behalf, as well as the consideration her

government had manifested for our other institutions and usages ; that, to

cut the matter short, prudential considerations, as v " as a loyal feeling,

founded on the rational ba,*is of gratitude for royal grace, bound our fore-

fathers to adhere to the prince (whose domination had been indeed imposed

upon them), rather than run the risk of faring worse as a member of an

Anglo-American republic (should such be established) : for, after all, there

were worse conditions than that of living under the supremacy of a Euro-

pean monarchy, powerful to protect.

We return to the progression of passing events. Governor Carleton,

as already noted, concluded to await the arrival of succors from Britain

before quitting his fastnes:. of Queb ;c ; though he might easily have swept

away from its environs all his I'emanent enemies, after the repulse of Dec.

31 ; and probably have constrained them to quit the country entirely.

His inaction gave the invaders time to rally ; and to General Schuyler,

who commanded on the Canadian frontier, an opportunity for sending in

re-inforcements, of which he was not slow to avail himself. General

Wooster, who took the chief command at Quebec, in place of Colonel

I
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.Ajnold, set about erecting new batteries to play on the city. He con-

structed one at Pointe-Levi, and another on the Buttes-ii,-Neveu ; but

neither proved effective.

Wooster was superseded, in May, 1776, by General Thomas, who found

only 1,600 effective men at his disposition, although 1,900 were entered

on his muster-rolls. Privation, exhaustion, and the small-pox, kept the

rest laid up. It had been resolved, in a council of war holden at Mont-

real, to fortify the right bank of the river Jacques-Cartier, and to build some

gun-boats at Chambly ; but as matters then stood, the project could not

be realized. Men, ammunition, stores of all kinds, were deficient ; but

six days' provisions remained, and the growing unfriendliness of the

Canadians made it difficult to obtain subsistence through their means for

the American forces. In this discouraging posture of affairs, Thomas

began to think of retreating ; but still would not leave without making a

parting attempt against the city ; resorting, however, to a device which

could have no chance of suucess. He launched a lire -ship against the

shipping which had wintered in the port, hoping that the conflagration it

was intended to create would so attract and detain the attention of the

garrison, that his own men would be able to near the city unawares, sur-

mount its works, and take the place by surprise. The fire-ship never

reached the shipping, and burnt itself out ; and while this combustion

v/as in process, the arrival of vessels from Britain below the city was sig-

nalled. The moment was critical : Thomas hardly had time allowed him

to embark his artillery and invalids, before the governor issued from

Quebec with 1,000 men and six field pieces, to pursue him. The Amer-

ican rear-guard was attained, and a skirmish ensued, which ended by leav-

ing in British hands the enemy's whole artillery, stores and baggage, with

more than 200 sick and wounded. The Americans in advance, who

threw away their arms to enable them to run the faster, suffered cruelly in

their retreat. Many would have perished but for the compassionating

humanity of the Canadians, who gave them food and coverings.

They halted not till they arrived at Sorel, where their general died of

small-pox. After hanging upon their skirts for some time, Carleton

retraced his steps ; and returned to the city, sent thence detachments to

pick up straggling enemies, arrest colonists who had joined the Americans

and fire their houses ; for the British, who spared from destruction the

property of insurgents in the Anglo-American colonies, followed their

ancient practice with respect to Canada, and its foreign-derived race. As

in 1759, they now marched torch in hand.
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The Congress had hastened the march of a re-inforcement for General

Thomas, to enable him to keep hold of a part of the country at least. By
the end of May, the Americans were about 4,000 strong in the district of

Montreal ; bui, they were so ill provided with proper means of subsistence

by the Congress, that their officers allowed them to take grain by force

from the dealers, when the latter refused to take their written promises to

pay. This measure was approved of by the resident commissioners, Car-

roll and Chase, who justified it to the Congress afterwards, declaring that

had not this violent expedient been employed, a general plunder by the

men would have ensued ; while the resistance of the people, on the other

hand, would have led to scenes of bloodshed. Before the month closed

(May), these two agents left Montreal and returned home. Passing

through St. John's, they met General Sullivan, leading a fresh corps, for

Canada, of 1,400 men ; which increased the American force in the colony

to 5,400, But still it was not strong enough to confront the British at

this time, who had been largely re-inforced, from the mother country,

then in a state of great excitement against its revolted provincials.

The aspect of colonial aflfairs had led to the resignation of some of the

British ministers, though a great majority in the legislature had voted

for suppressing the rebellion by military force. Fearing that desertions

might take place among the regulars, seeing that several ex-British officers

commanded the soldiers embodied by Congress, a treaty was entered into

with the Duke of Brunswick, and some other petty sovereign princes in

Germany, for the loan of an auxiliary corps 15,000 or 16,000 strong; a

band of unsympathetic mercenaries not likely to be an effective instrument

of repression in the paymasters' hands. A division of these troops, under

generals Kiedesell and Specht, was embarked for Canada, along with ten

British battalions and some artillerymen ; in all a corps 7 to 8 thousand

strong, and commanded by General Bourgoyne. Arrived at Quebec, this

army was split into detachments, which were stationed at intervals, on the

banks of the St. Lawrence, between the capital and Three Rivers ; but

all ready to act, ia concert or otherwise, on signal given. The American

general Sullivan, posted at Sorel, in espial of the royalists' movements,

thinking he would be easily able to capture Three Rivers, if it were

attacked before relief could arrive from below, embarked 1,800 men, under

charge of General Thompson, with orders to cross Lake St. Peter and land

at Pointe-du-Lac. News of this descent was brought to the town, June

8, at 4 A. M., by a captain of militia. Forthwith the troops in the place,

and those in port just arrived from Quebec, were conjoined, and sent

against^the enemy. By the way, a number of Canadians came and swelled
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the British ranks ; so that the collective force was greater than that of the

invaders, besides possessing artillery, which they wanted. The latter were

encountered near a wood, 1^ mile distant from Three Rivers, and, after

an obstinate struggle with the British vanguard, were thrown back on

another antagonistic corps, which outflanked and drove them into a marshy

wood to the north of Lake St. Peter. Their general and 200 of his men

were taken prisoners ; and the rest took to flight, but did not reach head-

quarters till some days afterwards.

The British vanguard moved, on the 14th, to Sorcl, which Sullivan

evacuated and retreated to Chambly. Bourgoyne, with the main army,

followed slowly, picking up as many Canadian volunteers as offered them-

selves. Sullivan, on finding the British in chase, set fire to Fort Cham-

bly and retrograded to St. John's, whither Arnold had just come, with the

American garrison of Montreal ; after being nearly taken in the net by

Governor Carleton, who reached Varenncs unawares, by ascending the

right bank of the flood. The Americans, having burnt Fort St. John,

fell back successively on Isle-aux-Noix, Crown Point, and Ticonderoga

;

thus concluding an eight months' campaign of checkered fortunes, vary-

ing according to the dispositions, favoring or unfavoring, of the Canadians.

Some time before, fully 500 Americans entrenched at the Cedars, on the

right bank of the Ottawa, surrendered to Captain Foster, who attacked

them with a force somcwhr.t fewer. This los"^, which involved the mas-

sacre of several prisoners by the savages, was sensibly felt by the Ameii-

cans, who attributed it to the cowardice of their chief The post was,

beside?, cf ?'^me importance to them, on account of its neighborhood to the

native tribes.

Oarleton, after driving the Americans from the frontiers of Canada,

judging that the next important step to be taken was to secure British

mastery on Lake Champlain, set abri.t launching a flotilla ^n it, for that

purpose Three armed vessels, the ^)arts of which were sent from Eng-

land, were put together
; while 20 'jun-boats, with other small craft, were

collected or built, and the wholr put in charge of Captain Pritigle. The

Americans, on their part, armed two corvettes, two brigantines, and a

dozen smaller vessels ; which were put in charge of Arnold, with directions

to obtain the control of the lake if he could. The two flotillas met on the

11th of October, under the lee of Valcourt island ; and, after a stiff con-

test, Pringlo was fain to draw off. Arnold, though victorious, lost two

vessels in the encounter ; and his force being now inferior to the British,

he determined to take present shelter under the guns of the fort at

Crown Point ; but intercepted on his way thither two days afterwards, by

t I
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tho British flotilla, a second action took place, when he was completely

defeated, and all his vessels taken or destroyed but four. The American

land-force, thereby left unprotected at Crown Point, blew up the fort, and

retreated up the lake.

The yearly campaign was now drawing to an end. Carleton returned

to St. John's, and thence descended the Richelieu and St. Lawrence, to

Quebec. The British army took up winter-quarters, being cantoned, at

intervals, in a line extending from Isle-aux-Noix to the capital. The men
were billeted on the houses of the rural population, royalist and malcon-

tent alike, paying for nothing, all compensation being denied therefor.*

The British were less lucky in the southern colonies, where ; iree oper-

ations were to be carried out by direction of the cabinet, ±ne troops

were repulsed at Charleston, which it was intended should be besieged, and

obliged to abandon Carolina. They were forced to evacuate Boston also.

ii important victory gained by Lord Howe at Long-Island, with much

Ljs to the Americans, followed by their evacuation of New York and

retreat beh' ':d the Delaware, was counterbalanced by the success of General

Washington, who avenged the defeat of Long-Island, first by the vic-

tory of Trenton, where he took 1,000 prisoners ; next by a second advan-

tage he gained on the neighboring heights ; lastly, by tlie dispersion of a

royalist corps at Stony-Brook, where he took 800 prisoners more, and

some cannon : insomuch that a balance being struck, the cause of inde-

pendence was found to have gained more than it lost, in the campaign of

1776.

While Britain was thus acting in the field, she sent commissioners to

offer terms to the insurgents. Their chiefs, fearing the seductions of

the government, thought the time was come for breaking with the mother

country altogether. The Congress began formal separation by a mani-

festo, giving a detailed exposition of the colonial grievances. This docu-

ment created an immense sensation. Shortly after);^ ards, the Congress

ordered a heavy impression to be printed of a tract entitled Common
Sense, written by Thomas Paine ; it was a publication full of bitter

sarcasms against monarchic sway, and denunciations of the tyranny of

• Thus we understand M. Garneau's meaning, as Englished in the above pas-

sage
;
but lest the drift of it may have been misapprehended, his text is

subjoined :
" EUe (I'armee anglaise) fut log^e chez les cultivateurs, ou elle vecut

4 discretion, traitant les royalistes et les r^publicains militairement, et sans

qu'ils pussent obtenir justice."—No authority is given for making this highly

incriminating charge aguinst the government of that day ;
aud such ought to bo

called for.—JB.
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domination from a distance. This work, too, had a great effect, for it

put the American royalist party out of countenance ;
while it spurred

on the republicans to action, and decided those who were hesitating

which party to take, to join the latter. The public mind being tLus

affected, Mv. Lee proposed, June 7, 1776, to proclaim the independence

of (British) America. The votes for and against this decisive act were

at first equal
; but next day, a majority decided that it should take

place. The Congress then constituted itself into a " house of represent-

atives of the United States of America," and, July 4 ensuing, published

the Declaration of Independence, by which the thirteen Anglo-American

provinces renounced for ever the jurisdiction of the government of Great

Britain. Thus terminated the second part of the sanguinary drama, the

first scenes in which were the campaignings in the New World during the

Seven Years' "War.

General Bourgoyne, about this time, returned to England, to concert

wii-h the British ministry a plan of operations for the ensuing year.

This was an ambitious officer, who had more self-sufficiency than his

military talents justified. The political party he belonged to took occa-

sion, from some easy successes he gained in Portugal, to exalt his merits

to the utmost ; a factitious reputation, which afterwards made his signal

discomfiture and surrender at Saratoga become all the more discreditable

to the government which selected him for a chief command.]

The project adopted by the British cabinet was, to cause the Canadian

army to advance into the province of New York, and form a junction, at

Albany, with the corps under Gen. Howe ; thereby separating New Eng-

land from the southern provinces in revolt. Bourgoyne proposed, that in

case d coalescing movement on the Hudson line were found impracticable

or too hazardous, he]should be allowed the double option either of debcend-

ing the Connecticut valley, or else of embarking ihe Canadian army,

andcoming round to the junction point by water. This alternative was

rejected by the ministry, and that plan adhered to as aforesaid.

It is notorious that George III was of all men in Britain the most

determined to subdue the Americans. The difficulty of carrying out hos-

tile intents led to several ministerial changes ; but Lord North, says Gib-

bon in his Memoirs, supported on one side by the majestic intellect of

Thurlow, and on the other by the subtle eloquence of Weddcrburne, stuck

to the helm of state ; while the houses of parliament showed a disposition

to back his coercive policy against the insurgent provincials. Majorities

granted, at his demand, ships, soldiers, and subsidies, despite the vehement

remonstrances of the party in opposition. " For these three years past,"
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demanded Lord Chatham, " what successes have we achieved ? We have

captured a few armed posts, all the while teaching our adversaries how to

carry on war. Take my advice : hasten to redress the grievances of

the Americans; listen to their complaints ; above all, recognise their right

to tax themselves by their own representatives, and not by ours. This

recognition will act as a talisman for procuring a truce, preliminary to

obtaining a peaceful accommodation with them. If we continue the war,

if we march to encounter them within cannon-range of the French, they

will open a battery, masked as yet, which will blow every British soldier

from the American soil."

If Lord Chathan hated France, quite as much did Choiseul dislike

Britain. One desire above all others possessed the duke's mind since sign-

ing the treaty of 1763,—that of avenging the humiliation of France, in-

flicted by its articles. Choiseul, although not now in the ministry, yet

ruled it through the ascendency he had gained over queen Marie-Antoinette.

By the force of his will and great personal efforts, he endowed his country

with a redoubtable navy; and, notwithstanding the opposition of some of

the ministers, he succeeded in persuading the indolent king to take part

with the American insurgents. Towards the close of 1775, Lee opened

a secret correspondence with a luerchant at the Hague, named Dumas.

He had an interview afterwards in London with the French ambassador

and M. de Bcaumarchais, the latter of whom declared that the French

government was willing to furnish arms, ammunition, and money, to the

extent of nearly five million francs (£200,000 sterling).* It is reported

that M. de Vergennes wished to turn the crisis to account by re-conquer-

* Bcaumarchais, author of Le Mariagc de Figaro, &c., it is confidently said,

was, through his selfish spirit and subtlety as an intriguer, not only the prime

mover, but the actual realizer of the French alliance with the United States

leaders. He had become a commercial speculator, on a large scale, in America

;

heavy sums were due to him in the British provinces, and payment for the bills

given in return was suspended owing to the outbreak of insurrections. If it were

put down, every sou of the debt would probably have been lost; hence he put

many wheels in movement (he was the son of a watchmaker) to sustain the

revolutionists in their attempt. He was a handsome man, had showy parts

and fascinating manners. Though a parvenu, and a derider of kings and nobles,

he was a favorite at court, to which he found entry, at first, as a musical assistant

to the daughters of Louis XV. It was he, rather than Choiseul, who had exer-

cised a dangerous influence over the mind of the amiable, but rather giddy-

headed consort of the gentle and just Louis XVI. Bcaumarchais accumulated

an enormous fortune, and most of it by not irreprehensible means. See Mimoire

et Correspondence du Prince de Ligne,—B.
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ing Cape-Breton, Canada, and Louisiana ; but that the other ministers did

not relish the proposal. The surviving officers who served in the last

Gallo-Canadian war all manifested a desire to resume their arms for

another ; the Chevalier do L()vis, in especial, offered his services. An
army only 10,000 strong, they said, would suffice to regain the lost

American possessions for France ; for every adult Canadian, freed from

his allegiance to an alien king, resumed, in right of birth, fealty to the

monarchs of his own race : only distribute 30,000 stand of arms among

the Canadians, it was asserted, and the French legion of 10,000 sent

out would forthwith become a quadrupled army of 40,000 men. With

such a force, how could the proposed enterprise fail.

It was then that there appeared in London a posthumous volume of

letters written by M. de Montcalm, addressed to Messrs. Berryer and Mold,

in which the French general predicted, in advance, the loss of Canada

and the American revolution. He wrote to his cousin, M. de Berryer,

Aug. 24, 1759,* " I shall console myself for my defeat and the loss of

* This letter is copied from a pamphlet published at Gibraltar by Colonel

Beatson, of the Royal Engineers, and entitled, " The Plains of Abraham; with

Notes, original and selected." M. de Faribault, to whom the author sent a copy

of his performance, has been kind enough to make it known to me. The letter

also forms part of the illustrative pieces in Major Warburton's Conquest of Can-

ada, published in 1849. Eliot Warburton found it in a publication, (professing

to be a collection of genuine) "Letters of the Marquis de Montcalm, governor

general of Canada, to Messrs. de Berryer and de la Molu, in 1757-1759 : London

1777." .r. Warburton gives some extracts from other letters, in which it

appears that Montcalm kept up a secret correspondence with the British colon-

ists. How did those letters reach London? Who published them, and what

was the aim of their editor? We know not. M. Faribault has cited them in

his catalogue, as entered in an old trade-list of London books
;
but he has never

understood that the letters (in print) ever reached Canada. The letters are also

mentioned in 0. Rich's Bibliotheca Americana Nova (London and New York,

1855), " Letters from the Marquis de Montcalm, governor-general of Canada, to

Messrs. Berryer and de la Mole, in the years 1757-8-9, with an English transla-

tion.—"If these letters are genuine," Rich adds, " they show that M. de Montcalm

had a very correct presentiment of what would be the consequences of attempt-

ing to tax the colonies." (There is " much virtue in if," says Touchstone, and the

catalogue-maker's caution is commendable ;
there is a simplicity in it worthy of

the celebrated commentator of Gulliver's Travels, who opined that a few of

Lemuel's most startling statements lacked the sacrament of confirmation. The

Montcalm letters are just as autlientic as the speculations of (Admiral) Hosier's

Ghost, Rowe's Letters from the Dead to the Living, or other like figments, but

were not nearly so well got up ; bearing upon them the unmistakable stamp of

the Grub-street garret literature of a. d. 1777.

—

B.
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u
the colony, by the inward persuasion I have, that the defeat I foresee will

one day be of more value to my country than a victory ; and that tlic

victor, in aggrandizing liinisclf, will be buried under his acquired spoils."

If there is anything to reproach Montcalm with, there was at least no

want of courage or patriotism in him.

His letters contain, in regard of the secret intentions of the British

colonists, notifications worthy of being made known. Those colonists mani-

fested a rabid hostility against Canada, only in view of obtaining more

promptly their own independence. Thus discoursed the marquis :

—

" I know them (the Americans) well, not from reports of them by

strangers, but through secret correspondence and private information

which I have kept up and saved; all which I may some day be able

(God sparing my life), to turn to my country's advantage. To crown

the good fortune of these people, every colonist is in a thriving way of

life ; they are numerous, too, as well as rich ; they find within tUomselves

all necessaries and commodities of life. Old England has been heedless

and silly enough to allow them to manufacture for themselves, thus break-

ing the chain which bound them, by means of their daily wants, to the

mother country, and made them dependent on her. Therefore it is,

that the Anglo-American colonies, each become a self-sufficing piovince,

would have, long since, repudiated British domination and declared their

independence, but for the constant fear of the French, always at their

skirts, and ready to come down upon them in force. If masters they

must have, they preferred to have them of their own rather than an alien

race ; taking special care, however, to bend to their compulsion as little

as possible. But let Canada once be conquered, the Canadians thereby

becoming as one people with them, and Old England still continuing to

assert her supremacy over them in any marked way, can you believe that

they would longer submit to it ? After all, what risk would they run in

revolting ?

*J^ *j> ^X* *4^ ^l* *1* vl> •>!« ^i' \i* \i^
T* "T* 'T* 'T* *?* "^ 'I* "T* "T* n^ ^P

" I cannot, however, disguise from myself the truth, that Old England,

were she wisely politic, could always keep in hand a ready means of

bringing her American colonists to reason. Canada, in point of riches,

power, or numbers of people, is insignificant, comptired with the solid

mass of British America ; but the valor, the industry, the fidelity

of its inhabitants, so well supply such deficiencies, that for a century

back the latter have fought with successes against the whole of those

British provincials. Ten Canadians are a match for a hundred of them :

daily experience proves that fact. Now, if Old England, after conquer-
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ing Canada, only knew how to attach its people to her by benefits, and

thereby bound them to her interests alone ; if she would leave them in

possession of their religion, their laws, customs, and ancient form of

government—then Canada, differing on all points, from the other colo-

nies, would always remain an isolated dependency, and never care to

amalgamate with the Anglo-American colonies But such is not the

wise polity of the British. When they conquer any country, they

must (forsooth) change its government; they carry thither their laws,

their habitudes, &c., &c I am as sure as I am now writing these

words, that in ten years' time or sooner, after the conquest of Canada,

all I have divined will come to pass. Therefore it is (as I set out with

observing) that, as a true Frenchman, I reconcile myself to the immi-

nent danger my country now incurs, of seeing this, her greatest colony,

fall into alien hands."*

Never was a coming revolution predicted with so much precision, and

never did Britain receive better counsel fcr the proper treatment of the

French-Canadians, whose nationality she obstinately wished to destroy,

consentiently to the like clamors the British colonists of our own time

have borrowed from those of that day. Montcalm taught Britain that,

while combating the French, the Americans were already seeking to draw

up with them, in order (at a future and not distant date) to make a

common fight of it, and expel the British from the New World.

Those French ministers opposed to intervention, became so because

they feared that, after throwing off the British yoke, the revolted provinces

would become afterwards strong enough to give the law to France and

Spain in every part of America, and be ready to invade the possessions

of either or both at any unexpected moment.f Although forecasting

the future, they did not yet anticipate the rapid progression of coming

events in the New World. Meanwhile, the overtures of Beaumarchais

were no sooner made known to Congress, than its congress hastened to send

one of their body, Silas Deane, to Paris, with instructions to enter into

* Everything this letter contains appears to be so extraordinary, if we advert

to the time when it was written, that a doubt unwarily arises (on se surprcnd d

douter) of its authenticity. Montcalm announces with so much precision the

events which were to and did happen, that we hesitate to put faith in what was

rather a prophecy than a prediction. This much is certain, that the letter was

published in 1777; namely, four years prior to the assumed triumph of the

American revolution; and the exactness of the facts, with the wisdom of the

polity it expounds, merits its taking a place in the history of the time.

t Historical and Political Memoir on Louisiana, by M. de Vergennes, minister

of Louis XVI, published in 1802.

I
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a direct ncf^ociation with the French cabinet. After a thousand obsta-

cles of every kind, the promised aid was despatched to the Americans

;

whoso cause became so popular in France, that Mi' younj^ Marquis

de Lufayetto and several other youthful nobles en^b .led to offer their

services as volunteers to the insurgent chiefs. Franklin, Deane, and Lee,

were officially recognized as resident American commissioners at the

Court of Louis XVI. The known kindly disposition of this prince, and

the hope of further succor from his subjects, mightily heartened the

young republic to maintain the struggle going on.

Meantime, General Bourgoyne returned to Quebec, early in 1777.

What was passing in France might make it doubly advisable lor Britain

to multiply her efforts to bring the contest to an issue ; Bourgoyne, accord-

ingly, made prompt preparations for taking the field. The governor,

retaining only 3000 men for the dcfonce of Canada, put all the other

forces therein (about 8,500 soldiers and 500 savages) at the disposition

of Bourgoyne ; who was to invade the province of New York (on its

upper side) and strive to effect a junction, at Albany, with the army of

General Howe. The former body rendezvoused at Crown-Point, June 30,

along with a considerable park of artillery. There was an intent to adjoin

to the British regulars a great number of auxiliary Canadians, but only 150

inhabitants came forward as fighting volunteers,—so inert were our

people when called on to combat alien republicanism in revolvdon.

Still the inhabitants were not allowed to escape the enforced labors, though

unwilling to encounter the perils, of war : 1,200 of them were impressed

to work on military roads, to row barges, &c. ; to turn out, in autu^nn,

and under penalties for refusal, to extricate vessels -^nd boats from the ice,

conduct them up the flood, to places 300 miles beyond—all without any

remuneration whatever. Only the British-born colonists were exempted

from this burden.* Bourgoyne began his march early in July. On the

6th of that month, Ticonderoga and Mount Independence fell into hia

power; along with 128 cannon, several armed vessels, a quantity of bag-

gage, ammunition, and provisions. This easy conquest inflamed his

imagination. His confidence in his own capacity, and reliance on the

bravery of his troops, now knew no bounds. After giving orders for a

portion of his army and his baggage to follow the route of Lake George;

leaving that lake on his left with the rest of his force and 42 field-pieces

he pushed on towards South Bay (Zc Grand Marais) and Skeenesborough.

• Another unaccredited incrimination of tlie Britisli autliorities
; a bit of

inculpating requiring corroboration before being receivable as evidence.

—

B.
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By tho way, General Frnser's corps routed the Americans at TTul)orton.

Next (lay the British van, under General Phillips, reached Fort Anne,

and beat the provincials in another combat, which oblij^cd them to evac-

uate the place, they setting fire to the fort before they left. On tho way

to Fort Kdward, whither they retreated, they also cut up the roads and

destroyed tho bridgas. General Putnam now arrived at Fort Kdvvard,

with a large body of fresh troops. Hither Gen. Bourgoyno had ordered

his separated detachments to rendezvous, but his collective force did not

reach till a month afterwards, owing to the obstructions above-mentioned,

put in his way by the Americans. Finally, he reached Fort Edward on

the 28th of July.

While Bourgoyno thus operated in the upper valley of the Hudson,

Colonel St. Lcger was to make a diversion, in another direction, at the

head of 800 regulars and militiamen, with a band of savages for auxilia-

ries. He was ordered to ascend the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario to

Oswego, to capture Fort Stanwix, built in 1758, on the site of the present

petty place called Rome, in Oneida county ; then to descend the Tdoliawk

river, and rejoin Bourgoyne at Albany. Accordingly, Aug. 3, he arrived

before Fort Stanwix, which he at once invested.* The siege became

tedious, though (August 6) he repulsed an insurgent corps 800 strong,

under General Herkimer, who came to relieve the place. St. Legcr was

here abandoned by the savages ; and such a panic ensued among his

troops, that thoy fled in the utmost precipitation ; insomuch that Captain

Leroult, in charging an outpost garrrisoned by the Canadian royalists,

had scarcely time allowed him to draw off his men and flee with the rest.

News of this sudden retreat spread slowly. General Schuyler, not

being in force sufficient to confront Bourgoyne, and fearing the descent of

St. Leger's corps on his rear, burnt the American flotilla on Lake George,

and quitted the fort dominating the lake-head. He then retreated, first

to Stillwater on the right bank of the Hudson, and next into Van Schaick's

Isle, at the mouth of the Mohawk, where he entrenched his army. Bour-

goyne wishing to pursue his enemies, while their ranks were in disorder,

and the men disheartened, sent Colonel Baume, with 500 men, charging

him to penetrate the interior, ravage the country, revive the courage of

the royalist party by his presence, arrest Congress functionaries, and

levy contributions on the towns. This officer reached Bennington, where

the Americans had their chief magazines ; but on th 3 1 6th his corps was

• Despatch from St. Leger to Bourgoyne.—An original and corrected account

of Bourgoyne's Campaign, by Cliarles Neilson.

11
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.surrounded by General Stark witli a force superior In nuinberH. After a

figlit of two liourH, early in which hia Havaj^ew left, Baumo was killed,

and all hi« men slaughtered or disperwed. Colonel Breynan, Hcnt to \m

aid with a ntroiig corps, had scarcely rallied u few of the fugitives, when

ho was attacked iu turn by the Aujericaiis, now also reinforced. Tlis

anununition failing, Breynan was fain to retreat, leaving his artillery

behind. Tliese two combats, in which the British lost 700 men taken

prisoner, were but preludes to greater disasters immediately occurring to

Bourgoyne's army. Even already, posted as he was on the river Batten-

kill, the Americikua had cut into his proper lino of operation. This

being the case, the insurgents were left frno to surprise all the British posts

on Lake George down to its issue at Tieondeniga. They also captured

an armed brig, some gunboats, and more than 200 bateaux. Concur-

rently, General Gates, upon whom now devolved the chief command on thi»

frontier, advanced again to Stillwater, occupied Braemar li'iglits, and

there fortified himself. Hither resorted militiamen from all parts, to his

great increase of numbers A yet more important arrival (perhaps) in

Gates's camp was that of the Polish patriot, Kosciusko, who hud repaired

to the States to serve, as a volunteer, the cause of liberty.*

During this time Bourgoyne kept always advancing. Having crossed

the Hudson, he was proceeding slowly towards Albany, when he was

stopped by the intrenchmcnts of Gates on Braemar heights. A fight

ensued at Freeman's Farm, September 19, which ended finally in favor of

the British ; the loss being pretty equal (300 to 400) on each side. The

victory was indecisive ; it did not hearten Bourgoyne to assail the enemy's

intrenched camp whicli he before hesitated to confront. To stand still

with a body of regulars before an intrenched militia corps, was a fault in

itself; for delays would enable the latter to receive reinforcements and

strengthen their defensive works; above all, their opponents' hesitation

gave them confidence in themselves. Bourgoyne remained in his position

before the intrenchmcnts till the 7th of October ; when a scarcity of pro-

It would be well had the author been able to inform us what kind of "lib-

erty," the Polish hero cherished in his heart. The freedom he fought for at home
was the right 7iot divine of himself and fellow aristocrats to tyrannise over the

people and middle classes of Poland ; at the same time said feudalry refusing

to pay any taxes whatever, even local imposts, such as keeping up roads and
bridges, or ferriage or pontages, maintained at private cost. Yet here we find

him coming in aid of a people who were in arms to resist the merest feather-

weight of taxation comparative even unto death. Such is human, and more
especially "heroic" inconsistency!

—

B.
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visions in Iuh camp oMiucil him to Icavo it and try liis f'ortuno in fijjlit. The

victory was obstinately contended for; hut at lenji;th tiu; IJritish wero

thrust hack to tlieir lines, one portion of which was carried by the intrepid

Arnold. Nij^ht alone; put an end to the combat, and saved the remains

of tho defeated army, which had already incurred a loss of 7()0 men.

Hud day-lii^ht served, Bour<^oyne would have been crushed under superior

numbers. Intellij^encc of St. Leger's retreat arrived at the heels of this

repulse, and extini^uished the last spark of hope in the heart of tho Uritish

army. It was tinu; for Hour«^'()yne to flee; tliere was not a moment to

lose: already his army was in a perilous position, for J^ake (ieort^e, then

in his rear, was under the enemy's mastery. In the eveninjj; of the next

day, leaving liis sick and wounded at the mercy of the provincials, and

letting his tents ..land, with watch-fires burninj;, the better to mask his

retreat, he caused his forces to retrograde in obscurity and silence. It was

a humiliation thus to retreat, in a general who vaunted, while crossing tho

Hudson, that "Britons never turn their backs!" Hotly pursued, his

army was reacluid and surrounded on Saratoga heights, Octobn* IG,

when his whole forces, still 5,800 strong, surrendered, and were sent captive

to Boston. There they remained prisoners a long time; for the Americans

would not allow them to be embarked for Britain till the terms ofsurrender

should be ratified by the British government, and the ministry dela^-ed

to sanction a capitulation which it regarded even less dishonoring to

the mother country, than inexpedient to bo recognized, as by so doing it

would be putting an insurrectional on the same footing as a regularly

constituted government.

The conduct of Bourgoyne, which was characterized as at once rash and

cowardly, became a subject for investigation before parliament in 1779;

but the influence of his political friends in the legislature was so potent,

that the ministry soon gave up the inquiry. Tlie general was inclined

to throw the blame of his failure upon the Canadians ; but there were in

his army 8,000 Britons and only 148 combatants of our nation, most of

whom, too, were killed or captured in the aftair of Bennington. Bourgoyne

also complained, in no measured terms, of tlie conduct of M. de St.

Luc, who commanded the savages. That oflSccr, liowever, easily repelled

the animadversions of a man who was a better talker than leader.

As we have already seen, it was the unmistakable wish of the Cana-

dians to remain neutral during the contest between the United States and

the mother country. In vain did the Congress once again press them to

take part in the struggle : bootlessly Washington I'ciuforccd these solici-

tations by his powers of persuasion : the Canadians remained insensible
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to these and all other appeals of a like kind. Count d'Estaing, chief

admiral of the French fleet cruising on the American seaboard in 1778, had

no more success than otuci.* appellants, while recalling to Canadian remem-

brance the natural ties which bound them to the race they sprang from.

His words, wafted from the Ocean, found no responsive echo in

Canadiun cottages, wherein no fond remembrances of the past, the

excitement at the first intelligence of the American revolution having

fairly subsided, had any stirring effect. In truth, the call thus addressed

to their inmates only served to confirm them in a determination to let the

British and the Anglo-Americans settle their differences how they pleased

;

for the inhabitants still looked upon the latter as their oldest and worst

enemies. The reproachful saying of Lafayette, spoken to the Canadian

officers kept prisoners at Boston, was therefore rightly applicable only to

those of our country who took up arms in the royalist cause :
" What ! you

elect to fight, in order to maintain your subordination as colonists, instead

of accepting and vindicating the independence which has been offered you?

Remain, then, ever the slaves ye now ^re
!"

im
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CHAPTER 11.

THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.-1777-1792.

Legislative Council ; the war causes its sittings to bo adjourned till the year 1777.—Compo-
sition of this body; its labors and unanimity.—It concerns itself with the administration of

justice, regulation of the militia, &c.—Popular discontents.—General Haldimand replaces

Governor Carleton.—Policy of the new governor.—Made apprehensive by the successes

of the Americans, he governs Canada by intimidation and terror till the year 1784.—Cor-

ruption of the tribunals and nullity of tlio council.—France openly recognises the United

States (1778), and sends succors to the Americans.—Debates on this subject in the British

Parliament.—Spain and Uolland follow the lead of France.—Destruction of the Iroquois

cantons.—Capitulation of the British army at Yorktown.—Britain recognises the indepen-

dence of the United States.—Loss of territory for Canada.—General Haldimand remits the

reins of government to Carleton (1784).—Du Calvet cites the former before the British

supreme courts.—Notices of Du Calvet's book, Appel d la Justice dc /'A7rt<.—Agitation in

Canada : public meetings.—Petitions for and against representative institutions.—Inquests

made at the governor's instance, regarding the administration of justice, the militia, agri-

culture, commerce, education, &c.—Attempt of Judge Smith to substitute British for

French jurisprudence.-New territorial divisions of Canada.—Petitions transmitted to

Britain.—Interposition of London mercliants in favor of the Anglo-Canadian party.

—

Intrigues.—Division of the Canadians into constitutionalists and anti-constitutioualists.

—

Project for a constitution, sent by Mr. Grenvillo to Carleton, by this time created Lord
Dorchester, who repairs to London in 1791.—Pitt introduces said project to parliament.--

Debates thereupon, in which Messrs. Pitt, Burke, Fox, and Grenville take pa-t—The pro-

ject is adopted, without a division, in both houses.—Articles of the now conttitution ; by
which Canada is divided into two provinces.—Lieut.-governor Clark proclaims the constitu-

tion in the Canadas ; ceremonial observances, and rejoicings on its account, in Quebec

and Montreal.

If Carleton had some cause for offence at the eagerness of General

Bourgoyne, he was signally avenged by the failure of the campaign which

he was superseded in the honor of directing. Thereby deprived of the

military employment he greatly coveted, he set about improving the civil

administration of Canada which needed numerous ameliorations. The

war had prevented the legislative body, throughout the year 1776, from

exercising its allotted functions : it was re-convoked, for the despatch of

business in 1777.

The session was laborious, but calm, as was to be expected from the

proceedings of a body whose members were all nominees of the crown, and

nearly all its most docile creatures. In presence of the civil war raging

in the other colonies, the legislative council took good care to manifest no

opposition to the will of the home government, and almost every measure

submitted to it passed with edifying unanimity. In fact, this body was

rather a council of state than a legislative chamber. Tt sat, too, with closed

doors.* In 1784, several citizens knocked in vain at its portab to be

* The councillor's oath contained these words: "(I swear) to keep close and

secret all such matters as shall be treated, debated, and resolved in council,

^»1WP»>.>'«»«
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admitted to hear its discussions ; after a deliberation and voting on the

subject, their request was refused. Both languages were employed in the

debatings, and the laws agreed to were drawn up in French and English
;

but of the 23 members composing the council in the year 1777, eight only

were Canadians. The others were functionaries, who labored with prodi-

gious activity to obtain a multiplicity of employments for themselves, and

to monopolize large parcels of public lands ;* or else traders not born in

Canada, who had only a commercial and temporary interest in the country.

Each received a salary from the government. Seigniors in place claimed,

as men of noble rank, all sorts of aristocratic privileges, including exemp-

tion from statute labor, and billetting of troops in their dwellings. They

were always in opposition to the people's interests, when these interfered

in any way with their own immunities. Brought up, so to speak, in camps,

they understood govern"ng only on military principles, and vindicated

passionately, without further questioning, the behests of power in all cases

where their own institutions or nationality were not compromised ; their

maxim being, "If the king wills it so, the law must not say No ! Although

abandoned by most part of their tenants during the American invasion,

they never ceased to manifest their own fidelity to British supremacy. The

trading placemen, antagonistic, to a man, to the Canadians for reasons

already explained, sprang for the most part from the emigrant ranks of

which General Murray drew so unfavorable a portrait in his correspon-

dence. Their training, without being so distinguished as that of the sei-

gniors, was not devoid of that experience and practice in public business

which enables a people to turn to account free governmental institutions;

Proud of their aptness at exercising functions, they put on airs of impor-

tance and pride, which the seigniors would make a mock of afterwards, in

the privacy of their manors. The latter, in sederunt side by side with

such colleagues, used to laugh in their sleeves on seeing vulgar democrats

from Old England transformed, in a twinkling, into disdainful aristocrats

in Canada, and assuming a mien not in keeping either with their natural

without disclosing or publishing the same or any part thereof." Some members,

Mr. Finlay, for instance, pretended, in 1784, that this oath bound the members

as executive councillors, yet not as legislative councillors : but this pretension

was not allowed,

* The minutes (proces-verbaux) of council are filled with demands for grants

of lands, or riverain ground-plots in the towns. One individual asked for the

palace of the Intendancy to be assigned to him. Ever since the estates of the

Jesuits had been promised to Lord Amherst, there was no end of applications

for land grants.
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parts or education. They already beheld, also, jertain of these men,

possessed by ambitious aspirations, first hotly defend the interests of the

people, and became as inimical to the popular well-being, as soon as their

own turn was served by sinister means ; they saw others accuse the

Canadians of rebellion against the government, while they were, uiider-

hand, themselves, assuring the friends of the American cause that their

own desire was to see it triumph. 8uch were those persons who left

Quebec at the approach of the republicans, in 1775.

These two classes of individuals, confronted each with the other

through British polity, would have cut out troublesome work for the

home authorities, had either of them set itself to combat that polity:

but the choice [of functionaries ?] had been made in such a way, that a

kind of enforced harmony prevailed.* The sympathies of the seigniors

being all in favor of the royal authority, the British party found itself in

too decided a majority in council to have any reasonable motives for

complaining of their share of legislative power. As for tlie pure and

exclusive interests of the people, they were not represented at all ; and,

iu 1777, the seigniors, possibly out of pique at he Canadians for refusing,

at their instance, to take up arms against the republican invaders,—and

the British councillors, from national antipathy,— all in conjunction

passed laws bearing an impress of such tyranny as was without example

in any former time.

The composition of the majority in the legislative body became there-

fore a pledge for the obedience and submission of all. Sixteen ordinances

were passed in the first session. The most important had reference to

the militia, and the administration of justice. English commercial

jurisprudence was adopted for Canada, in conformity with ministerial

order.

The council confirmed the legal jurisdictions already existing, with a

few changes in their attributions, and the addition of a court of probate,

for the verification of wills and regulating successionp The council also

constituted itself a court of appeal, with an after power of appeal from

its decisions to the king's privy council in last resort. Besides these

tribunals, the governor was empowered to warrant the opening of (special)

* Not being certuia that we have caught the author's meaning in the above

passage, which was barely intelligible when Englished literally, his text is

subjoined:—" Ces deux classes d'hommes, mises en presence pai I'Angletcrre,

devaient lui fournir des ^l^mentsfertiles de discorde, si I'une d'elles s'avisait de

vouloir combattre sa politique ; raais le choix avait H6 de manicre a irevenit

Temploi de cette ressource."

—

B.
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courts of oyer and terminer when expedient ; and power was given to

the justices of peace rn quarter sessions, to take cognisance of petty

crimes.

The militia ordinances contained several tyrannical articles, against

which the people were not slow in complaining. Our conquerors had

the most false ideas regarding the governing system which subsisted

while the colony was French. They imagined that it was an unbridled

or capricious despotism. They knew not that it was founded on written

laws, and subject to rules consecrated by loag use, which the governor

and intendant were obliged to follow strictlj ; they were ignorant of the

fact that French monarchism was more traditional than absolute in its

nature. The members of the legislative council, therefore, thought they

were following the example of past times in establishing for a common

rule obligations which were never imposed on the militiamen excepting

under extraordinary circumstances, when the public wishes outran the

demands of the government, in taking order for the security of the

colony against its enemies. The council erected a military despotism, by

reproducing exceptional enactments suited temporarily to times which no

longer existed. The militia ordinance subjected all the inhabitants to

the most rigorous military service, such as to bear arms beyond Canada

for an indefinite time, to do \ icariously agricultural labor for absentees

serving in th'^ army, &c. ; all to be gratuitously performed, under heavy

penalties for refusal or neglect.

Such a militia law, with new modes of judiciary organization, and

selecting the judges, augured ill for the future. Other ordinances passed

relative to the currency, trade, highways, police, and posting.

The party opposed to the constitution of 1774 soon took advantage of

the faults and ignorance of the judges, to assail the new system. The

tribunals,, destitute of needful enlightenment, and ruling in conformity with

the sympathies or prejudices of those who presided in them, were guided

neither by consistent laws, nor followed one form of procedure ; so that

daily irregularities and the most inquieting uncertainty resulted, for

those who were obliged to go to law. Some Canadian merchants, being

in London, presented a memorial to Lord George Germaine, colonial

secretary, complaining of this evil, and demanding either revocation of

tb"^- law of 1774, or the creation of an elective assembly. The reply was,

that to change the constitution would be perilous, so long as the rebels

were still in arms on the colonial frontier.

Concurrently, cries arose, on all sides, against the militia law. The

country people were pressed to the earth by the burdens laid on them

The
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The council had perforce to listen to the complaints against its own

tyrannical ordinance. The British party took the initiative, in 1778,*

just as General Haldimand, a comrade of Bourgoyne's in the last campaign,

replaced Carleton as governor.

Before his departure, Carleton had some rather serious disputes with

Chief-justice Livius, whom he deprived of his charge for having demanded

the production of certain instructions received from the ministry. These

instructions authorized the governor to name a privy council of five

members, draughted from the legislative council, to conduct all public

affairs, except legislation. In 1776, Carleton constituted a privy council

accordingly ; it was composed of the lieutenant-governor, Messrs. Finlay,

Dunn, Collins, and Mabane, all being the governor's own creatures, and

of course pliant to his will. He wished to avoid consultations with the

council itself, into which the anglljicrs had imported dissensions. Judge

Livius, ever bent upon angllfijing, declared t^at the law of 1774 only

established a legislative council ; that the privy council had illegally taken

upon itself the despatch of public business and the auditing of accounts

:

finally, he proposed to memorialize the governor and admonish him to

correct these abuses.

Livius repaired to London, to justify what he had done. The Board

of Trade and Plantations, on reference made, reported that he had been

deprived of his charge without proper cause, and recommended his

restoration ; but he did not return to Canada, and Mabane was nominated

ad interim to fill his place, with the title of acting commissioner for the

chief-justice.

General Haldimand, a Swiss by birth, had long served in the British

armies. He was a veteran soldier, severe in nature, imperious in manner,

suited to lead battalions, but not for exercising civil functions even under

a despotism. Set to rule a colony begirt with other colonies in a revolu-

tionary state, he thought he should best discharge the trust reposed in

him by exercising inflexible rigor. The diflference between his sway and

that of Carleton was soon felt to his discredit; the latter, on the contrary,

carrying away with him whatever sincere esteem the Canadians had for

the government set over them.

The severities of Haldimand were aggravated, moreover, by the success-

ful progress of the United States' men in their sanr;uinary war against

the British. There were ever residents in Canada who desired the

discomfiture of the latter ; and Haldimand was resolved that American

• Minutes of the Executive Council.
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partifjanship should never come to a head in the colony. Enforced

military service and attendant statute labor became a real scourge for

the rural population. Cries arose against the double oppression.

Haldiraand, attributing such complaints to a spirit of revolt, incited by

emissaries of the Congress, tried to put them down with harshness.

Upon a mere suspicion of persons under his rule being seditiously

minded, he caused hundreds of such to be arrested, often casting into

prison the culpable and ^he innocent alike. The legislative council

remained imperturbable spectators of this violent temporary proceeding.

In 1779, it sat for a few dayy only, and then merely to renew ordinances

about to expire. Next year, it sat for a longer time. A prevailing dearth

originated a proposal for storing public granaries. The question of a

constitutional government for the colony was again raised byAllsopp, one

of the opposition leaders. He proposed that the governor should be

asked for a copy of instructions regarding the organization of the colony

;

but the council passed to the order of the day. Then the discussion

turned upon the existing administration of justice. An address was

drawn up, deprecating the views of the constitutional party, and favoring

the maintenance of the ordinances of 1770. This was voted to be

transmitted to head-quarters, despite the opposition of Allsopp, who ever

demanded that a court of appeal should be established, governing its

decisions by the rules of English law.

A rumor getting current that a new invasion was intended by the

Americans, the governor ordered all the cultivators to thrash their grain,

and put it out of harm's way. He convoked his two councils ; the privy

council, to communicate secretly what intelligence he had gained regarding

the expected invasion ; and, next day, he met the legislative councillors,

to whom he said, " Yesterday I called you together as councillors of the

crown ; I now address you as legislators. The advices I have communi-

cated to you from reliable sources, testify that we live in time of inno-

vations. The existing state of things impels all loyal subjects to strive

for the maintenance intact of the royal authority. I hope that in your

private as well as in your public capacity, you will employ all your

Influence to thwart the projects which rebels and their agents may form

to disturb general tranquillity ; also, that you will aid me to discover the

latter, so that they may be punished."

This discourse was suited to impose silence on the opposition; but

Allsopp's boldness seemed to increase as the government grew more stern.

He again demanded the introduction of English laws; but his motion

was not seconded, and the council was adjourned after five sittings. It

had

direcl
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had to meet again, however, in August ensuing; when, despite the

direction of Haldimand, that public business should be despatched

promptly and with unanimity, Allsopp, increasingly hostile to the admi-

nistration, proposed amendments to every measure introduced. The

opposition had discovered, that such obstructive tactics became ready

means for making its views known in Britain, because its counter-propo-

sitions got inscribed on the minutes of council transmitted to ministers.

Its leaders thereby wished to disquiet the latter, and induce them to

grant to oppositionists the power they coveted, while the home government

was embarrassed with the war against the States.

If there was little patriotism in this conduct, supposing the opposition

were truly in favor of British dominion, it was yet not destitute of a

certain skilfulness ; as the party was perfectly aware that home i^ympathies

inclined strongly towards colonists of British blood, and were unfavorable

to those of an alien race. The oppositionists hoped that their desire

would be cordially responded to by that portion of the nation which

blamed its government for its attempted military repression of the insur-

gent Americans ; and that their complaints would come in aid of those

who wisliod for a change in the ministry, the continued existence of which

in fact, as matters stood, being already uncertain. The calculation thus

entered on was too well founded, only the result thus desiderated had to be

waited for.

Nations themselves free have their peculiar selfishness and prejudices,

which raise up strong obstacles to their aggrandizement by conquests.

Liberty seems, in fact, to be hostile in nature to such agglomerations of

heterogeneous races as are often found united under the sway of despotic

monarchs. The sovereign of a multitude of races such as the emperor

of Russia, is less inclined, than a nation of conquering freemen, to efface

the nationalities submitted to their respective wills. Provided that each

nation he governs acknowledges his supremacy, an autocrat will be disposed

to leave it in undisturbed enjoyment of its own language, laws, and

customs. lie identifies himself with the populations of all his depen-

dencies, and often derives a certain force from the very diversity itself

among subjected nations. On the contrary, says Montesquieu, " there is

this inconvenience attending the territorial conquests made by democracies,

that the domination of the latter is ever odious to the people they subjugate.

Their own government may be reputed republican in spirit, through a legal

fiction ; but it is, in fact, more compressive than the monarchic, as the

experience of all times and every country sufficiently proves. Nations

iimMiOTBiMBmEjiracs^si^acrniiiJ*
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which they conquer are in evil plight ; thty enjoy neither the advantages

of a monarchy, nor those of a republic." *

How exactly just this opinion will appear, if tested by a reference to

the position of the French-Canadians at the present day I Although

Great Britain is a constitutional empire, the democratic influences in its

mixed government are not operative in its colonies as at the central seat

of power. We shall see, in the sequel, that when it vras (and is) found

convenient to swamp Canadian interests in those of a British majority,

men the most hostile to democracy raise their voices in favor of Canadians;

whilst the " liberals," i. e. democrats, shall demand a union of the two

Canadas, in order to consummate more readily great injustice.f Allsopp,

and the opposition E' . Neri '>• his wake, gave themselves out for men of

the most advanced (lii ]) j i ciples; while Lord Durham, who recom-

mended the union of the i^vo pnj ! ces, passed for a chief of the British

radicals-!

The Canadians did not mis-esteem that liberty to vindicate which their

neighbors were up in arms. The Anglo-American revolt made a profound

sensation among them; but soon their enthusiasm in its favor was

attempered by reason, and calculation made them remain tranquil. A
liberalism which tends to annul nationality is worse than the sovereignty

which allows it to subsist. The conduct of the Canadians, under the

circumstances, was faulty only thus far, that they put too much trust in

the promises of the British authorities.

There is no solid foundation for a government submissive to the

popular will. The Canadians now feel this truth, and they will be made

far more sensible of it in coming times. But populations of limited

number, not being masters of their own destinies, are obliged to become

prudential and precautionary; hence we blame not the Canadians of

other days for acquiescing in British supremacy during the American

revolution.

Amid the above-noted partisan discussions, Haldimand made himself

personally odious to all the inhabitants of the colony. A leaden despotism,

against which the events passing in the other provinces prevented the

people from protesting, weighed upon the urban and rural populations of

* De VEsprit des Loix, livre x, ch. vii.

t Two norainativea are wanted to make the phrase, translated as above, quite

intelligible : the authoi", in his text, supplies only one.

—

B.

t A union of the two Canadas, apart from a union of all the provinces of

British North America, was not passed, nor probably thought of by his lordship,

till the eleventh hour.

—

B.
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Canada. The government enveloped itself in mystery; a thick veil

covered all its actions, and made it redoubtable to those who looked

merely to effects, without being able to divine the motives of men in

power.

The secrets of private correspondence were unlawfully violated. Upon
several occasions did the officer vested with the functions of postniaster-

geueral find the European n.ail-bags lying open at the governor's, and the

contents scattered on the floor.* llaldiraand's distrustfulness of letter-

writers was encouraged by the seigniorial members of the council, who
feared, if American propagandism gained a head, for their privileges and
nationality ; moreover, it was only by confirming the apprehensions of

the chief functionaries, that they could awaken sympathy for themselves

in their aversion to compromising innovation. Every day some indiscreet

citizens were imprisoned, to keep all others in a state of fear for themselves.

Some persons, on the other hand, disappeared mysteriously, and ha ug

been suddenly and quietly arrested, not till long afterwards did their

relatives or friends ascertain what secret dungeon they were immurct' in.

The suspicion of being in communication with " rebels," and disobedient

to the militia law, were the chief pretexts for maiiy of the arrests; by

which chiefly the Canadians suffered,—whether it were that the British

(the greater number of whom were really partisans of the Cmgress)

disguised their malcontent feelings better ; or that the governor, himself

an alien, redoubted their greater personal influence, and knew that home
sympathies would operate in their favor to his discredit. This proconsul,

therefore, was extremely chary in his repression of the governing race.

Such unquiet tyranny, all the more oppressive as it was exercised on a

people few in numbers, beginning with the governor, extended to the

judges in the different tribunals. Accused parties were deprived, not

only of their liberty, but endamaged in their fortunes. Many were

ruined through denied or delayed justice, or by iniquitous sentences,

passed recklessly, in violation of all the principles of equity and every

proper form of law. Several rich citizens of Quebec and Montreal were

despoiled of their goods by this system of persecution, which became

more and more unsparing as the royal forces in America had to quail

before those of the Congress. Without form of process, the soldiery

arrested citizens, some as accused of high treason, others suspected of

minor crimes, others again for nobody knew what reason. The arrests

• Letter of H. Finlay to Anthony Todd, secretary of the G. P. 0., London ;

"It has an appearance as if the governor of Nova Scotia, and our governor here,

were yet permitted to take up and open the mails from England." Dec. 1, 1 783.

1
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began at a low point in the social ficalo and ascended to tlio highest.

Anioiii,' thoHe pounced upon, all more or loss diHtingui.slied for their birth,

position, or substance, we may enunicrato Messrs. Joutard, llay, Carignan,

Du Fort, merchants; M. la TerriCrc, director of the iron-works at St.

Maurice, and M. Peliion. These were either imprisoned on board vessels

of war at Quebec, or oast into dungeons, without being informed of the

charges (if any) brought against them. One stranger who was myste-

riously arrested, ocM^upicd a cell on the highest floor of the city prison.

The rumor ran that he was one of the young French nobles who came

with Lafayette into America; and who were seen, as was alleged, in

different localities of Canada, with a suspicious aim which has never been

explained to this day. However that may be, the prison sentinel had

orders to fire at the high-celled stranger, should he court public regards

through the grated window. The common jail not being Ibund capacious

enough for tiic purpose, the Recollets' convent was opened for the reception

of more siisjurts. A man named Andre was kept there on bread and

water for 18 months, his wife never knowing, the while, what had become

of him. In vain did the imprisoned ask cither to be tried, or set at

liberty : the government turned a deaf car to all their applications.

—

And when it did at length open the prison doors, after having recognized

their innocence, or considered they had suffered enough for holding

obnoxious opinions no lugger dangerous ; the government, we say, did

not deign to inform the sufferers either why they were taken up or

wherefore they were set at liberty.

The liberal ideas of an ex-magistrate, named Du Calvet, caused him to

be early suspected of intriguing with the Americans, to whom he had

furnished ccjuipments during their occupation of Montreal, and with

whom it was said that he had kept up a secret correspondence. He was

suddenly arrested in his own house, Sept. 27, 1780, by a file of soldiers,

who also seized his papers and money, and led him prisoner to Quebec.

At first he was detained in a vessel in the roadstead, afterwards in the

garrison's black-liole, and finally in the Recollets' prison. Influential

friends offered themselves as his bail ; he proposed himself to deliver up

all he bad as a guage for his coming forward when called on ; he demanded

that he should be put on his trial—all in vain. After a detention of 32

months' duration, he was let loose, without a word of explanation given.

The signing of preliminaries for the peace of 1783, became a signal

for the liberation of Du Calvet and some others of the prisoners. Hosti-

lities ceasing, no decent (extra-legal) pretext remained for pursuing a

system of intimidation, and the prisons disgorged the numerous victims

of s
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of state polity. Guilty and innocent alike were net free, witliout form or

process in any cases.

While Haldiniand was thus governing by terror, he thinking, in all sin-

cerity of heart, that Canada conid be jjreserved (or IJritaiii by no other

means,—the troops (if Congress were keeping the field successfully against

those of the; king. News of the capitulation of Saratoga resounded, not

only throughout the United States, but all KurojKj ; that intelligence was

especially huilod in France. The IJritish had only the capture of Phila-

delphia to console themselves with for the disastrous event. Dr. Frank-

lin, who was sent as resident American agent to Paris, was received by

the French ministry with distinguished attention, and by the people with

a species of enthusiasm, which seemed to have in it a secret significance

predictive of greater events looming in the distance. After several con-

ferences with the American envoys, and employing great address in per-

suading Louis XVI to break the treaty of 170;^, the Duke de Choiseul

had the happiness of signing, in 1778, a treaty of alliance and trade with

the new republic, which thus was recognized (as an independent power)

by the first nation of Europe. France was, at last, going to be avenged

!

To crown all, Choiseul was about to hear his old antagonist, Lord Chat-

ham, proclaim Britain's abasement, and see him rise, as it were from the

grave, to protest, among his fellow peers, against the humiliation of his

country.

The British cabinet, informed of what was passing on the other side of

the strait, and determining to forestal the French ministers in their medi-

tated hostilities, had already sent orders to attack the French establish-

ments in the Indies ; but, when the treaty itself was sent over, the British

government was seized with apprehension. Britain never had to encoun-

ter such formidable and determined coalitions as France had to fiice, under

Louis XIV and Napoleon. Secured by her insular position, she has had

merely to intervene as an auxiliary power in the great wars of Europe.

In America, on the contrary, she ranked as a chief belligerent ; it was now
the turn of France to come into the warlike arena as an ally merely

; and,

as such, she would either gain comparatively easy triumphs, or sustain not

very damaging reverses. Lord North, laying aside usual Britannic haughti-

ness for the time, obtained the passing of two acts, tending to a reconcili-

ation with the colonie!=. By these bills, the mother country renounced her

assumed right of taxing them, and authorized the ministry to send com-

missioners to America to treat for a peace. Laws were likewise passed

favoring the trade of Ireland, and ameliorating the state of its catholic

population. The Duke of llichmond, iu the house of lords, made a motion

m
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that tho indepondcnco of tho Anicricuns should bo rccopnlzod, nnd prixy-

ing tho k'u\<f to di.sniiss his iiiinintcrH. Lord Cliathuin, althou^li mortally

ill, waH borriu to his place to combat the fir.st of thcHO propoMitioiiH. " This

day," Haid he, " I have oon(|ucred discaHo itself, and am come one more

time, probably tho last, into this hull, merely to expreH.s the iiidi<^iiation

which IHIm and almo.st bursts my heart, on learninj^ that a proposal bo

humiliatinji; as tho abandonment of America was abt -*, to bo submitted to

you." IIo began his oration in u feeble tone nnd with embarrassed utter"

ance, but, as ho proceeded, his voice strenf^thoned, and his gesture became

animated. He passed in review the events prelusive of the war, detailed

the ministerial measures in respect to it whi^h he had opposed, and the

evil results following them, all of which he had predicted. " I foresaw

all these things, I foretold them all, and, ujost unfortunately, T was a true

prophet My lords, I rejoice that tho grave has not closed upon

me yet ; that I am still alive to lift up my voice against the dismember-

ment of this ancient and most noble monarchy. Bowed down as I am

with bodily suffering, I am ill fitted to serve my country in times of dan-

ger ; but so long as reason remains to me, I shall never give my consent

to the house of Brunswick being despoiled of any part of its heritage
;

never shall I assent to the British nation being dishonored by an ignom-

inious surrender of its rights." This crowning effort exhausted the forces

of the great orator, who expired not long afterwards ; fortunate as he would

have esteemed it in not surviving the separation of Britain from her colon-

ies, which he (mistakenly) conceived to be the greatest misfortune that

ever could have befallen her.*

The passing of the two conciliatory acts, and the peaceful overtures to

the Congress, proved useless ; the war continued more obstinately than

before. The king's army was forced to quit Philadelphia, almost at the

• This memorable speech was delivered on the Yth of April, 1778. "Lord

Chatham entered the house attired in a rich suit of black velvet, a full wig, and

wrapped in flannel to the knees. (He was a martyr to hereditary gout.) He

was supported to his seat by his second son and son-in-law, William Pitt and

Viscount Mahon. He looked so emaciated, while resting his hands on his

crutches ; but as he grew warm, his voice rose, and became as harmonious as

ever,—both oratorical and affecting He was replied to, with great respect,

by the Duke of Richmond, when, on attempting to rise again, he fell back before

uttering a word, in a convulsive lit, and was carried out of the house. An
adjournment immediately ensued. Next day, the Duke's motion was negatived

by a majority of 50 over 83." Wade : British Chronology, pp. 598-9.—William

Pitt, first Earl of Chatham, died April 11 ensuing, in the 70th year of his age.

—5.
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moment Count d'Estainpj appeared, with a French fleet, on the New York

•leaboard. Hiinco, he addroMScd a coniinuiiication, already npok(>n of, to

the Canadians, enjoining iheni to embrace the revolutionary cause.

Successes and rcvorMos, between the biilligerents, were pretty e(|unlly

balanced this year ; but the Ai 'cricans were become more implacable than

ever, owin^ to the devastationw of their property eonuuitted by the British.

The operations of next year (1779), without being decisive in their

results, were not fitted to flatter the hopes of the royalists. Britain now
saw dangers from other (juarters gathering around her

; Ireland was

arming (osstenHibly for self-defence), and menacing revolt; Spain, adopt-

ing the polity of Franco, pronounced for the United States ; and the Bri-

tish fleets could scarcely hold the high seas against those of the French,

which captured Saint-Vincent and Grenada. Sle liad also the mortifica-

tion to witness the perdition of her oldest native allies in America, the

famous Iro([uois tribes; the chiefs of which, despite the counsel given

them, by General Gates, to remain neutral in the contest going on, were

BO imprudent as to allow themselves to be enlisted by their Briti.sh

superintendent, Colonel Guy Johnson, and do battle against the Amori-

oans. Defeated and driven out of their country by General Sullivan, who
marched against them with 5,000 men, they never recovered the blows he

inflicted upon them. They etill occupied their olden territory to the

southward of Lake Ontario, although then closely shorn of their past

importance. Sullivan now burnt tlnir villages and crops, ravaged their

orchards, cut their fruit-trees, and left their country one vast desert.

The relics of this warlike race, everwhile so potent and so proud, passed

to the northward of the great lakes, and settled on lands assigned to them

by the British authorities, where they still cling to strips of woodland,

left on the skirts of a civilization which is now pressing around their scanty

holdings on every side. Reduced to a small number, far removed from

the lands of their progenitors, this race of savages, which, a century and

a half ago, kept all aboriginal North America in awe, are striving in vain

at this day against their impending annihilation ; weakened, despoiled,

they fruitlessly seek to prolong the agony which precedes extinction, and

try to continue an existence that has been prolonged latterly by succor

derived from that ry civilization which will finally efface them from the

earth.*

'I

The Canadian government published, in 1858, an interesting Report regard-

ing the remnants of the Indian tribes still surviving in various parts of our two

provinces. According to that report, the Iroquois, after quitting their natal soil,

received a grant from Sir Frederic Haldimand, in 1784, on the Grand River,

12
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The arrival of 6,000 auxiliaries un ''^r Count de Kochambeau, the

active co-operation of the French nd b^ nish fleets, the adhesion oi'

Holland, against -which Britain had just declared war, were conjointly

about to settle the question of the independence of the Ameiicans.

Despite their victories at Guilford, Hobkirk, and Etau Springs, the

British being pressed, on the side of Virginia and the Carolinas, by the

corps of Generals Morgan, Green, and Lafayette, were thrust back on

Yorktown by the army of Washington and the French corps of Rocham-

beau, and finally obliged to lay down their arms, to the number of 6,000

regulars and 1,500 seamen—a victory which ensured the independence of

the United States. This was the second British army which surrendered

Some got settled also on the Thames, a river

Their population uumbers from 2,000 to 3,i100

between lakea Erie and Ontario,

which falls into Lake St. Claire,

souls.

The Iroquois located by the olden French goyernment at Sault St. Louis, and

at St. Regis, on the American frontier, are a little more adranced in civilization

than the preceding; they number about 2,300 in all; inhabit houses (not wig-

wams) of stone or wood, till a small surface of land, and possess some farming

stock.

The wandering tribes on the north side of the St. Lawrence, from the river

Saguenay to the Atlantic, may number 2,500 souls. They are chiefly Montagnais.

There are besides, on the same side of the flood, above Saguenay, the Bullet-heads

(Tetes-de-Boules) the Algonquins of Three Rivers, the Nipissings, the Ottawas,

the Mistassins, and the Naskapis ; all these tribes, scattered among the Lauren-

tian highlands, are wanderers ; an-i the estimated number of the savages to the

south of the Saguenay, is 2,500 souls in all. They are of Montagnais con-

sanguinity.

The Nipissings, the Algonquins, and the Iroquois of Two Mountains, reckon

884 souls; the Abenaquis of St. Francis, 387 ; those of Becancour, 172 ; the

Huron? of Jeune-Lorette, 282 ; the Amalekites of Green River, l7l; but these

are numerous in New Brunswick. The Micmacs, of Restigouche, number 473

souls.

If we turn our regards to Upper Canada, we find in Walpole Island, foot of

river Ste. Claire, 800 or 900 Indians, half of them Chippawas, the other moiety

Powtowatamis ; in the Ecart^ Channel and at Ste. Claire, nearly 500 aborigines

of divers tribes ; in Manitoulin Island, 1226 souls ; and scattered on the northern

lake-board of Huron and Superior, sundry tribes, the numbers in which it

would be hard to estimane, but they are very small relatively to the extent of

the "iarritories which they occupy.

There may be some more points of the vast superficies of Canada, where there

are other aboriginal families not comprehended in the foregoidg enumeration,

but they are gradually disappearing as civilization progresses. Moreover, the

mountain chain known as the Laurentides, will serve them, for a long time to

come, as an asylum
;
especially the highland region neighboring the lower flood

and gulf of St. Lawrence.
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bodily during the war, a circumstance unparalleled in modern military

annals. Gen iral Cornwallis, who commanded in chief, being ill. General

O'Hara it was who led the royal troops in defiling before their captors.

He wished to deliver his sword to Rochambeau, but the latter refused to

accept it; and pointing to Washington, said, that as the Frenca were

auxiliaries only in the country, it was to the American generalissimo he

must present it, and receive orders from.*!^

The British people were astounded by intelligence of the battle of

Yorktown, and bent under the violence of the war-storm. The house of

commons, which had promised the king, three months before, to enable

him to carry on the war with vigor, presented an address, voted almost

unanimously, praying that he would bring about a peace. A resolution

was passed also, that whosoever should counsel a perseverance in hostili"

ties, would be declared an enemy to king and country .f These votes

led to the dissolution of Lord North's cabinet, in March 1782, and the

Marquis of Rockingham, notwithstanding his Majesty's repugnance, was

charged to form a new administration.

General Carleton lame to replace General Clinton as chief of the

British northern army. He brought to Quebec news of the approaching

peace. The negociations were opened in Paris, ai the intermediation

of the emperor of Germany, and 3rd Sept., 1783, was signed the

memorable treaty by wliich Great Britain recognised the independence of

the United States; Europe, at the same time, receiving into the comity

of nations the earliest-formed power of the new world. All the territory

which, after the conquest of Canada, had been detached from that

country to aggrandize the neighboring colonies, was reclaimed by the

Americans, and ceded by the British. By this cession, the cities of

Quebec and Montreal found themselves thinly separated, by but a few

leagues' interspace, from the American frontiers; and Canada lost, along

with the posts yielded up to the United States, a great part of tlie lucra-

tive traffic hitherto maintained with the savages of the west. More than

a moiety of the Canadians settled in the outer territories, beci.me citizens

of America, without ceasing to be French in spirit; and Detroit, their

chief locality, ceased to be a British settlement.

By this abridgment of territory, Canada lost Lake Champlain, and the

neighboring highlands, a country of varied surface, intersected with

lakes, rivers, defiles, and other natural obstacles—the whole constituting a

territorial bulwark for the frontier of whicliever nation possessed it.

* Memoir of the Count de Sdgur.

t No such resolution, we believe, was ever proposed in Britain ; certainly none

such was passed in either house of Parliament.

—

B.

.( -
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During five campaigns, all the efforts of the British armies, four or five

times more numerous than ours, were wasted in that rugged region

during the seven years' war, and in the same locality did Bourgoyne find

the commencement of the difficulties which led to his discomfiture.

The treaty of Paris, by fixing the Canadian frontier at the foot of Lake

Champlain, approximated the American outposts to the entrance of the

spacious and fertile plain of Montreal, which has an extent of 40 leagues

every way, and is situated in the heart of our country. This arrange-

ment recovered, on that side, the natural defences of the province, and

left Montreal exposed at all times to the assaults of the Americans ; but

more especially since the disappearance of the forests which screened it

till the epoch of 1812. But Britain righteously suffered herself from

the privations she willed to inflict on the Canadians, by annexing a great

part of their country to the older British colonies, after the peace of 1 763.

She was fain therefore, to locate, in the northern region of Canada, the

American royalists who were expelled by their republican compatriots.

More than 25,000 of the former settled in Nova Scotia and Upper

Canada. Many Acadians, likewise, came to settle in Canada, upon

the sea-board of the Laurentian Gulf; preferring, says M. Lebrun, a

monarchic colony of French origin and habitudes, to an Anglo-American

republic. It was at the time of this emigration, that the Smith, Scott,

and Stewart families came and established themselves on the margin of

the St. Lawrence, scions of whom were afterwards destined to fill leading

places in the Canadian magistracy.

The peace procured, withal, two advantages for this country ; for it

put an end to the military system prevailing before, and accelerated the

establishment of representative government. In terms of a direction by

the British ministry, the law of habeas corpus was introduced, after a

long discussion, in virtue of an ordinance by the legislative council

;

which was the last document signed by General Haldimand, before

demitting his gubernatorial functions to his successor (H. Hamilton) in

1785.

The departing governor was not destitute of sensitiveness : this caused

him to suffer frcm the isolation to which his own stern temper, suspicious

and vindictive disposition, confined him amidst a community which he had

alienated. Detested by every one, he knew the fact, and solicited a recall,

during two years, before he left, " Although he had been depicted,"

says the baroness de Eiedsnel, " as a man of an intractable character,

we treated him with sincerity and frankness ; which pleased him all the

more, that he had rarely met with persons who did the like." In truth,

it would be unjust to place to his account all the rigors which he employed.
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Good intents are recognizable, on his part, through much of what he did

;

his chief aim really being, to preserve Canada as a British dependency.

We must, above all, admit, that to him were due the first modifications of

British polity in favor of the Canadians, although the result of the

American revolution was yet more eficctive in. bringing a'/Out beneficial

changes. It was he who recommended conservation of the territory

situated between the St. Lawrence and the United States frontiers ; and

caused Lord Sidney, contrary to the mind of Lord North, to adopt, in

1784, the right view of this matter. Haldimand's error was, exaggera-

ting the spirit of the olden system of French, colonial administration;

for the judicious exercise of absolute power demands, perhaps, more

Solent than is needful for wielding balanced powers. Now that we

rotr^/fepectively view Haldimand's leaden tyranny without prejudice, now

ihut y/e discern what was his master thought, few of us perhaps will refuse to

pardon Inm for his rough but honest absolutism, ouL of regard for his

efforrs to preserve intact a portion of the soil reclaimed by aliens, which

had been gained to civilization by our ancestors.

FFis administrative troubles did not terminate with his administration,

whi'ili lusted six years. Several of those persons he had incarcerated

followed him to England, and cited him before the British tribunals.

No sooner was Du Calvet liberated, than he repaired to London, and

demanded justice against Haldimand, from the home authorities. In an

audience with the ministry, he solicited his recall, in order to bring him

within the jurisdiction of the English courts of law, preparatory to a

prosecution. As this would have created a public scandal, to the detri-

ment of those who appointed him, the ministers first put off Du CaWet

with evasions, and then ceased to attend to his representations. He
however, as energetic as indefatigable, published a volume of letters,

addressed to the king, the prince of Wales, the ministry, and to the

Canadians, bearing the title, " Appeal to the Justice of the State," copies

of which he profusely scattered about both in Britain and Canada.

These letters, couched in a fervid style, and violent in tone, manifested

the proud and independent spirit of their writer. Du Calvet therein

skilfully ident-fied his own cause with that of the public, and expressed

hard trutiis, to tlie discredit of the government, which few malcontents

in the colony would have dared to utter above their breath. Among the

outbursts of his rude eloquence, we find exclamations instinct with

feelings of national pride, and marked by a noble indignation. " How
sad a thing it is to be vanquished!" he thus expressed himself: " our

brothers' blood, shed in the field of battle, yet cries to us from the ground

;

t . bodily wounds, however deep, will heal in time. It is the constant

m
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pressure of the victor's hand when the struggle is over,

—

that is tba

'iron' which enters t^e soul; and to become the bondmen of another

race, i^^olf living in fieedom, is the most intolerable part of our fate.

C'j) h be that our slackness in not holding out longer against our con-

fjuerors, lias merited their contempt, as our first earnest efforts in shun-

nivig the yoke *ixcited their ire ! It was not alone to resistless might we
Ofl^ed our undoing: the divisions among our chief defenders became the

mf^st efficient means for our prostration on the Plains of Abraham. Our
fall there was deadly indeed, but not final : we rose again next year,

staggeringly it may be, and dealt our enemies a damaging blow in parting,

—on the same blood-stained field too ; thus bearing our reputation at least

from an imputation that otherwise might have been launched at us, of

being deficient in the military spirit inherent to our race."

After depicting in sombre tints, the tyrannical system under whieh

the country was groaning,, he ^-ontrasted the conduct of the Britisli rulers

in a conquered dependency, with that of the Marquis de Bouilld, gover-

nor of the Windward Islands, French West Indies, who in 1778, took

from the British St. Christopher's, St. Eustatia, and Dominica, and treated

the inhabitants with a kindness which called forth their grateful acknow-

ledgments. Reverting to his own wrongs, he entered into a detail of the

persecutions he had endured ; denouncing the corruptions of his judges,

who, during his imprisonment, found means to strip him of a great part

of his fortune, by depriving him, through denials of justice, of the ordi-

nary means of defence, and allowing the governor to intimidate him by

taking a place on the bench beside the proper judges in the cause,

contrary to legal usage, and even to common decency : finally, after

intimating that a great number of his compatriots wc-'c still exposed to

the like treatment, he completed his picture of ! 'overnment, the most

striking traits in which were, despotic action in i;3 chief, servility and

adulation in his functionaries, malversations of the latter to gratify the

ruler or to serve party interests; constant violations of the act of 1774
;

refusals to call into operation the colony's olden jurisprudence, Sec. In

conclusion he reclaimed the establishment of constitutional government,

founded on the following buses :

—

1. Conservation of the French civil laws.

2. Extension of the English habeas corpus act to Canada.

3. Trial (criminal) by jury.

4. Permanent office [inamovahiUti) for the legislative councillors,

judges, and even ordinary legal functionaries ; or so long as no miscon-

duct hi place wl!v both charged and proved against them.
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i*. Ih© governor to be subject, the same as others, to the laws of the

province.

6. Creation of an elective aBsembly.

7. Eecognition of six members, to sit in parliament as representatives

of Canada; three for the district of Quebec, and three for that of

Montreal.

8. Freedom of conscience ; no man to be deprived of his political

rights on account of his religious belief.*

9. Reform of the local judicature ; restoration of the supreme council.

10. Creation of a provincial military establishment ; formation of a

Canadian regiment composed of two battalions.

11. Liberty of the press.

12. Colleges for the education of youth ; empkyment of the Jesuits

in this work,f conformably to their primitive destination. Parochial

schools.

13. Naturalization of the Canadians, so as to endow them with

British rights, and entitle them to vindicate the same in every part of the

empire.

These elements of a constitution, more liberal than that accorded in

1791, sufficiently manifest the views of the author. They are even of a

more advanced character than those adopted by the partisans of minis-

terial responsibility at the present time. In proposing that the governor-

general should be made amenable to our laws, Du Calvet wisiied to divest

the home government of a power he considered dangerous. But it is

only in our own day that tlie judges have become irremovable, or that we

have had public schools in all the parishes. As for the proposed admission

of Canadian representatives to the British parliament, the small number

of such therein present at any given moment (of interest to Canada)

would have had little influence on the polity of an evil-disposed cabinet;

and an innovation like this on the British constitution might have had

inconvenient, not to say undesiderable result:;,, for increased presence

of our M.P.s. among those of the mother country would iiave h id to be

accommodated to the growing numbers of the colonists. The example of

ancient Home, whose decllno and fall were (remotely) due to extending

citizenship to the other Italian populations, J is not encouraging for a

metropolitan government to adopt (or carry fuvthor) a similar system:.

• M. du Calvet was a French Protustaut. His nationality and religions belief

perbaps stood in the way of his finding friends in either camp. Be that as it

may, he was a man of spirit and intelligence : he was most cruelly used.

—

£.

t This speaks well for the proposer's liberal feeling, as a Calviniat.

—

B,

t MoNTKSQDiKCJ : Grari'kur et Dicadence dea Roinains, 'M. IX.
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unless, indeerl, the colonies so to "be represented were both feeble at the time,

and never likely to beoorae redoubtable to the mother country.

Du Calvet's book wns published in London in 1784. It procured for

its author many partisans in Britain, men who otherwise evinced great

devotedneas to the constitutional cause of Canada, and greatly helped to

obtain for us jcprcsentative legislature.*

General Haldimand left the adnninistration of the province to Lieu-

tenant-governor Hamilton, one of the moderate members of the legislative

council. The latter was replaced, next year (1785) by Colonel Hope;

but who, very soon afterwards, had to give way to Sir Guy Carleton, re-

appointed governor, after having been called to the peerage with the title

of Lord Dorchester, who landed at Quebec in the month of October, along

with the ex-attorney general of Now York, Mr. Smith, now come io

Canada as chief-juotice of the province. His lordship was invested with

the title and functions of governor-general of all the British possessions

in North America, On resuming the relna of power, he found the country

much agitated on the qiiestion of constitu tional government. The legislative

council had fallen into general disfavor, and its submissiveness to orders

from bead-quarters increased daily the number of its enemies. Mr,

Finlay and another councillor, who had manifested some indications of a

spirit of independence, wore now in a state of great disquietude, and

sought to regain tho good graces of the re- constituted governor by the

most humiliating professions of repentance.f Allsopp bad been expelled

from the council.

Peace was no sooner proclaimed, than the British parliament was flooded

* Du Calvet was in Fnince during the year 1783. He saw Franklin in Paris,

then resident ambassador for tho United States, and asked his aid in obtaining

payment from the Congress for the equipmenis he furnished to the Americans,

as already stated. He obser\'p 1, at the s.ime time, that his health, undermined

by incarceration in Canadian prisons, and his advanced age, would not allow

of his proceeding to the States, and protfering his claim personally. Franklin

transmitted his i .ipers to the Congress.—Letter from Franklin to tho President

of the Congress dated " Passy (n:>ar Paris), Nov. 1st, 1783 ;" in the collected

Works of Benjamin Franklin, vol. X.

f Finlay was d-..'iir,ty posi.rraster-gener"! in America after 1784.—"Let me
once more repeat," wrote this ^^-ntleman, "that Sir Guy Carleton shall have no

cause to be displer-rcd wi'n me ; ray daty 's to be with the government: it is

every honest man's business Ik assist the ruling pov/ers, far more a well-meaning

councillor." Letter from H. Finlay to Governor Skeene, dated Aug. 8, 1785.—"Letter which I \vro.,e ti Sir Guy Carleton, in which I stated my conjecture

touching the cause of his displeasure, and expressed my sorrow for having

unintentionally ctfended his Excellency," Lcttci' to Mr. Todd, secretary of tho

< General Pu. Office, London.
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with petitions from Canada. Those first presented (in 178?>), and si<jpied

by the old and new colonists—namely, bearing British and Canadian sig-

natures together—were taken to England by three deputies, Messrs.

Adhdmar, Powell, and Delisle. The petitioners reclaimed, in general terms,

full enjoyment of the rights and privileges attaching to the quality of

British subjects ; but the chief aim of a number of the parties was, to

obtain the introduction of the law of habeasi corpus. A demand was made,

in fine, that all the people of Canada, without distinction of race or reli-

gion, and whatever might be the form of our administrative government,

should be invested with the same rights, privileges, and immunities as

those appertaining to Britons in every region of the world. These terms

being interpreted in a more general sense by the constitutionalists, the

legislative body set about protesting, in 1784, against the proposed inno-

vation of an elective assembly; and M. de St. Luc moved that an address

should be presented to the king, thanking his Majesty for his protection

of Canada during the American revolutionary war, and praying that he

would maintain intact the government of 1774.* Mr. Grant opposed the

drawing up of such an address, and proposed rather that a committee

should be nominated to prepare a petition in favor of the elective prin-

ciple, but his motion was disapproved of by several of the other British

councillors. " All things taken into account," said Finlay, " it is doubt-

ful whether there would be any advantage in our having a legislative

assembly in the present state of the country ; for the old subjects of the

king, namely those British-born, would have no chance of being elected by

people of the French-Canadian race." After a long discussion. Grant's

amendment was r<^jected, and St. Luc's address adopted by a majority of

about two-thirds, the number of votes being 17. Messrs. Levesque and

De Ldry, who were in the minority, entered written protests against

the decision.

The council-registrar was directed to lay the address at his Majesty's

feet, and use his efforts to sccui-e a continuation of the existing constitu-

tion. A Jesuit named Roubaud, who had been in Quebec as it appeared

in the time of Governor Murray, but was now resident in London, put

himself iti communication with the Canadian anti-constitutionalists, and

menaced some functionaries with the resentment of Carleton. Thir- per-

son, who had access to the ministry, or some of its supporters, could have

somewhat moderated their ardor. Anyhow, the address was well received

by the ministry—a thing of course, however
;
for the governor, and a

majority of tlie council, did not move a stop in an affair so important, with-

out first anticipating the assent, formal or tacit, of the colonial-office. The

* Minutes of the Legislative Cuuncil.

i
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ministcr.s, who thought that tho time for granting a free government was

not yet come, gave in, therefore, to the views of the legislative council.

Lord Sidney went so far as to say, wliile acquiescing in the introduc-

tion of the law of habeas corpus, that he was convinced all other res-

trictions proposed to bo put on the executive of the colony, would be to

its detriment ; and that those who demanded an elective assembly, trial by

jury, and irremovability of tho judges, were ill-disposed persons, whose

loyalty appeared to him to be very doubtful.

Despite such observations (from men high in place), discussions regard-

ing forms of government were still ^varmly maintained in Canada. In

1784, public meetings on the subject were holden in Quebec and Montreal,

and now petitions were sent thence to London, to demand—this time in

a formal and precipe manner—an elective assembly, a council of unsalar-

ied members, the extension of British jurisprudence to parts beyond the

jurisdictions of Quebec and Montreal (the only two districts then regularly

organized), and trial by jury in civil cases.

These demands raised up a formidable opposition. Counter-petitions,

signed by more than 4,000 persons were sent to Biitaiu deprecating an

assent to the demands expressed in the foregoing. It is plain, therefore,

that a considerable number of the Canadians, at that time, were in favor

of a free government ; while the remainder, adhering to olden opinions

on tlie subject, were formally opposed to its introduction. The demand

for an elective assembly was renewed in 1785. Certain London mer-

chants, trading to Canada, presented a memorial in favor of that measure

to the ministry. This application, in its terms, went much farther than

those expressed in the petitions of tlie Canadian liberals ; since it assumed

that a major) f.- of the inhabitants of tb.e colony desired to be governed by

the laws of England, and ruled in perfect accordance with the principles of

the Britisli constitution. Amidst this conflict of parties, the private infor-

mation which reached London from the colony, served only to increase the

embarrassment of the ministry. Tims even tlie most moderate ((uglifiers

wrote, that it would be impossible to find enough of men in the country

fit to represent the people in a legislative assembly
;
that all the Canadians

caredhnuch to preserve were, their religion and tbeir accustomed laws of

succession to property ; and after having recommended, with expressions

of regret, the subjugation of a people to another nation, the petitioners

concluded by suggesting, that the British portion of the population should

ha^'e representatives in the house of commons—a measure more preferable

by far than constituting a local Icgiolature, with members composed of and

elected by French Canadians I As regarded the religious aspect of the
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subject, M. Adhdmar found the ministry still opposed to the induction of

priests born under the domination of the Bourbons. The colonial-office

was possessed with a notion that it was possible and fittin}^ to discredit

the Canadian church, by choosing hierarchs for it through wliom it might

be directed under ministerial inspirations. The Douiinican Taylor, and

a RecoUet named Kilder, men infamous for their debaucheries, were spoken

of as being proper subjects for placing at the head of tlie church of Canada.

In March, 1785, M. Adhdmar presented a memorial to the ministers,

demonstrating that the Canadians might choose priests for themselves,

without the state incurring any danger thereby ; but, finding that the

British people cherished prejudices against everything French and catholic

recommended the Canadian clergy to join with the people in demanding

a representative government. Hence it was that, in 1792, M. de Bedard,

superior of the Seminary, and M. Plessis, parish priest of Quebec, figured

as members of the constitutional assembly.

Meanwhile, the British ministry resolved to institute a new inquest to

collect information and report on the state of the colony. Lord Dorches-

ter re-entered on office with orders to this effect. During twenty-six years,

Canada had been subjected to three several systems of government ; all

which, though differing in name, perfectly resembled eacli other in tyran-

ny, and in the disorders they gave rise to. The legislative council \^as

divided into several committees, charged to inquire regarding the uflmin-

istratiori of justice, the condition of the militia, roads, agriculture, the

amount of population, state of trade, police, and education ; each commit-

tee to make a separate report on the subjects referred to it. As most of

the committees were composed of British members, the Canadians had no

hopes of any good arising for themselves from investigations conducted by

men whom they believed to be hostile to their laws and nationality.*

Their suspicions were especially raised when they took note of the choice

made of witnesses to be cxauiiued. They knew well that the governor,

Lieutenant-governor Hope, the president of the council, and judges

Mabane and Fraser, were favorable to maintaining the ancient laws ; and

that, consequently, the opposite party, directed hf chief-justice Smith,wcre

in a minority.

* The council, at this time, was composed of tlie following members : Colonel

Hope, lieutenant-governor, William Smith, chief-justice; Sir John Johnson,

superintendent-general of savages; Sir Charles de Li vandiere, chief superin-

tendent of highways; Chevalier Picote de Belestre, superintendent of roads;

R. A. de Boucherville, inspector of roads; Hugh Finlay, postmaster-general;

Henry Caldwell, receiver-general; William Grant, deputy receiver-general;

Samuel PloUand, surveyor-general; John Collins, deputy surveyor-general; and

Sir George Barnall, provincial secretary.

*xl

'\
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Smith, in contradiction to the opinion of Masercs,* maintainod that

the English hiWH had been introduced in tonus of divers parliamentary

statutes; that the act of 1774 was not sufficient to revoke those laws;

that they ouf,'ht to be followed for all suits between British clients, just

as French laws were had recourse to by Canadians; and that when u

Canadian anl a Briton were at law, the olden jurisprudence was to rule

if the chose in action were of the nature of real estate, but, when

relating to merchantable produce, the English law ought to determine the

case. lie alleged, likewise, that the lloyal Instructions, issued to the

governor several years before, and which recommended the introduction

of English law, might be legally followed.

The members of the court of common pleas. Judge Mabanc amongst

them, maintained that the French litws were in force for Canada ; that

the ordinance of 1785 introduced English commercial jurisprudence only

so far as leading-up evidence went ; and then even the French commercial

code, (meaning the ordinance of 1682), ruling in the colonial courts

under the French domination, continued in vigor in right of tlu^ Quebec

act, whicli restored to the Canadians their ancient laws. Mabane added,

that the American (expatriated) royalists, and immigrants from Britain,

by settling in the colony, had by that very act acknowledged their voluntary

adhesion to the legal system therein existing,—in other words, to French

laws, which alone, except in criminal cases, subsisted of right in the

colony.

The majority of the council, which coincided in those opinions, had

already declared that it would not be advantageous for the state to follow

the directions given in the Royal Instructions, (^irleton, long before,

adopted like sentiments. He even had, during his first administration,

gi'ave diflFerences with Judge Livius, Smith's predecessor, and the royal

privy council ; the latter (it mny be observed by the way) ever having

had strong anglifying tendencies in legal matters, as in all others.

• Maseres said that the proclamation of 17G4 sufficed not to abrogate the

laws of the colony, and that an act of iiarliament alone could change them

:

"If these arguments agiinr-t the king being singly, without the parliament, the

legislator of the province, are just, it will follow of course that all the ordin-

ances hitherto passed in this province are null and void, as being founded at

best (for I shall endeavor to show that they have not even this foundation) upon

the king's single authority. And if so, then the great ordinance of Hth of

September, 1764, by which the French laws were abolished, and the laws of

England introduced in their stead, will be void among the rest: and, conse-

quently the French laws must, by virtue of the first maxim above laid down, be

deemed to be still legally in force."

—

j1 plan for settling the Laws and the Admiri'

ittration of Justice in the Province of Quebec,
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The committee of inquest on the administration of justice was presided

by Smith, who caused its report to be drawn up, as much as he could, in

accordance with his opinions. During the session, this councillor initiated

u law-project for continuing the operation of the ordinance relative to

trial by jury in civil matters; but, always led away by his prejudices

against the French laws, he had introduced some clauses which tended

to destroy a part of those same laws. All the Canadian members, and a

majority of the British, voted against Smith's project, and brought

forward one of their own. The merchants, on their part, opi^sed the

latter. They employed an advocate to plead their cause before the

council, who brought accusations so compromising against the judges, that

^e council thought it was bound to present an address to the governor,

praying that he would institute a rigorouspublicimjuiry as to the admin-

istration of justice. That advocate was no otlier than Attorncy-gci jral

Monk. He was superseded, however, in his functions, after having

brought forward his accusations, in a pleading which was all the more

telling, from the home-thrusts in it aimed at personages present at its

delivery, which they were unable to return or parry. It was in vain he

protested, afterwards, that he was merely a mouth-piece for the defendants

(opposants) ; that he only performed a professional duty, whicli was to

do the best he could for his clients. None doubted that ho had given

vent to what he personally felt ; and the parties incriniinatingly attacked,

took a malicious pleasure in punishing him at once, as a warning against

indulgence in such plain-dealing for the future.

The chief-justice, as head-commissioner, opened the inquest in June,

1787. Till examinations unveiled all the abuses which prevailed in the

court. Several citizLiis deposed that they had often seen iNI. de Bouville,

when drunk, ascend the bench, and behave disgracefully in the seat of

justice ; that he often refused to hear evidence, saying that he had already

seen the parties outside the court, &c. Of Judge Fraser it was testified,

that at one time, in order to nonsuit a client, he produced a letter from

a party interested in the suit, denying certain fticts, which letter he

accepted for evidence ; that in another cause he stopped the suit, merely

observing that he knew the defendant, an<1 that he was a man quite

incapable of doing what he was accused ot. Judge Southouse, it was

proved, owned that he knew nothing of Gallo-Canadian jurisprudence

(la coutume de Paris)
;
that he decided according to his own sense of

the fitness of things (^self-complacently calling it " equity ") ; while ex-

governor Haldimand, by taking his scat on the judicial bench, in the

supreme court, and prompting the judges, had caused M. du Calvet to

lose the sum of £6,000.
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m This investigation made manifest that most of the British judges ruled

in accordance with the law of England, while the Canadian judges were

guided in their decisions by French jurisprudence ; that others again,

discarding both upon occasion, determined causes on principles of " natural

equity," or, it might be, in conformity with their own interest. It was

proved that the court of appeal itself openly violated the directions

expressly laid down in the act of 1774; and fell back on the royal

instructions given to the governors, as a justification for deciding accord-

ing to English law and practice. In a general way, *he functionaries

whose doings were brought to light by these investigations, attributed

their (alleged undeserved) disgrace to malicious and perjured informers

;

and, more especially, that it originated in the revengcfulness of certain

fraudulent traders, " whom they (the judges) had righteously mulcted of

£100,000 for attempting to pass their goods without paying customs-

dues." The judges in the court of common pleas, Messrs. Mabane,

Panet, and Dunn, threw the blame of whatever appeared to be censurable

in their practice, on Chief-justice Smith, the sworn foe alike of the laws

and persons of the Canadians. A partisan functionary he v;as indeed,

who, without ceasing, fostered differences between the colonists and the

mother country, in order to manifest his affected zeal for her interests,

and obtain recognition of his own invaluable services! On the other

hand, moved by an evil personal animus due to the rejection of his law-

project by the council, he preferred several grave accusations against the

common pleas' judges named above, which they had to rebut in presence

of the governor.

The report of the committee on trade merely echoed in its conclusions

the opinions of those merchants whose testimony w. s adduced. The

latter met in Quebec and at Montreal, and agreed upon the nature of

their replies to anticipated interrogations. The merchants examined,

however, did not confine their volunteered testimony to the proper subjects

they were consulted upon ; collectively, expressing their opinions as to the

jurisprudence, justice, and government of the colony : seizing the oppor-

tunity presented to demand the entire adoption of English law and

practice, including trial by jury in all cases, English conveyancing,

succession to property real and personal, &c. " Our tribunals," they

said, " as at present constituted, decide according to no uniform system

:

some rule according to French law, others follow English practice ; these,

in conformity to Roman jurisprudence— those, according to simple equity.

Judges and clients have recourse to one or the other system just as their

interest, their sympathies, or their caprices direct." Thus Canadian
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clients, if we may believe Sir James Marriott, were then wont to invoke

English law, when they thought it would be favorable to them in any

given case. The traders consulted on the occasion, profited by it to solicit

the concession of an elective assembly ; in justification of which demand

they referred to the reasons given for it in their petition of 1785.

The committee of trade reported, on its part, that the conuncrcial

witnesses examined had treated the question of the condition and wants

of the province, with nmch profundity, great precision, and sound judg-

ment : they also recommended the governor to yield attentive regard to

the conclusions which the former arrived at.

The territorial conmiittee expressed its disapproval of feudal tenures

;

which were the cause, it was alleged, of the colony m.?.!:ing little progress

under French domination ; and suggested that they should be superseded

in favor of landholding by " free and common soccage ;" in order (it was

added) to retain British immigrants in the province. A suggestion was

thrown out, also, that the seigniors (feudal landlords) and their tenant

vassals ought to be vested with the faculty of commuting the tenure of

their lands, so as to hasten a total change (desiderated by the committee)

;

and, furthermore, the adoption of the British law of primogeniture was

recommended, in view of constraining disinherited younger sons to settle

upon new domains.

The influence of the chief-justice made itself felt in the last-named com-

mittee as in all the rest. Its conclusions, too, were supported by a lead-

ing member of the Canadian feudalry ; namely, Charles Teriau de Lan-

audii^re, knight of Saint-Louis, aide-de cump of the governor, and inten-

dant-general of highways. This nobleman was a person of cultivated

mind
;
who, having visited Britain, had, no question, there learned to cal-

ailate. His seigniories had an area of nearly 35 square leagues, and very

little of this great superficies had been conceded by him as yet. He thus

became aware, that if he were created absolute proprietor of the soil, he
might sell or grant his lands on such terms as he should think fit ; and
that if he thereby must perforce renounce his feudal dues,—such as ccns

et rentes, locls ct ventes, droits de hanaliti ct deJustice,^—he would recover

his losses in that direction, more apparent than i )al, by the rack-rents ho
would lay upon his (so-called) free tenants. Thus when Attorney-general

Williams was consulted by the governor as to the desirability of a change

from seigniorial to free tenure, he shrewdly remarked; that if it would be

very advantageous to the feudal landholders, it must needs be dctriniontaJ

to their tenants.

Mr.

* The meaning of these terms, so far as their equivalents can be found in the

vernacular of an early enfranchised race, we have added elsewhere.

—

B.
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The report of the territorial committee, none the less, was followed by

a law-project founded on its recommendations in that regard. As soon

as this became publicly known, several Canadians, among whom were

Messrs, de Bonne, Bedard, and do St. Ours, made representations against

the proposed measure to the governor. They said that they desired

nothing so much as the well-being of the cultivators of the soil, but were

determined to unite in opposition to the innovation proposed, which would

really be prejudicial to them : remarking, at the same time, ihat there was

only jne seignior (M. do Lanaudi6re) who solicited the abolition of the

feudal tenures ; they observed, too, that his replies to questions put to him

in committee, conveyed insinuations, not entirely justified by facts, depre-

catory of the seigniorial system established in Canada ; that in his res-

ponses he made an unfair enumeration of " humiliating servitudes" which

(he must have known) had long since fallen into disuse, or even been spe-

cifically abrogated by reformed laws introduced to the colony ; lastly, the

remonstrants predicted, that the seigniors, become absolute proprietors of

immense tracts of land, would be able to subdivide them at will, and

(almost certainly) concede or sell portions of them on the most onerous

conditions ; thereby depriving husbandmen of the right (they previously

enjoyed) of obliging their lords to grant them holdings en roture.^

These representations were sustained in the council by M. Mabane, the

most redoubtable opponent of Smith, and with such effect that Lanaudi^re's

project proved abortive.

The labors of the committee on public education, were, perhaps, of yet

greater importance, as affecting the future interests of the colony, than

those of all the others. There existed in Canada, as yet, no organized system

of elementary instruction for its people. Schools were to be found nowhere

outside the larger towns ; unless, indeed, we give that name to a few classes

opened up temporarily here and there, in country districts, by mendicant

monks in their rural rounds ; or, haply, a gathering of children by some

parish priest, friendly to letters, who imparted to them the first principles

of grammar.

The Jesuits, indeed, gave a number of youths a solid education in their

college at Quebec ; and it wa? in their class-rooms most of the leading

Canadians were trained whose names figure to advantage in our early annals.

But that establishment existed no longer; and but for the seminaries,

which extended the range of their original proper functions to supply, in

part, educational deficiencies, the torch of science would have been all but

* Mean tenure ; invillenage.
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extinguished among us. But institutions for training boys only, and

secularized so far merely through ecclesiastical devotedness and munifi-

cence, ill supplied the large educational wants even of the chief towns

;

while the rest of the province was destitute of all means of public instruc-

tion. The Seminary of St. Sulpice at Montreal maintained, from the

time of its establishment, a school, wherein 300 children were taught their

letters gratuitously. The high-church authorities (fahrique) of that city

Lad also a pedagogium (college) pretty well frequented ; in which, after

1773, the belles-lettres were cultivated, and a beginning made in teaching

arithmetic, geography, and the English language. The landed gentry,

too, and persons of substance, of the district, had applied to the bishop of

Quebec to constitute professorship? of mathematics and philosophy. The

Seminary of that city rendered then, as it does still, eminent services to

the cause of letters in the colony. The bishop, being interrogated on this

subject before the committee on education, testified that " the Seminary

was supported out of its own revenues, the employment of which was sub-

mitted to episcopal inspection ; the bishop, every year, examining its

accounts, both of receipts and expenditure, in every particular. This

foundation, according to its original titles, was bound only to train young

men intended to enter into holy orders, to supply a succession of clergy

for the diocese. Nevertheless, ever since the Conquest, the Seminarists

have charged themselves, voluntarily and gratuitously, with public instruc-

tion. Besides theology, their professors teach the classics, rhetoric, phil-

osophy, physics, geography, arithmetic, and every branch of mathematical

science. From the Quebec Seminary there issue daily, students suited to

every callin^ and profession, all capable of advancing themselves, and not

a few likely to do honor to their teachers and exalt the credit of their coun-

try. Of such were once M. de Ldry, M. de Salaberry, M. Cugnet, junior,

and M. Deschesnt: ux, I refrain from naming a great number of distin-

guished clericals, who had their academic training in our Seminary."

The bishop solicited the civil authorities to dislodge the soldiery bar-

racked in the Jesuits' college buildings, wherein he proposed to open classes

for teaching civil law, mathematics, navigation, &c., in order to pave the

way for founding a university at a future time ; for, as yet, he did not

believe that the population was sufiiciently numerous to make it advisable

for the colony to support a constituted body of regular professors. " There

are," he remarked, " four towns in the province ; William-Henry, now

desolated ; Three-Rivers, which hardly merits the name of a town. There

are but two urban communities of any note, Queb*^c and Montreal ; and

even in them the populations are but scanty."

13
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Tho episcopal see was then presided over by M. Hubert, who succeeded

M. d'Esglis as bishop in 17H8. It was in 1784 that M. Briand, through

advanced age and bodily infirmities, renounced his episcopal functions,

and retired into the Seminary. Cardinal Antcnelli, papal secretary, wrote

from Home, that the Holy Sec could not find words strong enough to

express its sense of his meritorious services to the Church. M. d'Esglis,

his coadjutor, then become bishop of Quebec, was inducted December 2.

He, in turn, had chosen for coadjutor M. Hubert, who was nominated

bishop of Almyra in 1785, by Pius VI, and episcopally consecrated at

Quebec in 178G.

The coadjutor (assistant and' usually successor) of AI. Hubert was M.

Bailly de Messein, parish-priest of Pointe-aux-Trenibles, whose after con-

duct stamped him for a man unworthy of his calling and rank. He had

been nominated", by the reigning pontiflf, in 1788, bishop of Capsa, injHir-

tihus wfiddium, and consecrated, as such, at Quebec, in 1V89. The com-

mittee of education addressed questions on that subject to this person.

In his answers he affected to speuk in satirical disparagement of the quali-

ties of M. Hubert. He adverted to a " pastoral letter of the grand mufti,"

by way of throwing ridicule on some responses of the bishop. M. Bailly

had become a servile creature of the British party, as much probably

through obliquity of judgment as from ambitious motives. Happily his

destiny was not to make Quebec's episcopal throne " the seat of the

scorner
:

" for he died in the year 179-4, nearly three years previous

to the decease of M. Hubert.

The committee afterwards took into consideration what provision exist-

ed for the education of females. The Congregational nuns of Quebec

and Montreal, it appeared, officiated as teachers in several girls' schools

in town and country, and the number of such schools was increasing.

The Ursulines, and the Sisters of the General Hospital also were instruc-

tresses in Quebec and Three Rivers.

After collecting and passing in review all obtainable data, the committee

drew up and p.-esented its report, in which proposals were made to

establish :

—

1. Elementary schools in all the parishes.

2. District schools for teaching arithiuetic, the (two) languages,

grammar, book-keeping, gauging, navigation, land-measuring, and the

practical branches of mathematics.

3. A university, for imparting a knowledge of the sciences and liberal

arts. Its administration to be under the control of a board composed of

the chief judges, the bishops (catholic and protestant), with 16-20 leading

« citizens ; the latter renewable by a majority of votes.

I

f
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Lastly, the committee proposed to set aside, for the maintenance of its

vast system of public education, the estates of the Jesuits ; also a portion

of the crown-lands, of which Lord Dorchester already had procured a

survey in that view ; likewise the annual interest of £1,200, bequeathed by

the great philosopher Mr. Boyle for spreading the protestant faith in the

British Colonies,—a legacy which could not be legally employed in favor

of the United Stages, then become independent.

Notwithstanding the reasonableness and urgency of its important

recommendations, the report of the con.aiitteo foil dead-born at the thresh-

old of the committee-room ; and portions of the lands, thus nominally

assigned for educational purposes, were afterwards granted to the creatures

or favorites of men in power.

The order of Jesuits, having been abolished in 17G2, those of the number

who resided in Canada would necessarily have no successors ; and the govern-

ment, lending a ready ear to despoiling advisers, seized the opportunity pre-

sented by that dis-incorporation to possess itself of their landed property.

In France, the decrees which ordained the suppression of the order, ruled

that its colleges, seminaries, and worldly substance, thitherto consecrated

to educational purposes, should still retain that destination. In Canada,

on the contrary, the government inclined to take for its exemplar the

system followed in Britain during Reformation times ; when the revenues

of religious and scholastic foundations—colleges, moniisteries, rich abbeys

—became the prey of a crowd of courtiers, and prizes for apostacy. The

disponibility of the Canadian Jesuits' estates had already excited the

personal cupidity of Lord Amherst ; and George III, in a moment or

inconsiderate liberality, was surprised into a promise that they should be

consigned for his lordship's use. The Jesuits' college was closed against

the students, by the military administration, in 1776, their class-rooms

being converted into audience-halls, repositories for public archives,

provision store-room^s, &c. ; one portion of the buildings being made a

prison. Soon thereafter, the greatest part of the whole edifice was turned

into a barrack ; leaving the remainder, with the chapel, for the use of any

surviving Jesuits.

When the chief crown lawyers, in London, applied for the needful

evidents whereon to found a title to the property in favor of Lord Amherst,

there arose doubts and difficulties in thus transferring it which became

insuperable ; for, after years of research, in the colony, in Britain, and

France, as to its origin, nature, and pro^3r destination, the British

government, become enlightened on the subject, gave an indemnity to the

Amherst family, and decided that the revenues of the Jesuits' estates

should be devoted to educational purposes. The suppression of the order
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Was signified to tho bishop of Quebec by the papal government, but vrnB

not promulgated for a time. According to tho laws regulating the

management of ecclesiastical property, upon tho bisliop rightly devolved

the administration of tho revenues of tho suppressed foundation ; but tho

colonial attorney-general (Monk) and solicitor-general (Williams) averred,

in 1788, that the Jesuits having no civil existence, as a Canadian corpo-

ration, their estates passed rightfully into possession of the crown.

The reports of the several committees wore presented in their order to

Lord Dorchester, who transmitted them to the ministry in England.

They helped to increase the already heavy stock of slumbering documents

reposited in the colonial-office, the result of investigations into tho affairs

of the province, ever since the year 17G0.

A grave difficulty now arose. In 17G4, Canada was divided into two

chief districts, the jurisdictions of Quebec and Montreal. In 1783, Lord

Dorchester, in conformity with an order in council, accorded a kind of

special government to the immigrant loyalists from tho United States,

who had settled on the seaboard of the Laurentian gulf, and on the north-

ern lakeboard of Ontario. The territory they occupied was now subdi-

vided into five chief departments : one of these, that on the lower St.

Lawrence, took the name of Gasp<5 ; the other four, in Upper Canada,

singularly enough, bad the Grermanic appellations given to them, of

Lunenburg, Mecklenburg, Nassau, and Hesso.* The whole comprised

a vast surface of country. It was proposed, at first, to extend thither tho

French laws of the olden province ; but as the American refugees located

in the new neither understood those laws nor could read the language'

they were written in, an ordinance was issued, in 1789, modifying the

colonial jurisprudence so as to supply the wants and conform to the

wishes of the parties. The ^nglifiers in the lower province took occasion,

from this temporary difficulty, once more to demand the revocation of the

IfW of 1774, as being thenceforth inexecutable ; and loudly demanded'

that the English laws should supersede all others throughout the colony.

The discussions which thus arose or 'his ve -ed subject, had the eflFeot

of determining the home authorities to come to a settlement of the matter

• There was probably nothing fortuitous in the adoption of this quaternion,

of appellations ; for they indicated royalist and protestant ideas. The grand-

ducal family of Brun8wick-LMncn6Mrg' was a branch of the sovereign house of

Hanover: Queen Charlotte had been princess of iJfec/cZenJMrg'-Strelitz ; William

III, the champion of protestantism and overcoming antagonist of Louis XIV
and Jesuitry, was head of the illustrious house of Or&ugQ-Nassau ; and the

princes of Hesse sent auxiliary forces to combat American " rebels."

—

B.
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in debate. In 1788 or 1789, just before the general movement towards

a revolution took place, which had been long preparing in France and

other countries, petitions from the partisans of representation for Canada

were evoked by the liberal party in parliament, in proof of the desirability

of making a concession (which was supposed to be) demanded by the great

majority of its people. But there was, in fact, a great dissidcncc in

sentiment, and much consequent agitation on the subject, among the

colonists; although the public prints, according to two and wont at that

time, were almost silent upon the subject, as well as on every other topie

for political discussion.*

Being apprehensive, probably, that the influence of London merchants

would give rise to some decision unfavorable to Canadian interests, the

inhabitants of Quebec and Montreal opposed to the representative system,

got up renewed petitions to Lord Dorchester, in which it was declared,

that they persisted in former demands for the preservation of French

laws, and the continuance of the existing, constitution. Others, of like

import, and yet stronger in expression against English jurisprudence, were

drawn up, and presented during the following year. In their petitions

of 1784, the signers had complained, that they were not in full enjoyment

of their (beloved) laws ; and tjiat the legislative council, being two-thirds

British in composition, made those laws bend to the desires, and conform

to the interests of the majority in couoeil.

The French-Canadian liberals, allying themselves to the British party,

replied by counter-petitions, demanding a free constitution. The French-

• The files of the Quebec Gazette scarcely show a political " leader" any time

Ijetween 1783 and 1792,—a sterility <.f nine years' duration. That journal was

a mere collection of local announ( ements, scraps of foreign intelligence,

and reprints of government ordinance, . The Quebec Herald was nearly of the

like tame character; but there occasii nally appeared in it letters (real or fic-

titious) from anonymous correspondent!.. In one of these, signed, " Lepidus,'

directed against the creation of a representative government in the colony,

appears the following passage regarding the motives to which we have attributed

the passing of the law of 17Y4: " It is of public notoriety that the Quebec Act
was passed about the commencement of the late rebellion in the American col-

onies, which issued in an extensive and complicated war, that shook the whole

British empire, and lopt ofi" thirteen provinces. Now the obvious purport of

that law was to attach the king's new subjects more firmly to his government.

For, when the other provinces took up arms, they had in agitation to Invite thig

colony to accede to the general confederacy ; therefore, to frustrate this measure

the British government thought proper to pass the aforesaid act, by which His

Majesty's Canadian subjects were entitled to the benefit of their own laws,

usages, and customs." Quebec (weekly) Herald, 9th to 16th November, 1789.
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Canadians, collectively, were now split into two distinct parties, of

ahnoHt e((ually balanced numbers, one for, the other against the introduc-

tion of representative government. In both there were men of sub-

Htance and public consideration ; but fewer of such cxisited in the liberal

than in the conservative section. The British liberals demanded only

the introduction of such English laws as had respect to trial by jury and

commerce ; the Canadian reformers desired, along with the grant of

representation, such changes as would not substantially change the old

laws of the colony. The latter thought, and reasonably too, that their

rights would fare better in the hands of a representative assembly, a

majority in which would be composed of men of their own race, than in

those of the members of a legislative council where two in every three

were of alien origin. As for the British party, (it must be owned) it

had now renounced all intent of depriving the catholics of their political

rightH. The homo government, and a majority in both houses of parlia-

ment, had been alike indisposed to their exclusion, ever since the loss of

the southern provinces. Even Maseres, who once manifested a fanatical

cxclusiveness, never ceased, after the year 1783, to impress upon the

protcstant party his belief, that it never would obtain a free political

constitution without the concurrence of Canadian catholics.

The conservatives no sooner were apprized of the representations made

by the constitutionalists, than they returned to the charge against them

with fresh memorials. The repetitive petitions from Montreal of Dec.

22, 1788, were signed by 2,800 citizens; but those got up by the same

party had only 194 names appended : a plain evidence that, in the latter

city, a change of the existing system was thought to be desirable. An
inspection of the signatures of both documents proves, that in all classes

of colonial society, and even in the bosoms of families, opinions were

divided on the great question of the time : also that several seigniors and

rich British proprietors, favorable in the year 1774, to the creation of aa

elective assembly, were opposed to it in 1788.

All the petitions and counter-petitions sent to England in succession,

were submitted to the British parliament, between 1785 and 1790; but

the pressure of public business in the two houses, during most of those

years, prevented their being taken into due consideration till the advent

of that last named. Two years before, indeed, the house of commons had

promised to attend to them. Next year (1789) Lord Grenville, become

colonial minister, sent a project of a constitution for Canada to Lord

Dorchester, with a desire that he would give it his best consideration,

and transmit any observations that occurred to him on the subject. The

,
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independence achieved by the Ignited States caused their mother country

to modify her colonial polity conHideriibly. Serious malcontent nf^itatitm

was then rending her own bosom. The British West India portu were

closed against American traders, preparatory to organizing a plan of

fortification for those possessions, then under consideration of parliament.

The party in opposition were making great efforts to obtain a repeal of

the Test Act, and a formal recognition of the right* of conscience. Tho

celebated Wilbcrforcc was laboring for the abolition of the slave trade; a

measure of incalculable consequence, in futurity, for the hereditary

slaves within the American Union; lastly, the home government, discard-

ing its antique prepossessions, prepared a constitution for our province,

hoping thereby to attach tlie Gullo-Canadian catholics to British interests.

All these projects had for their object, either an intent to paralyse the liberal

ideas of the young republic, or to put Britain in a better ptmition to

make head against its ambition in times coming, or else to fix a thorn in

tho side of the Union ; by sounding, from the summits of emancipated

isles in the Mexican gulf, the trumpet of universal liberty, the tones of

which could not fail to reach across the sea, and find a responsive echo in

the cabins of the negro bondmen of the States.

The plan for a constitution sent to Lord Dorchester, divided Canada

into two provinces, contrary to the wish of that governor, who expressed

his dissentiment on that point, with reasons therefor, in a despatch to

the colonial minister. At the oi)cning of parliament, the king called its

attention to the state of Canada, and pointed out the necessity for a

change in its system of government. Soon thereafter, Mr. Pitt, then

chancellor of the exchequer, recommended the commons to pass a bill for

dividing the "Province of Quebec" into two distinct colonies, under

the names of Upper and Lower Canada, each section to have a separate

elective assembly. " The measure I intend to introduce, " said he, " is

founded on the proposal, in that regard, submitted to us by his Majesty,

who recommended that the province should comprise two distinct legisla-

tures, and each have its own administration, " This separation, I hope,

(he said,) will put an end to the competition between the old French

inhabitants and the new settlers from Britain and the British colonies
:"

this division, he trusted, would be made in such a manner as to give each a

great nmjority in its own particular part, although it could not be expected

to draw a complete line of separation. Any inconvenience, however,

to be apprehended from ancient Canadians being included in the one, or

British settlers in the other, would be averted by a local legislature to be

established in each.
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" In imitntion of tlio conMtitutlon of tlio mother country, ho whoiild

propose n Council and IIouh« of Aswrnbly for each ; the nHKombly to bo

conHtitutfd in the U8uul munncr, and the nK!nil)crH of tho Council to bo

nicnibcrH for life ; rcHorving to his Majesty to nnnox to certain honorH nn

hereditary rij^ht of sitting in the Council. All laws and ordinances of

the province to remain in force till altered by the new legislature. The

habeas corpus act, already law by nn ordinance of the province, to be

continued as a fundan^ental principle of tho constitution.

" It was further meant to make provision for a protestant clergy in

both divisions, by an allotment of lands in projwrtion to those already

granted; and as in one of them the majority of the inhabitants would

bo catholics, it was meant to provide that it should not bo lawful for his

Majesty to assent to future grants for this purpose, without first submit-

ting them to tho consideration of tho British Parliament. Land-

tenures were to bo settled, in Lower Canada, by tho local legislature.

In Upper Canada, the settlors being chiefly British, all such tenures were

to bo in soccagc. To prevent any tho like dispute as that which sepa-

rated the thirteen states from the mother country, it was provided that the

British Parliament sliould impose no taxes but such as might bo necessary

for the ngulation of trade and commerce; and, to guard against tho

abuse of this power, all imposts were to be levied and disposed of by

tho legislature of each division."

Such were tho memorable words by which the British premier announ-

ced to tljo Canadians, in tlie name of his country, that their nationality,

conformably to the rights of nations, would bo respected ; and that, for

their greater assurance, Canada was to be divided into two provinces ; so

that the inhabitants of each might enjoy in peaco their several laws and

institutions, within separate jurisdictions.

After introducing the bill thus announced by Mr. Pitt, tho British

petitioners who had demanded a Constitutional government, and who

counted on deceiving all others in the matter—tho ministry, the British

people, and the French Canadians alike—were astounded at the condi-

tions laid down in the act, especially those which gave equal electoral

rights to the men of the two races. They now threw aside the mask,

became perfectly furious, and charged their agent in London to protest

with all his might against tho principle of the measure. Several

merchants of liondon joined in the same clamor. Adam Lymburncr had

: already transmitted to Lord Grenville a plan of representation for

1 Canada, but it was founded on considerations so extravagant that it was

. at once rejected. The opponents of Pitt's bill were heard in opposition
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to its several enactmontH at the bar of tho house of commnns. Their

chief genernl argument was, that the BritlMh interests in the colony wcro

sacrifieed by them : and they enlar^'ed on the evils that would have to 1)0

endured by British merchants and residents, if legif-lation were put in tho

hands of Qullo-Cunadians, (obtitinatcly) attached, as they wore, to French

laws. *

This party, over hostile to the French Canadians, and whicih had in

1774, tried to prevent their boinj^ reprcsenttid in any way, under pretext

that, as catholics, they were not enfranchisable ; these nien were ^lad,

after tho American revolution terminated, to gain our concurrence in

demanding tho concession of a legislative assembly from the homo

govornment, they well knowing that it would never have been accorded

at their instance. During two years did they draw up with the men of

our race, to obtain their signatures to a demand made in common.

They now set about acting on British sympathies in tho mother country,

in order to regain such a preponderance in times coming as they had

always enjoyed till tho proposed bill became law. When the party

learned, therefore, that Canada was to bo divided into two provinces, its

loading members recognized, when too late, that they had missed their

aim ; that their days of domination were numbered, for their supremacy

would never again bo so complete as it had been ; and that, in fine, their

long dissimulation had become bootless in helping them to gain their

sinister ends. " This law," said Mr. Powys, their advocate, " will not

satisfy those who asked for a change, as it does not fulfil the conditions

wo had in view in soliciting it." Tho Canadian conservatives took

occasion, at this turn, to banter tho constitutionalists on their alliance

with the common enemies of both. Tho latter contented themselves

with observing, that if too much trust had been put in men whoso good

faith was problematical, honest credulity was not answerable for the

double dealing of its associates ; and that, in any case, a desirable project

was now realized
;
partly too, by the alliance of those who had rather

that it miscarried.

Before the bill passed its third reading in the commons' house, Lord

Sheffield presented a new obstructive application against it from Lym-

burnor, who put himself forward as the accredited agent of all the

• There was presented, at the same time, a request on the part of several

merchants of Quebec, prayinr, that the parliament would reject the new con-

'Itution ; because, after pass.ng a government bill enfranchising the Canadians,

they feared that an infiaitj of difficulties would arise, to the great detriment of

trade.

m
m
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constitutionalists of Canada ; a signal exemplar of the danger attending

the permitting ar.y man to take upon him the discharge of a political

mission, in name of constituents whose views are not in perfect accordance

with his own. All further opposition to the measure, ho <ver, fell to

the ground. After a few amendments were discussed and disposed of,

including among those adopted one for increasing the number of repre-

sentatives, the bill passed, without a division, in both houses of parlia-

ment.

The measure received the special support of the illustrious Edmund
Burke. " For us to attempt," observed this statesman, " to amalgamate

two populations composed of races of men diverse in language, laws, and

habitudes, is a complete absurdity. Let the proposed constitution be

founded on man's nature, the only solid basis for an enduring government."

Charles James Fox, as a member of the whig party, or monied and

commercial section of British legislators, objected to the division of the

province into two governments ; but his great mind, still dominated by

principles which influence all elevated and generous natures, proposed

that the legislative council should be elective, because there were no

nobles, or at least no class which could be fairly accounted noble, in

Canada , a^d he also proposed that the representative assembly (in Lower

Canada) should have 100 members. " It is important," he further

observed, " that this colony so worthy of liberty, and susceptible of pro-

gress, should see nothing to envy in its neighbors. Canada ought to

remaiii attached to Great Britain through the good-will of the Canadians

alone ; it will be impossible for us to retain it under any other conditions :

but in order to this, they must feel that their situation shall be as favor-

able as that of the people of the neighboring States."

It was during these debates that the digressions of '^urke, on the

revolutionary principles then in action among the French people, led to

one of those unfortunate differences which sometimes part old friends for

ever. Burke and Fox had long been personally intimate. Their great

oratorical powers, their vast intelligence, had not served to make them

jealous of each other ; but political and philosophical sympathy strength-

ened the ties of affection which bound them together. But Burke abhorred

the principles and proceedings of the French revolutionists ; while Fox,

on the contrary, embraced their cause with ardor. On the 6th of May,

1791, while discussing the clauses of the Canadian Act, at one of those

sharp turnings round a corner which sometimes occur in political argu-

mentations, Fox unwittingly let drive against Burke by suddenly (perhaps

bluntly) setting him right on a point of order, when the latter immediately

IX
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resented the interference with uncommon bitterness. Not content with

doing so, he launched reproaches at Fox, regarding (an imaginary) coolness

he had seen in him for a length 'f time past, and thus concluded his

(undeserved) diatribe :
" To retur lO the point in hand—it is a question

not of routine, but of principle. It is simply this, upon what basis is

this now government for Canada to be formed ? It is, perhaps, an indis-

cretion, at my advanced years, to provoke enemies ; but I will risk all

that, and with my last words exclaim. Shun all French constitutionalism!"

Fox anxiously whispered across the table of the house, " There is no loss

of friendship between us to follow this, let me hope ? " " Yes," replied

Burke aloud ;
" there is a loss of friendship. I know the price of the

course I shall henceforth take : I have done my duty at the sacrifice of

the partiality for me of him I have long loved. Our friendship is at an

end I I quit the (revolutionary) canip." So saying, he quitted his seat,

and passed to one of the opposite benches. Fox, who had acute sensibi-

lities, was moved to tears, and was fain to conceal them with his hands.

The breach thus strangely opened was never closed. The act was also

vigorously assailed in the house of peers, by petitioners against sundry of

its provisions ; and two barristers were hired by the oppositionists to get

exclusionizing principles slid into it ; but these attempts at its sophistica-

tion were even less heeded than others the like had been in the house of

commons. " The attachment of the Canadians to their olden ways,"

said Lord Grenville, " has been treated as caused by purblind prejudice

against English law and practice. I think that their attachment to

French jurisprudence and traditions deserves another name than prejudice

:

for, in my idea, it is founded on the very nature of things, or rather, I

should say, on the noblest sentiments in the human breast."

The king himself, who of all born Britons showed the most sympathy

for the French-Canadians, thanked the two houses, in his prorogation

speech, for according them a constitution.

When the new law came into operation, Canada passed under the rule

of the fourth government set over her during the past 31 years. Martial

law it had to endure from 1760 till 1763 ; military sway from 1763 till

1774; civil absolutism from 1774 till 1791 ; finally, a third-part elective

system, to commence in 1792. Under the three first dominations the

people had merely as many varieties of virtual despotism to live under.

As to the fourth, it was necessary to have experience of its working

before men could form any proper judgment of its nature ; for that alone

would bring into view its advantages or evils ; as much must necessarily

depend, not on its theoretical value, but on the practical way in which the

home and colonial administrations would see it carried out.
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After dividing Canada into two provinces, and apportioning the laws

and regulations which were to prevail in each, the new constitution

provided, that all public functionaries, beginning with the governor-

general, should be nominated by the crown, and be removable at the

royal pleasure ; that the free exercise of the catholic religion, with the

conservation of its rights, including the power of customary tithing,

should be guaranteed permanently: that the protestant laity should also

become bound to support their clergy ; that the king should have the

right to set apart, for the use of the Anglican Church establishment in

the colony, a seventh part of all uncleared crown lands; reserving to

himself in exchange, the right of appointing incumbents to vacant

benefices. It was also enacted, that the right of bequeathing property,

real and personal, should be absolute and unrestricted for all testators and

testatrices. Englisl . criminal jurisprudence to be that of Canada likewise.

In each province there were to be instituted,—1. A legislative council:

that of Lower Canada to be composed of 15 members: the Upper

Canadian council, to be seven strong only. 2. A Legislative Assembly

of at least 50 members, in Lower Canada ; in the assembly of the upper

province 16 to suffice for the time. The members for both to be elected

by owners of real property of the annual value of £2 sterling, in the

rural districts; and those having holdings worth £5 a year, in the towns.

Or else, by tenants in urban localities, paying a yearly rent of £10.

All powers of legislation for the colony to reside in the assembly and

legislative council conjointly, the king or his chief representative having,

the former a veto, the latter a power of delaying as to any acts they

should disapprove of. The duration of each parliament thus constituted,

not to exceed four years; and the two houses to be, convoked in session

once at least in every year. All questions in debate to be decided by a

simple majority of votes.

A (select) executive council, the members to be of royal nomination,

to advise the governor, was instituted ; with the powers of a court of

appeal in civil matters.

Such was the constitution of 179 ... Maugre its numerous imperfec-

tions, some of which were fundamental defects, it endowed the colony

with a government in which the people could make their voice heard in

reprobation of state abuses, even if it might not force or induce the

executive to abate or abolish them.

Upper Canada, finding itself thenceforth separated from the lower

province, we continue its history no further ; the object of this work

being to trace that of the French-Canadian people, whose annals expand or
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At the epoch of the introduction of constitutional government, the

local population of Canada might amount to nearly 135,000 souls ; of

whom 10,000 were located, at wide intervals, in the upper province ; the

whole number of people of British race, was scarcely 15,000. There was

1,570,000 acres of land under cultivation. In 1765, the whites in the

colony were about 69,000 in all ; and at that time there were a few more

than 7,000 savages within its bounds. There were then 955,754 acres

of tilled land, in 110 parishes, outside the towns.* The Gallo-Cana-

dian population had doubled every thirty years, reckoning from A.D. 1679.

It was, at the latter date, 9,400 souls ; 24,400 in 1720 ; and 37,200 in

17.34. It did not double between 1734 and 1765, on account of the

waste of life incurred through wars which filled up much of that tract of

time, and the emigration to France which ensued upon the Conquest,

After 1763, the peopling of the colony resumed its progression.

The trade of Canada had commensurately increased. It was in 1790,

that the ancient division of the province into three districts or departments

took place. The blind hatred for all things of French origin, had prompted

the otherwise causeless abolition of the government of Three-Rivers ; it

was now re-constituted under the designation of a " district," by an ordi-

nance of the legislative council, for territorial divisions often levy their

own rates.

The granting of a free constitution was commemorated by a great public

entertainment. An. association was formed, taking the name, in accordance

with a custom of the time, of " the Con^ititutional Club," the principal

aim of which was to spread political knowledge throughout the country.

Its members met every week, for the discussion of political, commer-

cial, scientific, and literary questions. A manual of the constitution was

published under the club's auspice.^, with explanatory notes appended, to

make its nature better understood by the people. Public education ; should

there be an hereditary noblesse ? the amelioration of agriculture ; the neces-

sary qualities in a representative of the people,—these and other questions

became subjects of discussion, which excited great temporary interest ; and

volunteer teachers came forward offering to educate the children of the

* Letter of General Murray to the lords-commissioners of the Board of Trade

and Plantations: "Inhabited houses, 9,722; bullocks, 12,546: cows, 22,724;

Cftlves, &c., 15,039; sheep, 27,064; pigs, 28,976; horses, 12,757." In 1761, the

total population of the colony was only 60,000 souls, according to the estimate'

made of it by that geaeral.
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people gratuitously. But this ardor cooled by degrees, and imparted no

quickening impulse to the caterers of news for the public prints, who still

maintained their wonted silence on political questions. Hardly did they

publish the most colorless opinions in their anonymous correspondo!?ce.

It was thus that the Montreal Gazette of Mesplet reported that a banquet

had taken place, but without venturing to indicate the locality it was

holden in, or naming those Montreal citizens present, at which the new

constitution had been hailed as a boon by the younger townsmen. Among
the toasts reported as having been drunk, after the king's health was duly

honored, we find the following

:

Abolition of feudal tenure.

Civil and religious freedom.

Liberty of the press.

Freedom and integrity of jurymen.

The French Revolution.

The Polish Revolution.

Revocation of the militia ordinance.

Revocation of all existing >rdinances detrimental to personal freedom.

Abolition of the system of investigations ; because it leads to abuses,

is hurtful, and gives rise to enmity and personal hatred.

From these demonstrations we may form some notion of the spirit

which animated Canadian citizens at that epoch of our history.

Here we pause, in our narration, to cast a retrospective look for a

moment. We have now arrived near the close of the 18th century, and

at the epoch of the introduction of representative government to Canada.

Ever since the year 1755, we have seen that every kind of calamity

afflictive to a people, conjoined to crush the Canadians. War, famine,

devastations, alien subjugation, civil and military despotisms, deprivation

of political rights, abolition of their institutions and ancient laws—every

form of suffering, in a word, weighed, simultaneously or in turn, on our

country during the space of half a century. One would expect that the

Gallo-Canadian race, so few in number and so much harassed, would

totally disappear amid those prolonged and terrible tempests raised by

the great nations of Europe and America ; even as a skiff is swallowed

up by the raging waves and leaves no trace of its existence. Deserted,

almost forgotten by the mother country, in whose revived memory our

name has now become a subject for remorse ; scarcely known to other

nations, whose powerful sympathies it could never excite, we have resisted

unaided, uncheered, all the attempts which have been made to absorb us
;

and our separate entity we have successfully maintained to the surprise
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(and confusion) of our baffled and discouraged oppressors. Our people,

admirable alike for their perseverance, courage, and resignation, have

never for a moment ceased to hope for the best. Faithful to the religion

of our fathers, revering the laws they bequeathed to us, and cherishing

the language whose harmony charmed our infantile ears,—that language

preferentially adopted, in our own day, by the greatest foreign philosophers

and leading diplomatists,—not one French-Canadian, of unmixed blood,

has yet, in this lower province, disowned his regard for these three great

symbols of his nationality ; namely, our language, laws, and religion.

The change of government at the Conquest, led to a radical change in

personnel of men in place. Trade passed bodily into the hands of the

victors. The British merchants and functionaries, isolated amidst the

Canadians, clung to each other for mutual support. Together they

plotted the annihilation of the language, laws, and customs of our people,

as the promptest and surest means of dominating and making their market

of them. They thought this would be all the more easily done as the

Canadians were, if only through being catholics, excluded from the pale

of the British constitution. The proclamation of 17G3 seemed, at first

blush, to favor such views ; but when, in conformity to one of the clauses

in that document, a representative assembly had to be convoked ; and

when it was seen that the ultra-protestant party would insist on the rigo-

rous application of English disqualifying laws, which ruled that catholics

could neither elect nor be elected,—the governor shrank from investing

with absolute power of legislation from 200 to 300 adventurers ; men
mostly of equivocal character, too. The functionaries submitted in

silence ; but the commercialists, less dependent on authority, murmured
against what they regarded as feebleness. From this time, the tie unit-

ing the functionaries to their compatriots was loosened. The former,

conforming themselves to the inspirations of the home government, became,

in appearance at least, more moderate than before ; the latter sought, by

violent opposition, to extort the concurrence of the ministry in their suf'^es-

tions, being sure of the influence, in their favor, of London trading houses.

The American revolution, however, removed further from their reach the

goal they strove to arrive at.

The law of 1774, passed in view of attaching Canada to its dominatrix

restored the French laws : and put our people, as to their political rights,

on an equal level with the British-born : the latter, in consequence, set

themselves earnestly to oppose it. The functionaries found (as they

worked it) the new constitution quite admirable : it, in fact, put all

power into their hands, for most of the members of the legislative council
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were placemen. As such they were opposed to change in every form, but

most of all to the establishment of an electivtj assembly, which (they

foresaw) would limit their authority, lessen their privileges, and reduce

their exorbitant patronage. The merchants, become antagonistic to

them,—and who were all the more jealous of the legislative council, that

several Canadians had recently obtained seats at the board, and were

therefore able to protect Canadian interests,—loudly demanded that a

free constitution should be accorded by their mother country. Long

were they self-deluded with the conviction that men of catholic faith^

stopped at the threshold of enfranchisement by the operation of the Test

Act, as in Britain, would nut be allowed to take their seats in a legislative

assembly. It was only after being formally assured of the intents of the

ministry in this regard, that they abandoned their exclusive pretensions,

and acquiesced, first murmuringly and then sullenly, in the constitution

of 1791, as a measure it were vain to oppose for the time. But their

resistance to it was not yet over ; for, returning to the charge, as soon aa

the ministerial bill came under discussion in parliament, they tried to

have the disqualifying provisions of the Test Act extended to Canada

;

they endeavored, also, at the abolition of the French laws in the colony,

and that its catholic clergy should be shorn c f their privileges : finally,

unfairly striving to extract party advantages even out of defeat, they

strove to have the electoral franchise so arranged as to ensure the return

of a majority of protestant assembly-men; just as they already had

obtained a numerical preponderance in the legislative council by the more

direct means of royal nomination. Driven out of this position also,

they were ftiin to quit the field, and perforce let the Canadian constitution

of 1791, almost unmodified, become the law of the land.

That colonial charter, while ensuring a constant majority of Canadians

in the representative chamber of the legislature, through the numerical

superiority of their constituents, caused a renewal of the partisan alliance

between the chief sections of the British population ; or rather between

the government functionaries and the mercantile class, whose interests

and sentiments were once more in perfect accordance.

The parties thus conjoined formed a real faction, whose ranks had.

lately been recruited by the arrival of immigrant American royalistfl,

with minds corroded by the chagrin attendant on constrained expatriation..

These lent the energy of political passions and personal hatreds to the

malcontent British; all the parties, principals and auxiliaries, brooding

over the loss of prescriptive domination over their fellows. This triple

faction and its accessories attempted- to compass the proscription of the

1

I

t
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French language in the halls of legislation, by means even of majorities,

mostly composed of men who spoke no other tongue ; and the same party

succeeded in procuring for itself the power of suspending the habeas

corpus act ; and in authoridng the executive councillors, or any three of

them, to issue a warrant to imprison any citizen for a (real or alleged)

political offence. The (royalist) party had likewise influence enough with

the home authorities to bring about the rejection of the law of 1799,

which assured to the people the power of taxing themselves, and control-

ling the levying and employment of money for public uses.

The same faction set up a cry of treason when the assembly passed a law

charging the colonial budget with the whole allowance for the civil list, a

portion of which expenditure had thitherto been paid by the mother

country: and we shall have occasion to learn, by and by, how the party

made use of the suspension obtained of habeas corpus to intimidate the

assembly, by imprisoning sundry of its members, and generally arrogating

to itself an authority which the laws did not sanction.

From the time that constitutional government came into operation,

partisanship, in its several varieties, manifested its animus and tendencies

in a far more .'ampant manner than ever before. The British party,

unwillingly made sensible of its self-deceptions, now attached itself to

the executive branch of the government with a kind of desperation, tt

was still, however, in good plight, having nothing to complain of as to its

share of political power ; for its leaders were lords of the ascendant in

the legislative and privy councils, and had the chief direction of the

administration. The Canadian or country party was paramount in the

assembly alone ; and, as was natural under the circumstances, soon got

into opposition with the two other branches of government, as well as

iato personal collision with the (principal) public functionanes, the latter,

at the very outset, detesting the representatives (as finding them inconve-

nient censors of their acts). Hence the prolonged contentions which

will be found to signalize our annals, despite the (supposed healing)

introduction of the elective principle ; an exposition of which misunder-

standings servv;s to show the Canadian character under a new aspect.

Intrepid and persevering in fields of battle while under French domination,

we are about to see our countrymen, become subject to British governance,

manifest equal spirit and constancy in struggles of another character, and

distinguish themselves by energy and talents thitherto undeveloped.

The two athletes about to catch the eye as foremost in the parliamentary

arena, will be Messrs. Bedard and Papineau ; whom tradition represents

to us as patriots of rare talent and uncommon oratorical powers. Both

14
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were the firmest defenders of our country's rights, yet the most faithful

and disinterested of advocates for the supremacy of Britain ; for the

royal cause the hitter showii g himself most zealous, during the American

revolutionary period.* Neither of the twain was of superior birth ; but

both had received a liberal education in the college of Quebec. M.

Papineau soon became the most notable orator in both legislatorial halls.

Majestic of stature, imposing in mien, Having a strong and sonorous

voice, gifted with vehement eloquence and great argumentative powers,

he could not but exercise a commanding influence over his hearers. His

patriotism was of the purest; and as its quality wrs never called in

question, he preserved, to the latest day of Ms life, thf, confidence of his

fellow-citizens; all of whom were proud to manifest a special respect,

during the concluding years of his career, for that fine bust, and thqse

grey hairs crowning the venerable head and intelligent countenance of

him whom they loved to look upon.

M. Bedard was far from possessing the like personal advantages.

With a visage, the strongly marked features in which were hard and

irregular, his movements were ungraceful, and he had a slovenly outer

man. Whimsical and regardless by nature, he took little interest in

most of the business transacted in assembly ; and he spoke, generally,

with heedlessness : but when any subject much attracted his attention, or

greatly excited his sympathies, his wonted (or seeming) indifference was

exchanged for an almost feverish earnestness. Perceiving at a glance

every aspect of the question debated, he addressed himself to its consid-

eration expansively, but not at first without some embarrassment. His

exordium was laboriously and hesitatingly delivered ; but as the subject

warmed him, his expressive countenance became animated, his voice firm

and commanding ; thenceforth the stream of his oratory flowed on strong,

clear, and deep. He combated antagonistic speakers with irresistible

potency of logic: his courage quailed before no opposition, nor could

any consideration prevent his adhering to well-considered convictions.

* A Canadian officer, M. Lamothe, had brought Into Canada some despatches

from Lord Howe, meant for General Carleton, but addressed to the Seminarists

of Montreal. M. Papineau, then a young man, accompanied M. Lamothe in con-

veying them to Quebec. Secreting the missives in hollow walking sticks, they

took the road along the right bank of the St. Lawrence, avoiding the revolu-

tionary soldiery and their Canadian sympathisers—passing on, from parsonage

to parsonage, till they reached Quebec, on the llth March; and, having deliv-

ered the despatches, they entered as volunteers in Captain Marcoux' company,

taking part in the defence of Quebec, till the siege was raised.
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Hence, we shall sec him contend, in the first instance, against the extra-

vagant conclusions of the British oligarchy, and afterwards oppose the

tyrannic tendencies of Sir James Craig, whose despotic power he set at

defiance, his mind rising superior to the general fear that personage had

inspired ; in which fearless course he had more admirers than imitators.

Such were the two men whom wo are to accept as our parliamentary

champions during tho eoi'licr years of constitutional government in

Canada.
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CHAPTER I.

r

CONSTITUTION OF 1791.-1792-1800.

EHtablinfimont of Rpprccentntlvo Government.—Convocation of tlio two lojflolatlvo chainborc

by !>>ir Alurcd (.'Inrke.—The llritiKli party attemptg to Hupemeilo the Uho ot Krencli in pur-

lianientary procvedinfp* : warm dlHcuHHionB occanioueU tlicreby, ending in tlie angltjitrg

beiiiK out-voted.—Hot debates on tlic 8nme Bubjcct nevcrthelesd occur wlien tlio rules of

the UHHenibly are under conniderntion; the ISritiKli |)urty tinally oblif^ed to );ivo up Itf

attempt.—Laliorg of tlie sesHion : projected poor law; bills regarding public education and
bigliways in the colony.—Disposal of the Jesuits' estates.-Subsidies grunted.—Adminis-
tration of Justice— I'rorogution of ilio legislature.-Lord Dorchester convokes the two
chaml>er8.—Organization of the militia.—I'ublic accounts.—Colonial Judicature.—8uspou-

Bion of the habeas corpus act.—Associations to support the government.-Third session

:

public income and expenditure.—Tho currency.—Lord Dorchester replaced by (ienerul

I'rescott.—Session of 17tt7: Defection of Messrs, do Ilonne and do Lotbiniere.—Treaty of

commerce with the United States.—French emissaries.-Executive sway becomes absolute

:

reign of terror.—E.xecution of McLuno.—Sessions of 1798 and 1799.—Amelioration of the

prison system.—Imposts; public ii venue.—Disputes between the governor and tho coun-

cil regarding the crown lands.— I'rescott and judge Osgood recalled.— Sir Robert Shore

Milnes convokes tlie chambers in 1800.—Renewed allusion to French revolutionary prin-

ciples : motive for that policy.—Proposal to expel a person numed IJouc from tho assembly.

The government enters upon possession of the Jesuits' estates.

The epoch of the introduction of representative government is one of

the most remarkable which our history presents. Not that tlie constitution

of 1791, as it was as first followed out, became an equitable system of

governmental rule ; but because the extent of freedom that it did confer

upon our fathers, vested them with a power at least, to make known their

wishes and their Wants. Public suffering, the complaints of which had

hitherto been forcibly repressed, became solaced in knowing that its voice

would find utterance, and assuredly reach the ears of men in place at

the central seat of power.

Nevertheless, the first Canadian constitution was far from realizing, in

operation, all the expectations its advent gave rise to. The king, or

rather the chiefs of the colonial-office in London, who alone were cognizant

of what was passing in Canada, embodied royal supremacy, or tho first

of three branches of the legislature ; the legislative council was the

second, but as this body was made up of crown nominees, it followed

that these persons would certainly be obedient to the wishes of the

executive in all things : and thus there was, of necessity, a sentiment of

unity in aspiration and action between two of the parties in the state
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triad, which made the twain an overmatch for tlio third, or popular

branch. Tliua one of tho inherent vices of the constitution was the

(virtually) subordinating viccroyalty, and its selected councillors, to tho

head of a special department of tho British home government: for by

this means the colonial administration in the metropolis of the empire

really shaped the proceedings of two branches of our legislation, while

nominally it was only tho director of one. This capital defect in tho new

system, had been foreseen by only a few persons of experience in public

affairs: and these foreshowed a renunciation of the experiment at a time

more or less near, but not far distant. Tho masses, not so quick of

perception, neither distrustful of appearances, believed in tho promises of

Pitt, that the legislation of Lower Canada, so far as it was possible to

make it compatible with British supremacy, would be founded on their

interests, and, as it were, become the embodied expression of their

wishes and sentiments. The division of Canada into two provinces, in

view of ensuring to its ancient inhabitants the maintenance of their laws,

customs, and nationality, in accordance with Pitt's (declared) intentions,

failed in giving the French-Canadians any real preponderance.

The number of representatives they had in either council were always

ridiculously few, except at the outset, when they were as 4 U) 8. But it

was soon found that only the most supple councillors could retain their

places; and, by the year 1799, out of 21 members in council, only 6

were Canadians.

Lord Dorchester, having obtained leave to revisit England, left accord-

ingly, transferring his functions, for the time, to Major General Alured

Clarke. Shortly after his lordship's departure, Clarke fixed the time of

elections for the assembly to be in June, 1792, and the first meeting of

the conjoint legislature to take place in December ensuing.

After the manifold attempts which the British party had made, ever

since the year 1764, to obtain measures of proscription against the

Canadians, it will be readily imagined that they generally refused their

votes to men known to belong to that section of the community. Yet such

a result did not follow, to the astonishment of many. Two reasons

may be assigned in explanation of this fact; firstly, people in generaL

knew but in part the lengths to which British intriguing had been carried,

.

because these had either taken place in the dark, or been glossed over by

fallacious explanations—a thing not difficult to effect at a time when,

the newspapers contained no political essays or any discussion on local

passing events ; secondly, most people judged, and not unreasonably,

hat those candidates who had been bred in a country long used to free
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institutions, would bo most likely to posHcss the proper experience for

turniti<{ them to nccount : bo the qualified (/unadinns gave tlieir votes

to Hrltisli nHpirnnts, wliercver they prcwentcd themselves, without exact-

ing from them any other guarantee than their promises. Out of the 50

niemhors selected there were 15 P^nglishmcn ; whereaa not one would have

obtainid a scat, had the electors manifested the same spirit of exclusivc-

ness as tl.o petitioners of 1773. The people of Canada ran a great risk

in thus confiding their interests to their bitterest foes : but tlie French

governors of the olden time did not leave a distrustful or vindictive

people behind them. The votes which the British members gave against

using the French language at the opening of the session, alone could

excite suspicion in the Canadian breast, naturally so honest and

confiding, and showed the people the danger of being so thoughtlessly

generous.

The assembly-men and legislative councillors met Dec. 17, in separate

halls of the episcopal palace, a building which had been turned to secular

uses ever since the Conquest, the bishop now lodging with the seminarists.

When the members of each body had taken the required oaths, the

governor, seated on a throne and surrounded by his staff officers, &c..

desired the assembly-men to choose a president, and present the president-

elect for his approbation.

The choice made would be necessarily indicative of the political temper

of the chamber. The British members proposed the abolition of the

French language in the minuted proceedings, and nominated a gentleman

of their own nation as president. The election was adjourned till next

day, after a debate and division, which were entered upon by the two

parties, in order to test their relative strength, which proved to be as two

to one.

On the second day, M. Dunitiro proposed M. J. A. Panet, as a fit and

proper person to fill the chair. The British party presented, in succes-

sion, Messrs. Grant, M'Gill, and Jordan; none of whom were distin-

guished except for their successful trading speculations. The party

hoped by their perseverance to intimidate their adversaries, unused as

these were to parliamentary tactics ; at the same time, accusing the

Canadian party of being factious. The debates, very animated and

much prolonged, foreshowed a stormy session. M'Gill who proposed

Grant, and was himself proposed by another member, gave as his reason

for opposing M. Panet, that it was needful the president should be con-

versant with the two colonial languages, English more especially. It

was replied that the gentleman thus objected to knew sufficient of both to
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conduct tho ordinary l)uniii08s ot' tlio hmiHc. Aiinthor inmibcr, Mr.

RiclmrdHon, iillcj^cd that (liu Krcncli-t'anadians were bound, by every

motive of interest and ;;ratitudi>, to adopt the huij;uaj^e of the mother

country, and HU.stainod his opinion so plausibly, that he brou';ht M. 1'. L.

Panet hiniHclf to adopt tin; mmv H-ritimcnt. " Ih not this country a

British posscHhion ? " d* inan<i«'d the latter. " Ih not the Kni^lish language

thttt of the Hoveroiyn and thii British K-gislature? Ouj^ht we not, then,

to speak English in British legislatorial halls, wlu'ther h>eated in liondon

or Quebec?" Tliis reasoning, which had more .servility than logic in it,

convinced none of his compatriots. The diseu.ssion of such u proposal

was in it.self fitted to excite the most hateful passions :
" Is it because

Canada forms part of tlu; British enij»iro," demanded M. rapiiieau (whose

past fidelity to British interests weighted his words), "that (Janadians,

who speak not the language in use oti the banks of the Thames, are to bo

deprived of their natural riglits ?" This apostrophe, followe*! by ii

forcible and logical discourse, disconcerted the oppositiim ; and other

speeches, of like import, from Messrs. Bedard, Do Bonne, and J. A.

Panet, occasioned its total discomfiture. The latter admonished the

assembly, tjiat "in the British Channel Islands, Jersey, (juornsoy, itc,

French is commonly spoken, although these isles had formed part of

Britain ever since the Norman Conquest; and in no part of the Britannic

empire is there a more loyal population." lie might have added, that

during three centuries following that of the Norman Conrjuest, at tliQ

royal court, in the church, in the courts of law, among the nobility,

French was spoken in England ; that it was the maternal language of

Ricliard Coeur-de-Lion, of the Black Prince, and even of Henry V
;

that those illustrious personages were intensely English, notwithstanding;

through the prowess of their cro.ssbowmen of Brittany, and their cavaliers

from Guyennc, they exalted the glory of England to a pitch wliich tho

kings of Anglo-Saxondom never could attain ;* in fine, that the origin of

the grandeur of the Briti.sh nation was due to those heroes and to the

Norman barons who signed Magna Charta,f and whose opinions;}; had

always preserved their influence in the country.

• We know that two-thirds of the army of tho lilack Prince, at tho battle of

Poictiers, were Frenciimen.

t Say rather extorted the signature of the base and cowardly king. A few

months afterwards (Aug. 1215), pope Innocent III annulled (so far as ho could)

the said charter: which was not the real palladium of English liberty, but an

illusory document virtually sanctioning the unrestricted predominance of tl^

Anglo-Norman feudalry.

—

B.

i What were these ? Reverting to the contentment of the Channel Islanders,

which still exists, it proves that they have the sense to kuow they are well o£f.
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The discussion terminated in the election of M. Panet ;. but not one

British member voted in his favor,, while two of his own compatriots voted

against him. The majority was 28 ; minority 18.

The British element, despite its numerical weakness, ever sought to

dominate the country party through the prestige of metropslitan potency.

The president chosen,.though not a man of superior talent, was experienced

in business, being the best employed barrister in the colony. He had a

cultivated mind, easy manners, and the polish of good society; he was also

a fluent speaker.

December 20, the governor approved the choice the assembly had made ;.

and, at the same time, delivered an address to the members of council

and assembly ia which he recommended a unity of sentiment. " On a

day like this," thus spoke the governor, " signalized by the commencement,

in this country, of thai form of government which has raised the kingdom

to which it is subordinate, to the highest elevation, it is impossible not to

feel cmotione difficult to bo expressed. To give an opportunity for your

loyal and .grateful acknowledgments to his Majesty, is one of my motives

for specially calling you together ;. and that debt discharged, your councils-

will, doubtless, be next employed for enacting the laws necessary to confirm,

and augment the prosperity of your country." *

The reply of the president, in name of the assembly, was simple and

respectful ; but that of the legislative council anathematized the French

Revolution, and expressed gratitude to Providence for having saved

Canada from the domination of a country wherein deeds were doing

befitting a horde of barbarians. Such reflections, just enough perhaps in

themselves, could hardly be agreeable to the Canadians;, who ever cherished

feelings of respect for the people of the country of their own forefathers.

Accordingly, the disparaging allusions thus made, were regarded by the

people as a fling at themselves by the councillors, who thus seized the

opportunity to give vent to their anti-Gallican bile.

The two chambers afterwards voted an address to the king, thanking

him for according to the country a new constitution ; and then set them-

selves earnestly to expedite parliamentary business. In the settlement

of forms for conducting it, the assembly was guided by those of the house

of commons, but which had to be modified to adapt them properly to

This i.-< more than can be rightly said of all other French-derived sections of

the British people.

—

S,

* The portion of the governor's address given by M. Garneau tallies pretty

nearly with the above ; but we hav& preferred to give the exact words, as reported

by Mr. Christie.—5.

'^^K
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d sections of

somewhat differing needs. This part of the work, as soon as begun, gave

rise to the discussion of a very thorny question.

As it was proposed to draw up the minutes in both languages, Mr. Grant

moved, in amendment, that they should be couched in English only, with

liberty to make a French translation of them (wholly or in part) for

such members as should desire it. After a violent contestation, his

amendment was rejected. Discussion, of a kindred nature, was revived,

when the report of the committee was presented. Grant renewed his pro-

posal, in order, he urged, to preserve that unity of legal language, which

no subordinate legislature, according to him, had a right to change.

M. de Lotbini(^re observed, in reply : " The greater number of our

constituents being in an exceptional position, we are constrained to depart,

in this regard, from ordinary rules, and to reclaim the use of a language

which is not the common speech of the people of the British empire ; but

being as equitably inclined towards others' wishes, as, we trust, they would

be indulgent to ours, we desire not that our language should exclude

that of the generality of British subjects, in this chamber ; we therefore

demand that both theirs and ours should be brought into play ; in a word,

let the minutes, orders of the house, &c., be drawn up in the two languages."

M. de Rocheblave spoke in his turn ; saying, " Why, then, do our British

brethren ever cry out against the decision we have come to, of retaining

our customs, laws, and mother tongue,—the only means left us for

defending our properties ? Because being masters, without any competi-

tors, of the trade of the country, the produce of which passes through

their hands entirely, would they not be the greatest losers if the colony

were upset by the convulsion which their injustice, if continued, will

infallibly provoke ? And are we not rendering the greatest of services

to them, as well as to ourselves, to oppose them in this matter ?"*

These discussions made a strong sensation among the people of Canada.
" The renunciation of one's maternal language it is not in the nature of

man to do," says a learned author ;f
" it lives with him as long as he

exists, even if it do not outlive him." Accordingly, all the credit result-

ing from the discussion remained with those who opposed the oppression

attempted to be inflicted ; and, on the second as upon the first occasion^

Grant's amendment had the effect of ranging all the British members on one

side, and the Canadians (always with tue exception of M. Panet) on the

other. Several other amendmeats, of the like sort, were again proposed

Montreal Gazette, Feb. 14, 1793.

t Letter Qn the Origin q/" the Sciences, by Bailly.
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by Messrs. Lees, Richardson, and other notables of the British party,

but they were all rejected after discussions which lasted three days. The

definitive resolution was, that the minutes, &c., of the two chambers should

be written in the two languages, but that the laws passed were to be drawn

up either in French or English, according as they had reference to French

or to British laws in force for Canada.

In respect to this important question, it was seen that those British

members elected by Canadians betrayed, without hesitation, the trust

repo.sed in them by compromising the interests and outraging the feelings

of their constituents. Their conduct on the occasion plainly showed that

the parties' evil animus had undergone no change since the days of 1764;

and that they were still the agents of faction which cherished so intense

a dislike for everything French and catholic: a blind hatred, which

impelled one of their partisans (Mr. Fleming) to pen the following lines

:

' The law of 1774 was imprudently liberal to the clergy and higher

classes, and that of 1791 to the whole Canadian people. The latter con-

firmed French civil procedure, guaranteed the free exercise of the catholic

religion, and sanctioned the payment of tithes. It modified the oath

of fealty so that catholics could subscribe to it, ensured to Canadian

Romanists the rights of property, also their laws and customs, preserved

their language and land tenures, and gave them representation based on

population ; and all without making any reservation in favor of the British

or their language. The passing of that law is the greatest fault that the

government of Great Britain ever committed, as it afiected the destinies

of a people difiering in habitudes, laws, and religion from the British

nation.

After disposing of a question so difficult, the assembly could address

itself calmly to the consideration of numerous legislative measures

submitted to it. One bill was brought in for the establishment of parish

schools : two others, for the abolition of slavery and tolerating the pro-

fession of quakerism : only the latter passed, That regarding slavery

was shelved
;
probably because the force of public opinion, which then

began to take hold of the subject, appeared to be sufficient, without any

formal enactments, to cause the abolition of an institution which never

throve on the banks of the St. Lawrence. The first census in which

evidence is given of there being slaves in the country at all, is that of 1804.

The total number of blacks of the two sexes, returned as being in the colony,

was then 304 : namely, 212 in Montreal district, 4 iu that of Three Rivers,

and 88 in Quebec district : whence we may conclude that at the Conquest

epoch, some forty y^ars before, there were none of the race in Canada. A por-
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tion of the slaves resident in our territory, at the beginning of the present

century, belonged to merchants, and nearly a moiety of them (142) were

located in Montreal itself—a city more in direct communication than

Quebec with the American slave states and southern regions, wherein slaves

constituted a great part of the population. It is to the honor of the Canadian

government and clergy, that they have always been adverse to the

introduction of the blacks. The firmament of Canada is not favorable

to bondage. Slavery cannot flourish in its free air. Far from that, it

ended in spontaneous extinction, without being terminated by a positive

law ; and, many years ago, the few slaves imported disappeared from our

soil.

Public education was one of the earliest questions discussed in assem-

bly after that regarding the two languages. We have seen that the

Jesuits' college was arbitrarily suppressed by the government, without

form 0'' process ; and that the Canadian people had reclaimed, ever since

the year 1787, its right to the confiscated estates of the order, to devote

the revenue accruing from thorn to their primitive destination. In 1793,

the inhabitants of Quebec and its environs addressed a second petition to

the legislature, in which they replied to the memorials of Lord Amherst

and the opinions of the crown lawyers on the subject. They represented

that the nature of the titles and conditions attending the foundation of

the Jesuits' college in Quebec had been falsified in Europe ; that Canada

had been deprived of public schools ever since the Conquest ; and that

the evil might fairly be attributed to the efforts of certain individuals,

who coveted the possession of the estates of the Jesuits. A majority of

the assembly agreed in the conclusions of the petitioners ; and M. de

Kocheblave proposed that their requisition should b referred to a commit-

tee of nine members, who were to verify with precision the allegations thus

made regarding the titles to that property.

Mr. Grant opposed the motion, because it involved, according to his

notion, a tacit recognition of undue proprietary right ; and he proposed

an amendment by which, while acknowledging the royal power to dispose

of the estates at will, he was solicited to make them available for educa-

tional purposes. The adoption of such an amendment on the other hand,

viewed analogically, would have put all other religious property at the

mercy of metropolitan decrees. The fears that got abroad were not all

imaginary, for a rumor ran, that the government was about to lay hold on

the RecoUets' convent, and to appropriate it to protestant worship ; which,

in fact, did take place, after the buildings were consumed in 1796. It

was not forgotten, either, that another valuable ground-space, belonging to

,^ !
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the Ursulines, was taken without any compensation to that sisterhood.

After long debates, both the original motion and the amendment upon it

were let drop when the subject was formally reported. The bill on educa-

tion was left in abeyance, till it could be discussed in a committee of the

whole. It was resolved, meantime, to present an address to the king,

simply praying that he would apply the revenues of the Jesuits' estates to

the instruction of youth, no mention being made of public right to the

property. Thus was the general school question indefinitely adjourned.

The ossembly next turned its attention to finance. One of its most

important resolutions regarding it, was that in whieh a declaration was

made, that the voting of subsidies was c-n unlimited right inherent to itself

alone ; and that no financial bill could, of right, be amended by the legisla-

tive council in any way. The assembly also passed a law imposing customs-

duties on imported strong drinks, in view of raising a revenue to meet legis-

latorial expenses. This measure was necessary, to ensure the indepenuence

of the assembly, for the home government had, previously, furnished part

of the Canadian budget. Finally, the assembly turned its attention to

the administration of justice ; and the legislative council communicated to

it a bill on the composition of the tribunals, a measure which was ordered

to stand over till next session.

Such were the chief subjects which engaged the attention of the legis-

lature in 1792. The debates entered upon had been advantageous in

several ways. The discussion on the rules of assembly made the members

acquainted with parliamentary routine ; while the French politeness, which

the Canadians observed at the sittings, and manifested in the debates, gave

to the body an air of respectful gravity, unknown to the British house of

commons, wherein the members sit wrapped in their mantles, with covered

heads, and cane or switch in hand—just ai if they were in a market-

place.*

The principal event of the session was the triumphal retention of our

language ; a result which (itself) manifested Canadian aptitudes for carry-

ing out the new form of government. The subtle, litigious, and '^isputa-

tivt character, which many of the members derived from Norman ances-

toro, founo exercise in parliamentary controversies ; and the characteristic

submission of Canadians to the laws, was one of the essential conditions

for fitting them to enjoy free institutions.

The legislature was prorogued on the 9th of May, after the executive

• Parts of this unflattering account of the habitudes of our British commons

will be newx tt those of our readers who hare visiied the house when, the speaker

being in the chair, they found any important businesa under discussion.—£.
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had sanctioned eight acts passed by the two chambers. The governor, in

a closing discourse addressed to both, expressed great satisfaction at the

loyalty shown to the king, and attachment to the new constitution, at a

time when the French Revolution forced the (conservative) nations of

Europe to take part in a struggle perilous to the stability of society itself.

He expressed his trustfulness, on this occas n, that, in the coming session,

the chambers would return to a consideration of two subjects, to which he

had already called their attention ; namely, the administration of justice,

and (this business being yet more urgent, he said, than all others), an

organization of the militia, for defence of the country, in case of war.

The progress of the Frer.ch Revolution, which then attracted the regards

of the nations, and which, like a fiery meteor, threatened to extend its

own combustion to all Europe, stirred up the feelings of the masses every-

where and filled their rulers' minds with profound terror. Great Britain,

as a near witness of the spectacle then in action, was especially moved with

astonishment and fear.

Its subjects offered, its government demanded, testimonials of fidelity

to the king and attachment to established order : so much suspicion and

so great a distrust, were prevalent, and such pressing need was there for

mutual assurance and support, between rulers and ruled. In Canada

every one was reserved in word and act ; and, while reclaiming the use of

their national language, its people protested without ceasing, in the strong-

est terms, theii" attachment to the throne. That reservedness in the tone

of their language, and this firmness in their principles, insured, for the

moment, two advantages to the country : interior tranquillity and the con-

servation of its rights. The British party renounced its exorbitant pre-

tensions ; whether for that it saw the bootlessness of its efforts, whether

because it received from head-quarters monitions to be prudent ; whether,

in fine, it elected to remain still and bide its time : whatever way, while

much of the Old World was inflamed, Canada appeared to enjoy peace and

liberty alike, two benefits both new to the colony.

Such was the posture of matters when Lord Dorchester resumed his

governorship in 1793. European troubles, which threatened to extend

to America, and the governor's popularity, were probably the moving causes

foi the British ministry's engaging his lordship to take up the reins of the

colonial government for the third time. His renewed presence was hailed

by the Canadian population, but he was coldly received by the British sec-

tions ; who found afterwards, in the opening discourse which he gave be-

fore the two chambers, expressions too favorable by far to Canadian repre-

sentation in the legislature I

He came charged with novel and very ample instructions for his guid-

r
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arice. They ruled (inter alia) that all nominations to office should hold

good only during the king's good pleasure ; that crown lands should be

conceded alone to those capable of turning them to account, even then only

after being divided into townships ; and that the two seminaries of Quebec

and Montreal, as well as the religious communities of women, should

remain in perpetuity, being administered in accordance with the rules of

their foundation. The governor was further empowered to nominate a

new executive council composed of nine members, four of whom to be

Canadians.

When the chambers re-opened in 1793, the governor called their atten-

tion to the organization of the militia, and the administration of justice

;

intimating, at the same time, that the expenditure for the colony still

exceeded its revenue.

The second session lasted longer than the first; for it endured from

the month of November till June ensuing. Nevertheless, only six acts

were passed ; among the number, a law authorizing the executive to sus-

pend the operation of the habeas corpus act, as against aliens suspected

of seditious conduct. This (exceptional) law was afterwards annually

and continuously renewed up to the year 1812.* The intrigues of M.
(Citoyen) Genet, ambassador from the French republic to the United

States, and his emissaries in Canada necessitated, it was said, these

measures of precaution, the abuse of which, under the Craig administra-

tion, was afterwards to agitato the country. Harmony reigned, meantime,

throughout the whole course of the session. M. Panet, appointed a

judge in the court of common pleas, was elected president of the assem-

bly, without a dissentient vote. The pacific spirit of the governor

already influenced the oppositionists.

It was during this session that the public accounts were first published

for the information of the tax-payers. In the message accompanying

their presentation to the legislature. Lord Dorchester recommended that

fixed salaries should be paid to the public functionaries, and advised the

abolition of all arbitrary and varying emoluments, as being liable to

abuse ; he also proposed that the amount and rates of taxation levied for

• The measure thus noted, was simply an extension of the British Alien Act

passed the same year (33 Geo. Ill c. 4.) to Canada. That precautionary law

(with the 34 Geo. Ill c. 43, 67, and others, was passed entirely from general

motives of policy
:,
and its most stringent enactments were inserted more imme-

diately on account of the great number of foreigners who came to England in

1792-3. But the exercise of the royal prerogative, sanctioned by common law,

needed not, in a common-sense point of view, to be recognized by statutory

eaactment. " Salus populi est suprema lex."
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state needs, should be made exactly known. The annual revenue, as then

realized, did not equal a third of the expenditure for the civil adminis-

tration, wliich amounted to £25,000. The deficit was made up by the

home government.

The colonial receipts were derived from customs duties on wines, liquors,

and molasses ; from licenses paid by innkeepers ;
from fines and confisca-

tions. In effect, it may be said, that taxation was then unknown in

Canada.

The governor, without demanding, in express terms, a subsidy of suf-

ficient amount to enable income and outlay to balance each other, called

the attention of the house to the propriety of finding some means to

increase revenue, and for providing regular supplies : the assembly erred

in neglecting this intimation. Subsequently, when the members wished

to repair their default, in order to have a means in hand to control the

administration, their offer to defray all state costs was imputed to them

as a crime : so much do the interests and passions of men put them in

contradiction with themselves

!

While the legislature was thus employed, with passable unanimity, on

financial business, revolutionary ideas were constantly making headway,

and the Canadian government did not appear to feel quite asaured of a

continuance cf the prevailing tranquillity in the country. Lord Dorches-

ter sometimes allowed his equanimity to be overcome by vague apprehen-

sions. His anxieties manifested themselves upon the occasion of adjourning

the houses of legislature, when he recommended the members to concur in

maintaining established order. " I do not doubt," said he, " that when

you return to your several homes, you will zealously diffuse among all

ranks of people, those principles of justice, patriotism, and loyalty, which

have characterized your public labors during the long session just closed

;

and that you will use your best exertions to find out and bring to justice

those evil disposed persons who, by inflammatory discourses, or the spread-

ing of seditious writings, endeavor to mislead the unwary and disturb the

peace and good order of society ; and that you will avail yourselves of

every opportunity to convince your fellow-subjects that the blessings they

enjoy under a truly free and happy constitution can be preserved only by

a due obedience to the laws
;
[breaches of which are all the more inex-

cusable, as the constitution itself has provided for the safe and easy repeal

or modification of such as may be found not to answer the good intentions

of the British legislature.]"*

* The important and significant member closing the above sentence, as spoken

by his lordship, is omitted from the citation in the author's text.

—

B.
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The catholic clergy, on their part, strove to re-assure the government

(regarding its inquietudes), and to keep the people in an obedient state.

Thus did M. Pleasis, parish-priest of Quebec, express himself, in a fune-

ral discourse, delivered in the cathedral of that city, in honor of M.
Briand, the deceased bishop.

** Our conquerors, regarded (at first) with a jealous eye and lowering

brow, inspired in us feelings only of detestation or aversion. We could

not be persuaded (for the time) that a race of men strangers to our soil,

to our language, to our laws, to our worship- could ever be willing to

render to Canada an equivalent for what it lost, aj changing its masters.

Generous nation ! which has made us aware, by so many evidences, how

ill-founded were our prepossessions ; industrious nation I which has

developed the earth's fecundity, and explored its hidden riches ; exem-

plary nation I that, in critical times, taught the attentive world wherein

consists that liberty which all men aspire to obtain, but so few know how

to keep within proper bounds
;
pitying nation ! which has just welcomed,

with so much humanity, the most faithful yet worst-used subjects of that

realm to which ourselves once belonged ;* beneficent ^lation ! which daily

gives us, men of Canada, fresh proofs of its liberality :—no, no ! your

people are not enemies of our people ; nor are ye despoilers of our pro-

perty, which rather do your laws protect ; nor are ye foes of our religion,

to which ye pay all duo respect. Pardon us, then, for that our first (and

now past) distrustfulness t*f a foreign race, whose virtues, being as yet

unexperienced by us, we had not the happiness to know ; and if, after

being apprised of the overthrow of the monarchy and the abolition of the

only right worship in France, and after experiencing, for thirty-five years,

the gentleness of your domination, there remain still among us some

natures purblind enough, or of such an evil disposition, as to revive past

antipathies, or to awaken in the popular mind disloyal wishes to revert tt>

French supremacy,—let Britons be assured that such beings are rare

among us; and we beg that what may be true of the malcontent few,

will not be imputed to the well-disposed many"... M. Briand's maxim

ever was, that true Christians and sincere catholics are and must be all

obedient subjects of their legitimate sovereign. He had learned, from

Jesus Christ, that we must render to Caesar what belongs of right to

Caesar ; St. Paul had taught him, that every soul should be voluntarily

* Alluding to the succor extended by the king, legislature, and people of

Britain to the emigrant nobles, their families, and above all to fugitive members

of the Gallic priesthood, pursued by the atheistic Terrorists, thirsting for their

blood,—

A
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Bubmissive to established authority ; that he who resists it is in opposition

to God himself, and thereby merits damnation ; he had learned, from the

chiefest of the apostles, that the king bears not the sword in vain : incul-

cating, that we are to accredit him by our obedience, ;is God's represent-

ative; and to honor him, not only in his own person, but in the persons

of his lawful deputies {sivc clucihm tiwqwim ah m nihsis), "Such are,

my fellow-Christians, the principles of our holy religion in that regard
;

principles which we cannot too often impress upon your minds, or ovef

frequenlly bring under your view ; for they fornj an integral part of

evangelicfl morality, upon which our eternal salvation depends. And
yet, sometimes, when we expound (for your benefit) the obligations you

are under in those particulars, there are not wanting those who murmur
at our words, making bitter complaints against us, accusing us of being

actuated by political or selfish motives ; such parties not forgetting, either,

to insinuate that we are going beyond the proper limits of our minister-

ing. my erring brothers, how great is this your injustice!
"

The people of Britain could not have been addressed in terms more

re-assuring than the foregoing. The preacher, oblivious of all things

else, almost gave thanks to God for having snatched (as it were " a brand

from the burning") the people of Canada from their dependence on an

impious nation which had overturned His altars.

The recommendations of the governor and the clergy were so far sea-

sonable, that plausible pretexts could be put forward to justify them.

Some inhabitants of Mc^treal, galled by the discourses and pretensions

of the British
, suu^e oih.f.c persons, out of sheer opposition, or to excite

the apprehensions of men in place; indulged in maleont«nt observations

which caused them to be led before the tribunals and heavily fined. In

Quebec, similar things were done ; while three inhabitants of Charles-

bourg were accused of high treason, and some others of seditious demon-

strations ; but the accusations against the parties proved so weak on inquiry,

that the governor dropped, in 1795, the prosecution against them. He
only wished (as it seemed) to awe the public mind, and put the people

on their guard against the incitements of agitators.

In spring-time of that year, there was formed in the capital a grand

loyal association against revolutionary propagandism, and in defence of

the laws and government : soon others, of the like kind, sprang up in all

parts of the country. This spirit manifested itself during several years.

In every parliamentary session, the governor asked and obtained fresh

powers for organizing a submissive militia, for maintaining internal tran-

quillity, and for contiauing the suspension of the habeas corpus act as

15
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Rp;ain3t ftlions. Perfect concord reigned between the different brunches

of the Icf^islftture. Several of the lending Canadians, siicli us M. l*anot

and M. de Bonne, received important charf^e.s. There wus a universal

Belf-felicitation at the politict'l cahn which prevailed in Canada.

In 1703, the king constituted a protestant bisliopric of Quebec ;
thus

ignoring, but without attempting to supersede, the catholic prelacy of

that name already existent. The ministry, at the same time, charged

Lord Dorchester to induct the new prelate to a seat in the legislative

council of the two Canadas. The governor wrote immediately to the

Duke of Portland that such a nomination would excite dislike among the

Canadians. The minister, in reply to this intimation, advised that the

king should be applied to for authority to place the catholic bishop at the

council-board also; which being assented to, Lord Dorchester brought

forward M. Hubert : but the Duke of Portland changed his mind, and

would not allow him to be nominated as a councillor.

In spiritual matters as in politics, the home government always seemed

to act from impulsions communicated to it. Sometimes it appeared to

will that the Canadians should enjoy their religious and political rights,

at other times it manifested a desire to subordinate the catholics to the

protestants ; and this latter disposition (ordinarily) characterises Britain's

whole political ana religious system in lier colonies ; a fact accounting for

the oscillations caused by the obstacles which such a tendency meets with

in realizing anglification and protestantism.

M. Hubert would not have long enjoyed a councillorship, as he died

in 1797. His successor as bishop of Quebec was M. Denaut, who was a

native of Montreal, and born in 1743. Nominated bishop of Canathe in

Palestine and coadjutor of Quebec, by Pope Pius VI, in 1794, M. Denaut

was consecrated at Montreal in 1795.

In the parliamentary session of 1795, which lasted four months, the

governor placed before the lower house a statement of the revenue for the

year, and particulars of part of the expenses of the civil government.

To cover the surplus expenditure, the house passed two fiscal laws : one

of which augmented the customs dues on foreign spirits, molasses, syrups,

sugar, coffee, tobacco, and salt; the other continued the annual taxed

licenses on hawkers and innkeepers. The increase thus made did not

produce at first the returns which were estimated to be suflGicient for

balancing receipts and outlay. Most of the acts passed during this

.session maintained or prolonged pre-existing laws with modifications, for

& limited time only ; the assembly having already adopted a rule not to

give permanency to its measures, thereby making the government less

independent of the legislature.
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An incldontal qucstinn, pregnant with interest, occupied the ntt(M\tiott

of the cl ainbor uionuMitarily. The seigniorial exactions an<l rate (if rent

for lanilliol'Ji.igs conceded, were very moderate under the olden i4}>tein.

After the Conquest, several British ininiigrants who had pureliascd

seigniories from Canadian landholders when (juitting the colony Utr France,

raised those rates, and their example was followed hy some of the (,'ana-

dian seigniors. Soon these abuses were carried to such a pitch, that the

inhabitants complained; the custom of tlu; country, in rural estimation,

being paramount to written law. The new landlords, who had been long

seeking an opportunity to simplify their seigniorial tenures in order to

derive higher incomes from their lands, endeavored to take advantage of

temporary political in(|uietudes to bring about their design. They feigned

alarm at the propagation of revolutionary doctrines in America, and

appeared to fear that an abolition of feudal tenure would take place,

witliout any indenmity, as in France. They accused the Canadians of

being disposed to rebel ; and interpreted their opposition to a highway act

aa being a political revolt,— the accusers imagining, that amidst the per.

plexity and fear such charges would create, they would succeed in engaging

the assembly, by way of softening the redoubtable enmity of the seigiiiorial

malcontents, to modify wliat they called a " superannuated and oppressive

tenure, which still existed in the country, despite the progress of the age."

The parties liad already come to an understanding with some American

immigrants, to whom concessions of land in conmion soecagc were; to be

made, a,s soon as the seigniorial system were abolished: the incitmers

being preferred to Canadians, because they were willing to pay higlicr

rents for the lands. This notable plan, however, was rendered abortive as

soon as it was brought to light. The proposition, which tended to any

thing but a real and salutary reform of landholding, was introduced to

the lower house by M. de Rocheblavc, where it was discussed at several

sittings ; and at length it was abandoned, without any satisfaction either

to those who supported or those who opposed it.

The suspended discussion on the highway act was then resumed. That

measure, important more especially for the rural districts, was at first ill

looked on, through the imprudence of certain persons, who cried out

against the alleged burdensome taxes, and exclaimed, above all, against

the imposition of statute labor, so detested by the people since Haldimand's

time. It was popularly believed, that the new highway bill veiled an

intent to return to the system of that governor ; but, by degrees, the eyes

of the country people were opened, and took a more just view of the

subject ; a calm followed, and the bill, after numerous emendations, took

the form pretty nearly of the still existing law on that subject.

Ik
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Another qucHtion, not Iuhh iin[Mirtaiit, then nf^itatud, wnn that of tho

colonial uurroncy. Coiiiuil money in Caiiudu, ut thitt linio, wu.h conk|)o^40(l

of every variety of pieces fMieuliar to all countrioH which traded with

America. l*iirt of the Hpccie in circulation was mueli reduced in wei|^hfc

by wear, and Hubject to lar^e deduction if offered in cxchun<^u at its

nominal value. Henco reHultcd confusion and uncertainty, which ut

length becuiuo intolerable. Mr. llichardi'ion, aH a leading conimercialint,

took the first Ntep on the road of monetary ntlbrni ; and a bill waH paHued

by which a Htandard of value was Het up, founded on the average intrinsic

worth of the gold and wilvcr coinH of J*(jrtu;:;al, Spain, France, and tho

United StateH ; while Britiwh Hterlin^ wpecio wuh really, but not nomi-

nally, commuted into reduced Canadian currency. In uU previous times

the currency of tho colony was in a varyiirj:; and viciouH ntute, and it was

ever difficult to clear up the public accounts. To the confu.sion prevail-

ing in this matter was traceable many of the abuses, much of the error

and malversation, of those who handled state moneys. Besides thitf

reform in the currency, all the valid laws, ordinances, &c., relating to

public imposts, were now incorporated into one act ; thereby simplifying

the duties of the fiscal officers, and diminishing the cost of collection.

This law, which was to be in force for two years after being passed, was

held over till it should be submitted for royal consideration. Th.ough

one of those anomalies of which we had numerous examples afterwards,

the act remained so long in J^ondon before it received the king's assent,

that when it reached Canada thus sanctioned, the two years during which

it was to operate liad entirely lapsed.

The governor re-passed to Europe during the summer. He organised,

or left orders to organize, a Canadian regiment, of two battalions—just

as Du Calvet had suggested ; but this corps was disbanded afterwards,

perhaps for political reasons, the home authorities judging that it was

not prudent to train the colonists to arms ; and recollecting that the men

of the States had found that a warlike apprenticeship, passed in hosti-

lities against French Canada, inured them, when provincials, to service

which eventuated in their triumph.

Lord Dorchester, before leaving, also convoked the electoral colleges

for a general election of assembly-men. The enfranchised made a more

careful selection this time; more than a moiety of the fonner sitting

members were thrown out : some of them for having voted the proscription

of the French language. General Prescott, who replaced Lord Dorchester,

called the legislature together in the month of January ensuing. The

election of a president of assembly, as at the outset in the first parliament.
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led to ft dintinot demnrontlon in pnrtisatiHliip; with thin (liff(!rcnco in the

prcHont ciiHo, thut the avowed orj^ims of the executive overtly rullicd under

the j^overn mental Htandard. The voting,' upon the occasion ul«o revealed

flevcral detections from the country party, but in perHoiiH who had been

nuspected lon^ before. Judge do Bonne, for instance, and M. de Lnnau-

diiire, passed into the autaj.i»nistic camp. The former was son of (?a[)tuin

De IJoniH! de Miselle, and descended from the illustrious ducul family

Lesdi;,'uieres. The father was attracted to Caniwhi by the Manjuis de la

Jonquiern; the degenerate son, be :ome a hostile partisan, moved that

Mr. Young should be president; and when M. J*anot wan proposed for

re-election, he voted against him : the latter, however, was borne to the

chair by a great majority. As at his previous election, every British

member was in tlie minority ; the roll of which was 8W<!lled with four

Canadian names, besides those of the native placemen : among the latter

the Bolieitor-general, who never once, now, gave an independent vote.*

Henceforth no one doubted of the adverse disp(;:,:tion.s of the home

government ; which a treaty of amity and trading alliance, just concluded

with the American Congress, had inspired with increased reliance on the

oppressive strength it could CiUl into play.

The governor, after communicating a draught of that treaty, demanded,

nevertheless, that the colonial alien act ehould be renewed ;
" in order,"

he said, " to neutralize the efforts made without ceasing by emissaries, sent

everywhere from Franco to disturb the tranquillity of other countries."

This seemed to be a concerted lulling of apprehensions on one side, and

exciting them on the other, without any proper cause ; for, as has been

already said, Canada was physically remote from the French republic,

and yet aiore distant from French republicanism in its mind.

In no other respect was this session so remarkable as for its sanction of

additional fixecutive powers. The resistance in the rural districts to the

road bill, ftecms to have alarmed the men in place. Not content with the

renewed alien act, the governor obtained from the two chambers an

agreement vesting the executive council, or any three of its members,

with the power of ordering the arrest of parties accused, or even merely

suspected, of treason or seditious practices. The tenor of the h(ibm.s

corpus act being opposed to such arbitrariness, the law was suspended.

There is reason for believing that Prescott's mind had become a j)rey

to groundless inquietudes. Men who had been witnesses of the American

revolution and French anarchy, perhaps thought that almost any kind of

convulsion in Britain or her colonies might follow upon two such events,

• "....ne vota plus que comme un homme vendu."
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the results of which had so completely belied their preconceptions. Accord-

ingly, the governor hastened to send orders to the justices of the peace,

and captains of militia, to arrest all such persons as should endeavor, by

seditious discourse or disloyal plotting, to break the king's peace. He
was possessed with a belief, that the opponents of road legislation were

incited by leaders whose views were not limited to opposition in that

matter, and who corresponded or plotted with foreign emissaries.

Attorney-general Sewell made a judicial visitation to Montreal in the

summer of 1796. He reported that the city, island, and dependent

districts, were ill disposed to Britain ; tliat M. Adet, the French ambas-

sador to the United States, had sent an address to the Canadians, in

which they were informed that the French republicans, having vanquished

Spain, Austria, and Italy, were about to attack the British empire also,

and would begin with its colonies; that M. Adet's address invited the

colonists to repair to the standard of invasion, and announced that

France intended to raise troops in Canada.*

An enthusiastic American, name! M'Lane, mistaking for well-founded

the suspicions spread abroad as to Canadian loyalty, was allured to

Quebec by a ship-carpenter called Black, who had gained public favor

enough to get seated as an assembly-man in the preceding year. As
soon as he got M'Lane within his power, he hastened to apprise the autho-

rities, whom he had informed against him in advance. M'Lane, under

an accusation of high treason, was tried and condemned to death. The
choice of jurors, the testimony brought forward, the judgment passed,

were all of an extraordinary character. He was executed, with a very

great parade of military force, on the glacis of Quebec fortifications, in

an elevated site, where what passed could be seen in all the surrounding

country. The body of the culprit, after having swung for some time on

the gibbet, was lowered to the platform ; and the executioner, cutting off

the head of the corpse, held it up by the hair, saying, " Behold the head

of a traitor I" The body was then exenterated, the heart burnt, and

incisions made in the members to indicate, rather than effect, a concluding

piece of barbarity practised on traitors' remains called quartering.

Never had the like spectacle been seen in Canada. The aim of all this

savagery was to affect the popular mind with terror. The accusers and

crown witnesses in this affair obtained large land-grants in reward of

their denunciations or to pay for their attendance.f Black received

" blood-money," but it did him no good, as every one who knew, shunned

• Minutes of the Executive Council,

t Quebec Gazette.

t <WW|TliW*p»e-.g
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him, as a traitor himself. Overcome by public contempt, and his mecha-

nical capabilities failing him, he fell into extreme penury ; and might bo

seen some years afterwards, eaten up with vermin, begging his bread on

the streets of that city, wherein he crewhile was recognized for a legislator.

Meanwhile, the proceedings in assembly were of a very cautious

character, for a spirit of revolt was supposed to inspire the members

whenever they showed any signs of being independent. Although the

seats of the war then raging were far distant, the governors of Canada

always adverted to the eminence of danger, as if enemies were close to

its frontiers, yea, rather in our midst. This formed part of tory govern-

ing policy at home and abroad, being intended to keep the people in fear

of French republicanism. Thr mission of the Canadian legislature now

appeared to be, simply to pass bills of supply, and acts to strengthen

executive power. But an agitation began to manifest itself in the

council, wherein unbroken harmony might have been most expected to

reign.

The board charged with the management of crown lands, composed of

a select number of councillors, had participated in numerous abuses, and

been guilty of shameful misappropriations : judge Osgoode was its presi-

dent. The members, under divers pretexts and in borrowed names, were

found to have consigned for their own benefit, or in favor of connexions,

large parcels of the public's territorial property. At all times, indeed,

great abuses existed in that department of state; and members of the

old legislative council had come to an understanding with the subalterns

of the colonial-office in London, or others having access to the minister,

in order to obtain for themselves large grants of land about lake St.

Francis, on the postal line between Quebec and Halifax, and in other

parts of Canada.* The unpunished abuses of early times multiplied in

the next. Those who profited by them, made every effort, at the same

time, to exclude Canadians from the occupation of such filched territory,

under pretext that it was not right to extend their language, usages, or

religion, in a direction newly opened up : motives for exclusion then

considered sufficient indeed, being, if not overtly recognized, tacitly acted

upon. Those lands had been divided into townships, with British

names to each,—a nomenclature seemingly ^"ndifi'erent in sound, but not

really so in sense ; for the names, general and proper, adopted, tended to

keep away Canadian cultivators, who besides knew nothing from expe-

rience of English land-tenure, or of the " quit-rents" forming a part of

* MS. Cori-espoadence of Councillor Finlay, &c.
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it. These factitious obstructions had an unforeseen effect. Some Canar

dians, but more Americans, penetrated the forest lands, on the right side

of the St. Lawrence, near the frontiers of the United States, and chose

for themselves holdings, upon which they settled without any title. The

governor, to whom they complained of the conduct of the Board, embraced

their cause with ardor, and sent a despatch to London, in which they

characterized the direction of the crown lands as a fiscal nullity, seeing

that it yielded no returns whatever. Prescott received, in 1798, very

full instructions to remedy the evil he denounced ; while the step he had

taken gave great umbrage to the board. Thence arose the division which

took place, first between the board itself and the governor, and next

between the governor and the executive council, which was the soul of

the reigning oligarchy. The council, as a thing of course, felt bound to

help the board at a pinch; and this the rather, that the latter was, after

all, a section of the council itself, and in fact, composed of its chief

niombors. Uninformed, however, for a time, of the return despatch sent

to the governor, the first offence taken was at his silence : the members

then treated him coldly, next hotly ; for a determined opposition against

him followed, under the direction of the chairman, Mr. Osgoode, who

•was said to be a natural son of George III. He was a man of some

talent, and what was more important had powerful friends at court.

Emboldened by his inspirations, the council refused to publish the new

instructions; and sent two petitions to the Duke of Portland, colonial

minister; one in 1798, the other in 1799, in both complaining of Pres-

cott's conduct.* To evade the consequences of the dissension, the ministry

thought it its duty to recall the governor. Judge Osgoode also asked

permission to resign his charge, and the king granted his request. Soon

thereafter, he left Canada. The quarrel made no great sensation, because

the public knew neither its subject nor motives. Besides, when the gover-

nor got into trouble with the chief functionaries, he sought not popular

support. On the contrary, he turned a hostile front to the inhabitants

;

and whether through t'^e unfavorable interpretation of his instructions,

or for some other reason, he gave a bad reception to the catholics, when

they solicited the erection of new parishes, wanted to keep pace with the

increase of their establishments, which were forming, nearer and nearer,

all round the closely inhabited parts of the country. Neither the demands

•of the clergy nor those of the people, nor even the applications of the

* These petitions were signed by W. Osgoode, J. Quebec, Hugh Finlay,

Francis Baby, Thomas Dunn, and John Young. [The second in order of these

oames, Ave take to be that of the Anglican prelate.]
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assembly, prevailed with him to re-consider the refusal he had given on

the subject,—a conduct unconformable to the ordinance of 1791. The

catholics had nothing for it but to recur to the unsatisfactory substitute

of mission stations, as in the earliest times of the colony.

Our people, therefore, learned with pleasure the recall of Governor

Prescott. Robert Shore Milnes, Esq., (shortly afterwards baroneted,)

came to Quebec in 1799, as lieutenant-governor. On opening the legis-

lative session, he thanked the Canadians for the testimonies they had given

of their loyalty ; and more especially for the moneys they had subscribed

to defray the cost of the war against the French revolutionists, and in

support of the well-being of all civilized nations.

The spirit of dissension, hitherto confined to the late governor and

his council, was about to extend to the chambers. The assembly

manifested, during the current session, less calmness and unanimity than

in the preceding. The subject of the Jesuits, and a question of parlia-

mentary privileges, arising out of the case of a deputy named Bono,

sentenced, for swindling, to an infamous punishment, and whom the

assembly expelled,—this exertion of parliamentary privilege led to hot

debates. Bouc, having been re-elected twice afterwards, was rendered

ineligible by an express law passed in 1802.

The question about the disposal of the Jesuits' estates was of far

greater import. P6re Casot, the longest-lived member of that suppressed

society, had just deceased.* His death furnished a new opportunity for

reclaiming its property, so that it might be applied to its original educa-

tional uses. When a member, M. Plantd, moved that such should be its

future destination, Mr. Young, an executive councillor, announced he

was charged to intimate that the governor had given the necessary orders

to take possession of it in the name of the crown. The proposition of

M. Plant(5, was, however, carried, thus ignoring the governor's message;

by a"* majority of 17 votes. Only one Canadian opposed it,—solicitor-

general Foucher. The chamber demanded a cc^py of the title-deeds of the

property. The governor replied that he would furnish them if insisted

upon ; adding, that he had acted upon royal instructions ; but he first

appealed to the sense of the house, whether it were consistent with its

accustomed respect for the throne, to persist in its present course.

• Tlu government dealt most liberally with them (the surviving Jesuits)
;

they were allowed to die out before it took possession of their estates, or inter-

fered with them." Christie.—The lucky Father Canot (alias Cazeau), who wa3

but a kind of college servitor rather than a priest, thus enjoyed a princely for-

tune in his latter years, just as if he had been the longest-lived contributor to

a '* tontine" association.

—
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The protestant bishop solicited the governor to suppy schoolmasters

for the Canadian towns and considerable villages, to teach the children,

gratuitously, the English tongue ; along with writing and arithmetic, at a

moderate price. The proposal was referred to the council, by which it

was adopted ; the governor also lending his aid. In a despatch, dated

April 5, 1800, Sir Robert proposed that portions of the crown lands, and
what remained of the Jesuits' estates, should be set apart to defray

the cost of general education ; adding, that such a measure would not

only add to the popularity of the government, but be very advantageous

in moral and political respects, through the use of the English tongue

;

a knowledge of which, he said, was still so rare in the colony, that hardly

did one or two British assembly-men venture to speak it in the house, the

others being well aware that if they did so, there was no chance of their

being understood by the great majority of their hearers.

His Grace approved of the plan, and asked the executive council to

have a return drawn up of the amount and value of lands or revenues

still disposable, that they might be appropriated to the foundation of the

schools for the purpose of spreading the use of the English language in

Canada.

Supplement to Chapter I, Book XIII.

[As the author's account of the logomachy—in every sense of that word-
got up in 1793, on the question of the parliamentary use of French and English

speech, differs considerably from Mr. Christie's report, which we take to be as

authentic as it is clearly expressed, we here subjoin the following extract,

from the historical repertory of that exact compiler, which he calls a History of

Lower Canada, on pages 132-4, vol. i.—J3.]

"It may here be observed that the business of the house was carried on,

and the motions put by the speaker in English and French, the latter being his

native tongue, and that the journals were kept in both languages. It was made

a standing rule of the house, ' that no motion shall be debated or put unless the

same be in writing and seconded ; when a motion i? seconded, it shall be read

in English and French by the speaker before debate. ' It was, a few days after

the adoption of this rule, resolved to amend it, by adding after the word ' speaker,'

the words ' if he is master of the two languages ; if not, the speaker shall read,

in either of the two languages most familiar to him, and the reading in the other

language shall be by the clerk or his deputy at the table." . . .
. " An immensity

of discussion arose as to the language (English or French) in which bills should

be introduced, and which was to be deemed the language of the law. It wad

moved, to resolve that the house shall keep its journal in two registers ; in one

of which the proceedings of the house and the motions shall be written in the
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French language, with a translation of the motions originally made in ihe

English language ; and in the other shall be entered the proceedings of the house

and tiie motions in the English language, with a translation of the motions

originally made in the French language.

"To this, Mr. Richardson moved to add, in amendment, the following words :

'but although the journal shall be thus kept in English and in French, and all

b'lls that may be brought in, or laws that may be enacted, shall be translated

from the one into the other language, at such stage of their progress as may be

determined upon
;
yet in order to preserve that unity of legal language, indis-

pensably necessary in the empire, and touching any alteration in which a

subordinate legislature is not competent, the English shall be considered the

legal text.' The proposed amendment was negatived (yeas 13, nays 26), and

the original motion unanimously passed.

" In addition to ihis it was, a few days afterwards, resolved, 'That such bills

as are presented, shall be put into both languageii ; that those in English be put

into French, and those presented in French be put into English by the clerk of

the house or his assistants, according to the directions they may receive, before

they be read the first time; and whf r so put, shall also be read each time in

both languages. It is well understood that each member has a right to bring

in any bill in his own language ; but that after the same shall be translated, the

text shall be considered to be that of the language of the law to which said bill

hath reference.' Thus this matter, which at one moment threatened to disturb

the equanimity of the house, and kindle national animosities among the mem-

bers, was compromised, and settled down in the resolutions cited, which, being

made a rule of the house, was ever afterwards cheerfully observed, and worked

to the satisfaction of all."
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CHAPTER II.

\DMIN1STRATI0N OF SIR JAMES CRAIG—1801-1811.

ElcetfoTifl of 1800.—Royal institution,—Principle of taxation.—First publication of Le Cana-

dien newspaper in Quebec—Affair of tlie Chesapeake, American gliip-of-war.— Condition

of Urituin'K relutions with the United States,—First diHsousiouH between the two couutriog.

Arrival of Sir James Craig in Canada.—I'olitical proclamation.—Re-opening of tlie legis-

lature.— Bill presented to prevent judges I'rom sitting in assembly.—M. IJcdard and other

militia oificers cashiered,-Responsible cabinet.—Parliament dissolved.—Craig's insulting

address to the members.—Idc ' of Le CanacJien writers on the colonial constitution and
ministerial responsibility.—Parliamentary supplies.—A Colonial agent in London.—The
judges excluded from Assembly.—Sudden dissolution of the Canadian parliament.

—

Seizure of tim printing-plant, &c., of Le Canadien, and incarceration ot Messrs. Uedard,

Taschereau and Ulanchet.—Proclamation of the governor.—Elections.—Craig recommends
the IJritish ministry eitlicr to abolish the Lower Canadian constitution, or to incorporate

the two provinces in one.—He sena ; liis secretary to London.—Reply of the minister.

—

Ke-oiwningof the chambers.—Release of Messrs. Bedard, &c.—Spiritual affairs : interviews

between the governor and M. Plc8.sis regarding the catholic church establishment.-Gov-
ernmental uoniination of the parish clergy proposed.—Wind-up of Craig's administration.

The years 1800-1805 became a season of calm for Canada. The eleo-

tions of 1800 returned as members of assembly ten government placemen

(or a fifth of the entire number) ; namely, four executive councillors,

three judges, end three other state officials. This fusion became a guar-

antee for the submission of all the rest of the representative body. Thus,

no sooner was the legislature in session, than it hastened to renew the act

for the security of established government, and enacted one to sanction

the foundation of a Royal Institution ; intended to promote, as a chief

purpose, the anglification of the country by means of a general system of

public instruction, through the medium of the English language. The

law passed on the occasion placed institutional education at the disposal

of the executive. The governor nominated the directors and president,

who were to regulate, subject to the governor's veto, the administration
;

it was he who had to designate the several parishes wherein schools were to

be opened, and appoint the teachers. The executive council obtained the

consent of the home government to endow with land-revenues the colleges

proposed to be established, in view of obtaining more promptly thereby

the full realization of the project In 1803, the king assented to the endow-

ment of two of the colleges ; one for Quebec, the other for Montreal.

The protestant bishop, himself the originator, as we have seen, of the

project, was called to preside over the new institution. This nomination

paralyzed it at the outset, maugre the subsidies which were voted, during

fieveral years, for its maintenanee. The Canadians, who inclined neither

l/.,. .8t.--'*

>
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to renounce their language, nor their faith, unanimously shunned the

class-rooms of the Institution ; which itself, for a quarter-century, merely

barred the way against the initiation of an educational system more in

conformity with their wishes.

Despite the impulsion which the war, hotly raging between France and

Britain, in 1801, gave to trade and especially to ship-building, (the latter

then b?coming an important branch of Canadian industry,) there were sev-

eral subjects, of colonial interest, which excited discussion among the ultras

of the party. The usurped possession of the Jesuits' estates, the obstacles

raised to land-granting, and the creation of new parishes by law, the selec-

tion of councillors yet more than ever hostile to the Canadians, systematic

exclusion of the latter from public offices, a desire, among British parti-

sans, to tax the laud and consequently hurt agriculture,—all of these

topics became subjects of debate ; and in measure of the amount of dis-

trust or jealousy, the extent of hope and fear, which prevailed, was that

public opinion affected, which began to take consistence, and was soon to

manifest itself in the legislature and throughout the country.

Sir Robert Shore Milnes (as the governor was now titled) had himself

no full reliance on the loyalty of the Canadians, and did not care to con-

ceal his distrust : in especial, complaining to the Duke of Portland, secre-

tary of state for the colonies, of the freedom of their habitants relative to

the seigniors, and emancipation of the catholic clergy from state control.

He also earnestly advised, that the colonial militia should be disbanded
;

because it was not proper to arm and train the people of a conquered

province, such as Canada. The duke replied, in a despatch dated January

6, 1801, that the small power the Canadian feudalry had over their ten-

ants was a thing to be regretted ; but, as the defect was due to the oper-

ation of special laws and local customs, the evil was probably remediless.

As for the perfect independence of the catholic clergy complained of, his

grace observed that he could not conceive wherefore the folic ''ing article

in the Royal Instructions had been practically ignored ; namely " No one

shall be invested with holy orders, or be charged with a cure of souls, with-

out the sanction of the governor." Adverting to the suggested disbanding

of the militia, the Duke owned that the laws of 1784 and 1786 certainly

were defective ; but they might be so amended as to give the government

more complete control over the militia corps.

While the executive was organizing a system of English scholastics, it

was, concurrently, occupied with a project for erecting protestant parishes

in view of their ultimately superseding the catholic parishes. The gov-

ernor and the Duke of Portland were then in correspondenoe, and the
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attorney-general was charged to draw up a report, on this subject.* Mr.

RyUind rcconiniended, in 1804, to allow no one to be inducted to a cure

of souls (parochial charge) without a license from the governor ; he advised

that the Royal Instructions should be observed, so that regal supremacy

should be maintained, and papnl authority in that matter might be abol-

ished. Now had such a usurpation been allowed, the country were pro-

testantized I Finally, Mr. Ryland wished the government to take posses-

sion of the estates of the Seminary, and those of some other religious insti-

tutions ; also intimating that the king ought to nominate a superintendent

and deputy-superintendent of the Romish church. Such were the senti-

ments of one of the most influential men in place.f Ryland, who acted

as private secretary for all the governors of Canada, from Lord Dorches-

ter's time to that of Sir George Prevost, and afterwards was secretary to

the executive council, and member of the legislative council, came at an

early age to Quebec, lie was, till his latent hour, an implacable foe of the

Canadians and (all) catholics.

At the expiry of the quadrennial term of the second parliament in

1804, there was little mutation of parties resulting from the election of

that year; and when the session opened, only opportunity was wanting

to resuming struggles begun in that preceding. The first vexed question,

seemingly of little import in itself, arose as to building jails in tiie prov-

ince. The chamber laid a tax on merchandise to defray the cost of such

constructions, despite the opposition of a minority of members ; these

chiefly merchants, who wished that real property should be taxed for the

purpose. Those persons maintained that it would be detrimental to the

colonial trade, if it were burdened with the whole cost of public works

;

and that a different principle ought to be adopted, if the revenues of the

country were expected to be developed. It was replied, that whatever

system of taxing should be adopted, the burden of it would ultimately

fall on the consumer : and that to burden agriculture in a new country,

wherein it ought to be the most favored of employments, is detrimental,

not only to the general well-being, but finally hurtful to commerce itself.

* To account for this shadowy grievance finding a place in the above enumer-

ation of Canadian wrongs, the reader will please to remember, that catholic

cburclimen deny the right of seculars to create a parochial jurisdiction at all

;

a parochia, paroissc, or parish, being (ab originc) a spiritual, and, above all, a

tUheable circumscription. " Hinc illte lachrymre I "—B.

\ "We have been mad enough to allow a company of French rascals to

deprive us, for the moment, of accomplishing all this ; but one prudent, decisive

Btep might rectify the absurdity." Extract of a letter, dated Dec. 22, 1804, res-

pecting the church establishment ia Lower Canada, printed ia Christis's

History of L. C, vol. vi.
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Tho parliamentary contention fairly begun, there was no lack of sub-

jects for keeping it going; although a certain restraint was temporarily

observed. A refusal to increase the salary of the French translator,

deeply aggrieved the assembly ; which regarded it as an evidence of tho

ill-will of tho authorities to the language of the Canadians ; for the

amount of money asked, was not considerable enough to put an end to

the good understanding vhich still prevailed. Tho assembly Wiis about

to appoint a committee to consider the question, when the parliament

was prorogued.

Sir R. S. Milnes left for Europe, leaving as his substitute the oldest

executive councillor, Mr. Dunn, who appointed the next meeting of the

chambers to take place early in 180G. The pique which the assembly-

men had manifested towards the close of tho previous session, did not

lessen during the recess. They determined to call severely to account

the journalists who had censured the voting of the majority on the jail-

tax, and ordered the publisher of the Montreal Gazette to be arrested.

The publisher of the Quebec Mercury, a newspaper started the year before,

tried to defend himself, but was fain to make an apology for liis imputed

offence, in order to avoid incarceration. The alleged breach of j)rivilege

in neither case deserved the chastisement they provoked ; such an exercise

of parliamentary potency was itself an infraction of popular rights, and

even detrimental to the assembly's own independence,—both finding

general support in the liberty of the press.

Meanwhile the mercantile party, conscious of the great influenoo it ever

had at head-quarters in London, petitioned his Majesty to veto the jail

act. Whereupon, the assembly at once adopted a motion, made by M.
Bedard, praying the king to sanction it ; transmitting along with the

petition, a memorial in justification of the measure. " The assembly

considered," urged the memorialists, " that no parallel can be drawn between

the long established realms of Europe and Canada, in regard of the pro-

priety of taxing the land. In the mother country, and in others where

agriculture has made most lands almost of equal value, a territorial

impost presses equally on all ; but in Canada, where tillage is most irregular

and unequal, to assess by the acre would be inequitable indeed ; for thus

he whose ground may not be worth three pence an acre, would have to

pay as much as those who may have in their domains land worth £3 an

acre. A land-tax would therefore press heaviest of all on those beginning

to clear ground, tlian on those possessed of ground already cleared ; and

thus new colonists would be loaded with most of the proposed burden,

while they ought, in reason, rather to be encouraged at the beginning.
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" A land-tax, on the otiier hand, based upon CHtimation of the liabilities

of every liolding, in plainly iinpracticablo : the cost of valuation and

tax-collocting would exceed the returns.

" Moreover, a land-tax would be unjust, because the inhabitants of

towns, whoso wealth consists in movables, would be exempted from its

operation. The assembly considers generally, that an impost upon com-

merce, and particularly upon such objects as those that arc taxed in the

act, was the most just, the least felt, and its repartition the most equal ; for

it is the consumer who pays ultimately. Though it has been objected

that merchants labor under more disadvantageous circumstances in thia

country than elsewhere, because they cannot re-export their commodities

to other markets, this circumstance, instead of being a disadvantage to

them, works in their favor, for it gives them the power of regulating the

commerce of the country, and making the consumer pay the duty ; seeing

that they have no other competitors than those who pay the same imposts."

In vain had the dissentient party, led by Mr. Richardson, tried to

nullify the proposal by an amendment : it was sanctioned by a majority

of more than two to one of assentients. Thus was confirmed, after

prolonged debates, the decision adopted previously on the grand principle

in ([uestion, of levying taxes : a principle which has, ever since, served as

a basis for the financial system of this province. It was adopted in

conformity with the interest of all new countries, the primary desideratum

for which is, to transmute its forest lands into fertile and well-cultivated

grounds. The law was sanctioned by the governor.

The agitation of the subject, however, increased prevailing adverse

feeling. Even the governor himself did not escape its malign influences.

The contestation was tinged, like others, with national jealousy. The

mercantile party, not able to contain its vexation it the check it had just

received, raised its voice again against the alien origin of its adversaries,

and tried to shift the discussion to the ground of nationality. Thus did

the Quehcc Mercury deliver itself on the subject : " This province is far

too French for a British colony Whether we be in a state of peace or

war, it is absolutely necessary that we exert all our efforts, by every avow-

able means, to oppose the increase of the French, and the augmentation

of tlieir influence After 47 years' possession, it is now fitting that

the province become truly British." This cry, raised by the violent men

of the party, but disavowed by the moderate, was more particularly due

to a rumor which got about^ that the Canadians were about to establish a

newspaper, to be printed in French, intended to proclaim their political

lights, and reclaim in their favor all constitutional advantages.
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Despite every oppositiou, Le Otnadien appeared in November, 1806.

In ita prospectus, the aim and principles of its projectors were thus

expounded ;
—" Lon<:; botbro the present time, many persons who lovo

their country and respect its government have felt regret that tlie priceless

privilege with which wo are endowed by our constitution, Mukhty op

TUB PRESS, should have remained so long a dead letter The right

which the British people possess and exert, of freely expressing their

sentiments on all the public acts of their government, is in truth the

main-spring of their well-being It is the freedom of printed speech

which makes the British constitution so tit for benefiting the populations

coming under its protection. Every species of government ought to liavc

the good of the people for its chief aim, and possibly each of them aspires,

at least, to attain that end ; but all have not the means for its realization.

The despot knows not his people's likeness but from the portrait drawn

of it by his courtiers ; he sees only with their eyes, and hears through

their ears alone. Under the constitution of Great Britain, its immediate

subjects have the right of making themselves known to authority through

the medium of a public press ; and by the free expression of sentiment

in its journals, the whole nation becomes, as it were, the confidential

adviser of its executive.

" A despotic government, on the contrary, ever ill-informed, is unceas-

ingly liable to damage the interests and shock the feeling of the people,

whom, in ftict, it does not intimately know ; and thus, without meaning

it perhaps, does violences, and inflicts evils, the'effect of which it may not

perceive till too late for remedy : hence it is, that absolute governments

are those most subject to revolutions. Under the British constitution

nothing being done in secret, and no constraint preventing the subject

from freely expressing his thoughts, in a country where the individual man,

so to speak, thinks aloud,—it is impossible that the perils which dog the

heels of absolutism can exist ; and this it is which gives that wondrous

stability to Britsh institutions which has left them standing erect, while

so many governments of Europe have been successively upset.

" The Canadians, as the newest subjects in the British empire, have

the greatest interest of all in being p. operly represented. Yet they have

lately seen themselves victimized by the dark insinuations contained in a

journal here, printed in English, without possessing the proper means for

replying to them. Our compatriots have all an interest in seeing prejudices

against them dissipated ; also in the effacing of those evil impressions of us

which the disguised efforts of malignity may leave on the minds of the

people of Britain, yea even in the mind of royalty itself It has been

16
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imputed to us aH a crime, that wo adhere to the UHOof our mothi^r tongue

to express our sentiments and to reclaim our rights; but undeserved

accusations appal not the innocent. A Bincere avowal of proper feeling is

not disloyal, in whatever lanj^oingo expressed."

The appearance of the new journal marks the era of the earliest

vindication of (Jallo-Canadian liberty of the press. Before its publication,

no newspaper in the colony had ventured to discuss political questions, as

was done by the press of Britain. The polemical department of Le

CduaiUen, tliough at first entirely composed of anonymous communications,

yet gave a great impulse to constitutional studies ; and, in this regard, the

title of the earliest French print that appeared in tlie colony, merits to be

Bet at the head of our journalistic annals.*

The political relations of Britain with our neighbors of the States,

began to draw the public attention to what was passing beyond the frontiers

of the colony. The terrible wars in Europe, arising out of the French

Kcvolution, excited a strong feeling, among the American republicans, in

favor of France. The United States men had disapprovingly seen one

of the freest of European nations foriu alliances with unmitigated

despotisms, against that liberty which, with so much difficulty, had come

into being and was spreading itself in the Old World ; but the govern-

ment of Washington exerted all its efforts to postpone, among the

« citizens of the republic, the expression of hostile sentiments which would

have led to a war against Britain, and consequently a struggle on the high

seas, for which the American marine was not yet in a proper state to engage.

These restraining efforts of the executive, always a weak power in the

States, had small success. For some tira'^ back, the relations between the

"The firstnumber of Le Canadkn, a newspaper entirely in French, issued

in November of the present year in Quebec, from a small press procured for the

purpose, by the contributions of several Canadian gentlemen, with the professed

intention of vindicating the French-Canadian character, frequently aspersed, as

they deemed it, by a press of the other language, in Quebec, and to repel the

constant assaults from it, of which they believed they had cause to complain

;

and to instruct their compatriots in their duties and rights as British subjects

under the constitution; in themselves just and commendable purposes. But it

far exceeded these, by constantly appealing to national prejudices,—subversive

of the harmony which until then had prevailed between the two races 1 and with

it commenced the reign of agitation and discord which afterwards unhappily

distracted the province. It was, from the outset, anti-executive in politics,

anti-commercial in its doctrines, and, indeed, anti-British in spirit ; treating as

anti-Canadian everything British in the colony, and the British immigrants and

population as ' Strangers et intrus,'—strangers and intruders."—Robert Cubistib :

History of Lower Canada, I. 251-2.—^.
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two countries had lout much of that cordiality which the American

cabinet was wtill trying to maintain
;
and which was about to disappear

entirely along with Whig policy us that of the Union.

The French llevolution, and the wars in its train, eventuated in the

destruction of the navies of all the continental nations, who found
'

impossible to hold their own on sea as on land. Britain, left sole mistrcL

of the former, was willing to profit by all the resultant advantages. Tho

United States, on tho other hand, as a neutral nation, claimed to trado

freely with all the belligerent parties. The British, making no account of

this pretension of the Americans, in 180G, proclaimed the line of conti-

nental seaboard of Europe, from Brest to the Elbe, to be in a state of

permanent blockade; in enforcing which they captured a great number of

American vessels for breaking through it. Napoleon I, by way of repri-

sal, declared the British coasts themselves to be in a like state of blockade.

The British government retorted, in the year following, by prohibiting all

countries from trading with France. These extraordinary measures,

violating as they did the laws of nations and the ri<'hts of neutrals,

occasioned great irritation in the United States ; and their merchants

loudly demanded prote* lion against them from their government. Con-

currently, tho British claimed, as part of their maritime code, the llight

of Search ; namely, the freedom to seek for, and seize when found

aboard foreign vessels, all those British sailors who had taken service

therein. This assumed right was chiefly exercised in the case of Ameri-

can vessels, in which many British seamen were employed. A British

ship-of-war, following up this quest, attacked the U. S. frigate Chcsnjjea/ce,

killed and wounded several of tho crew, boarded her, and took by force

four men said to be British deserters.* The United States government,

inconsequence, shut its ports against all British vessels in American waters

till satisfaction should be made for the above hostile act, and all future

repetitions of it were renounced. These doings were followed, on one part,

by the famous " orders in council," prohibiting all commerce with the

French or their allies ; and on the other, by the " Milan decree," promul-

gated by Napoleon I, which forbade trade of any kind, by any nation,

• The author chooses to ignore the fact, that the conduct of the captain of

the Leopard (British man-of-war) was disavowed by his superiors, and such

reparation as it was possible to make freely granted. The untoward incident

took place in June 1807, just outside the Capes of the Chesapeake. Of the four

seamen seized, one, named Jenkins Ratford, a British deserter, was hanged.

The other three, says Bancroft, were men of color, and American citizens.—

B.

XI.
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with Britain or her colonies. The United States, in view of self-protec-

tion, laid an embargo on the shipping of all nations ; but which was takea

off during the following year, for the American traders found that they

were the greatest sufferers by its operation ; but commerce with France and

Britain was interdicted, till the government of each should give Batisfaction

to the American sufferers through their obstructive polity. At the same

time, the men ::,x the States took measures for putting their country into

a defensible state, and prep.'xr'^d for war.

Such were the transactions which supervened between the American

republic and the kingdom of Great Britain in the years 1806-9 inclusive

;

and, forecasting a coming war, the attention of the former was already

turning towards Canada.

The conduct of the British party in that province was fitted to increase

rather than i lessen the hopefulness of the Americans. All that it could

do it did, to iiritate the I'rench population.

The bishop of Quebec, M. Denaut, dying in 1 806, M. Plessis, his coad-

jutor since 1797, and titular of Canatha in Palestine, was chosen, in vir-

tue of a bull issued by Pius VII, so far back as A. d. 1806 to succeed the

deceased prelate. The colonial attorney-general and Mr. Ryland did their

utmost to prevent Mr. Dunn, governor-substitute, from recognizing M,
Plessis as bishop, and taking the oath of fealty to the king. Ryland wrote,

that he despised and hated the catholic religion, for it degraded and em-

bruted human reason ; and became the cur^e of every country wherein it

existed." The obstructive attempts of i.lie British party, in the present

case, were bootless, however : Dunn recognized the new prelate, and

received the lequired oath in full council,—to the great discontent ji'thc

protestants.f

Some time thereafter, the protestavit bishop being in London, complained

to the ministry that as the lately inducted catholic prelate took the title

of Bishop of Quebec, he inclined to resign his own charge. Lord Castle-

reagh reminded him, that M. Plessis was no foreigner, that neither were

che clergy of his diocese aliens ; and that, in fine, both were entitled to

enjoy all rights appertai^nng to them as catholics.

For some timo^ the rumor ran, that the Canadians only waited the mere

appearance of the American flag among them, to rise in a body and join

the American confederation. This notion, widely spread, was first set

afloat by their enemies, to excite the distrust of the metropolitan country

;

• He was consecrated, in Quebec, Jan. 25, 1801.

t Letters of Ryland to the protestaut bishop of Quebec, dated Jan. 26, 27,

and Feb. 3, 1806.
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ted JaD. 26, 27,

tlie resident British ever representing their fellow-colonists of French ori-

gin as so many rebels. The Americans, who wished to put an end to

European domination in all parts of this continent, eagerly propagated the

above report, through their numerous journals.

By way of contradicting it practically, Mr. Dunn caused a grand mili-

tary demonstration to be made. In summer, 1807, he called up a fifth

part of the colonial militia, ordaining the force to be ready to march at the

first signal. Concurrently, the bishop (M. Plessis) addressed a pastoral

letter to all his flock. The ballotting for men, and their training after-

wards, were cheerfully and briskly carried on, to a degree which belied the

insinuations thrown out against the loyalty of the Canadians,

The fortifications of Quebec were augmented and remounted under the

eupervision of Colonel Brock, then commandant of the garrison. But

war was not to break out yet a while. The people of the States were not

yet in a fit condition to encounter a nation paramount on the seas, and

possessed of a land-force, superior for numbers and discipline, to that the

republic could bring into the field. Diplomatists tried or affected to settle

the difficulties between the two governments.

At this critical time, Sir James Craig arrived as new governor for Canada.

He was a military officer of some repute ; but as an administrator, too

narrow-minded and whimsical He delighted in military pomp ; and

usually addressed civilians as if they had been so many recruits liable to

the quickening impulsion of a cat-o'-nine-taile. In his general order of

Nov, 23, after expressing his satisfaction at the zeal manifested by the

militia for defence of the country, he added, that he had seen with uneas-

iness acts of great insubordination committed in the parish ofAssomption

;

and exhorted every one to be on his guard against treasonable artifices,

and the discourses of emissaries prowling everywhere to seduce the people.

" Those discourses," he owned, " had little effect among a fortunate people

(such as the Canadians were), who experienced, every day of their lives,

the protection and beneficence of their government ; nevertheless, to pre-

vent effectually the ill effects which result from evil inspiration, (especially

among the young and ignorant), I enjoin all the militiamen to watch

attentively the presence of aliens who come amongst them ; and whene^ er

their conduct or words appear suspectible, they are to be taken before a

magistrate or some militia officer, to be dealt with accordingly."

This general order dwelt so very particularly on American intriguers

and on plainly anticipated war defections, tha*^ the colonists must have

thought the country had a volcano under it, ready for eruption. But there

viaa really nothing impending which could authorize the special solemnity
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of an appeal to the loyal feeling of the people of Canada at this time.

The troubles signalized by the governor had no political color, and were

due either to causes we have already pointed out, or to local disputes, which

officious agents of the executive represented as being very grave, in order

to exalt their own credit for reporting or repressing them. Never, in fact,

were the Canadians more attached to the government before that time or

since ; but Sir James Craig, having thrown himself headlong, at the out-

set, into the arms of their most ardent foes, he continued to misapprehend

all things, presented to him as they were through a partisan medium. He
never doubted that the Gallo-Canadians, their leaders more especially.,

were hostile to British suzerainty ; that they merely dissembled their dis-

loyalty ; and that they were to be distrusted in all things. He chose Ryland

for his secretary ; who fell in love (political) with his master at first sight

;

writing exultingly to the protestant bishop, even before the new governor

had taken the oaths,* " Craig is just the man for this country
!"

In opening parliament, January 29, 1808, Craig adverted to the wars

in Europe, and French ambition. He said, " It would have been highly

gratifying to me, if upon this occasion I could be the bearer of any well-

grounded annunciation of the restoration of that peace, which, as the surest

foundation of the welfare and happiness of his people, is the constant

object of his Majesty's endeavors ; but while an implacable enemy is exert-

ing every resource of a power, hitherto unexampled in the world, and which

is controlled by no principle of justice or humanity in attempting our ruin,

—while that enemy, under the irritation of a disappointed ambition, which

boundless in its extent, aims at no less than the subjugation of the world,

regards with a malignant inveteracy, which he does not attempt to conceal,

the only nation now in Europe, which by the wisdom of its government,

the resources of its wealth, and the energy, virtue, and public spirit of its

people, has been able to resist him,—it must be with cautious diffidence

and a reliance only on the blessings of Divine Providence, that wc ".a

look forv.ard to the wished-for cessation of the inconveniences of war."

He spoke, afterwards, of what it more concerned the Canadians to

know. Making allusion to the relation between Britain and the United

States, he said that he had nothing to impart which threw any light upon

matters then in debate between the two powers ; but expressed a hope

that the wisdom embodied in the cabinets of London and Washington

would find means to avoid the calamities likely to be attendant on a war

between two nations of kindred origin, usages, and language. He added,

ci; This formality took place Oct. 24, 1807.
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however, that means for meeting adverse eventualities were not to be

neglected ; and he had the firmest confidence that the co-operation of the

people in that respect would not be wanting ; while the loyalty and zeal of

the militia met his own warmest approbation. All appearances gave

promise that, if the colony were attacked, it would be defended in such

a manner as was to be expected of a brave race, who fight for all that ia

dear to it.

This language regarding the spirit of the militia was at once more politic

and truthful than that in Craig's general order. The reply of the

assembly was of a character which ought to have persuaded Britons that

they might reckon on the fidelity of the Canadians, despite the prejudices

and fears which late repeated appeals to it betrayed.

The double question of the propriety of excluding judges and Jews

from the assembly, in imitation of British parliamentary practice, filled

up much of the session. The Jews were excluded by a resolution. As

for the judges, M. Bourdages presented a bill which the assembly adopted,

by a vote of 22 against 2 ; but the council, to the great discontent of

the public, rejected the measure. The latter body, afterwards, secretly

rejoiced that a hostile feeling arose between the governor and the assembly,

towards the close of the session.

For some time back, this alien feeling became more apparent on the

discussion cf each new subject ; and the coterie of the governor, aided

by functionaries now aware of their chief's character, set about exciting

his passions with all that freedom which his peculiar tastes permitted

thtjiii to ixi^. They applied themselves to detect, m every strain of

speech, and in every occurrence, evidences of Canadian plotting. By this

means, they took firm hold upon the irritable nature of Cniig. The

functionaries well knov, they could not hope to change the representa-

tive system as establiuhed by law; but, to destroy its influence before

hand, they used their accustomed weapon calumny. Craig's hostility

they directed speoi..ily on the president of the assembly, M. Panet., They

hated him none the less for being reputed as a shareholder in Le Canadien

newspaper. They got his name erased from the roll ot militia officers,

along with those of Messrs. Bedard, Taschereau, Blanchet, and Borgia.*

* "M. Panet and some other gentlemeu were, shortly after this, dismissed from

their mibtia commissions. The following letter, addressed to each of them, oa

the occasion, is explanatory :

* Castle of St. Lewis, Quebec, 14th June, 1808.

Sir,—I am directed, by his Jlxcellency the governor-in-cbief, to acquaint you,

that he thinks it necessary for his Majesty's service, to dismiss you from yout
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Nearly at this time, Judge Allcock died; a personage detested by

Ryland, and probably by all the men of his party. The government

nominated attorney-general Sewell as his successor, replacing the latter by

a young barrister, Mr. BoTyen ; thus ^ving the go-by to solicitor-general

Stuart ; who lost the governor's good graces, first, and saw his own functions

next pass into tLe hands of a barrister then new to the colony, Mr.

Uniacke. These strange promotions and displacings were prelusive of

troubles. Ryland, who was already the faithful mouth-piece of the gover-

nor, wrote in 1808, that the assembly would soon become " a focus of

sedition, and an asylum for all the demagogic turbulenct f the province. To
remedy the evil, much wisdom was needful, united, hj a preponderating

British influence in the two councils."

When casting his eyes towards the legislative council, which the governor

wished to pit against the assembly, he perceived that it was composed of

twelve members only, though the constitutive law ordained that there should

be fifteen. He hastened to write to Lord Castlereagh, praying that he

would complete the number, and thereby strengthen the ruling staff.

To the astonishment of all, however, the governor ratified the re-election

of M. Panet as president of the assembly, when parliament met in

April, 1809, after the general election in 1808, by which the complexion

of the chamber was no ways changed. In his opening address, he spoke

of the relations then existing between Britain and the States, and of the

political intestine struggles. He said that what was known of the dispo-

sition of the American government gave small hope of its adopting a

peaceful policy ; and that it was needful to be vigilant, and follow up the

precautionary measures already judged necessary. He hoped that the

situation as of the town militia. His Excellency bids me add, that he is

induced to adopt this measure, because be can place no confidence in the services

of a person whom he has good ground for considering as one of the proprietors

of a seditious and libellous publication, that is disseminated through the

province with great industry ; and which is expressly calculated to vilify his

Majesty's government, and to create a spirit of dissatisfaction and discontent

among his subjects, as well as of disunion and animosity between the two parts

•of which they are composed.

I am, &c.,

H. W, Rtlakd.'

" The gentlemen to whom the above letter was addressed according to Z«
Canadicn, were Messrs. T. A. Panet, lieut.-colonel ; P. Bedard, captain ; T. T.

Taschereau, capt, n and aide-major; T.L. Borgia, lieutenant; and F. Blanchet,

surgeon." H. Christie ; History of the late Province of Lower Canada, vol. i,

pp. 275-6, note.
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chambers would renew the laws passed with those intents during the late

session.

In speaking afterwards of interior polity, he said that the members,

who came from all parts of the colony, must have perceived how prospe-

rous a people were, from being subject to no other laws than those passed

by their own representatives. He added, that if the harmony which

prevailed between the different races composing the population were

impaired, the discord ensuing would be the evil fruit of unjust suspicions,

and ill-founded jealousies, on one or both sides, and of baseless conjec-

tures formed as to the polity and intentions of the government.

M. Bourdages moved, that the assembly, in its reply to the address,

should express clearly the members' opinions on the pernicious influences

which perverted the executive. In the debates which followed, the

Canadian lea'^ars, while they let the full extent of their dissentiment be

seen did not insist upon shaping it into overt oppositions. It was observed

that M. Bourdages, in the reasons of his motion, allowed that alien influ-

«mces led him to act wrongly. Now this might very well be predicated of

executive acts in Britain, where a cabinet of responsible ministers

existed; but in the colony, where ministerial accountability there was

none, the administration could not be openly censured. All the members

agreed that there were no grounds for directing at the chamber insinua-

tions of there being jealous feeling in them against government ; the

governor's discourse contained no pointed reflection, and the chamber

might be content to reply to any insinuations indirectly.

It was replied that, on the contrary, in tbe actual posture of affairs,

the governor's address gave rise to serious reflections, for it tended to

originate an undue influence on the votes of the two chambers. The

genuine sentiments and real acts of both could be known only by their

votes. If the passage of the address in question was not intended ta

influence the suffrages of the members, then was it quite meaningless.

The word " government " therein employed, might have an imposing

sound in the ears of new members, perhaps ; but not in the apprehension

of those to w^om our constitution had become familiar. When govern-

ment acts executively, every one must needs yield obedience ; every act

contrary to such obedience, is that of a bad subject. But when the

government exercises legislative power, it is then only one of three

branches of the legislature, and the two others are independent of it.

Far from considering as illegal the opposition of one of these two branches

to the executive, their bounden duty it is to object freely whenever

they judge it needful to do so. As for expression of suspicions regarding
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the government, they cannot apply to any one of the three powers, sinco

themselves, collectively, form the government.

M. Bedard, in discussing the question, founded his argument upon

first principles ; and, while debating upon ministerial responsibility, showed

that the element of accountableness was essential to a constitution.

" The first duty of our house, this third branch of the legislature," he

urged, " is to maintain its own independence, even against the attempts

of the executive to abridge it. By accepting the assurances of those

who give out, that ' thore is no ministry in Canada, the house either

abandons that first duty, and renounces the maintenance of its own

substantive existence ; or else, overleaping all intermediate responsibility,

has to point its accusations directly against the king's chief officer among

us, which would be a constitutional monstrosity, because we ought to

recognise in the governor of Canada the sacred personification of Majesty,

and act in conformity to the maxim of regal immunity from all blame."

It appeared, therefore, that the desire for possessing a ministry was not a

vain aspiration, as some mistakenly supposed, but the expression of a

perception that the colonial constitution lacked one of its essential parts.

M. Bedard took occas'ou to observe, that, independently of all constitu-

tional maxims, the governor, who had been in the country but a short

time, could learn the disposition of its inhabitants only through informa-

tion given him by others ; that although there was no regularly constituted

or openly recognised ministry, yet a kind of cabinet there certain.^' was,

for surely the governor regularly resorted for advice to a select number of

functionaries set apart for that very purpose ; that when occasion called

for it, the chamber would find no difficulty in ascertaining who those

parties were ; finally^, that virtual ministries always like to counsel in the

dark, and that the counsellings even of ministers in Britain had not

always been made patent to the public view as they now were."

In the remarkable speech, of which the above reasonings formed a

part, the orator expounded the nature of a really constitutional system,

such as that actually accorded to Canada forty years later ; but, at the

time of its utterance, he was regarded as the apostle of revolutionary

doctrines, and accused of propagating evil ideas, which it was indispen-

sable to repress, if open seditions were to be avoided.

Judge de Bonne, the mouth-piece of the executive, controverted the

opinions of M. Bedard ; saying, " that to admit them as political verities,

would degrade royal authority, and even bring the person of the sovereign

into popular contempt. Surely this is not a fit time," he added, "for

agitating such questions as that now under discussion, when the attitude
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ree powers, since of the Americans is so menacing to us! Signs of dissentiment, on points

so vital as those we have just heard mooted, are matters of perilous

import during the present crisis ; for they are apt to cause us to be taken

for a divided, and not what we substantially are, a united people. Let

us have a care lest we manifest, inopportunely, a jealousy of all other

branches of the legislature ; for we should, by indulging in such distrust-

fulness, justify all the apprehensions expressed in the governor's address,

regarding alien sowers of sedition, yea give rise to an imputation that

our own regard for established authority is not unimpeachable." The

judge herein but expressed sentiments which he inwardly felt the truth of.

Himself the scion of a noble and ancient family, he had inherited and

cherished the traditional opinions bequeathed to him: thus he looked

upon absolute royal authority as a right properly unassailable by popular

representatives ; and the modifying influences of an elective assembly on

the executive as a thing of very doubtful desirability.

The discussion of the question, as viewed from a new stand-point by

M. Bedard, certainly made sensation ; but his proposal of constituting

distinct ministerial responsibility appeared (to the greater number) too

hardy to be then taken into formal consideration ; and, as time went on,

the chamber seemingly became oblivious of that great constitutional

principle. Not to mention that the majority willed not to begin the

session with a wrangle, previously to giving a form of expression to

sentiments usually emitted in reply to an inauguratory discourse by the

governor. The assembly, therefore, rejected the motion of M. Bourdages,

also the paragraph which M. Bedard wanted to embody in the reply to

the house, expressing its regret that the governor had thought it his duty

to recall to the attention of the members the circumstance of a mixed

nationality, or to intimate that there was or could be any suspicions or

jealousies among them of the government ; that, nevertheless, the assem-

bly-men were williiig to believe, that so right-minded and so generous-

hearted a man as he, was not capable, had he been left to himself, cf

such ungracious conduct ; but that it must have been entirely due to his

misplaced confidence in persons whose evil animus he was not aware of;

parties who at no time counselled what was good either for the state or

the people, the care for whose well-being had been confided to his Excel-

lency.

The allusion made, indirectly, by the governor, to angry discussions

in preceding sessions, did not prevent the house from reverting to the

question of unseating the judges, and following the practice of the British

legislature in that regard. Those members whose opinions were the most
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decided, wished to exclude them by a simple resolution, as it appeared

that such had been the mode employed for purging the British parliament

;

but a great majority of the members of assembly always hoped to obtain

the consent of the two other branches of the legislature to the intended

expurgation.

The governor, who had very different ideas of colonial representation

from those of the house, came to the conclusion, at the outset, that no

accordance was possible between him and its members in this regard, and

persisted steadily to oppose what was wanted ; so that matters came to

this pass,—either he must give way, or else a dissolution of the parliament

would result. The latter issue, his character being taken into account,

was all but certain ; as he was already, on his castled lieight, chafing at

the audacity of the assembly-men ! Taking advantage of the expulsion

of Mr. Hart * for the second time, he resolved to prorogue the chamber

after a session of 36 days, previously dissolving the parliament. Repair-

ing to the hall of the legislative council, with a numerous suite, he

demanded the attendance of the people's representatives. The prelimi-

naries were so arranged, on this occasion, that the members had no

knowledge of what was about to ensue, till the arrival of the grenadiers

of the guard before their door.

Addressing the assembly-men present, the governor said :
" Gentlemen,-*

When 1 met you at the commencement of the present session, I had no

reason to doubt your moderation or your prudence, and I therefore

willingly relied upon both. Under the guidance of these principles I

expected from you a manly sacrifice of all personal animosities, and

individual dissatisfaction,—a watchful solicitude for the concerns of your

country, and a steady perseverance in the executing of your public duty,

with zeal and dispatch. I looked for earnest endeavors to promote the

general harmony of the province, and a careful abstinence from whatso-

ever might have a tendency to disturb it; for due, and, therefore,

indispensable attention to the other branches of the legislature, and for

prompt and cheerful co-operation and assistance in whatever might

conduce to the happiness and welfare of the colony : all this I had a

right to expect, because such was your constitutional duty; because such

a conduct would have been a lasting testimony, as it was the only one

sought for by his Majesty's government, of that loyalty and affection

which you have so warmly professed, and which I believe you to possess

;

• Mr. Ezckiel Hact was a merchant in Three-Rivers, a highly respectable man,

but of English birth and a Jew ; and being such, eminently obnoxious, if only

for his double "nationality."

—

B.
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and because it was particularly called for by the political juncture of the

times, and especially by the precarious situation in which we then stood

with respect to the American States : now I am sorry to add, that I have

been disappointed in all these expectations, and in every hope on which

I relied.

"You have wasted," continued he, "fruitless debates, excited by

private and personal acimosity, or by frivolous contests upon trivial

matters of form, that time and those talents, to which, within your walls,

the public have an exclusive title. This abuse of your functions you

have preferred to the high and important duties which you owe to your

sovereign and to your constituents: and you have, thereby, been forced

to neglect the consideration of matters of moment and necessity which

were before you ; while you have, at the same time, virtually prevented

the introduction of such others as may have been in contemplation. If

any proof of this misuse of your time were necessary, I have just

presented it, in having been called on, after a session of five weeks, to

exercise his Majesty's prerogrative of assent to only the same number of

bills ; three of which were the mere renewal of acts to which you stood

pledged, and which required no discussion. So much of intemperate

heat has been manifested in all your proceedings, and you have shown

such a prolonged and disrespectful attention to matters submitted to your

consideration, by the other branches of the legislature, that whatever

might be the moderation and forbearance exercised on their parts, a

general good understanding is scarcely to be looked for without a new

assembly."

After other reproachful observations, he expressed his entire confidence

in the discretion of the electors ; adding his persuasion that they would

very surely amend the call they had made on improper parties to serve,

which would prevent further troubles and greatly advance public interests.

He assured the assembly-men that the task he had undertaken, in the

present case, gave him extreme pain to perform. Then, turning towards

the legislative councillors, he expressed his great satisfaction and lively

gratitude to them; which, he said, they had well merited by the unani-

mity, zeal, and attention they always manifested. " If little good has

resulted to the public from late sessional labors, the fault does not lie

at your door, at any rate," he added. Then resuming his address to the

assembly-men, he thus "wound up: *' To a considerable portion of the

house of assembly, my thanks are equally due. I trust they will believe

that I do them the justice of a proper discrimination, in the sense I

entertain of their efforts, to avert that conduct of which I have so much
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reason to complain. By this, gentleu-r , ^ou have truly manifested your

affection to his Majesty's government, uj. i your just estimation of the

real and permanent interests of the pro: '.(.io."*

Besides using a style of language insulting to a chamber of deputies,

the while pretending to invoke constitutional principles, the governor here

committed the yet more grave fault of manifesting his partisanship, by

singling out one portion of the house for complimenting, in contrast to

the other. The enemies of the Canadians, none the less, loudly and

joyously applauded the conduct of Craig ; to whom were presented

felicitating addresses, at Three Rivers, Montreal, and St. John's, when he

made a progress through the country during the summer ; the addressers

promising to render him their support in keeping the government, as

then constituted, intact ; and in maintaining the paramountcy, in his

person, of executive power. Meantime a writer in the Quebec Mercury^

(semi-official journal), March 19, 1810, thus expressed himself upon the

occasion :
" The conduct of a conquered people, lifted by their victors

from the depths of misery to the height of prosperity, and to whom has

been extended every species of indulgence, is not such as might have

been expected at their hands.

" Having regard to the words cf conciliation utter id by the king's

representative at the opening of the latest parliamentary ,ession, we can see

in the manner he has been recompensed in them, no quality but that

of the most inveterate ingratitude. There are, howevt' some people in

this world, whose nature is to return insolencies in return for benefits."

Without resenting such contumeliousness, the writers of Le Canadien,

to justify the opinion of the house ao to the independence of the judges,

copiously cited the works of Rapin, Blackstone, Locke, and other British

publicists, in proof of the powers of the representative session of the

government, relatively to the other two branches. " The king's represen-

tative," thus wrote the editor of that journal, "has power by law to

dissolve the house when he thinks ht to do so, but he has no right what-

ever to make abusive remarks such as his harangue contained, upon the

action of the legislature ; a body which is absolutely independent of his

authority. The respect due to this branch is as sacred and as inviolable

as that due to his Excellency himself; and those reflections became him

all the less, that upon the governor is the duty specially imposed of

paying due respect to that branch of the legislature, as well as to all

• "We cannot doubt, to use the words of the ever-judicious Christie, that

" this unique speech surprised the members."

—

B,

i
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IU3 Christie, that

other parts nf the government." All constitutional questions were treated

in the same journal, according to the most accredited British principles.

In order to shelter the personality of the governor, as much as possible

from its own attacks, Le Canadicn feigned a belief, like M. Bcdard, in

the figment of an existent responsible administration ; to the shadowy

members in which it attributed the concoction of the last *' discourse from

the throne." Well knowing, besides, the artfulness of this party to

which it was a far more easy matter, than to the Canadians, to obtain the

attention of tlic homo authorities, the writers for Le Canndien dwelt

much and carefully upon the particular motives the Canadians had for

persisting in their sentiments of attachment to Britain, as upon lior tho

surety of their own distinctive nationalities depended. Thus lustily did

Le Canadicn, at one time, vaunt the advantages of British government

:

** It is, perhaps, the only one wherein the interests and rights of the different

sections of society are so well cared for, so sagely balanced ; and though all

are firmly bound together by it, yet each has a spcfi'^s of substantive

existence independent of the rest, while the whole derives a collective

strength from the struggling powers confided to the several parts." Tho

day before the journal was vinlnntly stopped, it thus expressed itself;

" If any one disapproves of an act of tho governor, it ought to be done

respectfully, and only with such freedom as the British constitution

allows."

Tho new elections did not make the political complexion of the house

more courtly. In no part of the British empire was parliamentary

suffrage more independent or more pure than in Canada ; where, in fact,

most of the electors were landholders, and bound in no way to give any

but free votes. Members who had manifested indecision or weakness,

were now replaced by men of tried firmness. The opposition representa-

tives of the people, new and old, took their places in the legislature imbued

with the ideas and convictions of those in the former assembly; and with

a determination, more confirmed than ever, to defend what had been and

what was yet to be done.

Meanwhile the British ministry made it a duty to repair somewhat the

evil caused by the over-action of its chief agent. Instructions were sent

to Sir James regarding the ineligibility of the judges to sit in assembly;

and directing him to sanction the law passed by the two chambers for

excluding them : thus settling a vexed question, so long pending.

The parliament assembled in January, 1810. The diplomatic state

relations between Great Britain and the United States were still in an

unsettled state. The governor declared, in his opening discourse.
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that if hofltilitlcH suporvonod, a sufficient foroe of rcf^ulars would be

sent over, by means of which, with the tiid of tho colonial militia, the

province would be rendered secure. With respect to tho judges, ho

announced that their exclusion from tho representative chamber was

assented to. The homo authorities, in truth, disapproved of the {)ersonal

obstructivcneH.H, so to speak, of tho governor ; so far, so good : but tho

assembly determined to prevent, in advance, a repetition, from his or any

other lips, of the censures ho had bestowed on tho former assembly, at its

dissolution. Its earliest action, therefore, was to declare, by a great

majority, that all expression of blame, on tho part of the governor, or of

the legislative council, whether to censure tho assembly acts, to approve

or disapprove what was done or left undone by one or other of the parties

into which it was divided, was a violation of parliamentary privilege,

and involved a breach of Canadian liberties. After this formal protest

against the strictures, past or future, of the chief, they took in hand to

deal with the subalterns of the government. For some time buck, tho cham-

bers aimed at bringing the public functionavies witliin its influence.

These persons looked upon themselves as being independent of, or rather

superior to, the members of assembly ; and successive governors, destitute

as they mostly were of political experience, allowed placemen's offensive

remarks against the people's representatives to obtain currency, which

rebounded occasionally on the executive council itself. This evil, which

has endured even till our own day, and which was so much the greater as

it was caused by antipathy between races, powerfully contributed to

shape political eventualities. The assembly thought that the most

efficacious means to engage the public servitors to respect one of the

sources of their own potency, was to subject them to parliamentary

control by means of their salaries, in accordance with British practice.

With this end in view, the house declared, that the colony was quite

capable of paying all the cost of its civil government ; and an intimation

was addressed to tho imperial parliament, that Canada was ready to be

charged with the whole of such expenditure in future ; returning thanks,

at the same time, to the British legislature, for defraying a part of it so

long.

The functionaries trembled at the prospect of coming under the control

of a body whose members they had so often insulted. They made a great

stir to avert such a measure as was thus proposed, and communicated the

spirit of opposition to their friends, who, in turn, did their utmost to gain

over the governor to conjoin. The latter, surprised at the movement

made by the assembly, by which, he thought, a snare was laid for himself,
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could not disguiHO tlio oniburrasHmcnt it occa.sioned him. I To replied, that

the proposal uuido by tho hou.sc, as aforesaid, appeared to him to bo so

novel, that ho must have time allowed him to reflect u{M)n it ; remarking?,

that according,' to IJriti.sh parliamentary usages, applications for supplicH

were alwiys made first by tho government, and granted or refused by the

commons ; adding, that there was no precedent, so far as he knew, of ono

branch only of a colonial legislature, addressing a rer|uest to a single branch

of tho imperial legislature. For these and other reasons, ho was of opin-

ion that the address as proposed, was not only unexampled, but informal

also, being founded upon a mere resolution, which was of none effect by

itself until approved by the legislative council : the sum of all was, that

as he ''juld not forward such a proposal to the ministry, he was still will-

ing to transmit it for the consideration of his Majesty, " in testimony of

the gratitude and generous dispositions of tho Lower Canadians, who

willed to make known their capability of defraying tho cost of their own

government."

The tenor of the governor's reply, which was very long-winded, and

mixed with praises and reproaches, plainly testified that tho subject per-

plexed him. But the unexpected offer made by the house could not fail

of being well received in Britai.. ; and, at the same time, it put to the rout

all the evil forecastings of the colonial oligarchy.

The house next demanded that a budget should be presented to it of

all the estimated expenditure for the succeeding year; and, adopting a

motion made by M. Bedard, nominated a committee of seven members, to

make an incjuest as to the parliamentary usages adverted to in the gover-

nor's reply to tho late address of assembly.

These measures denoted an intent to show that the rights and conjec-

tures of tho executive council had no foundation. They might have been

rightly considered frivolous, under other circumstances ; but the assembly's

enemies alone had at that time the confidence of the metropolitan govern-

ment ; and in the sequel, entire influence over the governors : who consid-

ered the latter ever more trustworthy than our deputies, all unknown

personally as these were : the former being the veriest aliens, in the eyes

of the functionaries of the colonial-oflS.ce.

The house now willed to move another stage in political progression.

For a long time, serious inconveniences had arisen from the ignorance

Britain and Canada were in, regarding each other. The British knew
nothing of the Canadians, except through one-sided representations, con-

stantly tinctured by calumny ; the Canadians had no experience, hitherto,

of the British character, except from phases of it turned upon them by
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fortune-huntint,' adventurers in their midst ; and who, ever clutching at

the most hicrative state employments, conducted themselves in a way to

create public disgust. It was highly desirable, therefore, to establish an

inter-conmiunicating agency between the king's immediate subjects and

the Gallo-Canadians under his rule, and make them favorably acquainted

with each other. The nomination of a colonial agent, resident in Lon-

don, appeared to the assembly to be the readiest way of attaining the good

end in view ; and a bill was preparing to effect it, when a cross incident

suddenly arose, which led to an immediate prorogation of the session.

This was caused by a conflict of jurisdiction between the two houses in

regard of the exclusion of Judge do Bonne, by act of assembly. The

legislative council choosing to amend the said act, resistance was made to

such interference by three-fourths of the representatives. The governor

took part against them ; and he, hastening to the council-hall, called the

people's representatives before him, and addressed them in the following

terms :
" I have come hitLor to prorogue this parliament, after due deli-

beration on what has occurred ; namely, the members of assembly having

taken upon themselves, without the participation of other branches of the

legislature, to pass a vote, that a judge of his Majesty's court of King's

Bench, cannot sit nor vote in their house. It is impossible for me to con-

sider what has been done in any other light, than as a direct violation of

an act of the imperial parliament,—of that parliament which conferred on

you the constitution to which you profess to owe you: present prosperity
j

nor can I do otherwise than consider the house of assembly as having

unconstitutionally disfranchised a large portion of hi? Majesty's subjects,

and rendered ineligible, by an authority which they do not possess, an-

other not inconsiderable class of the community. Such an assumption I

should, at any rate, feel myself bound by every tie of duty to oppose. . .

.

and I see no other course, than prorogation, for getting out of our embar-

rassing position."

Craig's partisans forthwith sent him renewed addresses of congratula-

tion on the vigor of his polity,'with added assurances of their confidence

in him ; to which he replied, that he hoped ever to merit the support of

those who were capable of appreciating the benefits they derived from the

constitution ; and who rightly estimated his own determination, which

was to allow of no infraction whatever of its conditions.

The governor it was plain had resolved to employ every means at his

disposal to conquer the opposition to his government in the house ; one of

his devices for that end, being to neutralize the influence of the country

party : another was, to overawe the electors, and frighten them into
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returning members of a character more conformable to administrative

conveniences. As a preliminary, he struck an indirect blow at the more

forward assembly-men through the side of their organ, Le Canadien ;

intending to follow it up by personal coercion.

The executive council held a conclave, and made a close examination of

a file of Le Canadien newspaper, in search of material of an incrimina-

ting nature. Certain passages having been culled out of various num-

bers of the journal, and submitted to the governor's consideration, he deter-

mined to arrest the printer. To prove the publication of the paper, two

innkeepers, named Stilling and Stiles, purchased the numbers which

appeared on the 3rd, 10th, and 14th of March ; aflFecting to find treason-

able or seditious matter in them, and made a deposition to that efiect

before Chief-justice Scwell ; who, at sight, issued an order to stop the

printing and the further issue of Le Canadien.

A file of soldiers, led by a magistrate, was sent to take possession of

the typographical plant of its printer, and seize his person. After under-

going a secret examination before the executive council, the latter was

taken to prison. The military guard of the city was, at the same time,

put on the alert, the sentinels at the different posts v^oubled, and patrols

promenaded the streets ; all as if the towns-people were about to rise in

revolt ! The mails were detained, in order, it was said, to get hold of

the threads of the insurrectionary web supposed to be weaving, before the

news of the vigorous dash just made upon its alleged contrivers could reach

their outlying fellow-conspirators. Three days were passed in scrutinizing

manuscript correspondence, leading articles, scraps of copy, &c., found in

the editorial repositories of Lc Canadien. When a selection was com-

pleted of peccant matter, a special council was held upon it, at which

attended the governor himself, along with Judge Sewell, the protestant

bishop, and Messrs. Dunn, Baby, Young, Williams, and Irvine. Thereat

was read the deposition of M. Lefrangois, by this time incarcerated, on

a charge of high treason ; also the depositions of four other persona

connected with the printing-office of Le Canadien.

Three articles which had appeared in that journal served as a pretext

for this conp d'etat ; especially one, which was headed by the whimsical

title, " Take hold of your nose by the tip," It was a brief recapitulation

of certain events that had occurred in the country since the time of its

conquest ; and ended with observations savoring only of an exaggerated

appreciation of British constitutionality. It need hardly be added, that

there was nothing in the printed or written matter found, which could be

perverted into treasonableness. Nevertheless, after the clerk of council
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had made an entry in the minutes for the day of a copy of the article above

noted, warrants were issued for the arrest of Messrs. Bedard, TaschereaU;

and Blanchct.*

An order was scni'-, the same day, to Montreal, for the arrest of Messrs.

Laforce, Papineau of Chambly, arid Corbeil of the Isle-Jdsi
.

; and

warrants, signed or in blank, prepared against Messrs. D. B, Viger, J.

Blanchct, and other leading Montrealers ; but the execution of which

was suspended for the time.

The governor then addressed the people in a long proclamation, couched

in a style of exaggeration, intended to impose only on the crcdulcps and

awaken the fears of the timid: yet it is probable that Craig himself

believed in what was published under his name. The precarious state of

his health, which got worse daily, made him the victim of many vague

apprehensions. In his address to the Canadians, dated March 21, he

said that, as there had been spread abroad sundry seditious writings filled

with the grossest falsehoods, got up with an intent to fill the public mind

with distrust and jealousies, and thus alienate the people from their

governing protectors, it was impossible for him to remain silent concerning

practices which tended so directly to upset established order ; and that,

with the advice of his council, he had now taken the necessary measures to

put a check on such proceedings. He enlarged, also, on the good-will he

bore for the Canadians
;
put them on their guard against machinations

of traitors ; and recalled to their minds the material progress the colonists

had made, chiefly owing, as it was, to the perfect freedom they enjoyed.

He then apostrophized them thus :
" During fifty years that you have

been under British rule, has one act of oppression, has one instance of

arbitrary imprisonment, of violation of property, or the rights of con-

science, ever occurred ? How, then, is it that constant attempts are made

to rob our sovereign of the affections of a naturally brave and loyal

people?" He denied the assertion made against him, tliat he had

dissolved the assembly because it would not sanction a call mv '• upon it

to empower the levying of 12,000 men ; or that he ever meant io impose,

arbitrarily, a tax on land, as had been rumored. The following passion-

ate outburst succeeded to the foregoing protestations :
" Base and daring

fabricators of falsehood ! on what part or what act of my life do you

found such an assertion ? What do you know of me or my intentions ?

Canadians, ask the heads of your church who have opportunities of know-

ing me; these are men of honor and knowledge, these are men from

• Proc^ verbal of the Executive Council, March 19, 1810.

'
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whom you ought to seek for information and advice: the leaders of

faction, the demagogues of a party, associate not with me ; they cannot

know me. For what purpose should I oppress you? Is it to serve the

king? Is it for myself, then, that I should oppress you? Is it from

ambition ? What can you give me ? Is it for power ? Alas ! my good

friends, with a life ebbing now slowly to its period, under the pressure of

disease acquired in the service of my country, I look only to pass, what

it may please God to suffer to remain of it, in the comfort of retirement

among my friends, I remain among you only in obedience to the com-

mands of my sovereign,"

The governor's proclamation terminated with a request that the parish

clergy would use their influence to discourage seditious tendencies ; super-

adding injunctions to all magistrates, and every militia officer, to use due

diligence in discovering the disloyal and punishing them.

Accordingly, the document, at the governor's solicitation, was publicly

read, after sermon, in Quebec cathedral, and in several other catholic

churches of the colony. The bishop, at the same time, addroGsed an

allocution to the faithful present on the occasion, from the pulpit; in

which, after answering for the loyal feeling of the generality of Canadians,

he recalled to the minds of his auditory the obligation all were under to

be submissive to the law, and obedient to constituted authority.

At the next opening of the criminal court, Judge Sewell, one of the

instigators of the system of intimidation, first read the proclamation and

then delivered a charge to the grand jury, commenting on the pernicious

tendency of the principles proclaimed by agitators. The grand jury,

which was packed, and chiefly made up of political partisans, presented

that Le Canadien was a journal whose continued existence had become

perilous to the state; they added, however, that its rival the Quebec

Mercury^ also sometimes contained inflammatory articles, calculated to

irritate and shock the feelings of the French-Canadians. The latter

remark was a mere subterfuge, however, to ^ve an air of impartiality to

the previous denunciations of the opposition newspaper writers. In fine,

everything possible was done to impress a strong feeling of apprehension

on the public mind. Couriers were despatched, in all directions, to

spread copies of the governor's proclamation among the startled inhabi-

tants, from which they acquired the first knowledge that reached them,

how a plot had been entered into to upset his administration by violent

means 1

Men now wished to learn what all this hubbub was to end in. It was

needful that the executive should do something to justify what it had
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already done, even were it not able to drag to light and punisli those

unnamed plotters alleged to have bucn the unconscio ts means of causing

such strong precautionary measures to be taken. The public, in short,

was patiently waiting for positive information on the subject, whereon to

found a reasonable opinion regarding it ; but none was vouchsafed. To

baulked expectations, conjectures succeeded on all sides. A general

question, never satisfactorily answered, was, " What accusations can the

government have in store against trie incriminated parties?" The fact

was, that if the laws were violated by any, it was most so by the executive

council itself. Meantime, the prise ncrs solicited to be tried, and the

executive hung back; they then demanded their freedom, and it was

refused. The ill health of some of their number, indeed, furnished a

decent cover for setting all at liberty, one by one, after a lapse of time.

M. Corbeil, liberated too late, returned to die in the midst of his family,

of a disease contracted in his cell.

As for ]M. Bedard, chief of the party, he refused to quit his prison till

a public trial should either establish his innocence or convict him legally

of guilt. In this course he persisted, protesting always that his loyalty

was unimpeachable. His inconvenient determination to bring the matter

to that issue became extremely embarrassing to the executive council,

which really wist not what to do. Craig, however, was in a manner

constrained to acknowledge, that he felt esteem for the firmness and inde-

pendent bearing of his victim.

The perplexed community at last began, to see light breaking through

the cloud which hitherto veiled the object the government had la view

for troubling the public repose. Its sole aim, (if a distinct aim it had at

all) was to influence the coming elections, so that the electors, awed by a

iemonstration of executive potency, should return assembly-men of a

more meek character than their predecessors. It was doomed to be

disappointed ; for nearly all the latter were re-elected by strong majorities.

M. do Bonne, the primary cause of the difficulties, did not solicit re-elec-

tion at all. It is said that he was induced to forego his chance by a

promise of a seat at the council-board ; but if that were so, the promise

was not kept. Soon afterwards he threw up his judicial charge.

The governor had tj render an account to Lord Liverpool, then colonial

minister, of the factitious troubles in Canada. Craig caused Judge

Scwell to address to himself a memorial on the 'conduct the government

ought to follow with respect to the Canadians. 8ewell opined that the

latter could not be anglified, or protestantized, except by being swamped

in an Anglo-colonial population ; and that, to obtain most readily such
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increase, that people from the United States should be attracted to

Canada, if no sufficient numbers of immigrants came from Britain ; that

the two provinces should he fused into one, and many representatives be

allowed for the British-derived population ; lastly, that the nomination of

the parish priests should be vested in the government, and that the

estates of the Montreal seminarists should be appropriated by the execu-

tive, for the education of children of British parentage.

Thus indoctrinated, Craig wrote to Lord Liverpool (March 24, 1810)

that a numerous and violent democratic party was spreading its pernicious

principles in all parts of Canada, and exciting French-Canadian animosity

against their fellow-colonists of British origin ; that its conduct in this

regard had become so insufferable, that he was obliged to resort to strong

measures of repression ; that he had, in consequence, stopped the publica-

tion of the party's chief expositor, L Canadien, but only after advising

with the executive council, which concurred in the necessity of doing so.

In a succeeding despatch, dated May 1, 1810, Craig said that the

French and British colonists did not hold any intercourse ; that, among

the Canadian commonalty, the name of Britain was holden in contempt;

that the Canadian people were sunk in gross ignorance ; that they were

drunken, saucy to their betters, and cowards in battle : and as for their

religion, he observed that in terms of the act 16 Geo. Ill, the catholic

clergy ought to be put under the Anglican hierarchy. He intimated that

the king did not nominate their bishop, nor their parish priests—which

was a very imprudent thing indeed ! for no trust could be safely placed

in the parties ; and their peculiar faith made them enemies of Britain

and friendly to France,—yea, even to Bonaparte himself, since the adop-

tion of the Concordat. Sir James then proceeded to say, that the legis-

lative council was composed of the most respectable personages in the

province, of men who were animated with the best impulses to serve the

king and benefit the country ; while, contrarily, the assembly was made up

of enemies of the British name,—a set of lawyers, traders, and simple

husbandmen, all ignorant individuals, and incapable of discussing ratio-

nally a question of any import. He added, that the party which took the

lead in the assembly was composed of petty lawyers and unprincipled

notaries, who knew nothing of the British constitution or the British

legislature, although they professed to like and copy both ; that the anti-

British party were becoming more audacious in consequence of Napoleon's

successes in Europe, and that its members were doing all they could to

bring about the loss of Canada to Britain, and eventuate its re-conquest

by the French.
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After fhus depictinp; the character and expounding the tendencies of thic

Gallo-Cai.adians, Craig enlarged on the measures which ought to be

adopted for avoiding the catastrophe he feared, as imminent. He pro-

posed to abolish their constitution, or else rc-unite the two Cunadas,—not

approving, however, of such re-Union, but only insinuating that it would

be better to have ihat done, than leave matters as they were. lie would

prefer, he wrote, to divide the counties, in such a way as to admit of the

British colonists sending more representatives to the assembly in Lower

Canada, than their Lumbers warranted. By this plan, parties would be

more evenly balanced ; and the device thus proposed, he thought, could

be more easily called into play, than that of eflfecting a re-uuion of the

provinces.

The governor further suggested, that the property qualification for a

seat in tlie assembly should be raised ; and that a stricter curb than hither-

tofore should be kept upon parliamentary proceedings, by intimidation.

Thus, in ruling chat fhe judges were ineligible as representatives, he said)

that the constitution had been manifestly violated. The imperial parlia-

ment, he urged, ought to pass a law, empowering the Canadian executive

to prevent the house from proceeding further with parliamentary business

until it should rescind its excluding resolution. Before concluding, the

writer reverted to the ecclesiastical branch .^ nis subject. He opined

that the king ought to nominate the parish priests. The duty of exert-

ing this power was, he urged, of such vital import that, if neglected, the

final loss of the colony was certain : a crisis in its affairs he said had

arrived, and if that decisive measure were not at once employed, in twenty

years' time it would be too late to think of it. Every one believed, no

less than he (Craig) did, that hidden influences were actively at work in

opposition to British interests. It would be proper to observe heedfully

the movements of the Frencli priests who had immigrated, in great num-

bers, to Canada during the French revolutionary troubles. The p-esent

bishop was not a prelate of a turbulent spirit, but he was a crafty and

very ambitious man. It would be well, he added, that the estates of the

Montreal seminary should revert to the crown.

Craig did not transmit these despatches in the accustomed mode, but

confided them to his secretary, Ryland, then about to embark for London

with directions to deliver them personally, and corroborate their contents

by his own reported experience of men and things in the colony.

Ryland, accordingly, had sevcal interviews, at the colonial ofiice, with

Lord Liverpool and Mr. (afterwards Sir Robert) Peel, then under colonial-

secretary. The latter thought that Craig had discharged his trust with

M
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ability ; nevertheless, as the Canadians were a numerous people, he in-

clined rather to re-unite the two provinces, than to suspend the colonial

constitution. In an interview that Ryland had with Lord Liverpool alone,

August 10, the latter observed, tliat the imperial parliament would

certainly refuse to suspend the constitution of Canada. He thought that

a re-union, or a new division of Lower Canada into such electoral districts

as would ensure a larger return of British assembly-men, would be the

easiest means of overcoming existing embarrassments. His Lordship

also spoke of making Montreal the seat of government. Some days

thereaftev, Ryland inclined to doubt the success of his mission ; for ho

wrote to Craig, that he began to be apprehensive that ministers then in

office, whose position was becoming insecure, would make no scruple, were

they turned out, to oppose the very measures they were now recommend-

ing as advisable.

The ministry did in fact, at the time, fear parliamentary opposition

to their Canadian polity. Mr. Peel and the attorney-general (Sir Vicary

Gibbs) recognised the impolicy of dividing Canada into two provinces

;

but they feared, that, if the legislature set about undoing the work of

1791, an opposition to the change from Messrs. Whitbread and Tierney,

chiefs of the whigs, backed by their party, would cause the cabinet great

perplexity. Lord Liverpool doubted not that Lord -Grenville, parliamen-

tary father of that measure, would rally his partisans who also were

numerous and set up a cry in favor of the Gallo-Canadians. Moreover,

the existing ministry could not deny the fact, that Craig was not always

a respecter of the laws^of the land. Thus, Gibbs owned to Ryland,

that such an arbitrary arrest as that of M. Bedard would rot be tolerated

in England ; and afterwards, when consulted on the subject in his official

capacity, he pronounced that the paper he was accused of writing was

indeed a seditious libel, but not a treasonable production.

Ryland was summoned to attend at a cabinet council, holden Aug. 22.

Lord Liverpool placed him at his side, and asked him which course were

best to adopt,—a high and trenchant tone, in dealing with the Canadians,

or to use gentle and conciliatory means. Ryland replied, that the former

would be by far the more suitable alternative. The minister then asked,

whether the opposition members might not be allured into the adoption of

better principles, and be induced to take more reasonable views of matters,

if they had the prospect of employments and honors opened up to them.

Ryland replied, that public charges in Canada were too few to make that

policy realisable. Almost all the ministers interrogated him in turn ; and

this agent of Craig wound up his testimony by a declaration, that he
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looked upon the members of assembly collectively as a band of contemp-

tible demagogues. Craig himself wrote, nearly at the £;amo time, that

the priests were using .ill their eflForts to alienate the mind ol' the Canadian

people from Britain.

On the 11th September, Lord Liverpool showed Ryland a draught of

the despatch which he meant to send to the governor ; and in which

were embodied the reasons that prevented the ministry from submitting,

for the consideration of the Imperial parliament, the contentious affairs

of Canada. Eyland, who fully expected this result,* now sought to

bring the influence of British firms trading with America, to bear upon

the cabinet, '" order m constrain the colonial minister to re-consider the

subject. Hr : 1 n y communings with such parties in that view, and

prevailed on Sv. "al Li^^don commcrcialists to memorialise the colonial

office, praying that its chicis would approve of the governor's polity, and

recommend the British legislature to change the constitution of Canada.f

Craig, on his part, wrote that the resident British traders had demanded

its suspension during the existent war, and for five years afterwurds

;

alleging, also, that they had demanded a re-establishment of the govern-

ment of 1774. This demand was endorsed by Craig ; who added,

" it accords perfectly with my own views."

All these proposed infractions of the rights and nationality of the

Canadians, would have taken effect then, as they did since, but for the

stern attitude, daily becoming more hostile, of the United States.

The reasons for abstinence from change imparted to Ryland, were not

the only motives of the British government for its cautious polity in the

case. Britain was then engaged in a coalition against Napoleon ; to have

an additional war on her hands, waged against the Americans, would

strain her resources and involve great sacrifices. The Canadians whom
she repudiated in peaceful times, might become potent auxiliaries in her

behalf, if war supervened ; and her rulers were wise enough not to think

that assaults upon their institutions, and leaving themselves at the mercy

of an alien race in their midst were likely means to engage the French

population of the province to espouse British interests. She therefore

halted on the road of her meditated injustice, and hastened to transmit

* Ryland previously wrote to Craig, Sept 2, that even if ministers should

accord nothing, he would not return to Canada till spring following, so as (by
the delay) to disguise his disappointment.

t The memorial was sigr^d by Inglis, Ellice & Co., Thomas Forsyth, John
Auldjo, Mr. McTavish, Frpiser & Co., Messrs. Mackenzie, Gillespie, Parker, &c.
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amo time, that

>i' the Canadian

1(1 a draught of

new instructions to her agents, ere it were too late, and the attachment

of the Canadians quite forfeited.

Tlie altered tones of the instructions then sent to Craig, thus

signalized, sufficiently explain the conformable change observed, imme-

diately afterwards, in Craig's conduct.

The chambers were summoned for the 10th day of December ; and

when they met, the members were anxious to learn, from the governor's

own lips, in what light he would view past and passing events. His

inaugural address disappointed every body, for not a word did it contain

on matters in debate. Instead of reverting to any vexed questions, as

was fully expected, ho protested that he had never doubted of the loyalty

or zeal of the previous assemblies he had convoked : and expressed a

confident hope that like principles and similar dispositions would charac-

terize the present : assuring the assembly-men present, that nothing would

gratify him so much as to find harmony prevailing among thci , ar 1 that, for

himself, his constant rule would be to maintain an even balan- j between

the rights of every branch of the legislature.

This discourse sounded strangely to the hearers of it, after what had

passed ; it did not breathe a syllable, cither, as to the alleged perils the

state had run, nor regarding any measures the executive had been obliged

to adopt to escape from them.

The assembly, in its reply, observed, " we shall earnestly concur in all

that is done tending to the maintenance of unbroken tranquillity ; a

state all the more difficult to preserve in this province, as those who

inhabit it cherish a diversity of ideas, habitudes, and prejudices, not

easy to reconcile. It pains us much to note the efforts now made to

falsify the opinions and sentiments of the (French-derived) inhabitants

of this country."

It would not be easy to determine whether Craig did or did not expect

to have so slight an allusion addressed to him on this occasion as the

preceding, regarding recent acts of his. Be it as it may, he thought him-

self obliged to say something in justification of the violences which had

been committed.

He said, that the fears expressed in the assembly's reply as to the

execution of the law for the conservation of the government, were not

justified by the advices he had received. Only those who had too much

reason to dread the law inclined to object to its potency, and the united

clamors of such might have deceived the assembly as to their real number
;

but the act (called in question) had allayed public apprehensions since

it oap;e into operation : and why ? Because the commonalty, simple-minded

f
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and illltornto as its members mij^lit bo, naturally felt itself secure under a

government ariucd with needful power, not only to make itself respected,

but also able, if need were, to crush factious opposition and baffle tin

attempts of treason. Crai;^ addud, that his address had not been properly

comprehended in one point by the house; for the harmony he therein

spoke of, was that which ouj^ht ever to exist between the executive and

the two other branches of the Icf^islature ;
" whereas," said he, " I perceive

you have api)lied the expression more generally, to the existence of prin-

ciples in the community at large."

Meanwhile, M. Bedard was still incarcerated. The assembly in

consequence, presented an address, craving his liberation. M. Papineau also

went to the castle, and had a long conference on the subject with Craig.

The latter, thinking perhaps that the prisoner's resolution was giving way,

thus imparted to M. Papineau his last word on the subject :
" For no

consideration, whatever, can I consent to set M. Bedard at liberty during

the present legislative session ; and I shall make no secret of my sole

reason for now retaining him in prison. It has come to my knowledge

that it is the common discourse of the assembly-men, that they intend to

oblige me to release M. Bedard. This idea, I understand, has taken firm

possession of people's minds throughout the province. I think, therefore,

that it is time the popular apprehension were set right as to the rightful

limits of the 'jcveral powers in the state ; and that the house, while it

represents, yet has no right to directly govern the country."

The governor, who meant to force M. Bedard to own the fivult which^

it was assumed, he had committed, and, at the same time, indirectly

justify the incarcerations of other persons, now released, sent M. Foy, his

secretary, to speak with the prisoner. Learning, about the same time,

that M. Bedard, parish priest of Charlesbourg, was in town, he was asked

to attend at the castle, and hear the reasons why the governor still

retained his brother in captivity ; being told, at the same time, that if the

latter would but own he had been in error, he should be released on parole.

The prisoner replied respectfully, but firmly, that not being aware of any

fault he had committed, he would own to none.

Nowithstanding the decided language of the governor, M. Papineau

was able to learn that M. Bedard would be released, unconditionally, as

soon as the session finished ; and that it would be useless for the house

to persist in demanding his release before that time. It was agreed,

therefore, after some discussion, to let the matter rest there.

The remainder of the session passed quietly enough. The famous act

excluding the judges from tlie assembly, was one of the laws passed, and
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ut once received royal sanction. In proroguing the parliinncnt, tlio

governor said : " Among tho acta to whicli I have ju.st declared his

Majesty's assent, there is onowliich I have seen with peculiar satisfaction.

I moan tlio act for disqualifying tlie judges from holding a scat in the

house of assembly. It is not only that I think the measure is right in

itself, but that I consider the passing an act for the purpose, as a complete

renunciation of an erroneous principle, tlie acting upon which put mc

under the necessity of tlissolving the last parliament."

The time was now near for M. Bedard to be released ; but tlie governor

had resolved on retaining him in ward till all the members of assembly left

the city, lest any should have it in their power to say, that he was let out

through their intervention I Wlien tlie coast was clear, he went to tho

council, and asked whether it might not be expedient that M. Bedard'a

detention should cease ? This demand was, of course, C(iuivalent to an

order. The reason assigned for not allowing him to get out sooner,

manifested the arbitrary nature of his administration, and is in itself con-

demnatory of his policy. The executive council, which persisted in an

unjust course, merely lest its willingness to return to a proper path should

be mistaken for a fear of parliamentary power of redress, ignored the

first principles of constitutional government.

After M. Bedard's enlargement, when he met his assembled constituents

of Surrey county, he observed in addressing them :
" The past ought

not to discourage us, nor diminish our regard for the constitution. All

other forms of government are subject to such abuses as ours permits, and

to others yet worse. What is peculiar to a representative system is this,

that it always contains within itself a power of relieving itself from them,

sooner or later. All our contestations with the executive have eventuated

in developing those advantages the constitution has vested us with. A
master-work is best known by its practical operation. To enable us to

appreciate the utility of each of the springs in the state machine, we have

but to be deprived of its use altogether. It is, besides, in the nature of

things that great advantages should be obtained by some sacrifices."

Craig sought, not only to domineer over the parliament, but also would

fain have subjected the clergy to his will. While suggesting to the British

ministry to suspend the constitution of Canada, he recommended, as we

have seen, that the king should be the patron of the catholic church

establishment, have the nomination of the parish clergy, the pover of con-

stituting new parochial jurisdictions, and take possession of the estates of

the Jesuits and of the seminary of Montreal. He had three interviews

©n the subject, in the castle of St. Louis, with the bishop, M. Plesais, io-

t I if
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IRll, iind mi^'ht hnvo been convinced from what ho hcnrfl, that tho prclato

would uH firmly doi'uud Iuh ri^hU us muuibors of uHHumbl^ had maintuinod

theirs.

Wo have exposed other attempts hitherto made, at difterent times,

since the Conquest, to abase our catholic church, and put protestantism

in its place. We have shown, also, tlmt the advent of revolution in tho

old colonies became a means of disarming persecution, which afterwards

evaporated in menaces only. It may bo added, also, that the dispersion

of the clergy of France, during the reign of terror in 1793-4, contributed

much to lessen British prejudices against catholicity; and that the conse-

(juent revulsion of feeling occasioned thereby, was strong enough to permit

tho entry to Canada of refugee priests, whose access to it would have been

denied but a few years before.* But early in the present century, the

British government sought to retrace its steps; or rather, it aimed at

subordinating the altar to the throne, in order to sap tho former by slow

degrees. In 1805, it made known to tho bishop an intention to reclaim,

at the papal court, the privilege accorded to the kings of France, by the

Concordats,f of nominating to tlie parochial charges in the colony. In

• " The French revolution, so deplorable in itself," wrote the bishop of Quebec,

M. Hubert, to tho bishop of L6on, in London, "ensures, at this moment, three

great advantages to Canada: tiiat of sheltering illustrious exiles; that of pro-

curing for it new colonists
;
and that of an increase for its zealous clergy.

"Tho French emigrants have experienced, most consolingly, the nature of

British generosity. Those of them who shall come to Canada arc not likely to

expect that great pecuniary aid will be extended ; but tho two provinces offer

them resources on all sides.

" In respect of the ecclesiastics, whose immigration to this country, it appears,

the government kindly wishes to favor, here ia what I have to represent to you,

my lord, for the present :—In the diocese of Quebec, there are about 140 priests

in all. This number is evidently too small for properly attending to the spirit-

ual wants of 150,000 catholics, the present estimated population.

" The clergy of this diocese will second my views in the matter, in all ways

that depend upon their agency ; and with respect to tho dispositions of the gov-

ernment, I perceive that they are most favorable.. ."

t The first and most important of the papal concordats, as regarded France,

was that between Francis I, and Pope Leo X, signed at Bologna, Aug. 15, 1516.

It superseded all pre-existent "pragmatic sanctions" favoring the liberties of

the Galilean church. Another famous concordat, was that between Bonaparte

(first con'sul) and Pius VII, and became a law April 8, 1802. It was composed

of seventeen articles. In terms of article 4, Napoleon was to nominate, before

the expiry of three months, titulars to all the French sees then vacant, and, by

art. 5, he was empowered, to nominate prelates to all sees thenceforth to become

vacant,—subject, however, to papal ratification. By a previous etipulation (art.
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return, tho mini.stry offered ii more solid eHtablislinient to the bishop, and

a more complete recognition of his episcopal authority than before.

Tho prolate resisted the measures proposed, which would have subordi-

nated tho Canadian church to an Anglican establishment. Should tho

king procc.u to -uipose upon the former any the like regimen, it waa

resolved, that protestations a;,Minst it should be got up by tho cleigy ami

laity together; and if their resistance were found ineffectual, tlu; Holy

Sec was to be had recourse to for its interposition. A change of ministry

in Britain supervening, liowevcr, the commencements of the affair v to

not followed up. 31. Plessis, previously, had long discussions, on tho

subject, with Sir Robert Shore 3lilnes, Attorney-general Sewell, and Mr.

Grant.

In 1811, the governor said to M. Plessis: "You are in an unpleasant

situation, and I should like to improve it. You are not able to keep up

the state whicli belongs to your rank, and I am not allowed to recogniso

you for bishop of Quebec; but it depends upon yourself to be fully

recognized, and confirmed in the exercise of your episcopa' functions, by

a commission from the king." M. Plessis maintained, that all collations,

the jurisdiction vested in him, and canonical institution, or tlie power

given to a priest to govern his flock in things spiritual, to proclaim God's

will to his people, to administer tho sacraments to them,—that all these

duties must bo derived from the church alone ; that in the king was vested

all temporal but no spirituiil power. Add to every other opposing consid-

eration the fact, that the very proposal of making such a change as that

proposed, was sufficient to sot the whole province on flame.

The governor here observed :
" A person who knows tliis country well,

assures mc that your religion is sensibly decaying in it."

The bishop immediately replied :
" I have no hesitation in saying, as

one knowing (probably) the Canadian people better than he, that they

are attached firmly to their religion, and will not hear of any change

being made in detriment of its present establishment. There is no one

thing they will stand up for so determinedly as that." Craig thus

rejoined :
—" It is a certain fact, however, that up to the present time, the

country has been governed in a spirit foreign to that of the British consti-

tution. We let many things pass here, whidi would not be permitted in

any other part of the British dominions. The home government will be

justified in 'illing me to account yet, for several concessions, which were

2) the French government (j. c. the first consul), concurrently with that of

Rome, was warranted to make an entirely new circumscription of all the olden

dioceses in France.

—

Did. des Dates.—B.
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made contrary to its instru 'ions. So long aa the province was not a

dependency of much c isequcnce, small regard was paid to such irre-

gularities ; but since it has become an important colony, in respect of its

population, its natural products, and its trade, now augmented to an

extent undreamed of in former times, so great an extension, in all respects,

having been given to the colony, it is time that its government were

organized on the same plan as the other portions of the Britannic

empire Its greatest glory is, that royal prerogative rales everywhere

in it An ill-selected clergyman might greatly embarrass the

executive."

Sir James next tried to entrap the bishop, by appealing to hie self-

interested ness and worldly ambition. " The parish clergy cannot prose-

cute defaulters whom they are entiiled to tithe ; and as for yourself, how

scanty your revenue is!"—"Ari income," returned M. Plessis, "is the

last consideration an ecclesiastic ought to be heedful of; the catholic

clergy have often manifested how ready they were to make sacrifices of a

Dccuniarv nature However stinted and preearions miv be mv
revenue, I had rather that it were still more so, than that those under

my episcopal jurisdiction should be able to say that I made a bargain of

my charge." The governor still persisting in his suggestions, the prelate

thus responded :
" Religion is the work of God ; and I trust that He will

ever maintain it in this country Your government allowed my
predecessors, ever since the Conquest, to superintend the diocese in all

freedom : this liberty became for them an additional motive for manifest-

ing a zealous attachment to British interests ; and I have walked in their

steps. For having proclaimed this feeling, by spoken and written words

alike, I brought upon myself the animadversions of some of my compat-

riots. Surely, metropolitan potency is but another name for justice: if

our bishops in this country are to be maltreated, I hope that the evil

intent will not be first realized in my case " M. Plessis after-

wards observed :
" British prejudices against Catholicism are surely dying

out. Your legislators have lately softened the penality their predecessors

imposed on English and Irish catholics. How many things, forbidden

by statutes pussed under Edward the Sixth's, Elizabeth's, and following,

reigns, are now done with perfect impunity I What liberal opinions

were expressed, during the session of 1805, in both houses of parliament

in favor of the Irish catholics, when an attempt was made to emancipate

them entirely ! Think you that such forceful pleas for the rights

of conscience would have been adventured in your legislative halls this

time a century ago ? As for the spiritual supremacy which the English
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parliam'jnt once thought fit to bestow on the monarch, and which the

Imperial legislature still upholds, it is very certain that no member of

any catholic community would ever submit to such a domination."

"We do not recognize the catholic church," said the governor in

conclusion. In his estimation, royal nomination to curacies would inden-

sibly operate in effectually undermining the people's religious faith, and

bring about, ultimately, a universal apostacy ; but the age we live in is

not favorable to an undertaking of that kind. Far from seeking to

implant a new faith, governments have enough ado to maintain the old

;

not to mention that there are enough of other germs of revolution in the

bosom of society to command their const-'^t attention.

Not many days after the above reported colloquy took place. Sir James

Henry Craig set out for Europe. His bodily frame had long been affect-

ed by a dropsy which proved mortal ; he was tapped for it the second time

shortly before he left. On his arrival in England, he wrote to the colo-

nial minister, to exctlse himself for returning home without leave. Lord

Liverpool replie 1, that the state of his health itself excused his uninvited

presence in England. He was informed, at the same time, that the Prince

Regent warmly approved of his conduct as Orovernor of Canada.

Our people, however, have qualified the time of his administration as

" the Reign of Terror." In the strange discourse he pronounced, in pro-

roguing the chambers, after all that had passed, he justified the assembly

completely for its persistence in excluding the judges ; and finished it with

self-complacent phrases, as if he had left all parties in a state of perfect

concord and mutual esteem : the illusion of an imagination not controlled

by sound judgment. His foible was, to imitate a great conqueror who
held an absolute sceptre in another region of the world. Maugre the com-

plimentary addresses which his partisans presented to him before leaving,

and the demonstrations of the British population, which unharnessed the

horses of his carriage and drew it to the embarking-place, he made bitter

reflections on the falsities and ingratitude of humankind, more of which,

he said, he experienced in Canada than anywhere else. Yet was he

immeasurably belauded by sundry, if not all, and, up to the latest moment
of his stay in the colony, was regaled with partisan approbation and feli-

oitations of the most unqualified character.

W I' \i
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CHAPTER I.

WAR OF 1812.

SirCcorge Provost; hi« polity.—Relations between Great Britain and the United 8t«t»i.—
Fimt hostilities on sea.—The American war-party in the ascendant.—War declared.—Brit-
jsli defensive system—Strength of the United States.—Organization for the defence ol
Canada.—Zeal of the catholic clergy.—M. Plessis tries to obtain the official recognition ef

Canadian Catholicism by the British government.—John Henry's secret mission to the
United States, and its result.-First aggressive movement of the American land-foroes.—

General Hull invades Canada, but soon retires from it.—Sundry combats and skirraisbeg.

General Brock captures Hull and his army.—Van Renselaer invades Canada.— Battle of
<iueenston ; Death of General Brock.—Defeat of the enemy.—Renewed but abortive inva-

>Hon of ('anada, by General Smyth.—(ieneral Dearborn makes a feigned attack on Canada,
and retires.-Hostilitieson sea.—Session of I'arliament.— The legjtilature sanctions customs-
duties to defray war-charges.

The parliamentary discord which troubled Craig's administration, and

the popular manifestations which took place under it, emboldened the war-

party in the United States, and raised its hopes of making an eaay con-

quest of Canada. In Britain, the hostile dispositions of the Americans

caused the colonial-office to look upon the Canadians with a favorable eye,

and induced the ministerial functionaries to attempt bringing the Cana-

dian legislature and its executive into more accord than had existed

before.

The incapacity and intolerance of Sir J. H. Craig were the chief cauaes

of recent troubles. A different system from his, it might fairly be expect-

ed, would allay the irritation he left behind him. The governor of Nova

Scotia, Sir George Prevost, a veteran officer, of Swiss origin, who waa

appointed a* Craig's successor, seemed to be a suitable party under the cir-

cumstances. He was a wise and moderate man, who possessed good sense,

and used an impartiality in his dealings with all, which had become rare

latoly among metropolitan functionaries.

Observing on one side, the enormous power of Britain, and on the other

the comparative weakness of the colony, British governing agents took

for the basis of their conduct, the respective forces of the two parties, and

not the requirements of the constitution. They saw the mother country

personified in themselves, and were persuaded that all obstructions made to

their acts were malevolent and factious oppositions directed against British

supremacy. This mode of excusing themselves for the faults which their
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ignorance or partiality caused them to commit, had the advantage of shel-

tering them from responsibility, but it shifted the quarrel to a ground peri-

lous in timecomi.'.g—to the ground of the connexion between the colony

and the metropolitan country ; to the ground of rebellion or indepen

dence.

On his arrival in Quebec, Sir George Prevost set about calming public

perturbation, and inducing oblivion of the animosity that reigned in

men's hearts. He manifested perfect confidence in the loyalty of the

Canadians ; he strove to prove, upon all occasions, that the accusations of

treasonableness brought against them, had made no impression on the

British mind or his own. He nominated the man whom his predecessor

imprisoned as a promoter of sedition (M. Bedard), to a judgeship at

T^Tce-Rivers ; he gave a colonelcy of militia to M. Bourdages, an adver-

sary iu) less ardent of the Craig administration. ^ Soon mo>st lively sym-

pathy sprang up between the governor and the people. The selection of

such a man, and the royal instructions he was to follow out, were entirely

due to the hostile attitude of Britain relatively to the United States.

War between the two countries was now imminent. In our last chapter

we assigned the causes of the misunderstanding which had arisen, and as

it stood in the year 1809. At that time Mr. Madison became president

of the confederation :a place of Mr. Jefferson, the personal friend and dis-

ciple of Washington. For a moment, reconciliation with Britain was

thought possible by the new American cabinet ; for the British resident

envoy announced that the orders in council which prohibited all intercourse

with the French and their allies, would be revoked, so far as the Ameri-

can republic was concerned ; but the statement of the envoy being dis-

avowed by his superiors, the quarrel between the parties became more

envenomed than ever, and the position of Britain was in nowise improved

in American estimation when Napoleon revoked his Milan decree, in 1810,

which had previously forbidden all trading of his subjects and allies with

Great Britain and her v^olonies
;
while the latter power, as noted just now,

adhered to the polity which France renounced. The war-ships of the two

nations, ever on the look out, made ocean traffic increasingly difficult for

all others. The American frigate President, commanded by commodore

Rogers, captured the British sloop-of-war Little Belt, captain Bingham,

after a sanguinary fight. Concurrently, the savages of the West com-

menced hostilities against the Americans ; but General Harrison, who was

sent with a force to protect the frontiers, defeated them on the banks of

the Wabash, Indiana. The anti-British party in tie States threw the

blame of the frontier troubles on British agents, and loudly demanded

that war should be declared.
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Tho ^ar-party in the States had long been laboring to cbfcaiT) pnyK-.-u-

inance in the federal government, and the time was favorable to ita aspir-^

ations. Britain was hotly engaged in the Spanish war ;
Napoleon was on

his way to Russia, therein to win or lose the sceptre of the world. Ani-

mated by these events, a belligerent ardor possessed the Americans, and

the cry, " To arms !" resounded throughout the republic. The Congress-

men were commoved ; the capital was beset by complainants against the

mistress of the seas. Vehement discourses were employed to urge the

agricultural and commercial bodies, ever slow to engage in hostilities, to

join with other interests in resisting British pretensions by force of arms.

The hesitating were assUred by bellicose orators and journalists, that once

war were fairly proclaimecl, the Americans had only to open their arms

wide enough, and the Canadians would rush into them ; that they were ever

chafing under the yoke laid on them by the British, and all eager to shake

it off. In the presidential message to Congress for the year 1811, Mr.

Madison said, " Notwithstanding the scrupulous justice and great moder-

ation, despite all the earnest efforts, of the federal government^ observed

and made to maintain peaceful relations between the two countries, we

have seen the British cabinet persist, not only in refusing iiitisfaction

demanded for the wrongs we have already suffered, but it is extending to

our own waters that blockade which is become a virtual war against us

through a stoppage of our legitimate commerce. In presence of an evi-

dent and inflexible determination of the British, to tramply on common

rights which no independent nation caa safely forego, the Congress

will feel the urgent necessity which exists, of arming the people of these

United States, so that we may be prepared for all eventualities, and justify

the confidence they have repose;' \n us, the representatives of the nation."

After laying an embargo on a'i lac British shipping then in American

ports, the two houses of the federal legislature passed a bill empowering

the president to declare war against Great Britain.* At this time almost

all warlike preparations had to be made ; the Americans had as yet no

regular army on foot, nor stored up munitions of war, nor any leaders of

tried and recognized military talent. All means of defence and aggression

had to be got up in haste, not to say with precipitation, f Despite the

* The war-bill was passed, June 18, 1812 ; and six days afterwards, the news

reached Quebec.

—

B.

t The war party in the States, reckoning lor little or nothing the mobbish

\>.\tis of the body-politic,—parts then only in the gristle,—was niimevically

•weak; weaker still in possessing the "sinews of war," and for respectability in

auy form. Its on' r chance to "realize," was therefore to take by surprisea
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seeming enthusiasm of the 'lOuse, the Aniiricans had not then, any D\ore

than now, a love of fighting, or a paasion for martial glory. Those in-

stincts, strong among the European nations, are all but absent in the tem-

perament of New World populations. The latter did not gain tho lauds

they live on, by means of brilliant victories ; they did not take their place

as conquerors, in the midst of a degenerated or decayed civilization.

Their traditions abound not in conquests, nor in crusadings, nor in cas-

tellations, nor in chivalry. All heroic impulses, all the warlike, and

imagination-affecting pomp, which signalized the birth and attended the

growth of the modern nations of Europe—every one of these exalting

characteristics is unknown to America. The New World was discovered,

and began to be colonized, at a time when lorms of society unlike those

in the old, were in a state of commencing transition
; when the great mass

of mankind, born to labor and to suffer,—in a word, the people,—were

beginning to agitate for obtaining a government suited to public needs

;

and whose more aspiving members, struggling to raise their heads from the

pool of penury, were becoming a middle class, destined soon to take a

ruling place in conjunction with, or to t^e displacement of, the regality of

the sword, sustained by a now subordinated aristocracy.

The ruling passion (if cold calculation can fitly be so termed) in most

communities, at this hour, is that of selfish interest : among the men of

the States, it swallows up all others. And thus it was, that the first

ardent impulse past, a war waged against Britain in her Canadian depen-

dencies, appeared to be a hazardous speculation. Accordingly when hos-

tilities were in progress on that side, the American leaders, fearing to

advance too far, marched with great precaution ; and the war of 1812 was

made up of a series of skirmishings, in which neither one of the bellig-

erent parties reaped great advantage, or gained much credit. With her

military resources almost entirely absorbed in European wars, Britain was

constrained for the present to maintain a defensive attitade in Americ >.

;

and her leader? there were directed not to quit colonial liu.its till a pre-

meditated time for assuming the offensive should arrive. With means so

limited as they had in hand, there was, in fact, no other safe alternative.

The vast sweep of the frontier line, was then all the more difficult to defend,

as, in addition to the icing up of the St. Lawrence for nearly a moiety of

the year, they were approachable by enemies under covert of forests, since

peace-loving community, as a great majority of the Americans then really were,

«n(l drag it over the precipice which the party had led it up to. A commoa
plunge once made, there was no return for any, however much wished for it

might be by most.

—

B.

ffiiPf
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levelled by the nxo, The courage of the coloniats themselves, with the

disciplined valor of the oroall amount of regular soldiery which the home

authorities could spare, formed the living and almost sole barrier that was

fit first opposed to American invasion.

The Congress, on its part, sanctioned the enlistment of 25,000 men, to

constitute a regular army, to act in conjunction with 50,000 volunteers,

who came forward ; while 100,000 nulitia-men were called up to guard the

seaboard, and defend the land frontiers. General Dearborn, a revolutionary

veteran, was nominated T^rflericaii general issirao. Such a levy of buck-

lers had been formidable enough, if mere numbers of armed men were

sure of carrying the day ; but o:xperience in war was wanting to them and

their leaders, and this defect became an efficient moans for securing the

possession of Canada to Britain. Nevertheless, as there were equipped

at the outset 175,000 men.—an amount exceeding that of the total male

population of all British America capable of bearing arms,—had such an

armed niaas, properly led, been thrown upon Canada, before further mili-

tary forces could arrive from Britain, there is scarcely a doubt that the

colony would have been lost to her for ever.

Meanv^hile the Canadians, of all races, were preparing for defensive war

\7Ith an activity and martial spirit which gave great promise of a success-

ful issue. Sir George Prevost made a ])rogress of observation through the

district of Montreal, and along thti frontier towards Lake Champlain.

He al'-o examined the fortified posts, and noted the military positions, on

the right bank of the St. Lawrence. Everywhere he found the oOxOnial

population animated by the best spirit. Not but that there was some

adverse feeling luanifostcd, but it was exceptional, and almost confined to

a few of the younger assembly-men, who had been disgusted by tt j out-

rageous conduct of Cr'iig, There was even a secret conclave held at Que-

bec, in Mr. Lee's hou.^e, whereat L. J. Papineau, Borgia, and some other

members of assembly attended, to deliberate on the question whether a

neutral position should be taken by the country party; but M. Bedard

and his friends opposed that intent, and it was finally renounced.

The Ca Indian legislature was twice called together in 1812
;
the first

session c<,ravnencing Feb. 21, the second on the 16th of July. The gov-

ernor soliciteo the chambers to renew the (extra legal) acts formerly

passed for the .-"tarity of the government. A compliance with this request

involved a renewal of the odious law against " suspected persons," which

had been so much abused by the preceding administration. The assem-

bly replieii, that the matter would be taken into consideration. Sir George

hastened, in rejoindjr, to urge upon the attention of the assembly that
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their assent to the proposal would be the most efficacious manifestation of

their regard for the public well-being, while it ensured the t/anquillity of

the province. The members were content to rely upon the ^;overnor's

pledged word,* but they wished to put it out of the power of hlj success-

ors to act as his predecessors had done. The act was renewed, but not

without some amendments. It vested in the governor alone, but not the

executive council as before, the power of imprisoning parties suspected of

treasonable practices, and enacted that no member of either house should

be arrestable ; the former precaution showing plainly the discredit into

which the councillors had fallen, since the assembly preferred to place the

country at the mercy of an individual, not a native, rather than to put

personal freedom in the keeping of the former.

The legislative council refused to entertain the bill thus amended

;

which was natural enough, as the measure censured, indirectly, its past

conduct; and, though a conference took place in hopes of surmounting

this diiSculty, the bill was let drop altogether : a result most satisfactory

to the public. In proof that the law was retained merely as an instrument

of oppression, we may by anticipation state the fact, that it disappeared

from the .statute-book at the advent of a season of war ; the only time of

such public danger as could have justified its use.

The house afterwards passed a bill for organising a system of defence

of the province, and for aruiing the militia. It authorized the governor

to levy and equip 2,000 men ; and, in ease of invasion or insurrection, to

arm the whole militia of the country. It voted £12,000 to organise the

militia called out ; £20,000 to provide for the security of the province

:

and £30,000 more for general purposes. It entered a protest, at the

same time, against the imputations of disloyalty cast upon it by Craig

;

and resolved, on the motion of Mr. Lee, to constitute an inquest regarding

the events which took place under the sway of that governor ; so that the

king might be petitioned to save the country from all risk, in future, of

such conduct as his being repeated. The motion was seconded by Mr.

L. J. Papineau, who already manifested like oratorical powers to those

possessed by his father. The bill passed almost unanimously ; only twO'

• Sir George pui them in mind, that " he could at all times, „, virtue of his

commission, avail himself of the power of proclaiming martial law to its fullest

extent; and from the persuasion, which he trusted was entertained by the house,

that in seeking from them a partial exercise of it, he could have no other object

in view than the preservation of the tranquillity and welfare of the province,

with the least possible injury to the public convenience." Christik, HUt. of L

C, ii. 14.—i?.
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members giving dissentient votes. Messrs. Lee, Papineau (senior and

junior), Bcdard, and Viger, were nominated to form the inquest, having

orders to conduct it with closed doors ; but no report was ever made of

their proceedings.

During the second or summer session of 1812, the governor lecom-

mended that an issue of army-bills should be sanctioned, as the executive

had not money enough in hand to defray the additional expenditure

occasioned by the war. The house voted £15,000 per annum for five

years, to pay the interest of such army bills as should be issued ; autho-

rized an emission of them to the amount of £25,000 ; and ordained that

they should form colonial paper-money.

When news arrived that war was proclaimed in the United States, the

towns and villages of Canada already resounded with the claug of arms

;

and the militiamen were busily exercising, under the direction of their

officers. The Gallo-Canadians, true to the instincts of their race, were

everywhere girding their loins for the toils of war.

The governor, anxious to stand well with the clergy, who, he thought,

might be somewhat malcontent through the imprudent calling of their

rights in question by Craig, had several conciliatory interviews with M.
Plessis ; who profited by the occasion to obtain a full recognition of the

legal existence of Catholicism in Canada. Sir George having expressed

a desire to be informed as to what ought to be the proper footing of

catholic episcopacy in Canada, M. Plessis handed to him a memorial, in

the month of May, 1812; in v/hich he reported the recognised standing

of the prelates of the see of Quebec before the Conquest, what it had

been since, and the status they ought to occupy then, and in all time

COT 'ng, to the material advantage of church and state.

" Before the Conquest," we read in the memorial, " the Canadian

bishops governed their dioceses in the same way as the bishops of France

ruled theirs; namely, in accordance with the canons of the Church and

in conformity to royal ordinances. They had a cathedral chapter, com-

posed of five dignitaries and twelve canons ; an ecclesiastical corps this,

over which they exercised full episcopal jurisdiction, as well as over the

parish clergy, and the communities of rellgieuses. They presided in

synod, erected parishes, nominated priests to parochial charges and

revoked those nominations at discretion; made visitations of churches,

monasteries, and other consecrated localities; they issued ordinances

regarding discipline and correct morals, which clergy and laity alike were

bound to regard ; they examined and audited the accounts of the moneys

expended in building, repairing, and keeping up churches, &c., they also
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TCgnlatcd the levying and outlay of the moneys provided for such purposes

:

in fine, they had the absolute control of the whole ecclesiastical and

religious establishments of the colony ; and nothing could be done in

regard to the secular clergy, or to the material condition or resources of

the parish churches or monasteries, without their order or by their appro-

bation. Their supervision extended even to the schools.

" Since the Conquest, the British governmeat having refused to recog-

nize bishops for Canada coming from Franco, the chapter, which was

charged with the administration of the diocese while the see was vacant,

considered itself as placed in a position like that of cathedral chapters in

times anterior to the concordats, when the bishop was elected by the

clergy of his cathedral church ; whose choice was usually confirmed by

the metropolitan or by the pope, and recognized by the sovereign. By a

capitulary act, A. D. 1764, M. Briand, a mf^mbor of the chapter, and one

of the vicars-general, was elected bishop of Quebec. Despite the recom-

mendations of Governor Murray, the British ministry refused to formally

approve of this election; but an intimation was given, that no steps

would be taken to call it in question. Ihe court of Rome having

granted sanctioning bulls, M. Briand was episcopally consecrated at Paris

in 1766. Returning to Canada, he exercised Us functions without let

or hindrance, upon taking the oath of fealty to his ivlijce^y.

•' The cathedral chapter, constantly reduced in number b^ deaths, and

having no sufficient pecuniary maintenance, became gradually extinct.

Its last capitulary assembly took place Sept. 10, 1773 ; and the latest

surviving canon died in 1796. With the consent of Sir Guy Carleton,

one episcopal coadjutor had been nominated in 1772, who was to replace

the bishop in case he deceased or resigned."

M. Plessis, in continuation, observed that the bishops (ever since the

cession of the colony to Britain by France) had constantly made, and

himself still made, professions of the most scrupulous loyalty ; and had

sought, on every occasion, to inculcate submission to the government on

the minds both of clergy and laity. As it was well known that the

Canadian bishops never aimed at exercising any other than spiritual

authority over the catholics within their diocese, this rightful jurisdiction

had never been contested by the contemporary civil authorities, nor their

episcopal titles disputed till within a few recent years; during which a

few jealous persons, covering hostile designs with the plausible pretext of

a zeal for royal interests and prerogatives, had started debates as to the

legality of a canonical and inoffensive authority such as that just described.

In 1806, a crown lawyer had deposited in one of our courts a requisition,

I ''?'i
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calling in question the riglit of juriHdiction of any catholic prelate within

a British dopondenoy ; and invoking against it the penal operation of

certain English parUamentiiry statutes,—the bitter evidences still extant

of the religious animosities of the 16th century; the effect of which,

had they been called into play, would have been to quite abolish catholic

epi.scopacy in Canada.

M. Plossis concluded by demanding, that he and his successors should

be formally recognized, by the civil power, for catholic " bishops ot

Quebec "
; with collateral jurisdiction, in things spiritual, over all the

other catholic populations in every part of British North America : at

least, until an agreement were come to, between the see of Home and the

king of Britain, that additional colonial episcopates for governing other

catholic populations, should be established. He stipulated, that episcopal

rights should, in future, be as extensive as before ; that no new catholic

parish should be created without episcopal intervention ; that the bishop's

right to nominate to vacant parochial charges and to supply missionary

priests, should be maintained ; that the proprietary right of the bishop to

the episcopal palace should be confirmed, and that he should be authoriced

to enter upon possession of it at a future time. Finally, without demand-

ing an assignment of revenue for himself, he intimated that it would be

advantageous to the civil govonimeut, if such were accorded
;
also that it

would be ccjually beneficial, for all parties, if ho were allowed to take his

seat at each of the council boards, as the representative of the catholic

church of Canada.

These demands, all the more favorably received because of the loyal

zeal M. Plessis constantly manifested and ever sought to communicate to

the whole clerical body, were granted afterwards. In the year 1813,

Prevost suggested that £1000 a year should be paid to the prelate of

Canada; and the protestant bishop in vain asked that the jurisdiction

and title of the catholic bishop should be suppressed ; he observing, that

nothing could be more anomalous than to recognize two titulars for one

diocese. Lord Bathurst, to whom the remonstrance was addressed, blew

it aside with '.he simple but conclusive remark, that the present was not

a fitting time, when Canadian catholics were fighting the battles of

Britain, to agitate such a question at all.

The interests, even the necessities of Great Britain, at that time,

required that she should lend a favorable ear to the just requests of the

Canadians, for her foot-holding in America was ever becoming more and

more precarious, through the constant strengthening of the United States,

by increased population, riches, and political consideration. The ocean
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which separates the Old from the New World is a more insuperable

barrier than the laDd-and-watcr line which liniits Canada and the Stat««

on our southern and western frontiers.

The nationality of the Canadians gives a moral reality to what is almost

an imaginary material circumscription ; and the detail of warlike events,

we are now about to enter upon, will themselves corroborate what we have

just expressed. An effective appeal was made for their aid, by invoking

their attachment to their laws and religion ; and that appeal from the

representative of British royalty involved a debt of honor still due by the

British people to ours, whose martial ardor was excited by those means,

viz. an implied engagement ever to respect those institutions and that

religion, all the more sacred for being contracted in a season of peril.

The Canadians flew to arms. What Sir George Prevost liad promised

to their representatives and to their clergy, was interpreted in the most

liberal and generous sense. The people did not hesitatingly inquire

whether Britain might not, at some future time, send another Craig to

abuse and despoil them ; every man of them was possessed by one desire,

that of doing his duty ; and the enemy might stand assured of the fact,

that the defection which was predicted would not take place.

The governor directed his regular troops toward the frontiers, and

confided the guardianship of Quebec, the key of the colony, to the city

militia; the men in whicli had been represented, not long before, a.s

animated by very dubious feelings,—as rebellious, in short. Bedard and

several others of the citizens, accused erewlile of meditated treason,

were openly restored as officers in the militia of the district, by special

" order of the day."

In the month of March, Mr. Madison informed Congress, that while

the Americans were at peace with the British, the government of the

latter had employed an emissary to traverse the States of the Union

severally, but more especially Massachusetts, in order to excite the people

to revolt, and detach some of the States, if possible, from the confedera-

tion. The special message thus sent to the American legislature, made a

great sensation in the country. The person employed on the occasion was ar^

Irishman named John Henry. Tie held a captain's commission in the

American army ; and resided at .'Montreal, in 180G, where he passed for

being a law student ; and he had been employed, since that time, in some

secret mission, which he conducted to the satisfaction of the chief colo-

nial-office functionaries in London ; finally, Mr. Ryland, when private

secretary to Craig, solicited him, by letter, to enter upon a second confi-

dential mission, the correspondence connected with which was to be io
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cipher, Craig supplying the key therefor. The mission turned out to bo

that tour of espial exposed by the American President, and it was under-

taken to sound the tendencies of each dominant party in '^very state of

the confederation ; and in case inclinations were manifested by any of

them to become so malcontent as to long for a separation, to put their

leaders in communication with the British authorities. Craig gave to

Henry his instructions, recommending him to obtain the most exact

information possible of the disposition of the men of Massachusetts,

more especially, as that state was supposed to exert the greatest influence

in the eastern parts of the Union : he was to insinuate himself mto tlie

privity of certain party leaders ; and to let them understand, but with

great caution, that if they would correspond with the British cabinet

through the Canadian executive, he was authorized to be their interme-

diary
; he to show his letters of credit, if need were. Henry was order-

ed, also, to write often to Quebec, but, to evade suspicion, to address his

letters, some to Judge Sewell, some to another citizen pointed out, and
others, on rare occasions, directly to Ryland himself.

It was thought that the working of the embargo act passed by the

Congress, being highly detrimental to the trading interests of the New
England and central States, would cause them to wish for a separation

from all the others. Henry, who repaired to the field of intrigue, wrote a

pile of letters thence, ere he returned to Montreal before the close of the

year. His mission proved utterly fruitless ; and when he demanded the

reward he was promised or expected, it was refused or delayed; no

judge-advocateship or consulship could Henry get. In 1811, he applied

to Lord Liverpool for his remuneration, who replied, that Craig did

not engage to pay it in England. Finding himself thus baulked both

at home and abroad, he exposed the whole plot to the governme. t he had

engaged to undermine. This affair, of which a great handle was made

in the States by the war-party, furnished an added proof of the unsound-

ness of Craig's policy. A° has been already said, the plan of military

operations for the defence of Canada was strictly defensive; the task of

resistance was less diflScult to perform too, than might be supposed, for

the federal government set about the conduct of the war with the clumsiness

and timidity of a knot cif trained-band captains. The efforts of the

American leaders, during the land-war of 1812, never took the form of

a ranged battle, or a bold assault of any important post, but eventuated

in numerous petty encounters, along a frontier line above a thousand

miles in extent ; and it would be hard to determine, at this distance of

time, what useful effect was expected to result from this kind of peddling

tactics.
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When war broke out, General Hull, governor of Michigan Territory,

set out from the banks of the Ohio for Detroit, with 2,000 men. He
was directed to suppress Indian hostilities, then harassing the north-west

frontier of the States, and strive to induce the savages to side with

the Americans in the contest begun. His instructions also authorised

him to invade Canada, if he could do so withov.t compromising the safety

of the frontier posts he was instructed to guard. He crossed the Detroit

river and encamped at Sandwich, in Upper Canada, with intent to take

Fort Maiden, a few leagues distant. From his camp, he addressed a

proclamation to the Canadians, in which he said to them :
" Separated by

an immense ocean, and an extensive wilderness from Great Britain, you

have no participation in her councils, nor interest in her conduct. You
have felt her tyranny, you have seen her injustice, but I do no^ ask you

to avenge the one or redress the other. The United States are suflSciently

powerful to afford you every security, consistent with their rights, and

your expectations. I tender you the invaluable blessings of civil,

political, and religious liberty... That liberty which has raised us to an

elevated rank among the nations of the world, and whicli has afforded us a

greater measure of peace and security, of wealth and improvement, than

ever fell to the lot of any people Raise not your liands against your

brethren ; many of your fathers fought for the freedom anJ independence

we now enjoy. Being children, therefore, of the same family with us, and

heirs to the same heritage, the arrival of an army of friends must needs

be hailed by you with a cordial welcome."

This address, which was composed with some ability, was not backed by

military operations of corresponding skilfulncss. General Hull was not

fit for his work. After remaining inactive for a month, in his enemy's

territory, he re-crossed to his own. Several of his detachments had been

defeated by parties of our soldiers and bands of savages. Lieut. Rolette

commanding the Hunter armed brig, with six men only, boarded and took

the packet Cayahuga, with troops on board, and freighted with baggage

and hospital stores for the American army. Capt. Tallon. detached with a

small party by Col. Procter, met, below Detroit, Major Vanhorne, defeat-

ed his men, and captured important papers. In other parts of the

country, the enemy had the like ill fortune while u> i campaign lasted.

Captain Roberts, of St. Joseph, in a little island of Lake Huron, captured

Mackinac, without striking a blow, by means of 30 soldiers, M. Pothier,

and some Canadian voyageurs, supporting him: this was one of the

strongest of the enemy's posts. The conquest of that place made a great

sensation among the native tribes of the country, and attracted nearly all
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their warriors to the British standard j it was also prelusive of the total

discomfiture of General Hull.

The governor of Upper Canada, General Brock, crossing the St.

Lawrence,* with about 1,350 men, nearly half being Indians, and very

few of the remainder regulars, appeared suddenly before Detroit, where

Hull had ensconced himself The latter, thus taken by surprise, surren-

dered with his whole force : on condition that the Ohio and Michigan

volunteers should be allowed to go home on parole, not to serve against

the British while the war lasted. The fort of Detroit, and considerable

booty, thug fell into the hands of the British, who also became maBters

in the whole territory of Michigan for the time.

The American soldiers taken at Detroit were transported to Lower

Canada. Brigadier Hull was exchanged, at Montreal, for 30 British,

who had been taken by the Americans. No sooner did the unfortunate

general reach head-quarters, than he was tried by a court-martial, on

charges of treason and cowardice. He was absolved from the former, but

convicted of the latter offence, and condemned to be shot, Mr. Madison

pardoned him, in consideration of his services during the war of Inde-

pendence. The annihilation of the American army of the West, dispelled,

for a season, the fears of the Upper Canadians, who fully expected an

invasion of their country.

While the events above detailed were in progress at the head of Lake

Erie, the enemies' forces were assembling for operations meditated on the

side of Lake Ontario and that of Lake Champlain. One main corps

was to act on each of these sides with detachments at intervals between

the two, intended to harass the Canadian intermediate frontiers. The

two bodies were called by the names, respectively, " army of the centre,"

and " army of the north." The central army, commanded by Van

Renselaer, was composed chiefly of the militias of New York State ; it

was to invade Canada, between Lakes Erie and Ontario. The northern

army, 10,000 strong, under General Dearborn, was to penetrate the

district of Montreal.

Van Renselaer's corps was ready for action early in the fall of 1812.

After menacing General Brock for some time in the position the latter

had taken up, the Americans succeeded, at daybreak Oct. 13, in gaining

a foothold on the heights of Queenston in the face of a brisk fire from

the British artillery, and despite the resistance of a part of the 49th

* This must be a mistake, nnless the author gives here an unusual extension

to the term. Sir Isaac crossed the river Detroit, at Springswells, three miles

below Detroit itself, early in the morning of Aug. 16.

—
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Tegiment of foot, supported by militia. General Brock, then at Niagara,

hearing the cannonade, hastened to the scene of action. Finding the

troops in a disconcerted state, from the frustration of their efforts to prevent

the enemies' landing, he rallied them, and, placing himself at the head of

the British grenadiers, led them to the charge. He would probably have

succeeded in driving the Americans from the heights, had life been spared

him ; early in the fight which ensued, he was struck in the breast by a

ball and mortally wounded. His men, however, continued the contest;

but they did not succeed in dislodging the enemy, who were well protected

'by trees in front of their position, nor could the British afterwards

prevent the disembarkation of a second corps of Americans. The
former, therefore, had perforce to wait the arrival of reinforcements, then

on the way.

These soon came up, led by Major-general Sheaffe. Finding the turn

of affairs rather critical, he decided on assuming the offensive as the

moft hopeful if daring course of action. Leaving a few of his men to

cover Queenston, he made a detour with the remainder, who scaled the

neighboring heights, and got into the rear of the Americans. The savages,

being most active, got up first and began the attack, but were repulsed

:

thereupon the British were led to the charge, and pushed the Americans

with such vigor that they were fain to give way, their foes hotly pursuing

them. In attempting to gain their own side of the river, many of the

enemy perished in its waters. The whole American loss during the fight

and after it, dead, wounded, and taken, exceeded 1,000 in number, or

fully two-fifths of all those who had as yet invaded Canada on this side.

It appeared that Van Renselaer, meanwhile, returned to Lewiston to

expedite the passage of the river Niagara by the second division of his

army, and that the soldiers had refused to march in spite of his solicita-

tions and threats ; that in his extremity, he sent a dispatch to General

Wadsworth, at Queenston, leaving him the choice of remaining or

retreating, and offering him the use of bateaux should he accept the

latter alternative. Most of the American troops being militiamen, they

assured Van Renselaer that they were ready to defend their country if it

were attacked, but had their scruples about invaSing British territory.

We have already seen that a numerous party in the republic was opposed

to the war altogether, and its sentiments in this regard supplied motives

sincerely, or insincerely called in, to excuse the militiamen for bringing

their leaders to a stand-still. The discomfiture of those enemies who

fought, and the shortcomings of those of them who would not fight, were

both well calculated to hearten the defenders of this iuterlacunar frontier
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of Canada, out of which itd assailants were most successfully thrust, at

not a tithe of the sacrifice of human life and limb experienced by the

invaders.

Gen. Sheaffe concluded an armistice with Gen. Smyth, successor of

Van Rensclaer. Smyth seemed to be a leader of more pith than the

other, for he made an appeal to the love of glory in the young Americans

which enabled him to increase his force, a body now 5,000 strong.

When ready to act, he proclaimed that the armistice was over, and, early

in the morning of Nov. 28, put his army in motion. His vanguard

crossed the river Niagara and landed between Fort Erie and Chippewa,

forcing a British post at that point; while, on the other hand, Major

Ormsb} with a few British, quitting Fort Erie, captured some Americans

who were descending the stream by its left banks. Smyth's second divi-

sion marched forward, its leader intending to disembark it at a point two

miles above the upper end of Grand Island. But the British wore on

the alert on that side of the Niagara river. Colonel Bishop arriving

with troops from Chippewa, formed a junction with Major Ormsby's

party, and had thus a corps of 1,100 regulars, militia and savages,

wherewith to confront the Americans and oppose their landing. As
soon as the latter came within gun-range, a hot fire was maintained against

them till they turned rudder and fled for it. Three days thereafter

(Dec. 1) the enemy made a demonstration as if about to renew the

attempt so lately repulsed. After the Americans were embarked with

that intent, a counter-order arrived, and Smyth cantoned them in winter

quarters. The checks they previously received discouraged them greatly

;

and they bitterly blamed their chief, who, to escape their censures, gave

up his command.

Thus ignobly terminated the operations of the " army of the west

"

and " the army of the centre," sent forth by the federal government of

the United States. At no point of attack along the Canadian frontiers

did the troops in either strike a successful blow. Those of the American
" army of the north," led by General Dearborn, and the most numerous

corps of all, being 10,000 strong, had no better luck than the others, as

we shall have occasion to see presently.

This large body was stationed along the shores of Lake Champlain;

From his head-quarters at Albany, Dearborn moved towards the frontier

line, and took up a position menacing to Montreal, and commanding the

approach to that city by way of St. John's and Odelltown.

The British commandant of this frontier ran a cordon of military posts

all along it, from Yamaska to St. Regis, where the land limit separating

the two countries terminates at the St. Lawrence. A select corps of
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at
regulars and railitia-mcn under Colonel Youncj was stationed at Blnirfindio

(I'Acadie) ; and the road leading to the frontier, by Burtonvillu and

Odelltown, was cut up and encumbered with felled trees to prevent a

surprise, a piece of heavy work executed with p»'oniptitude by the lijj;ht

infantry under Major Salaberry, A band of roi/iigmrs in the employ of

the North-NVest Fur Company, tlie men in whicli had been training tor

war some time past as light infantry, formed, along with some other

French -Canadians, a battalion of rangers.

Concurrently, the Americans, on this frontier of Lower as along that

of Upper Canada, showed great hesitation in their nu "ements. After a

few petty encounters of outposts, Dearborn, seemingly uncertain what it

were best to do, yet at last pushed on a detachment in the direction of a

small corps, commanded by Major Salaberry, and entrenched on the banks

of the Itiver Lacolle. Early in the morning of the 2()th of November,

some of the colonel's more advance men were assailed (before daylight)

by l-AOO American infantry and a few horsemen, who crossed the ri\er

simultaneously at two fording-places, coming in contact with a few of

Salaberry's men, whom they made an attempt to surround and capture

;

the former slipped through their hands, when a confusion of persons and

a mistaken appreciation of relative positions taking place among the

assailants, one wing of them wheeled round and fired briskly upon the

other. Intelligence reaching Salaberry of the enemy's approach, be

ordered Colonel Dcschambault to cross the 8t. Lawrence and march on

the village of Acadie with the militia of Pointe Claire, of Du Chene

river, of Vaudreuil, and of Long Point. A portion of those of Montreal,

horse and foot, crossed the river at Longucuil and Laprairie : in a word,

all tlie fencibles of the district were hastening to the point of attack.

Whether it were that Dearborn was intimidated by those mana'uvres, or

that he had no view of penetrating further into Canada, at that time, he

drew off his forces entirely, and cantoned them in or about Plattsburg

and Burlington, there to pass the conunencing winter.

The Americans sustained better on the ocean than on land the

credit of their flag. The British concluded too fast that they had

nothing to fear on that element, where they had long been paramount, yet

it was precisely thereon that their laurels were somewhat tarnished at this

time. The American frigate Constitution, of 44 guns, commanded by

Captain Hull, captured the Gucrriere, of 38 guns, after a combat of half-

an-hour's duration, in which a third of the British were killed or wounded.

The Wasp, American sloop-of-war of 18 guns, captured o British brig of

22 guns, after a struggle of 45 minutes' duration ; but the captor was

19
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itpolf taken, and the brij^' re-taken tlic eamo day, by a Britl.sli 71 guii-

ehip.

CtMiiniodoro Decatur, in the American frigate C'nitrd Stolen, captured

the British frif^ato Mucalonuin after a contest wliicli lasted nearly two

hours ; and, sonic time afterwards, the CnmtUutitm captured, near San

Salvador, on the Brazilian seaboard, the British frij^ate Jnvn., after 200 of

the latter's crew were killed or disabled. These naval successes helped to

reconcile the public mind in the United States to tlie mischances attending

the war on land. [The result of various sinj^le-ship litrlits, so advantage-

ous to tiie Americans, was owinu; not so much (if at all) to the superiority

of the latter, in courage or skill to tlie British, as to the lieavy armament

brought into play by the former. The build too of the American frigate?

(a misnomer, as they were really first rate ships of the line) was decep-

tions to the eye, for they lay more flush on the brine than tlie clumsily

constructed British ships of the last age ;
and as the American war-ships

had several cannon of an unwonted range, the fate of most of the British

ships that were taken was decided before their crews could get a single

gun to bear against a distant enemy who was turning their decks into a

slaughter-house.*]

These victories of the Americans, they had all the more reason to be

proud of, as they wer.; due to their sagacity. Great Britain, however, having

her attention much taken up, along with that of otlier European powers, in

the war against Napoleon, heeded little those captures of a few of her

isolated war-ships of third or fourth class ; content as her people were on

finding that her colonists in Canada had so well vindicated the supremacy

of bor flag. Having despatched some further but stinted succor as

before, her main strength was strained to the utmost, in order to take a

leading part in the discomfiture of Napoleon.

The result of the campaign of 1812, in which the zeal and spirit of

the Gallo-Canadian population rivalled British courage and loyalty, was a

practical justification of the sage and conciliatory policy of Sir (jleorge

Prevost. This worthy governor assembled the eaambers on the 29th of

December. He informed them that, in virtue of the power entrusted to

him, he had called out the whole colonial militia; and expressed his

• See Mr. James's Navul History of Girat Briluin, where carefully authenti-

cated data are given as to the tonnage, number of guns and crews, weight of

metal, &c., of every ship taken by each party during the war. The largest

American frigate, nominally of 44 guns, would have been a matchj mfair fight,

for a British man-of-war of 93 guns.— For the particulars given in the text con-

cerning the real disparity (much understated by M. Garneau) the translator is

answerable .

—

B.
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liveliest satisfaction at the puhlio spirit, onlerlinoss, firmness, love of

country, and respect for religion and the laws, which had hecn manifested

by all ranks of the people. Such a conduct as theirs, he observed, would

make their country respected at home, and redouhtahle abroad.

The discus,-ii>ns of the legislature, this session, were less stormy than

was usual of lite years, although several (juestions were agitated, in

themselves exciting (mough. Thus ]Mr. .Stuart, who had never digested

the affront put upon him in the juridical mutations through which he

missed the attorney-generalship, and was even deprived of the second

charge as a crov/n law-o(ficer,—ex-solicitor-general Stuiirt moved that an

inquiry shouli! be made into the evils occasioned hy delays in the publica-

tion of the laws. In a riot at Lachine, the troops fired upon the crowd :

he imputed this untoward event to the ignorance of the people regarding

the new militia act, the stringent nature of which they could not be

aware of, as the law had not then been promulgated. Although probably,

Mr. Stuart's aim was less to accuse the autiiors of the bloodshed, than to

embarrass the executive council, the complaint he made was by no means

a word out of season. He called also for information why it was, that

the judges made rules of court, ;it their own discretion, for conducting

judicial procedure ; and which arbitrary system had, for a long time, caused

great discontent among the clients who came before them. It was this

jvivisconsult who moved and got carried, after some rather animated

debating, a string of resolutions regarding the yet n'ore grave subject of

martial law, against the operation of which the public mind was determinedly

opposed—the assembly now, at Mr. Stuart's instance, declaring, that

martial law could not in future be legally procL imed in the colony without

the permission of its parliament.

The changes demanded by the governor in vhe militia act were enter-

tained, but fell to the ground ultimately, thrcMgh a disaccord on the

subject between the two chambers ; and a bill introduced taxing the sala-

ries of public functionaries for defraying part of the additional state

expenditure caused by the war, wab thrown out by the council. The

legislature and the executive, nevertheless, worked harmoniously together

throughout the entire session : and the assembly, on its part, sanctioned a

war tax of 2-^ per cent, on goods imported by the colonial merchants, 5

per cent, to be levied on merchandise imported by foreign traders. It

likewise authorised an increase in the issue of army bills, raising the total

amount to £500,000. The assembly also voted a grant of £15,000

additional towards the arming and equipment of the militiamen ; supply-

ing a supplementary sum of £25,000 besides, for other expenses occa-

aioned by the war.
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Notwithstantling tltc cliccks which the AmcriciinH received in their first

Canadian ciinipaij^n, they did not despair of succeeding in another, for

whidi they made more extensive preparations than last year, intending to

act vigorously in the present; but upon another system than before. So

far, the plan adopted was similar, that three distinct corps were to act simu'-

taneously. One, called " the army of the west," under General Harrison,

was charged to operate in the region of Lake Erie ;
" the army of the centre,"

confided to Dearborn, was directed to assail the Canadian frontier lines of

Niagara and the Ontario lake-board ; (Jenertil Hampton, with an " army

of the north," undertook to invade Lower Canada.

After Hull's disastrous expedition terminated, the American militias

hastened to their places of rendezvous for the defence of the frontiers,

which, it was tipprehended, would be further invaded by the Canadian forces,

and to force the latter to rclintiuish the foothold they liad obtained on

Micliigan territory. In that view, Harrison assembled his forces at the

head of Lake Erie, with the intent to expel the British from Detroit, and

attack Maiden, a little lower down on the upper shore of Lake Erie (nor-

thern or Canadian side). General Winchester set out, early in January,

1813, with 800 men, for the Miamis river, whence he sent a party to French-

town, thirty miles further on. This detachment routed a few British

soldiers and savages, and took possession of the village. Intelligence of this

expedition reaching General Procter, then at Maiden, he resolved to set

out in pursuit of the Americans, hoping to rout them before the main body

of their force could come up, which was then following, but at three or

four days' distance. Assembling 700 military and 600 Indians, he sud-
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dcnly appeared hoforc Fronchtown, Jan. 22. Witlinut plvinp; Uip Amer-

icanH tinio to recover from their surprise, he assailed tlietn, before Any-

break, in tlm houses of the phiee, where they had harrieaiK'd thciiiselves,

deterniiniiip to sell their lives dearly, as they apprehended bein^ vietiiu-

ized by the savaj^ea if they surrendered. Early in the assault, Winehes-

ter himself was captured by the chief of the Wyandots, who turneil him

over to (Jleneral Procter. The American general beini^ advised that all

furtlier resistance was liopcless, and that his soldiers would be burnt out

of tlieir fastnesses if they did not yield on jtromise of obtaininj^ (|unrter,

he transmitted orders to them to accept the terms ottered
;
upon eoiidilion.

however, that they sliould be protected from the Havages. The safety of

all was not secured however ; as in truth, it was never easy to do on such

occa.sions. In spito of all the efforts of the IJritish officers to prevent it,

these wretches massacred many of the more lielpless wounded Americans,

demanded heavy ransoms foj- some of thoir other priscniers, and reseived

others for torture. The men of the States complained indii;iiantly (as

well they mij^ht !) at this violation of the terms of capitulation, stipulated

for by tlieir unfortunate compatriots. The capture of the place was

eflfccted with the loss of 500 men, killed or disabled; the Americans

losing about two-fifths of their whole number, besides those taken prisoner.^

General Harrison, learning that Frenchtown was ro-taken by the Bri-

tish retrograded from his resting-place on the Miumis river, fearing to be

encountered by I'rocter; but hearing, soon thereafter, that tin; latter had

returned to Maiden, he retraced his steps, and, with a force 1,200 strong

constructed an entrenched camp on the banks of the above-mentioned river

;

to which camp he gave the name of Fort Meigs, in honor of the governor

of the state of Ohio. Here he intended to remain till reinforcements

which he knew or supposed were on the way should reach him ; while Proc-

tor on the other hand, taking time by the forelock, suddenly appeared

before his lines, and invested tliem forthwith. May 5, the American

General Clay, who came up with 1,200 Kentuckians, possessed themselves

of the British batteries erected on the western side of the river, the gar-

rison of the fort simultaneously making a sortie. But Clay, in venturing

• The author stated in a short sentence we overlooked in his account of the

battle of Queenston, that several of the vanquished were similarly immolated

upon that occasion; but in no Aniericarf account of the battle (Oct. 13, 1812)

within our immediate reach, do we find mention of so saddening a circum

stance, and therefore hope that it is incapable of authentication, Hut it is a sub-

ject of eternal regret to every True Rriton, that those biped bloodhounds should

have run under the shadow of our standards so long and so late.

—

B.
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too far ill pursuit of sonjo rotroiiting IndiiiiiH, wa«, in returning?, nttnckcd

by Proctor ; tind, uftur uu ubHtiuuto contuut, GOU of liiri uiuu Hurrondured

to the; Mritixli.

NotwitliMtiindiuf^ thir' huccchh, the auxiliary HuvngcB of Proctcr'H corps

wearied of tlit'ir inaction duriiij; the Hiego operations, despite all the etlortH

of tiit'ir famous chit-f, Tccuniseh, to retain tlntni, left the; scene of action;

and tiieir departure constrained I'rocter to leave also, tor u time, and retire

witli his men to Maiden.

Soino time afterwards, however, he returned, with a force about 4,000

in number, but of which ;{,50() were savaj^es, led by Tecumseh. Ilarri-

Bon waa then posted on the banks of the river Sandusky, waitinj;; the appear-

ance of an expected flotilla, uiider the eonnuand of Captain IVrry, which

Was intende<l to second his own ofVonsive operations on the Canadian lako-

board. Meanwhile, Procter, on his arrival near Fort Meijj;s, finding on

trial that it had been so strenfjjtheiicd as not easily to bo carried by assault,

rcnf)unced liis resumed sief:;e of the place, after a few days' waste of timo

and labor ; and advanced a<!;ain8t Sandusky, a little lower down Lake Erie.

After breachin*; the wall of the fort there, Procter formed an attacking

column, r)()0 strong, and put it in charge of Colonel Short, with orders to

assault the works. This was met, on its a})proach, by a murderous firo

from the besieged, which threw the forlorn hope into disorder for a few

moments, llccovering breath and spirit, the advanced ranks cleared the

ditch and were mounting to the breach, when a cannon of large calibre,

(doubtless loaded to the muzzle with grape-shot) pointed so as to enfilade

the whole force on that side of the fort, was suddenly fired with the most

sweeping effect. The mass of the advancing column, staggered by this

discharge, became indisposed to proceed, left the more advanced men
unsupported, and finally retired altogether, leaving the latter (100 in num-

ber) to their fate. In consequence of this repulse, General Procter, no

longer able to cope with Harrison, should lie come up in full force, judged

it proper to retreat.

The hostilities adventured, on cither part this year, had as yet led to

no permanent results ; both parties waiting the construction and equip-

ment of armed vessels, wherewith to contend for supremacy on the

lakes. The British flotilla was the first of those got ready for action;

the home government having sent out, during the winter, a body

of seamen and marines, of the royal navy, with the proper officers.

These, on their arrival at Halifax, were despatched, overland, first to

Quebec, and thence to Kingston. In spring, 500 more arrived, along

with Sir James Yeo, who was charged with the chief command of tka
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ooniin^ oporationH on the lukcH. Tlio diroctioti of tho flotilla on Lako

Erio lit! conliduJ to Captain Harolay, who, with Hix vohscIh, carrying in all

tJ3 mins,wan (hi.spatcla'tl to attack or Itlockatlt" ( 'oniiucKlorc IV'rry, who, with

nine voMMids, carryini; 54 j^nns, was lyin;; in tho harbor of Kric ( l*roH(|u'iln);

from wliifli the latter eonld not <^et ont, owin^' to th« shallows of tlie

Icxjality, with the arniaiucnt of his vessels on hoard. Taking' advanta^oj,

however, of a temporary ahsenco of the JJritish flotilla, IV-rry cotitrived

to surmount this diflieulty, und, asconding the lake, ^'ot between tho

British land-foreo and the vessels that were actinj^ us their store shipB.

lie had now to encounter Captain Barclay, sent to tho rescue. A deci-

sive enira^^ement took place, on the open lake, between Sandusky and

Maxell, ()i\ the 10th of September. At flrst, tlu wind was very li;:ht

;

«nd Perry, advancini,' unsupported, his ship bein<^ exposed to u lu-avy

and disabling; fire from the lon,n <;uns of one or more of the British

vessels, she was crippled before others of the American flotilla could come

up, and he was oblij^ed to abandon her. A breeze sprin^ini; up, favorably

for the Americans, tho latter out-manocuvre<l their adversaries, contrived

to overpower the British vessels in succession, and captured tliem all.

The absolute mastery of Lake Erie, of course, now remained with tho

OLcn)y.

General Procter, a leader of more courage than conduct, now became

aware of the error ho coraniitted in departing from tho rule which

had been laid down, of making provincial war defensive and not oflensive,

for a time at least. By invading the enemy's territories without a

sufficient force, it was certain that, sooner or later, the safety of Upper

Canada would be compromised ; i'or, whatever conciuests could be made

beyond our own frontiers, would not be durable. As soon as Barclay's

flotilla passed into the enemy's hands, the retreat of the British land-1'orce

bcc.ime urgent. Accordingly, Procter abandoned, precipitately, Detroit,

Sandwich, and Amherstburgh ; thence he passed, by the river Thames,

towards Lake Ontario, when he was brought to a stand still there, by tlie

appearance of an American force superior in number.

After his victory, Commodore Perry, having taken on board his vessels

and prizes the land-force under Harrison, disembarked it at ^lalden
;

ascending thence to Sandwich, the Americans reached the latter place

just as Procter was leaving it. Harrison, without losing a moment,,

went in pursuit ; and on the 4th of October, the American van attained

the British rear-guard, which, not b ing strong enough to protect the

stores 1 . .varlike munitions of the second division of tho army, they
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fell into the enemy's hands.* Procter, thus hard pressed, decided

on fighting, and to take I'.is chance of the issue. Next day (Oct. 5) he

drew up his forces in battalia, near Moravian-Town, his right flank

resting on the river Thames, his left on a morass, the faithful Tecmuseh

placing himself at his side with his people.

Harrison disposed his men in two lines, and began to attack with

cavalry. The horsemen of Kentucky, accustomed to wooded and marshy

country, charged Proc^^cr's soldiers with so much vigor and effect, that

they broke rank, and foil into complete rout. Most of them afterwards

laid down their arms. The savages alone continued to fight, holding their

ground long and courageously, but at last had to flee before the enemy,

after seeing their chief laid prostrate on the field of battle. The fidelity

of Tccumseh to British interests, his eloquence, his influence over the

tribes of the north-west, all conjoined to make his name remembered, as

the hero of the campaign of the year 1813. According to the official

returns, there were killed, wounded, or missing in the retreat and in the

action of October 5, 5G4 of the British, including 28 ofiicers. On the

same authority we state, that the wreck of Procter's corps, when assem-

bled at Ancaster, Oct. 17, mv.stered 228 privates or non-coms, and 18

officers.

The disi.strous battle of Moravian-Town broke the confederation of

savages formed by Tecumseh against the Americans, put the latter in

repossession of Michigan territory, and ruined Procter's reputation as an

officer. The present calamity brought other evil effects in its train.

The Creek Indians, taking up the war hatchet, made an irruption into

the settlements of Alabama, and slaughtered 300 men, women and

children ; they were following up this massacre by ravagings, when they

were encountered by General Jackson, with the militia of T-^nnessee,

who surrounded a band of their warriors, 200 strong, and cut them

in pieces to the last man. He afterwards defeated the whole armed

strength of their nation, in fight at Talladega, &;c., and finished by cooping

up the remnants of their people, young and old, male and female, includ-

ing children, to the number of about 1,000 souls. Finding them entrench-

ed on the river Tallapousa, at Horse-Shoe-IIead, Jackson carried their

* It is said that Procter miinifcsted, in these operations, no one quality of an

efficient general. Major Richardson, then one of his subalterns, accuses him

(" Eight Years in Canada ") of something like poltroonery
;
and of his having

more regarr" *''^r the luggage of himself and the mess impedimenta than for mili-

tary glory or the safety of his men. Tecumseh, who fought like a lion against

, desperate odds, became the victim of Procter's ineptitude.

—

li.
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stronghold by assault, and killed nearly all within it. The annihilation of

the Creek race was the last blood-shedding in the West.

While fighting was in progress on this side, it was also proceeding on

the lakes, but with less determinate results. The operations of the

respective armies, on the frontier of Niagara, i that of Lake Ontario,

were signalized by a series of isolated combats, which it would be a waste

of time and paper Lo particularise ; this we say the rather, as they seem

to have resulted from no pre-arranged plan of campaigning on either part

;

the contest assuming the appearance of a partisan war, eventuating in

nothing more respectable than repetitive and bootless slaying, wounding

and ravaging.

General Prevost left Quebec in mid-February, 1814, for Upper Canada,

In pa^ssing to Prcscott, he allowed Colonel 3Iacdonell to make an assault

on Ogdensburg, then a large village, on the opposite bank of the St.

Lawrence. The attack was successful ; the colonel capturing some

artillery and small arms, and setting fire to a number of craft, there laid

np for the winter.

General Dearborn was then preparing, at Sackett's Harbor, an expedi-

tion against Toronto, at that time the capital of Upper Canada, and the

locality of the chief magazines of the British forces. April 25, 1,700 Ame-

ricans embarked in Commodore Chauncey's vessels, and were landed, two

days afterwards, near Toronto. General Sheaffe tried to prevent the entry

of the enemy to the bay, but was driven back with much loss of his men.

A division of the Americans, led by General Pyke, using the great guns of

the flotilla, cannonaded the work which protected the town ; and, at the

moment that Pyko's men were in the act of assaulting, the powder-

magazine blew up, sending 200 of them, with the general himself, into

the air. This startling accident, however, did not prevent the place being

taken, in which the captors found considerable spoils of war.

Dearborn, willing to follow up his success, resolved to attempt the

capture, likewise, of Fort George, at the head of the lake. He moved

his forces to Niagara, sent the flotilla to Sackett's Harbor to be rein-

forced, and, in concert with Chauncey, beleaguered the fort by land and

water. General Vincent, the commandant, stood a three days' cannon-

ade, and made a spirited sortie ; but finding his force diminished by

400 men, killed, wounded, or missing, he judged the place no longer

tenable ; so, after dismantling the defences, he blew up his magazines and

retreated, to Qucenston. He then drew to himself the soldiery stationed

at Chippawa and Fort Erie, destroyed the other British outposts still

remaining in that part of the country ; and, with his collective f)roe,

took the road to Burlington heights, followed by a corps of Americans.
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Concurrently with these operations at the head of Lake Ontario, Gren-

eral Prevost and Sir James Yeo concerted an attack on Sackctt's Harbor,

during the absence of the enemy's flotilla. 1,000 of a land-force were

put on board Yeo's flotilla, which reached its destination on the 28th of

November. That day, the British captured a convoy of barges, freighted

with troops ; but, injudiciously, the commanders waited till the nexi to

assault the place : this allowed the enemy time for obtaining reinforo

ments, and barricading the approaches to the harbor. The assailants

were therefore repulsed in their attempts at landing ; but they succeeded

afterwards, in disembarking at some distance from the town, despite a

heavy fire kept up against them by the Americans, before they retired

behind the abattis which they had ranged as a line of defence.

The support of the armed vessels was indispensable to the land-force

in its operations, and it so happened that the flotilla was distant, there

being little or no wind. Braving all risks, however, the soldiers fixed

bayonets, and set to clearing the woods of the skirmishers they screened.

They even reached the defences which covered the enemy, composed of

redoubts and bastions, but which Prevost hesitated to confront without

the help of the artillery of the flotilla. In efiect, .an assault so unaided,

even if it succeeded, would have been too sanguinary, had the enemy made

the least resistance, posted as they were ; but the latter, concluding all

was lost, set fire to their magazines, hospitals, barracks, &c., and left the

whole place in a state of irredeemable conflagration. The victors returned

to Canada empty-handed.

Wc have just seen, that Grcneral Vincent took his way towards Bur-

lington heights, with the Americans at his heels. "When the latter

arrived, they encamped near the British position. One of Vincent's

officers, named Harvey, persuaded his chief to let him attack the enemy

by surprise, 700 men being put at his disposition for the purpose. During

the night of June 5-6, he fell upon the Americans' camp suddenly;

drove them out of it, and took several prisoners, including Generals

Chandler and Winder. This successful enterprise was executed with

as much coolness as its conception was daring, and redounded greatly to

the credit of its author.

The Americans had to endure some immediately succeeding reverses.

Thus, before the month ended, the chief of one of their battalions, think-

ing his men were surrounded by a superior i'orce, surrendered at discre-

tion to Lieutenant Fitzgibbon, posted with a party a few miles from

Queenston. Next month (July), Black Rock was surprised and burnt

by the British, but cost the life of Colonel Bishop, who headed that

daring enterprise.
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The strength of the respecave flotillas on Lake Ontario being nearly

equal, their commanders avoided a general action, each watching an

opportunity to gain an advantage over the other by a chance capture of

one or more vessels. After several isolated attacks of this kind, the bel-

ligerents encountered each other, in collective strength, on the 28th of

September, before Toronto ; when, after a combat which lasted two

hours, Sir James Yeo was beaten by Commodore Chauncey, and obliged

to take shelter under Burlington heights. Nearly about the same time,

General Vincent,—then investing Fort George, into which the Americans

surprised at Burlington by Harvey, had retreated,—learning that Procter

had been routed at Moravian-Town, immediately drew oflF his forces, and

went to the relief of the scattered corps of British. He afterward retired

into the fortified lines of Burlington, where the American generals,

McClure and Porter, did not think fit to attack him.

The second year of the war was now drawing to a close ; and, pausing

at this point of time, we may inquire, what progress had been made by

either the invading parties, beyond the frontiers of the other. After a

multiplicity of combatings, the number of which perplexes a narrator to

detail, and the aims of which were inscrutable; the result, as regarded

Upper Canada at least, was slightly favorable to the American cause,

and that is all that can be said. If the British flotilla was forced to

renounce the supremacy of the lakes, if the Americans did possess them-

selves of the Niagara frontier, their generals, finding their forces unequal

to complete the task they undertook, had resigned their command. The

previous secretary of war at Washington was replaced by General Arm-

strong, without any amelioration of that department of state, while the

success of the British armies in Lower. Canada, i ompletely counterbal-

anced the checks which they had received in the Upper Province ; and the

invasive bands of the enemy were thrust back upon their ow > territory,

after sustaining serious loss.

The American generalissimo, in pursuance of the plan he had formed

for operating against Lower Canada, resolved to combine his army of the

Centre with that of the North, then dii-ect it on Montreal, and next on

Quebec. General Wilkinson, who commanded the central army, assembled

his soldiers, about 9,000 in number, at French Creek, 20 miles below

Sackett's Harbor, on the St. Lawrence ; embarked them in barges, and

made them descend that flood under protection of a flotilla and a largo

detachment of troops which followed by land, on the Canadian side, in

order both to support their comrades and clear the river banks.

G^n. Rottenburgh, who held command in this part of the country for

Britain, and who thought, at first, that the embarked Americans intended
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to attack Kingston, caused Col. Morrison to follow them with 800 men

and some gun-boats. Wilkinson landed, with part of his force, above

the Long-Sault rapids ; whence he continued his route by land, under

protection of a rear-guard, led by Gen. Boyd. Reaching Chrysler's

Farm, mid-way between Kingston and Montreal, and finding Morrison

pressing upon him, Wilkinson halted and offered battle, which was not

refused by his pursuers. The combat took place on the 11th of Novem-

ber, and lasted two hours ; the conclusion of which was, that Morrison's

men defeated 3,000 Americans, four times their own number, and inclu-

ding a regiment of cavalry. This master-stroke reflected much honor on

the British soldiers and their leader, but did not prevent the enemies

from holding on their way. Next day, Wilkinson's whole strength

rendezvoused in Cornwall, at St. Regis, at the foot of Long-Sault,

where they halted, upon learning the result of the battle of Chateauguay

and the retreat of Gen. Hampton, who was previously marching upon

Montreal by way of Lake Champlain.

The latter corps, or " army of tlio North," had remained inert during

most part of the summer.

In the month of July, the British colonel, Murray, had made an

irruption, with 1,000 men, into Hampton's neighborhood. Murray set

out from Isle-aux-Noix with a small flotilla, ascended Lake Champlain,

burnt the barracks, arsenals, and public edifices of Plattsburg, Burlington,

Champlain, Swanton, &c., and returned in safety, after spreading terror

in every part of the adjoining country.

September arrived, however, before Hampton decided upon a course of

action ; but he had scarcely moved towards the Canadian frontier when

his further progress in that direction was arrested by Colonel De Salaberry,

charged to resist his entry to Blairfindie (I'Acadie) with 600 men only.

After several skirmishes, the Americans, not caring to venture a general

engagement in the woods, retired to Four-Corners, where De Salaberry

surprised their camp in a reconnoissance which he made with 200 light

infantry (voltigeurs) and 150 savages, and threw the enemy ;\\to a state of

the utmost confusion.

But it was urgent that Hampton should bestir himself in order to

form a junction with Gen. Wilkinson, who was coming down. The

frontier road to the village of Acadie had been made purposely impracti-

cable. To get over this difficulty, he took a round-about way ; namely, by

the head-waters of the river Chateauguay, so as to get near the corps he

wished to join. The chances of his taking that route, however, had been

taken into account, and provided for ; accordingly, he found hib way
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barred by defensive works, while General Prevost was in position, with a

force, at Caughnawaga, strong enough to oppose the junction of the two

Americrn corps.

As soon as intelligence arrived tliat the latter were in motion, Prevost

confided the command ofthe troops in Upper Canada to Gen. Kottenburgh,

and descended to Montreal, to confront the enemy on that side. At his

call a part of the militia of the district joined him, and the rest got ready

to repair to any threatened point as soon as need wore.

On the 21st October, Hampton's vanguard drove in the outposts of the

British on the Piper-road, thirty miles above the church of Chateauguay.

Forthwith Major Henry, in command of Beauharnois militia, sent word

to General Wattevillc, and ordered captains Ldvesque and Dcbartzch to

inarch, with their companies and 200 militiamen, from Bcauharnois.

These officers halted about two leagues from the latter, at the entry of a

wood not easily penetrable, and of course useful as a place of covert.

Next morning, they were joined by Colonel De Salaberry, with his light

infantry and a militia company. The colonel, now taking chief command
of all the force, ascended the Chateauguay os far as to the farther end

of the wood, where, he knew, was an excellent defensive position, the

territory being rugged, and intersected by deep ravines. Taking up his

ground, he there erected a triple-lined field-work, the lines of abattis

having each an interspace of 200 yards , while a fourth line was run

across, half-a-mile in the rear, to defend a ford the enemy was expected to

take. A whole day was passed by the men forming these lines, the first

of which had the form of an obtuse angle, on the right side of the road,

and following the bendings of a ravine.

The position thus taken up and strengthened, forced the Americans to

pass through a desert country, and at a distance from their supplies

;

whereas the soldiers cliarged with its defence had theirs at hand, and were

well supported behind in other respects.

The right bank of the river was clothed with thick woods ; therein a

strong piquet was placed to command the ford above-noted. Colonel De
Salaberry caused all the bridges, for a great space in front of his position,

to be broken down; the trees, also, growing between the river and a morass

beyond the plain in front of his position, he ordered to be felled : his aim

being to prevent, or obstruct at least, the passage of the artillery with

which, he knew, the enemy was provided. He had scarcely completed

these preparations, which were highly approved of afterwards by General

Watteville, when the Americans appeared, led by Hampton, and 7,000

Strong ; while the whole force present to encounter them, was composed of
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300, a few Highland Roldicrs, and sonic armed Indians. But their

leader wais an officer of approved skill and bravery, Colo.icl De Salaberry,

who entered the British army at an early age, had served eleven years in

the East Indies, and was present at the siege of Fort Matilda by Gen.

Prescott, where, though at that time only 16 years old, he was charged to

cover the evacuation of the place. He distinguished himself, in connnand

of a company of grenadiers in the expedition to IMartinicjue, in 1795.

He served, likewise, as aide-de-camp to Gen. Rottenburgh in the Walcheren

expedition, and held the post of honor with the light brigade, during +he

giegc and at the capture of Flushing. Returning to Canada as a staff-

officer under Gen. Rottenburgh, .shortly before war broke out in North

America, he was chosen by 8ir George Provost to raise a regiment of

light infantry among the French-Canadian population ; a task which he

accomplished most successf-illy. That fine body of men, organized and

disciplined at short notice, became a corps distinguished ever afterwards

for its constant successes in battle, and served as a military exemplar for

all othei" Canadian soldiery.

Hampton divided his army into two corps. The first of these, com-

posed of cavalry and infantry, and supported by ^.000 others, at a small

distance behind, was drawn up so as to confront the position of the

Canadians on the left bank of the river. The second corps, 1,500 strong,

led by Colonel Purdy, was directed to operate on the left bank of the

stream, so as to turn De Salaberry's flanks, as soon as a fording took place.

Three companies of voltigcurs, with some militiamen and savages, protected

his front, in advance of the abattis, one extremity of the line resting on

the river margin. Three more companies, with the Highlanders, were

distributed between the interspaces, behind the abattis.

Hampton pushed forward a strong column of infantry, at the head of

which was a tall officer, who hailed the men of our nearer ranks, in French,

calling out to them, " Brave Canadians ! surrender yourselves : we wish

you no harm." The only reply was the discharge of a musket levelled at

him, followed by his fall : which became the signal for a well-sustained fire

along the whole line. The American general, finding that he could not reply

to it continuously but at a disadvantage, changed his tactics and endea-

vored to force the defences of our troops by vigorous charges with sword and

bayonet. This plan failed, however, although it was tried sometimes at

one point, then at others ; and, after incurring a great loss of men, he

thought fit to draw off his attacking column.

Meanwhile the noise of the combat in progress attracted the attention

of Colonel Purdy and his men, who, while operating on the other side of
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the river, had lost their way. So soon as the colonel had refrained the

right road, and found himself in front of enemies, he attacked an 1 drove

them back, by the cruwhing superiority of numbers. It was at this crisis

Wlien the firing of tlie repulsed main body of the Americans had all but

ceased, and Hampton was in full retreat, that De Salaberry seeing matters

had suddenly become serious, placed himself at the head of the troops ranged

en potence along the river, and directed with his voice the movements of

those whom he had posted beyond. Purdy's men still advancing, De
Salaberry's opened upon their flanks so murderous a fire, that they were

fairly staggered, next fell into disorder, and then retreated precipitately.

The combat lasted four hours in all. Hampton, imagining the Canj>-

dians to be far more numerous than they really were, concluded to give up

contending with them : thus did a handful of men, from 300 to 400 in

number, discomfit an army of enemies 7,000 strong.

General Prevost, along with General Wattcville, arrived on the scene

before the action was quite terminated. They praised the Canadians ibr

the courage they had manifested, and complimented their commander for

the judicious arrangements he had made. 8o great was the ardor of some

of our men on the occasion, that they swam across the river, during the

firing, in order to force th; Americans to surrender.

After his defeat, Hampton's army, harassed In its retreat by the Cana-

dians, retired first to Four-Corners, and finally to Plattsburgh, where it

took up winter-quarters. The victory of Chateauguay, without being a

sanguinary defeat for the A.mericans, the number of the victors being too

small for such a result, had in other regards the efiect of a considerable

battle gained over the enemy.

General Wilkinson, as we have already narrated, on hearing the unwel-

come news of Hampton's repulse and retreat, held a council of war, to

take counsel as to what ought to be done. His troops at that time were

stationed at Cornwall and St. Regis, on the St. Lawrence upper river-board.

The agreement come to was, that the intended descent on Montreal should

be abandoned ; and the troops be borne across to the American side of the

flood, and there be cantoned for the winter. Thus did the fortunate

resistance of a few militi.i companies cause the retreat from our country of

an army over 15,000 strong, and rendered abortive the best-concerted plan

as yet formed, by the strategists of the United States, for the conquest of

Canada. Colonel De Salaberry received special thanks for his iidmirable

conduct in the affair, from the commander-in-chief, and from thv. two

chambers in session ; he was also decorated with knightly distinctions by

the Prince Regent of Great Britain. The militiamen, too, had their

merits acknowledged by a presentation to them of new regimental colors.

lif I
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The invasion of Lower Canada having,' been tlius far unsuccessful, our

soldiery in the Upper Province a^sunicd the oflensive a.s the Americans

were about to evacuate it. General Drunnnond, who Huccecded to (Jen.

llottenburi:,h as commandant there, ascended with a force to the head of

Lake Ontario ;
and at his approach, the American General McClure eva-

cuated Fort George, in December, burnin<^ the villaj^e of New'ark when on

the way to his own country. Drummond resolved to avenge the colony

for this unprovoked act of barbarity. Colonel Murray, at the head of 5

or G hundred men, surprised Tort Niagara, took 3U0 prisoners, and cap-

tured a large ([uantity of artillery, small arms, k'i. General lliall followed,

in support of Murray's operations, with two regiments and a band of west-

ern savages, lliall, by way of reprisal for the conflii;,iation of Newark,

left the frontiers on the American side at the discretion of his Indians,

who burnt Jjcwiston. IManchester, and all the country around, were burnt

or devastated. Two small towns Black Hock and IJuffalo, were also, after

a combat for their possession, fired by incendiary hands. This savage

expedition terminated the hostile operations of 1813
;
which were alike

unfavorable to the Americans, in the aggregate, on land and sea.

Thus, on the ocean, after several trials of prowess and skill between ship

and ship, tlie republicans, not having a sufficent force to cope with a Bri-

tish fleet, saw several of their bravest cnptiiins laid low in such naval-duels :

thus did they lose, this year, the gallant Lawrence, who was killed in the

famous combat between the Cltempcahe and the Shannon, the former fri-

gate being taken by boarders from the latter, in full sight of the Boston-

ians. British squadrons, this year too, ravaged parts of the American

seaboard mercilessly, especially the shores of the Chesapeake, and extended

these coasting depredations as far as the shores of Virginia.

The armies which had been operating along the Canadian frontier,

being now in quarters for the winter on both sides, General Prevost

repaired to Quebec to meet the chambers, which had been convoked for

January, 1814. Dissentiment between the assembly and legislative coun-

cil, which the excitement of actual war had superseded for a time, now,

that the safety of the colony was pretty well assured, resumed its accus-

tomed course by degrees, and at length became more decided than during

the preceding session, despite the eftbrts of the governor to reconcile con-

tending parties. The assembly-men, with whom the latter had much in-

fluence, sanctioned, up(5n a confidential message being sent to them solicit-

ing supplementary supplies, an extension of the issue of army-bills he before

allowed, to a total of £1,500,000 in order to defray war costs. The bill

for excluding the judges was taken up and passed by the assembly, but
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thrown out by tlio council, which also quashed two other projects laid

before tlicm: one which imposed a special taxonjiovernnient functionaries
j

and another, authorizing tlu; appnintnient of an auvnt for the colony, to

reside in London and defend its interests at head-ipiarters,

Mr. Stuart, from his place in the legislature, formally accused Jud^o

Scwell of having unconstitutionally usurped parliamentary authority, by

imposini^' diseretioiniry rules of procedure ; he also cliarji,ed him with hav-

ing advised Craig to dissolve, arbitrarily, the chambers in 1809, and to

address an insulting discourse to the people's ri'[)resentutives at the same

time ; he likewise alleged, that the judge had deprived him (.Stuart) of his

office as solicitor-general, merely to give the place to his own brother, iMr.

Stephen Sewcll. Further, he charged •' idge Sewell with violating tho

privileges of the house, and tampered with the freedom of elections, by

imprisoning Messrs. IJedard, Blanchet, and Taschereau, of the asscmlily,

and M. Corbeil, und(>r a trumped-up accusation of high treason. Finally

Mr. Stuart accused Judge Sewell of having employed an Irish adventurer,

John Henry, as an emissary, to undermine the American Union, and

induce certain of its States to form an alliance with Canada against their

other Compatriots.

All these grave imputations, truthful for the most part, were entertained

by the chamber, and endjodied in an address from the chamber to the

regency, being sanctioned by a great majority of votes. Mr. Stuart him-

self was nominated to take the document to London, and there sustain the

accusations it contained. M. Bedard was the party first pitched on for

this purpose ; but as he had judicial functions to discharge, the former

jurisconsult undertook to defend the representations made. The governor

promised to transmit the address himself ; but he informed the assendjly

that he could suspend no judge from his functions at the request of

one chamber only. A rc((uisition, accompanied by an exi^ository memo-

rial of grievances csperieucel at the hands of the executive,—a paper

emanating from the people,—was sent at the same time to the Prince

Regent.

Judge Sewcll went to London to defend himself; while Stuart was pre-

. vented from going thither to confront him, because the legislative council

refused to sanction a grant of money, accorded in assendjly, to pay his

expenses. The accusations against the two chief colonial judges came to

nothing. Sewell, backed by the personal influence of Prince Edward,

father of her present 3Iajesty, gained the good graces of Lord Bathurst,

to such an extent, that not only were the explanations of his conduct

20
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accoptod, but lie waa officially find even earnestly rccomniendod to the

favor of Sir .J. C. Sherbrookc, wlicii the l"*.toi was made governor of Lower

Canada, two years afterwards.*

It must be allowed that Judge Seweli . i a polite, ^'ravc, and Hupple-

backed personage, and well fitted to play the part assigned to him by tho

ministry of that day. Although he was the most dangerous enen)y wiiieh

tlie (Jallo-Canadians had, he was always very affable to them personally.

What the Tory cabinet, then supreme, wanted, was a man who should dia-

guise its despotic polity while taking the lead in the party opposed to the

people's representatives. This party he directed, in both councils, till tlio

end of his career. This influence was especially strong in the legislative

council, where his counsels caused several patriotic measures, originated

in assembly, to miscarry.

While in England, Judge Seweli found no means better fitted, in hia

idea, to avenge upon the Canadians the accusations made against himself,

than to revive the proposals of Craig to annihilate their nationality.

Finding that tlicse met with no acceptance, he advised that an incorpora-

ting union of all tlic North British provinces, Lower and Upper Canada,

&c., should take place, under one governor, and with a legislature common

to all. He impressed on I'rince Edward the desirability of such a union,

and advised him to use his influence with the ministry to bring it about.

In the appendix to Lord Durham's Report on Canadian affairs, may be

seen a letter from the Prince to Seweli, in which he engages to communicate

to the cabinet tho suggestions of the latter on the subject, as soon as

opportunity would allow. Seweli proposed to establish a chamber of

thirty members for the five or six provinces ; and, in the cover enclosing

a memorial on the subject, transmitted to the prince for presentation, he

enjoined the latter not to tell Lord Bathurst who was its author. When
the union of the two Canadas did actually take place, the vengeance of

Judge SewcU must have been satisfied ; though this satisfaction did not

come to console him till late in the day, for he was an aged man when

the act was consummated : yet it must have been gratifying to a mind

like his, to have lived long enough to see the people, whom he liated so

much, doomed to wither under the supremacy of an alien race 1

As soon as the session closed, the governor busied himself in making

preparations for the campaign of the year. While tlius engaged, a

barbaric embassy composed of cliiefs of Indian tribes of nine or ten of

the western savage nations, arrived in Quebec. Sir George received

* Earl Bathurst to Sir John Coape Sherbrooke ; letter dated May 6, 1816.
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thcni, with vlcc-rc^'nl stfitc, in the castlo of St. Louis. Thcso envoys

(liiiuaiulcd arms, on holiulf of tlieiiisclvos nnd tlnMr savnj^'o eonHtitui'iitfl,

and vcstuiontrt I'or tho womon and children of the tribes devoted or

inclined to the Hritish interest. "The Americans," said they, "every

day are dispossessini; us of our lands. They have no pity tl)r us: they

axo bent on thrusting us into the far rej^ions of the .settinu; sun." Tlu^y

were exhorted to adhere to tho British side ; the j^overnor cxpressini;, at

tlio same time, deploratioiis at the loss of Tecumseh and otlier faithful

chiefs who had die<l for Britain. Finally he dismissed them, but not

without a load of presents.

The defeat which the Americans sustained at Chateaupuay, did not

oxtini^uish their hopes of obtaining a footing in Lower Canada. 'J'hey

made a renewed attempt, in that view, late in tho winter-time. General

Mac<mib witli a detachment, left Plattsburgh, crossed Lake Champlain

on the ice, and advanced to St. Arniand, where he waited to he joined by

troops under (jeiieral Wilkinson, iuttMidiiig to move upon Odelltown and

the mill of Lacolle. Accordingly, after the union took place, the conjoint

force advanced to Odelltown, and took possession of it without resistance.

March 30, the Americans advanced towards Lacolle mill, where were

posted some voltigeurs, fencibles, &c. Tliese made so determined a

resistance, tliat after a cannonade of 2i liours' duration, the assailants

gave up their attempt, and returned to IMattsburg.

After this all but abortive expedition, the Americans modified their

plan of operating ; and renouncing, for the present, any further attempts

on Lower Canada, tliey determined to direct their hostilities against the

Upper Province, whicli it was easier for them to invade. But this plan,

if it were more easy to carry out, was also less fruitful of results. The

enemy's enterprises had ended hitherto, eitlier in repulses or in ephemeral

successes ; wliilc the latter had been obtained with much blood.slied, and

been accompanied by ravagings severely avenged ; all having little or no

influence in bringing about a decisive result for the cause of cither of

the belligerents.

The American leaders, having withdrawn their chief corps from the

frontier of Lake Champlain, moved them towards Lake Ontario, intend-

ing to bring the land-force into action as soon as the flotilla laid up

in Sackett's Harbor could operate therewith. The stores of the enemy

being located at Oswego, General Drummond, British commandant in

Upper Canada, resolved to capture or destroy them, if possible, and thus

retard the departure of the hostile vessels. With that intent, he embarked

a body of troops ut Kingston ; and, May 5, arriving before Oswego, he
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noxt (Iny nttackcfl the |>IiiC(', ami, uftor ii fijrlit, Micoocflcd in l)iirniii;_' the

fort and iiiiiLraziiuts. 'I'lio Aiiu'ricaiis, Iiowi-vlt, .Muvt'd most ol' their naval

HtorcM, having; I'onnd tiino to ivniove them soiiu) distanee up the river to

a plaee of Heonrity ; tho end of tho expedition, therelbre, wu8 but indif-

ferently attained.

Drummond now proceeded to take coninnmd of the British forces at

tlie head of the lake. In his disposal of them al'terwards lu; committed

the faidt ol" dispersinir them in parties s(» far apart, that hours had to

pass before any two or n»oro of them could be brought together, upon an

cmer'rency. The American generals, Scott and Kipley, posted on the

opposite shore, taking advantage of this error, crossed the flood with

3,000 men, and took Fort Erie by surprise. Next day, they marched to

attack tlie entrenched camp of (jtmeral lliall at C'hippawa, a short distance

above the Falls of Niagara. The British, although few in number, were

led out by their commander to tight the enemy in open Held. Tho com-

bat that ensued was obstinate; and Uiall, linding that he could not

maintain his ground, after losing many of his men, retired within his

lines for a short time, and finally retrograded towards Burlington heights.

Tho Americans followed him us far as Qucenston, and then took the road

to Chippawa. lliall also began retracing his steps
;
but when the retiring

Americans reached FiUndy's Lane, near tho lately contested field, they

turned round ayd offered battle, iliall declined the offer and was about

to retreat, when (Jeneral J-)rummond came to him with 800 men, and

took the chief command. He determined to make a stand ; but before

he could put his troops, fatigued with their march, along with lliall's

men, in proper order, he was attacked at a disadvantage by the Americans,

and his left forced to fall back, but not in disorder; and the general

coming up, ranged the men en pntnice along the roadway, supjwrted by

the central corps, posted on an eminence, upon which the British artillery

was placed, and kept up a deadly fire on the enemy's masses as they

advanced. The American leaders, seeing that they must perforce retreat

if their adversaries' guns played much longer, threw their whole strength

against this key of the British position, advanced determinedly, and,

after a desperate struggle, succeeded in silencing some of the cannon;

the artillerymen keeping up their fire to the latest moment, and getting

bayoneted at the side of Lhc pieces they had so cfiectively served. Nights

fall now arrived, and a scene of great confusion ensued, several strange

mistakes occurring; such as tho parties' exchanging pieces of artillery

during the charges made, on one and the other part, during succeeding

hours of obscurity. At nine P. M. the firing ceased for a short timej

Th
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nnd tho ronr-jjiinrd of tlio AmoricnuH, wMoli lind not till tlion oomo up,

now took its yhiw on the fu'M. 'i'lu! Hritisli, jilso. almost at tlif s.niu>

instant Wert! joined l»y a niMforct'incMit <it' I. '_'•)<» men; when, by a kind

of tacit a,i,'n'i>in('nt, tlio conihat wn« rt'sunifd with j^roatcr o))Htinacy than

iK^forc. Al)out midniLrht, however, tho Anioricans, (U'spairinu' of hcinj?

ttblo to maintain tlmmsolvcs on tho heiirht of which it ha<l cost them

80 mnch to ^lain a tcuii»orary mastery, <iavo up the contest, aft«'r it had

lasteil six hours, ;ind retreated to tluir eaiiip heymid the river ('liip|iawa.

In tiio darkness and disunh-r, (Jeneral Ilialkwlio had heen danutronsly

wounded, j^ot amon;^ tlm enemy's cavalry, when trying to yet into the

rear of his own army, and was taken prisoner.

Next day, the Americans threw into tho Niaj;nra a yroat part of their

bajr^at!;e and stores, set fire to Slroet-Mills, destroyed Fort Chippawa, and

retrograded to Fort Erie.

The loss of men, on both sides, was considerable, and almost e((Ual;

say about 1. ;")()() in all killed or wounded, Americans and Uritish. (ien-

oral Drummond received a severe hurt in tlie neck ; whicli, however, he

concealed from his men, and fouuht on. Several hundreds of Americans

were taken prisoners, althou>rh the British numbered but 2,800 in all,

while their enemies nundjcred 5,000. Tho [Jpper Canadian militia

manifested tho most siL>;nal bravery. " Nothiii'j,' could be more terrible,"

says a reporter of the action, " nor yet more solemn, than that iKtcturnal

combat. Tho desperate charces made by the troops were Inllowcd by a

death-like silence, broken only l)y the groans (tf the dying and the mono-

tonous noise of tho great cataracts. Hardly could one <.liscern, by help

of the fitful light of tho moon, the lines of soldiery, their arms gleaming

faintly to the eye of tho observer. Those intervals of stillness, not

unaccompanied by iufjuietude, were soon broken by tho billing of mus-

ketry, and the measuretl trampling of the Americans in their renewed

chargings, which were yet more firmly resisted than they were determi-

nedly made."

As on the British, so on the American side, both chief generals

(Brown and Scott) were severely wounded in this desperate battle ; and

the chief command of the republic:uis devolved on General llii)ley, who,

having made good his retreat, entrenched his men around Ft)rt Frio.

Drummond, following him up soon thereafter, invested the place.

First, ho cannonaded tho works, and, having made a practicable breach

in them, during the night of August 14, he formed his troops into

three attacking columns, with the intent of assailing the enemy's

defeuccs simultaneously, on their whole front. Colonel Fischer, who

f
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headed one column, advanced two hours before daylight next morning, and

got possession of the batteries opposed to him. Immediately thereafter

the two other columns advanced; and, after a sharp struggle, succeeded

in penetrating though the embrazures of a semi-bastion, into the fort itself,

whicli was in the centre of the American entrenched camjJ. The defend-

ers then took refuge in the stone building, and were playing the cannon

therein mounted against those of the bastion already mentioned, well

directed against them, when a powder-magazine blew up, scattering friends

and foes alike who happened to be in or near the fort. The British not

yet in action were panic-stricken by this accident, and fled from the scene,

pursued by the Americans. The assault of course failed, and caused a

loss of 1,000 men to the repulsed, in killjd, wounded, and missing:

while the Americans had not above 80 casualties in all.

After this disaster, Drumraond converted the siege into a blockade.

Sept. 17, the Americans made a sortie, upon hearing of the victory

gained by their flotilla on Lake Champlain and the retreat of General

Prevost. Taking advantage of a storm then raging, they fell on the

British suddenly, destroyed their advanced works, and took prisoner

some hundreds of them ; but, the tide having turned, the assailants were

thrust back, losing about an equal number of men, mostly taken captive.

Shortly afterwards, illness breaking out in the British camp, and General

Izard being on the way with reinforcements for the beleaguered from

Plattsburg, Drummond drew off his forces and returned to Chippawa.

At this time, the unfortunate issue of the British expedition, inciden-

tally adverted to above, became a foundation for accusations, of a grave

character, against Prevost. This governor, whom the British-Canadian

party detested, because he appeared to have more regard for the French-

Canadians than his predecessor, was blamed as being the primary causer

of all the misfortunes that had lately attended the military operations of

the year. The factious party, constrained vo silence for a time by the

din of war, and not being able to gainsay the commendations rightly

bestowed on the Canadians for their loyalty and courage in action, eagerly

seized the occasion of the public being chagrined at what the /governor

could not foresee, far less prevent, to raise a clamor against an adminis-

trator ever obnoxious to them.

The ftict was, that the ill-starred Plattsburg expedition was undertaken

by order of the British ministry itself, after the 'dut abdication of

Napoleon ; when the general peace ensuing, for a time, enabled the

cabinet of London to send a larger number of soldiers than before to

America lu July and August, this year, 1814, a draught of 4,000 of
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Wellington's soldiers arrived at Queboc. In a few days afterwards, they

were transported, some towards Lake Ohainplain frontier, and others to

diflferent localities of Upper Canada. The latter portion was commanded

by General Kempt, an officer who had gained much credit in the Penin-

sular War, who had orders to attack the Americans at Sackett'e Harbor,

should a favorable occasion present itself.

The command of the British flotilla in Lake Champlain was given to

Captain Downie, transferred from that of Ontario. To complete the

crews of the former, many of the sailors were taken from the ships of war

lying at Quebec. The troops destined to act against Plattsburg were

stationed between Laprairie and Chambly.

After his repulse at Lacolle, the American General Wilkinson was

replaced by General Izard. The close of the war in Europe having

disengaged much of the military force there maintained by Britain, as

above said, the Americans were fain to change situations, adopting the

defensive for the offensive ; they began to see already, therefore, that if

they did not show dispositions for peace, they would have to encounter

the whole embattled strength of the British empire.

Izard set out in August, with a corps 5,000 strong, to reinforce the

American army at Fort Erie, leaving only 1,500 men at Plattsburg:

this became an invitation to the British to hasten to their attack, and

Prevost /iccordingly caused his forces to advance. He crossed the frontier

at Odelltown, took possession of Champlain village, and occupied an

entrenched camp, previously quitted by the enemy, on the river Chazy.

Hence he marched his force, divided in two columns, upon Plattsburg,

sweeping before him several parties of militiamen who beset his path, and

arrived at his destination on the 6th of September. Colonel Bayard,

sent on with some companies of Munro's regiment of British infantry,

drove the Americans out of that part of Plattsburg situated to the north

of the river Saranae, who were then about to occupy, on the opposite bank?,

some heights crowned with batteries, redoubts, and other field-works,

mounted with heavy ordnance. The British artillery being brought

up, Commodore Macdonough, in command of the American flotilla,

anchored in front of the place, to keep his flag-ship out of gun-range of

the British land force, had to quit port and take to the open lake. The

British flotilla, under Captain Downie, followed, at some distance, the

movements of Prevost. A favorable wind for his purpose springing up,

Pownie was tempted to attack the enemy's vessels, in sight of the army

on shore. Unfortunately, the captain's own frigate got too near the land,

and thus was exposed to the fire, not only of an American ship, but to

fi
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tliat of two American batteries besides. At the very outset, Downie

and several of his officers wore killed, and the ship grounded ; untoward

circunistanccs, by which the Americans profited, and made the forces on

the British side, thenceforward, unequal to cope with that of the enemy.

Captain Pring, who now took the chief command of the flotilla, wag

obliiivd, after a combat of two hours, to strike his flag, as did all the other

captains theirs in succession, their vessels being overmatched. Of the

whole flotilla, only 7 or 8 gun shallops escaped.

While the light was in progress on the lake, the land-forces of the

respective parties were not idle. Prevost, hf.ving battered the place for

a short time, prepared to carry it, if possible, by escalade. One attacking

column was formed, with orders to force the town bridge, and assail the

defensive works in front; another, which defiled behind the camp to

prevent suspicion of its intent, was to cruss the Saranac, at a ford above

the town, and, descending the river banks, fall upon the rear of the

defenders of the place while engaged with the former column. The plan

failed, for want of proper concert, or rather through misadventures.

When the first column came within gun-range, a brisk fire was opened

upon it from the works, which the British stood still to return. Meanwhile,

the second column missed the proper road, and did not come up to time.

The Americans, too feebly assailed, were able to hold their own ; and,

wlien they perceived that the British had been beaten on the lake, were

naturally emboldened to make a stouter defence. The cries of triumph from

the place reaching the ear of General llobinson, who was leading on the

tardy second column, he halted his men, and sent one of his aides to Prevost

to demand what had happened, and whether he ought to advance further.

Sir George, on consideration that even were the conjoint assault successful,

the place could not long be retained now that the Americans had the

entire mastery of the lake, ordered Bobinson to retrograde, and drew off

the attacking parties. Purther, he had not a moment to lose if the British

army were to reach Canada in safety, of renouncing all further prosecu-

tion of the expedition. General Macomb's force was constantly increas-

ing by the arrival of reinforcements from all sides ; and detachments

from it could easily be transported by jMacdonough's vessels to any point

of the lower lake-board, while the homeward road for the discomfited

British was not only in a wretched state, but part of its course within

gun-shot of the lake. It was reported, too, that the Vermont militia

were on the point of crossing the latter in a body, to prevent the escape

of the invaders. Upon the whole, it is pretty certain that if Prevost

had gone deeper into the enemy's country, he would have experienced the

fate of Bourgoync.
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Sir George, therefore, after clismantling his batteries, commanded an

immediate retreat, sending the wounded homeward in the first place.

The first marcliing stage was eff'ectcd in the night-time, under a torrent

of rain, the weatlier liaving been very foul for some time previous. A
retreat so precipitate could scarcely bo orderly, and accordingly great con-

fusion took place among the ranks, from which hundreds of the men strag-

gled, or deserted, and were picked up by advanced parties of the enemy,

sent in pursuit. By degrees, most of the whole artillery, baggage, stores,

and military chest of the army were captured or left boliind ; and tlius the

enemy made a great booty, for the troops had been provided with all neces-

saries for wintering in Plattsburg.

Such was the progress, such the ending of an expedition to America,

planned in London. Tlic means provided for the end in view were tuially

inadequate ; for Prevost's land-force, if not too small to invade the States

and strike a possibly successful blow there, was fiir too weak to maintain

a foothold, should 'hat be gained. The lake flotilla, too, got up hastily to

co-operate, was also unequal to what its crews had to copo with. The signal

failure of the expedition was the misfortune, not the fault, of Sir George

Prevost: unless, indeed, we lay to his charge, as a ground for blame, his

over readiness in obeying to the letter the rash orders sent him from head-

quarters.

While the British were thus mastered on and about Lake Champlain,

their supremacy was vindicating itself on Lake Ontario. Having con-

structed a ship to carry 100 guns. Sir James Yeo hoisted his pennant aboard

of lier at Kingston, and ascended tlie lake accompanied by a flotilla with

a detachment of troops embarked. The American flotilla, ensconced in

Sackett's ILirbor, iiad perforce to allow the British full scope to invade

their enemy's mid-lake frontier, at any point they chose. ' the sear

board side of the States, the descents and the depredations of tiio British

were of a nature to recall to the memory those of the Normands, during

the 0th and 10th centuries, on the shores and in the estuaries of

France.-''^

So long as the war carried on by the British against Napoleon was of

uncertain issue, they acted chiefly on the defensive in America, so as to

furnish to the European coalition maintained against him, as much aid as

possible. The Duke of Wellington, whom tlie ministry always consulted

on the empire's military affiiirs, approved of this system. " I am glad to

hear," he wrote in 1813, to Earl Bathurst, " that you are about to send

* A gross exaggeration, as every one moderately acquainted with the coun-

tries, times, and circumstances put in parallel, must admit.

—

B.
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a reinforcement to Sir George Prevost. I hope it may reach him in time,

and that he will not allow himself to be tempted, by the appearance of petty

advantages to be gained by invasions, to abandon his plan of defence. He
may be very sure that what he gains in that way, he will not be able to

retain. The attempt to do more than hold his own will lead to losses, and

these will assuredly embolden the enemy, perhaps involve perilous results.

Whereas, if he stick to'the defensive system, he throws the difficulties and

risks attending aggression on the Americans, probably to their ultimate

discomfiture."*

The cessation and supposed termination of the general war, early in

1814, gave a breathing-time to Britain, during which she was able to des-

patch reinforcements to Canada, and to send against the seaward regions

of the United States, squadrons with troops on board, who, making des-

cents on various points, obliged the Americans to recall most of the land-

forces they had sent towards the Canadas, and to call on their government

to propose or listen to terms of accommodation. By this time the whole

American seaboard lay almost helplessly open to British ships of war, which,

with troops on board, ravaged or blockaded its whole extent, from Maine

to Mexico. Two corps of land-forces, commanded by Generals Boss and

Pakenham, made inroads, the first on Washington, the second in the region

below New Orleans, thus striking at the heart and then western extremity

of the republican territories.

In August, 1814, General Ross, with 5,000 men, disembarked at Bene-

dict, and ascended the Patuxent to Washington, the capital of the United

States. At his approach, Commodore Barney burnt his flotilla in the

river, and, along with the crews and some militia-men, made a bold stand

against Ross at Bladensburgh ; when his men were defeated and himself

taken prisoner ; but he was let go on parole by his captors. No further

resistance being offered, the British took possession of Washington, burnt

the Capitol, with other public edifices ; and, after a very short stay, retired

to the ships which brought them. Concurrently, part of the invading

squadron repaired to Alexandria, on the Potomac river. The inhabitants

here, to sa\ <i the place, yielded up as a ransom, their shipping, goods, and

naval stores , with which the British departed.

Next month. General Ross disembarked his soldiers at North Point,

fourteen miles from Baltimore, in Maryland, and was advancing to that

city, when, his further progress being opposed, a fight took place, in which

he was killed. Colonel Brooke taking his place, the American force, led

• Colonel Garwood : Wellington's Despatches, Vol. X, p. 109.

ii.'ll
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by General Strieker, was repulsed. The British soldiers continued their

march, and bivouacked in front of the works erected for the defence of the

cdty, while their ships bombarded Fort McHcnry. Next day, the British

officers, judging their means of attack too small to surmount the obstacles

between them and Baltimore city, returned to their ships. Meanwhile,

other squadrons blockaded New York, Boston, New Lr ion, &c., captured

numerous vessels, and inflicted great damage on American trade.

The Southern States, too, had their turn of such devastating visitations,

as well as the Central and Eastern. In August, the British, with con-

sent of the Spanish authorities, took possession of the forts of Pensacola,

and equipped an expedition against ""ort Bowyer, which commands the

entry of the bay and harbor of Mobile. The American general, Jackson,

after making bootless complaints against the Spanish governor's conduct

on the occasion, marched against Pensacola, took the place by assault, and

forced the British to evacuate Florida. On his return to New Orleans,

finding that the city was threatened by the British, he called up the

militia of the state, proclaimed martial law, and set about erecting defen-

sive works.

The squadron, which had on board the army of General Pakenham,

appointed to operate against New Orleans, entered, Dec. 10, Lake Borgne,

wherein was a flotilla of gun-boats, which were all taken after a stout

resistance. Pakonham's corps being disembarked, a nocturnal combat took

jdace between his vanguard and some Americans, Dec. 22, about nine

miles distant from the city. The British then advanced to a locality five

miles higher up the flood, which they had perforce to traverse before they

oould reach their destination. Here the way was barred by entrenchments,

faced with cotton bales, which had been formed to protect the city ; and

behind them were posted 6,000 of the best marksmen in the state. Paken-

ham, who had 12,000 soldiers under him (all regulars) formed them into

attacking columns, and ordered them to advance to the assault. This they

did with perfect regularity, in serried ranks, the ground they moved over

being very narrow. Arrived within gun-range of the entrenched Ameri-

cans, a deadly fire was opened upon them, by which, in a moment, the col-

umn heads of the British were crushed. In vain did the men try to rally

;

the dead and dying lay in heaps, leaving no ground to re-form upon. The

advancing mass behind gave way ; from this time all was lost, and the

repulsed assailants fell into frightful confusion. Gen. Pakenham was killed,

while trying to rally his men. Generals Gibb and Keene were wounded,

the former mortally. The soldiers would not, latterly, obey their chiefs

;

and the whole surviving soldiery took to flight, leaving behind them piles
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of doad. General Lambert, upon whom the chief command of the British

dovolvi (1, having gathered together the scattered parts of the beaten host,

the men by degrees recovered from tlieir panic. Tlie British lost in this

affair 1,700 men, killed and wounded ; while of the Americans there were

only six or seven wounded, and none killed. This disproportion, which

is in itself a strong condemnation of Pakeidiam's conduct, serves also to

justify the backwardness of General Prevost in risking a persistent assault

on I'lattsburg.'!*

The battle of New Orleans, the result of which filled the American

heart with joy, and some petty combats on sea, preceded but a short time

tlie termination of hostilities between the two countries. The victories

gained by the men of the States made the British ministers less exacting

in their terms, and allowed the American envoys to negociate with more

dignity ; the peace party in the country, too, now being able to raise its

head, without wounding the national self-love.

That party included almost all the Federalists, most of whom were

New Englanders; namely, inhabitants of those states which were the

most revolutionary before, and prompted others to engage in the war of

Independence. These olden provinces, at all times jealous of the junior

states, because the latter did not seem to pay the former due regard,

never ceased to complain of the losses they were enduring through the

war, into which they had been precipitated by those who had less to lose

through its means than they. Tlieir leading men accused the federal

government of giving the eastern towns and property no effectual protec-

tion, yet throwing upon these the heaviest burdens of war. The British

cabinet, aware of this discontent, purposely ravaged the eastern seaboard

• The above account of the (so called) " battle of New Orleans," is inexact

in several particulars. The entire force landed at first did not exceed, even if

it reached, 8,000 men. From this number must be deducted nearly 1,000, osving

to casualties which resulted from preliminary encounters. So far from being

" (^erases en un instant," when confronting the cotton-bag heroes, the British

Stood the enemies' fire during 75 minutes. The reason why they were thus

pinned to the spot so long, (as we have been personally assured by some of those

present) was because the ladders provided for bridging the ditch and scaling

the redoubts were too short,—a shameful piece of neglect,—and other means

were waited for, but never arrived. Again ; the Americans owned to an actual

loss of 55 killed, and 185 wounded. They asserted, indeed, that the British loss

was 2,600, viz. 700 killed, 1,400 wounded, and 500 taken. Round numbers are

always to be doubted : they are usually " estimations," that is, mere guesses.

But the loss was deplorably great, nevertheless.—See Fuost's Hist. U. States

pp. 336-340
; London edition of 1838.—jB.
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to increase it, trusting that, the more tletrimcnt the malcontents suffered,

the sooner they wouUl give in. Towards the close of the year ISl-t,

delegates nominated by the legislatures of Massachusetts, Connecticut,

Rhode Island, and certain representatives from \'^crmont and New
Hampshire, assembled at Hartford to take into consideration the state of

the country. The holding of this species of congress was denounced as

a usurpation of the functions of the federal legislature, and likely to

compromise the national interests, at a time of crisis ; it certainly had a

peace-impelling influence, which was reully wanted just then, for various

cogent reasons.

In August, 1S14, British and American envoys met at Ghent, in the

Kingdom of the Low Countries, to confer on terms of pacification. The

conferences lingered for several months ; but on the li^nd and 24th

December, two treaties were signed, the first containing commercial, the

second political stipulations ; both of which were ratified by the Prince

Regent of Great Britain, Dec. 27, and by the American government,

Feb. 17, 1815. The peace of Ghent was based on stipulations providing

that whatever territories, &c., had been taken, by cither party during the

war, should be restored. The subject of the rightful limits of Canada

and New Brunswick, which liad been debated during the neuociations,

was referred to a mixed commission, afterwards to be constituted for its

final settlement. By one article, the United States envoys agreed that

the x\mcrican Oceanic slave trade should be abolished, the cruisers of

the two powers to conjoin in chasing slavers as piratical vessels. The

vexed questions, of neutrals' immunities in war-time, and the " right of

search," were quietly ignored.

This mode of evading a " difficulty" was by no means satisfactory to

the war-party in America, because, its members argued, having gained

nothing by the war, the assenting to stop it without settling the questions

for which it was begun, was a tacit acknowledgment that the country was

not strong enough to bring hostilities to a triumphant close. But the

Americans were wrong in not taking up arms sooner ; they began hostili-

ties at a time when Napoleon's fortunes were on the decline, through his

invasion of Russia ; and after events enabled Britain to get one of her

hands at least clear for dealing with the Americans. The French emperor

was constantly'' urging the men of the States to take up arms against

Britain ; for he knew that they coveted the possession of the territory to

the north of that of the confederation, and which pressed upon the several

States with a kind of dead-weight. The true motive of the war they did

so tardily commence, was the conquest of Canada; its pretexts were,
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repudiation of the right of search, and maintenance of the rule (spurned

by the British) that " the flag borne protects the merchandise carried."

These pretensions exist at tliis day. Britain was wrong in not giving

up the points in dispute that gave rise to them, for her strength in

America declines in proportion as that of the United States increases.

Two things contribute to realize this weakness: 1. The numerical ino-

quality of the British North American populations; 2. The fundamental

vice inherent in a colonial government, the hoad-cjuarters of which, as in

the present case, are a thousand leagues apart, and, in a word, the orgiv-

nisation, political and social, of which is so es.sentially ditFer.:. * from that

of America. Sir A. Alison admits, that the treaty of Ghent provided

for a long truce rather than a final pacification. Thus, the cpiestion of

the boundaries of Maine long remained unsettled ; sftid when the time

for doing so arrived, the Americans, profiting by the leaven of discontent

in the Canadiua mind, resulting from the events of 1837, obtained almost

all it asked for on the occasion. The continued assumption of a right of

search will, without doubt, be a cause of renewed difficulties; for ita

allowance is incompatible with the dignity of a free nation, one having

such trading interests as those of the United States.

The treaty which put an end to the war of 1812-14, was hailed with

joy in Upper Canada, where the hostilities carried on had been both

sanguinary and costly. It was not less welcome to those States of the

American confederation most dependent on commerce for their prosperity.

The war had almost annihilated the foreign trade of the republic while

it lasted, which had been previously very great. Thus while its exports,

in the latter time (1812) were to the value of 22 million pounds sterling,

its imports 28 millions ditto ; the former, in 1814, were but £1,400,000

in value, the latter less than three millions. From two to three thousand

American vessels were taken by the British while the war lasted ; and

the former, in regard to their war marine, could not fail to be overmatched,

especially at the outset, by the immense superiority of the British navy,

then equipped on the most gigantic scale ever known. As the federal

revenue receipts depended almost entirely on customs-duties, its ordinary

sources were all but dried up at once ; and the central government was

obliged to have recourse to direct imposts and loans : the amount of the

latter, in the third year of the war, reached a total of 22^ million

dollars,—an enormous sum for a nation whose annual revenue, in ordinary

times, did not exceed 23 millions. Before hostilities ended, two-thirds of

the American ti'ading houses became insolvent ; and the malcontent New-

England States already adverted to were on the eve of disconnecting

themselves from the Union, when peace for all was proclaimed.

eyes,
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The commerce of Britain suffered greatly, likewise, by the war ap^ainst

the States. Their people, just before it broke out, took gooda and

produce from the British to the value of twelve millions annually : as a

oonse(iueiice, the manufacturing classes in Britain suffert li serio isly by

the suspension of trade between the two countries. The misery among

the British work-people at that time, great as it was, would have become

insupportable but for the general opening up of European markets for

their articles, after the disasters of Napoleon terminated in his fall.

But, meanwhile, the necessities of the Anierioans, cut oflF as they were,

for the time, from regular sui)plieH of goods from abroad, constrained

them to begin manufacturing for themselves ; and the establishments then

founded to supply home wants, have, some of them, maintained themselves

till this day, while many more have been established since : so that the

Americans are become, in several regards, formidable competitors as

manufacturers, as well as traders, to the British. Such was the first

permanent eft'ect of the war. A second result, not less important, was

that the Northern States, which wished for separation In 1814, are

become, since then, the natural rivals of Britain, because it is in New
England, mostly, that American manufacturing industry, on a large

scale, is located ; its people, therefore, being concerned to secure for

themselves a home market throughout the Union, are now the least likely

to move for breaking up the confederation. Accordingly, there is no

reason for its enemies to calculate on a separation of the north-eastern

from the central or south-western States, through clashing commercial

interests; as, every day, new ties are forming to bind its parts more

closely together than ever.

On the other hand, it is not likely that the Americans will attempt to

acquire the Canadas without the consent of their inhabitants. In their

eyes, colonial dependence is neither a natural nor durable state for a

people ; and the manifest tendencies of metropolitan governments them-

selves give a plain enough indication that they have a similar feeling as

to the future. Such an eventuality [independence?] pre-occupies the

attention of the politicians and historians of Britain ; but neither her

historians nor her statesmen, it seems, can rid themselves of their old-

world prejudices, so as to form an impartial judgment of what ought to

be done, in order to maintain the integrity of the British empire. Under

whatever aspect we view this question, a solution of it appears difficult

;

for the mother country cannot allow to colonists the like controlling

influence over its own immediate government, that the people of the

Three Kingdoms demand and exert; nor can she invite the people of

f"
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her romoto (Icpondoncies to send roprcscntativoH to the inipcrinl pniTinmont

in proportion to the population tliey contain : lor there may (and pr()l)ably

will) eonu! a timt;, when the eolleetive population of tli(^ Canadas, New
Brunswick, Nova Hcf)tia, kc, will exceed that of insular Uritain ; and

tlius, metropolitan supremacy passing out of lier hands, the United

Kin^ilom will become a dependency of a (jrentcr ]Jritain, and derive

thence its final destinies. This necessary conse(iuenco shows tlic force of

the obstacles which colonial rule has to encounter us it becomes decrepit,

and population arise under its sway. Separation of tlio parties at last

appears to be inevitable, however adverse one or other, or both, at first,

may '.e to its taking place. All that polity can do in the case, is to

postpone the consummation as long as possible, and make the disjunction

with the least detriment to both when the time for it arrives. But fore-

sight, almost always, is wanting to the protecting party, when the

protected become strong enough, as well as inclined, to go tlieir own ways.

Meanwhile, as fear restrains the compression of the governing, so does

hesitation signalise the resistance of a majority of the governed
; while a

younger or more ardent miiKjrity among the latter, is ever chafing at the

constraint its bent is put under.

Nations owning colonies are often blind to the real causes of their

revolts. For Britain to assure for herself the continued possession of her

North American colonies, says Alison, she ought, above all things, to win

tlic attacliment of their inhabitants, and make sure of tlieir support.

"Althougb we must deplore the efi'ects of the culpable acts and criminal

ambition of those revolutionists of Canada, who alienated from us

the affections of a simple and industrious people, formerly so loyal and

so devoted, the evil is not irremediable : if it be dealt with in a right

spirit, there may grow ont of temporary evil, abiding good. Those events,

attracting attention among ourselves, have become means for disclosing to

public view many abuses, which, but for them, would have remained in

the shade ; thus have they shown us the necessity there was for reform-

ing them." But abuse of power is the canker-worm at the root of all

colonial government. Those who, in the mother country, seem to be most

ardent for reform at home, arc the very men avIio are the least reserved

opponents of colonial reforms. The insurrections which took place in the

two Canadas in 1837, Avcrc but the natural consequence of the bad

administration of those provinces ; and of the obstinacy of the deposita-

ries of power, who ever turned a deaf ear to the earnest remonstrances of

the people's representatives, during a long series of years. Prejudice is

so difficult to_ remove, that the historian cited above, while proposing his

M. r
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remedy for tlio evils of those times, virtually justifies the movers in the

Upper Ciiiuuliau revolts he dcnounees ; but he merely meant to do so out

of respect to malccintents oi llritisli birth or deseent : wherc^as, in rei:;ard

to the Lower Canadian outbreak, he takes the Ireedoin to sti^'uiatize its

loaders and promoters as rebels outrit^ht. The discrimination he makcB,

in the case, is simply this : the Upper Canadians were misled into resis-

tance by instigators of too active tempers and over energetic minds, (signs

these of a superiority of race !) while the unreasonably rebellious conduct

laid to the charge of the Liiwer Canadians he aseribu-s to seltish ambition in

their leaders, and ignorance in themselves : in brief, what is denounced as

a crime in a GuUu-Cuuadian shall puss for public virtue in a lirito-Caua-

dian.

The campaign of 1814 having terminated. Sir George Provost repaired

to Quebec, and summoned the chambers to meet in January ensuing.

M. Panet having been nominated a member of the legislative council.

M. Pui)ineau, junior,—then seiireely 2(5 years of age,—was chosen presi-

dent of assembly in his place. Of a more ardent temperament than his

father, thitherto the most distinguished of our parliamentary champions,

the son was destined to carry out opposition principles to a much greater

extent than the parent had done.

After making emendations of the militia law, and augmenting imposts

previously laid on divers commodities as war-taxes, to endure so lung as

war-needs ref(uired, the assembly reverted to a consideration of the (jues-

tion, whether it were desirable for the Canadian legislature to have a

resident agent in London. The proposal was carried in the affirnmtive,

but the council rejected it. The home government, on its part, ever

opposed to a delegation of this kind, declar(!d that the governor was tlie

sole medium through which communications could pass, constitutionally,

between the chambers and the British executive or legislature.

What more immediately induced the assembly to revive the consideration

of this matter, was a rumor then current, that the ministry hud it in

contemplation to conjoin all the British Xorth American provinces

under one colonial administration, as had been proposed by Judge Sewell.

—The assembly now announced that it persisted in following up the

accusations it had already made against that functionary, and others it

had preferred before, against Judge Monk. iMr. James Stuart was

nominated, at the same time, to proceed to London, and sustain the

charges against both, before the English tribunals. The assembly was

still engaged in the discussion of this business, when official intelligence

that peace between Britain and the States had been concluded, waa
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oomraunicatod to the cliuiubcra. Tho asHcinbly forthwith passod a resolu-

tion dochiratory of its HcnititncntH, that Sir Geor^^c l'rovo.st had over distin-

gui.shcd hiiuHclf by his cnur^'y, hkill, and Hagacity, ovon undor the moat

tryinf; circumstances; addiji^, a.s a .solid token of tho good-will of the house

towards him, a present of. t'),000 sterling', fur tho purchano of a tablo-servico

of {)lato: a vote which was disallowed, next year, by tho council, when it

took the shape of a law ; alt]iouf:;h the I'rinco llej^cnt, intermediately,

approved of tho civil administration and military conduct of his Ma-

jesty's representative.

When tho parliament was prorof^ucd, the president of assembly in

presenting the bills of supply, thus addressed tho governor :

—

" The events of the late war have drawn closer the bonds which connect

Great Britain and the Canadas. These provinces have been preserved to her

under circumstances of peculiar diflBculty. At tho epoch of the declara-

tion of war, this country was destitute both of troops and money, and

your excellency was at the head of a people in whom it was pretended

that half a century of repose had extinguished all nulitary spirit.

" Superior to prejudices which had but too generally prevailed, your

excellency has derived from the devotion of that brave and loyal, yet

unjustly calumniated people, resources sufficient for disconcerting the

plana of con(iucst devised by a foe at once numerous and elate with

contidenco. Iteinforcements were subsequently received ; and the blood

of tho sons of Canada has flowed mingled with that of tho bravo soldiers

sent for its defence. iMultiplicd proofs of the efficacious and powerful

protection of tho mother country, and of tlio inviolable loyalty of the people

of this province, strengthen their claims to tho preservation and free

exorcise of all tho benotits which are secured to them by their existing

constitution and laws."

Sir Goorgo listened to these encouraging words (and they were needed,

as well as deserved) with the liveliest satisfaction. He informed the

chambers that ho was about to set out for England, his presence being

wanted there, as he had to reply to certain accusations against him,

proffered by Commodore Yco, for his conduct of the expedition against

Plattsburgh. Before ho departed, the inhabitants of Quebec and

Montreal presented to him very genial addresses of valediction. The
French-Canadians took liim all the closer to their aficetions, as they knew

that the kind of disgrace into which he had fallen, was more due to the

unvarying kindness which ho had manifested for them, than to his

imputed demerits as a warrior or an administrator.

The unfortunate result of the Plattsburg expedition furnished eon.

venient pretexts to his personal enemies to evince their active antipathy

li
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to him without disj^iso. Tims, a brother of Jiul^u SewoU took dcca*

sion to iiiHult him in libellous print; while Sir J. Yoo licensed him of

havin<,' cut out a triumph for the Anioricans. ThoHo and others of his

cnouiitss collcafjfuod and threw upon him, likewise, the discredit of tho

failure at Sackett's Harbor— the aim of tho aeeusers beinji; to get hiui

superseded as t^overnor of Canada. The authorities at the Ilorso

Guards, London, transmitted to him a copy of four eharires intendi'(l to

be broui^ht a<^ainst him ; intimating', at the same time, tluit lu; wnuM bo

allowed tho intcrnmdiate space, from tho day of date till January 12,

181(5, to prepare liis defence. lie did not live, however, to meet his

enemies face to face ; for the winter havinj^ set in with rij^or, his consti-

tution, never strong, was seriously affected by the fatigues and exposure

attendant on his overland passage from Quebec, through a snow-obstructed

wilderness, to St. John, N. B., where he endjarked for Britain. He died

Jan. 5, shortly after his arrival in London. The court-martial appointed

to judge him never met, such being the rule in these cases. At tho

instance of Lady Prevost, and of Colonel Provost, bro^l.ir of her

deceased Imsband, the war-office publicly acknowledged the distinguished

services which the victim (of malice and envy) had rendered to his

country
; and, as a kind of tokin of governmental contrition, tlu; Ke-^cnt

accorded an honoral)le addition to the armorial bearings of the family.

As for the military reputation of the dead warrior, it was cleared of

tho stain attempted to bo cast upon it, through the miscarriage of Sack-

ett's Harbor and Plattsburg, by those best (jualified to judge; viz., tho

most distinguished members of his own profession. In especial, tho

Duke of Wellington thus addressed the sccretary-at-war on the subject

:

" I approve highly, indeed I go further, for I admire all that has been

done by tho military in America, so far as I understand it generally.

—

Whether Sir George Prevost was right or wrong in his decision at Lako

Champlain, is more than I can tell ; though of this I am certain, that ho

must equally have returned to Kingston," (Montreal,) " after the fleet

was beaten. I am inclined to think he was right : I have told ministers

repeatedly, that a naval superiority on the lakes is a sine qua noii of

success in war on the frontiers of Canada, even if our object should be

wholly defensive."*

Several of the naval officers, however, who misconducted themselves at

Plattsburg, were tried by courts-martial and punislicd.

• GuRWOOD, xiv, 244: Wellington to iSir G. Murruxj, Dec. 22, 1814.
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CHAPTER I.

QUESTION OF PARLIAMENTAliY SUmjES.—1816-1822.

Diiicussions between the Asneiiibly iind Legislative Council renc.'wcd after the warconcltides.

I'miioi-ed Union of the IJritish Colonies.—Gen. Drunniiond.—Abuses in the Liind and

I'ostul Dci'aitnicnts.— Ilejeclion of the iiccusations against .JudgesSewel) and Jlonk.—Dis-

solution of the rarlianient.—Sir .John Coape .Sheibrooke appointed governor.—lie trans-

nuts to London a memorial on the spirit of parties in Canada.—Instructions he receives.

—The eatliolic clergy: J\L l'le.<sis.—.Judge .Scwell.—Jlessrs. Uniacke and Marshall.—State

of the colonial linances; disorder therein.—Instructions of Lord lUitliurst.—Kiglit of

voting the sujjplics.—.Judge Foucher put under accusation.—The Duke of Kichmond

replaces Sherbrooke.—Kesumjition of the (inancial question.—Civil list augmented, and a

demand made that it should be li,\ed for the whole reign of the king: the demand refused.

Judge Bedard accused.—.Sudden death of the Duke of Kichmond.—Di.>;solution of I'arlia-

ment.—Lord Dalhousie appointed governor.—M. I'lessis, being in London, has interviews

with Earl IJatliurst.— Continuation of debates on the colonial tinunccs.—M. Uapiueau

bccome.-i an executive councillor.—The assembly refuses supplies.— Di.>;sentiments in the

executive council.—Customs revenues divided between Lower and Upper Canada.

The war which was now terminated, had, while it lasted, a calming

effect upon the habitual discord between the executive and the repre-

sentative chamber. Peace having come again, and Prevost being gone,

the old dissensions began to re-appear.

General Drunimond entered office, as a substitute ^»'o tcm. for a regu-

larly appointed governor. Ili^ first care was to fulfil the promises that

had been made, of rewarding soldiers and militiamen who had distin-

guished themselves in the late war. He wished to remunerate them with

land grants; and in order to find means to do so, he was obliged to have

recourse to the officials of a department which would not bear looking

into, so great were the abuses that ever reigned within it. The instruc-

tions sent from Britain, founded on the representations of General

Prescott, late in the previous century, far from putting a stop to dilapid-

ations, seemed to have increased rather than lessened the evil, despite the

outcries raised on all sides against them. The distribution of public

lands among government favorites never ceased till little more was left to

give away. Drummond * informed the British ministry, that there was

no longer any disposable land, on the banks or in the valley of the river

St. Francis, for settling disbanded soldiers or immigrants upon. Favor-

• In a despatch to Earl Batburst, dated June 16, 1815.
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itism had appropriated to itself the entire region. Between the years

1793 and 1811, more than 3 million acres of this territory had been

shared among a couple of hundreds of lucky grantees. Some had scoured

their G0,000, others their 80,000 acres ; and Governor Milncs, for his

portion, appropriated 70,000 acres. None of the monopolists of all this

soil had the slightest intention of turning it to account by proper culti-

vation. As it cost them nothing, or something tlie nearest to nothing, the

acquirers concluded to let it lie as it had lain for countless ages, till

minor acquisitionists should dear their small soils (or spoils), open up

roads, &c., and thei; the huge expanses of corruptly appropriated wilder-

ness would, of course, become "worth money" to parties unseen till

then, who would boldly come forward and peremptorily claim " their

own." A semblance of national polity was put forward, to screen such

manifest abuses : disposable frontiers, through this system of granting,

enabled proprietors of the true British stamp to re-grant, in favor of

faithful subjects, parcels of land contiguous to each other ; thereby lining

the frontier, as it were, in one direction at least, with living loyalty : and

the small but numerous landholders, putting shoulder to shoulder, would

keep out most effectually any French-Canadians from getting a foot-hold,

and fraternising—one of those days—with the Bostonians. Ileprchending

such palliation of wrong-doing, Mr. Andrew Stuart exclaimed, from his

place in the assembly :
" AVhat mad policy is this ! you fear the contact

of two races, alien in speech, unsympathetic in all things ; and you pro-

pose to erect a barrier against what you most apprehend, built of homo-

geneous materials,—I mean, a community composed of people of one

origin, all speaking the same language ; setting up a frontier-line of

settlements inhabited by colonists of the same blood, habitudes, and

religion, as those of the enemy?"

Drummond turned his special attention, likewise, to another public

establishment, the postal depaitment. So many abuses did he find in it,

that he demanded the dismissal of its director, Mr. Heriot. These

oflBicial probings of administrative corruptness, engaged his attention till

the opening of the parliament in 1816. Nothing very remarkable had

occurred in the assembly until Mr. Loring, the governor's secretary,

informed the house that the charges Itrought against Judges SewcU and

Monk were repelled ; and a judgment had been pronounced, that, in the

judicial bench of the colony collectively, was vested the right of making

rules of procedure for the several tribunals. The governor added, as a

pendant to these notifications, that " His Royal Highness the Prince

Kegent is pained in being apprised that the assembly has thought fit to
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censure two men who have exercised long and well the highest judicial

functions; that such conduct was all the more to be regretted, as it

tended to depreciate, in the estimation of the light-minded and ignorant,

the merits and sorvices of two judges so admirable in every respect ; thus

attempting, although vainly, to diminish their future usefulness."

This pretendedly royal reproof became quite a triumph for the accused,

and tlici'* partisans. It served, also, to open the eyes of those who had

allowed themselves to be blinded so long as the war endured, by the

cajoleries of Sir George Prevost, and banished from many minds all the

hopes that his administration had given birth to. A call of the house

was voted, and the assembly was in act of discussion of a motion made

to address the Regent upon the subject of his late communication, when

the housf was dissolved by the governor, in virtue of an order for that

purpose sent from London ; Drummond, in his closing address, not for-

getting to load the members with reproaches.* The colonial office,

which thus thought to put down opposition to its behests by having

recourse to an extreme measure, incurred a heavy future responsibility
;

or there was no likelihood of the constraint thus put upon this assembly

working a change in the minds of the people to its disadvantage, amongst

whom the interposition of the metropolitan power was more likely to re-

excite the irritation so rife under the Craig administration.

f [The old enemies of the Canadians resumed, by degrees, their

* The provincial parliament first met, this session, Jan. 26, 1816, and was,

Feb. 26 ensuing, dissolved, "before any of the resentful or obstructive measures

which had been resolved, were brought to maturity." Christie.—That the

reader may judge for himself of the real character of the '^discours remplis de

reproches," pronounced on the occasion, we reproduce it here in full

:

"Gentlemen of the Legislative Council, and Gentlemen of the House of

Assembly,—Having indulged the hope, when I met you in the provincial par-

liament, that your unanimous exertions would have been diligently applied to

those objects of public advantage which I recommended to your particular

attention, it has been with extreme concern that I have found those, my reason-

able expectations, disappointed.

" The House of Assembly has again entered on the discussion of the subject,

on which the decision of his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, in the name
and on the behalf of his Majesty, has already been communicated to them

;

and, while I deeply regret that the assembly should have allowed any consider-

ation to overbear the respect which his Royal Highness's decision claimed, I

feel it my duty to announce to you my determination to prorogue the present

parliament, and to resort to the sense of the people by an immediate dissolution.

—£.

t The two paragraphs inclosed between brackets [ ], are to be found only la

the third French edition of this work.

—

B.
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wonted empire
;
(one) Ryland came to Canada in 1812, with the title of

a member of the legislative council. During the two years he passed in

London, he let slip no occasion presented of exciting the hatred of Britain

against the catholic and French-descended people of Canada.* As his

sentiments found an echo in the hearts of the ministers, their minds

being filled with Uke prejudices to Ryland's, they could not dismiss the

calumniator ; and although Prevost had not made him his private secre-

tary, the emoluments of the place were still paid to him. The refusal of

Prevost to make use of him had, notwithstanding, given mortal oflFence to

this agent of Craig. He complained of it to Lord Liverpool ; adding,

at the same time, that his poverty constrained him to accept still the

salary of an office he had filled, for twenty years, under successive gover-

nors, beginning with Lord Dorchester. In the following year, he wrote

to Earl Spencer, that Provost's ideas on the polity best suited for Canada

were quite opposed to his own ; and he deplored the renunciation of the

system adopted by Milnes and Craig. Till the year 1813, the govern-

ment recognized the catholic prelate only as " superintendent of the

Romish Church." In 1813, amid the war against the United States,

Earl Bathurst, colonial minister, restored his proper designation, as

"catholic bishop of Quebec." Ryland protested against this titular

change, but without effect.

The discredit of the latter lasted only during the war-time. When
peace was fairly in operation, the olden hostile spirit against all that was

catholic and French in nature revived once more ; and to the ex-secretary

remained the distinction alone, of being the most inveterate of the nume-

rous enemies who raised their heads against our race at that time. It

was precisely the influence of the party animated with his spirit which

led Drummond, and the colonial minister, to dissolve the provincial

legislature, in 1816.]

When the new elections took place, nearly all the identical members

sent adrift were returned as assembly-men. During the parliamentary

recess, Drummond was superseded by the arrival of Sir John Coape

Sherbrooke, ex-governor of Nova Scotia.f A more skilful and prudent

administrator than Drummond, Sir John began his official career among

us, by an act of beneficence which gained for him the good will of the

1

m
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* See Ryland's correspondence in vol. vi, pp. 123-294, of the " History of

Lower Canada," by Mr. Christie.

t Lieutenant-General Sir Gordon Drummond left for England, Jlay 21, 1816,

and Major-General Wilson ofiBciated as governor /?ro tciii, till Sherbrooke arrived,

July 21 ensuing.

—

B.
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public. Severe frosts, which took place earlier this year than usual,

ruined the crops in the lower parts of the district of Quebec ; and the

peopb of several of its parishes were reduced to a state of almost total

want. The governor hastened to send them means of subsistence;

drawing some supplies from the king's stores, and purchasing more at his

own risk of repayment. This seemed to indicate that Sir John had

sympathy for our compatriots, and augured favorably for his future acts.

He took into consideration the difficulty which led to the late

dissolution ; and, penning a memorial on the nature of public opinion

in the colony, he transmitted it to the home government, and asked that

instructions for his guidance on this and other subjects debated in assem-

bly, should be returned to him. He informed ministers, that the disso-

lution which, it was hoped, would be a means for returning an assembly

of a more favorable complexion than the last, had, on the contrary,

increased the evil it was intended to obviate, by exciting an intense

irritation among both the unseated members and their constituencies;

that nearly all the former had been re-elected; finally, that wlierever

changes had been made, the persons returned were less moderate as

oppositionists than those they replaced.

The colonial-office was prepared to brave the resentment of the Cana-

dians at all risks ; and in order to provide for eventualities, instructions

were given io the governor to be prepared to do battle with the chambers.

Earl Bathurst replied to Sherbrookc, that he approved of the dissolution

of the former parliament; and that if the new one manifested the same

spirit of resistance to the royal aiithority as the last, he was empowered

to dissolve it likewise. Nevertheless, he was counselled to avoid this

extremity, if gentle means could be found for successfully resisting its

oppositions. " Till now," added the colonial minister, " the government

has found, upon ordinary occasions, a constant resource in the firmness

and good dispositions of the legislative council ; and we need not doubt

that it will still oppose a barrier to the rash and violent acts of the

representatives. It is desirable, therefore, for every reason, that you

should make use of it to undo those measures you have objections to,

instead of bringing your authority or ours into direct opposition to that

of the assembly ; or to give its members a pretext for refusing to the crown

the needful supplies for the service of the colony."

The governor transmitted a memorial to the minister, in which he

enlarged on the embarrassment he felt in carrying out the instructions

sent to him, owing to the peculiar state of the public mind. It was

impossible, he said, to give his Lordship a proper idea of the extreme

••"^y,
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unpopularity of Judge Sewcll : all classes of society, even the catliolio

clergy, were hostile to him ; his name stank in the nostrils of the people

even in the remotest parts of the country. Sir John expressed an

opinion, that if the ministers h»<l heard both sides of the question

regarding that functionary, whatever had been their own opinion on the

subject, they would have thought it expedient, if only out of regard for

public peace, to deprive the party most hostile to him of all further cause

for complaint in regard to him ; and he dared aver, that such was the

motive that dictated the resolutions which were the cause of the late

dissolution.

After recommending that Judge Sewcll should be pensioned off, he

added that he would still tender him that support prescribe'"' by the

instructions; that he would strive also to be oa good terms with the

catholic bishop; but that he should deceive the niiaistry were he to

hold out hopes of any change taking place in the sentiments of the

clergy, or of the people, on the point in f(,'.e.3tior.. He expressed his

fears, at the same time, that coercion woulu inly embitter the prevailing

dislikes. 3Ioderate-minded and well-informed men assured him, ho said,

that they expected to see a revolution in the country rather than a

change in the present sentiments of its inhabitants.

After reviewing the disquieting state of things in the colony, Shei-

brooke pointed out what remedies he thought needful under the circum-

stances. He observed, in the first place, that if the assembly w^re allowed

to have an accredited agent in London, which a majority of the members

had long wished for, and as almost all other chief colonies were or had

been permitted to send thither, it would be a great means for restoring

coECord. The assembly attributed the rejection by the legislative council,

of its bill for effecting this object, to the influence of Judge Sewell ; who

in doing so, it was alleged, had solely in view the prevention of accusa-

tions against, himself, by an agent of the assembly at the metropolis.

The governor recommended, also, that Mr. Stuart should be detached

from the opposition party, of which he was a leader ; for, in that capacity,

he became the author of the obnoxious resolutions passed the year before.

As it was rumored that he might be gained by being appointed attorney-

general, this ought to be kept in view, Sherbrooke thought ; most men

yi law being purchasable in such cases. He also suggested, that M,
Papineau ought to be appointed an executive councillor, seeing that the

country party had no exponent of its views at the council board. The

greatest evil, the ever-open source of dissensions, was the want of confidence

in the government, or rather in the executive council, the members of

I
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which were regarded as mere agents of the governor himself; consequent-

ly all that it did was viewed with a jealousy which was detrimental to

the state : so Sir John thought, that if M. Papineau, then president of

the assembly, were made one of the ccfUncil, popular distiust of that body

would abate or cease.

Such suggestions as those partially unveil for us hidden administrative

polity, and give us a glimpse of the usual wheels set in motion to work a

governmental machine. Sherbrooke proposed to the minister to purchase,

by favor or offices, the keys (dcfs)* ofthe clergy and people. Stuart, the bold

oppositionist, was strangely over-appreciated ; for the attorney-generalship

was surely a charge too heavy for ono of his small legal calibre. The office

was already, Sherbrooke asserted, poorly filled ; for General Drummond
had already assured Earl Bathurst that Mr. Uniacke was an incompetent

man
; to which intimation his Lordship replied that temporary assistance

should be granted in the case, in view of his being ultimately superseded

by a proper functionary, to b'^ selected from the English bar.

The real unsuitableness of the attorney-general for his work was not his

incapacity as a lawyer, but his honesty and independence as a man. In

1805, Sewell, then attorney-general himself, wished, as was well known,

to abolish the catholic parishes, and substitute for them parochial circum-

eoriptions, on the protestant model. Pretending that anti-catholic statutes

passed in the reigns of Henry VIII and Elizabeth were law still for all

British subjects, he urged that there was not, could not be, any catholic

bishop in Canada. Afterwards, Mr. Uniacke, and Mr. Vanfelson, king's

advocate, controverted that dogma of Sewell. This contradiction the latter

never could digest ; and his partisans never ceased to tilt at Mr. Uniacke

from that time forward. Sherbrooke, biassed as he had been against his

chief law officer, did not venture as yet to supersede him
;
prudently

concluding, that such an arbitrary act would only add to his own embar-

rassments.

In pursuance of ministerial instructions, the governor used all his efforts

to gain over the catholic bishop. In 1814-15, the Prince Regent sent

orders to seat him at the executive council-board ; but, as a preliminary to

instalment, certain conditions being demanded which were judged to be

incompatible with his functions as chief of the church of Canada, his

call to council fell into abeyance. As a rumor spread about, that Earl

Bathurst intended to withdraw the toleration which Catholicism then

enjoyed, his Lordship charged Sherbrooke to declare formally, that no

• Sic iu orig. ; but perhaps a misprint, meaning chefs.—B.
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that no

chanj^e in the tenor of the Royal Instructions of 1775 had ever been or

would bo made or attempted. The governor was also enjoined to request

the present prelate to remove the false impressions which ignorance or mis-

representation had made on the colonial mind in that regard. M. Plcssis

himself, the Earl added, seemed to have fallen into a vital error; for,

" making a right interpretation of the 4th article of the treaty of 17G3,

the Canadians were to be secured in the enjoyment of their religion, only

in accordance with the British laws, and not according to those thoy lived

under while French domination subsisted." Now, as the laws of Great

Britain, forbade or ignored the existence of a catholic hierarchy in any

form whatever, it surely was a very long stretch of favorable interpretation

of such laws, for the king's representative to recognize the episcopal func-

tions of the present bishop : still, the zeal and loyalty of M. Plessis, it was

admitted, had fairly merited that his request should be complied with, to

take his place at the council-board as the recognised exponent of the wants

and wishes of his co-rcligionaries. A condition was superadded, however,

that the conceded right of a catholic bisaop sitting ex officio as a council-

lor, should not extend absolutely to his successors, who could only, in each

future case, take a seat there in right of personal fitness or approved

merits.

The governor also recommended the minister to obtain royal sanction

for the bishop of Quebec to nominate episcopal legates (yicaires) for Upper

Canada, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward's Island ; therefore this faculty

was accorded in 1817, in spite of all the protests of Judge Sewell against

its allowance.

As soon as the British party learned that Messrs. Plessis and Papineau

were certainly called to the council-board, a thousand objections were made

to their admission ; but all such opposition was useless, as the ministerial

polity at that time dictated the measure. The nomination of M. Plessis

as a councillor was confirmed in 1818.

In a general way, Sherbrooke's prudent polity had by this time grea '7

moderated the ardor of partisanship in the colony ; and after the parlia-

ment met, Jan. 17, 1817, the assembly seemed well disposed towards the

executive. A mixed "committee of conciliation" was constituted, to

mediate an:Icably with either of the two legislative chambers, when any

reconcileable differences should arise between them.

Nevertheless, there was no immunity for peccant state functionaries

allowed by the members of assembly. Thus M. Cuvillier accused M.
Foucher, a judge of the court of king's bench in Montreal, of giving

admonitory counsel to certain favorite advocates in advance; thus pre-

'ji
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judging; causes wliicli ho had afterwards to decide upon in his judicial capa-

city, lie was also accused of troatinj;; with insolence tliose parties for

whom he liad aversion. Tliese changes were referred to a committee of

the house; tlie members of which, after duo incjuiry, addressed the I^rincc

lle^ent, solicitinj^ that Judge Foucher should bo supiirscdod and punished.

Meanwliile, till this request were accorded or refused, the assembly applied

to the governor to suspend Foucher from his functions as a judge ; and

this was done. Thereupon the legislative council protested against the

wliolc proceeding as irregular, as not having been entered upon with its

concurrence ; the councillors resolving to present a counter-address to the

Prince llegcnt, praying that no further steps should bo taken in the mat-

ter till it had been brought under the consideration and subjected to the

determination of the legislative council. The assembly, in reply to the

pretensions involved in those acts, denounced them as unconstitutional,

oppressive, and tending to favor arbitrary power.

About the same time, another member of assembly, Mr. Sherwood, pre-

sented a petition from the bereaved family of ]M. Corbeil, who died from

the effects of his incarceration during the despotism of Craig ; and pray-

ing for justice from the assembly, against several members of council then

in office, especially Judge Monk. In a separate petition, Sherwood accused

that functionary of having dealt unjustly by liim, in a prosecution of him-

self (Sherwood) for an alleged libel. A pamphlet, reporting the particu-

lars of accusation adduced by the assembly against Judges Sewell and

Monk, had been parodied ludicrously in a printed squib, the authorship

of which was imputed to Sherwood. Governor Drummond ordered attor-

ney-general Uniacke to prosecute the author ; and thus it was that Mr.

Sherwood found occasion for complaint against the conduct of Monk, as

being a partisan judge. Sherwood's personal petition went to a commit-

tee, which made no report on the subject, and it was allowed to drop alto-

gether. The governor's influence did much, in fact, to calm all irritating

discussion upon such petty subjects. The assembly, on its side, departed

from the charges made against the judicial practice of Sewell and Monk,

—to the great displeasure of Mr. Stuart, who considered that his friends

had betrayed him in the case ; while the governor, on the other hand,

exerted all his influence to obtain a promise that the prosecution should

be relinquished entirely. Sir John also solicited the support of M. Plessis

in council, as he had been directed to do by the ministry.

The executive then turned its attention to the question of the colonial

finances, around which naturally grouped all others of public import.

The perspicacity of Sir J. C. Sherbrooke, the most skilful of all the gov-

ernors yet set over us, enabled him to see at a glance the innumerable

difficulties
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difficulties already existing in tliis matter; and to forecast otliers, of like

or worse nature, looming in the di.stunco. The agitations among the people

caused by the ([uestion of parliamentary supplies, every time it was mooted,

plainly indicated that a day was coming, and not very remote, when tlio

constituencies would demand " liberty of the purse," in its unabridged

entirety.

The governor, in a despatch addressed to Earl Batluirst, dated March

18, 1817, gave a detailed account of the public revenue and expendi-

ture of the province ; according to tlie data given in wliicli it appeared

that, in 1815, the latter had exceeded, by a sum of £11.),U00, the amount

allowed tliercfor by the provincial legislature. AVhcn a balance came to

be struck with the colonial treasury, tlie supplementary charges of the

army had to be taken into account. For the year above indicated, the

government was indebted to the provincials £GU,000, payment of which

was dcmandable at any moment.

There was to be added to these arrears a deficit for the financial year

ending Jan. 5, 1817. The balance at the disposal of the legislature

amounted to £140,000 ; but the receiver-general had a debit against the

colony of £7,500 ; and it appeared that in tlie foregoing balance were

comprehended, also, three sums forming collectively £35,000, not dispos-

able in any proper sense, as they were already appropriated, although

not yet paid, to parties who had claims upon the state. The four

sums, just mentioned, therefore, necessitated a deduction of £42,500

from the balance in hand,'i= which had to be added to the deficit of

1817. Add this amount to the excess over ordinary civil-list allowances

for t^ie year ending in 1815, and that again to the extra £19,000 spent

but not sanctioned in 181G, and we have a grand total of £120,000

[sic], for which the government was indebted to the colonial exchequer.

The governor showed, in his despatch, how the constitution was

violated. The voting of supplies by the people's representatives, is held

to be an imprescriptible and essential right in all countries constitution-

ally governed. But for its exercise, a government might resent with

impunity the interference of a legislature with the executive in any way

whatever. Yet the latter, in the present case, was used to bring within

the distinct purview of the former only a 2)art of the expenses which had

been incurred without parliamentary sanction. The i was a separate

account, at this time, made up chiefly of salaries to the clergy, and

for pensions, forming a total of £6,000 ; which it was judged advisable

to withhold. The governor now asked the minister what were fitting

• la the French text, the combiued items are summed as JE43,000.
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to bo done, in order to square the public accounts. Was ho to discharge

the accumulated arrears of Hupplenientary army expenditure ; or was ho to

apply to the legislature for a grant of the amount, so as at once to

extinguish the debt? In future, would it be proper to till up the annual

deficit caused by the excess of the usual expenditure over the sums voted

to defray it, by taking the difference out of the army " extraordinaries " ?

or would it be right to submit to the legislature, at the beginning of each

session (as in the other colonies) a statement of the anticipated expendi-

ture for the year, and demand votes of supply e(|ual to the expected

amount of outlay ?

Earl Bathurst, in a responsive despatch, dated Aug. 31, 1817, stated,

that it were preferable the accounts between the home and provincial

governments should be regulated in an orderly manner ; but that, under

the circumstances, it was above all things important to be assured whether

the silence of the assembly was not a tacit approbation of the employment

of that money. For the use made of one portion of it at least, silence was,

without doubt, to be taken for consent. For the rest he did not see,

either, why silence should not be regarded as a tacit approbation both of

the accounts and the mode of their settlement. Eight days afterwards,

fearing he had made too large a concession, the minister sent a second

despatch with some restrictions thereupon. In case the assembly, he

wrote, should vote money to pay the stipends of the catholic clergy, and

none for those of the protestant ministers, the governor was to employ

every means in his power to get the legislative council to reject so partial

an allocation, and withhold his sanction to the measure should it reach

the council as a law. On the other hand, if the assembly were to vote

the pay of the clergy in two specified sums, one for the catholic, the other

for the protestant clergy, then the governor was to be observant of any

partiality in the adjustment of the respective claims of each body ; also

to have a care that no money payment should be sanctioned in council on

behoof of the catholic establishment, before the assembly voted pecuniary

sustentation for the protestant clergy. His lordship recommended, also,

that the governor should be careful, generally, that the assembly should

assume no power to dispose of any of the public moneys without the

concurrence of the council. The assembly indeed, he added, had claimed

to act independently in this regard ; but thitherto without success ;
" and

as," continued he, " the necessity of a concurrence of the whole legisla-

ture in a money-grant is the only tight curb which can be put on the

action of the assembly, you (Sir J. C. S.) will agree with me in opinion,

I doubt not, that it is now needful, more than ever, it should not be

relaxed or abandoned."

Judj;
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Thus the rij^ht of votin*:; supplies, wiiich belon}!;s by constitutional ri^'ht

to the people's representatives alone, was, accordinj^ to these ministerial

instructions, to be shared, in our case, with the members of a so called

legislative council ; a servile body (to use terms more truly descriptive of

its nature) composed of men nominated by the crown, and consecjuently

creatures of executive power.

About the time wo have arrived at, a report got currency that the

governor had received despatches from the colonial-office, in which the

minister concluded to refer the accusations against Judge Foucher to the

legislative council for consideration.-f' Such a decision, if come to, wore

tantamount to a refusal to entertain the subject at all. After some

discussion, the councillors, willing to ascertain the truth, ad'lressed to the

governor a request for information on the matter; and, if a despatch

regarding it had been sent to him, lie was solicited to communicate it to the

council wholly or in part. Sherbrooke replied, in a message addressed to

both chambers, that the rumor was true, but that ho had received no instruc-

tion as to the manner of carrying into execution the decision, but that

he hud written to London on the subject ; adding, that ho would commu-

nicate the ministerial reply as soon as received. This, however, was not

sent ; but brought by the Duke of llichmond, in the year following, when

he came to Quebec, and handed it to the assembly. The response modified

the first instructions of Earl Bathurst to the governor ; because the

crown lawyers in Canada, Messrs. Uniacke, Marshall,f and Pykc, declared

that in the legislative council lay not, like in the house of lords, the

right of judging accusations preferred by the people's representatives.

In terms of the amended instructions now sent, the duty was laid upon

the assembly of bringing forward proof, in writing, of the culpability of

Judge Foucher ; and it was ordered that a copy of the act of accusation,

with evidence appended, should be furnished to the accused, and time

granted to him to prepare his defence ; that the defence, in writing,

should be handed to the governor, who was to communicate it to the

assembly, which was to reply to it ; finally, all these documents were to

be transmitted to the colonial-office.

Now these formalities, to which the home authorities subjected the

house, and which nevertheless seemed to be unr oidable, inflicted a deep

wound on its dig-nity.

• Despatch from Earl Bathurst, addressed to Sir John Coape Sherbrooke,

dated July 5, 1817.

t Marshall had been sent out from England as solicitor-general, with instruc-

tions to be helpful also to Mr. Uniacke, whose capacity was pretended to be

unequal to the discharge of his duties as attorney-general.

t
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Tlioy boliovcd that the coloninl inlniHter reserved to hinift'lf, in viola-

tion of all constitutional niloH, tho rij^lit of luljiulication ii» .srcri't, and in

a manner absolute and conclusive. Notliin;^ was better Huitud to impart

vitality to tho form.^ of discord which already existed.*

Tho remainder of tho Hcssiou was filled with debutes on the budget.

The total annual expenditure was estimated at JC70,000 ; and as a sum

of £.'{.'{,000 was always considered to be at the disposal of the executive

for each year, without any special votin'.', a grant of £41,000 only had to

be supplemented for the current year. The larger sum was therefore

conceded, in anticipation of a civil list being adopted.

Sir J. C. Sherbrooke, who had demanded his recidl on account of his

failing health, embarked for Europe shortly after tho close of tho session.

It is confidently asserted that he was disgusted with the task ho under-

took to perform as governor of Canada. It is not easy to say what was

his real idea of the governmental polity best fitted for the colony. It is

probable that he was discontented with all the parties he found in it ; and

that he redoubted, more especially, the oligarchy— the tap-root of discord.

He was a man of much good sense, and of elevated perceptions, but

who, aware of the influence which his principal subordinates had with

the colonial-office, did not venture to contend with them—this the rather

because he did not approve of several opinions prevalent in the assembly.

He was succeeded by one of the greatest of British notables, the Duke

of llichmor.'l, a personage who had governed Ireland with more or less

acceptance, and who was fain to pass from one viceregal charge to another,

to amend his fortune, which had been much impaired by dissipation and

extravagance. The high rank of this nobleman, the consequence that his

name carried with it in Britain, inclined people to believe that his admin-

istration would be signalised by some important reforms, which might

become a means for bringing to an end the divisions which were beginning

to distract the country, on the subject of its finances. But his Irish gov-

ernmental experience had corrupted him. He arrived at Quebec in 1818,

accompanied by his son-in-law, Sir Peregrine Maitland, who had been select-

ed as lieutenant-governor, for Upper Canada. The chief citizens of the

* The French-Canadian members of assembly on this occasion, as on some

others before, seem to have had the most exaggerated notions as to tlie right

•' constitutional '" extent of the powers of a representative body in a mixed mon-

archy. They evidently believed themselves to be, if not quite omnipotent,

multipotent at least; assuming the privileges not only of a British parliament,

—commons and lords combined,—but arrogating also part jurisdiction of the

parlement of Paris, or chief of the supreme courts of olden France.

—

B.
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capital hastened tg offer their roHpects to hirt Majesty's distinguished ri'prc-

Bcntative ; but this homage soon became less ardent, for such hopes of its

object as th(jse indicated above (luickly died away.

After an adjournment from Jan. 12 to Jan. 21 , ISID, on account of tho

death of the Queen-consort, the chambers re-assembled, and lliehmond pro-

nounced an address to them on the state of the finances, the tenor of which

gave rise to hopes that a satisfactory solution would result of this irritating

question. But when the assembly was presented with tho schedule of tho

estimated expenditure of the year, great was its surprise on perceiving an

augmentation to the amount of one-tifth of the largest provision ever made

for any previous year. If the government, thenceforth obliged to content

itself with a fixation of the civil list for tho existing reign only, chose the

first example of popular liberality to raise tht^ royal allowances to a level

with the lieightened prosperity of tho country, the assembly was not dis-

po.scd to entertain such a proposal on slight grounds. It had made stren-

uous efforts to vindicate its controlling power over the budget, mainly

because great financial abuses existed, and the members expected (had

pledged themselves, in fact) to reduce rather than increase public expi^n-

diture. The duke was not the rij^ht sort of man to regulate such a matter

having himself s(iuandered an imi! 'iise patrimony. He treated the sub-

ject with supreme disdain ; while tho assembly-men, on their part, grew

angry in the face of ducal rescntfulness. The estimates were referred to

a special connijittee, [the members of which made a long-winded and pain-

fully detailed report]. This body recommended energetically the most

rigorous economy, and the abolition of several sinecure offices.

As in a colonial dependency the control that a representative body has

over the executive is necessarily less real than one in the mother country

where it is sustained by tlie public will ; and as, in a colony, tho govern-

ment is, as it were, the embodiment of the mother country itself, also being

able to fall back upon home resources, and, at a pinch, may become cuiirely

self-sustaining,—it follows that colonial representatives arc obliged to

be more precautionary, at all times, than the deputies of the metropolitan

people, in dealing with their (subordinate) executive. Further, although

the imperial allowances are fixed, at the commencement of each reign, for

its entire duration, the sum appropriated is so small compared with the

whole amount of the yearly budget, that its weight is not sensibly felt by

tlie tax-payers : while, if the general supplies demanded were not all or

nearly all allowed, the government would be in a dead-lock. In Canada,

the relative position of the parties was quite different : a colonial civil list

being once fixed for the sovereign's entire life, his viceroyalty could sub-

22
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sist conveniently without the help of the legislature ; it might even dis-

pense with the attendance of its members every time any dissidences arose,

and virtually annihilate representation by repeated prorogations or period-

ical dissolutions.

Such cogent considerations as the foregoing determined the legislative

assembly to persist in its pretensions. Looking more to substance than

to forms, the house strove to obtain, through the civil-list allowances, the

greatest obtainable influer . t over executive power. Therefore it was, that

besides fixing their total amount for each year only, a majority of assem-

bly resolved to have a hand in its distribution, that being liable to great

abuse in the details. But this novel pretension, though conformable to

the rule of right, met with opposition from some of the less exacting mem-

bers. The financial diflaculty at length resolved itself into this form

:

Shall the sum allowed for the civil list be granted in a lump ? or shall it

be accorded in divers s" ms. each for its own special purpose, by separate

votings ? The memb-' <s least hostile to the government repudiated the

latter alternative ; because, they said, such a proceeding was without par-

liamentary precedent, and, besides, involved a breach of the royal prero-

gative. The greater number, on the other hand, asserted the unrestricted

right of the people's representatives to regulate the disposal of the people's

mone^ ; observing, that, if the British commoners did not exercise that

right, their abstention was no renunciation thereof : but be that as it might

(the oppositionists added), in Canada at least, the exercise of that right,

said to be left in abeyance by the British lower house, was of vital conse-

quence, and must be maintained, as a check up > ;jluggish or corrupt

administrators and their subordinates.

Holding a middle course between those two extremes, some members

inclined to vote the civil list allowances, not by distinct items, but con-

jointly, under collective headings; or else th; t a round sum should be

allotted for each department, leaving its distribution among the recipients

at governmental discretion. This modification was not assented to ; and

the partisans of the detailed system outvoting all others, the subsidy bill,

founded on that basis being passed in assembly, was to be sent to the legis-

lative council. The salary of e.'jQrj officer was to be fixed by law ; and

when the assembly set itself to direct the employment of the funds it had

already put at the disposal of the crown, it purposely omitted all mention

of several salaries hitherto given to useless placemen.

These thrifty arrangements, however, became a dead letter for the time,

as the legislative council scornfully rejected the bill ;
" the mode adopted

in it for according a civil list being unconstiiutional, unparalleled, and in-
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compatible with the rights, even in direct violation of the prerogatives of the

crown :" the councillors adding, that "were such a law sanctioned, it would

give to the assembly-men, not only the privilege of giving or withholding

supplies, but the faculty of prescribing to the sovereign the number and

quality of his servants, and what exact wages he was to pay to each : all

which would eventuate in making his Majesty's officers subservient to the

doctors, the latter being virtually their paymasters, and not his Majesty;

whom, nevertheless, they were alone rightfully bound to honor and obey."

This result took no one by surprise. While the assembly was endea-

voring to bring all public functionaries, in succession, under its jurisdic-

tion,—a power derided at the time by them, but which they soon found

to be redoubtable,—Mr. Ogden, one of its members, made incriminating

representations, of a grave nature, agiiinst Judge Bedard, of Three llivers

—the ex-patriot of Craig's time. He was accused of neglecting his

duties, of prostituting his judicial authority to glut his personal vengeance,

of violating individual liberty, and greatly lowering the dignity of his

functions generally.

It appeared that this judge, whose talents were worthy of a better place

than that which he held in the small town whither he had been sent, during

his declining years contracted intemperate habits ; and, when excited by

strong potations, his temper became very irritable. At such times, the

pleaders in his court, taking advantage of his infirmity, were used to abuse

their privilege of free speech, and instigate the former champion of the

people's cause to compromise himself sadly, by his own discourses from the

bench, in the estimation of the public. The gentleman who now came

forward to accuse him, he had imprisoned for a libel, and contempt of court.

The assembly referred the charges now made to a special committee for

examination, which reported that they had no solid foundation.

Such a continued war against the state functionaries as this, was a

sure indication of the unquietness of the public mind. The existent

oppositions, distrusts, and hatreds arose out of the mode in which the

constitution was worked. It was evident that the struggle would lead to

results yet more grave, if the cause for it were not removed. The con-

stitution had accorded too little, and yet too much power, in some respects,

to the people. There was no intermediate political body, independent of

the colony, between the assembly and the legislative council, to prevent a

dash of jurisdictions; the council depended upon the executive, and

serving as its screen merely, became itself an instrument of discord

rather than of harmony.

!!
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The inherent vices of the judicial organization were generally com-

plained of, but no plan was proposed to remedy them. This was one of

those diflScult questions which the government found it not easy to deal

with. The governor called, but in vain, upon the assembly to direct its

attention to the subject : the latter was then too much taken up with the

question of the supplies, and cared not to be turned aside from its consi-

deration to a matter which could be taken up at any time, and had in

itself no direct bearing upon the political rights of the colony. It

neglected, in the same way, despite the messages of the governor, a

project for the erection of a tribunal in the district of St. Francis,

situated between Three Rivers district and the States of Vermont and

New Hampshire. It nominated a committee of five members to draw

up a statement of the crown revenues, and of the payments made by the

receiver-general, since the establishment of the constitution ; with

detailed returns of the sums voted by the legislature, and of all payments

on account made during the same space of time. The committee was

also to strike a balance, ascertain what funds were in the colonial treasury,

&c., and report progress to the chamber, with all convenient speed.

This proceeding, wise as it might be in itself, had the appearance of

casting suspicion upon the administration ; it therefore was not entered

upon, which was unfortunate for all parties, for the tax-payers, for the

executive council, and even for the functionary whom it most concerned,

as there was found afterwards to be a deficit of nearly £100,000 in his

department alone.

Richmond, having been made to believe that the intent of the assembly

was merely to get up an opr)osition, was irritated at the hardihood it

manifested by raising doubts of the faithfulness of the public function-

aries ; and, on proroguing the parliament discoursed thus haughtily :
" I

came hither to take in hand the reins of government of the North

American dominions of his Majesty, with a sincere desire to realise the

generous intentions, the benevolent views, of his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent, and to promote in every way the well-being of the subjects

of his Majesty. I flattered myself that I should experience the support

of every enlightened person capable of appreciating the motives which

induced me to accept my present charge. Full of confidence in your

zeal, in your loyalty, in your knowledge of public and private interests,

I have patiently attended to your deliberations As for you, gentlemen

of the legislative council, I must say, you have not disappointed my
hopes, and I beg to return you my thanks for the zeal and alacrity you

have shown in all that more immediately belongs to your body
;
(but) it
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IS with much concern I feel myself compelled to say, that I cannot express

to you, gentlemen of the assembly, the same satisfaction, nor my appro-

bation of the general result of your labors (at the expense of so much

valuable time), nor yet of the principles upon which they rest, as recorded

in your journals. You proceeded upon (sic) the documents which I laid

before you to vote a part of the sum required for the expenses of the

year 1819, but the bill of appropriation which you passed, was founded

upon such principles that it appears, from the journals of the upper-house,

to have been most constitutionally rejected : his Majesty's government

has been thus left without the necessary supplies for supporting the civil

administration of the province for the ensuing year, notwithstanding the

voluntary offer and pledge given to his Majesty, by the resolve of your

house, of the 13th February, 1810."

Just as Craig had done, the Duke complimented one house, and

censured the other. The freedom which he thus took, permissible only

during times of trouble and revolution in metropolitan countries, may be

repeated in colonies ; but if the evil consequences thence resulting are

slower to arrive in the latter, they are none the less sure.

His Grace did not live long enough to learn the effect of his conduct

;

yet died in the conviction that public tranquillity had been assured by

his polity ! He wrote to Earl Bathurst that the people were satisfied

with their constitution
; and that perfect r'^liance might be placed in their

loyalty, should the United States men ever invade the colony. After

arriving at Quebec, he made a visitation in Upper Canada, and returned

to It agJ^ after the session closed, in view of examining attentively the

different military positions which it might be proper to fortify : a subject

which ever occupied the attention of the home government. In 1816,

its intent was, to leave the territory between Lake Champlain and

Montreal city in a state of n'l-ure, as the intermediate forests might

serve for a barrier against the Americans ; and Earl Bathurst being

wroth that settlements had ojen begun at Hemmingford and in its

vicinity, orders were givea to prevent the opening of roads in that

direction.

The governor-duke had reached, on his return, Richmond on the

Ottawa (since called after him), an hotel, where he was bitten, as was

said, by a fox : hydrophobia ensued, of which he died, after great suffer-

ing, in a few hours.* His remains were taken to Quebec, and deposited.

* The Duke died Aug. 28, 1819. Mr. Christie makes no mention of hydro-

phobia, ag his mortal ailment ; merely reporting, that " he took ill and died, after

a few hours' excruciating suflFering." Hist. L. Canada, ii, 322.

—
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with much pomp, in the protestant cathedral there, Sept. 4. Thus

deceased one whose domination threatened the country with new troubles.

The colony was temporarily administered, first by the senior councillor,

Mr. Monk, and by Sir Peregrine Maitland, governor of Upper Canada;

afterwards, the Earl of Dalhousie, governor of Nova Scotia, came as

governor-general.

The frequent visitations of our governors in the Upper Province began

to create suspicions in the French-Canadian mind, that a plot was getting

up in the dark against their race, the people of which were always looked

upon as aliens in the colony that their ancestors had founc' . i. The

arrogance and high-toned language of the deceased governor aug. v . d ill for

their future destiny. A dissolution of the assembly, ordered by Monk,

augmented previous inquietude among the people; for the executive

CO M gain nothing thereby, if all things were to proceed in their accus-

ti T ad course, as the electors were not at all likely to return men more

accommodating than those jast dismissed, Meanwhile, Earl Bathurst

gave a kind reception to M. Plessis, bishop of Quebec, who had gone to

Europe, where he had business to settle in relation to his diocese. As

the project for a union of the two Canadas was probably then under the

consideration of the colonial-oflBce, the ministry was in a proper humor

for granting all the demands of the clergy, in order to prevent their

making any objections to a legislative union, a measure which they dis-

trusted and in accordance with British polity ever since the century

began, the alliance of the church was sought for as ancillary to the

executive in its struggle with the assembly. At Rome, too, an enlarge-

ment of the British American church establishment was in contemplation,

extending the hierarchical jurisdiction already existent to al! the provinces,

the catholic populations in which had greatly increased in numbers.

Early in 1816, the pope signed bulls constituting the see of Quebec as

an archbishopric. M. Plessis, apprehending that this measure, matured

without the privity of the British governor, might give umbrage, wrote

to cardinal Fontana, president of the college of the Propaganda, to

intimate, that he would rather decline the archiepiscopal title in his own

case. At the same time, he presented three memorials to Earl Bathurst,

who, he fancied, really had taken offence at the bulls in question having

been expedited. The first of these memorials had reference to the

•division of the diocese of Quebec; the second, to the seminary of

Montreal, a suggestion *o sequestrate the estates of which had been

made to the British government j the third memorial regarded the

.college of Nicoiet.

I
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He proposed to form the diocese of Quebec into a hierarchy composed

of a metropolitan and five or six suiFragan bishops. The minister raising

objections to the introduction of foreign ecclesiastics, the bishop replied,

" Preachers of all sorts have free access to Canada—mcthodists, • new

lights,' anabaptists, and what not besides : not to mention that revolu-

tionists, deserters, regicides, &c., are thence excluded by no law that I

know of. Why, then, shut the door only against catholic ecclesiastics,

coming from parts abroad ; against young men carefully trained, strangers

to politics, and disposed, by the very nature of their education, to uphold

rather than to subvert lawful authority, and thus to become, as it were,

a living dyke against democratic usurpation?"

For a length of time, the colonial-oflSce had adopted a precautionary

polity. The concessions it was disposed to make to the catholics, were

by no means yielded out of regard for abstract justice alone. The min-

istry comprehended that the most important question it had to deal with

in the colony was the religion of the majority of its inhabitants, because

that was a lever by which the masses could be most oflfectually moved.

The c ^clesiastical difficulty, therefore, was that which, the colonial-office

decided, should be first regulated.

Earl Bathurst invited M. Plessis to his seat near Cirencester, called

Oakley-grove, when much conference took place between the twain, during

the 24 hours they remained together. His lordship raised many objec-

tions to the contents of Mem. 1, but it seems as if he had given them up,

from the tenor of his despatch of Sept. 17: as to Mem. 2, he at first

tried to engage the bishop to consent to a composition; but at length

agreed that, if the titles of the Montreal Seminary to the estates in ques-

tion were as clear as was said, he could not deny that they ought to

remain in the present hands. There remained only, then, the question

regarding schools to be disposed o£ The earl showed repugnance to

sanction the bill which the assembly had passed regarding them, as

believing that its provisions had reference to the catholic parishes only.

Eeturning io Rome, M. Plessis presented to the pope a memorial,

similar to that given to Earl Bathurst, on the proposed division of the

diocese ; and he obtained the assent of Pius VII to the arrangement

proposed therein ; his holiness making a metropolitan see of the diocese

of Quebec. He conferred, at the same time, the honorary title of arch-

bishop on M. Plessis and his successors; but if any prelate of Quebec,

after M. Plessis, may have taken the archiepiscopal title in his corres-

pondence with the holy see, M. Signelai was the first to assume it publicly

in 1844, during the same year that he received the pallium, and when
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the sovereign pontiff combined the dioceses of Canada into an eccle-

siastical province, under the jurisdiction of the "archbishop of Quebec."

Although the colonial minister manifested both sagacity and a liberal

spirit in his permissive polity for re-organising the catholic church estab-

lishment in the provinces of British North America,* he nevertheless

refused to sanction the educational bill, passed in assembly, until certain

other measures, long under discussion, should have been adopted.f The
bishop said, that the catholic clergy were opposed to the " Royal Institu-

tion," also to the bill of 1801 on schools, because that law put these under

the charge of a commission almost entirely protestant. He blamed

Monk, then in other respects not popular, for dissolving the assembly in

1819. But Monk did so, only the very day Sir P. Maitland left Quebec

for Upper Canada; and as he staid but two days altogether in the city,

it is probable that the order to dissolve emanated from him. The disso-

lution did but augment the agitation already existing, while it weakened

the influence of the executive council; it also became a means for censur-

ing governmental action, by proving, when the sense of the country wa
taken anew, that its spirit was at least as unconformable as ever to thcg

wishes of the executive. The civil list question became a touchstone for

testing the principles of members, most of those who gave courtly votes

being rejected by the constituencies ; and, from the outset, it was foreseen

that the government would have a more refractory chamber to deal with

generally.

As soon as the parliament met, the representatives elected their presi-

dent
; and voted, that, as they had not yet received the returns of the

election for Gaspd county, they were not constitutionally in number suf-

ficient to proceed to business. Maitland, who had returned to Quebec,

Bent a message to the assembly, soliciting that certain laws, about to

expire, should be renewed. No answer was returned to the application.

A resolution was even passed, to the purport that, if the Gaspd election

report did not at once come to hand, the house could not sit at all during

the current year ; and that, as this default was one of the consequences of

the last dissolution, the house had a right to regard that act as a violation of

« — •

* It wa3 on the application of Lord Oastlereagh, that the papal court nomin-

ated, in 1818, bishoprics inpartibus to Messrs. McDonald and McLachern; and,

with the consent of Earl Bathurst, Messrs. Lartigue and Provencher received

the mitre. Mr. McDonald received the title of bishop of Regiopolis tn part. inff>

as a suffragan prelate in Upper Canada; and Mr. McEachern the title of bishop

of Rosa, with a sufi'ragan see comprising New Brunswick, Prince Edward's

I sland, and the Magdalen Isles.

t Despatches dated May 20, 1820, and Sept. 10, 1821.

I
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the constitution. This declaration being communicated to the executive

council, the latter treated it as based on no proper foundation. The

assembly, upon this censure of its conduct, refused to have any further

correspondence with the council ; and it is hard to say how long so embar-

rassing a state of things would have continued, but for the demise of

George III ;* an event which necessarily led to an immediate dissolution

of the Canadian as well as British parliament.

The Earl of Dalhousie, nominated Governor of Canada, arrived in

election time the day being June 18, 1820. In a few days, he repaired

to the upper districts, which he had already run over along with the late

Duke of Richmond. The election returns showed that the composition

of the new assembly would be substantially the same as the last. Parlia-

ment met Dec. 14. The governor made allusion to a multitude of sub-

jects in his opening address ; adding some observations which seemed to

flow from the heart of a man who ardently desired that good-will and

harmony should prevail. The colonial-office had taken in hand to realise

the Union project, which now became the one great end of British policy

in Canada. The governor was not warranted to make any concession on

the subject of finance; it having been decided, at head-quarters, to

listen to nothing tending, over so little, to compromise the rights of the

crown ; and should a crisis ensue, advantage was to be taken of it to re-unite

the two Canadas at once. Still the predominant power was not to

show itself as directly bringing about the desiderated result : the rival-

shi^. of the chambers was to become the cause moving thereunto, and

rendering the measure, as it were, inevitable. All that was needed,

would be to back the council in its opposition to the assembly ; to refuse

every demand of the latter, and soon matters would become so perplexed

that ministers should be able to prove to the Imperial parliament, that

nothing but a union could cure the evil.

If the plan we have just traced was not, at the outset, literally laid down

in the colonial-office, it is indubitable that the idea of it influenced, day

by day becoming more definite, the ministerial mind ; and at the point

of time we have now reached, Mr. Ellice had almost persuaded the cabinet

of the urgency there was, to propose the measure to the British legislature.

This explains wherefore to all the demands of the representative house,

how reasonable soever they might be, the council, under the inspiration

* He died Jan. 29, 1820 ; in the 82nd year of his age, and 60th of his (long

nominal) reign. In terms of the late Regency Act, sittings of an undissolved

parliament do not now necessarily cease on a demise, but a new one must be

called when the current session of that in existence closes.

—
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of Judge Sewell, called out indignantly, that sedition was brewing and

treason hatching I

So, as Lord Dalhousie might be taught in time, that no general expres-

sions of peaceful intents, or vague words of good-will, would lull the

vigilance of the representatives of the people, the reply to the address

(which was drawn up in committee by Messrs. Cuvillier, Taschereau,

Neilson, Quesnel, and A. Stuart) proclaimed in precise terms, the wishes

and intents of the house in regard to the great question of the time,

the Budget.

In the annual estimates, which were transmitted by the executive coun-

cil, the civil expenditure was divided into categories, each corresponding

to the various classes of functionaries and the nature of every outlay.

The total sum of all reached £45,000.

The assembly discussed the whole, article by article, making several

retrenchments; and trying to reconcile the council to annual voting,

adopted the plan of disposing of the parts of the budget by chapters. Of
its own mere motion, without waiting to be invited by Lord Dalhousie,

the assembly voted a civil list of £46,000. But, by thus taking the ini-

tiative, it gave umbrage to the executive. The members of council, who

judged that some pitfall or other lay under this unwonted financial

voluntaryism, hastened to signalise the deficiencies in the supplies thus

profiiered, A certain portion of the public revenue had already received

a special and permanent destination in virtue of pre-existing laws ; and

yet the assembly, in their appreciations, had taken it for granted that all

might be done anew, and voted accordingly ; doubtless because of a deter-

mination to bring every thing connected with expenditure and receipts

under its own direct control for the future. The council viewed this reso-

lution in the people's representatives, as a usurpation of power and intru-

sive ambition, which ought to be resisted and kept down; the councU

therefore rejected the assembly's civil list, declaring " that it (the coun-

cil) had an incontestable right to conjoin in voting the supplies; that

this right extended to the option of accepting or rejecting the ways and

means devised by the assembly and sent for the consideration of the coun-

cil ; that any grant of money without the council's concurrence was in

itself utterly null ; that the council would entertain no enumeration of

supplies till such were first demanded by his Majesty's representative, nor

if it were divided into chapters and items, nor if the civil list were not

fixed for the whole reign of the king. Finally, that the council would

pay no heed to any bill of supply initiated by the assembly, unless it were

one relating to payments for its own maintenance as a constituted body, or

else to meet some unforeseen and urgent call made upon it."
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The assembly-men promptly replied, in sentiments expressed by a

great majority of their number, that the council was not entitled to pres-

cribe and dictate to them the mode of dealing with the supplies, or with

any other measure, and that any attempt, on its part, to do so was a breach

of their privileges ; that the asserted right of initiating bills by the

council, in that regard, was contrary to parliamentary usage and to the

constitution."

The council, paying no regard to the foregoing protest, and persisting

in its resolution, rejected the assembly's bill. In order that the govern-

ment should not be embarrassed thereby, the assembly, by a special vote,

put the needful funds at its disposition ; but Lord Dalhousie intimated

his opinion that, having maturely considered the subject, the assembly's

grant, without concurrence of the council, would bo illegal. The matter

stuck there, the council ruling that oo scheme of supplies should receive

its sanction that did not grant the needful in a lump, and with civil

allowances fixed for the king's life; the assembly, on the other hand,

persisting in its determination of voting by chapters, and only for each

year ; this with the design of controlling the executive by the omnipotent

money-power. Such a control, moreover, was essential to the existence

of the assembly ; because, to use its own declaratory words, " the outlay

for state wants forms almost the entirety of our public expenditure."

The military force of the government left to it, besides, a preponderance

considerable enough to make itself respected. The assembly willed, in

brief, to assure to all its acts the most perfect independence ; it would not

allow others to censure or intimidate its members. There is nothing, in

fact, more humiliating to colonists, than for their representatives to be

eaposed to insults heaped upon them by some governor, a total stranger

to them, ignorant of their affairs, and yet whom chance has placed at the

head of the executive for the time. The censures inflicted on thj assem-

bly, by the Duke of Richmond, and the prefatory resolution passed by

the council, were brought under review by the assembly ; the members

voting, almost unanimously, on the motion of Mr. Neilson, that those acts

were done in violation of their incontestible rights and privileges, being

an assumption of power contrary to the laws and to the constitution

itself. In terms of another resolution, the assembly re-asserted its right,

in voting the supplies, to adopt such a system, or follow such an order of

things, as was conformable to its own ruling in the matter.

The importance of the financial question had obliged the house to

neglect several measures, but which it was resolved should be taken up

early in the ensuing session. Time was found, however, for giving some

consideration to the subjects of the crown lands, the public funds, &c.,
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and tho assembly nominated Mr. Stuart as its agent in London. In an

address to the governor, numerous abuses were yo.(V 1 out, and tho

abolition of sercral sinecures proposed. He was solicit, d, in particular,

to withhold payment of the salaries accorded to a lieutenunt-governor who

had never set foot in the country
; to a nominal but non-resident governor

of Gaspe ; and to Mr. Amyot, provincial secretary, for so long a time as

ho fultillod none of his functions. It wa:; resolved further, that tho

presence of a Lower- Canadian agent in London, would be of manifest

advantage to its inhabitants ; that no salaries should be paid to non-resident

councillors ; that the conjunction of the charge of admiralty judge, with

the functions of a judgeship of tho king's bench in ono person, waa

improper ; and that the combining a judgeship in the king's bench, with

tho functions of a French translator, or with those of an auditor of the

public accounts, was even more so. Lastly, the assembly solicited the

governor to apply a remedy to a yet more crying abuse, namely, a custom

obtaining in the admiralty court, where the suitors had to pay fees to the

judge although he received a salary from the state. These irregularities

were so grave, that Lord Dalhousie promised to the house he would make the

British ministry acquainted with their existence. But when resorting to

a sudden prorogation of the legislature, he addressed the assembly ii a

way that left no doubt in the minds of the house, that the polity of the

colonial-office was unchanged in their regard : his lordship blaming 1 aem

for wasting time in an exposition of constitutionalism, all the ^'hile

leaving the executive destitute of supplies, and postponing legislative

ameliorations.

Public approbation, however, ever backing the proceedings of the

assembly, it now became plain that if one of the contending parties did not

yield, a crisis would soon ensue. As M. Papnieau was the most influential

leader of the Canadians, the colonial-office, at the instance of Mr.

Sherwood, tried to gain him over. Lord Dalhousie was ordered to receive

him as a member of the executive council ; but, as the popular nominee

knew well his single voice would find no echo at that board, he never took

his seat ; and, as the expected advantage to be derived from a supplemen-

tary councillorship was never likely to be realized, it was suppressed in the

year 1823. Mr. Hale, already a member of the legislative council, and

Colonel Eeady, civil secretary, were nominated members of the executive

council, at the same time as M. Papineau.

The governor visited Upper Canada in the course of the year, under a

pretext of examining the fortifiable parts of the colony ; but with the aim,

in reality, of sounding public opinion, and reporting its several tendencies
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in both provinces, all in view of brinpjinK about their union. In winter

onsuinj,', Doccnibor 11, 1821, he mot the legislature, and notified tho

members that it was tlie desire of his Majesty they would vote tho

colonial civil list allowance for the whole duration of his reifjn, such being

the regular parliamentary practice. This new declaration would have

bani.acd all hope of a reconciliation of dissidenco on that literally vital

point between tho assembly and the ministry, had any such existed.

Still tho reply of tho Ir-nso was reserved in its tone, and carefully respect-

ful regarding the constitution. The governor, in rejoinder, intimated his

hopes that any discussion on the jimtter would be calm and dispassionate

;

but he declared, in advance, that tho according of a civil list, in the form

prescribed by royalty, would be a stne qud non ; adding, that if such wero

not voted by a majority in assembly, no harmony need bo expected between

the three branches. The representative chamber, however, was determined

not to relinquish tho exposition it had begun of tho faultiness of tho

governmont. When the budget was officially presented. Lord Dalbousio

was requested to furnish a detailed statement of tho expenses of the civil

administration of the colony, such as they were fixed by tho royal instruc-

tions of tho years 1792, 1797, 1810, and 1818. Ho replied, that ho

believed it would be a betrayal of his duty were he to send, for tho inspection

of the house, the confidential correspondence between the crown and its

personal representative in Canada.

The members proceeded to examine the estimates sent, as not meaning

to meet the demand made upon them by the governor with a sudden and

absolute refusal, but temporise rather, and with that intent an adjourn-

ment was proposed; whereupon, M. Taschereau, who had just been gained

over suddenly proposed to adopt the financial rule laid down to the house,

in order that no further doubt should exist on the subject. The colonial-

office had brought matters to such a pass, that prompt and decisive means

were wanted to attain its great end. Only five members voted m favor

of M. Taschoreau's motion. The majority, in negativing it, however

tliought proper to explain the motives that impelled the members to this

decision : which arose, it was said, chiefly out of such considerations as we

have already developed, and were of a nature not unconformable to tho

offer made to tho executive in 1810, and accepted by the llegent in 1818.

These explanations having been embodied in ai address to his Majesty,

Lord Dalhousio undertook to transmit it to London. Concurrently, tho

assembly nominated Mr. Joseph Marryatt, M.P., as agent of the province,

in Britain ; accompanying the appointment with a paper of very voluminous
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inBtruotioiiH for his guidance, when doaling with the homo authoritica and

while uouiinuiiicuting with \m Canadian employers.

The council, iipprehenHivo of the effectH likely to result from this

agency, huHtened to declare that the assembly, in making such an appoint

ment without the consent of the other branches of the colonial legislature,

had taken upon itself a perilous authority ; that to make such an appoint

ment, was a direct breach of the royal prerogative, and an attempt to set

aside the constitution. When Marryatt learned that a conflict of opin-

ions had thu:i followed upon his appointment, he refused to act; under

pretext that it would bo unconstitutiopal to do so, unless the charge were

sanctioned by the council, and the governor approved of the choice made.

The assembly, meantime, persisting in its own course, refused, in despite

of a special message from the governor, to vote supplies, and even passed

a resolution making the receiver-general personally responsible I'or what-

ever moneys he might pay to government order, if unsanctioned previously

by the assembly. Matters having come to this pass. Lord Dalhousio

judged that the artfulness and reservations he had thitherto employed to

gain his end the better, were no longer useful, and therefore determined

to communicate to the assembly tlio reply of the ministry to their demands

of the year preceding. That reply, if sent to them at the opening of

the session, would have occasioned an explosion. " The lieutenant-

governor of Gospe," thus wrote his lordship, referring to a denounced

sinecure, " is one of the least dispensable of our officials, and, instead of

retrenching his salary, it ought to be increased. As for the provincial-

secretaryship, care would be taken at the decease of the present holder of

the place, to appoint a resident functionary. The colonial agency again

had always existed, and there was nothing that could be laid to the charge

of the present agent to warrant his discharge." The consideration of

other matters complained of was, it would appear, postponed by the

eKccutive.

There was a small minority in the council, the members ofwhich, inform-

ed of certain menaces beginning to be thrown out against the French-

Canadians, thought it would be advisable to make a demonstration in the

sense of the opinions of the assembly on the civil list. Fearing the

results of a too long struggle on such a question, M. Debartzch proposed

to revoke the resolutions of the preceding session. The majority exclaimed

against such a retrogression. " How can we revoke our resolutions,"

demanded Mr. Richardson, " when a secret committee of assembly is at

this time sitting, and deliberating perhaps at this very moment on the

nomination of a governor? yes! meditating the dismissal of the one we

V
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now have, to bo replaced by anotlior of the aBHoinbly'H own choowing I

A pernmnciit committee of asHemblymcii exists, unknown to Hovorol

members of the assembly ; a thing unexampled in British history since

tlio times of Charles I. That conclave is perhaps a second 'eonnnittoo

of public safety.' " Tims did this credulous councillor intimate, that a

majority of the assembly hud revolutionary designs. Several representa-

tives pnjscnt at these council debates, took umbragt; at such charges, and

imparted the sentiments inspired by them to their colleagues. M.

Quirouet was one who reported what he hud heard himself. A commit-

tee of five was forthwith constituted, the members of which drew up a

report that became provocative of discussions, evincing the profound

antipathy existing between the two legislative bodies. The report was

adopted by a largo majority of the assembly ; tlie language of Mr.

Richi'irdson being denounced as false, scandalous, and malicious, also as

tendii g to destroy the confidence of his Majesty in the loyalty of the

people and their deputies. It was declared that such imputations as were

thrown out in council, were a serious breach of the assembly's privileges;

and that the council itself should seriously visit with punishment, severe

in proportion to the crime, the wrong intended to be done by one ol its

members: lastly, the assembly admonished the governor that his duty

was, to deprive the guilty party of the places of honor, confidence, and

canolument, he held of the crown.

Two addresses, conformable to the foregoing, were drawn up and sent,

one to the governor, the other to the council. The former in reply, said

that the document contained matters of the gravest character ; that the

resolutions adopted by the house appeared to him to be couched in language

beneath tlic dignity of a deliberative body ; that they violated the privi-

leges of the council and freedom of debate; and, for these reasons, he

begged to decline acting as he was called upon to do in the address

transmitted to him. The council, on its part, declared that it would not

be compatible, either with its honor or its rights, to enter upon the conside-

ration of an alleged infraction of the liberties of the assembly, before

that body should itself make reparation for the violation it had just

committed of the privileges of council, by demanding the suspension of

Mr. Richardson from his functions,—presuming to subject a member of

council to censure and proposed punishment 1 The house returning to

the charge, protested against attempts constantly making to destroy all

oonfidence in its honor and loyalty ; and thus neutralizing its efibrts for

advancing the public interests : finally, repeated its previous assertion of

the incontestible right it possessed, of repressing abuses by every means

that the constitution placed at its disposal.
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This conflict still further augmented public irritation. The assembly

manifested too much supceptibility on the occasion. Good policy would

have dictated to its members a course directly the reverse of that it did

adopt, as a proof of their own moderation. Meanwhile the governor,

seeing that they were not to be shaken in their resolution regarding the

Bupplies, informed them that he intended to defray the costs of the govern-

ment out of the funds which laws already passed had put at his disposal.

Concurrently with the agitation on parliamentary supplies, that of the

division of the customs receipts, between Lower and Upper Canada, was

debated. The trade of the latter province with Britain could only be

carried on through the former. The rule to be observed in sharing the

net returns, had been made the subject of many difficulties and long

discussions. In terms of the first cuavention between the parties, conclu-

ded in 1817, Upper Canada received a fifth of the custous dues levied at

Quebec. For some time anterior to the present (1 822), the Upper Canadiana

had been demanding a larger share, under pretext that their numbers had

largely increased. To settle the matter, each province appointed two

commissioners, and the four had several conferences at Montreal, but

without being able to come to an arrangement. The Upper Canadians,

instigated by our assembly's enemies, who mustered strong in Montreal,

put forward high pretensions, demanding, besides an augmentation of the

quota allowed them by the treaty of 1817, £20,000 of arrears, the

alleged amount of unpaid drawbacks; also £10,000, a sum which, their

commissioners alleged, was due to them previously to the foregoing

agreement being come to. Our commissioners repelled the first-indicated

pretension ; and refused to enter into any consideration of the two others,

till further instructed. The Upper Canadians then appointed an agent

to repair to their mother country and demand an interposition of the

home government in their behalf. Lord Dalhousie did not make known

to the legislature till the following session tiiese difficulties, which might

have furnished a new reason for effiicting a union, towards which, people

said, he was secretly inclined. This delay in communicating what he

knew on the subject, was made a cau^.e of reproach against him after-

wards, as a betrayer of the interests of the province the king had confided

to his care ; but he excused himself by alleging, that he had received

authentic news of the afiair when too late.

The iissembly, informed through the public prints of what was going

on, hastened to protest, just before the session closed, against the claims

of Upper Canada, in regard of the customs, imports, and to declare, that

it was ready to sanction all arrangements that might be proposed for
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facilitating the transit of seaborne merchandise, by way of Quebec.

Two days thereafter, the governor prorogued the parHament.

Messrs. Papineau, Neilson anxl Cuvillier were the members of assembly

who led the house in its opposition, on tlie finance question, to the colonial

office; whose behests, agaifi, were supported by the governor and the

council. Papineau and Neilson discussed principally, Cuvillier vindicated

them with figures. The trio proved that they were not to be taken at a

disadvantage in matters of finance and taxing : but, if reason were on

their side, power was possessed by the other ; and it was used to dissolve

successive parliaments, with a view to intimidate or weary out the people's

representatives. Scarcely had one session been allowed to exist its proper

time, for a scries of years past. It was needful that so anomalous a con-

dition of things should have an end ; for public business was constantly

in arrear, and the public mind becoming more and more unsettled.

This embroilment of affairs finally became the philo-unionists' wished

for opportunity. The clashing interests of the two provinces in regard

of the customs-revenue became, in their eyes, a sufficing reason, in

itself, for realising their favorite measure. Lower Canada, they allowed,

was opposed to it ; but not, they averred, to the extent of resisting it by

open revolt. Besides, if such a tendency manifested itself, tl'e all-power-

ful influence of the catholic clergy, might be reckoned upon, it was

intimated, for keeping it within safe bounds. In a word the British

ministry, ever urged on by Mr. EUice and his friends, resolved at length

to execute their great project, and bring into the Imperial parliament

a bill for revoking the Canadian Constitution of the year 1791, and

re-constituting once more the government of the colony.

i4
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CHAPTER II.

FIRST UNION rilOJECT.—1823-1827.

A union of the two Canadas ck'siroil by the British-derived inhabitants of Montreal.—Con-
ceriiing their agent, Kllice.—This uiorcluintV liistory.—Tlic Union project brouf,'ht in clandes-

tinely to the Iniperiul Tarlianieiit.—I'arker sounds tlio alarm.—Sir James Mackintosh and

Sir Francis Jiurdett arrest the further progress of the Union JSill in the commons.—Nature of
jts i>rovision8.—Tlie project adjourned.—Sensation its introduction to j)arliament produced

in tlie two Canadas.—Petitions against it: Messrs. I'apineau and Ncilsou sent to London.

Tliey draw up an able memorial on the subject for presentation to the government.—The
ministry abandon the measure.—Coiiimunicationi between Messrs. Kllice and Vajiineau.

—

Estimation of tho former, by Sir James Mackintosli.—Opinion of Sir Francis liurdett on
the Union.—Interview of M. I'apineau with Earl Uathurst.—Opinions of f tiitesmen as to

the probable duration of tho American federation.—Amount of tiie Caldwell delicit.

—

Ki'ligious otfuirs.—Lord Dalhousie visits England and returns.—The Bupplics refused.

—

Insulting discourse of tie governor in proroguing the chambers.

At all times, a desire for the union of the Canadas had been the secret

wish of the British party in Montreal, its hostility to the French-des-

cended inhabitants daily increasing, proportionally to its desire to domi-

neer over the latter. Avarice, no less than ambition, nourished its

hatred to our race ; that hatred finding an answering sympathy in Brit-

ain itself through national and religious prejudices common to both,

aided by calumnies against the objects of their mutual dislike. The

Anglo-Canadian party had the exclusive sympathy of the British people

;

the colonial minister received all his inspirations from its members, and

the governors always threw themselves into its arms, in order to secure

its support for themselves, and be assured of its influence in London,

where tho Gallo-Canadians had never ceased to be looked upon as aliens.

It will have been perceived that the governmental career of Dalhousie,

ever since it began among us, was of an unvarying character, and seemingly

all traced out beforehand. He, in fact, enunciated his ultimatum in hia

first discourse to the chambers. " JSo concession shall be made ; md
the resolutions of the assembly will be treated merely as so many defei.^

ant's memorials, making a stage in the progress of the great process £,vt-

ting up against the colonial deliberative body, to be tried before the par-

liamentary tribunal of Britain, the anticipated sentence to be, abolition

for the former." This predetermination it was which occasioned the

deadlock of 1822 ; including the refusal * of supplies by the assembly,

and the quarrels between Lower and Upper Canada.

• Th^s runs the author's French text, in the second paragraph of the present

chapter :
—" On a pu voir depuis son arriv^e la marche de Dalhousie a 6t^ r^gu-

laire et comme trac^e d'avance. II a dit son dernier mot dana eon premier

> 1
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From two centres, and for diverse reasons, issued the accusations

against tliat house, wherein were deposited the public spiritedness, the

sympathies, and the interests of the French Canitdian people. The ultra

British party had always longed for a union, as was well known, with

the intent of swamping the latter entirely. It was with that end in

view that Lymburner protested, before tlie house of commons, against

the division of the province, in 1791. But in 1823, when 3Iessrs.

Papineau and Neilson, knowing that his sentiments had undergone a

change during the intervening years, sought an interview with him in

London, hoping to engage him to aid them in forwarding Lower Cana-

dian views, he observed, " I have now by me several letters from old

friends in Canada, who have made reference to our mutual attempts, in

days long past, to prevent the colony from being parted into two prov-

inces ; that division was an error in itself, for an amalgamation of the two

races would have been effected more speedily without than witli such a

separation. But it would be unjust, now-a-days, to undo what was done
;

for, since then, distinctive habitudes have taken root, separate interests

have grown up, and a new legislation has been founded. T, therefore,

have notified my friends aforesaid, that so far from sustaining the views

they take of tb^ matter at the present time, I shall employ whatever

influence I possess over the minds of public men here, to make the

renewed enterprise miscarry ; for I do not wish the imperial government

to stultify itself, or become hateful in America." If Mr. J^ymburner

were now one of the anti-unionists, others had taken up and were turning

to account the opposite ideas he once maintained so stoutly. The North-

West Company, too, which had much ii.fluence in London, had for its

resident directors in Canada, Messrs. Richardson and McGill, two of the

most enthusiastic members of the British party. jMr. Ellice, whose

father became a leading trader in the colony, after being a clerk to the

Lotbinieres, had bought from that family their r 'igniory of Beauharnois.

By a train of lucky chances, Ellice, junior, had become a person of con-

sequence in England. From Canada he passed to the West Indies, and

there married a daughter of Earl Grey, widow of a military officer. In

after years, his lordship became the leader of the whig party ; and Ellice,

though a man of no talent, through his family connexions became an

discours aux chambres. Aucune concession ne sera faite : et les resolutions de

l'assembl(5c ne sont recueillies que pour servir de pieces dans le grand proces

qu'on se propose d'intenter a ce corps delibi5rant devant les comnmnes de

I'Angleterre avant de le faire disparaltre. De la la situation des choses en 1822 :

refua de subsides ct querelles avec le Haut-Canada." Ill, 22G-7.
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influential personage. Although passing for a " true blue " whig in

Britain, Ellice became the intermediary of the Canadian tor'es with the

tory cabinet in London, in order to undo the work of Pitt; and he it

was who, in 1822, finally induced the ministry to bring into the com-

mons the union bill of that year, Tlic latter were on the point of adoptr

ing it, for all was going on swimmingly towards that consummation,

when an ex-trader of Canada, named Parker, became aware of what was

m progress.

This person, who had neither talent nor iifluencc, was yet redoubtable

through the mortal dislike he had for EUivv^, whom he had accused, in

times past, of divers frauds, in his speculations with other traders.

Parker lived retired in England, upon a fortune he had made in Canada.

As soon as he found out that the union bill, then passing through its

early stages in parliament, was the bantling rather of EUice than of the

ministry, he hastened to the colonial-office, and denounced it for the

work of a scoundrel ; but no attention was there paid to his representa-

tions. They found, however, more acceptance with Sir James Mackin-

tosh, Sir Francis Burdctt, and some other distinguished commoners.

An opposition was got up against the bill, and it was thrown out on the

second reading. It was at this time were heard those strange expressions,

emanating from Mr. Wilmot, a member of the cabinet: * " I implore

the house to pass this bill at once. If it be postponed till next year, so

many petitions against it will be poured in, that it will be all but impos-

sible to carry it, however beneficial its provisions are, even for those who

will resist it, through ignorance or prejudice. It is of the greatest con-

sequence that it should become law, if only to solve the difiiculty which

has arisen through the contestations of the legislative council and provin-

cial assembly of Lower Canada." Despite this earnest official adjura-

tion. Sir James Mackintosh and his friends successfully persisted in their

opposition to the measure, which thus got shelved, for a year at least in

any case.

The bill, thus disposed of for the time, much abridged colonial free-

dom in general, and that of Lower Canada in particular. It gave to the

latter a far smaller modicum of representation than to the Upper Prov-

ince. It vested in the council—a body of crown nominees—the privi-

lege of taking a part in the discussions of the people's representatives.

It abolished the use of the French language (in the debates and public

* A mistake. Sir Eardley Wilmot could not be a member of the cabinet.

He was at that time, W'S believe, under-sccretary of state for the colonies.

—
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acts of the legislature); and limited the religious liberty and rights of the

catholic (Canadian) church. It restrained, too, the right of the assembly

toucliing the disposal of the injposts levied for state uses. Briifly, the

whole measure was drawn up with the most hostile feeling to us, and

with a decidedly retrogressive spirit : had it passed, it would have

reduced every French-Canadian almost to the abased state of an Irish

catholic.

Intelligence of the furtive introduction of such a measure as that to

the commons house of parliament, created a profound sensation in Cana-

da. A cry against the perfidy of its concoctors forthwith arose :
" There

could be no longer any doubt as to the nature of the ministerial resist-

ance to the will of the country regarding the vexed question of the sup-

plies. The aim of all became too apparent!" Still, good-will I'or the

British people was not quite extinct in the Canadian breast. Public

meetings, however, were immediately convoked, in all parts of Canada, to

enter a protest against the conduct of the home government on the occa-

sion : and committees of remonstrance were organised to draw up and

transmit petitions, signed by or in name of the French-Canadian people,

for presentation to the Imperial parliament, to stay the progress of the

measure then supposed to be under its consideration. iMontreal and

Quebec set the example.-'^ On the 14th of October, a counter-demonstra-

tion took place at Montreal, at a meeiing of the unionist partisans, Mr.

Richardson acting as chairman in this their first public meeting. Sev-

eral of the persons present on the occasion uttered discourses, in the

course of which they voiced, without restraint, to their antipathy against

the French-Canadians; some of them giving vent to a pent-up hatred

which they had long concealed. Of this species there was a remarkable

exemplar in the person of Mr. J. Stuart, the very man who had been

previously designated, so many times, by the assembly as worthy of

becoming its agent in London ; but who now discredited its choice by

disclaiming sentiments which he once professed to vindicate with the

utmost ardor. " The reasonings of the French-Canadians," he now said,

"are founded either on prejudices, which ought to be extirpated ; or on

petty local interests, which ought not to be taken into account in the

settlement of the present question." As if the language, the laws, the

institutions, of a people (to use the words of the SjJcct((tor), could be

* The Montreal meeting took place, Oct. 7, 1822 ; it was presided bj- Messrs.

Guy and Vigor. Tliat of Quebec was lioldeu Oct. 14. In both towns, commit-

tees were nominated by those present.
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rightly classed as " prejudices "
! A portion of the British derived inhab-

itants, settled in J he new townships of Three-Rivers and Montreal, near

the American nor.^li-eastern frontiers, followed the example set them by

their compatriots of Montreal. But in Tipper Canada, a majority of the

inhabitants pronounced against the projected union; declaring generally

that they were well content with the constitution as it then stood, express-

ing a desire, at the same ti ne, that it should be transmitted unimpaired

to their posterity: remarking, also, that the Union bill then in parliament

would abridge, instead of extending, their rights and liberties. This

unexpoctod opposition disconcerted the unionists, who began, in a short

time, while they were waiting the result, to despair of their cause.

Meanwhile petitions, crowded with opposition signatures, were getting

up ; bearing the names of seigniors, magistrates, ecclesiastics, officers of

militia, farmers, traders, &c., to the number of 60,000 and upwards.

In contradistinction to the petitions of their adversaries, those of the

remonstrants were couched in befittingly moderate language, and solicited

only that justice should be done in the case. It sufficed them, that the

truth had been stated by their exponents with the calmness and gravity

the occasion called for ; their motives being good, their cause sacred, and

the proffijred reasons why " the bill should not pass," likely to carry convio-

tion to the mind of judges called on to proscribe a people without allowing

them an opportunity to show cause against the infliction. These petitions

were transmitted to London, during the recess of the provincial parlia-

ment; the representative branch of which, as soon as it should be allowed

to meet, would, as a matter of course, lift up its voice against the Union

project, ill name of the whole country. They wore confided to Messrs.

Papineau and Neilson, as were also those, di-awn up in a kindred sense,

trjinsmitted from Upper Canada, Not waiting for what might ensue,

the governor convoked the parliament for early January, 1828. M.

Papineau, president of the assembly, being absent, a substitute had to

be found; and M. Vallitires de St. Rdal was, by a majority of votes,

elected to fill the chair, preferably to Messrs. Bourdages, Vigor, and

Tascbereau, proposed in succession by their respective friends for the

presidency.

The assembly immediately entered into a discussion on the Union bill,

and passed the most energetic resolutions in its denunciation. Mr, Ogden,

leader of the unionist party, proposed an amendment in its favor. " The

Canadians," said he, " can have no hostile feeling against the subjects of

their own sovereign, nor, by consequence, any repugnance to adopt the

language, the manners, or habitudes of the great family ; or to form, for
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the interest of all, one dependency out of the two provinces. The union

between P]nj^land and Scotland had the happiest results. The interests

of the people of the two Canadas ouf>;ht to be the same. It is true that

groundless prejudices were ^iven up, in order that harmony should prevail.

It is unnecessary to explain, what has occasioned the alarm taken at

the measure submitted to the house of commons ; that, as the <>;ovcrnment

knows, has been caused by jealousy; by distrust of the honor, of the

regard for justice, which really actuates the executive; that evil is due

alone to those who, with too much success, awaken the apprehensions

of the ignorant and inconsiderate. It is, sometimes, the duty of legisla-

tors, to bonefic the many, even in their own despite,"

Mr, Ogden's amendment was not entertained, as its tenor was in direct

opposition to that of the resolutions adopted just previously ; and only

three other members adhered to i ts terms, when the mover appealed to

the assembly against the decision of the president which ignored it.

The legislative council itself, intimidated by the all but universal public

demonstrations against the measure, declared, after prolonged discussion,

against the union of the two Canadas; but only because, if effected,

it might embarrass the administration. As the assembly had done,

it sent addresses on 'the subject, in that sense, to Messrs. Papineau and

Neilson, for transmission, one to the king, and one of two others for

each house of parliament. These were not voted, however, without some

opposition; for the most ardent unionists in the council, Messrs,

Richardson, Ryland, Grant, Irvine, McGill, and Felton, protested against

the resolution come to by the majority ; the latter, for once, setting them-

selves in direct opposition to the secret polity of the colonial-office. The

editors of the Canadian Times of Montreal, also, in accord with the six

protesting councillors, printed diatribes against the majorities in the two

chambers, which strictures provoked the assembly to order the writers or

printers of them to be arrested as libellers ; but their persons were fortu-

nately out of the assembly's jurisdiction.

During the interval, the settlers in the Eastern Townships, impelled by

government agents, complained that their interests had been neglected by

the Lower-Canadian legislature; and demanded that they should be

represented therein. Lord Dalhousie thereupon recommended, that the

Imperial parliament should be applied to, to enable this to be done.

The governor, in a despatch dated April 5, 1825, to the colonial minister,

approved also of the council's having rejected the bill passed for increas-

ing the general representation. The authorities knew not what step to

take, in order to neutralise the numerical preponderance of the French
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Canadians in the assembly, or liow to augment the number of the repre-

sentatives of British ori<^in : the members of the hitter race already much

exceeding what the relative sunount of the Anglo-Canadian population of

the Lower Province warranted. Nevertheless the assembly accorded the

right of representation to the Eastern Townships ; which were, for that

purpose, detached from the districts of Montreal and Three Rivers, and

erected into the elect: ral district of St. Francis : in which, also, were estab-

lished courts of law, and judicial juritfdiction, having the village of

Sherbrooke for its central point. At the solicitation of the government,

the assembly likewise granted an increase of salary to Sir Francis N.

Burton, who had just come to the country as lieutenant-governor.

The assembly stil \ ^ '

• nominate Mr. Marryatt as agent for the

province in London; it -.3 soon as this was proposed, the council

resisted as before. The asscmbl_v ': nctioned by its votes the unaccredited

expenditure of the governor, during the suspension of the supplies, and

also accorded divers sums for public and charitable uses; such as £50,000

for the Chambly canal, £12,000 for that of Lachine, £2,000 for the

encouragement of agriculture, £850 for Montreal General Hospital, and

£2,000 for the Hotel Dieu of Quebec.

It was expected that the vexed question of the supplies would now be

taken up, with a repetition of the debates which had troubled the country

during so many years ; but, contrary to the expectation of many persons,

the difficulty received a temporary solution, through the government tak-

ing the precaution to separate, in the estimates sent to the assembly, the

civil-list allowances from the other items of anticipated expenditure. This

evasive device displeased both contending parties ; but, by having recourse

to general terms, susceptible of double interpretation, hostile pretensions

were neutralised, and the supply bill was allowed to pass the assembly,

which on its part sanctioned it also, probably at the instance of the higher

powers. That some underhand influence was exerted upon the members

is presumable from the fact, that the council intimated it gave way

in this instance for special reasons, but which would not prevent it from

rejecting such a money bill in future.

The council, as a body, received a discrediting shock, about this time,

through the bankruptcy of one of its chiefs. Receiver-general Caldwell.

For a long time, the assembly suspected that functionary, of malversation

;

for its members could not sec how a person, of capital so limited as his,

could engage in trading speculations to the extent he did, without divert-

ing public moneys from their proper uses. One of the chief motives, in

fact, for the assembly's persisting in its mode of granting the supplies,

.ill
I
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was to constrain tlic government to furnish a clear statement of the

actual condition of the colonial finances. The opposition, which know

this fact, used every effort to cause the assembly's desire to be frustrated.

The leaders of opposition being intinif.te friends of the receiver-general,

attending at his feasts and sharing in his seeming opulence, were induced

for these reasons, addc d to class sympathies, to back his pretexts, and sus-

tain whatever reasons he choso to assign, for refusing or delaying to fur-

nish to the assembly the financial information they usually demanded of

him. But all things have an end ; and Caldwell was obliged to announce,

in 1822, that he had no more funds to defray charges for part of the year

yet to come. The house declared that the receiver-general ought to have

in hand, by estimation, at least £100,000 ; and that it would sanction oo

further reimbursement, to favor unconstitutional operations. This refu-

sal, which on any other occasion would have led to a crisis, was '-^ceivcd

almost without a word of complaint by the executive council,whicli vid , ritly

wished to eschew (for the time) a feud with the assembly, and r^ven. con-

trary to custom, testified its contentment with the sessional business that

had been transacted. The governor, on his part, upon proroguing the par-

liament, said, " I have seen with satisfaction that the different subjects

submitted for your consideration in the course of this session ' ave been dis-

cussed with all that diligence and attention which the peculiar circumstances

of the province so much re(jaired It only remains for me to offer my
warmest thanks for your assiduous and laborious attendance. The hopes

I lately expressed to you have been fully realised ; and I think it must be

gratifying to you to be assured, that I esteem the result of the session to

be at once honorable to yourselves and useful to your country." But, at

the same time, he deprived Mr. Neilson, jun., of the governmental recog-

nition of his newspaper as the official Gazette, and bestowed it on a new

journal, which he caused to be established in Quebec, under the direction

of Mr. Fisher, one of the editors of the New York Album. He
thus punished the son for the opposition of the father ; and, at the same

time, set up an organ under his own patronage, upon which he could

always reckon for inserting his communications, and defending his acts.

In this regard, he followed home precedents. But every British minis-

try, which has its hired journals to maintain cabinet opinions, is respon-

sible to parliament for its acts ; so that, after all, ministerial newspapers are

but exponents of the political party which has a majority in the two houses,

and is in power for the time. In Canada, on the contrary, such respon-

sibility not existing, and the government not being necessarily sustained

by a majority, the official journal, far from becoming more influential
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through tho direct countenance of the executive, is likely to lose it M
soon ns it bej^ins to advocate unpopular doctrines; and this result hud not

lonji; to ho waited for in the present case.

Messrs. Papineau and Neilson had been received In London with dis-

tinguished consideration. Tho unanimity among the Canadians (in

repudiating the Union bill) at first stayed the action of the ministers, and

they promised to withdraw the measure. At the first interview the two

delegates had with under-seoretary Wilmot, ho said to them, " Rest

assured of the truth of wliat I now say, but you need not repeat it : the

government desires that there bo no further discussion in parliament on

the union subject, and it will not bo proposed for this session." They

hastened, nevertheless, to communicate this assurance to Sir James

Mackintosh, who congratulated them on the turn affairs had taken

;

assuring them that they might rely on the cabinet pledge thus given.

They had already solicited the aid of the party called " tho Saints,"

composed of dissenters.* They now, at the instance of the colonial under-

secretary, abstained from sending in petitions for presentation to the two

houses of parliament, and contented themselves with remitting to the

minister a memorial detailing the reasons which tho Canadians had for

adhering to the constitution of 1791.

It was advanced in this memorial, that, nine-tenths of the inhabi-

tants, and all the constitutional authorities of the colony, repudiated the

ministerial measure, because it was pregnant with extreme danger. The
memorialists enlarged on the fidelity of the Canadians during the war of

1812-13
; upon the difference existing between British social relations and

those of Canada; also on the evils which would assuredly result if politi-

cal changes were made contrary to the declared wishes of the Canadian

people. They intimated their opinion, that it was beneficial to subordi-

nate provinces, having legislatures, for their frontiers not to be over-

extended; they remarked that the distance between the gulf of St.

Lawrence and the head-waters of Lake Huron was more than 500

leagues ; that there was great diversity of climate in this vast range of

territory, and consequently, that communications between its several

parts were both difficult and costly, especially during winter-time ; whilst,

in the like stretch of country, on the American side, there were seven

• This i8 a mistake. There were no avowed dissenters in the house of com-

mons, till the "Corporation and Test Repeal Act" (9 Geo. 4, ch. It) waa

passed. William Wilberforce, the stoutest of Anglican lay champions, was

leader of " the Saints" at the time mentioned.
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distinct states, cnch witli independent facilities for sclflcgislation and
intercourse with their uoi^'hbors."*

" But it is not alone on account of the distances of place, or varieties

of climate, or seasonal vicissitudes, that the measure would be detrimental

to Canadian interests. It is an acknowledf^ed fact that not only are the

laws which affect property and civil rij^hts different' in the two provinces;

but also their customs, habits, relij^ion, and even prejudices, materially

differ. The people hold firmly to whatever benefits they have been

secured in tiie enjoyment of by Great Britain. The wisest, tlie most

disinterested, the most erudite legislator that ever was, would not be able

to combine their scattered Icgism into one code, without unsettling the

property holdings they have acquired, under diverse laws at differing

times." Messrs. Ncilson and Paplneau afterwards passed in review the

various articles of the Union bill: they protested against that which gave

to Upper Canada a representation in assembly thrice greater than that

allowed to Lower Canada, relatively to the population of each ; also

against the too high property qualification demanded for membership,

and inequality of proposed taxation. The article authorizing the governor

to nominate (hybrid) executive councillors, entitled to sit and debate but

not vote in assembly, was, in their estimation, a strange deviation from

British constitutionality; and it' was added, that the intent to proscribe

the French language in the house had caused great excitement of itself.

" The speech of his race, of his paternal household, the words he first

learned to speak, arc dear to every man, in all lands," they urged ; adding?

that diversity of language, raising a moral barrier between invaders and

invaded, had been one great means for saving Canada to Britain at the

American revolutionary epoch. Our deputies also protested against the

article in the bill which aimed at a nomination of the parish priests l)y the

governor and bishop conjointly, in revocation of all ecclesiastical canons,

and even of the rules of incumbency in the Church of England. They

concluded their memorial by demanding, that were the measure ever to be

taken up again, the governor should be enjoined to order a census to be

made of the Canadian populations ; and that a law should be sanctioned

for Lower Canada to nominate commissioners charged to defend, in

England, the integrity of the provincial constitution.

The home government was ever on the alert, as we have seen, to

encroach on ecclesiastical functions, by getting hold of nominations to

• This memorial, drawn up by Mr. Neilson with the aid of M. Papineaii, is

one of our ablest state papers.
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parish chari^os, nnd thuH koopirifr tho catholics clppondont on the state

n\ith(iriti('H. But religion, ever str(>n;;or thim t(!iiiii(»r;il things, yea even

tho iiKist potent civil jMility, set u]) insurniountahlc harriers to the aiiihitious

usurpation and sj)iritual ])rejudices prevailin;^ in the 'joloniiil-ofhec. Tho

reproduced atttMupt, niado in that direction, ncvcrthelesH di«clo8cd tho

source whence proceeded Craig's antagonistic spiritinj^s.

Tho minister, unable to encounter so stronj^ ....u so goncrnl an opposi-

tion to his measure, was fain to withdraw it. But our agents did not

leel warranted to iniplieity rely on any appearances, after what had passed.

Despite ministerial assurances that tho bill would certainly not bo re-

introduced for the current session at least, it was agreed b(!tween Messrs.

Papincau and Neilson, that tho former sliould remain in London till the

time of proroj^'ation to fruard a<j;ainst a surprise.*

M. Papineau had two interviews with Lord Bathurst himself, secretary

of state for tho colonies. The earl expressed his satisfaction at tho

prospect of a break-up of the American confederation. IJis belief of

that event being imminent, was shared by Sir F. Burdett, Sir J.

Mackintosh, and Mr. Ilumc, but they all, on the other hand, expressed

their regret thereat. With tho experience of history as a guide, they

• It was about thig time that M. Papineau, !jenig seated at a friemra table,

with Mr. Ellico and Mr. Stuart (unionist agent), tho conversation turning on

tho afTiiirs of Canada, Kllico thus addressed our agent : "You seem qnito easy

on a ciu'tain subject; and J have learned, from a reliiiblo party, that the cabinet

has indeed given you an assurance that the bill is shelved, but it will bo repro-

duced. If ministers leave the matter there, I shall expose them, for I hold their

pledge, given before witnesses, to go on with it." Messrs. Pa[iiueiui and Neil-

son, uneasy at what the former had heard, waited on Sir James Mackintosh, and

communicated with him. IIo assured them that they need not fear : " as for

EUice," added the knight, " he is a braggadocio of no weight or influence. He
•will not dare to put in act the foolish words he has spoken. Through the

medium of some friends, I shall find ways to cool his courage. lie is of no

account among us, further than as the son-in-law of Lord Grey."

At a later time, M. Papincau met Mr. Ellice at Sir F. Burdett's. Mr. P. (adver-

ting to the Union bill) got the baronet to acknowledge, that if the majority of

Canadians were as hostile to the measure as he was assured, to persevere in the

measure would be to stultify whig professions, so often repeated, of paying all

attention to the will of populations as expressed in majorities; and, tlierefore

that the Whigs must retire their Union bill : whereupon Ellice assured Sir Francis,

that, in the present case, " the majority is ignorant, and made fanatical by the

priests." He also violently attacked the Montreal seminarists, denounced cer-

tain seigniorial dues {lods ct vcntcs) ; and assured Burdett, that, in consort with

Mr. Stuart, he was preparing a bill to change feudal tenures, trusting to turn to

good account hereby his own seigniory of Beauharnois.
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The decision of the British cabinet ten»led to calm Canadian incjuio-

tudcs, and to reston; tem|>orary harmony to tho colonial le;;islature; but

in Hpeeial things u» no chan<>;e had taken place, the causes of dissi-nsion

Btill remaiiiint.', it was sure soon to re-appear. The defalentious of tho

rccciver-Lieneral became the lirst bandit! lor the opposition to work with;

and occasion wa.s thence taken to condemn the whole administration of

tho provincial government. The governor, foreseeing the effect which a

financial eatastropho would assuredly produce, had lifted oidy a corner of

the curtain which hid the particulars, so as to deaden the first sensation.

Thus, during the session just closed, he intimaled that then; was some-

thing wrong in the jiublic accounts. In thu next session, beginning

Nov. 25, 182;J, he informed the chambers that Caldwell, wlmm ho

Buspended from the exorcise of his functions only two days before, was

£00, ()()() sterling in arrcar, a sum equal to two entire years' revenue of

the colony. This announcement completely justilied tho wors' fears,

expressed or hinted in times past, by the assembly, as to the diMtrdered

state ol' the provincial finances, and gave its members a right to suspect

the administration of corrupt connivance with i'unctionaries of its own

nomination. There was so much negligence in Caldwell's department,

that iniiuirers could not ascertain whether he had provided any personal

securities for those who had trusted him to fall back upon. Such were

sought for in Canada, but none found. The governor wrote to Earl

Bathurst, asking to be informed whether there were any such, and if so,

to what amount, in tho hands of the Treasury officials, in London. It

was said that Caldwell had given security, in Britain, to the extent of

£10,000, and had promised to find parties in Canada to answer for hini

to a like amount; but, for reasons unknown to the public, he was allowed

to be installed without realizing his promise. The receiver-general, as

well as the custom-house officials, were at the time of his advent nominated

directly by the lords of the treasury.

In the governor's discourse on opening the session, he expressed his

regret to bo ol»liged, upon this as on the like occasions preceding, to

advert to finai; ';il difficulties; but as such really existed, he felt that it

would be his duty to bring them, in full detail, under the observation of

the provincial Ici: slature. Meantime, now that Caldwell was ousted

from office, such fuuds as he rendered up had been placed under the

control of a member of assembly and a councillor, without whose privity

no transaction would be sauctioued.
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Caldwell now offered to givi "n all his property and effects, provided

that they were -iccepted for a recci, in fu.il of all demands; stipulating,

however, that if such a compos" tion took place, a large sum, still due to

his f'.ther for state services, should be paid to him I The assembly paid

no rei^ard to such a demand, made by a public peculator ; and, adopting

the sentiments expressed in a report by a committee of the house, declared

the home government responsible to the colony for his malversations.

Further, in an address, on the subject, to the king, it was explained that

the mischief had originated wliile the colonial finances were under entire

imperial direction, and, as all interference with them had been resented

or evaded, those who wished to stay the evil could not although they

really tried to do so : therefore, the assembly confidently trustt d to his

IkT.ajesty for ordering justice to be done in the case.

Concurrently, another fiscal agent, Mr. Perceval, collector of customs

in Quebec, was accused of exacting undue moneys from traders. When
the assembly asked for his suspension, till inquiry could be nuide, it was

met with assurances that he was a thoroughly honest, conscientious, and

diligent ofiicer, one who conformed strictly to the laws and his instruc-

tions ;
and, therefore, all that could be done in the case, was to transmit to

London a copy of the charges made against him in Canada. It is a not-

able fact, that at this very time, Perceval was defending himself against

personal actions then before the local courts, which ended in his being cast

in damages.

The governor had been trying to sow divisions among the Canadian

party, hoping at least, to detach from it some of the more influential mem-

bers. Nov. 23, 1823, he addressed to M. VallitTes, president of assem-

bly, a memorial on the financial question, in which he exhorted it to let

bygones be bygones, and the future only be cared for. The house accused

Dalhousie of spending provincial moneys without legislatorial authority.

The charge was true ; but what if he did ? He could not help himself

otherwise ; for the house itself refused to furnish needful supplies, and he

was right net to take the perilous responsibility of stopping the state

machine altogether. He had done no more, in this regard, than Pitt (the

younger) did in Britain before. Such was his defence ; to which he added

a volunteer observation, that the late defalcation served to prove the

necessity there was for auditing the public accounts annually.

Dalhousie invited M. Vallieres to come to the castle every morning, and

confer with him on public affairs ; but nothing could come of familiar con-

ferences, if the governor did not make real concessions to the assembly.

M. Vallit^res' personal influence was not great enough to cause his views
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to be adopted as those of the majority, supposing they were effected by the

governor's inspirations. If the latter had used intentions shaking the

firmness of the people's representative, by flattering his individual self-love,

the president of the assembly could not but be aware tlui. his reputation

would suffer vvero he to advance a step in the road which he wrald be

advised to take.

The discussion which took place on the Canadian trade bill, passed by

the Imperial parliament in 1822, which fixed the ({uota of customs-revenue

assignable to each province, proved that Papineau's party—opposed, on

this point, to that of Vallieres'—was stronger than the latter ; since a

majority voted that the law should remain as it was, wherever the Val-

liiires' party wished it to be abrogated.

In the estimates placed before the chambers, a distinct line was drawn

between those expenses the payment of which was provided for by fixed

allocations, and *those for which the liquidation of assentient voting was

indispensable. The latter class of items amounted, collectively, to a total

of £34,000, which sum the government asked the house to provide. The

debates, whenu the part'culars came to be discussed, were extremely violent.

M. Papineau moved, that all supplies should bo refused
j and declaimed

with great energy against the conduct of the governor. Without going

so far, the assembly did not vote the money for paying the public function-

aries, till an abatement was made in all their salaries of 25 per cent.

This reduction determined the council, at once, to reject the settlement

entirely. The assembly, setting aside the estimates, in their original form,

voted a civil list of £43,000 in totality, which was to include payment of

all the salaries ; including those which the government considered as being

out of the assembly's control, as well as all the rest. The council, after

repudiating the whole transaction, voted a supplicatory address to the king,

praying that he would take into consideration the evils which would

inevitably result from the actual state of things in thj colonial legislature;

and advising that the Imperial parliament should adopt such measures as,

it indicated, were proper for bringing it to an end.

Dalhousie, meanwhile, applied to the assembly for a reimbursement of

thr^ sums taken from the military case to defray the civil expenditure in

1822 and 1823, amounting in all to about £60,000. The assembly chose

to look upon the governor's having recourse to Imperial moneys on those

occasions as a personal favor accorded to serve the convenience of the

defaulting receiver-general, as that functionary had (meaning, ought to

have had) £90,000 of a surplus in hand. It was argued, that if Caldwell,

in those circumstances, applied to the governor for aid, the latter might

:!i;^'
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have assured himself that the man was insolvent ; and had betrayed his

duty by not cashiering him at once.

The assembly refused, also, to subscribe an address to the king, drawn

up by the council, against the right, claimed by the American congress, to

the free navigation of the St. Lawrence. And as the " Canada Trade

Act " vested in the governor the power of changing seigniorial tenures into

landholding by " free and common soccagc," the assembly presented an

address to Lord Dalliousic, asking him, if he made any such changes, to

leave out the French-Canadians from such mutations, and let them follow

the beaten track.

The rupture was now complete between the two chambers. The gov-

ernor, not being able to obtain anything he had asked for, prorogued the

parliament, March 9, 182-i.

His lordship next tried to revive ecclesiastical dissensions ; and began

by sending a memorial to the colonial minister, in which he observed, tnat,

ever since the Conquest, the catholic bishop had exercised all the rights of

church patronage, by nominating every one of his clergy. He urged, that

it was time such an abuse were rectified, as it deprived the .king of a most

important part of his influence, he being the head of that ohurch (the

catholic) as he was {chef) of all others.* In another despatch, dated Dec.

19, 1824, he maintained that to the British crown appertained, of right,

all the prerogatives of the kings of France, arising from the liberties of

the Galilean Church ; and he solicited that the royal authority thus devol-

ving should be extended to him (the earl), to enable him to interpose be-

tween the bishop and the Sulpicians, then at loggerheads. " The present

catholic bishop," he said, " arrogated to himself independent power ;" but

his lordship intimated, that " it is not too late to take the reins of absolute

power out of his hands ;
and a considerable number of his clergy wish that

the government would do so." The earl likewise directed the attention

of the colonial minister to a book, the author of which was M Chaboillez,

in which certain passages authorized a belief that the writer's sympathies

were in favor of the Sulpicians, and not of the bishop.

Soon after the session closed, the governor left for Britain, leaving Sir

F, Burton in charge, as his locum tencits. When the elections took place,

in suninier-time ensuing, the opposition party had its numerical strength

increased ; but it was not inclined to be hard upon the lieutenant-governor,

for the assembly was awai'c of Burton's good intentions generally. They

knew that he did not allow the councillors to persuade him to delay the

• We cannot believe, for a moment, that the Earl wrote any such nonsense

;

the only wonder is, that the author could be induced to print so absurd an

assertion.

—
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convocation of the chambers to the latest moment ; nor, at their instiga-

tion, would ho refuse when the time came to recognize M. Papineau as

president of the new assembly. Nor was any fault found with liim when,

thereafter, he refused lO communicate to the chambers the ^'espatch, relat-

ing to the finances, from the Prince llegcnt to Governor Sherbrooke, sent

over in 1817. Still later, again, he was taken at his word, when he

assured the assembly, that he could not find the ministerial despatches

of 1820 and 1821, upon which was founded what the governor had

advanced on the same subject.^i^ In the estimates which he sent to

the house the public expenses were not divided into variable and inva-

riable categories ; so that the whole supplies asked for could be scanned,

tJMJ items sanctioned or refused, and tlie total agreed upon, voted or dia-

alloiCcd, Mficording to circumstances. Every one began to have hopes that

the thliinaval diflSiculty was now solved, as it were, in advance; and the

Ueutenant-g/;vcrnor liimself shared in the momentary illusion. But there

liad been assigaed to Burton, by tlie government, only a short-lived discre-

tionary power, uutil his chief could resume his functions, and, fortiiied by

mo;'! ^/recise instructions, strain to arrive at a goal wliich had been always

kept in view.

The immediate motive for Dalhousic's visit to head-quarters was to

personally incj^uire of the British ministers how they meant to act, now
that their union project had miscarried for the time. It was not possible

after what had passed, that any similar measure could be successfully

smuggled through the two houses, as the concoctors of the late bill JKjped

it would ; therefore a roundabout way for attaining the desired end had

to be sought for. The governor meanwhile returned to Quebec, and

early next year, Jan. 21, 1826, having re-opened parliament, he addressed

a long discourse to the members of assembly and council, which was, in

its general tone, of a nature to continue tlie illusion that Burton's short

administration was calculated to conjure up. He spoke of commerce, of

the administration of justice, of land registration, of education, ^nd of

charitable institutions. The house replied in a kindred spirit. The

governor rejoined, with an expression of his satisfaction that his senti-

ments and those of the assembly were so much in accord ; and declared,

that he expected the happiest efiects would thence result for the com-

monweal. At his suggestion, the assembly voted an address to the

king, soliciting the revocation of the ordinances of the Imperial govern-

ment changing the tenure of lands in Canada, and for introducing to the

province the laws of England. In this docun\ent it was observed, that

* itter from Sir F. Burton to Earl Bathurst, dated March 28, 1825.
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the motives which led the mother country to give a lepislat-jrc to the

province, or.cht to suffice for preventing the Imperial goverTiracut from

intermeddling with local legislation; that (if it did not thus iibstain) U
might commit grave errors, and cause great injustice ; and that, in the exer-

cise of supreme authority, it ought to respect its own work, by allowing the

colonists to interpret, in their own way, the powers which had been

confided to them.

A.t no time previously had any circumstance placed Lower Canada and

its representatives in a more humiliating situation. The influence of

Mr. Ellice was patent under the veil of argumentation of the colonial-

office. But at the very moment when people thought that there remained

no other subject of debate between the colonial and the Imperial govern-

ment than the question of tenures, that of the supplies surged up more

menacingly than ever before. While hearkening to the peaceful words

which Dalhousie pro^.ered after his return, those persons not as yet quite

assured by the mild administration of Burton, upon the occasion referred

to, had their doubts removed, and concluded that all further financial

difficulties would be definitively surmounted. So far from this being the

case, Earl Bathurst persisted still in denying the right of the assembly

to dispose of the entire revenue; as will be manifest to any one -ivho

peruses a desptach from his lordship, addressed to Sir F. Burton, dated

June 4, 1825. The bill of supply, assented to by the latter, being good

only for one year, the minister did not advise the king to withhold his

assent to it ; but he directed the governor not to give to any the like his

sanction in future. The assembly, on its part, ii an address to tl:e king

reiterated its pretensions. About the same time, M, Papineau, once more

president of assembly, wrote a long letter to Sir James Mackintosh,

entering into a detail of the abuses in iit idministration of the colony.

" At the last sitting of the legislative ctu'iic. I," said he, " eleven council-

lors, all but two being public functionaries, declared that the resolution of

assembly making the receiver-general responsible for all payments made

without legislative authority, is an infraction of legality ; and they

proclaimed the principle, that this officer is bound to act in accordance

with the instructions which he receives from the executive council, and

not with any orders laid upon him by either of the chambers."

The parliament was prorogued, March 29, 182G ; and was convoked

for Jan. 23, 1827. The governor communicated to the chambers the

response of the lords of the treasury, which declared that they were not

liable to pay for the defalcations of Caldwell. As a rumor was rife that

other dc.'[Mtches regarding the supplies had been received by Burton, and

that Dalhousie would not conform to them because they were favorable

to
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to the pretensions of the assembly, a copy of them was demandocl by the

latter. Dalhousie replied, that he would communicate their substance

;

and added, " I feel every disposition to give the fullest information to the

assembly on matters of public interest, but must decline to lay before

the public correspondence of his Majesty's ministers with the exccntivc

government of the province. I think such a course objectionable, in

general ; and in this particular case, inexpedient." This reply was very

imprudent ; for it left on the minds of those to whom it was addressed,

an impression that he had not imparted all that it was important to

know, which yet the despatches contained ; and this feeling the assembly

expressed by calling into question the averments of the governor.

The annual supplies were discussed, and votei. in the same form as in the

preceding year ; but not, as then, allowed to pass, for they were flatly

refused. Sir Francis Burton, who was blamed, during the interregnum,

as we have seen, for sanctioning a bill not conformable to the instructions

passed from Sherbrooke to Dalhousie, and which Avas supposed to be in his

hands for his guidance ; Sir Francis, we say, had written to Lord Bathurst

that he was ignorant of their existence ; observing, at the same time,

that they were not to be found in the secretary's repositaries. The

assembly-men, on their part, declared that they were willing to vote the

supplies in the same form as that employed in the year 1826, but not in

conformity to the estimates just presented. This declaration brought

matters to a sudden issue. The refusal of the supplies was the most

solemn censure that the country could pass against the administration.

Lord Dalhousie so understood it, for be prorogued the chambers the next

day. Preparatory thereto he ascended to the council hall, with sword girt

to his side, and followed by a numerous stafl^, glowing in scarlet and gold.

" I have come," said he, " to bring to a close this session of the provin-

cial parliament; being convinced that nothing likely to promote tlie

public interest can be now expected from your deliberations. To you, gentle-

men of the legislative council, who have attended to your duties "n this ses-

sion, I offer my thanks on the part of his Majesty, as an acknowledgment

of the regard which, by your presence, you have shown to the welfire of

your country, and also of that proper respect which you have manifested

for the sovereign from whom your honors are derived. Gentlemen of the

assembly, it is painful to me that I cannot speak my sentiments to you in

terms of approbation and thanks Many years of continued discussion

of forms and accounts have proved unavailing to clear up and set at rest

a dispute, which moderation and reason might have speedily terminated."

—He afterwards addressed a long series of reprosches to the members of

assembly present at his call, too well calculated to irritate the public mind.
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number by several new nienibcrs, despite an oppositiou got up in several

places. In districts to the westward of Montreal, at Sorel, at St. Eustaciie,

Bcveral partisan riots took place, with some attendant diso'ders ; but still

the French-Canadians carried the day. " The elections are nearly over,"

thus did the Canadian Spectator comment on what was going on ;
" the

friends of our king, country, and constitution have achieved a signal

victory. The functionaries of Lord Dalhousie, and his whole govern-

mental system, have been practically condemned generally and formally."—

This paper was edited by Mr. Waller, son of an Irish baronet, and a

journalist of great talent.

The governor, whose policy was thus solemnly denounced by the

people's voice in this general election, grew only the more obstinate in

adhering thereto ; and looked upon the opposition chiefs only as so many

incipient rebels. As such, he vilipended them in a general order which

he issued.

The result of the elections, and the promulgation of the above general

order, manifested the resolution the several parties had taken to persevere

in the course each had entered on. The chambers met on the 20th of

November. The members of assembly having been summoned by an

usher to the legislative council chamber, the governor announced that he

would explain to them why they had been called together thus early so

soon as they should have elected a president. The man of their choice

he desired to be presented to him next day.

M. Papineau was proposed by M. Letourneau, M. Valli«^res de St.

Pidal by Mr. Ogden, After some discussion, the votes were taken ; when

39 members pronounced for Papineau, and only 5 for Vallitires. This

result pn . d that the government party in the house was almost null
j

for some even of those who voted against Papineau, were no friends of

the administration.

Next day the assembly repaired to the council-room with their president-

elect, who informed the governor of the choice they had just made.

The latter remained seated on the throne; while the president of the

council, in reply to the announcement made, informed the assembly that

his Excellency, in his Majesty's name, disapproved of their choice

;

enjoining them to elect some one else, and present him for approbation

on Friday ensuing. This disapproval was not unexpected ; but, none

the less, did it supply added offensive means to the opposition ; a great

majority in which determined to maintain the ground taken up.

Meanwhile, however, the presidential chair remained vacant. On the

proposition of M. Cuvillier, a declaration was made, that " the choice of
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a president of assembly ought to bo free, and not subject to the approba-

tion or disapprobation of the executive; that M. Papineau had been

properly chosen ; that the law did not make the governor's approbation

indispensable ; and that the annunciation of it, upon such an occasion;

was a mere formality." M. Papineau was then led to the chair, and

installed ; upon which the members of the scanty minority present retired.

A deputation was sent, afterwards, to the governor, to inquire when he

would receive the members in a body, as before. He replied, that he

could listen neither to message nor address, until a new president were

elected and approved of. In the evening of the same day, his lordship

prorogued the parliament : an act of firmness on his part which the

government journalists assured him thereafter, had saved the country

from a revolution.

The opposition press was next taken to task, t! udicial accusations were

got up against one or more journals. At Monti eal, one jury would not

entertain the charges made ; but another, more pliant, declared that

there was illegal matter to be found in the Spectator of that city. Far

from lowering the tone of the opposition prints, the action thus taken

only served to inspirit their writers. The people themselves began to get

agitated. Public meetings were holden in town aud country; and com-

mittees organised for moving remonstrant resolutions, and voting ad-

dresses to the king and Imperial parliament. The party which supported

Dalhousie, numerically weak in Canada but strong in Britain through

its influence with the colonial-office, which had given the earl every

means for carrying out his coercive policy—a portion of the Dalhousie

party, so to speak, met in Montreal, for the purpose of concocting an

address (through Dalhousie's medium) to Britain—a country now con-

stantly harassed by the importunacy of its intractable and restless colonists.

It thanked the governor for " the noble energy he had manifested for

imbuing Canada with a British character, and for striving to put an end

to the divisions which distracted the colony." It expressed a hope, that

the acts of the Canadian assembly would induce the British people, at

length, to abolish a defective system of mixed colonial government, which

experience condemned, and wh^ch the pretensions put forward by its

representative branch had made intolerable.

The Dalhousie partisans located in the Eastern Townships and else-

where, in imitation of Montreal, drew up like addresses. On the other

hand, the partisans of the assembly continued to agitate with ardor. A
numerous meeting of them took place in Montreal, which was presided

by M. Jules Quesnel, a leading citizen. Messrs. D. B. Viger and Cuvillier

'4\
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were the chief speakers on the occasion. Renewed addresses were adopt-

ed, for traiismis.sioi\ to the kiiii,' and Imperial parliament, in whieh the

various abuses of Jiis power, ah-cndy imputed to the governor, on many

occasions, were reproduced and denounced.

Irritated more and more hy these attacks, Dalliousie thou^rht to intimi-

date tlic opposition journalists by re-arresting Mr. Waller, editor of the

Sjiccfdtor^ wlicn he was on his way to the assembly. But this act did not

prevent energetic addresses being adopted, everywhere, with tlie same

unanimity as at Montreal. Messrs. Neilson, Viger, and Cuvillier were

appointed as deputies, to repair to London witli these documents, to

which 80,000 signatures were attached at short notice. The police

director of Montreal (Mr. Gale,* as it would seem) was sent to liondon

with the counter-addresses, and despatches from Lord Dalhousie. A report

obtained currency at this time, that a new division of the Canadas would

be asked for ; by which the island of Montreal and the Eastern Town-

ships were to be annexed to Upper Canada. Gale was a violent partisan

of the executive. Tlis hatred for the Frcnch-Canadiany was notorious;

and it was also known that he had written many articles for the Montreal

Gazette, which had advocated the Union project ; and tlie demand still

made that such a measure should be effected, taking into account the

semi-official character of the journal itself, caused a belief that the call

had been made, through its columns, by the governor himself.

The departure of the Canadian agents with the addresses did not

suspend the holding o^ public meetings, nor calm the fermentation pre-

vailing in the country.

The governor, on his part, continued to deal rigorously with magistrates,

militia officers, and the opposition press. Several magistrates were

displaced. The Quebec Gazette hereupon remarked, " Let the country

despise these new insults! It can fearlessly leave its destinies in the

hands of a British king and government." Although this journal was more

riioderate in its opposition than the others, it did not escape prosecution.

Four actions for libel were raised against its proprietor, because ho had

published resolutions 'itlopted at public meetings.

While Lower Canada was thus struggling against its government, the

Upper Province was disturbed by like agitations. The concurrence in

opposition, of two populations of diverse origin, gave an adventitious

• The author designates Mr. Gale as " chef de la police de Montreal ;

" Mr.

Christie gives him his right title, which was " chairman of the quarter sessions"

of the district of that name.

—

B.
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wcij^ht to the complaints of each apjainst the misf»ovcrniiicnt which

affected both. Hcforo the addresses exposing it reached Hritain, Mr.

Hume had made allusion to the discord existing in the Canadas, upon

occasion of the army estimates b(ang discussed in a committee of supply.

"The question," said ho, "is this: How are those colonies governed?

Arc they administered in a proper spirit, wisely, rationally ? Or, rather,

does not the government take every nuuins to irritate their iidiabitants, and

drive thoni into excesses from despair of obtaining justice ? Why have

we, at this nio'iumt, G,000 soldiers in the colony, if there be no need for

an army to coi'rco a people, who at once hate and fear the government

which rules them ? AVIiat should we, members of this house, say, if we

were treated as the assembly-men of Lower Canada now are ? IIow

should wo like to have the man we all but unanimously chose for our

speaker, to bo openly discredited the moment we presented him to our

sovereign for his approbation '? Turn your regards towards the United

States : they have not, for the protection of their immense frontier

lines, as many regulars as wo have in Canada. The same faulty system

obtains in all our colonies, indeed ; and the British people arei little aware

of the arbitrary rule imposed upon them ; for all military administrators

are naturally despotic. They ought to be superseded by civil governors."

Mr. Huskisson proposed that a connnittee of the house should bo

nominated to inquire into the condition of the two Canadas, call for

evidence, and report on the subject. " There may be," said the minister,

" many defects in the colonial constitution
;
but this was inevitable at the

epoch of its initiation. The country itself, its resources, its interests,

were then Httle known; and it is not at all to bo wondered at, that

imperfections should exist in that constitution, although it was drawn up

by the greatest contemporary statesmen of Britain ; who bad to fulfil

the engagements entered into with the French colonists, and, at the same

time, try to introduce the advantages attaching to the laws, judicial proce-

dure, and administrative system of Britain. But the bill of 1701 gave

the power of examining and amending all those deficiencies which, Pitt

foresaw, would have to be supplied afterwards.

" France ceded Canada to Britain in 17()3, unconditionally, without

stipulating, in any way, how the colony wi;^ to be administered, but in

full sovereignty. Its population did not then exceed 65,000 souls.

France had introduced therein the feudal system in all its strength, or

rather in all its deformity. This system, and co-existent French juris-

prudence (la Coutmne dc Fdrls), set up a bar against all projrress."

The minister then adverted to the intention which George II had, after

the Conquest, of sending British colonists to Canada, under promise of

t 'i
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giving them a representati\<i government and establishing the laws of

England. "Every effort was made," he said, "to introduce British

jurisprudence and make it paramount, up to the year 1774. Judges

were sent out to administer it; but no legislature was established, on

account of the insurrections which supervened, soon afterwards, in the

adjoining provinces. To conciliate the Canadians, the intended full

substitution of English legism was departed from, and English criminal

law only took place of that of France. The continued use of French

law and custom was confirmed ; the catholic religion was recognized as the

faith of the majority ; and, instead of the Fr 'ch system of taxation,

the far less onerous British mode was established.

" The declaratory act of 1778 gave to the colonists the right of taxing

themselves; and this right was confirmed by the constitution of 1791.

All imposts were to be levied by consent of the legislature only : while

Upper Canada was separated from the Lower Province, with the intent

that the former should have the institutions of a British-founded colony.

But a fault was conimitted at that time, in apportioning the electoral

districts (^colleges ilectoreaux,) not in accordance with extent of territory,

but in ratio of the population ; which arrangement had the effect of

giving to the seigniories an undue proportion of representatives.

" There remains for consideration another difficulty, of a yet graver

character : the control of the colonial legislature over the public expendi-

ture. The imposts which replaced French taxation were applied, in terms

of the act of 1774, to the payment of civil-list allowances and to defray

the cost of the judicial administration. Their avails amounted to

£40,000, with fines and confiscations. Other taxes, imposed by the

legislature, and left at its disposition, touch a total of about £100,000.

The a.ssembly claims the control of the entire revenue; and, also, the

right to decide who are the proper parties, in public office, to be salaried

out of the £40,000 just adverted to. The crown does not admit of that

pretension, "hich, in fact, is founded neither on law nor custom; and

the assembly, on its part, refuses to grant the annual supplies in view of

forcing the executive to accord to the representative body the absolute

control of the whole public income. Such is the question at issue

between the two legislative chambers England is the parent of many
colonies, one of these is now among the greatest and most flourishing

empires in the world ; by that and others, we have carried our language,

our free institutions, and our system of laws, to the most remote corners

of the globe. What we have thus planted is now taking root, and what

we now foster as colonies will be, no doubt, one day or other, themselves
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free nations, the communicators of freedom to other countries. If I am
told that for this we have made great sacrifices, I say, let it be so, for, in

spite of those sacrifices, England remains, for its extent, still the most

powerful, the most happy nation that exists, or ever has existed. I say,

moreover, that we should be well paid for all the sacrifices we may yet be

called upon to make, if we are to add to the rich harvest of glory we have

already reaped, by being the parent of countries in which the same hap-

piness and prosperity that has distinguished this country will, I trust, for

many ages to come, be enjoyed. That will be our reward for establishing

our superfluous population, not only in America, but in other quarters of the

world. What can be a prouder feeling for Englislimen, than that England

has done its duty to the World, by attempting, and successfully too, to

improve it ? Whether Canada is to remain for ever dependent on England,

or is to become an independent state,—not I trust, by hostile separation,

but by amicable arrangement,—it is still the duty and interest of this

country to imbue it with English feeling, and benefit it by means of

English laws and institutions."

This discourse was very adroit ; the minister dissimulating the financial

question in addressing the British commons, among whom the unlimited

voting of supplies is a sacred right; and th:r:. as above, artfully dilated

on the credit that would redound, if Britain could but make Canada

a country as English at heart as it was in name. The whole policy

of the colonial-office, indeed, tended to that end; and Huskisson, never

distrusting its reasonableness any more than doubting its feasibility,

naturally approbated the existing colonial administration ; also expressing

his disapproval, in the strongest terms, of the agitation got up against it

among the inhabitants. Each governor, in succession, had in fact do- o no

more than follow orders from head-quarters; and the appointment of

Lord Dalhou....^ ^oon afterwards, to the governor-generalship of India,

sufficiently proved that his conduct in Canada was not only approved

there, but was thought worthy of recompense. We need not wonder,

therefore, that the colonial minister raised his voice against the discontent-

ment of those put under the Dalhousie sway, for it was a grave practical

censure of the minister's own faults and those of his predecessors.

A distinguished commoner, of French descent, Mr. Labouchere, stood

up in defence of the Canadians, and vindicated energetically the claims

they put forward; denouncing, at the same time, the hostile prejudices

against them of an alien race of fellow-colonists. " I look upon the act of

1791," said he, " as the Magna Charta of Canadian freedom. I am of

opinion, that if the intentions of Pitt and his coadjutors had been better
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followed out by those who came after him and them, Lower Canada would

have attained to that licii^ht of prosperity they destined for that province

;

and that it would, at this hour, be in the enjoyment of the concord and

tranquillity its connection witli Britain must have assured to the inhabi-

tants. The intent of Pitt with regard to the Canadian legislature waa

indeed to combine a legislative council with a representative chamber

;

but not to compose that council of men of British race only; which race

forms but a small portion of the general population I am truly sorry

that the name of the colonial minister should be bound up as it if<, with

the abortive union act of 1822, which has so much contributed to excite

prevailing discontents in the colony. People do not forget that an impor-

tant measure was introduced to this house late in June, when there were

not sixty members in attendance, abrogating the constitution which

Mr. Pitt gave to Canada. The season chosen, the mode of introduction

of a bill since proved to be so obnoxious, prove sufficiently that its con-

coctors hoped to steal a march on the Canadians, and prevent them from

expressing their dissent against its provisions, or censuring the conduct

of the government."

In the reported speech of Sir James Mackintosh on the same side, we
find the following passages :

" Canada can be preserved to Britain by
governing that dependency on principles of justice. These, so far as I

understand them in detail, are few and simple : namely, full and effective

protection against alien influence ; complete freedom to the colonists to

conduct their own affairs, and to regulate their own trading industry,

internal and external : under condition, however, that they pay a reason-

able price for or towards defraying the outlay of the Imperial government

on their behalf. lleverting to the observations we have heard relative

to the French code (la Coutnme de Paris), I beg the house to remember

that no change was made in it between the years 1760 and 1789. While

allowing that the civil law of olden France was a faulty system as regarded

conveyances of real property and its hypothecation ; that it was a system

both costly and tardy, and led to prolonged litigation
;
yet I do not think

that the Canadians, while under that system, were so badly off as we have

been told ; especially, when I recollect that those laws were administered

under the auspices of the parliament of Paris—a body composed in part,

of some of the greatest legal geniuses known ; such, for instance, as the

chancellor de I'Hopital and president Montesquieu."—Here the orator,

giving free scope to his sarcastic humor, ran a kind of parallel (in absur-

dity) between the old French and existing British laws. With inimitable

wit he exposed, in detail, all the complexities, whimsicalities, and ridicu-
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lous observances, which have clung, ever since early times, to English

legal process. lie had a wide tield to expatiate in; it being well known

to all, that conveyances of real property, for instance, nKjuire as much

documentary illustration—even the smallest bit of it re(iuiring as many

preliminary precautions—as the uegociation of a treaty between two

nations.

llesuming his accustomed serious style, 8ir James tlius continued:

" My own opinion is, that the f^ssembly was entirely warranted in acting

as it has done : it had an indisputable right to regulate the employment

of all the moneys accorded by its votes. Every representative body, in

fact, must of necessity exercise this power ; and it was by its means that

those who sat in this house, during ages anterior to the present, secured

for us (British commoners) the importance we now possess. Once

abridge the Canadian assembly of its vital privilege in this regard, and

accountability to the people's representatives becomes a mere illusion.

—

In 1827, again, the assembly passed thirty-one bills; the upper house

refused to pass any one of them! Who is answerable for this? it may
be asked. ' The governor,' is my reply ; I'or the council is but an instru-

ment in his hands. A legislative council, constituted like that of Canada

forms no constitutional barrier between executive and representative

power. Of the twenty-seven councillors actually in place, all but ten are

government functionaries ; the majority receiving, annually, £15,000 of

the public moneys: not a small sum this, for a country where £1000 a

year is thought to be a considerable fortune. I do not include among

those functionaries the bishop, who may have governmental leanings, but

who is no partisan. I understand that a council minority, virtually,

is non-existent; for, wearied with bootless struggles against the influence

of the majori ty of placemen at the board, the independent members have

ceased to tak ' part in the deliberations of their paid colleagues.

" The colonial minister has appealed to the sympathies of this house

not in favor of the petitioners, but only in regard of the colonists of

British descent in Canada; for, in several parts of his speech, he made
special allusion to the latter. Now I ask, will any one show me a

law, passed by the Canadian assembly, tending to the detriment of

GUI* compatriots, in either province ? The remedy, too, for a chimerical

evil conjured up, is a re-distribution of the electoral franchise, keeping in

view the interests of 80,000 British-derived colonists, whose well-bein" is

supposed to be compromised by the legislation of 100,000 French-Cana-

dians ;
the latter being proprietors of nearly all the landed property in the

Lower Province. Now our colonial compatriots, with few exceptions, are
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conjrref»atcd in the towns, and are, most of them, engaged in trade.

That they form an important chiss, is certain ; that as a body, they

arc respectable, I do not doubt; but," added Sir James, in terminating

his discourse, " are we to have in Canada a distinct body of British colo-

nists, dissevered, as it were, from the general population ? Above all, is

this body to be privileged, to the disadvantage of the common popula-

tion ? Is the far inferior section (numerically) to have its interests

exclusively eared for, or its religious sympathies fostered, so as to bring

about protestant domination ? Shall we bequeath to the original people

of that great dependency six hundred years of calamity and suffering,

such as Ireland has had to endure ; merely because the Canadas too, like

the latter, contain a small population, of British birth or descent, whose

interests and belief are alone thought worthy of protection and adoption ?

In the name of Heaven ! let not such a scourge ever again fall upon any

land under the sway of Brtiain. Let our governing policy, in the outer

regions of our empire, ever be, to mete out equal justice to all parties, to

men of evory class pursuing honest ends. Above all, let not the French-

Canadians suppose for a moment that their rights or aspirations are less

cared for by us, than those of their fellow adult colonists of our own

blood. The males of both races, being now British freemen, and common
subjects of one king, are entitled to be co-equal with us in all things. It

is not for this house in any wise to sanction invidious distinctions be-

tween British and French descended subjects of the empire. And if it

be thought an c(iuitable arrangement to give a preponderance in legisla-

tion to the majority in numbers, and to those possessed of the incom-

parably greatest share of territorial wealth ; what right has the (almost

landless) minority to coniplain ? If civil liberty and political power be

not concomitants of numerical strength and the possession of real property,

the people of no country can permanently maintain their freedom : every

privilege they have exists but during the good pleasure of those who

govern them. Finally, I look xipon a distinction in the treatment

of races, and the division of a population into distinct classes as most

perilous In every way and at all times."

Mr. Hume, also, forcibly sustained the complaints of the Canadians, and

severely censured the policy of tlie colonial-office. As spokesman for

Upper Canada, to him had been consigned the petitions of the complain-

ants in that province. " If the colony of Canada," aaid he, " were the

only one of our possessions demanding redress at our hands, it would be

comparatively well ; but it so happens, that, with the exception of Nova

Scotia, there is not one of them all that has not been making such appli-

cations for a length of time, yet never have any been attended to."
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Mr. Wilniot, in reply to Mr. Labouch(>re, said that the motlier country

ouglit to reserve to herself the right of taxing the colonies, and especially

that of imposing customs dues ; but that the revenue arising Irom such

taxation migiit be left at the disposal of the colonists. Mr. Stanley

thought that the legislative council ought to be abolished, because it

merely served as a screen for the action of the governor ; and because the

council, naturally inimical to popular rights, held the place of an aristo-

cratic body, without its titles or consideration. As to the form of gov-

ernment adapted for the Canadians, it ought to be so favorably composed,

he added, that they would have no wish to change it for a constitution

like that of any of the United States. Messrs. Warburton and Baring

discoursed in tiie same strain. The house of commons, after a prolonged

debate, referred the Canadian petitions to a special committee of its

members.

The enemies of our cause, in London, noting the support given to it

in parliament, began to agitate against us anew. Two-score traders to the

colony got up a petition for a union of the two Canadas, as a remedy for

every wrong complained of. This petition was, along with all the others,

referred to the committee on Canadian affairs. Before it were called Sir

Francis Burton and Mr. Grant, agents for the assembly, IMr. llyerson,

agent for Upper Canada, Mr. Gale, Mr. EUice, Mr. Wilmot, and some

Anglo-Canadian merchants.

The cotumittee, after due consideration, made a long report to the house,

but the sentiments expressed in which were neither formally adopted nor

yet repudiated. It declared, that, in the present state of public opinion

in the colony, a union of the two Canadas could not be recommended ; that

the provisions of the law regarding land-tenures, so far as grants in free

and common soccage were concerned, should be allowed to remain as

before—thus sanctioning the special hypothecations and laws of alienation

of Upper Canada ; and that an option should be given to the Lower-Ca-

nadians, if they chose to abolish seigniorial tenure, and to establish circuit

courts in the Eastern Townships, for adjudicating causes involving the

interests of parties holding lands in soccage. The conunittee expressed

its opinion, that the French-Canadians should be left in peaceable enjoy-

ment of their religion, their laws, and privileges; and thought that it would

be of use to increase the extent of representation in Lower Canada, re-

founding it on the bases of that of the Upper Province ; also, that the still

unsettled lands should revert to the crown domain, and be resold ; that a

light tax might be imposed on land-grants not entered upon ; that the

whole public income of Lower Canada should be put at the disposal of the
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assembly, except the licreditary and territorial revenue
; finally, that to

the crown should bii reserved the right oi' displacing judges.

The conunittee regretted that the Imperial i)arliameiit had not been in-

formed of tiu! use made of the revenues of Canada without the consent of

its representatives, and udvised that precautions should be taken, in future,

to prevent malversations by the receiver-general and his subordinates.

The estates of the Jesuits, it was advised, should be devoted to educational

purposes. Tlie legislative council, it was proposed, should be made indo-

pendent of the executive ; the committee adding, that the judges had no

right to take part in political discussions as councillors, while they were

best excluded altogether from the executive council. Lastly, that no

other organic change should be made in the constitution of 171)1, than

to yield up all the interior regulation of the Lower Province to its own

legislature; the interposition of the Imperial parliament to be called for

only when absolutely necessary.

With respect to the sharing of the customs-revenue between the two

provinces, the committee doubted not that the agents for each would come

to a satisfactory arrangement of that disputed matter. Both ought to

have, it was observed, a resident agent in London. Ivadical defects there

might be in the colonial constitution, the committee admitted ; but the

difficulties which had come under their review, it imputed entirely to

maladministration. As for the conduct of Lord Dalhousie, which had

been brought into question, the committee expressed no opinion ; but it

adjured the government to institute a rigorous investigation thereinto,

and elo such justice in th«^ case as sound policy demaud(;d.

This report hinted at the possibility of making many more concessions

than its authors plainly recommended. We see in it an evident desire to

please all parties :—but that was diihcult, or rather impossible. At the

bottom of all, too, there was still a desire to preserve a preponderance for

the British section of the Canadian population, although it was a compar-

atively small part of the whole ; i. c. if this could be done without an abso-

lute denial of the just demands of the French-derived inhabitants. Few

as those concessions were, which the coiumittee distinctly demanded in

our behalf, even these were not accorded by the house. The new colon-

ial minister, 8ir George Murray, who succeeded Mr. Huskisson, promised

indeed to attend to the committee's suggestions, wherever they were prac-

ticable. Thus, although one branch of the British legislature recognized

the validity of the rights its government withheld, the latter was not

bound down to remedy the wrongs inflicted on the Canadians : the com-

mons left that duty to the colonial-ofiicc, the functionaries of which, under

a smoothed exterior indeed, became more hostile to us than ever belbre.

w
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During an interview wliich the colonial agents had, a few days after-

wards, with Sir George Murray, the latter expressed liis regret that Lord

Dalhousic had lost the confidence of the Canadians, the people i)f a depen-

dency whose possession was so important to Grout IJritain
;
but he took

that opportunity, he said, to assure its accredited agents, that he would

use all the means in his power to bring about a cessation of the causes of

trouble which had agitated the country for so long a time. In order to

pave the way for a better understanding between the governing and the

governed, he announced that to the P^arl had been sent an order of recall,

08 he had been appointed commandant of the forces of India. His recall

was all the more desirable, as his popularity was quite gone ; and it was

not recoverable, unless he were to follow a completely contrary course to

that which he had already run ; but if thereby he might have escaped

renewed hatred, he could not have missed unwonted contempt.

Upon his return to England, he presented to Mr. Iluskisson, who was

still in the ministry, a memorial in justification of his conduct, in which

he blamed the report of the commons' coiumittoe. lie accused the mem-

bers of having treated him unjustly ; and declared, that, if the government

adopted the opinions embodied in their report, it would soon find itself

involved in great perplexities. The conclusion deducible from the whole

tenor of his memorial was, that the opposition policy and pretensions to

recognition of nationality of the French-Canadians, ought to be strenu-

ously resisted.

Sir James Kempt, lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia, replaced Lord

Dalhousie at Quebec, and the Imperial government left all further care,

as we have already said, of making reparation to the Canadians ibr past

and present abuses, to the very parties complained of, namely, the chiefs

of the colonial-office; in other wort s, matters were to follow the old train.

As a natural consequence, discontc xts continued and increased. Upon

the whole, therefore, it may be said, that the ministry gained a triumph

in the no-results of the parliamentary inquest ; for it is pr jtt} certain that

had a vote of censure upon government been proposed at: a fitting sequel,

the section favorable to the Canadians would have been out-voted. This

consideration determined their agents nut to press for sui^h a conclusion.

They wisely preferred trusting to ministerial promises, however vague

they might be, than to expose their cause to further detriment, by inop-

portune persistency. The first discourse of Mr. Iluskisson forewarned

them, that, if the ministers were driven into a corner, they would make the

question assume the shape of a struggle of races and religions, in which

French-Canadian liberties would be sacrificed without present hes.:itatioa

or after-remorse.
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CHAPTER I.

THE NINPyrV-TWO KKS0LUTI0XS.-1829-1834.

Docf'iitivc liopoB which tlic Uouho of (JommoiiH' Ui'port ruisod in (/'annda.— rriHtructlonH to

iSirylimicH Ki'inpt.— The Caiiadiuii yrvfn iiKKloriifOH iln tone.

—

Oiioiiiiif; of tiic uhuiiibi'rH.

—

UiviNJoii ill the riiiiiixtry on tlm (jiicstion of tho cupplicH.—'I'lio iiHK('inl)ly'H hopoN iliH.sipntcd.

UuxoiiitiuiiH ii(lo]ite(l in iiHHunibly.— Ituncwt'd iiddii'i^HCH to Itriliiiii not up.— J..aboi'H of tlio

scHsioii.—Scwioii of 1H30.— Kt'ply of tlie iiiiiiisturn to tho iutcHt iiddrcKKu.".— Itonlutions

rcKiirdiii^ tlio niilitiu ordiiiiuiccH itnd on tlie Hup|il!i>H. — LcKiHintivo uiid cxrinitivc '.dunci'.f.

—Opinion of Sir JiunoH Koinpt witli rcHpcct to tliem.—.SoiiHution iirodnccii llicroby.—

Moi'ting at Ht. C'liarli-B.—Lord Aylincr rcplucoH Ki'inpt.—Attornoy-j^ciifi-ul .Stuurt bus-

pcMidc^d from liin ftinctioiiH.—(^oncessioiiH uiid reforms jjroposcd by Lord (iodi'ricli.—Tlicy

aro refufcd by the iwHi'mlily.—Fault of tho oNHombly uimii tlmt occnaion.—JudpfB Kerr and
Flofclior put uiuior uccuKation.--Tlio Imperial iiurlianii'iit cliuugcH ilui constitutioiial act,

for |)lauin;; all the rovcnuCH of Canada under tlio control of its leginlaturi'.—SeKHion of

1831-2.— Fresh denputcheB from Lord Uodcrich.—Independonco of tho judgoB.—Crown
landM and clergy roHorvuB.—ront-otlicu.—Clo.to of tlio seHnion of parliament.—lU'gret of

Lord Aylmer on linding tho conccHsioiiB of Lord (.iodorich no ill received.—Uiot, May 21,

at .Montreal.—Tlie cholera in Canada; its terrible ravages.—Meeting of French Canadians

at St. CliurleH, and of Itritiiih at Montreal.—Ueply of the ministry respecting Judgo
Kerr, and tho iiulependenco of tho judges.—The IJritish ministry resumes its retrograde

policy.—Address to the king praying tliat ho would make councilIorshii)s elective.—Kes-

olutioiiH against a project for annexing JEontroal district to Upper Canada.—Attomoy-
general .Stuart and Judge Kerr dis|)laced.— Address of the legislative council to the king.

—Double vote of its president.— Ka.xtern Townshijis.—Session of 1834.—Despatches' of Lord
Stanley on different subjects.-(ienernl view of the condition of the province.—The Ninety-

two KesolutiouB.-AccusatiouB against Lord Aylmer.—AddroBS of the legislative couucii.

—I'rorogation.

The Report on Canadian Affairs, by a committee ofthe house ofcommons,

suggested many things, but decided none ; and not having been (formally)

adopted by the British parliament, abuses on one side, and dissensions on

the other, resumed their course. Many persons flattered themselves that

metropolitan polity was about to undergo mutation, and become more

impartial and more just in its dealings with the French-descended colonists
j

that administrative abuses would be abated : that, in fine, every means

would be taken to restore concord among the three branches of the colonial

government. It turned out that they were under a delusion. The

ministry intended to enter upon no reform, and determined to make no

real concession. The British minority were left in undisturbed enjoyment

of all the executive departments ; and, by means of their places in the

two councils, exercised a legislative potency equal to that of the French-
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Canadian majority, roprewntcd by the assembly. Botwocn the two rival

bodies thoy counted upon cxercisiii<;, them.'^elve.s, an authority to their own

likinj^', throuj;h the medium of the j:;overnor.

Sir James Kempt had received very exact directions how to act. IIo

was to play a one-sided part uuder the guise of the most perfect imparti-

ality : without lettin}^ down the Cf)Uiicil, however, which was still to bo

used a.s a barrier against the pretensions of the people's representatives.

He performed the ta.sk appointed with great addre.xs, and disappi'ared

from the scene at the nick of time when vague profe.s.sions would no longer

serve his masters' turn. When he a.'^umed the reins of government, ho

turned his regards upon the ministerial press, the licentiousness of whoso

writers knew no bounds. He issued his orders, and their tone forthwith

became more moderate. He also stopped tlte political prosecutions begun

at the instance of his predecessor. The liberal press, admonished by the

deputies after their return from London, and ])y tlie leaders of tho

assembly, followed the exanjplc of the olVieial organs.

Tho country was in anxious expectation as to what might transpire at

the next assembling of the provincial parliament, as, till then, no otticial

account wasexpectedof the result of the application to the liritish legi.slaturo

and government regarding colonial questions which hadoccii.><ioned so much

inquietude. Some pensons expected that full justice would be done in the

case ; others that concessions would be made, if only nominal. The
legislature met near the close of 1H28. The governor recognized M.

Papineau, when presented to him, as president of assembly ; and addressed

the chambers in a discourse, wherein he observed that he would, by

special message, communicate a despatch he had received, relative to the

employment of the public revenue. He informed them that the ministers

had taken oflF his shoulders all re.><ponsibility, and that the chambers would

find in the views of the home government a lively desire to retrench all

abuses.

This discourse, which, it was said, was sent ready-made from London,

really contained very little worth remarking on. The two chambers maintain-

ed a corresponding reserve in their replies to it. The assenibly, however,

did make an exception to this guardedness in one point, for theyjudired it

proper to protest thus early against the act of the executive council, ])y which

the latter had, in the year preceding, disposed of public moneys without

their sanction. Nevertheless the house, in its reply, expressed great

satisfaction at the nomination of Sir James Kempt as governor, and

promised him its cordial co-operation. A week thereafter, the promised

message was delivered ; it contained the decision of the ministry on the

I
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question of the Hupplic», and upon a few minor points in dispute. After

Bonio general obHcrvatiuuH on the loyulty of the Canadians, and on the

desirability of restoring liarniony in their eountry, the uieHsaf<;e announced

that recent discusHions on the subject of employ inj; the proceeds of the

public revenue had attracted the attention of the king, who had looked

into the subject with the intention to regulate the affair in u way to

reconcile what was duo toliis own prerogative, while he manifested regard

for his subjectH* rights. Ho much of tho revenue to whi' h the Imperial

parliament had given an irrevocable destination would not liave been put

at the disposal of tho provincial legislature, and therefore was now to

remain under the charge of the crown. This revenue, added to certain

provincial supplements, and to the sum of .C.'JOOO to £4000 for casual and

territorial income, formed a gn-.nd total of £38,000, which was to bo

annually placed at tho disposition of the government. If the house choso

to pay the salaries of the governor and the judges, the home government

was willing to take into its keep the rest of tho money until the assembly

should make known its views as to the best mode of its employment.

The ministers expressed a hope that this prop)sal would find acceptance, but

in any case they hud a project in hand for regulating the financial difficulty

in a definitive manner. As for the insufficiency of the securities given

by tho receiver-general and the sheriffs, the home government would

become responsible for the safety of all money paid to the army commissary.

Any arrangement made on an equitable basis as to the sharing of the

customs-revenues by the two provinces would be cheerfully acquiesced in

by the British ministry. Finally, the ministers expressed a wish that

unsettled lands (disposed of) should be taxed, and registry-offices estab-

lished.

We have here given, as above, the sum and substance of the reforms

accorded. The salaries of the governor and judges once paid, the assem-

bly might be consulted as to the mode of employing the public revenue

put at the disposal of the executive council under the authority of the

home government, provided always that the former should apply it to

such purposes, and in such manner, as not to impair the action of the

latter. Now, in order not to diminish that action a permanent vote was

wanted, and it was precisely to render the executive less independent in

that regard, that the people's representatives had striven to bring the

•whole revenue under their own supervision by a yearly distribution of it.

The ministry had a financial project in hand, it was said, but what could

it be ? It was for those whom tlic tax-payers had elected to look after

their interests, to regulate the finances, and not the colonial-office funo-
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might do (tr leave undone: and tlicy were b"Hides, now ukkt than ever

inspired by sentiment^t hostile to the FrinchCanadianH. All explanation,

every suggention, coming from that (juarter muHt need.s be illuHory in tho

present ca.so. As a conMcquenee, tlie a«sonil>ly, after n'ferriiig the metisago

to a special committee for further coiiHideration, already arrived at tho

conclusion that tho compromise of the homo government would prove

nugatory.

When tlie committee presented its re|x)rt, it was adopted almost una-

nimously, after a 'all of the house. The decision arriviil at was, that in

no case would the .i ;.-«embly recede fnmi its determination to assume

unlimited control over the entire financial rciceipts and public cxjK-'nditure

;

that the ImiM'rial parliament, wherein Canada had no n-presentative, had

no right to iiit('riK)se lor the renovation of laws which the (.'anadians

considered needful for tlu? maintenance of their rights; and intimating

that interference in the local Kgislation of Canada in any way by JJritish

legislators could only aggravate existing evils. Tho house, on its part,

willing to second tlie kind intentions expressed by the ministry, agreed

to take into consideration the estimates presented to it; and when a final

arrangement should be come to, it would make the salaries of the gover-

nor, of the judges, and of the executive councillors, indept-ndent of

annual voting. It announced, at tho same time, that a bill would Ite

passed, sanctioning, after due examination, the outlay already mu'^e
;

that it had received no complaint against the existing division of the

customs-dues between the two provinces; and that it would willingly

co-operate in any measure for behoof of the Eastern Townships. Lastly,

the opinion was enunciated, that, in order to establish peace and restore

harmony in the province, the following points should be regulated satis-

factorily:

—

1. Independence of the judges, and their seclusion from the political

business of the province.

2. Responsibility and accountability of public officers.

3. A greater independence of support from the public revenues, and

more intimate connection with colonial interests, in the composition of

the legislative council.

4. Application of the Jesuits' estates to educational purposes.

6. The removal of o> Uructions to land settlement.

6. A redress of grievances generally.

These resolutions were embodied in addresses to the Imperial parlia-

ment ; which, at the instance of the assembly, the governor transmitted

to London.,

I
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The council, on its part (at Kempt's suggestion, doubtless), rescincled

a resolution it had passed in 1821, expressing a determination to take up

no bill sent for its consideration, unless drawn up in certain prescribed

forms.

The house passed 79 bills this session, out of which but six, reserved

for the i'oyal consideration, were unsanctioned by the governor. Among
the latter was one augmenting the number of representatives to 84.

The assembly had previously voted that there should be 89 in all ; but

the council retrenched one member from several counties to which two

members had been allotted, and had given two to others that had but

one : so that, with these modifications, the resultant totality stood as

above. The assembly, not willing that the measure should miscarry,

agreed to adopt the council's onicndations. Among the laws unsanctioned

by the governor there were several of great importance, whether from the

principles they established or confirmed, or by the impulsion they gave

to the progress of the country. Such were, for instance, those which

gave a legal status to Jews and Methodists ; those which accorded large

sums for improving the highways, for extending the navigation of the St.

Lawrence, and for the encouragement of 'iterature and science. The

funds voted for all purposes this year, exceeded £200,000. The house

also passed a vote of thanks to Sir James Mackintosh and to Mr. Labou-

chere, its friends in the house of commons ; also to its agents extraordinary,

Messrs. Neilson, Viger, and Cuvillicr.

When the following session was opened. Kempt hastened to inform the

two chambers that the trade and public revenue of the colony were on

the increase ; that schools had been everywhere established, that the roads

were improving; and that the public accounts vore getting into proper

order. He suggested that, for the advancement of the colony in its new

career, the currency-laws should be ameliorated, and education still better

cared for ; that additional tribunals should be erected in the more popu-

lous counties, that uncultured land-holdings should be taxed, and

hypothecations of property registered. As for the petitions sent to

England, the governor said, that the British ministry had not been able,

up to that time, to submit the (provincial) supply question to the Imperial

parliament, but they were in the way of doing so. Meantime, the assem-

bly was solicited to vote the civil list of the preceding year.

The house turned its attention during this session to the old militia

ordinances, of which Lord Dalhousie had made such an abuse ; and

resolved, by a majority of 31 against 4, to send an address to the king,

protesting against the revival of those laws: which were all the more

dai

dei

de(
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dangerous for having been enacted at a time when the country was under

despotic rule. " The house," said Mr. Neilson, " has unanimously

decided that they are still in force." Whereupon M. Papineau observed,

" if the house yields to ihe de:- .s of the inhabitants, then those ordi-

nances are abrogated; for when all the people in any country unanimously

repu ^iate a bad law, there is no possibility of executing it : therefore, I

say, the (obnoxious) laws in 'question are already abrogated." Mr. A.

Stuart here exclaimed, " This is rebellion !

"

As for the supplies demanded, the house, while granting them, intimated

that they were accorded provisionally only, and in expectation, first, of a

satisfactory arrangement being made as to them at an early date; on

condition, secondly, that the grievances admitted to exist, in the Commons'

Report, should be redressed ; thirdly, that the legislative council should

be reformed ; fourthly, that the judges should not intermeddle with

partisan politics, nor sit in the executive council ; lastly, on condition

that a tribunal should be established for judging incriminated state

functionaries.

The councillors, noting the inflexible opposition of the assembly to

them, would have fain rejected the supply bill, without taking it into

consideration at all ; but the governor exerted his influence, and gained

over some of the members. When the bill was put to the vote, the

members for and against were 7 to 7. Old Judge Sewell, always ready

at finding an expedient, gave a double vote in its favor ; voting once as at

councillor, and again as president of council. The protestant bishop,

Mr. Stewart, attended at the board on this occasion, for the first time

during the session, at the instance of Sewell, merely to help the cause

with his vote. The (nominal) minority entered a protest against accept-

ing the bill.

Kempt expressed his regret that the assembly had not voted the whole

amount as^ed for, which included, besides the current expenses, the

arrears of certain salaries ; but, nevertheless, thanked the members

collectively for the liberal grants they had accorded in the special alloca-

tions for the public benefit, already detailed. Besides these, a handsome

sum was accorded for constructing along the harbor of Montreal, a mag- -

nificent revetment-wall of cut stone; for encouraging steam navigation

>

between Quebec and Halifax; for erecting a custom-house at Quebec,

and lighthouses at various points of the St, Lawrence shores; £12,000

«

were voted for constructing a prison at Montreal; £12,000 for a mari--

ner's hospital at Quebec; £38,000 for improving existing roadways, and,

opening up new paths through the forest territories, in order to facilitate >

I
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the formation of new settlements ; finally, an educational grant of £8,000.

In a word, the house wished to prove that, if it desired to exercise more

influence upon the executive than hithertofore, it had the public good alone

in ultimate prospect ; that it was solely inspired by a consciousness of

the want there is, in every rapidly growing community, for its represen-

tatives to have an extended scope wherein to develop and direct the

expanding energies of the inhabitants. The governor knew well that

these desiderata must needs be realized sooner or later ; he was also aware,

that if reasonable concessions were not promptly made, difficulties o ' a

yet graver character than any thitherto experienced would follow, at no

remote time. It was only by using the greatest reserve in his own deal-

ings with the legislature, that he was able to avert the risk, ever imminent,

of troubles bu -sting forth even under his own cautious guidance of the

reins of state; for the least untoward accident, at any moment, might

have abruptly brought to an end the good understanding which appeared

to exist between him and the representatives of the ^icople.

The composition of the two councils, legislative and executive, was

engaging the attention of the home government. The colonial minister

wrote to inquire whether it would be proper to re-constitute both councils

;

and especially if it would be advisable to introduce thereto more members

not dependent on the ruling power (meaning crown functionaries)
;
pro-

vided always, that there were in the colony a class of men whence such

persons might be selected for the purpose. Kempt replied, that the

legislative council was composed of 23 members, 12 of whom were place-

men ; and that in respect of religious profession, 16 were protestants,

and 7 were catholics. He stated, that the executive councillors were

nine in all ; that only one of them could be said to be independent of the

government, and that all were protestants but one. Sir James, after

giving these details, expressed his opinion that no organic change in the

constitution of the councils was desirable ; still he thought more indepen-

dent members than those then in the legislative council, might be

gradually introduced ; he also a ' j^ised that only one member of the bench,

namely the chief-justice, should be allowed to occupy a seat at either of

the council boards. The governor assumed likewise, that it would be

expedient to place one or two of the most distinguished members of

assembly in the executive council, in order to engage the popular branch

of the legislature to put more confidence than it yet had in the govern-

ment, which would then be carried on partly by its personal participations

;

and this result, were it attainable, he urged would be of the greatest

moment for preserving the peace and assuring the continued materia]
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progress of the colony. "With respect to the inquiry made as to whether

there were staple in the community out of which to make councillors of

either kind, he assured the minister, that there was an abundance of

persons of honorable standing and good report to fill up every vacancy

that might occur. Kempt's return despatch having been laid before the

parliament, no sooner was its purport known in Canada, than the chief

inhabitants of the counties of llichelieu, Vercheres, St. Ilyacinthe,

Rouville, and Chambly, met at St, Charles, under the presidency of M.
Debartzch ; and expressed an opinion that, although the previous conduct

of the governor had been of a character to soothe the irritation and lessen

the hatred excited by the arbitrary and extravagant policy of Lord

Dalhousie, the despatch in question had awakened serious apprehensions

in the public mind. If the two councils, the remonstrants added, were

not to be reformed, the most serious disorders might be expected to ensue

;

because, such not taking place, there was no hope remaining of seeing

harmony restored between the diflFerent branches of the colonial govern-

ment.

Kempt, who previously foresav"? that a moment would come when he

must pronounce for or against the ent'^'-ing upon the reforms called for

on all sides, had solicited his own recall ; as not caring to confront the

difficulties sure to lie in the path of a successor. He was aware of the

advanced state of adverse public feeling, and that the country would not

be content much longer to accept general declarations of good intentions;

also, that a formal recognition, or a flat refusal, of what had been asked

and waited for, would soon be demanded. Although he had replaced the

magistrates superseded by Dalhousie, nad made a purgation of the roll of

justices of the peace, had begun a desired re-organization of the militia,

and restored to their rank some officers who had been cashiered for poli-

tical unconformity,—despite all these considerations, he must have seen,

from the tenor of the resolutions passed at St. Hyacinthe, that his past

popularity as an administrator would not survive his official term, how-

over near it might be.

He was replaced by Lord Aylmer; who arrived at Quebec, Oct. 13,

/ 1830. With the same programme furnished to him as that of his pre-

decessor, the new governor had yet greater opposition to encounter; for

there was an augmented antagonism in the assembly to face, and conse-

quently more difficult to satisfy. The reforming party was, in fact, for-

midably strengthened. The former assembly-men in opposition had been

all re-elected by great majorities. The re-constituted chamber of repre-

sentatives was composed of 60 French-Canadians, and only 24 members
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of British birth or dosoont. Sovoral of tlio hittor, howovor, hiul olttnlnod

thoir si'iits, by Kroii«h-('an.'i(litin iiiajoritii'H ; a proof that, priiioijiK^s

opcrutod for or a<;ainst rathor than jirotlilcotioiiH of raoo ainoit}:; \\\c iiiixud

oonstitiuMioii't": national prcjudici's, in fact, woro at. this titno far Htrongor

amont; tlio ^ovornnu'nt olliciulfl than in tho coinnmnity. Tlio antipathy

of the colonial biuvancrats was so intense n^^ainst our rnco, that j^ront

ropni;;naiK'.o. had to bo ovoroonio at hoad-cpiartors bcforo any (•ansidian

was allowed to bo noniinatiHl to a scat in oitlu'r iionncil. A senliinunt of

foar, in tho broasts of tho oxclnsionists, of incroasod tronblos arisini:;, and

tho stroni; rocoinn»ondatioi\;'( of Konij)t, woro both wanted, to induoo tho

colonial-otlioo to aanotion tho appointment of tho Canadian oouneillorH at

tho time mentioned.

Lord Aylmer opened tho session lato in dannary, IS.'H, and adverted,

in his speeeh on tho occasion, to the demisoof (Jcori^c! IV (Jnne 'Jl!, IS.'U))
;

also to tho ohango of n\inistry •' -nseijaent thoroon ; which had dt^layod,

he said, tho intended solution of tho ('anadian financial <inestion ; but ho

added, that the now > ibinct was about to take up tho subject, and lio

trusted that cominj; instructions would enable him to put an oiul for over

to all dirtereuces roi^ardin<; it. Tho assembly, by way of teslinu; tho dis-

position of the new executive, iiastened to pass a bill for provontinj:; the

judges from sitting in either of tho two councils ; which measure was

forthwith (piashod, on presentation to tho upper house. Most of tho

members of assembly inforrcd, from this prompt counter-aotion, that tho

British ministry would adhere to tho policy of thoir prodecesHorH ; and

tlio former resolved, on their part, to persist in sustaining their own pre-

tensions. They next accused Attorney-general Stuart of being giiilty of

fraudulent dealing in his canvass at William-IIenry (Sorol) ; of partiality

in the exercise of his functions ; of extortion, as having exacted unau-

thorised foes for expediting renewed conunissions to the several notaries

public ;* for having lent his ministry to the Hudson's Bay Company

against tho administrator {loratairv) of the Kii'^'i's Posts, whoso interests,

as chief law-officor of tho crown, he ought to havo maintained. Tho

assembly referred these charges to a select committee, which, having

reported that thoy were well founded, a demand was made on the gover-

nor to oashior Mr. Stuart ; but he was only suspended in his functions

for the time, till ho could bo heard in his defence at head-<|uarter8,

whither ho had to repair, M. Vigor was sent to London, to support tho

* Notarial cominissiona, it was ruled by the colonial law authorities, lapsed

through the recent demise of the crown.

—

B.
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nnHt'inhly'H aocuHatlouH; and, aft<^r two or three yearn' eonHi(h'ration, tlie

ooloiiial-ollice displaeed Sliiurl, and appointed his HueceHHor,

The governor, at leii|:,lli, reeeived a desj)aleli eontaininu; l!io pariieu-

larM of tlu^ arran^tinient nuuhi hy niinist(!rs re;;arding tho Hiipphcs. Tiiey

gave up all control over the colonial nn'enueM, 1= except t!ie eanual and ter-

ritorial in(M)in(>; on condition, howovcr, that a (tivii liHt, of .CI!l,t)tM) a

y(!ar, wcro griintetl to IiIh MajcHty for life. This rcHcrvation, far from

l)cing l^\orllitant, was really very niodorato; for its Importance, in relative

uniount, waH daily diminishing, owing to the material progniHS of the

oonntry, and the growth of its peeiniiary means. Nevertheless, tho

aHsond>ly refustul !<» sanction tlu! arrangement proposed : u gniat faults on

itH part, committed howcv(!r, inadvtirtently m it were, through the prort-

aurc of (tlher agitating (pieslions, which distraeUMJ tiic attention of tho

inomhers from a propur consideration of proprieties att(>ndiiig tla; Hiihject

of the civil list. TIk; government, on its |)art, was wrojig in not having

sooner proposed such a soluli(tn <if th(^ dilVieulty as that now lirouglit for-

ward; for, alter so many intermediate diireriMiccis IxitwiiCMi the exe(Mitive

and repniSiMitativi! powers, ukmi's passions had heen «!xcit(!«l, and what

would havo boon readily ac(!(!plcd at a fornn-i time, was rejected now.

A(M to all, that th»! two councils had fallen so low in the ((Hlciem ol" tin?

public that lew could bo made to Ixrlicvo in the jiossible (>xisten(!e of ii

just and impartial administration, so long as those; two disctreditdil iMxIieH

stood by, ev(!r niady to eounstd arbitrary acts or justify them when con-

Bunimat^Ml. Tins opposition party at last dumandcd immetdiato reforms,

and guarantocM for more, to un amount which setan^d the liornc gov(!rn-

mont. Up to th(! j(r(!H(!nt tinio the executive, having th(! mastery of both

oounciln, with tho army at its disposition,—with, in short, the whole foroo

of th(! Mritiflh cinpin; *o back it,—had Ixsen able to restrain the antago-

nistic action of the representatives of a {Mtpulation of 400, ()(M) souls within

munageable bounds
;
but what might, or might not, the future bring forth 1

Tho colonial-office was well awari! that the rule of right was all in favor

of that body of peoplo, numerically weak as yet, wludi Inid founded ('an-

ada ; and that it would be impossibh;, much longer, to violate all pn»iM!r

princi[)lcs in dealing with them,—unless, indeed, it were intended to bravo

• Namely: tho Jesuits' eatiitos, tlio King's PohIh, tlie Forges of Hf. fi..4urico,

tho lamliiig dues ((juui du roi), tho droits dc quint, alienation fines (/w/« ft vkiUch),

tho land fund, and tho timber fund. The whole amounted to nearly X7,000

a year. TliiH collective revenue the government renerved lor its own uso,

bocauHo it formed no part o? tho income derived from axalioy, but was derived

from tho crown domain.
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the conHiiroa of all niankiml : fliorcforo »t wnfl, that, the union project of

1832 was privily concocted, with the intent once for all to pnt a diniiix,

when the time for operation came, with a sintrle Htroke,—one only more

unjust hecuuso p-eater than all those that went before,—on the thousand

injustices which constantly distrraceil the inflietors. The end in view was

over evident : it betray(>d itself by the refusal of all reforms fitted to re-

store hanuitny to the country
; and therefore it was that tlie assend>ly stood

on its guard. Its duty was to compromise nothinj,', hut to profit by pre-

sent circumstances, and, above all, the passiuj:; times, whicli wen; and arc

raising up, in the American confederation, a rival power, against which

Britain will soon be obliged to seek for allies, if she would continue to

guide the course of commerce and remain paramount on the seas. Adopt-

ing firm and skilful i)olity, the Canadians were in a condition to vanquish

national antipathies, and induco tlie dominant people to substitute for

blind prejudices a proper sense of their own interests. A nation like

Great IJritain cannot regard invidiously the privileges of a people not a

million in number, located in the far corners of America. Unfortunately,

in a limited comnninity, the passions soon become inflamed ; and acts of

injustice, felt too (juickly, with a stinging sense of tlie wrong done, are

seldom endured with that prudence needed to bide the time of efficient

reparation, which, altlunigh tardy to arrive, is pretty sure to come at last.

The sequel of the events we are about to narrate, will prove the justice

of the observations we have just made. It was forgotten, too, by some of

the actors in the former, that, among the ministers who successively pre-

sided in the British colonial department, there might have been some who

really did not enter deeply into the design oi angUfying the French-Cana-

dian race ; nor were connnitted to the project of a union of the two Canadas.

Lord Goderich, for example, was not bent on realising the latter measure.

Better informed than his colleagues of our wants and wishes, through his

intercourse with M. Vigcr, he showed a greater desire than they to make

the concessions demanded from the ministry. It was he, also, who origin-

ated the proffer lately made, and just rejected as we have seen, regarding

the annual supplies, which yielded almost all that had been demanded by

the house on tliis capital point.

Notwithstanding this, and making no allowance in his Lordship's favor

on account of tuo difiiculty which he probably had to bring his colleagues

to concede so much, the assembly distrusted him (^uite as much as any of

his predecessors in office ; and, in place of sanctioning the civii list as he

proposed it, demanded a copy of his despatch containing it from Lord

Ayhiier. The latter replied, that he was sorry he could not communicate
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it; for, in accordance witli a gcncrnl ruh; imi)ost d on all colonial gover-

nors, they were not to show any ministerial desi)atch v itiiout a special jier-

missicm, in each case, from the secretary of state for the colonies. -f^ The

assembly manifested its pitjue at this refusal ; and a call of the house was

ordered, upon a motion made and adopted, for taking into considtiration

the state of the province. This step might b(f rightly construed into an

indication of a design to extend its pretensions. A message was sent to

the executive council demanding an account of the expetises incurred in

forming the Chambly canal ; all the details of tlu; eivil list ; a statement

of the increase arising from the .lesuits' estates ; a statement of the

revenue of public lands and forests, with explanations as to the pro-

posed employment of the proceeds tliereof ; lastly, an incjuiry was made
whether the admiralty judge was paid by a salary or with fees. The gov-

ernor satisfied the assembly only in part as to these points. He announced

to the members, liowever, that the ministers proposcid to bring a bill into

the Imperial parliament, revoking that which charued the lords of the

treasury to fix the expenditure of the revenues which the cabinet had

agreed to put at the disposal of the assembly.

The coi.Miiittee to which all these documents were referred, presented

its first r(;port the day before that appointed for a call of the house.

" As the chief recommendations made in the house of commons report,"

said the coumiittee-men, " have not been attended to by the British govern-

ment, although more than two years have elapsed since they were made ; and

as the demands now advanced do not correspond with the committee's pro-

posals regarding the finances, nor even with the rider appended to tlie bill

introduced to the Imperial parliament last session, by the colonial minis-

ter,—taking these things into consideration, your committee is of opinion

that it would not be proper to accord permanent grants to defray the

expenses of the government." Next day, iM. Bourdages, seconded by M.
Lafontaine, moved that the supplies should be refused until the public

income, without excepting any part of it whatever, were put under the

control of the assembly ; till the judges were finally excluded from the coun-

cils ; till the councils themselves were reformed in all other respects ; nor

until pledge were given that crown lands should be granted in fee-farm or

soccage tenure (cm franc aleu roturicr), and put under the regulation of

French law. This last condition, judged to be premature, however, was

rejected by 50 dissentient against 19 assentient votes.

tf

___^——_^——————

.

* When I was making researches for this work, Colonel Bruce, Lord Elgin's

secretary, showed me this rule, printed in an official book containing general

directions for the guidance of all governors of the British dependencies.

li t

ii'
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The day being that for a call of the house, the debates regarding the

state of the province now commenced. They lasted for several days ; and

terminated by the adoption of new petitions to the British legislature, to

which, or to the king in person, appeals were ceaselessly making. It was

during the above discussion that Mr. Lee, seconded by M. Morin, made a

proposal, hoping that concord would be restored thereby, to make the

legislative council an elective body.* A renewed demand was made by

the house on the home government for municipal institutions, and to be

put in possession of the Jesuits' estate"^. It protested against the admin-

istration of the public lands, and against the trade acts, passed in London
;

against the introduction of English laws, and the intervention of the

judges in colonial politics ; against the non-responsibility of state function-

aries, and the interposition of the British parliament in colonial affairs

;

lastly, against the partiality manifested in choosing members of the legis-

lative council. It was added, also, that the abuses signalized by the

committee of the British commons still existed as before.

Lord Aylmer, who was a man of very sensitive temperament, appeared

to be much affected by these renewed appeals to the metropolis. When
the assembly presented to him, for transmission, the petition to the king,

he observed to a deputation of members, that perhaps there was more than

met the eye in the memorial itself ; that possibly they had ulterior views

in getting it up ; that, for his part, he did not object to the abuses, enu-

merated in the petition, being signalized and denounced
; but he assured

those present that several of these grievances were in a fair way of being

abated, if not quite redressed. He would, nevertheless, he said, be much

better satisfied if he could persuade himself that the document in his hand

comprised all the subjects for complaint the house meant to expose. Of
this he felt quite uncertain ; he therefore begged the members to take him

into their confidence and hide nothing from him. On his own part, he pro-

tested that he had made everything communicated to him known to them,

looking upon dissimulation and underhand dealing as unworthy of the

government, and not deserved by the frank and loyal-hearted Canadian

people ; he trusted, therefore, that there would be no unreasonable distrust

on their side. Briefly, he demanded, Had the house said all it meant to

say ? were there not other complaints kept in reserve, to be brought for-

ward on a future occasion ? He implored the assembly, in name of the

• This proposal was set aside by a majority of 24 against 18 ; a division

whicli indicated tliat there was already a strong party in favor of the elective

principle.

i-J^^
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sovereign, who was sincerity personified, to unveil the whole truth, so that

the British people might take a comprehensive view of all the evils

that the Canadians complained of. After the expression of such senti-

ments as these, delivered with as much earnestness as ingcnuousnesM, it

would be difficult not to acknowledge the sincerity of Lord Aylmer at the

time, for it would be unfair to attribute to hypocrisy such an outpouring

of feeling. But the scene which thus took place between the parties, served

to bring into play the great divergence existing between the views of the

governor and those of the people's representatives."*

One member from the Eastern Townships, about this time joined the

majority of assembly i , cpposition to the dominant oligarchy. The lat-

ter party it was which liad inspired the colonial-office with the idea

of passing the Act of Tenures, in order to prevent the French laws from

being extended to these townships. Mr. Peck, a barrister, rose in

his place and moved that a petition should be addressed to his IMajcsty,

praying that he would revoke the law in question, and restore the old

system. He declared that the law of tenures had been passed against the

wish, and was detrimental to the interests, of the inliabitants
; another

instance of the evil influences which held sway in the colonial-office I

Judge Fletcher, an official from the Eastern Townships, being accused of

tyranny and irregularities, the house solicited the governor to take order

for the protection of the inhabitants against his injustices. Judge Kerr

also was accused of divers malversations. The public, scandalized at so

many disorders being dragged into light, grew more and more distrustful

of the colonial authorities; and a time was evidently near when partial

reforms would no longer satisfy the general expectations of the country.

In 1831, Lord Howick, under-secretary for the colonies, got a law passed,

despite protestations against it by Wellington, for amending the Canadian

constitution in such a way as to allow the two chambers to dispose of all

the colonial revenues, in exchange for a permanent civil list of £1 [1,000.

• " To this eccentric answer, implj^ing, in some sort, tlie expectation of an
impromptu reply from the assembly, wholly out of the question according •

-;

parliamentary rules and usages, -without previous deliberation of the bcf'v, vbe

members listened with attention and silence, but no further notice was v^. ; •

it. Many out of doors applauded it as a smart and seasonrxble rebuke-, .at

might check the disposition of the assembly to hunt up grievances
; but by

many also it was deemed unbecoming and injudicious in the governor, so freely

to interpose his admonition to the representatives of the people, while in the act

of presenting him a petition addressed to their sovereign, expressive of tlieir

grievances, after mature deliberation, and the whole couched in dutiful and
respectful language." R. Christie : History of Lower Canada, iii, 336-7.

—

B,
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Reforms that have to bo waited f(;r are always suggCBtive, intcnncdiatcly,

of many more; and th*' "uth became manifest in Canada, for the house

already demanded severe; t reforms before voting any civil list. In

proportion as it advanced iu ts career of opposition, it obtained a clearer

view of the true source whence the evils of the country flowed.

The parliament re-assembled Nov. 15, 1831 ; when the representatives

received a copy of a long reply from Lord Goderich to its addresses of the

preceding session. It was referred to the committees of public instruction>

of commerce, of the administration of justice, of executive and judicial

oflScers, and of audits, which were each to note the several parts of it that

concerned those subjects severally. A more important despatch still fol-

lowed the preceding. It invited the cliambers to pass a law to make the

judges independent of the crown, and irremovable during good conduct;

the measure conditioning that their salaries should be fixed ; in future, no

judge to be appointed a councillor, with the exception of the chief-justice

;

and he even to be debarred from taking part in political debates. On pre-

senting the resolution passed on this subject, by the Imperial parliament,

Lord Aylmcr asked the assembly to vote the remainder of the civil list.

The members, evading the request, formed themselves into a committee

of the whole house, to take into consideration the composition of the two

councils
;
and, after long debates, the question was adjourned. The bill

relative to the judges having been adopted by the house and passed in the

council, the governor prayed that the house would vote the payment of his

own salary, along with the salaries of the provincial secretary, of the

attorney-general, and of the solicitor-general. These salaries, with the pay

of the judges, some other payments, and small allowances, made up a

total of £19,000. His lordship's request was discussed in a general

committee ; but the house rose without coming to a vote, which was tanta-

mount to a rejection of the suit of the governor. Never, as has been often

said, did the assembly commit so serious a fault as this. But already

a malign influence carried it beyond prudential limits. The late elections

had, in fact, changed the character of the body entirely. A number of

young men having persuaded the constituencies to return them, they

brought into the assembly their exaggerated ideas; and pushed on

the chief leaders of the debates, who needed restraining influences after

polemical heats, rather than to be further impelled into a hazardous course.

Messrs. de Bleury, Lafontaine, Morin, Rodier, &c., opined that it were a

pity to stop (even for a moment) in mid-career. It was absolutely neces-

sary (it seemed to such as they) that the people should at once enter into

possession of all the rights, and of every privilege, which devolved indubi-

il
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be rinked by niakin<; unlimited drmunds, for was not the American con-

federation Htandiiij? l)y, ready to receive into its arms tlie Camidianfl,

if they were worsted in a siiered stru;;<;;le with metropolitan impatroiiisa-

tion ? Such boin;; the humor of the majority, all proposals for adoptin;.;

a middle term, or for coming to any compromise, were of course resisted.

The more ardent members formed a j^'roup around M. Papiiieau; they

excited hini into furtiier opposition
; they promised him the firmest sup-

port in all things, on every occasion ! Seeing none of tlie obstacles in the

way of their headlong course, they imagined that they could constrain the

Britisli nation to give way before tlie rush they were making to the goal;

or to be led into whatever by-path they chose to point out. Thi>y did not

reflect that the British government, more skilful than their haulers, would

ultimately make use of their divagations (in order to realize tiie very sys-

tem they most dreaded): we mean that best described in the words of the

Report of Lord Durham, its reviver, if not originator,— '' The settlement,

^n this province, of a British population having English laws and usnges;

and to confide its direction only to a legislature of a thoroughly British

character."

Notwithstanding the warmth of sentiment breathed on all occasions,

outwardly, by Lord Aylmer, it was easy to p(!rceive that the repulses he

received from the assembly hud made him distrustful of its intents. The

communication which he had it in charge to make to the mcTnbers

respecting the clergy reserves, for want of a better understanding between

the parties, became another cause for contentions. The piiblie lands

appertained, of right, to all the communities, without distinction of .sects.

The Imperial government nevertheless .set apart, without any proper

reason nr colorable pretext, and at a time when religious prejudices were

extra-prevalent, a considerable part of that property for the support of a pro-

testantclergy ; this, too, in a country where professors of Anglicanism were

as so many units among hundreds of its adversaries. Thus was Canada

treated like Ireland, where catholics and dissenters alike have to pay tithes

to Church of England parsons,—for between the fruits derived from the

land, and the disposal of the land itself, when either is reserved for special

uses, there is no material diflPerence. Lord Goderich, aware of the faul-

tiness of such a misdirection of public property, invited the as.sembly to

regulate the clergy -reserves system in whatever mode it thought would be

most advantageous. Here was an equitable and important concession.

The house at once passed a (trenchant) bill for annulling that article in

the colonial constitution which recognized the validity of the clergy

26
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rcHcrvoH. Snntaificd l»y tlio iiicnibiTH i'oe the KsiHtcin Townships thora-

HclvoH, tho nHMiinlily f;t»t up lumtlicr bill, for rovoLiiii; tlin Iiiw which Kllico

indiiocd the Iiiiju'rial jKirliaiiiont to puns, wliich iiutliorizcd proprit^torH of

land to wll tlii'in ut whatever price they could pit, and to introduce tho

Kuf^linh systein of tenure. We need hardly add, that both these l)ill8

were (juashed by the council; whose spirit, at this lime, may be inferred

from the fact, that it had imprisoned the pul)lishers of the journalH

Lit Miiiirrr and T/ir Viniflvntor, for over-free cominonts on its proceed-

ings ; findin<; those newspajuir criticisms none the more palatable for being

accompanied with contrastinu; praises of the assembly. With respect to

the crown lands, Lord (Jodcrich iiiclincul that, instead of niakinj; !;rant»

of parts of them gratuitously to all applicants, they should be periodically

put up, in allotments, to sale by auction : he intimated, however, that if

the assembly could think of any better system lor the public advantage,

he was willing to sanction it. In regard to the clergy reserves, his

opinion was the same as that of the assembly— they ought to be abolished.

"When any system adopted to raise money for public purposes is found

to be distiusteful t(» the contributors, its intended appropriation to the

clerical uses of a minority of rival religionists makes it seem all the more

odious in the eyes of the majority."

The assembly, liaving concluded its inquest respecting the judges put

under accusation, demanded that the governor should suspend them from

their functions. He refused to do so, under tho pretext that these func-

tionaries were not in tlie same position, oflicially, as Mr. Stuart, they

being independent of the executive council ; but intimated to the mem-

bers, at tho same time, that if the legislative councillors would back the

present application, ho would yield to it. Meantime new complaints

having been made against Judge I'^letclier, they were referred to a com-

mittee of assembly, which made a report upon the charges; but an adjourn-

ment of the chambers took place before any action could be taken in the

matter.

One of tho latest njsolutions of the assembly embodied a demand that

the post-office should be placed under legislative control. Aylmor, when

he prorogued tho chambers, expressed his regret on finding that, after all

the fond hopes wliich tho votes and resolutions of the assembly had given

rise to, it should have met the request of fixing the civil list by an igno-

ramus. He informed the members, that, however inconvenient it might

be, his duty now was, pursuant to the orders given him, to submit the

bill for the annual supplies to the consideration of the king.
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Dlfpito ull the coiicesHions math! by Lord Godt-rioli, the cxcitoinciit in

the coiititry never shiekened. 'I'lif Mrilish party, on its sidf, trembled

witli VA'j^t' at tho reforms proposed by that niinisfi;r. T\w Kri'iieh-Cana-

dian party, on tint other hand, lirmly believed tiiat those rrlbrms would

have no piod rt'snlts, ho lon<^ as there were u majority of those men in

the councils and executive departnnmts ; that, in short, so long ns the

latter possessed a |»ri'ponderance. in the <i;overnment, the invidious dis-

tinctions between victors and van({uished would for over exist.

It was amidst these discords that an election of a member of assembly

for Montreal took place, and which lasted throut^b three wi'eks of an

obstinate partisan strni^j^le. Its course was aceompanitMl by liti'ul riotings :

on one of these occasions (May 21) the troops in garrison being called

to assist in ((uclling a disturbance, fired upon the people ; thret! persons

in the crowd were killed, and two more wounded—a sad episode, whieli

created a deep and painl'iil impression on the public mind. All tlu; odium

of this transaction was laid on the exccutivt; council, " which knew so

well," it was said, " how to choose its victims." The governor solicited

M. I'apineau to atteiid the in<|uest upon the bodies ; but the latter

declined to do so, thinking that his prc;^ence would have been ill-lookcJ

upon by the British inhabitants, and might be misinterpreted as an inter-

ference with the administration of justice in the case.* The Asiatic

cholera, which burst, out this year for the first time in Canada, but of

which malady there died in thu space of live months, ;{,;U)0 persons in

Quebec alone, terrible as the visitation proved to be, had scarcely any

calming effect on the political perturbations of the time. I'ublie meet-

ings continued to take place in divers parts of the province. The parish

of St. Charles, which seemed to be the recognized focus of agitation, gave

the example of a mode of treating public questions new to the country.

The malcontents acted, it was said, in imitation of the Irish, under the

leading of O'Connell ; but the leaders, in the present case, found it

impossible to stay the course of the movement they now followed rather

than counselled. In a meeting of the chief inhabitants of the district of

* The coroner issued his warrant for the arrest of Colonel Srackintosb and

Captain Temple, the two oflicers in command of the soldiers when they fired

upon the people. They were, however, let out on bail till their trial should come

on. The judges having declared that the procedure was illegal, a renewed

sensation was got up against those officers; but the grand jury threw out the

bill of accusation drawn up in view of their trial. The whole affair occasioned

much trouble among the inhabitants of the city wherein the bloodshed took

place.

—
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Chambly, it was declared that Britain was respoHsible for the ravages of

the cholera ; because the malady had been introduced to the country by

a "-reat influx of emigrants, in whose bodies were the germs of the infec-

tion. True it was, indeed, that 52,000 emigrants were disembarked at

Quebec in the course of one year.

At the public meeting referred to, besides mooting the cliolcra griev-

ance, protestations were made against the conduct of the magistracy

regarding the riot of May 21, and many other topics of discontent were

passed in review ; the greatest complaint of all duly surging up, namely^

the (quasi) exclusion of French-Canadians from public charges.

The British party also had its meetings contemporaneously, in which

counter-resolutions were passed, as a set-off to those of St. Charles. The

attorney-general and solicitor-general of Upper Canada convoked the

citizens of Toronto, in view of petitioning the king to annex the distric

of Montreal to that province. Lord Aylmer, by this time, had quite

broken with the members of assembly, and was at issue with French-

Canadianism generally, lie made a tour of the Eastern Townships and

through the valley of the Ottawa, whence he wrote to Lord Goderich

that the former region could absorb 500,000 immigrants, the latter coun-

try 100,000 at least : adding that a stimulated peopling of these and other

disposable parts of the Canadas from Ireland, was the best way of settling

the vexed question of the two races. Lord Goderich, meanwhile, was

usin"' his utmost k;fForts to correct abuses. Eleven new members, eight

of whom were Fr 'ich-Canadians, were added to the executive council,

by way of popularising it in &onie degree. " For a length of time," says

Mr. Christie in hU History of Lower Canada, " this body had been fall-

ino- in public esteem, and its reputation was now almost entirely gone.

There was nothing aristocratical in its composition ; and, generally, the

character and status of the members it was made up of, were not of a

nature to win for it the confidence or regard of the community." But

the reforms made were not effected so rapidly as to content the public.

The "-overnor spoke with moderation to the chambers, when he met them

once more, in 1832; he passed in review the subjects they were to take

up abstained from all mention of the civil list, and gave well-deserved

praise to the courageous conduct and devoted attention of the clergy and

medical men during the pestilence whicli had decimated the population.

The assembly, jealous of its privileges, now protested against the censures

which it believed, had been made on its conduct, in the prorogation dis-

course of the previous session. Soon afterwards, it received a message,

containing the views of the minister respecting the bill of supplies which
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supplies which

had been laid before the king. For the future, the governor was not to

sanction any money bill in which a distinct specification of each sum,

and the purpose for which it was granted, was not entered ;
and as the

ignoring of the question of supplies last session, was equivalent to a rejec-

tion of them altogether, the king would continue to dcfi-ay the public

expenses with the funds which had been otherwise put at his disposition.

As for the bill making the judges independent of the crown, it had not

been sanctioned, because the house had not fixed their salaries permanently,

in accordance with British practice ; a system all tlie more necessary to

be adopted in Canada, said his Lordship, as the population was divisible

into two classes, differing in origin, language, religion, and habitudes

;

and as the preponderance of one of the two in the assembly excited the

jealousy of the other.

Tliis resumption by the colonial-office of a retrogressive or stationary

policy, (juickened the spirit of opposition in the assembly. Its table

groaned under a load of petitions against abuses and claiming redress of

grievances, from the district of Montreal, of two Mountains, of I'lslet,

of Richelieu, of St. Ilyacinthe, of Houville, of Cliambly, of Vercheres, &c.

The election riots at Montreal and their untoward accompaniments becom-

ing a special topic in these petitions, the assembly constituted an inquest

upon that subject. The governor refused to answer an interrogation

made by the house, whether he had recommended that an addition should

be made to the members of the legislative council ; nor did he assent to

a demand made upon him, to gratify the assembly's curiosity as to the

names of the additional parties he intended to nominate. The assembly

thereupon voted a call of the whole house for the lOtli of January.

It was finally resolved, after a deliberation which lasted one mouthy

ended by a division of 34 against 20, to present a new address to the

king, praying he would re-constitute the council as an elective body.

The house afterwards protested against the proposed anuexation of the

island of Montreal to Upper Canada ; an insulated district, it was said^

containing nearly 00,000 inhabitants, the greater part of whom were

descended, it was added, from those whose interests were secured by the-

capitulations of 1700. To make such an excision of Lower Canada as

was then proposed^ the house averred, would be a violation, not only of

those capitulations, but of the mof • solemn acts of the Imperial parlia-

ment, and a breach of faith on the part of the entire British nation.

The intelligence which arrived soon afterwards, that Attorney-general

Stuart and Judge Kerr had been superseded, did little to alhiy the

prevalent effervescence. The legislative council, losing patience at the
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reiterated attacks of the assembly, and forced to resent them by the

party it represented in the country, in its turn voted an address to the

king, as a set-off to tliat of the representatives of the people. Therein it

was stated, that the councillors, having taken into consideration the

dangerous and unconstitutional acts of the assembly, and the alarming

state of the province, prayed that his Majesty would have the goodness

to take the necessary measures for remedying such evils. They asserted,

that Canada, crewhilc in a state of calm and increasing prosperity, was

now falling into anarchy, and verging towards total ruin ; that the

greatest efforts had been made and were still making to irritate the colo-

nists of diverse race against each other ; that the interests of trade and

agriculture were sacrificed by caballcrs ; that the governor was falsely

accused of partiality and injustice ; that the civil and military authorities

were denounced as forming a corrupt body, set up to oppress, not protect

the people—their accusers' aim, in thus libelling them, being to discredit

them, and thus nullify their legitimate influence ; that the judges were

defamed, yet to the council was denied the power of examining the accu-

sations brought against them ; and, to crown all, the assembly had made

a demand that the councillors themselves should be fleeted, not .selected.

In other passages of the same document, it was urged that the continued

existence of the council, as then constituted, was essential to maintain the

operation of the royal prerogative in Lower Canada, and no less so for

preserving the colony as a dependency of Great Britain, as well as for the

security of the 150,000 subjects, of British birth or descent, which it

contained. His Majesty was admonished, that an elective council, would

be, in effect, only a supplementary assembly ; that if their body were thus

re-constituted, public charges would become elective also. But the master

evils of such a change as that proposed would be, the insecurity sure to

be thence resultant for British colonists, both in their persons and pro-

perty ; tiiat thereby all material progress would be paralysed, and the flow

of immigration interrupted ; that it would loosen, if it did not even break,

the tics which bound them to their mother-country, bring about a collision

between the Canadas, and inundate both with fraternal blood, (for the

upper provincials would not look calmly on while a French republic were

forming between Lower Canada and the United States)
;
and finally,

the council presented the fact, for his Majesty's consideration, that it had

not sanctioned the mission of M. Vigor to London.

The impulse which had dictated this address, carried those who drew

it up farther than was needful to attain rightful ends. The idea, that a

preponderance ought to be maintained by the minority over the majority
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of the colonists, because the former was royalist while the latter was

Galilean and republican in its tendencies, was repudiated by the minister.

" His Majesty," he wrote in reply, " received with satisfaction the

expressions of loyalty and attachment to the constitution contained in the

address He cannot but wish, however, that the council had abstained

from using, with reference to the other branch of the Canadian legislature,

language less temperate in its tone than is consistent with its own

dignity, or calculated to maintain or restore a good understanding between

the two bodies. More especially his Majesty laments the intro luction of

any words having the appearance of ascribing to a class of his subjects of

one origin, views at variance with their allegiance. On all classes alike

his Majesty relies for willing obedience to the law. To every class, in

return, he will always extend his paternal protection ; and the legislative

council may rest assured, that lie will not fail to secure to all, the eonsti-

ti:tiunal rights and liberty they enjoy by their participation in IJritish

institutions." At the same time, the minister gave it as his own opinion

] that the president of council had no right to a double vote on any

question
; but it was for the Imperial parliament to decide the point, if

again mooted, on any future occasion.

The late formation of a Land Company in London, for colonizing the

Eastern Townships, had for some time past engaged tln' attention of the

French-Canadian people. They believed that the association had ends in

view hostile to them ; that its promoters wished to secure, in advance,

large territorial grants, with the intent to exclude the hihltants after-

wards, by high prices for concess'ons, and putting other obstacles in

the way of French-Canadian settlers in those parts. This was indeed the

aim of some of the men associated in the eni prise, but not of all. The

assembly, having taken the matter into consideration, petitioned the

king, praying that he would not accord to the company any lands, or a

cliarter, or other privileges whatever. The legislative council, on the

other hand, prayed that he would accord to the association all the

benefits the assembly wished to deny to it. Upon voting the supplies,

the assembly disallowed or diminished certain items of expenditure

;

and reduced the totality of the sum asked for, from £54,000 to £47,000.

The council, when the money bill was presented, rejected it entire!''-

justifiying their refusal by a series of explanatory resolutions. After a

session of nearly five months' duration, the chambers were prorogued on

the 4th of April.

The interior government of the colony was now in an exceptional state.

The cities of Quebec and IMontreal had lately obtained municipal institu-
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tions. Tlic municipality of Quebec, chiefly composed of Gallo-Canadians,

passed regulations, in the French language, and presented them to the

tribunals, as the law proscribed, for confirmation. The judges refused to

receive them, for not being drawn up in English as well. This unex-

pected refusal, at a time when the public mind was so excited otherwise,

furnished new arms to the claimants of a radical reform. The action of the

judges in tlie case was denounced as a violation of the treaty of 1763.

" Our representatives," urged the opposition journalists, "ought to be

called on to decide whetlier the faith of two nations, plighted to maintain

our rights, is to be played with in such a manner.

For some time past, Mr. Neilson, noting the railway speed with which

a majority of the representatives were pursuing their opposition career,

seceded from M. Papincau's party. 8everal influential French-Canadians,

such as IMessrs. Quesnel and Cuvillier, along with some others, had before

done the like. These enlightened men, whose experience and judgment

gave them giTat weight, acknowledged the justice of the demands by the

majority ; but they feared to lose, in a struggle for rights not yet conceded,

those that had already been latterly obtained. Lord Goderich had made

concessions and initiated reforms which were not to be despised ; consider-

ing, too, that he had so acted in presence of the rooted prejudices of the

i British people against every thing French or catholic in its nature. In

proportion as progress was made in putting those prejudices to shame,

our oppositionists rose in their demands for further reforms. M. Bedard,

senior, Mr. Neilson and M. Papineau, were three of the most eminent

statesmen (constitutional) Canada had yet known ; and the political

separation of the two latter was a real misfortune for the country. The

eloquence, the fervor of the one, was happily tempered by the coolness,

the calculating temperament of the other. Neilson, being of Scots origin,

liad not his innermost feelings afibcted, personally, by the state of inferi-

ority in which his compatriots wished to keep the French-Canadians.

Both had been intimate, almost from childhood upwards ; and both had

thitherto fought, side by side, for the common cause. Mc.srs. Cuvillier

and Quesnel, again, were liberals, but of a moderate stamp : both lovers

of their country, and enjoying a reputation among their fellows which

reflected honor on all parties.

M. Papineau, in parting comp.iiy with so many of his wisest compa-

triots, and running headlong int( a contest with the authorities of the

British empire, took upon himseli a perilous responsibility. When he

exchanged for a time the presidential chair for the seclusion of bis

mansion, but was still unrecovered from the heats of party contention, he
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proceeded to pen an exposition of the grievances which his compatriots

had to lay to the charge of Britain. Unhappily the list he had to make

was long; the revolving of tliem in his ardent mind could not fail to

excite it still more. When next session opened, he submitted this expo-

sition to his friends.

During the same interval, Mr. Stanley replaced Lord Goderich as

secretary of state for the colonies. The former had become inimical to

the French-Canadians, and was a partisan of lUH/IiJinttlnn. lie apiiruved

of the governor's conduct, and that of the legislative; council, on the

financial question, in a despatch dated June G, lH',i'3, sent to Lord

Aylmer.

The latter communicated this favorable testimonial of his own imputed

merits to Mr. Ilyland, who, in turn, wrote a letter, dated Aug. 14, to

Aylmer, in which he expressed a wish that the new minister would see

the necessity of engaging the Imperial parliament to regulate vexed

questions by statutory enactments; adding, that if the absurd pretensions

of the assembly were entertained, which aimed at prescribing by varying

votes annually, tlie precise salaries and duties of every office, few Britons

would incline to accept any public charge in the colony : but his comfort

was, that the expanding populousness of Upper Canada would soon

swamp the alien race of the Lower Province ; and that then (if not

before) an incorporation of the two, which he regarded as being in any

case inevitable, would terminate all existing difficulties.

Six days thereafter, Aug. 20, Lord Aylmer, in a letter to Mr. Byland,

thanked him for his good counsel ; adding, that their opinions, in mogt

points, were identical, as the latter might learn by perusing a despatch he

had written, the evening before, to Mr. Stanley.

The provincial parliament re-assembled, Jan. 7, 1834, when the governor

informed the chambers that the king had nominated an arbitrator, whose

casting vote would determine the amount of customs revenue to be shared

by Lower and Upper Canada severally, after conference with the two

agents, one for each province, already appointed for that purpose ; adding,

that a larger share would be assigned to Upper Canada than before.

His discourse treated of several other subjects, and concluded with a

request that the assembly would take up the financial question without

delay, in order that the home government should be made aware of what

it would be needful to do in the matter.

Several members desired to shun all communication with the executive

council, and that the assembly should at once proceed to inquire into the

state of the province. M. Bourdages, ever in the van of opposition.

f>>:\
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made a motion to this effect, but which was not carried. In replying to

a passage in the governor's discourse, regarding its refusal of supplies

during the hite session, the assembly observed, that " as they were the

ck'otod of the people, they must share the destiny of their constituents,

and l:d)()r in their cause."' Several committees were constituted; but no

"committee of good correspondence" was formed this time, for amicable

conferences with the legislative councillors. " We should dishonor our

people," said iM. Bourdages, " were we to put ourselves in communication

with a body which overtly accuses us of wishing to set up a French

republic." M. Lafontaine, too, did not think, he said, that such a com-

mittee was at all necessar3\ M. Cuvillicr, on the other hand, observed

that the duty of the assembly was to keep up a correspondence (for

public benefit) with the council ; and tliat it would be pueril(> not U> do so.

The assembly proceeded to resume its inquiries into the atfair of the

Montreal election riots, and the firing on the townspeople by the soldiery.

The house received several messages from the governor. One, sent

Jan. 13, related to the annual supplies; and another, referring to the

unseating of M. ^londclet, whose seat the assembly had unduly declared

to be vacant, on his nomination as a member of the executive council:

this appointment, in fact, was in some sort an introduction of tlie system

of responsibility. The minister expj-essed his approbation of the gover-

nor's conduct in the case, who did not sanction a new election ; the

assembly having, on the occasion, overpassed the limits of its privileges.

Next day, the members received a ministerial reply to their address of

tlie last session relative to the legislative council.

" Tliis address has been drawn up," thus wrote Mr. Stanley, " in view

of desiring that his Majesty would authorize a convention of the people

of Lower Canada to be called, to set aside the legislative authorities,

and to ascertain whether, in order to destroy [improve ?] the constitution

it were better to introduce the elective principle to the legislative council,

or abolish that body entirely. Ilis IMajesty is unwilling to regard such a

proposal in any other light than as a piece of thoughtless indiscretion

;

but he can never approve of such a measure, incompatible as it would be

found with the continued existence of monarchic institutions : yet his

Majesty, on the other hand, is well disposed to sanction every measure

likely to maintain the independence and raise the character of the legis-

lative council.

" I should not incline, at this time, to advise the king to propose to

parliament a measure of such import as a revocation of the act of

1791 but if coming events should constrain the British legisla-

ture!
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ture to interpose its supreme authority to ajtpeuse tlie internal dissensions

of the colony, it /ould then, indeed, bocouio my duty to submit for the

consideration of parliament some modifications of the charters of tlie

Canadas—not, however, lor introducing institutidns inconsistent with

monarchy, but to preserve and cement their connexion wilh the mother

country— adhering ever to the spirit of the British constitution
; confining,

too, within their legitimate bounds, the riglits and privileges of all his

Majesty's subjects."

It needs not be said, what effect this decision had upon the members.

The governor's messages to the clunnber were referred to sju'cial commit-

tees; tlie latter refusing to advance to the liousi; tlie needful money to

pay its expenses, under a pretext that the rejection of his demand for

supplies had already too much increased his pecuniary responsibilities.

The assembly then demanded a copy of the royal instructions regarding

the supply bill of 1832. It next rei)udiated a bill adopted by the council,

for c reeting a tribunal to judge public functionaries. The ctiuncil, in

turn, rejected a bill [lassed by the assembly, for safeguarding the dignity

and independence of the two councils. Contrary to every principle of

the IJritish constitution, this project, which had been regarded with little

attention, made the executive councillors independent of the control of

either legislative chamber. It was introduced by Mr. A. Stuart, and

seenu'd to be conceived in an ironical rather than a serious spirit.

Meanwhile, the day fixed for entering upon -a consideration of the

state of the province arrived. It was for this occasion that M. Papineau

had prepared his statement of grievances already adverted to. As soon

as the house met, he showed the paper to the members of his party.

They met several times, at the house of 31. Bedard, deputy for jMontmo-

rcnci county, to discuss the changes judged to be necessary. M. Morin,

another partisan, was charged to embody each grievance in a resolution.

During the former session, M. Bedard and some of his friends manifested

an inclination to separate from M. Fapineau's party. In order to induce

the former, or Quebec party, to rejoin the latter, some of the resolutions

were modified ; and M. Bedard's self-love was flattered, on the occasion,

by his being solicited to propose them in the house. The debates lasted

several days. M. Papineau made a speech, in which he imprudently

gave the rein to an outburst of republican enthusiasm :
—" Long have

we uttered our complaint," said he, " and we are all of one mind regard-

ing our grievances ; there is no doubt as to the parties who inflict them

upon us; the only difficulty is, how to find a remedy. It is time now to

set, about obtaining it. There are persons among us whose minds, pre-
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occupied with the workings of European institutionn, would have us to-

adopt their ideas in this matter. But it is not for us, imperfectly

informed as we are of the nature of such institutions, to judge of their

merits or demerits. Let us inquire rather into tilings that more nearly

concern our own destiny, and strive to build up our liberties as solidly

and durably as possible. It is certain that, before long, the whole of

America will be republicanised. If a change be necessary in our present

constitution, is it to be undertaken in view of such a conjuncture as I

have just mentioned ? would it be a er ne were I to demand that it

should ? The meinbers of this house ani ji'l answerable to their consti-

tuents for whatever decision they may come to in this regard ; and even

though the soldiery should slaughter them for it, they ought not ta

hesitate, for one moment, to pronounce for any change whieh they

consider beneficial to their country. It needs not that we inquire, what

is our present, what was our past situation in America. Britain herself

has fouiulcd mighty republic,s on this continent, wherein flourish liberty,

public morals, commerce, and the arts. The French and Spanish

American colonies, with political institutions much less free, have been

unfortunate, and bad to struggle against the inherent vices of their

constitutions. But British rule in the colonies, what has been its nature ?

has it been more aristocratic than democratical ? And, in Britain itself,

is it purely aristocratic? It is therefore a great mistake, on the part of

Mr. Stanley, to discourse to us of British monarchic sway in this present

year, eighteen hundred and thirty-four. In the days of the Stuarts,

those who maintained that the monareliic principle was paramount in

Britain, lost their heads on the scaffold. Ever since that age, Britain

has had a government called mixed, and no other (pialification can we

rightly apply to it. Owing to this, its true quality, is it that Mr. Stanley

has got into place and power ; the entry to which would have been barred

against him, if a vote of the house of commons had not constrained

royalty to give up its own wishes. The king was told to yield, else he

would be discrowned ! And yet this man, despi.sed as he is by the

British people, now enlarges, for our edification, on the monarchic

government of Britain ! we the while well knowing, that the British

people, so great for their commerce, for their institutions, for their progress

in civilization and the arts, and yet moi'e for the liberty whieh they have

borne to the ends of the earth, are free at any moment to upset the

monarchy thus apoken of whenever they list
!"

Mr. Neilson proposed, as an amendment to the resolutions moved

by M. Bedard, " that as the despatch of the colonial minister of date
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July 9, 1831, in reply to the address of the house of March 1(5 previous,

contained a formal promise that the colonial-office would co-operate with

the as.sembly in redressing the chief grievances complained of, it now

became the duty of the chamber to labor, in conformity with the spirit of

that despatch, for the improvement of tlie colonial government, within the

limits of the existing constitution
; and to endeavor to maintain the tran-

quillity of the country meanwhile. That, as the des^patch from the

colonial-office, dated l-lth JaJiuary last, confirmed the promise already

adverted to, the house ought to undertake tlie duty of ameliorating the

condition of the province generally ; and that, in especial, it ought to

regulate the occupancy of waste lands, amend the laws affecting property,

secure judicial independence, improve judicial procedure, increase official

responsibility, bring into order the public accounts, and abolish every

useless office."

The hon. mover of the above amendment, adverting to the resolutions

he was put forward to oppose, said that " they controverted the rightful

existence of the legislative council,—a body legally organized by the

constitution of 1791 ; they called in question the status of the king's

representative, another branch of the constitutional government of the

colony ; they went the length of justifying a flat refusal at any time, or i:t

all times, of furnishing the annual supplies ab.solutely needed for defray-

ing the expense of governing the province: a proceeding insultingly

detrimental to the British people, one of whose executive institutions the

secretariat of the colonics was. Having said this much," continued Mr.

Neilson, " I need scarcely add, that I cannot vote for tho.se resolutions as

they now stand. In Britain and the United States alike, T would

observe, the rather because the example of the latter has been just held

up for our imitation, that defenders of popular interests labored to effect

changes, not from a mere craving for reforms, but because their rulers

were ever endeavoring to violate constitutions already existing. The line

of demarcation is quite distinct, therefore, between our position and

theirs in times past. It is this, that whereas the American revolutionists

and the British liberals combated for tlie maintenance of franchises

already acquired; we oppositionists are reaching out our hands, over

eagerly extended, for freedom we never yet possessed. The result, in our

case, must necessarily be different. History is always the safest guide for

our direction : it is a monitor which tells us, that consequences are

always conformable to principles."

Following, on the same side, M. Quesnel thus delivered himself: " I

fear that any demand we may make on Britain, at the present crisis, for
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H fhanj^o of our conHtitutioii, will not bo admitted; and a refusal, on

demand formally made, may lead to conse(|uenceH disastrous for this

country. In Britain itself, the vices of our coU)nial government have

never yet been generally reeogniziMl ; what hope have any of you that

tliey will l)(! acknowledged at the present time ? Kor my part, I have none

whatever. Besides, 1 know not whither the resolutions just proj)osod

would lead us. Their first effect, however, among ourselves, will be

to aggravate Canadian troubles; and, what is more, they may lead to a

great re-action against our cause. Heaven knows, I wish not for either

of the.se results : I only wish that my apprehensions, both ways, may
prove to be groundless. And although I do not belong to tlie party in

nuijority here, if the house can obtain, through adoption of the resolutions

now ujidcr consideration, real and substantial beneKts for our common

country, I shall rejoice at the result, in conjunction with the larger num-

ber of my colleagues, who will thereby have practically demonstrated that

they took a more correct view of what were best to be done, than I am
inclined at present to take. It will be my turn then, to own my regret

that I had not in me an energy equal to the circumstances of the case

;

that I was unfitted to brave the dangers I now think imminent. If, on

the other hand, the hou.sc enter into a struggle in which, as I fully expect,

it will be niade to succumb, I shall then, along with you all, have to

endure the consequent evils which will fall upon our country. My con-

solation in such an extremity will be, That a majority of the house erred,

indeed, but with the best intentions—and never shall any of our enemies

have to say that ever I imputed to our friends any other , much less shall

I conjoin in any future attempts to tyrannise over us."

Mr. Neilson's amendment having been put to the vote, was rejected by

a majority of 5G against 24 ; Messrs. Cuvillier, Quesnel, and a few other

French-Canadians voting with the minority. Animated and prolonged

debates succeeded : they eventuated in the adoption of the whole of what

have since been known as the Ninety-two IIesolutions, by an over-

whelming majority. The following abstract of some of them, will give

some notion of their general tenor

:

" The provincial administrations trample under foot the rights and sen-

timents dearest to the Canadians, who yet have hastened to welcome

as brothers all those emigrants from the British isles who have come

among them, without any distinction of origin, of race, or of religions

belief The greatest defect in the constitution of Canada, is the

right of nomination, by the crown, of the legislative councillors. The

constitution, or form of government, best suited for this colony ought not
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to be sought for alone in the institutions of Britain itself, where society

iu of a very diflfercnt nature from ours. It was not the possession of free

Institutions which precipitated the revolution of the Anglo-American

colonies; fir the [irovinco of New York, the most monarchic in its

constitution of all, in Mr. Stanley's sense of th;it epithet, was the iirst

to refuse submission to acts of parliament ; whilst tlu! provincials of Oon-

necticut and Rhode Island, whose institutions had a purely deiii' cratic

character, were tlie last to enter into the confederation of the Inited

States Partiality in appointing persons to fill public ofiic
, has

of late reached its climax; for, in a total population of 000,000 so tls,

—

of which number 525,000 are of IVeneh descent,— there are but 47

functionaries of the latter race; and the places those men hold are of a

subordinate character and the lowest salaried; while we find that there

are installed in place under the government, 157 functionaries of British

origin The assembly, and French-Canadians in general, ought to be

strong enough not to be insulted with impunity by any one in any way;

or, at least, not be expected to put up tamely with insults; and y»!t thoy

have read, in the despatches of Mr. Stanley, insulting language used in

regard to the people's representatives, such as would not be tolerated iu

any community even moderately free The tone of such documents

is quite imcompatiblc with the rights and privileges of the assembly

Since the origin and language of the French-Canadians liave become

a pretext for vituperation, for exclusions, for their meriting the stigma of

political inferiority, for deprivation of our rights, and ignoring popular

interests—the house hereby enters its protest against such unjust assump-

tions ; and appeals against them to the justice of the king and parliament

of Great Britain, likewise to the honorable feeling of the whole British

people. The numerical though not dominant majority of the iidiabitants

of this colony are not themselves disposed to esteem lightly the consider-

ation which they irdierit from being allied in blood to a nation the e((ual

at least of Britain in civilisation, and excelling her in knowledge of the

arts and sciences—u nation, too, now the worthy rival of Britain for its

free institutions."

After avowing its political confession of faith cxpound(.'d as above, the

house followed up the series of resolutions by a formal accusation against

Lord Aylmer, and prayed that the members of the house of commons

would impeach him in the house of lords for maladministration ; while

sundry of the leaders of opposition in the British parliament—among

them Messrs. O'Connell and Hume—were personally called on to sustain

the suit of the assembly against the miaistry. In the province itself, the

!,']
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libc^rula were adjuri'il to form coiiimlttecH cvorywhoro, and open up u

corre.spoiKloiico with the above tli.stinj];ui«hed Hriti.sli coniiiionerH and with

M. Vi>i;er, resident Cunadian afj;eiit in London
;
also for the pnrposo of

coniniunicatini; with the liberals in other IJritish-Anicrican colonies, the

cause of one beinj; the cause of all. Finally M. Morin was despatched

to London, char«ied to put into the hands of M, Vi^'er the petitions poured

in from all qiiarters, based on the resolutions passed by the assembly.

The lej^lslative council, on the other hand, voted counter addre«aea

denouncing t!ie sentiments advocutiil in the assembly, and praying the homo

government and legislature to preserve intact the constitution of Canada.

The Hritish merchants in Quebec and Montreal, also signed petitiuna of

like import; adding, that the a.ssembly had always been ho.stilc to the

leading interests of the colony, and assuring his Majesty that the interpo-

sition of a legislative council, compo.sed of crown nominees, was the bcflt

bulwark between representative institutinns and the arbitrary tendencicH

iiatnral to an executive; intimating, at tlie same time, that M. Vigor's

mission was totally disallowed by the whole British-derived people of the

province. The subscribers, upon transmitting their counter-petitions,

enclosed them in a complimentary address to Lord Aylmer hunself ; who,

in a detailed reply explanatory of hi.s conduct, assured the petitioning

parties that his hostility to the French-Canadians was as urong as theirs

could be.

Tlie assembly had just exerted its authority in a way which had given

cause for chagrin to Lord Aylmer. The king's advocate, Mr. Ilamcl,

had emitted an olheial o[)ini()n regarding the Stanstead election, which

induced the assembly to call that functionary to its bar and reprimand

him by the voice of the president, for, as was pretended, his having inter-

fered with the freedom of election.

After voting funds for educational purposes, for the behoof of sundry

charitable institutions, for improving roadways, and affecting other

ameliorations, the representatives set aside the call made upon them for

the annual supplies, and began to wend their way homewards. Lord Aylmer,

finding that the members remaining were no longer in number to make a

house, prorogued the parliament ; remarking, in his closing discourse,

that as the two contending parties in the country had severally appealed

to the Imperial parliament, he hoped both would abide by its arbitration

between them : adding an intimation of his opinion, meantime, that the

style of language in which the 92 resolutions had been expressed, was

unworthy of the assembly's usual urbanity, and manifested none of the

well-reputod moderation of the French-Canadian race j that those who
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were ignorant of facta might bo led to bcliovo from their tenor tliat tho

country was in a fearful state of perturbation through excitement at tho

griovancerf it was alleged to bo sufTering under, whereas, outside of tho

assembly walls, public tranquillity was unbroken. Tliis assertion, oven

had it been true, was imprudent in its expression. It provoked tho

assembly-men who voted tho 92 resolutions to give its author a practical

denial forthwith, by moving tho masses to make a universal oppositionist

demonstration, which, booomo orgaoizcd, was not slow to take tho form of

a partial rubullioa.

^iX-
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Effl'Ct of tlic 02 HoHoltitioiiR 111 niitnin- Pint of tl)P Knutorii TowiiHliipH coIoiiIhIh nldowttli

llu' ANSciulily. -t'oiimiitlfc ii|i\iiiiiit('(l by tin- liousc ol' ooiiiiiiiiiih on llii> iHlUlrti oC <'iiuiulu.

- Pclmtcs in llu' Hrili.sli piirliainciit on onr iilliiirH.- Ministciiiil clinnK<'«.- l)intriul wtm-
mittcoN I'onni'd In ('iiniiiln.—rclitlonhif; rcvlvi'd.— Lotlor of Mr. Ifoolmck.- Hcnowod
(liHciissiiins in the Ii<))ih(< of ooininons.- New Caniulinn piirllinncnt (Mill(Ml.~-('onHlitu<lonal

iissorintiiin.i. Alliiuicc of Lower iinil rpiicr Ciininliiin liliriiilN.^ t'liniuliiin piirliiinicnt

ii^Hi'inlilcs. New Aililrcsn to llriliiin. -Anotlu'rHcction of tlm iniijorilv of iiKscnilily HccctloH

floni I'lipint'iin'H piirty.-- l-oril Alionlci'n'H ili'spatolicH.-Sir Itolu'it I'l'd'H nilnisli-y.-'l'lirco

c'oinniissionci'H sent to ('iiniidii -l.onl (ioHloid rcpliu'cN l.oiil Aylnicr.- llouxo of JjonlH

(li'l)iil('s. Oponin); of tlio Caniidian parllaniont.- Disconi'sc of Lord (ioHt'ord. 'I'lio aKMCin-

lily, lu'i-Histiiiff ill llu coui'w, f^ranlH supplicH for hIx iiioiifliN only, wliiiih aro rolXiwil.

—

Tlu> parliaincnt prorojfnt'd, and oalliMl tof^ollicr aj^aln.-Oilier KriliHli-Ainerican coloiiiue

renounce their opposition to the lioiiie ^oviM'timent, leaving; th(< nialeonteiit Canadians

nlone in the nlni;{,i;le.— Keport of the ItritiHli coniuiiKsionern: the eoiidnct of the niliilHtry

approved. AMeetin>;H in Canadu continued. LniiKiniKo of the JonrnallHlM. -AKitutioiiH in

the rural di.ttriotH.—Armed hands appear.— M. rapineaiiat Kainoiiraxka.-IUMil Heiiliiii(>ntH

of a iiinjority of the people. - New KCHsiini of the provincial piirliunient, to :io HaliHihutory

end.— .\nolher addre.is xeiil to the Imperial parliament.—.Several niajjistralcH and militia*

otliceiH diseiMiimi.'isioiKMl.- -Secr(>t aHsoeiatioiiH in nniiH formed in (^neheo and Monlreul

di.-itriets. l>emonstratioiiH for the government.

—

Meetingol'th(>Six ('oiiiitieN.--.UaHf/( W('>/.<

of the hishop of Montreal.-- flii' government prepares for war.- 'I'roulileH at Montreal.

—

Till" troops lieateii at St. Denis, hut successful at St. (Mnirles.—Martial law |M'oelaimed.

—

tJoveral menilM>rs of assembly apply for u new parliament, hut are refused.-Atfair of 8t.

Knstaclie. 'I'lie insurrection ipielled.—'rroiililes in L'ljper Canada.— Kesignation of Ijonl

(iosford. Mehates in the house of ooitimouH.—Thu ministry undurtukos to put duwn
aniied oppesitioii by tlio imbliu forci'.

Tho adojitiou of the Niiioty-two llo.'<olutions in iisscinbly, and the

abrupt profoo;at.ion of both houses following thoroupoii, Hutticiontly provod

that the times were critical. It was now for the home nuthorities to

decide what cour.se they would take in the existing posture of affairs,

Although much uncertainty prevailed in the province itself as to that

iniportjint point, there were rumors current tnuong the public, tind hints

tlirowi\ out iti the journals, which iu)urished the hopes of the liberal

party, that the British ministry would givo way cat the eleventh hour.

The newspapers published a despatch from Lord Goderich to the governor

of Ncwfoundliind, which served to justify the unfavorable opinion of the

assembly regarding legislative councils. " It cannot be denied," wrote

the minister, " that in practice the existence of these councils has been

attended with serious disadvantages. They liavc too often caused dis-

sension among the several branches of the legislature, have tended to

lesson the responsibility of governors, and deprived the assemblies of

their most useful mciiobers, by absorption, nil this too without any com-
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pensatory benefit rosultit\<j;. Colonial councils for legislation have >J0t

the slat\is nor influence of the house of peers with us ;
for tlicir nw^nibera

have not the like relativt! opuli'nce, nor are |,hey so independent of the

government, still less have they such consideration as attaches to ances-

tral rank. Having regard to our experience of the working of the system

in the American colotiies, T should incline to fuse tho material of two

legisliitive chambers intx) one oidy, which would of course bring the depu-

ties of the col.mists and his Majesty's rejiresentatives into undivided

presen^o." Thest> concluding words aduiid)rat»Ml ImiIIi tlu> abolition of

tho legislative council and the introduction of some system (*f resi)on-

sibility.

Abtmt this time a number of the inhabitants of tho Kastern 'rownships

assembled at Stanstead, and, presided by Mv. Moulton, passed resolutions

in approbatioi\ of the assiMiibly's acts. Nearly all counties, ahnost every

parish, followed the example. The newspaiiers' columns W(>r(! full of tho

details of ])opular demonstrations; all of wbicli (encouraged the majority

in assembly to run its coursl^ Delegates from tlwe ccmntios un\l in Mon-

treal to organize a central permanent C(unmittee, chargtid to keep nj) the

agitation and suggest the conduct to be followed " in certain (lireum-

atanccs." The British party now spread a report, that the ministry had

resolved to unite tho two Canadas. Agitation by this i\uw. was as

fervent in the ITppor as it wiis in the Lower Province, and the liberal

party in the former seemed inclimul to act witli us.

But it Wiis in London that our destinies had to be decided. Mr. Roc-

buck moved in the house of connnons, April If), 1H.'J4, that a comndttcc

of the members should be JH)poiiited for tlie purpose of seciking means to

remedy the defects in the governments of the two (yaiiadas. In the

debate upon this motion, the hon. getitlemati, with Messrs. O'C'onnell

and Hume, took part with the Krencli (Canadians. Mr. Staidey, colonial

secretary, with Lord llowick and Mr. I*. Sl(nvart, defimded t!ie polity of

ministers in our regard. Mr. iloebuck, wliilc pleading the cause of

Lower Canada, also sustained ihi) aspirations of the Upper-Cvaiiadian

malcontents, who had sent Mr. Mackenzie to London as their ag(Mit, but

whose mission was disowiuid by a majority in the Upper-Canadian higis-

lature. Mr. Stanley, then^fore, alleged that Tipper Canada was perfectly

satisGed with its constitution ;
declaring idso that tlu; people; of Mk; Lower

Province would be content with theirs too, well suittid as it w.as to protect

their language, habitudes, and laws, but for the discredit thrown upon

tho government by factious men who mishid them. He declared tliat tho

legislative council ought to be maintained just at it stood
j because,
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were it re-constituted by election of the members, executive influence -would

become extinct in the colonial legislature : while, with such an undesir-

able mutation, the rights of the British minority in the province would

assuredly be sacrificed, for the surety of which the legislative council had

been specially established. The assertion was admitted as true, that

out of 204 state functionaries in office, only 47 were French-Canadians;

but as there was now small doubt that the two Canadas would some day

incorporate as one British dependency, although, the minister added, he

was not prepared to realize the project ; but such a measure appeared to

him to be the only eflfectual means for giving stability to British prin-

ciples in the colony, and taming the rebellious assembly-men sitting in

Quebec. Mr. Stanley afterwards moved as an amendment to Mr. Roe-

buck's motion, that a special committee should be nominated to enquire

into and report on the extent to which the recommendations of the Cana-

dian committee in 1828 had been attended to. The motion, as thus

amended, was carried.

O'Connell protested against the composition of the legislative council,

because it gave a double vote to the government ; and declared that one

of the chief abuses prevailing in the colony was attributable entirely to

the council, because it uniformly took part with aliens against the people

of French race, the only rightful inhabitants of the country.

As soon as intelligence of the above proceedings reached Montreal, the

central committee passed votes of thanks to the British parliamentary

orators who had sustained the cause of the Canadians ; it also expressed

its approbation of the conduct of Messrs. Bidwell, Mackenzie, and other

reformers of Upper Canada.

The new Canadian committee of the commons decided, against the

wishes of Mr. Stanley, on extending its enquiries beyond those prescribed

for the investigations of that of 1828. The members of it demanded and

obtained copies of tlie coii-espondence between the colonial-office and the

successive governors of Canada during recent years. Upon perusal of

Lord Aylmer's de,,patches, there were found in them offensive epithets

applied to the leaders of the Canadian party, which Mr. Baring would

fain have effaced from the record. Among the witnesses called and

interrogated by the committee were, Sir James Kempt, Messrs. Viger,

Morin,'i^ Ellice, J. Stuart, and Gillespie ; also Captain MoKennan. Sir

James Kempt replied, when interrogated on the subject, that the only

• M. Morin had a conference of an hour and a half's duration, with Mr. Stanley

and Sir James Graham ; when they together discussed the financial question,

and that of an elective council.
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way for settling the financial dissensions would be for the Imperial parlia-

ment to fix the salaries of the public functionaries, and make provision

for their payment ; that as to the executive council, in his own case

when governor he had dispensed with its services altogether. Mr. J.

Stuart opined that the assembly ought to be recognized, and in such

manner as to secure a majority of British members at all times ;
or else

he would advise conjoining the two Canadas, and endowing the united

province with an executive council,—one having power, not only to

renew itself, but to renew the legislative council also.

It was while the Canadian question was pending in the house of com-

mons, that a portion of the ministry resigned, owing to some differences

among its members regarding the affairs of Ireland. Mr. Stanley, the

retiring minister for the colonies, was succeeded by Mr. Spring llice.

This change, the' news of which was at first exulted over in Canada,

—

wherein Mr. Stanley liad lost that popularity which his speeches in 1822

gained for him,—had very little influence upon our destinies. The brief

report presented by the committee on Canadian affairs was pointless

;

and its small suggestions, if attended to, would still have left matters

pretty much as it found them. It was drawn up in an ambiguous style

:

straining not to offend any one, it of course pleased nobody ; and was

least palatable of all to those whom it recommended to the merciful con-

siderution of the colonial- office. Not but that there had been some spir-

ited discussion of our affairs in the committee-room, which ought to have

eventuated otherwise. Even as it was, Mr. Roebuck obtained the exci-

sion from the document of some paragraphs inserted at the instance of

Mr. Stanley, who, supported by Sir James Graham and Mr. Robinson,

strove to obtain a formal approbation of his ministerial polity ; but which

was resisted by Mr. Roebuck, supported by Lord Howick and Mr.

Labouchere. After four hours' debate, Stanley's attempt was frustrated

by a negativing majority of two.

Meanwhile the district committees of Canada continued their sittings

;

transmitting to London the people's petitions, which bore collectively, at

length, 60,000 signatures; while they corresponded at the same time

with our agents, and passed resolution on resolution to excite the people

to assume an imposing attitude. The Montreal committee received a

letter from IMr. Roebuck, with the information that he had no hope for

the cause so long as Mr. Stanley was in office, but that he had better

hopes of Mr. Rice, who seemed to be more tractable. The latter had

already given up the bill introduced by his predecessor regarding the

civil list ; and Mr. Roebuck suggested that a little time should be allowed

!;
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to see if ho would do more : adding, *' It were better to fight for the

privilege of self-government, than to yield up one's natural rights without

a struggle ; but all other means ought assuredly to be tried before having

recourse to force of arms. The house may, if the members think fit, aa

in Kcmpt's time, pass a temporary supply bill—under protest, however,

with an expression of its right of refusal ; and making known at the

same time, that, by its conceding so far, it wished to show its own mod-

eration, and enabled the new colonial minister to show an inclination to

redress grievances without further solicitation." Mr. Roebuck afterwards

advised that the people should be stirred up, and not depart one jot from

the principles that had been laid down ; finally, he intimated that no

good government could be had in the colony till popular influence were

extended by the abolition of the legislative council.

We shall see, in the sequel, whether those counsels were the wisest.

On the 4th of August, there was some discussion of our afiairs in the

house of commons, on occasion of a motion made by Mr. Hume relative

to the Ninety-two Resolutions. Mr. Rice at this time severely censured

Mr. Hume for writing a letter, published in the newspapers, in which

the Canadians were called on to resist the baneful domination of the

British government. "It does not befit a man," said the minister,

" sitting in security here among us, and so far removed from tlfe scene

of action, to promulgate counsels inciting others to do that which may
call down so many ills on Britain and Canada as ever attend on civil

war. If a recourse be had to arms ultimately, I hope that those who

conspired to bring it on will be signalized for conspirators, if not

denounced as rebels."

The Canadian parliament having attained its term, new elections took

place, with returns of members more unfavorable, collectively, to the gov-

ernment than those in the former assembly. The polling was accompan-

ied by disorders in several places. At Montreal, the troubles were so

great, that the elections had to be suspended for a time. At Sorel, a

French-Canadian was killed by a gun-shot deliberately fired. The British

party, along with some Canadians, Messrs. Neilson and Walker at their

head, formed at Quebec, Three-Rivers, and Montreal, "Constitutional

Associations," antagonistic to the Canadian party. These associators

signed petitions to the King, couched in similar terms to those which the

British formerly caused Lord Aylmer to transmit to London on their

behalf In the present case, the two loyalists above named were directed

to lay them, in person, at his Majesty's feet. Many of the colonists of

British race, however, shared the sentiments of the majority of French-
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lucnce were

Canadians ; and, by their votes and influence, six or seven anti-government

members were seated in the new assembly. The Eastern Townships,

peopled by men of British blood, were friendly to reforms. At their in-

vitation, M. Papineau repaired to Stanstead ; where he was received with

** all the honors," by the committee's formed in that section of Lower

Canada. A great number of persons waited upon him, the day he arrived

;

and The Vindicator newspaper reported that more than 500 were present,

including several Americans from New Hampshire and Vermont, among

them (one) General Fletcher. In the evening, he was invited to a dinner

of 200 covers.

These local demonstrations, along with fiery speeches at public meetings

everywhere, and the fervid lucubrations of jourr> -lists—all announced a

redoubling of violence and passionateness. M. Papineau, in his address

to the electors, counselled the people to purchase no article from Britain,

adjuring them to clothe themselves in Canadian-manufactured stufi"s, and

drink home-made beverages only ; as thereby they would at once encour-

age native industry, i.nd diy up those sources of public revenue which the

government made so bad a use of. As the banks of the colony, also, were

in the hands of parties hostile to the assembly, he urged the inhabitants

to demand payment for their notes in specie. There was even a project

mooted for setting up a national (preferential) people's bank.

At Toronto, a political association was formed, which established rela-

tions with all the standing committees of Lower Canada, in order to give

added weight to its o\rn discourses and resolutions. The Canadian cause,

indeed, now ^v anted all the native support it could obtain ; for intelligence

had arrived from Britain, that the liberal ministry had resigned, and that

the Tory party, headed by Sir Robert Peel, was in power, with the Earl

of Aberdeen for colonial minister. Into the hands of the latter fell, there-

fore, the recently got up addresses from the British party, along with the

new petition, from the assembly and from a minority of the legislative

council, in support of the 92 Resolutions. But the cabinet could not

transmit instructions to Lord Aylmer before the time of opening the Cana-

dian parliament.

The first proceeding of the representcave assembly after being opened,

Feb. 21, 1835, was to enter a protest against the remarks made by the

governor at the last prorogation ; and to expunge the report of his speech,

made on that occasion, from the journals of the house. This was a kind

of proclamation of war at the outset. M. Morin moved aft,erwards, that

the house should form itself into a committee of the whole, for taking

into consideration the state of the province. M. Gugy, in opposing Morin's
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proposal, observed that he would prefer to have an administration com-

posed of men born in the province to any other. " Now I have no such

preference," replied M. Papineau; " the government I long for is one com-

posed of friends of legality, liberty, and justice ; a government which

would protect indiscriminately every proper interest, and accord to all

ranks, and to each race of the inhabitants, equal rights and privileges. I

love, I esteem all good men, as men ; not preferentially, because they are

of this or that descent ; but I detest those haughty dominators who come

among us, and dispute our right to enjoy our own laws, customs, and reli-

gion. If such be not content to intermix with us, let them remain in

their own country. '^-here is no lawful distinction between their status

in the province and ours ; the same rights, and a like just claim for pro-

tection are common to us both. Assuredly I should prefer a government

composed of men such as I have indicated ; and as certain is it, too, that

my own countrymen have given proofs of a capacity and the possession of

such integrity a«i would enable them to become members of a most desir-

able government. Those parties even who claim exclusive governing pri-

vileges, disapprove of them in their hearts ; and, if obtained, will them-

selves be victimized by them in the end. For, supposing that the exclu-

sionists succeeded in making an Acadia of Canada, and could expel from

it all its French-derived people, they would soon fall out with each other.

Did they find means to constitute rotten-borough representation, it would

quickly be turned against its creators. It is natural to the mind of man
to abhor all exclusive privileges ; but passion and party spirit pervert the

judgment of too many The call is made upon us, * Let us be all as

brothers.' I respond, So let us not be, if you, who thus adjure us, keep

a selfish grasp of all place, power, and emolument, and refuse to share these

with us. That is unjust, and we cannot suffer such injustice. Briefly,

we demand for ourselves such political institutions as are in accordance

with those of the rest of the empire and of the age we live in."

If we may judge by the governor's opening speech this session, that

functionary had nothing particular to communicate to the two chambers.

In order to get through the public business early, the assembly sat twice

a day. The debates were but repetitive of those that had gone before.

Mr. Roebuck's services were further called for as colonial agent; and

another address was voted, after long discussion, which he was charged

to present. It was upon occasion of voting this address, that the major-

ity in assembly divided a second time. Several members wished to pro-

ceed with public business, and abstain carefully from giving Lord Aylmer

the slightest pretext for interrupting its course. M. Bedard, who, for two
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years back, had j^onc on unwillingly with the majority, vcntur a to say,

at length, that, as the address contained a peremptory refusal of all that

the governor had asked for, he could not support it. " Know we not,"

forthwith replied M. Papincau, " that in Britain it is the same hand which

pens the king's speech that traces the address in reply to it ? The force

of circumstances impels us to set aside accustomed formalities, and to

express unrestrainedly what we deeply feel. It Avould be a libel on Bri-

tain to assume that she may possibly pass a coercion bill against us, and

Bend ten regiments over to enforce it. If such were the case, however,

we ought to be prepared all the sooner to rid ourselves of so tyrannical a

domination. If there is ground for apprehending such a struggle, we

may say that the danger exists at this hour ; and tbat we have already

gone much further, in bringing it on than the stride taken by this

address."

M. Bedard proposed divers modifying amendments, which were sever-

ally supported by a third of the members present. This secession from

the majority increased from day to day ; and was regarded at once, by

the ultras of the Canadian party, as a defection. M. Parent, proprietor and

editor of Le Canadien newspaper, a man intimate with all the members

of the minority, came to their succor in his paper, and sought to justify

the course they adopted, by assigning as a reason for their giving dissen-

tient votes, that they had a regard for the material interests of the district

of Quebec; to which a suspension of legislative labors was very detri-

mental, especially at a time when trade was terribly dull. But the

despatches of Lord Aberdeen, and the refusal of Lord Aylmer to advance

money for paying the expense attendant on keeping the assembly open,

till it had first sanctioned the payments already made out of funds extra-

ordinary in default of former annual supplies asked for—these circum-

stances precipitated a prorogation of the parliament.

Lord Aberdeen, it appeared, refused to take steps to ensure the inde-

pendence of the two councils and of the judges, so lo g as the inquest on

abuses should not have reached a point at which there might be hope of

a final arrangement. He also refused to sanction the educational law

passed, because it appeared to recognise, legally, the existence of the Sul-

picians and the Jesuits ; and seemed to allow civil and exclusive privileges

to catholics, detrimental to the protestant minority. " Vigilant as that

minority was believed to be, with so much reason, to prevent the least en-

croachment on its religious freedom, its members might suspect that the

retrogressive legislation in question gave undue advantages to the catho-

lic majority. They might naturally object, also, to making French lan-

iii
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guiiu'o ami litoraturo, and ri!lip;iouH fouiulalioiifl of an alion faith, objoots

of spi'iMal l('j;i.slativt! ro;^anl : they obrtoi'vod, likcviHc, that cccK'siaHtical

cstahlishnicnts ahvady oxisliiij:; won! n»a(h) prcfon^ntial to othurs which

mi^'ht ho aftorwards foiuidi'd
; (he roaHou hciiij; that tlic fonnor wcro undor

tho diiTi^lioii ol' thoca(h()H(: (;K>r;j;y, whilo tho socoiid, namely thoMo of j)ro-

testant origination, couhl ihmrish only in proportion with the inereiisc of

iminij^ration, expansion ol" British provincial means, and the huccosh of

British colonial undertaking's."

All these ministerial reasons had the air of suhterfu<;es. Lord

Aherdeen had made up his mind to ^ive <;reater advantaj^cs to j)rotestants

than to catholii's, in any ciianjj;es that niiu;ht be nntde ; bnt, as a IVank and

formal annunciation of a prineipleas unjust as it was odious would hardly bo

cMulnred, he invented an hypothesis to make believe that it one section of

relii;i(tiiists were enfranchised, the other must needs become enslaved.

The relij;ious (juestion beinu; thus treated, people bi'j;an to consider wlmt

was the real situation of the catholics in Canada. The newspapers

published the instructions of Sir deorge l*revost,-l^ in wliich jtretensions

were sustained sucli as we have adverted to above, regardin}^ the assumed

supremacy of the Anglican church in Canada. IJy one article it waa

directed, that in all settlements where the catholio population were the

smaller in numbers, there should be a parson to teach Anjvlicanism and

take tithes of the people ; that no church services of the catholic iidiabi-

tants should be allowed in the (one) consecrated church of the place till

the protestants had had theirs ; that priests should be permitted to marry,

and that protestant missionaries should gradually replace catholic n\issio-

naries among the savage tribes. It was under the inspiration of these

instructions, that Lord Aberdeen rejected the bill of a^.scmbly making

provision for public education.

The minister also dissimulated his sectarian spirit in presence of the Impe-

rial parliament, upon a discussion taking place therein upon the presentation

of the conjoint petition of members of the two chambers (in December)

praying for reforms. The day before, copies of a pamphlet, written by

a philo- Canadian, were distributed among the members of the lower bouse

;

in which the vices of the colonial government, and the reforms demanded

by the people, were expounded with great force. The author passed in

review the abuses of the judicial system, and the executive, at the head

of which (it was remarked) military chiefs, unsuited to rule a free people,

were habitually placed. The writer signalised the maladministration of

• Official papers, printed. in 1814, by order of the house of commons.
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tho colonial lands' de[)urtiiient, tho niiiiiber of public! places held by

persons of the same family coiiiioxioii, tiii! ('aldwcli dc^licit, and, above all,

tho want of projxT control evtirywiuirc, dcHpito IIk; l'rt'(|U(!nt iiittirpnsition

of tli(! liiipcTial parliament. The ])ainpiilct»'(;r t(;riniiiaU;d his other sug-

gestions by enfoniiiig tho nocossity of recalling Lord Aylincr.

About tho same time, there appeared in Tuit'n /'Jillnlmn/li Matjazinc^

an article attributed to Mr. Chaj)iiian, on the political situation of Canada,

written in a similar s^-rain to that of the foregoing pid^lication.

In tlio house of commons, IMr. Jlottbuck repeated his accustomed

philippics on administrative abuses. Mr. Spring Jlice said, that before

the retirc^ment of tho late ministry, he had j)repartMl a detailed d(,'Sj)ateh

expounding the views of himscilf and bis c<jlleagues on Canadian aifuirs;

but that recent changes had prevcmted its being sent to its address. lie

mentioned that the nomination of Mr. (Jale to a judgciMliip had not been

conlirined, because he had committed himself too far a« a partisan ; and

that as .Judge Kerr had lost his |)lace, as admiralty judge, through his

own nudversation!', he judged it belitting that he should be displaced

from the king's bench also. Mr. Stanley, on his part, expressed

his belief that the opposition party (of Papineau) had not succeeded

in proving one of its complaints, as exjjressed in the Ninety-two reso-

lutions ; and that, as a consequence, the minii^try liad gained a trium-

phant acquittal before the parliamentary committee. Sir llcjbert I'eel

(then prenuer) inibrmcd the house, he had charged Lord Aylnier to

announce to the Canadians that he was about to send out a government

commissioner, of neutral colonial politics, and thoroughly conversant with

the intentions of the ministry ; one who was charged to examine all the

circumstances of the case on the spot, and report to the home authorities

whatever it were needful they should know. This personage, however,

was to notify, in advance, that no organic change in the constitution of

Canada would be made for the present ; also, that if on in((uiry it became

manifest that complaints as to details in its working were unfounded,

then measures would be taken to put down the prevalent agitation. As for

the insurrectionary menaces that had been thrown out, he would say to

intending rebels :
" Our desire is to do justice ; take heed lest your

threats turn to your own moral disadvantage." The British government

was then on a good footing with tl ^t of the United States ; but even

though the latter inclined to make an intervention on our behalf, they

would certainly not have chosen Mr. Roebuck for their mouth-piece in

the house of commons, Messrs. Stanley, Robinson, Hume, and Shell,

spoke, in turn, during the discussion that followed.

1
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Tlio ppcccli of the minister, despite its apparent moderation, and hh

confinnution of IMr. Gale's promotion to the bench, which had been disal-

lowed by Mr. Sprinjj; Rice, sufhciently indicated the course of polity the

new cabinet meant to pursue. The only modification of the sway of the

metropolitan {government over the provincial, was to invest acts of autho-

rity, ri<;orous in nature, with a diplomatic blaiidness in the manner of

cnforcinfj; them, new to colonial rule ; in view of soothing,' the public

mind into an acciuiescence, at a future time, in any re-constituting

measures which the homo authorities mi^jht adopt.

In the month of February, Lord Aberdeen wrote to Lord Aylraer,

that he approved of all he had done ; but that taking into consideration

the perturbed state of the public mind in Canada, and conceivini;' there was

small liopc of words of peace and conciliation from his (Aylmer's) lips

being favorably listened to, that a confidential person would soon bo sent

out, with the title of royal commissioner.

Aylmer had already sent a long despatch to the ministry, repelling the

accusations made against him by the concoctors of the Ninety-two Reso-

lutions. He alleged, that of 142 persons he had appointed to places of

emolument, no fewer than 80 were men of French descent ; that, of 580

others (not salaried) 295 were persons of kindred origin ; while, among

330 petty justices whom he had jmt in commission, 151 were French-

Canadians. He avowed, at the same time, that tlie proper parties ought

to be preferred to the less fit, without distinction of race. He stated also

that all ecclesiastical charges in the catholic colonial establishment, such

as the parish curacies (involving themselves a yearly income of £25,000),

were in the hands of French-Canadians ; and that the same rule extended

even to the rural schoolmasters, whose collective stipends reached a

total of £18,000. But (he did not add that) partiality had so abounded

before his time, and the abuse of patronage was so deeply rooted, that if

it were true he had filled 80 places with French-Canadians, who formed

3-4ths of the whole population, he had given to men of British birth or

descent, whose compatriots made up the remaining fourth part, 62 berths,

while the official emoluments of the smaller exceeded in amount those of

the greater number of the designated places. In proof of this discrep-

ancy, we need but adduce the data to be found in the civil list for 1834

and in other such documents of the time : from which we learn, that in

the sum total of £71,770 shared by the public functionaries then in

office, French-Canadian officials received but £13,600 ; while men of

British origin must therefore have drawn £58,170 of the amount. French-

Canadians were excluded from all the departments of the executive as
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well as from the board of public lands, the customs and the posts ; while

of the expenditure incurred by tlie judicial administrution, amounting to

£30,000 annually, only £8,000 foil to the share of the French-Caaa-

dians.

During recent discussions of Canadian affairs in the Imperial parlia-

ment, metropolitan journalism expounded its views of our affairs as diverse-

ly as did senatorial oratory. Thus the leading London journals, such as

The Times, the Moridiuj Chronicle, and the Mornimj Jfrrnld, were hostile

to the French-Canadians; while the writers fur the Murning Advertiser

and The Globe, took up our defence : "but it was easy to see, that among a

majority, not only of the commons, but of the British people themselves,

there existed small sympathy for the wrongs of our race.

A rumor obtained currency, at first, that Viscount Canterbury (better

known as Sir Charles Planners Sutton, ex-speaker of the house of com-

mons) was to be royal commissioner for the affairs of Canada ; but it

appeared that he had declined to undertake the onerous task proposed to

him, under pretext of illness in his family circle. His reputation was

favorable at the time ; and the nomination of such a man gave rise to

flattering hopes. Lord Amherst, chief of the latest embassy to China, was

next thought of, as ai» eligible party ; and Aberdeen even intimated to

Aylmer, that his appointment had been made out. But another party

change of the ministry taking place suddenly,-!^ the Earl of Gosford was

nominated by the succeeding cabinet. The latter was an Irish nobleman,

who had gained some repute in his own country through being (albeit a

protestant) an opponent of the Orange party. His firmness of character,

and his liberal opinions were much vaunted by his friends ; but there

were joined with him in the commission, two persons whose character

was almost unknown : Sir Charles Grey, a tory of the old school, and

Sir James Gipps.

One of the agents of the British party, Mr. "Walker, had the hardihood

to essay gaining over O'Connell to their side. " How then I
" exclaim-

ed the great orator; " you wish alone to be represented because you

form a minority ? That would be gross injustice, could you efi'ect it."

On the 12th of June, Canadiar affairs came under review in the house of

lords. One peer declared he knew not wherefore Britain might not accord

liberal concessions to her North-American colonists ; he said that the mem-

bers of their assemblies ought not to be treated as if they were so many

froward children, all unfit to take care of themselves when not in executive

* The author alludes to the formation of the Melbourne ministry, which took

place April 18, 1835.—5.

\
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leadini:;-strlngs ; and that it was expedient they should bo allowed all

freedom not incompatible with metropolitan Hoverei<^nty. As fur the

commission then in proj^'resa, he thouj^ht it would prove futile, or Homo,

thinjif worse even than that : a sec-all but do-nothing commissioner was an

absurd sort of personage at the best, for replacing an acting governor.

A special commissioner ought to have powers to act, and decide promptly

too, in such a critical time as the present.

Lord Glcnelg * replied, that he and his colleagues found themselves

constrained to modify their predecessors' policy, and had been induced to

nominate commissioners to enter upon an inquiry in the colony itself.

Tho new instructions sent out by the British ministry brought the

political majority and minority in presence of each other. Those instruc-

tions declared in advance, that there would bo no change in the orp;aniza-

tion of the legislative council, and directed the govcriintent commissioners

to refuse formally to sanction the assembly's reference of that q\iestion to

conventions of the people. With regard to the annual supplies, the crown

revenue was not to be given up, unless sufficient provision were made by the

provincial legislature for a proper civil list. The administration of the

crown lands was to remain with the executive council. The judges put

under accusation to be tried before the legislative council, from the award

of which an appeal lay to his Majesty in council. The commissioners to

report on the Canadian land-tenures, also regarding the property of the

Sulpicians, likewise on the sharing of tho customs-revenue between the

upper and lower provinces. They had power to examine witnesses on oath,

and to call for whatever papers they thought fit, to aid their inquiries. As
their mission, however, it was intimated, was of a conciliatory character, the

commissioners were to avoid all appearance of exercising arbitrary or

unusual means to get at the truth. Complaints, from whatever quarter

arising, were to be received with attention and kindness ; they were to

put themselves in familiar relation with all classes of applicants, to hear

what they had to say considerately, and to express their own opinions in

reply with gentleness and prudence ; to note the acts and discourses

passing and spoken at public meetings, to study social relations, examine

opinions expressed in local periodicals, make inquests in different parts ofthe

country : in short, to observe everything and listen to all men's sentiments

—but carefully conceal their own for the time.

• Previously, the Right Hon. Charles Grant, M. P. for Inverness ; but created

Baron Glenelg a few days before, his presence being wanted in the house of

' peers. He was secretary of state for the colonies, in the newly formed Melbourne

cabinet.

—
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The comininHionors arrived at Quebec lute in AugUHt. The city

council, whieii did not wait upon Lord Aylmcr to prowent its rcsjK-'etH on

Ncw-ycar'H day, 1834, and wliicli, in turn, Ayliner refused to receive on

the return of tlio day in LSIJS ; the municipality of Quebec, wo Hay,

presented a conji;ratulatory addresH to the ^ovcinnnent conunissioniTs on

their safe arrival. Lord Uosford held a reception for several days, r

manifested much graciousness for all those persons presented to '

But each party of the coh)nists stood on its guard. The liberal meniij* , i

of assenihly and council met early in September, at Three-Kivcrs, to

decide what course to pursue in dealing with the commission
; the liberals

of Quebec district did not choose to attend on the occasion. The dissi-

dences between the latter and the former augmeiittid daily. Gosford tried

every means tt) gain the good-will of the French-Canadians. He invited

Messrs. Papineau and Vigcr to his house ; he visited the classes in the

Seminary (priests' college), and enchanted every one by his politeness.

Ho gave u grand ball on St. Catherine's day, a patronal festival in Canada;

iind his marked attentions to Madame Bedard on the occasion testified to

his ability for playing one part of the task imposed on him. lie caused

a new roll of ju,:ticesliips of the peace to be made out, putting a great

number of Canadin on the amended list, dated September 1, 1886.

Finally, the charge held by Judge Kerr (now displaced) seemed to be

kept for M. Bcdard, the mover of the 92 resolutions as we liave seen.

These soothing circumstances, and encouraging rumors attendant, raised

public hopes; which were at the highest when the chamlxirs opened, on

the 27th of October. The Quebec constitutional assooiatinn, the day

before, presented an address to the governor, praying he would not advance

any moneys without consent of the three branches of the legislature.

This was tantamount to asking him to pay nothing at the order alone of

the representatives. The governor replied, that as he meant to announce

to the legislature the course about to be followed b} the executive, within

the next 24 hours, he did not see that he need pledge himself to particu-

lars in the mean time.

Gosford made a long address to the chambers. After speaking on a

variety of subjects, he finished by the announcement, that upon all great

questions coming under the consideration of the commission, its report

would be reserved for communication, in the first instance, to the ministry

;

but that, in the mean time, the Frencli-Canadians might assure them-

selves their social institutions would remain intact. This general inti-

mation adumbrated a further postponement (of redress of grievances)
;

but as the Earl dwelt much on small reforms intended, and as his

I
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discourse, whiah had been carefully prepared, breathed moderation

and justice, mcny still continued to hope. Appealing to all the

colonists conjointly, ho said :
" To the Canadians, both of French and

British origin, I would say, consider the blessings you might enjoy but for

your dissensions. Offsprings as you are of the two foremost nations of the

earth, you hold a vast and beautiful country, having a fertile soil, with a

healthful cl'- late ; while tlie noblest river in the world makes seaports of

your most remote havens."

The terms proposed for tne address in reply to the discourse from the

throne, bccimr a subject of debate ; Mr. Chipham moving an amendment,

but which was not adopted, that the assembly should recognise the vali-

dity of the commission. The reply of the house, at length, took the

form of a mere echo to the chiefcommissioner's discourse, so far as the latter

was not 5i positive disaccord with the 92 resolutions. Lord Gosford,

faithful t<^ the system traced out for him, of seeking in all outward ways

to crmciliate the Canadians, replied to the assembly, first in French and

next in English. The Montreal Gazette censured this bit of studied

courtesy, and even denied the right of any British governor to use,

publicly, the language of the vanquished at all ; remarking, that the

innovation begun by the earl would lead to the mother country's degra-

dation ;
and that the use of the language of French Canada ought to have

been proscribed at once by its dominators.

The Montreal constitutional association now came forward, and

demanded to hava the sentiments of >• members heard by the commis-

sion; and was informed that the nature of the constitution it professed

to defend would not be changed, while all commercial interest", would

receive special protection. The association next resolved to organise

district conunittees in each quartc " of that city, in case union and foroe

became needful. It raised a body of volunteer riflemen, with cries of

*' God save the King."' The members wished their armed organization

to be sanctioned by the governor, who refused the request when made ; and

afterwards the corps was dissolved at his request. The Orange party,

also began to raise it? head among the protestant population. As early

as 1827, Sir Harcourt Lees, its chief in Ireland, had recommended

the formation of Orange lodges in the two Canadas. Gore district, in

the Upper Province, however, offered its support to Lord Gosford, in dis-

countenancing such extreme partisanship. In Lower Canada, Orangeism

was held as of no account, except so far as it had influence with the home

government.
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Meanwhile, the assembly was transacting legislative business. An
inquiry was proceeded with, respecting the conduct of two more incri-

minated judges, viz. Messrs. Thompson and Fletcher, of Gaspd and

St. Francis districts, respectively, against whom accusation had been

brought during three or four years bypast. A third judge, Bowen

of Quebec, was accused, before the house, by a luw-studcnt, named Hart.

The committee charged with the affair made a report unfavorable to the

judge ; but it came too late to allow of the house soliciting his dittmissal

by the chief of the government. Two members of the legislative council

—

namely, Mr. Felton, commissioner of crown-lands, and M. Gugy, sheriff

of Montreal—were accused (and convicted ?) of malversation ; both

being deprived of their places. The assembly voted otlier accusatory

addresses against some more functionaries, such as Mr. Whitcher, sheriff

of St. Francis district ; M. Mondelet, coroner of Montreal ; Mr. Chisholm,

clerk of the peace at Three-Rivers; Mr. Holland, jailor, Montreal; and

Dr. Arnoldi, physician of the jail of tiiat city. Some of the accused

parties were displaced.

The assembly protested anew against the annexation of Gaspd county

to the province of New Brunswick. It expressed its eense of the impro-

priety of conjoining a plurality of public charges—with duties, separately

often incompatible, to perform—in one person ;* and the members, above

all, denounced the habit of paying the public functionaries their allow-

ances without the assembly's sanction. Dr. Callaghan presented a report

on the deliberations in the Imperial parliament regarding the 92 resolu-

tions ; in which he exposed the inconsistencies and errors of the colonial-

office, ever since the year 1828. Some days thereafter the house received,

from Upper Canada, a copy of parts of the instructions from Lord

Glenelg to the commissioners, which Sir Francis Bond Head had been

indiscreet enough to communicate to the representatives of that province^

" As was foreseen by Mr. Mackenzie," thus ran an article in Lc Canndien

of Quebec, " the publication of the instructions has occasioned great

regret and disappointed public expectations generally. Very certainly,

their tenor betrays dispositions and interests little suited to inspire confi-

dence in ministerial liberality, or reliance on the soundness of official

polity in respect to our interests. Lord Glenelg evidently plays a double

• Thus the governor's aide-de-camp was also chief inspector of roads.

Another individual was an executive councillor, member of the appeal court,

commissioner for managing the Jesuits' estates, f master of the Trinity board,

&c.

I
!
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part; that of a reformer in London, of a conservative in Quebec."

The journalist thus continued :

—

" Those instructions contain also, as did the opening speech from the

(colonial) throne, an untoward enunciation which we have not dwelt upon

as yet; namely, mortifying misestimation of the oligarchic faction and

the general population; for, in speaking of each, the same weight

and worth are assigned to the opinions and aspirations of both, with an

equal claim to the consideration of the Imperial government. This mis-

appreciation arises, questionless, from the aristocratic training and usages

in repute with denizens of the Old World: ic is there believed f].at the

oligarchy in the ascendant here fills the same place, with us, as the British

nobles and gentry in the three kingdoms. This mistake, and the preju-

dices attending it, if they be not corrected, and if more sound appreciations

of colonial circumstances, and a better knowledge of colonial society do

not take their place,—thence the loss of one of the brightcp/c jewels in the

British crown may result, at no distant date. It is only with (democra-

tic) ideas, and principles of equality put in operation, that Americans can

now be governed. If British statesmen be not content to learn their duty

through respectful representations, they will be taught it, ere long, in a

rougher way; for things move on rapidly in this New World of ours."

Such was the language of local journalism, inclining as it did at that

time to quit Papineau's and adhere to the Quebec party ; with a tendency

Buperseded in favor of Gosford's propositions. And if so plainly moder-

ates spoke, in what unmeasured terms would not the ultras deliver their

sentiments in opposition to the executive ! The members of the latter

color in the assembly moved for and obtained a call of the house, as soon

as the nature of the instructions to the commissioners reached their kno"?^-

ledge. The Quebec party, on the other hand, proposed that they shr aid

be ignored, (as not having been communicated to the assembly n an

authenticated shape) ;
but this proposal was rejected, for, it ^\^ said, the

despatches were there, and spoke for themselves. Far from declining a

combat, because the contents of the ministerial accustomed preliminary

forms before beginning it had not been all exactly observed, it was right

that the renovated party opposition body should openly, and at once,

proclaim the principles its members meant to stand by. If the reforms

which the Canadians demanded were not accorded at their reiterated

request, would it be expedient to exact them by force, namely by raising

the standard of insurrection
; or, ought any further attempt be made, to

obtain them by negociation ? They should then have measured their

forces with those and have calculated the chances of success. For, with

.! (
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respect to the abstract justice of their cause, they had a hundred times

more right to upset the government than had the Britons in 1688, or the

Anglo-Americans in 1775 to initiate a revolution ; because it was against

their nationality—that possession the most sacred that a people can

have—against which the colonial-oflBice ever directed all its blows.

But unhappily the leader of the Quebec party, as we shall hence-

forth designate the new opposition body, was about to receive a judgeship

at the hands of Lord Gosford; a circumstance which seemed to be

the entering wedge of a system of future patronage for French-Canadian

aspirants to official place and emolument. What would have been

accepted, in another season, as a welcome favor, was regarded, during

the prevailing agitation of the public mind, as a bait to allure political

prey, or as means to pervert the principles of recipients and expectants.

In the debatings of assembly, this parliamentary session, a majority of

the members were confirmed in their opposition by the eloquence of

M. Papineau. The nomination of M. (now Judge) Bedard, officially

announced, fvr from appeasing the reigning excitement, increased it ; and

it was certainly not allayed, soon afterwards, by the announcement that

the governor refused to displace Judge Gale, at the request of the assem-

bly in a formal address (1836). The legislative council, too, more hostile

to the latler than ever, rejected nearly every bill sent up for its sanction

;

which tended to confirm the ultra opposition in an opinion it had already

taken up, that the governor was acting a deceptions part, and using the

council as his instrument. Of 106 bills passed before the session closed,

61 (^iliese being the most important of all) were stifled or mutilated.

Taking this result into account, those who best knew the dependence of

the upper house on executive will, were convinced that the government

was acting with du^. iicity, and seeking, by secret and crooked ways, to pit

each house (contir/iously) against the other. The last struggle they had,

was about the yea.'ly supplies, the debate in assembly regarding which

lasted two days, most of the members takirg part in it; M. Morin pro-

posing to grant them for six months only. M. Vanfelson moved in

amendment, that they should be granted for a year, along with payment

of arrears. Messrs. Papineau, LaFontaine, Taschereau, Drolet, Ilodier,

and Berthelot spoke against the amendment ; Messrs. Power, Caron, and

De Bleury supported it.

It was for M. Papineau to maintain the position which the popular

party had taken in passing the 92 Resolutions, of which he was the

author, although they but embodied an expression of the claims advanced,

and the doctrines maintained, by the opposition party in Lower Canada

t
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for many years past. The destiny of tlie country, at that time, seemed

to be entwined with his personal f()rtu»>-,s. A fervid and persevering

orator, ho liad pursued a docidiul eourso, without any shadow of turning.

lie was endowed, by nature, with a robust constitution, an imposing

bodily prcp.jncc and strong voice, a distinct utterance, and an inspiriting

altliough not chastened ehxpiencc ; but being of a masculine and fervid

character, it was perhaps all the better suited to affect the minds of the

masses. At the time wo have reached, wherein he uttered the following

sentences, liis popularity was at the liighest:- "We have yet to learn if

there be any new circumstances iti the politic r situation of the country,

which can justify the conduct of those who now seem as if they would

desert the cause of their country; or why they should now incline

to separate themselves from that great majority of their compatriots who
adopted in spirit, and sanctioned in act, the votes deposited by their

representatives in the electoral urn, for sustaining the Ninety-two rerolu-

tiona passed by this house. In treating the great question which we are

pledged to vindicate, it is not Lord Gosford wliom we have to regard, but

the assertion and maintenance of right principles. We are not struggling

against any individual personally, but a system of vicious colonial

government; which, as now expounded by Lord Glenelg, contains

in itself the essence of corruption, the germ of manifold disorders. Our

task is not light, indeed, ibr we are called on to defend the rights of all

British colonial dependencies, as well as that we inhabit. The same evil

genius whose workings drove provincials of the neighboring states, in their

own despite, into the paths of a righteous and glorious resistance, presides

over our affairs also. That malign spirit it was, which inspired the Instruc-

tions given to the Commission now in our midst; which puts us into a

false position relatively to the British legislature and nation, which has

annulled the title which the government ought to have to the confidence of

the representatives of the Canadian people. Briefly, then, these commis-

sioners' instructions comprise a formal refusal, on the part of those who

drew them up, to listen heedfuUy to any representation of the many
grievances which both Canadas have to complain of.

" Would it bo possible to conceive a more idle imagination than the

device of sending amonsr us three commissioners on such an errand as

the present—no one of the three being known to or in accord with the

rest, i -id all having their secret correspondence with other parties ! Why,
what wisdom is therein, what good can result from, a scheme so planned,

and carried out in such a way as this ? Its nullity, if only from its

unworkableness alone, was manifest to the public eye, within a few hours.
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I may say, of the arrival of those appointed to carry it out. Ourselves

aud our affairs were and are viewed from at least three distinct stand-

points, by men who have not one political sentiment, one social 'stima-

tion, one religious apprehension, in common. Vet is that lieterociite

combination of personalities, made out by some to be a kind of excellent

thing in itself, as proving the Impartiality of those who conjoined unlike

with unlike; while others, again, fondly expected that accord would

result from disuccordances. Was it noi, rather more likely that those who

never yet could agree about what were needful to be done at home, would

be at least as dissident in opinion as to what should be attempted abroad ?

Or need we wonder at the very ri'sult which has taken place, that as the

commissioners, individually, have thrown themselves into societies, among

communities, and amid a.s.sociations of the most antagonistic character,

each committing himself by sanctioning with his presence, if not for-

mally approving the expression of principles of the most contrarious

character to those which the ministry professes to uphold : is there any

thing surprising, I say, to find one set of our colonial journalists abusing

one envoy for being a friend to radicals, while another opposes hiui for

the same ? a second set heaping praises on another for being a moderate

liberal, while he receives abuses for being a rank tory in disguise ! All

this is surely most inconsistent, nay pitiable. We were promised, that

the course of this strange combination would bo marked by a spirit of

unity, and the highest regard for just principles of polity. After the

experience we have had of it already, can we put our trust in it any

lonj-.er, supposing we ever had such 'f Some do indeed incline (but I do

not) to slumber confidingly on the brink of a precipice, and pass the

coming hours in pleasing but delusive dreams of a happy future ; heed-

less of the yawning gulf below, into which an unlucky jerk, at any

moment, may precipitate the over-confiding sleeper."*

The amendment of Mr. Vanfelson was rejected by a majority of 40

negative votes against 27. Eight British members in assembly, some

from the Eastern Townships, voted with the former; a proof in itself, of

the justice of the assembly's pretensions. The legislative council, at

sight, rejected the six months' civil list ; which act led, almost directly,

to the prorogation of the parliament. Lord Grosford, who was much hurt

* We hope the author and our readers will excuse the freedom taken with the

original by the translator ; but the language of passion, especially when imper-

fectly reported, as M. Papincau's discourse seems to be, cannot be translated

literally so as to be readable. The same observation is applicable to many
other passages honestly, though not literally, Englished in these volumes.

—

B.
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at the smallness of the success attending his mission (of conciliation,)

observed that he did not care to predict all the (evil) consequences which

might result from the conduct of the opposition in assembly.

This abrupt closing of the session effervesced in the public mind to a

high degree. Just before its termination, an approbatory address, sub-

scribed by 700 Quebec electors, was presented to M. Papineau. Thus

countenanced in his career, he was encouraged to pursue it, though it

led hiiu nearer and nearer to an abyss. For some time past also, the

liberal party in each of the two Canadas had intercommunicated more

frequently than before. A majority of members of the assembly of Upper

Canada for a moment sided with Mr. William Lyon Mackenzie's party,

as well as the executive council of Sir Francis Bond Head. In London,

Mr. Roebuck labored witli untiring activity. Speechifying in the commons'

house, writing in journals, periodicals [London Review, &c.) and pamphlets,

he lost no occasion for pleading our cause with an ardor which merited

acknowledgment from the Canadians.

Meanwhile the ministry, noting the (evil) effect of the garbled publi-

cation of the commissioners' instructions, charged Lord Gosford, while

acting in concert with Sir F. B. Head, to assemble the Lower-Canadian

parliament again, for the purpose of presenting the entire document to

its consideration. The assembly, after perusing it, liked it no better in

the whole than it did the parts previously published ; and took occasion

to express its great sorrow that the legislative council was till main-

tained in its existing shape, and that no administrative reform had been

initiated. After this unsatisfactory reply, the house adjourned sine die.

Towards the close of the year 1836, M. Morin took up his residence

in Quebec, under pietext of practising there as an advocate. Forthwith

M. Papinean's partisans thought they saw in this move some (unac-

knowleged political) design of his most devoted disciple. Upon this

assumption, they gathered around the new-comer, and formed an organi-

zation in connexion with the liberals of Montreal and of other localities

;

in order to make head against the Constitutional Association ; which, in

name of the whole British party, was petitioning the king to maintain

intact the legislative council, if only to keep a curb on the assembly; his

Majesty was also solicited to divide the counties in such a way as to lessen

the number of French-Canadian ro])rcsentatives. The recall of Lord Gos-

ford, also, was demanded ; and a u . ion of the two provinces was recom-

mended by the associators ; who, at the very time, were trying to get the

Upper-Canadians to declare hostilities against the Lower-Canada oppo-

sitionists themselves.
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At this time, the situation of the French-Canadians was very discou-

raging. After having flattered themselves with momentary hopes of

obtaining numerous new allies in the Upper Province, they were doomed

to lose those they had previously obtained. Sir F. B. Head had come

out triumphant from the struggle at Toronto. He had dissolved the

house which last met, and had secured a majority in one elected since.

Sure that it would be submissive to his will, In; expunged from the jour-

nals kept in the preceding session the recorded !)2 resolutions, a copy of

which had been sent by M. Papineau to the president. At the same

time, Sir F. B. Head communicated to his assembly the despatches from

London, approving of his own conduct. The policy of the colonial-office

then was, to dissever the dangerous alliance establishing between the people

of the two Canadas, to threaten the French population of the Lower Pro-

vince, where the danger to British interests was the greatest, and to promote

division between all the North American provinces. That policy, there-

fore, had perfect success : New Brunswick fell into the views of the home

government ; and the Nova-Scotians, who at tirst stood up firmly ibr colo-

nial rights, were induced to rescind the resolutions they had passed against

the executive : insomuch that the commissioners, whose labors were nearly

closed, became encouraged to reconnnend the adoption by their employers

of the most rigorous treatment of the only representative body determi-

nedly opposed to their will. Commissioner Grey embarked at New York

for England late in November, 183G; and the other subordinate of Gos-

ford, Sir George Gipps, with his secretary, Mr. Elliot, left in February

following.

The report of the commission was laid before the Imperial parliament

early in its next session. It recommended expenditure of the public

income without the concurrence of the assembly ; and if the latter

refused to submit, that the members should be coerced. It justified the

legislative council for refusing to sanction supplies for six months only

;

and suggested that means should be sought for to ensure a majority of

the British party being returned through a recomposition of the electoral

franchise. It advised that the allowance of a fixed civil list of £19,000

a year, either for each sovereign's life, or for a term of seven years at the

least, should be insisted on ; that no elective legislative council ought to

be tolerated ; that ministerial responsibility was inadmissible ; that the

North American Land Company ought to be maintained : finally, the

commissioners considered a union of the two Canadas unadvisable.

Lord Gosford himself did not approve of all the foregoing suggestions;

he thought it would be well to liberalise the two councils, and to find
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place in both for a fair proportion of members holding the opinions of a

majority of the assembly.

Lord John Russell moved, in the liouse of commons, a series of

resolutions of the most hostile character, which led to discussions lasting

for three days; namely, the Gth, 8th, and !»th of IMarch, 1837. Lord

John Russell himself, Mr. Stanley, Mr. Robinson, Sir George Grey, Mr.

Gladstone, and Lord Ilowick were the chief ministerial speakers—as well

as Mr. Labouchere, who on this occasion took part against our assembly.

Messrs. Leader, O'Connell, Roebuck, Sir Wm. Molesworth,' Colonel

Thompson, and Mr. Hume stood up in our defence. Several divisions took

place, after a debate on almost all the resolutions ; but the minority was

numerically small in every case. Thus, on a motion in amendment by

Mr. Leader, that the legislative council should be made elective, the ai/es

were but 5(1, while the noes were 318; and, again, the general minority

against the ministerial resolutions (slightly modified) fell to 16, when the

whole were voted collectively.''^

* As a plain statement of the hostile proceedings of the Imperial parliament

on this occasion, given by perhaps the most libei-al of all British historians,

may be acceptable to impartial readers, we subjoin tl 3 following summary of

the whole transaction, as we find it in Wadk's Brilish Chronology, p. 1020 :

—

" Affaius of Canada.—Alarch 6, Lord John Russell submitted to parliament a

series of resolutions respecting Lower Canada, rendered necessary by the dis-

contented and agitated state of the province, and the refusal of the colonial

legislature to vote the supplies of money requisite to the administration of jus-

tice and the carrying on of the government. The resolutions stated in substance,

that no supplies had been voted since October 31, 1832 ; that the supplies up to

the current year amounted to £142,160 ; that the house of assembly demanded

an elective legislative council, and the repeal of an act passed by the Imperial

parliament in favor of the North-American Land Company; that in the present

state of the province the granting of these demands is inexpedient; that it is

advisable to repeal certain acts affecting trade and tenures, provided the colo-

nial legislature would pass a law for the discharge of lands therein from feudal

dues and services
; that, for defraying the arrears due, and the customary charges

of the government, the governor be empowered to apply to these objects the

hereditary, territorial, and casual revenues of the crown ; that the crown reven-

ues be placed under the control of the colonial legislature, after supplies had

been voted for defraying the charges of government ; lastly, that the colonial

legislatures of both the Canadas be empowered to remove the obstacles which

impede the trade and commercial intercourse of the two provinces. Mr. Roebuck,

and some other members, opposed the resolutions as an infringement of the

Canadian constitution, and a coercing of the people. But, the violent proceed-

ings of the colonial parliament calling for strong measures, they met with a

general support of political parties. The debate was adjourned ; and each

resolution separately, and the entire series agreed to, April 24."
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The minister failed not to turn to account the defection of the other

colonies. " No other North-American dependency of Great Britain,"

said he, " advances such pretensions as does Lower Canada ; and every-

thing, therefore, forebodes u satisfactory arrangement between the other

colonies and ourselves. An elective council for legislation, and a responsible

executive council combined with a representative assembly, would be (juite

incompatible with the rightful inter-relationship of any colony and the

mother-country."

It was evident thenceforth, that any British ministry might undertake

to work its will on Lower Canada, and that the Imperial legislature was

ready to sanction the sau)e when done. The government had made the

matter a question of races; and set itself up as the patron and protector

of that British minority which, as O'Connell said, had been " the scourge

of Ireland." After t.ll, it was but following out a principle well known

in the colonies; namely, making a minority paramount to a majority.

The debates in the hoase of lords were ^e fruitless of results in our

favor as those in the commons, when Lord Brougham presented for the

consideration of his fellow-peers the petition of the assembly.

Nevertheless, the chiefs of the colonial-office knew full well that they

were violating one of the most sacred of constitutional principles, by

proposing to order the payment of their Canadian functionaries' salaries

without the sanction of our legislature ; and they consequently were

somewhat inquieted lest mischief might come of this matter. Accord-

ingly Glenelg wrote to Gosford, in March, that although he hoped that

no commotion would ensue, leading to an armed resistance, yet, as a

measure of precaution, two regiments should be sent out to him as soon

as possible. But, on second thoughts, and fearing such a demonstration

might precipitate the crisis anticipated, Glenelg directed Gosford to

draught from Nova Scotia whatever troops he might stand in need of.*

The commission-roll of justiceships of the peace made up last year was

annulled, and a new one made out, in which only the names of men in

whom the executive could trust were entered.

In presence of the resolutions passed by the Imperial parliament, the

local journals in the assembly's interest advised their friends to be firm

and persevering. The writers expressed their conviction, that the oppres-

sion and tyranny of Britain could not long endure in America ; that the

United States government would be obliged to intervene ; that, in fact,

* Despatches from Lord Glenelg to the Earl of Gosford, dated 6th and 16th

March, ISST.

I 'I
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the people's destiny was in its own power ; that it was needful for all to

stand by each other, and to keep ^i^- «;,"'tation ; that all trading connexion

with Britain ought to cease ; that v ". ought ourselves to manufacture

articles for our own use, and not iw,^)Oi"t them any longer, none buying

anything charged with customs dues : in a word, to let the colonial

exchequer run itself dry, and thus constrain the government to succumb

to the people's representatives. The latter idea being taken up, public

meetings were holdcn in Montreal district, for recommending its realiza-

tion throughout the province.

At the meeting of llichelieu county, a general convention was demanded.

The Irish in Quebec, May 15, by way of favoring the Canadian cause,

passed resolutions approving of what O'Connell and his compatriots had

said lately ; namely, that the British party here wished to treat Canada
_

now as Ireland had been treated before. A newspaper, called Le Popu-

laire was started in Montreal, to calm public perturbation ; while another,

The LiberdI, came into existence in Quebec, with the aim of exciting the

oppositionists to adopt extreme measures. A singular exchange of

characters now seemed to take place between certain individuals : certain

tories suddenly became violent radicals, as if the prospect of coming

troubles had raised their ambition to profit by them ; while some once hot

partisans of the assembly, seeing no likelihood of Xs cause prospering,

drew up with the moderates of the opposition part;

.

Agitation was now assuming a serious aspect in : .lany of the counties
j

so much so, indeed, that the governor became uneu^, and published a

proclamation in the month of June, putting the people on their guard

against the seductive tendency of certain writings and discourses addressed

to them by agitators. Copies of this document he caused to be read at

the district militia meetings. Not intimidated by such warnings, Messrs.

Papineau, Morin, Lafontainc, and Girouard made a public progress as

far as Kamouraska, the former speechifying at I'Tslet and St. Thomas,

where Dr. Tachd, then a red-hot partisan, had influenced some mind&

among the cultivators. At Missisquoi, L'Assomption, La Chenaie,

Deschambault, Acadie, public protestations were made against the

measures of the home government ; and the Daily Express newspaper of

New York published some Canadian correspondence in which it was

proposed to obtain redress by armed force, the example of the successful

revolution in the United States being held up to imitation imprudently

by an ostentatious reproduction of its historical details. Some time

thereafter, the governor was burnt in effigy, and bands of armed men

prowled about the county of Lake of Two Mountains.

up
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" Every one in the colony is malcontent," exclaimed M. Lafbntaino.

" We have demanded veforuiH and not obtained them : it i» time to be

up and doing."

A public meeting at Deschambault is convoked, said M. Morin, " for

the purpose ot' solemnly protesting against certain resolutions moved in

the British parliament by Lord John Russell, in view of passing laws to

take our money from us without our consent. This ministerial measure

is a violation of our most sacred rights, and will cause tlie spoliation of

our substance : it is an act of the greatest oppression and the most

tyrannical character; it is a measure which the (Jiinadians ought never

to suffer being carried into operation ; one which thoy ought to resist

with every kind of power, and by all means whatever. From what has

just passed in Britain, it is clear that the people there have no sympathy

for us, and that wo must look for it elsewhere. We are despised ; oppres-

sion is in store for us, and even annihilation. It is intended to put us

under the yoke of a degrading oppressiveness. No more liberty for us !

Slavery is about to become our portion. But Hiis state of things need

endure no longer than while we arc unable to redress it."

Everywhere, in a word, agitation was going on for maintaining the

principles of the Ninety-two resolutions, or in support of government;

the friends of whom, on their part, promised aid to the authorities in

confronting the opposition party. The constitutional associations of

Quebec and Montreal held crowded public meetings ; while many persons

(of liberal sentiments) drew up with the associators, because they were

hopeless of their cause, in a contest with the mother country ; opinions

being so divided in the colony. The Montreal association had published,

the year preceding (1836), an address to the people of all the North

American dependencies of Britain, appealing to their common religious

(protestant) convictions and nationality. In the United States, the news-

papers, when treating of Canadian affairs, viewed them veiy diversely;

and it might be taken for granted that the federal government would not

interfere till the cause of independence should gain the ascendant, and

then only to claim the fruits of victory.

While matters were in the above state, news arrived that Lord John

Russell had declared (June 23) in the house of commons, his willingness

to leave in abeyance the bill founded upon the resolutions lately passed

by the house, in hopes the '(malcontent) Canadians would let themselves

be convinced that their demands were incompatible with their political

status as colonists. This intimation foretokened the calling up another

assembly for the Lower Province. Lord Gosford, although he felt con-

ii il

i

i! i
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Btruincd to join with tho other commiHHionors in u report uufiivorablo to

us, yet wuH avcrMO to curryinj^ out what it proposed
; and though he

expected no benefit to arise from u dissolution, he lioped that the rc-com-

position he meant to propose for the two eouncils, and whieh tlie ministry

was likely to sanction, would have a ^^ood result, lie did not wish to

believe, cither, that serious outbreaks would take place ; and Ite did not,

till tho eleventh hour, avail himself of tho permission sent liini to order

up soldiers from New Brunswick. He thought that there was much

exaggeration of facts in tiio reports of what passed at meetings of M.
Papineau's partisans ; and believed that things would mend if the two

councils wore liberalized : in any case, he confidently thought that tho

great body of the French Canadians were not hostile, at hoiirt. 1o .Britain.

Nor did the Karl deceive him.self in this trustfulness, nolwithstauding

that troubles, ending in a partial revolt, did arise. The leading aspira-

tion of tho Canadians was to preserve their usages and nationality ; now

these would have been at once jeoparded by the annexation of their

country to the United Htates. A conviction that the British aimed at

depriving them (;f the clierished possessi()i\s above indicated, was the moving

cause, with many of the malcontents, to take up arms against the govern-

nicnt. Lord Gosford felt the truth of this so strongly, that lie recom-

mended the addition of seven French Canadians to the legislative council,

and nine more to the executive council.

The chambers were summoned to meet on the 1 8th of August. When
they met, t)ic governor recommended the assembly to make dispositions

themselves for tho employment of the revenue ; intimating, that, if they

did not, the home government would order it to be done for them. This

tentative message did not succeed in shaking the firmness of the majority

in the house : the members of which, with a fatal obstinacy, voted an

address protesting against the suggestions contained in the report of tho

commissioners ; which, being presented to the governor Aug. 26, he

immediately prorogued the parliament by proclamation ; a copy of which

M. Papineau found on his seat, on returning from the hall of audience.

Concurring circumstances now made Lord Gosford believe that Papineau's

partisans meant nothing less than to set up a republic; and that they

were turning to account the odium excited by the violent and unjustifiable

attacks of the minority, by courting their suffrages for the ascendency of

the same partisans when the change should be made.^

The enforced termination of the session just begun, left no further

hope that an amicable arrangement could possibly be effected. In several

• Despatch from the Earl of Gosford to Baron Glenelg, dated Sept. 2, 1837.
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locnliticH of Montreal district the people were led away by ajritntors.

Opposition discourses went on uneeasinj^ly, in town and country. Tho

authorities began to net with rigor against the parties who indulged in

them, by displacing a great number of magistrates and militia officers,

including M. I'apineati
;
who, when civilly a.skcd if he had as.Mistcd at u

meeting in St. Laurent, made a n^ply insolently evasive, addressed to tiie

governor's secretary. But these uncommissionings only funii.^licd new

arms for partisanship to handle. The young men of tlif movement party

were especially violent. The opposition clubs had raniitications iimong

the workmen, who were called on to sustain physically the majoi ity in

assembly against the executive. Great eftbrts were made to engage the

humbler class generally to join in a revolt ; and meetings of them were-

called in view of inducing them to do .so by exciting their passions.

These attempts failed, mobbish cariosity alone being aroused. on such

occasions. As for the French-Canadian people (in the best sense of that

collective term), as they lived remote from the towns, much apart from

British settlers, and felt no governmental prrs.sure (real or imagined),

they continued to pass their lives in habitual tranquillity. The exposi-

tions got up of the utijust doings and tyrannical act.- of the dominating

aliens, but slightly attV>cted the rural imagination, and but temporarilv

ruffled the even current of country life. The plain-witted luthitaats, too,

sluggLsh as their natures might be, had seen so many noisy vindicators of

general rights, and denouncers of public wrongs, at last sid». with tho

alien perpetrators whenever emolument or power for themselves was to bo«

obtained from the (alleged) enemies of the French race

!

There were exceptions to this inertness of spirit, however, even in

some of the rural districts. The county of Two Mountains, in particular,

was sensibly perturbed. At St. Denis, and' in several other loealit'cs,

entertainments were given to the di.splaced magistrates and militia

officers ; secret associations also were formed, and open resistance was

spoken of. Already a bunded pirty of young men in Montreal, met

regularly for military training, taking the name of Sons of Liberty.

The members of this band published a threatening manifesto, against

which the constitutional association of the same city fulminated a counter-

declaration. Both parties had agencies in the country districts.

At Quebec, some young men of opposition principles, after vainly

trying to get up a combination like that of the Sons of Liberty, received

an intimation from those of Montreal that they were about to enter upon

action ; whereupon these Quebec youths determined to imitate the example.

M. Cazeau, one of the members, relying on the aid of the workmen in
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the suburb of St. Roch, prepared for warlike use a quantity of bullets J

a perilous commodity which the young gentleman took great pains to

conceal thereafter, wlien the police made a domiciliary visit. M. Morin

was chief of the secretly armed club of which Cazeau was a member

;

but such hostile demonstrations found little acceptance with the commu-

nity. M. Morin complained of this, to his political friends of the Two
Mountains ; writing to them, Oct. 25, in a letter of thanks for the

acknowledgment they had made nf his services in the great cause, that

" their common efforts in its behalf would certainly have been crowned

with success, but for intriguers, who had worked on the ignorance, or

fears, or corrupt spirit of many of the supposed well affected ;
" but

adding, that " with constancy and courage aiding, we shall overcome this

temporary obstructiou in our path ; and while manifesting the baseness

and corruption of our enemies, we shall unmask the hjpc^nsy of our

pretended friends."

M. Morin, for all this bold strain, was a gentle, polite, and studious

iuan, with a suavity of manner more suited to a divine, than for one

possessing the ardent temperament of a conspirator. To play the

latter part he was ill-fitted indeed ; a truth thus recognised in Le Cana-

dien newspaper :
" It was in an evil hour that he set himself up for a

party-chief in this district. So long as he had to act under the direction

of firmer natures, of men used to command, he passed for a man of

ready powers ; but ever since he began to direct others in what it were

needful to do, his incapacity as a leader has become painfully manifest."

At St. Denis, St. Charles, St. Eustache, Berthier, and Acadle warlike

preparations were in progress. The central and standing committee of

Montreal, comprising the chiefs of the movement, sent an address to the

Workmen's Association in London ; * a kind of revolutionary club : in

the hope, questionless, of obtaining the sympathy, at least, of a section of

the British people. Some of the hot-heads of Montreal resolved to address

the American Congress, and demand free trade. By degrees the men of

the movement-party became so daring as to disquiet their more peaceable

fellow-subjects : who were finally induced to join in demonstrations

antagonistic to theirs. Col. de Hertel, in command of a battalion of

* The evil desigas, and the atrocious means by which they were to be effected,

of the truculent-minded yet despicable ere v thus abusing the name of honest

Britons of the industrial class, are well exposed and properly denounced in an

instructive as well as interesting book, lately published in this city, entitled

^'Conservative Science; or Somerville's Diligent Life," &c. Montreal: John

Lovell, I860.—5.
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militia 1,500 strong, in the county of Two Mountains itself, then the centre

of agitation, wrote to the government that his soldiers were full of loyalty,

and ready to obey all orders from head-quarters. But most of his men
seeing as yet no real danger, were inclined to let the governor get out of

his difficulties as he best might ; this the rather because he had brought

them on himself by invidiously maintaining a system full of injustice, and

national preferences. Yet when they learned that open resistance to the

authorities had been made, at St. Denis and St. Charles, they ronounced

their neutrality and prepared to support the government ; while the

French-Canadians at Quebec, Montreal, Berthier, Riviere Quelle, Kamou-

raska, Lotbini6re, Portneuf, Champlain, Three-Rivers, and in nearly all

the counties, sent on loyal addresses, and stood up for the government.

Threats made by the disaffected in different localities, induced the

authorities to arm trustworthy civilians, to enable order to be maintained.

These precautionary measures, however, did not prevent the partisans

of the movement from holding an aggregate meeting of inhabitants of the

counties of Richelieu, St. Hyacinthe, Rouville, Chambly, and Vercheres.

Those of Acadie county conjoining, a kind of political compact was

formed, called the Confederation of the Six Counties : which comprised

a dozen members of assembly and 100 militia-iien, the latter marshalled

by cashiered officers of that force. Numerous banners, bearing all sorts

of inscriptions, were displayed on such occasions. For example :
" Papi-

neau and the elective system !
" " Honor to those who have resigned

their commissions, and been sent adrift !
" " Shame upon their successors

!"

" Our friends of Upper Canada !
" " Honor to the brave Canadians of

1813 : the country awaits their services !
" " Independence !

" The

legislative council was pictoriiiUy represented, on flags, by a death's-head-

and-cross-bones

!

Dr. W. Alfred Nelson, of St. Denis, took the chair (at the first

meeting). Messrs. Papineau, Wilson, L, M. Viger, Lacoste, T. S. Brown,

and Girod, spoke in turn. A kind of " declaration of the rights of man "

was subscribed. M. Papineau, who had begun to see that matters were

going farther than he intended, now made an oration which disappointed

his more ardent partisans. He recommended that no appeal to the

arbitrament of arms should be countenanced. The only constitutional

form of resistance to Britain, and the best too, he said, was to buy nothing

from her. Against this peddling polity Dr. Nelson loudly protested,

adding, that the time for armed aotion (not pocket inaction) was come.

The resolutions passed at this time, served as basea for an " appeal to the

people ;" copies of which having been profusely distributed throughout
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the provin».e, M. Lartigue, bishop of Montreal, was induced, by way of

counterbalance, to issue a pastoral letter to the Canadian catholics, enjoin-

ing them to be on their guard against the evil counsels contained in said

appeal ; reminding his flock, that obedience to the powers established,

was a cardiral rule of the Romish church. This warning voice from the

clergy, who have ever had a great influence over the Fr. nch-Canadians,

made itself heard under every roof-tree, from the highest to the lowest,

in the entire country.*

In 18.37, the see of Quebec was filled by M. Signai, the successor of

M. Panet, who again was the successor of M. Plessis. M. Signai now

approved of the admonitory words addressed by his episcopal auxiliary to

those people who had been or might be misled by agitators :
" For a

length of time back, dear brethren, we hear of nothing but agitation, yea

even of revolt ; and this in a country which has liitherto been distinguished

by its loyalty, its spirit of peace, its love for the religion of our fathers.

On every side we behold brothers rise up against their brothers, friends

against their friends, citizens against their fellow-citizens ; and discord,

from one extremity of this diocese to the other, seems to have burst asunder

the bonds of charity which united the members of the same body, the chil-

dren of the same church, the children of that catholicity, which is a religion

of unity. It is not then our attention to give an opinion, as a citizen, on

any purely political question, between the different branches of govern-

mentjWhich is in the right, or which is in the wrong ; this is one of those

things which God has delivered to the consideration of seculars ; but the

moral question, namely, what is the duty of a catholic towards the civil

power established and constituted in each state ? this religious question

falling within our jurisdiction and competency, it is undoubtedly the

province of your bishop to give you all necessary instruction on that

subject, and your province is to listen to him. Should then any one

wish to engage you in a revolt against the established government, under

the pretext that you form a part of the sovereign people, suffer not your-

• Dr. O'Callaghaii wrote to me from Albany, under date of July 11, 1852 :

" If you are to blame for the movement, blame then those who plotted and con-
trived it, and who are to be held in history responsible for it. We, my friends,

were the victims, not the conspirators; and were I on my death-bed, I could
declare before Heaven that I had no more idea of a movement of resistance,

when I left Montreal and went to the Richelieu river with M. Papineau, than I

have now of being bishop of Quebec. Anc I also know that M. Papineau and
I secreted ourselves for some time in a farmer's house in the parish of St. Marc,
lest our presence might alarm that country, and be made a pretext for rashness.

1 saw as clearly as I now see, that the country was not prepared."
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selves to be seduced. The too faaous National Convention of France,

though obliged to admit the principle of the sovereignty of the people,

because it was to this principle that it owed its existence, took good care

to condemn popular insurrections, by inserting in the Declaration of

Rights which heads the Constitution of 1795, that the sovereignty

resides, not in a part, nor even in the majority of the people, but in the

entire body of the citizens. Now who will dare to say that, in this

oountry, the totality of our citizens desire the overthrow of the govern-

ment ?
"

The pastoral letter had (as above observed) a great effect. Concur-

rently, the Canadien renewed its earnest advices, on the urgent necessity

there was for pronouncing against the movement-party in its armed

resistance, for the sake of the national honor, and even in the name of

threatened Liberty herself; while the catholic clergy of Montreal put

themselves in communication with those of Quebec, to obtain the aid of

the executive council in getting up a conjoint application to the home

authorities, for the prompt concession of such reforms as would satisfy a

majority of the Canadian people, and thus appease the troubles of the

time.

The executive council took immediate measure to stifle the insurrection,

and cause the law to bo respected. In the year preceding, General

Colborne had yielded the reins of government to Sir Francis Bond Head.

It was said that some discord existing between Lord Grlcuclg and the former,

had caused him to resign. However that may be, upon reaxihing Mont-

real, he was triumphantly welcomed by the British party in that city.

Thence he passed to New York, where ho was to embark for Europe with

his family; but before he could get away, he received a despatch

from Lord Glenelg, and a commission from Iiord Hill, investing him with

supreme command, as lieutenant-general of the whole military force

in the two Canadas.

After visiting Washington and some places in the States, the British

generalissimo returned to Canada, and armed a part of the male popula-

tion of Montreal and Quebec, organizing volunteer corps of infantry,

cavalry, and artillery. He also armed almost all the Irish colonists;

a great number of whom had made common cause, thitherto, with

the oppositionists of the most red-hot principles : thus evincing a versa-

tility of nature, in the character of the Irish, which may serve to account

for the evil destinies of their country.* Six hundred volunteers were

* We call the attention of all Hibernians, and men of " West British" descent

now in Canada, to the pregnant import of the few words in the above significant

passage, made, as it were iierely obiter, by the author,

—
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armed and equipped ia a few days' time. Colborne also ordered up

a reinforcement of regulars from New Bruns^'ick.

The public excitement in several localities was too great to be quickly

allayed, or even to be appeased without an eflfusion of blood, more or less

copious according to circumstances, should antagonistic parties in arms

come into bodily presence unexpectedly. Already some scuffles had taken

place in Montreal city. Thus, Nov. 6, the volunteers of the Doric

Club had come to blows with the Sons of Liberty. The dwelling of M.
Papineau, and that of Dr. jS.obertson, were attacked ; the printing-oflGice

of the Vindimtor newspaper too, was devastated. Soldiers afterwards

paraded the streets, with cannon following, to scare the riotous of

both parties.

Many warrants were now issued by the authorities against the chiefs of

the malcontent Canadians ; 26 of whom, including Messrs. Papineau and

Morin, Drs. O'Callaghan and Nelson, were ac( t sed of high-treason. At
Quebec as in Montreal, the prescribed arrests were made without any diflfi-

culty ; but in one rural district of the latter, successful resistance was made

to the capture of the accused, and the officers of justice were put to flight.

Afterwards the latter were escorted by the military ; these also were

in some places repulsed, but finally prevailed. Between Chambly and

Longucuil a detachment of cavalry was worsted, and some prisoners

under its charge were rescued * A corps, composed of five companies of

regulars, with a few horsemen and a field-piece, under the orders of

Colonel Gore, which left Sorel for St. Denis and St. Charles, was on the

22nd November brought to a stand by Dr. Nelson, \.]\o, with some

other insurgents, had barricaded himself in a large stone building.

When the alarm-bell of the place sounded, 800 men answered the

call, and put themselves at the doctor's disposition. Only 120 of them,

however, had muskets, good or bad, and of ammunition there was little

among them; while the rest were armed with picks, pitchforks, and

cudgels. When a muster was made, only a part of the insurgents took

their places for fighting, and the others retired. A successful resistance

was thought so unlikely by this small band, that Dr. Nelson per-

suaded ]\I. Papineau (at the time we speak of conversing with Dr.

O'Callaghan) to retire with the rest, so as not to imperil his life, for if he

staid he would also risk the perdition of the cause he was the head

of; adding, " It is not here that you can be most useful; we shall want

your presence at another time. Thus M. Papineau, who had opposed an

• This (so-called) detachment was composed of 18 mounted volunteers, bd
by Lieut. Ermatinger.

—
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volunteers, bd

appeal to arms in the Six Counties' meeting, carried off his feet by

the torrent, braved the severe reproaches, as ho observed himself to

Dr. Nelson, people might cast upon him, if he were to take himself

off at such a moment.*

The troops on their arrival, took possession of the adjoining houses.

After taking up their position, they opened a doulle fire, of .small

arms and from the field-piece, on the ensconced insurgents. Noting

its small effect on the enemy, Col. Gore ordered Captain Markham
to assault a distillery building, defended by 15 Canadians, which

much inconvenienced the soldiers elsewhere ; but, after several vain

attempts to carry it, and the captain had been severely wounded, the

assailants were recalled.

Towards 2 o'clock, the insurgents received an increase, which made the

number of those who had ari'^s about 20G in all: they then determined

to take the offensive on several points, and succeeded in dislodging a party

which was firing on them from behind a barn. The rest of the troops

kept up the assault; but after a contest of two hours' duration. Colonel

Gore, a veteran who served at Waterloo, was fain to retire from the field,

leaving his cannon behind, also part of his ammunition, and some

wounded men. M. Ovide Perrault, member of the assembly, was mor-

tally wounded in this affiiir.

While the insurgents were thus repulsing the British soldiers at

St. Denis, another colunm led by Col. Wetherall, 330 strong, with

two cannon and a few mounted volunteers, was on its way from Cliambly

to form a junction with Col. Gore. When combined, the two parties were

to assail the village of St. Charles, where the insurgents were entrenched.

Wethcrall's progress was very slow, for the bridges over the streams

* Seo "Papineau et Nelson: Blauc et Noir," the title of a pamphlet with

affidavits appended, published at Montreal in 1848, by the proprietors oiVJlvcnir

newspaper, —" Discretion," says Falstaff, "is the better part of valor." Fire-

breathing words seem fitted to inflame all but those who utter them. But the

Canadian orator might plead the greatest of all exemplars in such cases :

Demosthenes, it is said, was one of the first to take leg-bail among tlie discom-

fited at Clieronea; Cicero cut but a poor figure as a man of action (he took

Clodius and his gang by surprise, and had besides the whole lawful force of the

republic on his side) ; and he died rath'jr ignobly. M. Dupin, senior, the great

mouth-p.lcce of the Libera! opposition in the French legislature under the last

Bourbon, and who did, perhaps, more than any man to provoke the revolution

of 1830, hid himself in the cellar of his mansion in Paris, after trying in vain

to get out of the city, (as did also the present annotatorl) all the while it was
going on.

—

Histoire des Dix dns, par Louis Blanc.—B.
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he had to cross had been broken down. Although he did not find Gore

at the place of rendezvous, he still went on; and, near St. Charles,

several shots were fired against him. He confronted the insurgents'

position, Nov. 25. Their line of defence was formed of felled trees,

faced wiih earth and supported by the mansion of M. Debartzch, the walla

of which had been loop-holed; the whole work forming a long square

between the river and the foot of a hillock, which commanded the rear

of the position. It was defended by a few hundred men, most of them

without arms, as at St. Denis ; and Mr. T. S. Brown, who was to have

commanded them, fled before the attack began. They had, indeed, two

cannon, but were able to fire them only once or twice. Wetherull turned

their position, posted his men on the petty eminence above noted, got his

two guns into place, and began to play on the insurgents, vA\o had now

no other way of issue than the river. The latter, notwithstanding, kept

up a brisk return fire ; one party also making a sortie, and, screened by

some trees on their right, galling Wetherall's flank so much that a

rear party had to be brought up to dislodge them. The firing was kept

up for an hour, but more and more faintly on the part of the defenders

;

the balls from the assailants' field pieces having made great breaches in the

rude field-work, and its defenders getting into confusion. The British

advanced with fixed bayonets, carried the works at one stroke, and killed

all those who did not ask for quarter, only 30 surrendering. More than

100 perished, and 372 besides were wounded.

The combat finished, the camp was destroyed, all but the house of M.

Debartzch ; and the British force returned to Montreal by Chambly and

St. Johns ; dispersing, on the route, at Point Olivier, a party of insur-

gents who tried to stop their passage.

The whole district of IMontreal was now put under martial law, while

the people began to meet in town and country to renounce, publicly,

all participation in the revolt. Messrs. LaFontaine and Leslie, appre-

hending that they had been too obstinate, repaired to Quebec and solicited

Lord Gosford to convoke the chambers, but it was now too late for nego-

ciation: the opposition in the assembly having tried force and failed,

were at the mercy of their antagonists. This result ought to have been

seen from the first : and the result now was, that the cause had to abide

the evil consequences of an entire defeat, though its defenders had ventured

upon mere skirmishings with their antagonists in a few scattered localities

:

the masses not having stirred, there was no revolution. As a natural con-

sequence, Lord Gosford declined to parley.
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Meanwhile some insurrectionary demonstrations near the right bank

of the St. Lawrence, were met and put down. A party coming tardily

into the field from the United States, was captured or dispersed at Four

Corners, near Lake Champlain. There now remained but one affected

point to assail, on the left bank of the flood, which was St. Eustache, in

Two Mountains County. Here Dr. Chenier and Armury Girod (a

Swiss settler) had assumed the lead of an insurgent body in their district.

They appropriated a cannon and some small arms in the hands of the

people of the Indian village : then repaired to St. Eustache, seized upon

ihe convent there and turned it into a block-house for their party. The

•parish priest (M. Paquin), Mr. Scott (member of assembly), Mr. Emery

F6r6, and Mr. Desires, vicar of the parish, (the latter of whom read to

the rebels Colborne's proclamation,) succeeded in persuading the peasants

at Chdnier's heels to return to their homes in peace, and only one young

man was left in the convent to represent an insurgent garrison. But

others present, of rebellious stamp, arriving on a sudden from Grand-

Brdld or elsewhere, replaced the retiring defaulters, and, during several

days, the country had to endure the presence and disorders of a varying

number of 400 to 1,500 rovers in bands, some regularly armed, but

most not. Before any force arrived to restore order, and, upon hearing

the news of the (blood-letting) affair at St. Charles, with the dispersion

of the rebels in the south, M. Paquin, thinking the occasion opportune

for bestowing salutary advice, invited Dr. Chdnier to his parsonage, and

begged he would renounce an enterprise as hopeless as it was perilous.

The adviser's sensible and kindly meant adjurations were seconded by

other gentlemen present on the occasion, both ecclesiastics and seculars,

but their attempts to overcome the obstinacy of unreason in their man

proved bootless. Chdnier would have it, that the intelligence from St.

Charles was false ; he pretended he had just heard, by courier, that the

southern rebels were triumphing ; finally, that his determination was, to

conquer or die with arms in hand ! But while his tongue syllabled these

words of resolution, his eyes betrayed the weakness of his nature, for it

was observed that some tears trickled down his cheeks. Instead of fol-

lowing the counsels of the worthy chief priest of the parish, Chouier and

his men turned him out of his dwelling, making a block-house of it, and

also taking post in the church of the place as a kind of citadel. Many

families had already set out, or were getting ready to start, for Montreal

from the neighboring parishes. Several alerts had taken place, owing to

the reported approach of the royal troops ; and it was plain that any

attempt to resist them by the few rebels still in arms, would prove futile.
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At length Sir John Colborne arrived in person with 2,000 men, eight

field-pieces, a rockct-niortur, and a train of ammunition-waggons, &o., the

whole line covering fully two miles of roadway. At the sight of this

imposing array of war, most of the insurgent troop at St. Eustache took

to flight, leaving Ohenier with from 200 to 250 men only to defend the

convent, the parish church, the parsouiige and adjoining houses, in which

they had taken post. Several, even of those left, having no arms, applied

for some to the doctor, who replied, '• Be easy about that : there will be

men killed : you can take their muskets."

When the Hritish had fully invested the village, their artillery began

to phr V IV t'- fastnesses of the insurgents. The latter returned their

fire spiri ly t il inmunition failed them, and even forced the artillerymen

of one battery to re " ^c. After a two hours' cannonade. Captain Leclero's

volunteers, the 32nd regiment, and the lloyals were called up, and, after

a terrible fire of musketry, the order was given to assault. By this time

the houses containing the rebels were on tire. Driven by the flames, as

they got head, to abandon each of the burning buildings in siccession,

the defenders at last joined their comrades posted in the church, which

was presently invested by the British, and menaced with destruction by

the progress of the conflagration. Ch(5nier and the rest tried to main-

tain the place for a time in spite of flames and bullets ; but finding the

building no longer tenable, he, with a few of the more enterprising, leaped

the church windows, and tried to make his way through the assailants,

but was shot and died ere the church-yard wall was reached. Not one

of his men escaped in the carnage which followed.

On searching the bodies of the dead, there were found in the pouches

of several of them, boys' marbles, intended for use as bullets. Girod,

who absconded before the fight, but who was sought for nevertheless,

when on the point of being arrested, shot himself.*
" -~w '

"- ~~
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* " Historical Journal of the Events that happened at St. Eustache during the

Rebellion of the Oounty of Two Mountains. By an Eye-witness." Published

in L'Ami du Peuple and Le Canadien, A.D. 1838.

[" At St. Benoit, Sir John Colborne found upwards of 250 men drawn up in

line exhibiting white flags, and stating that they surrendered at discretion. . .

.

He dealt with much humanity, dismissing most of them." Christie : Hist. L.

Canada, v. 9, 10.

" Prior to my leaving Grand Brul^, almost every house in the town was set

fire to, as well as the church, priest's house,. &c. No exertion on my part was

spared to save as much as possible, but the irregular troops employed were not

to be controlled, and were in every case, I believe, the instruments of the inflic-

tion."

—

Major Townsend to Colonel Gore, Dec. 18, 183"?,
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Tho combat of St. Eustache was tho last attempted by the rebels, and

their defeat here finished the insurrection at one blow.

Tlie troops marched against St. Benoit, which place, although unre-

sisting, met the fate of St. Eustache and St. Denis; whither nearly

1,100 men had been sent to destroy the village, in revenge for the defeat

of the 3l^nd. Tho revolters were now in despair : all their chiofs -.vero

taken or were in flight. M. Papineau, and several other compromised

individuals of mark, had found their way across the frontier and were

safe in the United States. The opposition journals were under seizure

or silent; the people everywhere submissive, and in many places they

signed addresses professing their loyalty. The voices of the clergy were

heard again amid the political wreck, and the bishops of Quebec and

Montreal began to return thanks to God for the restoration of peace to

the country.

" What misery, what desolation, have oversp>> dd aany of the fairest

fields," said the bishop of Montreal, "since th'^ deiuon of war has been

let loose upon our beautiful and till lately nappy country ; wherein

abundance and content reigned erewhilo with order and security, until

brigands and rebels, by meaas of sophistry and lies, misled a part of the

people of this diocese. How now, about th-- fine promises made (by the

seditious) of the wonderful things they would do for you ?

Was it the controlling spirit of a numerical majority of the people of this

country, who, according to the insurgents, ought to liave sway in all

things, that directed their military operations ? Did you find yourselves

in a condition of greater freedom than before, while exposed to all sorts

of vexations, threatened with fire-raisings, loss of goods, deprivation even

of life itself, if you did not submit to the frightful despotism of those

insurgents ; who, by violent not persuasive means, caused more than a

moiety of all the dupes they had to take up arms against the victorious

armies of our sovereign."

" For ourselves," added the Bishop of Quebec, " during the disasters

of which some parts of this province have been tho theatre, we have, in

imitation of Moses, implored the Lord not to abandon his people in their

extremity ; and now we have the happiness to see, as well as yourselves,

that God, in his loving-kindness, listened to our humble supplications."

But if calm were re-establishing in Lower Canada, the Upper Province

" Many of those who served as volunteers were persons who had been exceed-

ingly ill-treated and plundered by the patriots while in the ascendant, during a

great part of the preceding summer."—Chkistik ; v. ii.

—
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was threatened, in its turn, with simihir troubles to those which had

taken phicc in Montreal district, &c. Mr. W. L. Mackenzie raised the

insurrectional standard in Navy Island, two miles above Nia<^a.'.i Falls;

where he had taken refuge with a body of Canadian malcontents, and

" sympathisers " from the nci<^hboring States. In London district, also,

some rebels were roving about the country. The insurgents, however,

could not long make head against the authorities : one party of them was

put to the rout in the London district ; another was defeated at Amhcrst-

burg; and Mackenzie's party was obliged to quit Navy Island, after

making a show of opposition for several days, so that T'ppcr as well as

Lower Canada was swept clear of insurgents. But the ])orders, on both

sides of the parting line between the two provinces and the north-eastern

States, were still infested with parties of Canadian revolters and ititrusive

Americans, directed by Mackenzie and Dr. llobert Nelson ; who even

published a " declaration of independence," dated March, 1838. Within

the colony, all was quiet at this time ; wliile the federal governnumt sent

an armed force, under Generals Scott and Brady, as a corps of observa-

tion, which took post on the American frontier-line, in view of causing

neutrality to be respected by all citizens of the States. This movement

was doubtless due to bellicose remonstrances, previously made at Wash-

ington by Mr. Fox, British envoy, against the little respect which the

American authorities had evinced for the laws of nations, while the

Canadian revolt lasted. But tho governors of Vermont and New York,

each in a proclamation issued anteriorly, cautioned their people not to

take part in the struggle going on.

In other British North American dependencies, as New Brunswick

and Nova Scotia, no revolt took place : on the contrary, as soon as news

of the Canadian outbreaks arrived, the colonists of both those countries

met in public assembly and assured the authorities of their firm support.

Before the insurrection broke out, the Queen, in her speech at the open-

ing of the Imperial legislature, called the attention of the two houses of

parliament to the troubled state of our affairs. Messrs. Hume and Leader

had called upon the ministers to inform the commons what course they

meant to pursue after driving by their past policy, a moral, quiet, and

religious people to the very brink of revolution ; as also to explain how it

was that numbers of the Upper-Canadians made common cause with the

malcontent race aforesaid. In reply. Lord John Russell defended the

Canadian policy of the cabinet ; but declined to enter into explanations

as to what he or his colleagues meant to do in the emergency. This much

he intimated, that the resignation of Lord Gosford, who had long been
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Holicitiii'^ his recall, was now accoptotl ; imd that Sir John Colborno would

fill the place of <:;ovcrnor temporarily.

When intelligonco of the outbreaks in the province reached London, seve-

ral merchants of that city tradinj^ with the Canadas, repaired in deputa-

tion, for themselves an<l others, to the colonial-otlice, and, on in(iuirica

made, were assured by Lord Olenel^ that the interests of every loyal sub-

ject in the colony would bo anxiously cared for ; also that the rebellion

would very certainly bo soon put dowu by force. The while, the mem-

bers of the connnercialist classes of the province, especially the liritish

merchants in Quebec, but still more those of Montreal, be^an to clamor

for a union of the two Canadas. In view of communicating their earnest

wishes on this point, the former despatched iMr. Stuart, to London ; the

latter sending 3Iessrs. Moffat and Badgley on tin; same quest. They

inclined not to let French nationality raise its head again; and by cur-

rent rumors among the British population, which reached fitfully Cana-

dian cars, it was easy for us to foresee, that, as soon as the British party

were not able to maintain a supremacy over the Canadian race, even with

the aid of the homo government, yet the Upper-Canadian population

becoming more considerable, the two provinces would be combined in one,

thus to terminate the ((uarrel between their two races.

The Earl of Oosford received several valedictory addresses from the

inhabitants of the capital, and those of the neighboring parishes. He
left Quebec, late in February 1838, vid the United States; visiting Phi-

ladelphia and Washington before embarking for Europe. Sir P. B. Head,

governor of Upper Canada, who also had demanded a recall, was not long

in following him. Several British journals blamed the conduct of the

cabinet ; but there was no doubt that the ministers would be supported

by the parliiunent and a majority of the people. They might reckon on

the approbation of the other British North American colonists, as discus-

sions which had lately taken place in the assembly of New Brunswick

sufficiently proved. The people of that province were even ready to aid

the home government to upset the whole social organization of the Lower-

Canadians. " It is a second conquest that is wanted in that colony I"

exclaimed Mr. Wilmott, one of the chiefs of assembly in that province,

inspired by sentiments expressed in the Gazette newspaper of Montreal.

In Upper Canada, where the Union question had been submitted for

consideration to the chambers, the representatives consented to the prin-

ciple of it, provided that British preponderance should be ensured in the

compact ; also conditioning, in advance, that no use should be made of

the French language either in the legislature or before the tribunals.

I

I
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Such wore, ovorywhoro, tho Hontiinonts of our folIow-Hubjccts in rcrtpoct

to us, and tlio intoro.sts of our raoo. Such was tho rosult of tho inHur-

rection of 1837 ; tho minor raovouicnt of 1838 being but itH abortive

oouiitorpart. In no part of tho country wore the pcoplo prepared (for a

successful revolt). Tho only pernonH who wero ready to move, were those

who made a kind of trade of polities, agitators, partisans, itc.; wlio passed,

in many eases, from one camp to tlio other; some really l)(>lioviii}j; in a

revolution as ensuring; a remedy foroxistinj^ abuses, others only re<:;arding

it as a means proper for advanoinii; their personal interests or satisfying

their own ambitious aspirations. Each kept up the exciteujcnt of his

fellows ; all gave tho rein to their own and fostered their noi-^dibors' vain

imnj^inations, till at lonj^th f^reat thin<^s seemed little, and little things

looked great, both being diversely viewed through a n»edium of blear

illusion. Tho very judgment of some seemed to be perverted for the

time. Presently those whom self-love or interested motives impelled or

induced to join with former opponents, persuaded, not only others, but

themselves too, that they were tho real patriots which they professed to

be, merely from frequenting tho society of those who had a valid claim

to that distinction. But timo, which tries all men's pretentions, soon

enabled us to discriminate tho false from tho true : words profess, but

events show; and no insincere man ever yet endured nobly the worst

consequences that might befall him through holding tho even tenor to

the last of that which ho tukca to bo a rightful course.
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denounced in the j»ritlsli lej»islature, uiid disavowed by the home xoverumi'iit.— Lord
Durham iesi;,MiH in diM^iiHt. -Addn-HMCH at h'live-lakiiiK for Kiiropo, lliid his replien thereto.

—.Sir .rohii Colhorne a>,'iiin (fovernor pro tent. - Keiiewed iiiNurrection ennayiMl in the

Cluimbly district.- (,'olhorn(Mnaicho« thither with 7 or H tliousaiid men, and raviij(eH tlio

country.—NuinorouH arrostH follow.—Trialn of tlui partien Implicated.— KlKhty-iiIno con-

demned to dioj thirteen of whom are executnd, and forty-nuvi'ii banished.— Lord I)ur-

Lum'H Uejiort on Caiiadian alliiiiH.— Mill lor a rnlon of the ('anadiiH broui^ht into par-

liament, but ItH conxiderution delayed till ni'xt year. —.Mr. I'ouh'tt ThomjiMoii, iioniinatcd

governor, arrives at (Quebec.— lie repairs to I'pper CiuukIii, and cmivoki'S its Icjiialstiiro.—
lie persuades the two chaiubers tlioro to adopt the conditions prescribed for the projected

Union.—'fliat ineiiHure bocoines a law in Hritain, despite the pi'titions ivgeseiited against It

by the Lower-Oanadiiins, as well as tlio opiiositiou of the Duke of WelliiiKton and Lord

Oosford.—The act of Union proclaimed in Canada.— (ieneral reiiuirks.—Canadhui people

at the time of the Union.—Ai'1'i;ni)ix : supplementary, population, Btatistics, &c.

Wliat, then, was to be the result of an arinod resistance so quickly

overcome? An oci-asion presented itself, and was eagerly taken after

being long desired by the victorious party, of incorporating the two

Canada.s, politically, as one province. Although tho attempt to effect

that object in 1822 had failed, the dexterous and persistent policy of,

that party had been ever preparing the way for realizing the project now

about to be effected. The rashness of M. Papineau had, questionless,

much precipitated the change; but the colonial-office was always on the

look out for finding means to bring about the desired consummation, and

the far-seeing among ourselves ever expected that ministerial tendencies

would cause a violent concussion soon or late. Despite" their language,

British ministries knew well that what they said would not bo literally

interpreted; and that the Canadians would stand up against the real

harm intended them, under specious pretexts of good intended, and

through means of agencies based on deceptions maxims of ultra-liberal

character.

Up to the time wc have arrived at, there had been no civil wars in" Ca-

nada ; consequently, the contest just terminated attracted, while it lasted,

much attention in Britain, the States, and France. In the United F" g»
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doni, as soon na ncw.^ frivcd of tlio first revolt, inoasnroa wore t.-ikcn for

sendiiiii; troops ov(m- to i\
;
resa it; while, in tlic United States, the u;ovcra-

uient had ;.',reat diuuMilty (o keep in leash synipathisini; eiflzens, hundreds

of whom tlnck(nl to tlu^ standard of Mackc^ozie, to the ,<;reat dis(juiet of

Upper (.anada all the winter throni^h. In Franee, (Canada had heen so

conii)letely forp;otten, that ])eople were uskiiijj; of one another whereabouts

it lay ; and had to be reminded that it was still the abidin<i;-placc of cer-

tain deseendanta of their own race of other days, located in parts beyond

sea. Then the (Gallic mind was stirred in our favor; and a republicin

journal suiri^ested the formation of a volunteer lei;i()n of auxiliaries, to

assist us in the struiiu;le. The (iar.ette dc Francr, in a mon; tli'nitrhtful

spirit, thus disserted on the affairs of Canada :
" There we lind another

Ireland rc-produccd ; a country to be oppressed, to sufVcM- under the arbi-

trary yoke of its conquerors. It is coerced for its reliij^ious belief; and,

though its people arc nominally put on a footing of ecjuality, they are yet

separated from their fellow-colonists by outrageous political inferiority...

Con(|uerors thought that nationalities could be made and unmade at the

fiat of a diplomacy void of heart ; that the territory of a peo])le might bo

cut and shaped as if it were a piece of cloth ; and that eonimunities of men
could bo readily broken up and allotted, some to one master, some to

another, as easily as so many herds of cattle. Because an invasion, and

defeats in resisting it, have made a people succumb to the concpieror, is

ho to suppose that he lias a right to make them his absolute property, both

body and soul, 'jy imposing upon them his laws, his religion, his habit-

udes, and his language ? Is he to bo sanctioned in changing, by con-

straint, the very heart of a ])eoplc by imposed educational institutions
; or

shall he be allowed, without reprobation, to invade the most sacred part

of man's moral constitution, the sanctuary of conscience What
are the rights now contended for in Quebec and at Montreal ? Of direct-

ing the outlay of public money by those who have furnished it (surely the

right of all men), and representation in the legislature, in accordance with

the principles of that nationality which emigrants took with them to

America ; even as Eneas is fabled to have taken with him into Italy, the

laws and customs of Uion, as well as the penates of the exiles he led

" A'ul as if to give the world a bodily token of the real nature of the

Canadian movement, and of its conformity to right principles, we find that

the two men at its head arc, one of French the other of Irish blood,

namely, ]\r. Papineau and IMr. O'Connell,—both catholics, and each alike

claiming for his fellow-sufferers and himself religious liberty, along with

political freedom ; in fine, such institutions and laws as those in the com-

muuities to which they severally belong have founded aud developed."
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Had the revolt been of a more serious character than it was, tlu! Anicr-

ici n government, and probal>iy that of France afterwards, would have

been impelled to intervene with an effect sufficient to ensure the indepen-

dence ol' the two ('anadus. IJut as tlie troubl \s which had burst out were

rather the result of a politiiial struj^gle proloni^ed beyo'.d endurance, than

due to a formed detenuination to shake off Hritish supremacy, the chiefs

of the niovenicnt did not yield to the desire of their Ibllowcrs to take up

arms lill the eleventh hour; and even in the address I'roiii the six coun-

ties' association, although menaces were thrown out, anticipations of

a hoped-lor redress of grievances still formed a ti)[)ie : so true is this, that

those who subscribed it had made no jireparations whatever for following

up their .lenaces by war. And in the physical nisistaiices which lollowed,

at St. Denis and 8t. Charles, not one man in four had a iirelock
; while

the attack made upon the insurgents was made, not l)y regular corps

despatched to confront rebellion, but by parties of soldiers sent to aid civil

officers in making captions. Nevertheless, as an (example of successful

tumultuary resistance is ever perih.us to a government, it was inevi-

table thai ours should act with rigor at the outset, and put it down

promptly by a display of sujx'rior l')rce; for those who cannot n^press a

body of revolted colonists, will soon lia*e to deal with a nation of revolu-

tionists. Aware of this l)y pafjt American exptu-ience, the almost univer-

sal British mind was all for war against the insurgents. As soon as the

Imperial parliament assendjled (dan. IG), Lord .John llussell explained

what measures for repression of the )-evolt had been determined on
; and

addresses to the Queen from both lious(;s, were moved and carried, assur-

ing her Majesty of their sup]K)rt in the crisis. Next day, his Lordship

brought in a bill for suspending the constitution of Lower Canada.

The provisions of this bill, as they were successively brought forward,

led to a discussion which continued for several days; yet a part of the

opposition made to each in turn was due, not to a wish to defend French-

Canadian interests, but to make a handle ol" our comi)laints for assailing

the existing cabinet. Whig-and-tory contestations between those i»arty

athletes llussell and Peel, such partisan wrestlings were iiot likely to

result in any favorable result for oppressed colonists, lloebuek was heard,

at great length, against the bill as agent for Lower Canada ; making an

exposition of colonial wrongs, the detail of which lasted four hours. iJut

his influence in the lower house had fallen off ; and, besides, he had not

always acted prudently in our behalf Thus be attended at a, meeting

holdon in London, presided by Mr. Hume, at which it was declared that

the possessiou of Canada was of no advantage to lirituiu, seeing that it
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only supplied pretexts for maintaining a commercial monopoly ; and the

people of Britain were advised to meet in every part of the country, to

petition parliament, and to induce the ministry to renounce their coercion

of the colonists. To raise up such a question from such a motive, at the

time of an insurrectionary movement, was giving encouragement to the

malcontents to persevere, and, by consequence, raising in Britain feelings

of suspicion against the Canadians. Nevertheless, Lord Brougham and

the Duke of Wellington in the house of Lords, with Messrs. Warburton,

Hume, Leader, and Stanley in the commons, blamed the coiduct of

ministers, and threw upon them the discredit of the events that liad taken

place. Lord Brougham, in particular, made a speech in which he recom-

mended clemency for the insurgents, and upheld their right to revolt

;

saying, " We loudly censure the Canadians," urged he; " but which is the

country, who are the people, who gave them the example of insurrection ?

You exclaim against them for revolting : you, who have disposed of their

money without their consent
;
you, who have violated those rights which

you made a merit of having accord^^d to them. Then you enumerate their

other advantages ; how that they nave no taxes to pay, that they receive

considerable aid from this country, that they enjoy gratuitously precious

trading privileges which it cost us dear to obtain, and then you wind up

all with the scornful observation :
' The whole dispute between us and

them resolves itself into the fact, that we have appropriated some £20,000

without the permission of their assembly 1' Why, it was for resisting the

illegal exaction of a poor pound sterling, that Hampden gained an undy-

ing name as an PJnglish patriot ; a name for which the Plantagcnets and

the Guelphs would have given all the blood that flowed in their veins I

If it be a crime to resist oppression, to rise up against a usurping power,

and to defend public freedom when it is assailed, which are the greatest

criminals ? Was it not ourselves who set the example to our American

brethren ? Blame them not too harshly for following it Besides,

you propose to punish a whole province, because it contains a few malcon-

tent parishes ; thus, by your undiscriminating proscriptions, you chastise

those even who have helped you to stifle the insurrection I"

Yet the minority who voted against the ministerial project, among the

commons, was but 7 or 8 strong,—half of the members being then absent.*

* The numbers of a final majority and minority in either house of parliament,

give no proper indication of tlie relative strength of either on any contested sub-

ject. It is at the second reading of a bill, that its fate is virtually determined.

Voting afterwards, is usually little more than formal. The commoners opposed

to the Canadian coercion bill were therefore far more numerous than the author

would have his readers believe,

—

B.
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Their opposition, nevertheless, obliged ministers to limit the powers first

intended to be vested in the governor and special council, who were meant

to rule absolute in Canada while its constitution were in abeyance. Ano-

ther inquest was ordered to be made on the 3pot, as to the state of the

country. The Earl of Durham was chosen for chief of this mission of

inquiry. When nominated to the office, in order to predispose the Cana-

dians in his favor, his Lordship announced, in the house of lords, that

while he would endeavor to make the supremacy of Britain be respected

in every part of the colony, he would patronize no section of the popula-

tion in especial, whethei' English, French, or Canadian
;
but that he would

administer justice to all, and extend to all an equal protection. During

the attendant discussion in parliament, the ministers hid their secret aim

with the greatest care, and to the last manifested a reserve which imposed

on many persons. Lord John Russell announced, that the crown would

avail itself of the royal prerogative to authorize the earl, in its name, to

select ten individuals in Lower Canada, and as many in the Upper Pro-

vince, should he think fit, to form a council for assisting him with their

advice ; lest the government which waf, to supersede the Canadian constitu-

tion for a time, should seem to be entirely that of the ministers and their

nominee. Lord Howick, in reply to Sir I'. Peel, affected to insist on the

necessity of dealing justly L>y the Canadians. Thus he observed, " If I

thought the great mass of the people were hostile to Britain, I should say

that what ought to be done would be, to see how a final separation between

them and us could be effected without sacrificing British interests. But

I do not think that the Canadian people are opposed to British domina-

tion ; for our alliance is yet more necessary to them, than their connection

is important for us. If it be only for their laws and particular usages

that they are struggling, surrounded as they are by a people of differing

races, they must be aware that they would be made to undergo, if they

lost British protection, a much more violent change than any which they

have yet had to endure ; one certainly greater and more general than any

which we may mean to prescribe for them."

He added an expression of his belief, that those colonists who aspired

to national independence were few in number ; and that the implicated

parties had been led on step by step to a crisis, because each man hoped

to triumph over his adv^ioary. He said that he did not despair of both

the contending parties being satisfied ; but still he thought that a system

of unlimited executive responsibility was irreconcilable with the relations

which ought to exist between a colony ,ind the metropolitan power.

Lord Howick, like every other speaker ou the ministerial side, carefully
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(, !;

avoided all mention of any intended union of the two Oonadas, citlieron

this occasion or any other while tlie discussion lasted.

Sir William Molesworth, in opposition, disapproved of the suspension

of the constitution ; but he approved of the choice of Lord Durham to

govern the country ad intei-im, if its suspension must take place. Mr.

Groto said, " If the violation in part of the constitution determined the

Canadians to arm in defence of their rights, if Jjord Gosford precipitated

a revolt merely by adopting certain resolutions, how will they endure the

suspeiision of the constitution entirely, and the confiscation of popular

freedom ?" Mr. Warburton proposed to grant complete emancipation
;

saying, " Britain has aided the people of CJreece, of Poland, of South

America, of Hanover, to achieve or to attempt gaining their IVeedom :

why should we wish to deny that benefit to the Canadian people?"

These r-.treme ideas probably put forward tentatively succeeded not in

drawing out tbe ministers as to their final intents. Mr. Ellice, who was

not always in their confidence although their adherent, and wlio had not,

as we know, their skilfulness, lauded the nomination of Lord Durham
;

adding a suggestion, that he should govern Canada in the same way as

Ireland was ruled.

In the house of peers. Lords Brougham, Elk^nborough, and Mansfield

protested against suspending the constitution ; because they thought,

now that the rebellion was quelled, there was no need for such a measure.

Lord KUenborough taunted the ministry for designing to unite the two

Canadas ; he exclaimed, that this was tlie true and only reason for

persisting in their present course. Lor<l Glenelg, unn):i;<ked by this

sudden apostrophe, loudly disavowed harboring any such intention ; and

declared that the cabinet wished only to modify the constitution : as for

a union, he added, that couUi i
• j i^'fected only by consent of the people of

the two provinces themselves. Miuisters thought they could impose upon

the world all the more easily by holding this language, in that they

affected, during the discussion, to speak of the Canadians as a race of

ignorant simpletons easy to deceive : this, too, notwithstanding the recent

troubles ; which practically proved, if they did no more, that they appre-

ciated their rights, and keenly feit when they were unjustly ignored.

After a number of petty contrarieties which the yiinisters had to

endure at the hands of opposition parties in the two houses,—chiefly due

to the vague terms they used while invoking on the occasion tiie principles

of liberty, justice, and conciliation (always dwelling, too, oa the inherent

noes of the Canadian constitution),—the Imperial parliament accorded

to them all the essential powers they had at first asked for ; and Lord

Durham made vuimediate preparations for his passage to Canada.
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The earl, a great radical though he wore in hi-? pol'ti'js, wa^ personally

very fond of luxury and show.^' Ho had represented hif-; tovereign, with

surpassing pomp, as ambassador at St. Petersburg in 1833. He now

aspired to eclipse, by a parade of vice-regality, all the splendor of prece-

ding governors of Canada. The ship-of-war which brought his Lordship

to our honored shores was richly fitted up for his especial use. Its state-

rooms and cabins were resigned to the use of his numerous suite and

confidants ; to his secretaries, his aides-de-camp, &c. A band of musicians

on board, made the time passed in voyaging seem short. Previously, a

great number of persons who were to play subordinate parts in the mission,

had been sent on to await the arrival of its chief Two regiments of

royal guards, with some hussars, wei j also embarked for Quebec. In a

word, all things betokened a display among us of ambassadorial mag-

nificence hitherto unknown to any region of North America. When the

great man arrived in Quebec, the parliament-house was fitted up as a

palace fov him and his followers.

Meanwhile, as soon as the Imperial parliament by its bill had suspended

the Canadian constitution, an order was sent to Sir John Colbornc to

form a special council for despatch of the more pressing executive

business. This body, 22 in number, a moiety of all being Canadian, met

in April. Public tranquillity now seeming to be ensured, the several

volunteer corps assembled during the troubles were broken up.

When Lord Durham arrived before Quebec, the province was in a state

of perfect calm. Two days afterwards (May 29) he landed, under a

salute of artillery, from ships and citadel ; and, with his suite, amid a

double line of soldiers, ascending in state to the castle of St. Louis, he

there forthwith took the prescribed oaths, with all accustomed formalities.

He wished to signalize at once his advent to power, by an act of grac m
favor of parties in durance for political offences; but found this to h-

impracticable just yet, no crown officer being then in presence to aid him

with direction and advice in the matter. He failed not, however, io

address a long proclamation f to the people ; in which he employed a

* An ostensibly democratic noble is ever the most deep-dyed of aristocrats at

heart. A flaming reformer is a political despot lurried wrong side out. Double

exemplars of this, among British earls of the last age, were "citizen Charles

Stanhope," and radical John George Lambton-Durhara. But the " pure patrio-

tism" ascribed to the latter was really born of <i, bilious temperament.

—

B.

t The author, as above, ascribes to the earl's proclamation the character of

kngthiness, though it did not contain 500 words exclusive of the subscribing

paragraphs
;
forgetting the myriad phraser ever in use. by the Papineaus, Morins,

&c., for giving expression to even the pettiest of th^ political grievances afllicting

their patriotic hearts.

—

B.

30

* ~r'f
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BtJ-aiit o!' iiiHguugo whicli mark(?d him fur boing a pcrsonagti not at all

cognizant of what it woi'o nocdtul to say in addrcBsing a North-Aiuorioan

population. For example, in one pusi^ago thu.*< did his lordship deliver

hiniscif: " Tho honest conscientious advocutori of relbnn, and of the

amelioration of defective institutions, will receive from lue, without

distinction of par(,y, races, or politics, that assistance and encouragement

which their patriotisu) has a right to coniiuKiid ; ..but all disturbers

of the public peace, all victlators of tlie law, all enciuios of the crown and

of the British empire, will lind in me an uncomproinising opponent."

Again, speaking of ihc re-establislunent of the constitution, he observed,

" On you, the people of British America, on your conduct, and the

extent of you co-oporiitit)n with nic, will mainly depend wluither that

event shall be delayed or innnediatc. I therefore invite from you the

most free, unrcsei'vcd coiuniunioatious. 1 beg you to consider me as a

friend, and an arbitrator ready at all times to listen to your wishes, com-

plaints, and grievances ; for I am f"Jly dotcriiiined to act with the strict-

cst impartiality."

Now this language savored too much of the despotical, it betrayed too

plainly the proud consciousness ol' power possessed, to please every one.

A right, estimation of the man who used it had already been taken,

founded on the almost oriental pomp he chose to indulge in. Wishing

to persuade the people that upon him alone their destiny depended, his

first public net was to dismiss Oolbornc's special councillors, although

t.iioy had issued to>) many ordinances more or less conformable to the

ar'iitrary -spirit of the ti)in he also informed the executive councillors

(the originators of all the late troubh'M), that for the present lie had ro

need of their services either ; and lie named pro forma an executive

cour.c'l aiojig with a new special council, composed of l)is secretary, Mr.

Bailee, admiral Paget (llien just arrived). Generals Clitherow and Mao-

donnell. CoUmel (Jharles (Jrey, and several other persons of his suite.

He added to them live judges, along witli Mr. Daly, provincial secretary,

jind Mr. llcuth, commissary-general, because he had need of some one

t'lving a knowledge of the country.

lie afterwarus organized divers commissions, to make inquiry as to the

aduilnritration of unsettled lands, also respecting immigration, municipal

inst 'tuti:~ns, and education. The seigniory of Montreal, belonging to the

Montre.l seminarists, and the board of mortgages, also engaged his lord-

ship's attention. The British party liad, fc •
i long time back, desired to

CO fiecate the estates of the Sulpicians, as those of the Recollcts and

Jesuits had been already; but Durham, who knew how service,bio it
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•would be to his projectH not to excite the apprehensions of the clergy

Hcized the occasion, now presented, to assure them of liis favorable

regard ; and to prove it, accorded an incontrovertible title of possession

to the incorporated ecclesiastics of Montreal sonunary.

A rock ahead in his lordship's course was tlie disposal of tho charges

brought against sundry individuals for sedition and rebellion. Trials for

political offences are rarely viewed with any lavor by the public ; and

prosecuting govoninients seldom conic out of their judicial cantests with

individuals without losing a part of their popularity, if even without

some diminution of their power. In tho present case, Lord Durham
well knew that the incriminated persons would not be brought in guilty

of treason, unless by jurymen selected from the ranks of their cnemios.

lie tberclbrc preferred to jiroeocd by a method of his own, which would

avoid the risk and cost of formal law-process, and should have an air of

magnanimity about it at the same time. Taking advantage of an auspi-

cious season,—the day fixed for the coronation of Queen Victoria (June

28, 1H3H),—he suddenly proclaimed a general amnesty of all political

offences comuiitted during the recent troubles : making exception, liowever

of the cases of lourscore individuals ; buteven in their regard, an intimation

was made in the proclamation, that, after undergoing an exile for unspe-

cified periods, tlicy might hope to be restored to their country and liomes

as soon as public safety would permit. Tliere were further excepted

from final pardon, the murderers of a British subaltern officer, who was

intercepted and slain while carrying despatches to Jiis superiors, at the

outbreak of the late revolts. Of the 80 persons designated for banish-

ment, sonic were in prison, and the n^st bad fled abroad. The former

were to be sent to Bermuda, and retained as convicts usually arc. The

government, having but a speculative power over the latter class of

accused parties, could only forbid their return to the colony—unless by

special permission—under severe penalties. This seemed to be sage and

humane as well as an easy way of surmounting a great difficulty
; but

unhappily, by ordaining the transportation of accused persons to penal

colonies without the accustomed Ibrms of jurisprudence, he became a

violator of his count-y's laws, and, as he had ma; .inemies in the British

legislature, the occasion was eagerly seized by the latter to denounce him

pcrsojially, and damage the credit of the cabinet under whose instructions

he acted.

By the Canadians, hcwcver, the parties most concerned, the measure

•was favorably looked on ; and the earl's agents in the colony were careful

to foster their contentmtrit on the occasion. In +he journal intituled
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The Canadian, an article now appeared (June 8), written by Mr.

Derbishirc, an cmployd of the earl's, in which the project of a union of

the two provinces, lately advocated by the British journals of Montreal,

was arguracntatively combated. There was much art in tbis ; for people

were thence led to infer that both master and man held the same senti-

mentH on this vexed subject. Thus was bis lordship's popularity meant

to bo increased, and the coming indemnity measure have the better chance

of finding acceptance with the French-Canadians. Not only so, but every

occasion was taken by the earl's double-dealing agents, to denounce the

crying abuses indulged in by preceding chief administrators, and to sound

the praises of the people's representatives, for submitting so long and so

patiently to such enormities I One emissary (Mr. Wakefield) was sent

secretly, by the earl, to seek out M. Papineau. Several times previously

did he meet M. Lafontaine at Montreal, whom he sought to persuade of

the good intents of his lordship ; intimating that he (Wakefield) was

about to have an interview with M. Papineau, in the United States, not

as an envoy of the administration, but as the friend of Sir Wm. Moles-

worth and Mr. Leader, in name of both of whom he begged M. Lafontaine

to give him a letter of introduction to the " Canadian Chief," as he

expected much good would result therefrom. He said also to M. Cartier,

in passing to Burlington, that the earl, and Messrs. Buller and Turton,

were great friends of his (Cartier's) compatriots. After Wakefield's

return, he assisted at different interviews with Mr. Buller and M.
Lafontaine, in which much was said regarding the constitution and the

ordinance regarding the excepted exiles. At a later period, and after the

ordinance had been disavowed by the home government, other partisans

of the discredited earl tried, but without success, to engage several

leading Canadians to get up public meetings for defending his lordship's

policy.*

All these manoeuvres were had recourse to, as much as possible, out of

the knowledge of the British party ; for whom a quite different tone of

language was adopted.

It would be hard to find, in the history of any country, riiore shameful

acts than those committed, at this time, by British political agents.

Unfortunately, being skilful intriguers, some of these persons contrived

to reach the innermost heart of several of our political leaders ; and their

success in sounding the Lower-Canadian mind encouraged Lord Durham

to strive to consummate his great intent; which was, to kill French

Letter of M. Lafontaine to the editor of FJurore, Montreal, Jan. IT, 1839.
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nationality among us. Thus, after having passed many hours, nay entire

days, on divers occasions, in the society of some of our chief men,

—

giving themselves out, tlie while, for our assured friends,—they published

openly their opinion, in the London newspapers,* that tlic British public

had been deceived and blinded, for the Canadians merited no sympathy

whatever ; adding, that they (the writers) took this public mode of making

the British people aware of the impositions lately put upon them by

the apologists of an unworthy race. In particular, M. Lafontaine, and

others of our emiflent compatriots, were represented as being men of

limited capacity, unlettered, deficient in capacity, and slaves of the nar-

rowest prejudices.

Concurrently, intim-'ite rcl;\tions were establishing between Lord Dur-

ham and the British citizens o^ Montreal,—a body of colonists who led

all the rest of their compatriots ; mong us at that time. At first, indeed,

the British party had its little distru is of his lordship; but their leaders

had now got hold of the earl's n aster-idea, and thus sustained him with

all their might. The earl, in the course of a vice-regal progress through

the province, in passing to Monti oal was there received "with all the

honors" as a thing of course; he se'zing the occasion to indoctrinate the

leaders of the party with the particolais of hi^ plan ibr an incorporating

Union of the Canadas.

The earl was right so for, in thus hastily cr(;pping laurels which were

soon destined to wither. Au invincible dislike to the earl personally,

yet more than disapproval of the mission he was sent on, pervaded the

lords and commons' houses after his departure from the British shores.

The secrecy with which the government chose to envelop its intents with

regard to Canadian polity, seemed to provoke the ire even more than it

piqued the curiosity of the mystified legislature. The members of the

cabinet, though of course perfectly aware of all that was intended to be

done in the case, when inquiring members tried to sound them as to how

the earl would act in any given case, ever simulated an impotency of

answering the natural question, *' What will he do with it? " His lord-

ship's compeers of the upper house, in particular, were much chafed at

cabinet evasions ; and when the news arrived of the earl's arbitrary dis-

posal of the cases of the chief Canadian revoltcrs and their accomplices,

as also of his Lordship's administrative metamorphoses, the "outs"

were in high dudgeon, not to say fiercely wroth, at his off-hand way of

dealing with men and things. Thus Lord Lyndhurst declared in his

« Letter signed, " Edward Gibbon Waliefield," in The Spectator, London

weekly paper, Nov. 22, 1838.
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place, that no such act of despotiHin ns that perpetrated by the Durham
indemnity ordinance had over been hazurdcd in any country at all regard-

ful of legal forms. Tin' ministers, wishing to defend their envoy, were

Boarcely less warm in repelling these attacks, denouncing them as uncalled

for in the highest degree ; and said that it was most unpatriotic thus to

proclaim a British administrator as a contemner of law and a despotic

prefect of the very worst kind,—all this, too, from a spirit of partisanship

too, or, worse stil!, personal dislike. Lords Brougham and Ellenboro"'gh,

however, undaunted by such rebukes, followed up the strictures of Lyad-

hurst by declaring, that the council constitutd by Earl Durham was

anything but the "special council" which the British legislature had

authorised him to embody. One of his most accredited legal advisers,

Mr. Turton, it appeared, had sufiFered such pecuniary penalties as English

law inflicts on adulterers for the benefit of the finances of the injured.

Mr. Wakefield,* likewise, had been the herojof a scandalous prosecution

;

and though Lord Glenelg implored Lord Durham not to employ him, yet

was he now deep in his principal's confidence ; as we have indeed just

seen. The personal discredit attaching to these persons, was reflected

with much effect on Lord Durham's character as a man. Still, what his

Lordship had done in the way of special council-making might be amend-

ed ; so Lord Brougham brought in a bill for that purpose ; and the

introduction of this measure led to fiery debates, during which the Duke

of Wellington expressing his disapprobation of the Durham Indemnity

ordinance, the ministry could no longer stand at bay. The premier

(Lord Melbourne) had perforce to own, that his envoy had acted contrary

to law, and that his action must needs jc disallowed. He observed, how-

ever, that he could not help feeling much disquieted at the evil effects

likely to result from a confession that the government had got itself into

a false position ; for such a self-stultification evidently tended to encourage

rebellion, through the impunity now likely to be extended to those who

had engaged in it.

Intelligence of the oflScial disavowal of the Durham polity arrived in

Canada iu.-'t at a time when its author (or executor)'was holding a kind

of court, the chief personages in which, after himself, were the governors

»
1

1

• The proces dishonorant which tlie author alludes to was ii prosecution of E.

G. W. and his brother for the abducion of a Miss Turner, whom they inveigled

from a boarding-school, and one ol the twain married clandestinely ; which

marriage was never consummated, but had to be annulled, notwithstanding, by a

special act of parliament. The Wakefields were each sentenced to two years '

imprisonment for the offence.

—

B.
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of and deputies from every province of Britiflh America,— all asHcinbled

at Quebec, by order or on invitation, to deliberate with the earl on colo-

nial concernments of every description. Evil news, communicated at such

a time, was calculated to wound him to the (juick, and it did so. Forth-

with he determined to renounce the further pro.seeutioii of his mission*

Meantime, however, ho became suddenly plain-spoken as to what he had

intended to do in regard of the Canadians; saying, Inter alia, to the

assembled administrators from fur and near, that " he was (had been)

on the point of promulgating laws, which would be effectually protective

of all those vital interests of Britain, which, up to that time, had been so

strangely neglected." At Quebec, at Toronto, the British residents met

and voted jddrcsscs expressive of their regret for the premature discus-

sions of Canadian affairs in the Imperial parliament, and of sorrow for

the departure of Lord Durham ; with an added expression of their adm,*-

ration of his talents, and an expressed rc.'liance on the expediency of the

measures which he had devised for the benefit of the colony. His

addressers at Montreal, going a step further, advised a I'nion of the

Canadas. One of the most violent enemies of the Canadians, Adam
Thorn, and whom Lord Durham had at first appointed to two charges in

the province, but whom public opinion obliged his patron to transfer to

the North-West wilderness, advocated a confederation of all the colonies,

" because there were so many republicans in Upper Canada." But this

suggestion of bis was repudiated. The speech he made awakened the

fears of the writers for The Canadian. This journal, which supported

the administration, professed surprise to find an upholder of the govern-

ment declare, that the projects of Earl Durham tended to make a truly

British province of Lower Canada.

By this time, the British-Canadian party in London had met, and

forwarded to ministers addresses approbatory of Lord Durham's polity

;

the colonial association, on its part, expressed to the Duke of Wellington

and Sir Robert Peel, the strong regret of the members at the proceedings

against the earl in parliament ; while the British-Canadian merchants of

the metropolis renewed their demand of a Union. Concurrently, the

British of Quebec and Montreal burnt in eftigy. Lords Brougham,

Glenelg, and Melbourne ;
^ hile the French-Canadians of Quebec met and

passed resolutions repudiating these outrages,and thanking Lord Brougham

and Mr. Leader for the part they had taken in parliament as defenders of

Canadian rights. Everywhere, however, in London, Quebec, and Mont-

real, it was plain, from the accordance of sentiment among the iiritish

party, however wide apart, that the Durham polity would be carried out,

I

'"is
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I

if possible ; in other words, that Lower-Canadian interests were about to

be sacrificed. Before leaving Upper Canada for Quebec, Lord Durham

announced his retirement to the people, in a long proclamation. Therein

while censuring the mystery which had thitherto veiled the most impor-

tant affairs of the colonies, he committed the same fault himself, by

carefully concealing the nature of the measures which he meant to recom-

mend to the home government. Nevertheless, he expressed himself on

the present occasion, with less reserve, on some points, than was habitual

to him : intimating, that he wished to impress on Lower Canada an

entirely British sta .p ; to accord to its people a free constitution, with

responsible government ; to drown all the miserable jealousies of petty

provincialism and odious alienations of race, in a universal sentiment of

enlarged rather than restricted nationality. This announcement had no

comfort in it for the French-Canadians ; for whom the fine words about

" liberty " and " a more noble and vast nationality," foreshadowed the

coming annihilation of their language, of their laws, of the privileges or

immunities accorded to their race : and they could not but remember that

the recent outbreak was entirely due to the fact of those possessions, so

dear to them, having been L'uperscded or vitiated by the home government,

or at least by its agents resident among them.

Lord Durham complained, in the next place, that his conduct bad been

constantly carped at in parliament ; in such a way, too, as manifested the

complete ignorance, among his critics, of the real state of the country ho

was charged to pacify. And he repeated, in his reply to the address of

the British residents of Quebec in his favor, what he had already inti-

mated, in other words, by his concluding proclamation.

'' I return for these reasons, and these alone. The proceedings in the

house of lords, acqaiosccd in by the ministry, have deprived the govern-

ment in tliis province of all moral power and consideration. They have

jreduced it to a state of executive nullity, and rendered it dependent on

one branch of the Imperial legislature for the immediate sanction of each

separate measure. In truth and in effect, the government here is now

administered by two or three peers from their seats in parliament

" In this novel and anomalous state of things, it would neither be for

your advantage nor mine, that I should remain here. My post is,

where your interests are really decided upon. In parliament, I can

defend your rights, declare your wants and wishes, and expose the impo-

licy and cruelty of proceedings, which, whilst they are too liable to the

imputation of having originated in personal animosity and party feeling,

ai'c also fraught with imminent danger to the welf^xre of these important

colonies, to the permanence of tlieir connexion with tlie British empire."

'ui
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The earl embarked for Europe, along with his family, on the first day

of November
; leaving the direction of the aflFairs of the colony in the

hands of Sir John Colborne. Just before leaving, an address was present-

ed to him, in mime of the British typographers of Quebec ; in replying

to which his liordship said, among other things :
" I lament that

your patriotism has not served as an example to tlu; French-Canadian

printers Engaged in the culpable task of fomenting old abuses and

ancient prejudices and of inflaming national enmities, they seem to overlook

the ills and even ruin to which they inevitably expose a people naturally

credulous, and ever disposed to lend an car to their perfidious counsels.

Should they succeed in bringing about so deplorable a result, upon

them will rest its terrible responsibility, and they will merit condign

punishment therefor." Tlie better to evince such sentiments as he

cherished against Canadian nationality and interests, he had, before

laying down the reins of power, appointed James Stuart, chief-justice of

the province.

Whilst, by the above language and acts accordant. Lord Durham
was provoking our malcontentment up to the latest moment, the refugees

from Canad I in the United States, and the armed Americans who sym-

pathised with vhrm, turned the public discontents to account by organiz-

ing an invasion, in connexion with a simultaneous rising o*" the people of

both Canadas. Parliamentary meetings of disaflfectcd and sympathisers

were holden at AVashington, Philadelphia, Sec, wherein appeared promi-

nently, Dr. Robert Nelson, brother of the insurgent chief of the fight at

St. Denis, who solicited American assistance in the rebellion about to be

renewed. Nelson, at the same time, published a Canadian declaration of

independence. Forthwith his partisans assembled, in arms, at New
York, Albany, also at some other towns, &c., on the frontiers ; and suc-

ceeded, by a tissue of lies, in attracting to their banner some Canadians

from Montreal district. Shortly before Lord Durham's departure,

the government was informed that, id Montreal city alone, more than

3,000 men had taken a secret oath to take up arms at call :* this

was a gross exaggeration, but not quite unfounded on fact; for, early in

Novcmbe;"_ several risings actually took place in several parts of Lower

Canada, viz., about the river llichelieu, at Beauharnois, Terrebonne,

Chateauguay, Rouville, Varennes, Contrecceur, and in some other

parishes ; while a corps of Americans and refugees, led by Dr. Nelson,

entered Canada and took possession of Napierville. Sir John Colborne,

who expected such an inroad to take place, immediately assembled

• Letter from Sir John Colborne to the Marquis of Xormanby, May 6, 1839.
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the council, proclaimed uiartial law, arrested all suspected persons witliin

his reach (after amiinf^ a body of volunteers who came forward)

;

and, with a force from 7,000 to 8,000 strong, composed of regulars, mili-

tia, and savages, gathered together i'rom every side, threw himself upon

the invaded region ; but which was well-nigh evacuated by its disturbers

before his arrival.

It now appeared that most of the men who were to take part in

the rising, having neither tire-arms n(»r ammunition, had equipped them-

selves with pikes, bludgeons, &c. IMany of them, with knapsacks only,

repaired to assigned places of rendezvous, where, it was promised, they

would obtain arms and other requisites ; but on their arrival at such places,

finding no provision of the kind made for them, they retired, some

to their Canadian homes, others to the contenninous American states.

And thus it was, that when 8ir John Colbornc came upon the scene, all

bore the semblance at least of perfect trancjuillity.

But although there was not even a show of resistance to him anywhere

in the devoted districts, he caused the torch of the incendiary to make a

circuit throughout the country, confounding the lands i.nd property of the

guilty and innocent in one common ruin.

In the Upper Province, some American sympathisers, along with

returned refugees in arms, disembarked at Prescott and possessed them-

eelves of a mill ; but whence they were expelled by a large military force,

soon afterwards. Other parties, of like character, disquieted the frontiers,

all winter through; attacking Windsor, and some other points along the

colonial line; but the assailants gained no important foothold anywhere.

The American authorities in the districts nearest to the seats of these

inroads, did all they could to prevent them. The federal government had

already established an armed force, on its northern and north-western

frontier, to repress violations of its limits, commanded by Generals Scott

and Worth. Their interposition, however, was not much wanted in the

case; for our revolters and their American allies, through the little

encouragement tliey received from the resident population, from their

stinted supplies, and want of accord among themselves, were able to effect

little, and gradually melted away as an effective armed body, whether for

offensive or defensive purposes.

Nevertheless, the reigning oligarchy, the members of which had become

furious, the year before, at not having had an opportunity to shed rebel

gore on the scaffold, were bent on having their thirst for blood slaked now.

Nothing less would serve. They wished, also, to make a strong impres-

sion, in Britain, regarding the profundity of Anglo-Canadian loyalty.
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The party had meantime reinforced itself, by taking chief direction of the

police in the different cities and towns.

The oligarchy laid an embargo on the sale of arms at the stores of those

who dealt in these articles. The same clique caused two of the French-

Canadian judges—one at Quebec, the other at Montreal—to be suspended

from their functions, because they would not consent to violate the law of

Habesvs (>orpus ; and because they ruled, that the order in special council

putting in abeyance that law was an illegal measure. Finally, the oligar-

chy erased the names of a great number of Canadians in the commission

of the peace, from the magisterial rolls. " For a state of peace to be

maintained," thus argued the writers for the Herald newspaper, "we
must make a solitude : the French-Canadians must be swept from the face

of the earth On Sunday night, the whole country behind Laprairie

presented a frightful spectacle, being one sheet of livid flames ;
and it is

said, that not one rebel's house has been left standing. God knows what

is to become of the Canadians who have not perished, their wives or their

families, during the coming winter, seeing that they have nought in prospect

but the horrors of hunger and cold. It is sad," added the journalist,

"to reflect on the terrible consequences of rebellion! to think of the

utter ruin of so many human beings, let them be innocent or guilty.

Nevertheless, a necessity exists that the law's supremacy be maintained,

that the integrity of the empire be respected, and that peace and prosper-

ity be assured to the British race, even at the cost of the entire French-

Canadian people."

Sir John Colborne, his brief campaign ended, hastened to organize

courts-martial, and caused to be led before his military subalterns for

summary judgment, numbers of the prisoners with whom the jails were

crowded. Many of the most notable French-Canadians of Montreal and

the country parts, had been imprisoned, some on a direct charge, others

on suspicion, of being traitors, with or without proper reason. At

Quebec, at Three-Rivers, the arrests continued, though all was tranquil

there. While this was going on, the military tribunals were execut-

ing their assigned functions briskly: in short space, they condemned

to death 89 of the accused, and consigned to banishment as felons

47 more, whose destinations of transport were the isles of Oceania ; and

ordered the confiscation of their goods for her Majesty's use. All this, to

the great delectation of the writers in the Herald. " We have just

seen," thus they announced in their journal of Nov, 19, "the new

gallows, made by Mr. Bronsdon; and we believe that it is to be set

up facing the prison, so that the incarcerated rebels may enjoy a

I
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sight that, (loubtlc8S, will not fail to assure to them sound sleep and

agreeable droaiiis ! Six or seven of them can be strung up at once,

without difficulty, on the new f^ibbct ; but a yet greater number, at

a pinch, would it accommodate'

Thirteen of the number of those condemned capitally, suffered on the

scaffolds erected for them, amid the exaltations of their enemies,

who eagerly repaired to a spectacle which, in the eye of hate, had the

aspect of a triumph. The unfortunates, on their part, endured their

fate with firmness. We cannot peruse, without emotion, those letters

penned, in prospect of death, by one of them (Chevalier do Lorimier) to

his wife, to his relatives, and to his friends, in which he attested the

sincerity of his political faith. Ills supreme hour como, he sitrned,

before mounting the scaffold, a declaration of his principles, which at

once manifested the strength of his convictions and the danger attending

the propagation of opinions that, put into premature action, lead to

results so disastrous.

When the gibbet had done its work in Lower Canada, as well as in the

Upper Province, and the vengeance of the conquerors was so far appeased,

public curiosity was directed to head-quarters, in Britain itself, to

note how passing events liere would be regarded at home, what reception

awaited Lord Durham, and what acceptance would be given to his

suggestions for the pacification of the colony. By this time, Sir John

Colborne, having been appointed governor-general of both Canadas,

convoked his special council, in February, 1839 ; which body sat two

months, and issued many governing ordinances.

Nevertheless, the Duke of Wellington had already expressed his opinion

of the latest insurrectionary risings among us, and censured, indirectly,

the harshness with which they had been suppressed. " The Canadian

insurrection," he remarked, " has been a petty affair in itself, and confined

to a mere corner of the country ; but it has indeed been accompanied by

serious inroads and aggressions, along all the frontier line, against her

Majesty's colonial subjects, by the people of the United States." Mr.

Roebuck, also, had published in the London newspapers several letters

censuring the conduct of Lord Durham in our regard
;
but the earl,

being the accredited head of the radical party in parliament, had no

lack of deferidors among the British journalists. Personally, ho had

been long begirt with a baud of salaried partisans, and expectant toadies

who ever loudly trumpeted his alleged patriotism and the surpassingness

of his imputed talents. These now earnestly set themselves to exalt

the energy he had displayed in his late issueless mission, and cried up
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the merits of the Report on Canadian Affairs wiiich he had just pre-

sented to the ministry.

This document, excessively verbose as it is, but drawn up witli much

care and art, is yet a mere pieoe of special pleadinj^ in liivor of nnglljiru-

tioii; althoui^h its tenor, in the main, <r()('s to approbii die chief prin-

ciples defended by the majority in assembly. Lord Durham (twiicd, that

the sojourn he made amoni^ the Canadians had quite rectified liis pro-

conceptions regarding tlie causes of the then existing evils which obi. lined

amor^ them. He expected to find a government at issue with a p< ople
;

whereas he found two nationalities at war against each other in the bosom

of one state: that was not a contest of principles, but a war of races
;

one race being enlightened, active, enterprising ; the other ignorant, inert,

and blindly submissive to chiefs themselves enslaved by the narrowest

prejudices : among the latter, some partly tories in disguise, who sought

to hide their hostility to British immigration under the semblance of a

war of principles against the government ; others, again, being true demo-

crats, men roally independent. " Sucli is the deplorable state of things,"

added his lordship, "produced by that conflict of races which has long

estranged the populations of Lower Canada, and which at length has

assumed the formidable character I have just depicted."

After enlarging upon Canadian divisions, their causes and effects, the

earl proceeded to treat of the means whereby they might be reconciled :

as tbus,
—" There are two modes of treating a conquered country. The

first is, to respect the rights and the nationality of the holders of the soil

:

to maintain the existing laws and established institutions ; to give no

special encouragement to immigrants from the conquering country; and,

without undertaking to change the elements of society, merely to conso-

lidate the province under the authority of a central government. The

second is, to treat the vanquished country as if it were permissible for

its conquerors to look upon the inhabitants as subordinated subjects

merely, and to strive at assimilating, as rapidly as possible, their charac-

ter and institutions to those of the metropolitan state." For an old-

established community, the first-indicated system ought to be adopted

;

but in one of recent foundation, the second were preferable. Unfortu-

nately, the American revolution had prevented the adoption of the latter

in Canada, where the nationality of the people had been preserved (if

only) for maintaining a barrier of alienism against our neighbors of the

States.* Now that matters were changed, and there was no further need

• Despatch from Earl Bathurst to Sir J. C. Sherbrooke, dated July 1, 1816.
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for US in thai respect, it was possible to retrace the steps taken in the

direction thus indicated. Such was the reasoning, but not so plainly

expressed, of the British viceroy in the report regarding our affairs made

to his sovereign.

As for the true cause of the dissensions between the government and

rhe house of assembly, the writer fully justified the latter, by attributing

its refusal of a civil list to the resolution it had adopted of never renoun-

cing the only means it had of sub) cting the state functionaries to public

responsibility of some sort. *' It is a mere illusion," thus reads the

Report, " to imagine that simple restrictions on the constitution itself, or

that an exclusive system of government, will cause an assembly of repre-

sentatives, strong in the consciousness that it is backed by a popular

majority, to regard certain parts of the revenue as being out of its control J

or to confine its attributions to the mere function of law-making, the

iiiembers looking on the while, as passive or indifferent spectators, while

their statutes are executed or eluded, as the case may be : still loss is it

likely that the assembly will sanction the employment of men to conduct

the affairs of the country in whom, personally, it has no confidence what-

ever. The representative house may pass or reject laws, accord or refuse

subsidies ; but it has no influence in the nomination of any servant of

the crown. The executive council, the judicial officers, all departmental

chiefs, are appointed without the least regard t> the preferences of the

people or of their deputies ; and examples are not wanting even, where

a mere hostile feeling iii the aspirant to the representative body, has

helped him into a place of honor and confidence for which he was signally

unfit." Thus it was, that the governors came into collision with our

iissembly-men, whom the councillors, on their part, <n'er regarded as their

sworn enemies. Moreover, the entire separation of legislative action from

executive power, is the natural error of governments, which aim at free-

ing themselves from the control of representative bodies. " From first to

last," reported Lord Durham, " I have discerned in those dissensions

which ull the parliamentary history of Lower Canada, that the assembly

has always been at war with the council relative to powers which are

essential to be possessed by the former, through the very nature of repre-

sentative institutions." The earl could not have justified, in stronger

terms than the foregoing, the conduct of the assembly
; and yet he after-

wards adverted to that very conduct as sustaining him in recommending

a union of the two Canadas ; because forsooth that measure was the sole

means fitted, first, to arrest disaffection ; and, in the sequel, to efface

French-Canadianism, by the agency of a majority of British loyalists.
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The carl inclined much for n union of all the British provinces of

North America ; but such a union would nrcessitatc a Hystcra of central-

isation repugnant to the spirit of tlic New World populations.

Besides, to give sutisfaction to each colony, it would be needful to

continue the provincial assemblies, but with nmnicipal powers only
; or,

still better, assemblies of districts or of the smallor arronditinfineiitg.

He would recommend, without hesitation, the legislative union of all the

provincos, should difficulties arise among those of the eastern regions of

British America ; or oven time had .illowed the people of the latter to

come into such a project before the conjunction of the two Canadas were

cffiicted. But if agitations arose among them in the sequel, their popu-

lations might be merged in the Canadian masses, among whom they

would become a subordinate minority. Meanwhile, liis lordship recom-

mended that our two provinces should be joined together, under one

government, giving to Jiower and (Tppcr Canada respectively an equal

number of representatives in assembly. lie proposed that the crown

should give up all its revenues, except those derived from land-sales, in

exchange for a proper civil list; that uU civil officers should be made

responsible to the legislature, the governor and his secretary always

excepted; that the independence of the judges should be recognised;

and, further, that the heads of ministerial departments should be bound

to govern in accordance with the wishes of majorities in the two cham-

bers.

Such is the plan of provincial sway which Lord Durham fixed upon,

and which he submitted to the home government and legislature, as the

best of all those that had suggested themselves or been proposed to him,

for re-establishing order, harmony, and peace among us. There were

oersons (of influence at head-(juarters) who wished to ostracise, in mass,

the French-Canadians; and deprive them, as being of alien race, of the

representative and electoral franchise altogether. Others proposed a

legislative union of the two Canadas, or indeed, of all the provinces,

with a conjoint legislature for the whole of British America; therein

reducing the French-Canadian members to a merely nominal number.

Others*, i^^ain, suggested a federal union. Lord Durham, upon his arri-

val at Quebec, inclined much to the latter project ; and, in view of effijct-

ing it, he entered into conferences with the deputations from the outer

provinces, along with the public bodies and leading men of the Canadas,

whom he called around him at Quebec, on the feasibility of a measure

which would embrace all the colonies. He wished at first to conciliate

the French-Canadians, who (through his means) would have had the

If
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frovcrnmont of their own province, and rotiiim-d tlicir scpiirutc loj^inluture,

the executive leavin;^ the cure of Hritish iutereMt.s in eliarj^e of the gene-

ral {government; but, after Hojourninj; some tiine in the country, and

conHultin^' the British party-leaders, his opinions underwent a change,

for he became convinced that under sucli an arranu;('ment ns that just

detailed, "gradual inujlljlration would have been impossible to effect.

The union project, afterwards shaped by the Uritish ministry, ^nvo, as

wc observed above, an ec[ual number of representatives to Lower Canada

us to the Upper Province : nevertheless, by means of an unequal division

of the electoral collcf^es, the British race among ns were made sure of

being able to elect two-thirds of tlio whole number of representatives. By
way of a temporary solatium for the French-Canadians, the king's minis-

ters added a clause to the other stipulations made in their act of constitu-

tion, that the Canadian legislative ehai.ibers should not have power to

change the number of representatives without the eon.sent of two-thirds

of their members. But one of the provincial ministers of Upper Canada,

Mr. Hincks, visiting London in 1854, took occasion to get a law passed

making members for our upper chamber elective (merely), in order to get

the restrictive clause, noted above, annulled by the Imperial parliament.*

The recommendations of Lord Durham were adopted by the British

ministry. Nevertheless the Colonial Association of London was not satis-

fied, even by the sacrifice of the French-Canadians which the earl's meas-

ure was calculated to effect. That body wished to denude thcni of every

political right by depriving them of their votes as electors ; the company

resisted, also, the system proposed of ministerial responsibility. Yet his

lordship, also the members of the British cabinet, repelled sucli pretensions

to interference in the case, and Lord Melbourne presented to the Impe-

rial parliament. May 4, 1830, a royal message recommonding a legislative

union of the Canadas. An unexpected delay arose, however, in following

up the recommendation, through an adverse vote being passed against a

ministerial measure regarding the affairs of Jamaica, which induced

Lord Melbourne and most of his colleagues to send in their resigna-

tions. The cabinet by this time having but a feeble majority in

parliament, was liable to constant untoward accidents of that kind,

When the ministry had been re-constituted, Lord John Russell introduced

the union bill to the commons in June following, when it was read a first

* M. Morin, then a member of the Ilincks administration, assures me tha the

wag not made privy to such a mutation being intended by his colleagues ;
nor

did he at all know about that change, so important in itself to French-Cana-

dians, till he was informed of it by the newspapers.

J
i

il
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ues ; nor

anJ Hocond time after Home di.soua.sion ; Sir Robert Peel, leader of the con-

servative party, and Mr. Joseph Hume, chief of the radical Hcction, alike

giving their general adhenion to the uieaHure. Thin done, the bill wan

ordered to lie over till next sesaion in order to give time for itH further

consideration, and to enable its promofera to obviate certain difficulties in

the way of its further progress. Meanwhile the existence of the special

council was continued ; and Mr. Poulett Thompson, M. P.—a ninu repu-

ted to be a radical in politics, or ultra parliamentary reformer,—was

appointed governor-general of the two provinces. This gentleman, osten-

sibly nominated in view of bringing about a concurrence of all the Cana-

dians in the views of the home government regarding our affairs, arrive^

at Quebec in October, 1839, but set out thonco almost immediately

for Montreal ; where he .sumnidned the members of the special council to

meet him in confercnec on the 11th day of November following. It

resulted from this convocation that the ministerial project was accepted by

all the members present but three.* In order to conciliate the catholic

clergy, Mr. Thompson i.ssued an ordinance recognizing the Seminary of

Montreal for a legal corporation, and confirming previous titles of the

seminarists and their successors, to have and to hold in undisturbed pos-

session the three .seigniories of Montreal Island, of the Lake of Two Moun-

tains, and of St. Sulpitius. The conference over, and the foregoing con-

cession being made, the governor-general left for the Upper Province.

On the 3rd day of December ensuing, he opened in persori at Toronto the

annual session of the Legislature of Western Canada. Mr. Thompson

had it in charge more especially, from his employers, to induce the repre-

sentatives of Upper Canada to accept the terms of union laid down in the

Report of Earl Durham, which yet to some extent were in disaccord with

the resolutions in council and as.scuibly here, one stipulating that the seat

of government for both the Canadas should be located in the Eastern Pro-

vince ; and others recommending that the three lower counties of Quebec

should be annexed to New Brunswick; that the deputies from Lower

should be fewer than those from Upper Canada ; that at the close of the

year 1845 and thenceforward counties parcelled into seigniories should no

longer be represented in the provincial parliament ; that the use of the

BVench language should be superseded in provincial legislation ; and that

• The special council was composed of the following persons :—Chief-Justice

Stuart, and Messrs. Cuthbert, (f) De L6ry, De Rocheblave, Quesnel, (f) Tachd,

MofiFat, M'Gill, Neilson, (f) Gerard, Christie, Walter, Molson, Howard, Halo (of

Shcrbrooke), "Wainwright, and Hale of Portneuf. The names crossed as above

indicate those of the three dissentient members.

81
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the public (Uibt of IJppr rnnndn, which then (>xcpc(hMl ono million in

•mount, HhouM ho nnil(llo(| on tlu> two provinces citniointly, althouj^h ourn

at that tinii' owi'd nothin;^ whiilt-vt'r to any public creditor. Tiio gover-

nor-general was instructed to declare, on the present occasion, that the

British ministry considorod the existing times as opportune lor «'ffooting

a union on the torniH allowtid by its own bill ; and he wan ordered to dis-

flolve tiie Upper Canadian assend)ly, if the members were not found (jon-

formable to ministerial wishes. lie was also vested with power, if need

were, to ap|)oint a eomniittet! of leading notables of tht( colony, to sottio

the conditions upon which a union of tlie provinces ought to be effected.*

Lord .John llussell in a despatch sent at this time to Mr. Thompson,

in the course of argumentation therein adverse to the principle of a ros-

ponsible .system in the British Colonies, adverted to several parliamentary

•claims which had been recorded in the proceedings of a-ssembly in Jiowcr

Canada, arrogating the right to the enjoyment of responsible government

;

his Lordship taking occasion, while making his strictures on such undue

assumptions, to represent not only JL Papineau, but u majority of the late

aBscmbly-men, as so many rebels.

No sooner was the session opened of the Upper-Canadian legislature,

than the Union question was taken up for discussion. Long were the

debates thereupon
;
but they terminated in an acceptance of the project

presented for the consideration oi the members, and ahuost in the literal

form of the nieasure as introduced. Wc need hardly say, on the other

hand, how distasteful the same project, thus almost unanimously approved

of in tlic Upper, was to a great majority of the people (never consulted

in the case) in the Lower J'rovincc. Protests against it were drawn up

in the districts of Quebec and Three Rivers, all the clergy joining therein.

As for the special council, all its members being crown nominees, it proved

itself to be a creature of the government almost entirely ; lor, even out of

the six French-Canadians who formed part of that body, only two voted

against the ministerial measure.f Forty thousand signatures of the

• Despatch from Lord John Russell to the Right Hon. Charles P. Thompson,

of date Sept. 7, 1839.

t The governor-general having called Mr. Neilson to a visit privately, as he

wished to consult him on provincial affairs in general, and on the Union project

in particular, that gentleman assured his Excellency that the latter measure

would be distasteful to most of the inhabitants of Lower Canada, and be agree-

able to but a few others—seeing that it tended to the oppr ^'on of the French

Canadians. Proceeding to justify the soundness of the opi.ici thus expressed,

the governor cut him short with the observation, interrogatingly put: "Oh I you

are inimical to the proposed Union ?" " I am so," was the brief but decided reply.
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iDhal)iiant44 of tlio ubovo two diHtriotn of t\w lower province wore »pp»'iiilc«l

to petitions to tho Jiriti.sh li>^i.sliitur«> a^'uiiist tiio Union bill. Thu gov-

ernor funeral (by way of neutralising tbe effoct of tluH cry of tlu; country

af;ainHt iniiMMidinj^ wron^) ansureil Lord .lolin IIukhi'11 that llicr number of

protestefH wan not ho j^reat as bad bi en expected ; tliat tlio resolutionrt

paHHod at a public nicetinj;, bolden concurrently, of tlie people in Quebi-o

city (of Hritisli birtb or dcHccnt) really expre.HHcd tbe genuine Hentinienta

of a great majority of tbe Ijowcr-CanadiunH,—at lca«t all tboHO of tbein

wbo wen; loyal HubjcctH of tho metropolitan government : linally, tliat tbo

clergy, in their opposition, had taken u wri)ng view of the sui)jeet tiutirely,

fcr itrt members (he; alleged) in their hearts desired t<» maintain tho

special council in the exercise of its functidiis, the while they denianded

tho re-estublishment of the constitution of ITJM !

Tho consent accorded as above to a Union by the assembly of Upper

Canada, and tlu! approbation of it by tho special council of the Jjower

Province, emboldened the Hritish cabinet ministers to proceed briskly

with their incorporating bill. In tho commons house it was read a third

time ai\d passed, almost without any debating; Mr. Hume voting for,

Mr. O'Connell against it, upon a division. The bill did not pass so easily

in the chamber of peers, as it did in the hou.se of comnions. The Duke

of Wellington, the Karl of Gosford, and .several others voted against tho

measure. The Earl of Kllenborough, too, was di.s.sentient, " because the

project was founded on a chiineri- il distrust of th(! Freiieh-<lerived

population of the Jjower l*i(»vince, and a blind conlidence in the people

of British origin in both provinces;" be di.^sented from its provisions,

further, " becau.se they were unjust in tliemselves, since their object was

to further augment the already existent disparity between the parliamen-

tary representation, relatively, of the British and Fr«iich colonial races;

becau; e, in effect, the operation of the measure would virtually deprive

the latter of their charteiid legislative rights : which, were it desirable

to annul, would be most honestly, if not less inexpediently, effected by

open nullification, than by refounding among them a representative

government which all the world would look upon as a mockery of an

electoral system in their regard." The earl took occasion at the same

time to admonish his fellow-peers, that " it was not in North America,,

provincials could have palmed upon them tho semblance of a representative

" Then," abrnptly responded the governor, " we ahall never come to an under-

standing on the subject !" For this account we are personally indebted to Mr.

Neilson himself.
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government for its reality ; or that one section of them could count even

for a minority (in fairly balanced questions) when, in truth, they were

virtually disfranchis' d. The proposed union of the two Canadian provinces

(conoludingly and cogently observed the earl) was imposed on one of

them out of disbelief in the loyalty of a majority of its inhabitants ;
and

accepted hy the people of the other, though aware of its injusuco to their

neighbors, and knowing that the consent of the latter had not been

obtained, or even asked ; the Upper-Canadians thereby expecting to

obtain fiscal advantages and legislative supremacy, to the detriment of a

majority of the Lower Province."

Viscount Melbourne descanted on the necessity which existed of

appeasing the discontent that existed in the two Canadas ; observing that

it was to the prevalence of such discontent in the finest provinces of

France * afterwards long possessed by the English, that she lost them, in

the year 1450. " And in the days of our immediate progenitors, what

was it but unassuaged provincial discontent (added his lordship) that

lost to Britain the immense territories now known as the United States?"

The Duke of Wellington, in reply to the viscount, recommended that

further ooungel should be taken on the subject ; that there was no neces-

sity for coming to a conclusion till the irritation prevalent in the Canadas

had subsided ; nor was final legislation expedient in their regard, till it

were ascertained that there existed less disposition than parliament was

as yet aware of, among the people of the United States to prompt or

foment rebellion in the Canadas. Matured reflection was wanted, ursed

his grace, before a composite legislature were formed, made up of repre-

sentatives of three or four races, and profes^^ing a dozen or more forms

of religious be' " 'f. The duke disapproved, also, the means which the

government had recourse to for obtaining the consent of the Upper-

• The author, in the words imputed to the British premier, makes his lordship

to be but indifferently versed in English history, if the latter really adverted to

" le beau territoire" England possessed in France " et qu'ell tenait des princes

Normands." Surely the Plantagenets did not hold the provinces of Guyenne,

Anjou, Aquitaine, Maine, the territory of Tournai,&c. merely in right of descent

from William, first English duke of Normandy. We know, indeed, (what his

lordship probably adverted to,) that, in 1451, the province of Guyenne fell under

the dominion of Charles VII, king of France, after being subject to the English

crown during about 300 years ; and that, thenceforth, all hold was lost by

England upon continental France, with the exception of the town of Calais
;

and even that was lost to the English, in 1558, being taken Jan. 7 of the fore-

going year by the duke de Guise, after they had possessed it more than 20O

years.—-B,

iii
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Canadian deputies to the bill. For instance, the tory party in the colony

was pjainod over through the publication of a despatch from Lord John

Russell, regarding the appointments to governmental places ; while the

concurrence of the republican section of the inliabitants of the Upper

Province in the measure was tri"d to be ensured by the suppression of

another of his lordship's despatches, which would have been distasteful, if

published, to the partisans of responsible government. Lord Brougham,

taking part in tlic discussion, expressed his belief, that whenever Canada

separated itself from Britain,—an event sure to arrive, soon or late,

—

such consummation, desirable or the contrary, would full surely be not a

little hastened by an enforced conjunction, legislatively, of the people of

the two provinces : who, when the time of separation came, each from the

other respectively, would, through the uneasy experience of a union of

populations, " paired not matched," part as enemies rather than friends,

—a contingency certain and to be deplored, thanks to the ill-judged though

well-meant attempts of ministers to conciliate antipathies in themselves

absolutely irreconcilable.

The Earl of Gosford was the next principal speaker in the debate.

His opinions had, or at least ought to have had, all the more weight with

the house of peers, as he was for some time supreme administrator in the

Canadas ; thereby gaining a knowledge, in the country itself, of the

sentiments of the people and the force of party feeling among them.

" I regard," said he, •' this union bill as a dangerous experiment in

legislation, and as a measure both arbitrary and unjust in itself. If it

be true, as I think it is, that its promoters press it on because they are

convinced that the French population of Canada are in an organized

state of resistance to British domination, there never was u ti .ire mistaken

apprehension accepted for verity. For my ovn part, I do not believe

that in any of our colonial dependencies does her Majesty rule over a

people who, whether by inclination or from a regard to their own interests,

have a greater desire than the Canadians (collectively) to remain on a

footing of alliance and amity with Great Britain. I am not unaware,

however, of the false representations which have been actively spread

about this country, tending to prove the contrary of what I have now

said ; but my averment in the matter is fioothful, and can easily be

proved by confirmatory facts, which will speak for themselves. Much

have we heard about what has been denominated ' the recent revolts.'

These are high-sounding words, and well calculated to serve the uses of

those who find their account in giving them currency, but, although I am
ever disposed to reprove every species of insurrectionary manifestation,
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in this case I think we ought to recognize the propriety of looking closely

into the true state of things, before stigmatising the events which really

have taken place, in such terms of undue severity as have been employed

against the malcontent Canadians so unjustly as injudiciously, and in

such a way as will be sure to prejudice our case most lamentably in the

estimation of the world. After all, the parts of Lower Canada wherein

troubles did break out openly, comprised but a small section of the

district of Montreal, or a narrow strip of territory bordering the river

Richelieu. Now, what was the political state of this region anterior to

the troubles therein ? The public mind was inflamed by violent contes-

tations of a partisan character,—not unconstitutional, however, for they

were the natural result of the exercise of the electoral franchise,—carried

on with unwonted heat. The spirit of party it was chiefly, and nothing

worse, that, having exasperated the natures of those most under its domi-

nation, led to the c^ '^esses which the country had to endure and deplore.

To justify this opinion of mine, I need only mention, that the sole locality

anywhere north of the St. Lawrence which had in it an insurrectionary

outbreak, was the county of the Two Mountains : now here, as in the

Richelieu region, were there previously electioneering struggles of an

unusually ardent character. Let it be remembered again, that those

located in sundry parts of the province, but more especially at Montreal

and in the environs of that city, are people of the British and Anglo-

American races, to whom all the older Canadian and liberal and indepen-

dent inhabitants can be nothing less than adversely inclined ; the former,

in their ccuduct, generally speaking, evincing a spirit of domination over

the population of French origin ; and even aspiring to monopolize the

power and patronage of the state. It is to the overweening pretensions

of this section of the general population, resisted as those naturally are

by the majority of the inhabitants, that we must chiefly attribute the

troubles which have lately vexefl the land. In proof of what I now state,

I may make mention of one of the first movements made by the leaders

of the Brito-Canadian party, upon my arrival in the province: In a

meeting convoked by them, it was proposed to raise a corps of volunteers

^

to be called the ' British Rifle Legion,' or some such distinctive (and of

course invidious) appellation ; and one of the resolutions came to was,

that the privates should choose tlvir own oflScers. I took the earliest

occasion that presented itself, to remonstrate against the formation of

such a body, but in a confidential and amicable way
;
yet all my efibrts to

prevent the project taking shape were useless. The result was, I felt

constrained to order the disbandment of the corps by a formal proclama-
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tion, in name of the queen ; first taking care, however, to assure myself,

by an application to the provincial crown-lawyers, that the existence of

such an association as the ' British Rifle Legion ' was not only unconsti-

tutional in spirit, but in reality illegal altogether. Again, a self-interested

and headstrong section of the Anglo-Canadian commercialists has always

labored, by misrepresentation of facts and opinions to their correspondents

in the mother country, trading and political, to cause their friends among

us to forward their views, defend their acts, and palliate the exorbitancies

which have really done much to provoke those of their fellow-colonists

suffering from them into a partial rebellion. So long as this section, or

the party of which it is the van, is allowed to ride rough-shod over

common rights, there will be distrust and discontent in the country,

I am happy to be able to say, however, that these remarks apply only to-

a small part of the British population, located chiefly in the environs of

Montreal, and to some partisans in Quebec. Many of the Brito-Cana-

dians have reprobated to me, in the strongest terms too, the intempevate-

ness of their fellow-colonists, just adverted to. It is also a curious fact,

tliat when the troubles broke out, the malcontent populace—for I may
almost designate as such the insurgents—who took part in them were not

led by French-Canadians. At St. Denis, they were commanded by

Wolfred Nelson ; at St. Charles, by one Brown, an Anglo-American ; at

St. Benoit, by a Swiss. The outbreak, as I have already observed, took

place only in a part of Montreal district. ' In the other divisions of that

jurisdiction, and in the other four districts of Lower Canada, viz. Gaspe,

St. Francis, Quebec, and Three Rivers, all was peaceful, and the civil

authorities were unassailed. The troubles in the disturbed district were

completely appeased in three weeks' time, and meanwhile addresses from

all parts were sent to me, reproving the conduct of a few misguided men

led away by evil counsel ; the repudiators of their violence assuring me

of the determination of the Canadians, in general, to support the govern-

ment. In a word, the most perfect tranquillity reigned throughout the

Lower Province before I left the country. But this state of things was

not agreeable to the party which aimed at crushing the French-derived

population.

" Convinced as I am of the exact verity of all I have now advanced,

I cannot but regard the meditated union of the Canadas as a most

unjust and tyrannical measure, proposed in view of depriving the Lower

Province of its constitution, under the pretext, as a sufficing cause, that

a handful of ill-intentioned men committed culpable acts ; the sure effect

of the project being, to deliver into the hands of a section of the commu-
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nity, the great majority of their fellow-colonists, the former being bitterly

inimical to the latter ! You propose to give, in a wurd, to three or four

hundred thousand inhabitants the bame amount of parliamentary repre-

sentation, as to a population, of French descent, of at least 700,000

souls abiding in Lower Canada ; and concurrently with this unequal dis-

tribution of franchise rights, you are about to impose on the same pro-

vince, which has no public debt, or something next to none, payment of

the interest of the pecuniary obligations of the Upper-Canadians, the

capital of which, it is said, reaches one million. Can there be anything

imagined more arbitrary or less reasonable than this? In truth, the

mere legality of such a proceeding, setting all considerations of equitable

dealing aside, may be very fairly called in question ; for, I understand,

no part of the debt contracted in Upper Canada has been sanctioned by

the government of this country. I ought to declare, once again, my
conviction that the unjust financial arrangement I now denounce, is due

to a mercantile intrigue.* As I have already remarked, the French-

derived population of the Lower Province wishes to live under British

protection, and in alliance with us
;
yet a great majority of the inhabitants

of the two Canadas is opposed to an (incorporating) union I can

never give my assent, therefore, to the unjust measure, as I conscientious-

ly believe this to be, now submitted for the consideration of your lord-

ships. I repeat, too, that I have called your attention to the real facts

of the case ; and in all I have just said, I am sure that I shall be confirm-

ed by the testimony of every impartial resident in either province of

Canada."

We have thus given, as above, a considerable portion of the speech of

one ex-governor-general, because his discourse breathed, from beginning

to end, the accents of pure justice and of simple truth ; as well as that it

became to us a test for appreciating the secret motives of the British colo-

nial-office, which over proved itself to be the most redoubtably inimi-

cal to the French-Canadians of all the institutions of the metropolitan

state.

A majority of the aristocracy in the legislature of Britain finally voted

for the measure, but yet unwillingly ; and only because the mercantile

party in parliament, which has always exerted great legislative infuence

in British colonial aflFairs, earnestly demanded the passing of the bill.

Upper Canada, too, owed a milliop to the Barings, and found itself, just

Alluding to the house of Baring, to which wa3 due the greatest part of

that debt.
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then, in an unfit state to discharge its public obligations. Therefore it

was that the potent house thus indicated now (very naturally) made every

effort to obtain the consent of the parliament of Britain to the Canadian

Union Act ; for upon that measure becoming law, did provincial payments,

whether of capital or interest, greatly if not entirely depend. Besides

the Barings, too, many other British merchants, capitalists, and perhaps

some M.P.'s besides, sitting in judgment on the bill, had a common
interest for the success of the project. Having so many personal reasons

in presence to contend with, added to invincible national prejudices against

the French-Canadian race, it was too plain that our interests in the case

must perforce go to the wall ; and, :a effect, they did so. Thus in the

Union Act, we find it expressly stipulated, that, after all costs of collec-

tion paid, the preferential charge on the colonial revenues in future shall

be, the payment of the interest of the (conjoint) provincial debt. The

salaries of the clergy, and of the ministers on the civil list, to be paid

next, as soon as other public moneys are got in.

The Union law, thus adopted by the two British houses of parliament,

so soon as it received the royal assent, nullified by its operation the act

of 1791, passed for the purpose of relieving the French-Canadians from

the petty domination of the British population of the Upper Province

;

and thus, by the revocationary legislation of the Imperial parliament of

1840, were our race once more subjected to the ascendency of the above

population, but then become far more numerous than at the first-indicated

date.

During the epoch terminated by the consummation of a great act of

injustice, the population, commerce, agriculture, and industry of the

country had made immense progress. Our people, whose total number we

estimated at barely 125,000 souls in 1791, had quintupled in numerical

amount during an interval of not quite a century's duration. The

political dissensions arising among us, meanwhile, had not prevented

individuals from playing each his part as a useful member of general

society. In America, the constant movement of all things causes to halt

behind its rapid actualities, all theories as to its hoped-for or predicted

course ; and sets at nought every system for its guidance, whether planned

in metropolitan hall.s of legislation, c. cabinet bureaux. Commonwealths,

on this continent, are seated on immense bases ; the outer limits of which

extend from sea to sea on many sides. In Europe, property occupies the

apex of the social pyramid ; in America, the possessor of property is, or

he ought to be for the benefit of the other component parts of the edifice,

at its lowest part. In 1844, the year nearest to that of the Union wherein
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a census took place, the population of Lower Canada was found to be

697,000 persons, out of which 524,000 were of French descent ; the

remaining 150,000 being of British or foreign blood : while, among the

general total, 578,000 were catholics.

Lastly, in 1840, our provincial revenue reached £184,000, while the

public expenditure was but £143,000. At the present time (1859)

with the aid of some modifications in our fiscal laws, the conjoint revenues

of the two Canadas reach a total of £1,500,000, while the expenditure is

£l,600,0uJ.

We are about to terminate this history. The Union of the two provinces

necessarily marks one of the great stages of Canadian annals. The latest-

occurring events we have recorded would have remained without any

very precise signification, without the reader's taking into consideration

that union act, the manner of passing which at once explains the nature

of the measure itself, and the tendencies of metropolitan feeling in our

regard. If, in retracing the foregoing events, we may have wounded the

susceptibilities of certain races, or of some individual men composing

them,—or should we have excited the jealousies of any partisans or place-

men, we shall merely observe, adapting to our own use the general apology

made to his readers by M. Thiers, in the prelude to his Histoire de la

Revolution Franqaise, that " we have performed our task without animo-

sity ; ever compassionating error, ever revering virtue, and admiring true

greatness, while constantly striving to fathom the designs of Providence

regarding the ftite which is reserved for us, and respecting providential

purposes as soon as we think that we have discerned their real nature."

CONCLUSION.
By uniting the two Canadas, England maintained her policy, in this

respect, that she thus merged in one people the different nationalities

which previously existed in the two colonies. No nation had greater

facilities than she, in this by no means easy matter. She was guided by

the experience of centuries past. In liko manner had she at first

absorbed the nationality of her Norman* Conquerors, then that of the

Scotch, and then of the Irish. In carrying out her object, she was not

precipitate: slowly, and with due precaution, she proceeded to make use

• The French language was not set aside iu the English parliament till the

15th century ; that body, however, still maintaining its French name.
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of the confiding, nnd to satisfy the ambitious and the truculent. She

has always acted under tho belief, that, with the help of gold and

power, the less numerous races which owed licr allegiance would become

extinct,—merged and lost in the all-powerful orbit of the nationality of

her own people.

If we look into history, we find as regards England herself -^^ that

"After a lapse of time a statute of Edward IIT permitted (and did

not enact, as many historians have stated) that pleadings might bo made

before the civil courts in the English language. The constantly increas-

ing number of commercial actions and of the pleadings necessary therein,

.

rendered this change more necessary than in previous reigns, when

those who were not acquainted with tho French language were forced-

to remain in ignorance of the proceedings. But in matters between

men of high estate before tho high court of parliament, which adjudi-

cated regarding treason, or before the court of chivalry, which decided

in affairs of honor, the ancient tongue was still employed. And further,

the custom was still maintained, in all the courts, of rendering judgment

in French, as well as of making the registers or records in the same

language.

" Generally speaking, it was customary with lawyers, even with those

who spoke English, to use, as most becoming, French words and phrases

as *Ah, sire, je vous jure,' 'Ah, de par Dieu I' 'A ce j'assente,' and

other similar expressions with which Chaucer, in describing their

speeches, never fails to embellish them.

"It was during the first half of the 15th century that the English

language, gradually coming into vogue with men of letters, ended by

entirely displacing the French; except with the chief seigniors, who,

before relinquishing entirely the language of their ancestors, adhered to

works written in both tongues. This equality (which the commonalty

gradually imitated) is shown in the acts of parliament, which, after the

year 1400, appeared alternately in French and English. The first act

of the lower house bears date 1425. It is uncertain whether the

upper house any longer preserved the proper tongue of the aristocracy,

and the conquerors, but after 1450 no more acts of parliament appear

in the French language. There exist, however, after this time, letters

written in French by the nobles, and French epitaphs. Historians show

also that at the end of the 15th century the kings of England and the

[

* Thierry : Higtoire de la Conquete de I'Angleterre par les Normands, vol. 4,

p. 272.
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aci^'iiiors were ac(|Uaiiitccl with Frcueli and spoko it well ; ^ but after that

time the kaowlodj^e of the lan^^uaj^o wa8 only a matter of individual

loarninj!;, and not a necessity of noble birth. French was no more a

lan^'ua;j;o to bo lisped by the children of the nobles: it became, like

ancient and continental tonj^uos, only a study of choice and a part of a

liberal education. Thus about four centuries after the conquest of

Enjfland by tho Normans, disappeared that diflferonce of language which

had thitherto, together with social inequality, been o mark of separation

between tho descendants of the two races. This complete fusion of the

two original tonguos, a plain indication of the intermixture of the races,

was possibly accehratod, in the ir)th century, by the long and sanguinar^f

civil v»ar between the houses of York and Lancaster."

As to Scotland, Queen Anno, in 170G, carried out a project, vainly

attempted by "William III,—the union of England and Scotland in

one kingdom, under the designation of Great Britain. The unbending

nature of tho Scottish character, tho mutual antipathy of the two peoples

and the frequent troubles thence arising, reudored the project losa easy,

and beset it with diflSculties.

" This country," says M. Eniile do Bonnechosc,}' "in consequence of

the energetic resolutions made by the English parliament in i*etaliation

for the Security Act, saw itself deprived of important advantages and

menaced with new dangers. Men of intellect sought to avert this

double peril ; at tho same time, direct attempts were made by tho Queen

to extort from the Scotch adherence to the act regarding Protestant

succession. At length, they consented that a commission should be

nominated to entertain the question of the union of the two kingdoms.

But this entailed upon Scotland the loss of her constitution and sep-^rate

parliament ; and it followed that the supremo power became vested in

one parliament only, which, although it contained a certain number of

Scottish members, met in the English capital and under the immediate

influence of the crown ministers. On both sides, the commissioners for

the settlement of these momentous questions were chosen by Godolphin

and his colleagues, and the union was settled on tho following basis

:

Scotland was to retain her national church, her civil and municipal laws,

and her tribunals for the administration of justice. She was to share to

a certain extent in the general taxation, including that in respect of debt

contracted prior to the Revolution. Having no debt herself, a large

• See Rymer, Foedera ConTentiones Literae, Monasticon Angli

Memoires de Philippe de Comines.[emoires de Philippe de Comin

t Histoire d'Angleterre, vol. 4

icanum

;
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sum of money was to be uilvanced to her as an ecjuivalent for the bur-

dens imposed. The commissioners for the two countries afrrced on these

points: they differed only as to the composition of the parliament of tlic

United Kingdom as desired by England, and, while tlie populati(in of

Scotland was one sixth in number that of England, tla^y were only

accorded in the united representation forty-four niembers, or out; thir-

teenth of the entire body. Sixteen pe(>rs only were to be elected from

the entire Scotti.sh peerage to sit in the English house of lords.

" The harshness of these latter clauses, which tlie Scottish people

regarded as an insult, excited general discontent; the result of which

was, especially at first, that tlie treaty for union engendered a clashing of

material interests prejudicial to very many, as happens at the termina-

tion of most important political commotions. The wound inflicted on

the patriotic feeling of the Scotch was of itself sufficient to render them

insensible of the advantages of the agreement; and all parties, Whigs
and Tories, Jacobites and Williamites, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and

Cameronians, united to oppose it. The government commissioners were

exposed to the insults of tlie populace, wlio destroyed the houses of many
officers of state favorable to the union, while they extravagantly extolled

the Duke of Hamilton, the chief of its opponents. The Dukes of

Queensberry and Argyle, and the Counts of Montrose, Stair, lloxburgh,

and Marchmont, in vain endeavored to oppose argument to this explosion

of patriotic sentiment and national fury ; but what the strongest argu-

ments could not obtain, bribery reached. Part of the money promised

by the English commissioners as indemnity for the fresh burdens

imposed, was distributed among thoir Scottish colleagues and among influ-

ential members of the Edinburgh parliament. Thenceforward (tvery-

thing went smoothly. The treaty of union, that the majority of the

Scottish people looked upon as suicide,* and that pure and irreproach-

able men would never have sanctioned, obtained the assent of a venal

majority;—this famous agreement, in short, regarded as a stain upon

Scotland, wherein were involved the sacrifice of her interest and her

glory, and which ought to have bf u i. I'^wed in course of time by an

• One of the members o^the Scottk ; .*rliament most opposed to the union,

Lord Belhaven, in an eloquent speech portrayed Scotland as perishing by

the hands of her own children. All the state archives appeared to him in a

vision, he said, "and in the midst of them I saw old Caledonia, sitting, like~

Caesar in the senate, casting around looks of distress, shrouding herself in her

royal mantle awaiting the final stroke, and crying, as she breathed her last sigh,.

'And thou also, my son!*"

—

Walter Hcott, HUtory of Scotland.
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era of pcoco and prosperity thitherto unknov.j, was signed Ist May, 1707>

and waH conHidercd a great triumph by Enghmd, flu.shcd with her con-

tinental 8UCCCHSC8."

Ab to Ireland, the Htrugglo was longer, but England finally triumphed-

"After the crirtiH of 1798," says GustavuH de Beaumont,* "Eng-

land, holding Ireland rebellious but vanquished, chastised her without

pity. Twenty years before, Ireland regained possession of her political

liberty. England kept in bitter iviucmbranco Ireland's success, and did

not fail to take advantage of her weakness to bring her under the yoke.

" The Irish parliament, after the recovery of its independence, became

troubloHomo to England. To obtain the mastery, corrupt influences

were necessary ; despite which, it still oflFered opposition ; the English

government therefore decided on its abolition.

" At the news, Ireland quivered like a dead body on the touch of the

.'fon which has just lacerated and deprived it of life. Of thirty-two

<!Ounties, twenty-one protested energetically against the destruction of

the Irish parliament. The parliament itself, on hoing asked to take the

initiative in its own abolition, refused, and by iid vote maintained its

constitutional existence.

" Indignant at the .servility demanded of tlie body to which he

belonged, Grattan vehemently opposed the ministerial project.}' But

resistance was in vain. The only obstacle of any importance to the

views of England was the Irish parliament, which refused to vote its

own destruction. Hitherto its acts had been purchased ; now its death

must be bought also. Corruption on an extensive scale was put in opera-

tion
;

places, pensions, favors of every kind, peerages, money, were

lavished ; and the same men who, in 1799, had repelled the proposition of

union, on the 2Gth May, 1800, adopted it by a vote of 118 to G3. It is

calculated that of the 118, 73 were either public functionaries or state

pensioners. The greatest source of opposition to the abolition of the

Irish parliament was the rich Irish proprietors, who, as one of their

aristocratic privileges, had the right of disposition of a certain number

of seats in the lower house. This privilege was in their eyes sacred,

and to deprive them of it, spoliation. How were their outcries appeased ?

It was roughly estimated that each rotten borough was worth to ita

owner £15,000 sterling, and that sum was promised as an indemnity to

* Ireland, Social, Political, and Religioua.

t Grattan's Speeches. Collection of Grattau'a speeches before the Irish and

also the English parliament, published by his son, 4 vols. 8vo, 1822. Grattan's

two sons are still (1862) members of the English House of Commons.
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all who by tho act of union lout this privilege. The promise waa kept,

and the total indemnity amounted to £1,2(>0,000.*

*• ThuH waH accompli.shod by violence and corruption tho destruction

of the Irish parliament, not without raising in Ireland whatever national

love . nd patriotism remained.

" Mtcr the parliamentary vote, the Lord Lieutenant, Lord Castlo-

reagh, made in the lower house a motion of course, to expedite tho bill in

the ordinary way. " And I," ejaculated a member of the house (O'Don-

nell)
—"I ask that tho bill may be burnt." "Yes," added another

member (Tighe), " burnt by tho common hangman."

As regards tho absorption of the Canadians, England thought herself

justified, immediately after the Coiujuest, in acting vigorously ; but, as

we have remarked, the American Revolution made her retrace her steps.

The old colonies having thrown oft" her yoke, she waited till tho English

and Protestant population were in a majority in the colonies which

remained to her in North America. We have seen in this work what

was her conduct in this respect from 1775 to 1840. kShe obsti-

nately refused the most salutary reforms so long as Lower or French

Canada had a separate government, and an elective chamber in which

there was a French-Canadian majority. As soon as the union of the two

provinces was consummated in 1841, not only all that the Canadians had

asked for in vain for half a century was granted, but much more; because

it was known that they were in a greater minority in the government

and legislature than in the population, and that if they liked to oppose

the new state of things they could be dispensed with ; while, if they

supported the new system, they would only bo the instruments, as the

Scottish and Irish representatives had been and still were the instru-

ments of the Imperial parliament.

Although the greater part of the English-Hpciiking inhabitants of

Canada were Scotch or Irish, or of Scottish or Irish origin, England did

not fear to entrust them with the new power organized for Canada;

because she knew that interest would stifle their old hatred to a similar

rigime, and would make them forget their own country and address

themselves to the present.

Still we do not prophesy the destruction of the French-Canadian com-

munity, like that of Scotland and Ireland, because it remains always

attached to French nationality, and the future may deceive the calcula-

tions of its enemies. In short, the soul of France ceases not to spread

* See Grattan's Speeches, vol. 4, p. 9 ;
and also Gordon, vol. 2.
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11

its warmtli ntnl vitality ovor tho pcopK) of its race nnJ tongno in tho

(Jlmnuol, Siivoy, Switzorland, luid nul^'iiun, though it8 political «upro-

mncy hv. not rocoj^nizcd. This iufluiMico ccuscis not to spread among tlio

inhabitants of tho bunks of th« St. Lawrence, now numbering nearly

a million. Situated at the nortli of tho American continent, what harm
can they do to British dominion or to that of tho vast republic of tho

United States? On the contrary, past esperience teachos us thatr too

populous nations cannot long retain their character and power, and that

a balance of power and a moderate rivalry are as salutary as exercise and

liberty are to individuals. European nations have attained the highest

degree of civilization; and this may bo ascribed, in part at all events, to

the rivalry which animates them, and the unanimity with which they are

constantly prompted to make great efforts to excel in the march of mind

and in the not less noble advance of military spirit.

Ancient history shows us that the ciithralment of the ancient world

under the llomish yoke marked the epoch of lier decadence; and that

human devices cannot exceed certain limits without ceasing to march on

to perfection. These limits arc indicated by tho natural power and

skill of man.

Already the immense territory of the United States has become a

cause of rivalry and discord amongst its citizens, whoso ideas and inte-

rests vary with the latitude of the country. It would seem that the

government has not the skill and foresight necessary to meet all the

nocessit'.es and desires from one end to the other of this too great

republic. Passion has been aroused to such an extent, that a desperate

warfare springs up in the midst of a people who appeared to enjoy the

greatest concord ; and we may say now, that, sooner or later, the young

republic will dissolve, to form several nations, whose territory and

inhabitants will be upon such a basis as to assure to each a strong ;tnd

enlightened government.

In view of this future, French-Canadians should defend and preserve

their laws and nationality, since thus they contribute to their own hap-

piness and honor, not only in aiding the adoption in America of a system

which maintains Europe at the head of civilization, but in preserving its

inhabitants from that lamentable decadence which is the result of a too

vast population, as in Asia, who become ungovernable by reason of their

number and lack of force, and repose in a species of material barbarism,

more sordid than the savage barbarity which once subsisted in the

New World.

THE END.
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AnitiDDEi) Fauilim Roll or tub Colony or Xiw Franoi.—lOCO.

QucIh'c

BeaiipriS

Bcauport

Island of Orleans

Saint-Jeiin, Maiut-FranQoia, and St. Micliul

Sillcry

Notrc-Dumo-dcs-Anges, and Ulvioro do St. Charles.

Cute do Lauzun

Montreal

Tbrou-Ri vers

555

078

173

471

106

217

118

684

401

Total 3,418

Number of males between tho nge.s of IG and 50 years, caiiablo

of lieiiring iirms 1,344

There are doulitless some oroiaaions ia the above roll, but which will be

supplied iu l'..e coming wiatcr, this year.

(Signed,) Talon.

Ghnkbal Obnsds of Nbw Fhancb.—1734.

Churches 102

Parish Priests uui Missionaries 83

Parsonages 76

Priests and Canons 32

Jesuits 18

Rocollets 27

Religicuses of I'Hotel-Dieu 97

Ursulincs 80

Religicuses of I'Hopital G6a6ra.\, and Frcres Charrons 31

Scours dc la Congr(C-gation 06

Orain-miUs 118

Saw-mills 52

Number of families C,422

Married males above 50 years 1,718

« under <• 4,588
•' absent 430

Wives and Widows 6,593

Bachelors above 15 years 3,805

" under " 8,342

Spinsters above 15 years 3,G54

" under " 8,122

Lands occupied and in till.ige 163,111

Prairies 1 7,657

Grain grown, minots 737.892

Maize 5,123

Peas 63,549

Oats 163,988

32

u

W
CO
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Barley

Tobacco, lbs.

Flax, "
.

, 3,4G2

166,054

92,246

Ilcmp, " 2,221

Horses 5,056

Horned Cattle 33,179

Sheep 19,8 15

Swine 23,646

Fire-arras 6,619

Swords T84

N. B.—This census has been made with care, and, it is believed, is more exac4

than any preceding one.

Statement of Imfobtb and Expoutb of Canada in 1754.

LIVRES.

ImportP 5,147,621

Exports 1,570,616

Difference 3,571,005

Shipping Arrivals.—Vessels from France
" " the Isles

•* " Louisbourg and Acadia,.

32

10

11

Total 35

The total Agricultural produce amounted to 92j,000 minots of wheat, 1,195,

000 minots of barley ; 333,000 minots of rye ; 7,239,000 miaots (if oats ; 1,219,

OOO minots of pease; 141,000 minots of maize ; 375,000 minots of buck-v^heat;

9,918,000 minots of potatoes. The maple-orchards produced 2,272,000 lbs. of

sugar. There are 7,898 bee-hives
; 470,000 head of cattle ; 147,000 horses

;

198,000 pigs; and 603,000 sheep, whose fleeces yielded 1,211,000 lbs. of wool.

The amount of farming stock ought to be prooortional to tillage; but the rela-

tive amount ia smaller in cold regions thiiu in warm. The Canadian winters

will always present obstacles to breedirg much stock, Iwcause the animals

must be stabled and fed during nearly six months of every year.

The collective looms of the colony turned out that year 747,000 ells of coun-

try cloth, 858,000 ells of linen and cotton stuG's. also 055,000 ells of flannel and

drugget. 2090 workmen, at Quebec alone, built in the winter of 1840, thirty-

three vessels, gauging together 18,000 tons; and 1,175 vessels of 884,000 tons

in all, from Europe and elsewhere, arrived during the year preceding, in the

same busy port.

There were Jien in the colony, 422 flour-mills, 153 for other grain, 911 saw-

mills, 14 for obtaining linseed oil, 153 for fulling and 169 for carding, 469 for

thrashing, 8 for paper-making, and 24 for nail-making &c. There were 69

foundries oi various metals, with 36 distilleries, 30 breweries, 540 potash-works,

and 86 others for chemicals, &c.; the machinery of all and sundry moved by

wind, water, steam, or animal power.

There were 64 colleges or superior schools, 1,569 elementary schools, spread-

ing enlightenment among 67,000 children.
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Tenants with right of voting.
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Total number of persons.
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Numbe>- of persons temporarily
absent.
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Persons of English birth.
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Persons of Irish birth.
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Persons of Scottish birth.
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Persons born in Canada of French
origin.
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Persons born in Canada of British

extraction.
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Persons born in the European
continent, or elsewhere.
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